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PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION 

Since the first edition of this book appeared in 1925 the nonmetallic 

mineral industries have changed greatly in nearly all important aspects. 

Prior to 1925 many of these industries were not founded on firm engi¬ 

neering and technical bases. Engineers and technicians familiar with the 

field were very few, and their knowledge was limited usually to one or 

two minerals. Few schools or colleges offered a course of instruction in 

the technology of industrial minerals. In the intervening years most of 

these indu.stries have taken advantage of progress in technology and 

equipment with the result that today they little resemble their condition 

in the 1920’s. 

Perhaps the greatest strides have been taken in the field of mineral 

beneficiation. In 1925 we did not hav'e froth flotation of nonmetallic 

minerals, sink-and-float concentration, high-intensity magnetic separa¬ 

tion, workable electro.static separation, improved centrifugal air separa¬ 

tion, the micronizer, nor the efficient wet centrifuge. These new working 

tools have changed completely our ideas of what constitutes commercial 

ores, thus vastly increasing our reserves and changing the geographical 

picture of production. 

Entirely new uses for industrial minerals hav'e been developed, such as 

the use of barite for oil-well drilling mutls, the ii.se of talc in ceramics, and 

the large-scale use of hddspar in glass. 

The industrial development of new areas of the country, such as the 

Gulf Coast, Calif., an<l the Pacific Xorthwest, as Avell a.s sucdi economic 

factors as constantly incri'asing freight rate.s, have changed the gcographiii 
pattern of murk<>ls. 

XewaiKl improved equipment and toehniques for examining and (c.sting 

minerals an<l mineral products, such as the electron microscope, X-ray dif¬ 

fraction methods and (juantifalive spe<!troscopic methods, have enal)le<l 

us better to umlcrstaiul the properties of minerals and tailor them to <nir 
u.se. 

Rocks and minerals formerly of no commercial intore.st have come into 

production. Among the.so may be noted nepbcline syenite, aplite, 

dumortierite, topaz, perlite, pinite, olivine, and numerous others. 

All this nuran.s that the first edition of this hook needed not ju.st nivision 

Init entire rewriting. In many chapters liardly more than 5 or 10 per cent 

of the original materia! could be allowed to stand without change cither in 



PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION 

emphasis or in major content. In addition, bibliographic reference 

material, in most cases, is today 10 to 20 times as voluminous as it was in 

1925. In this edition the references listed at the end of most discussions 

are referred to by superior numbers in the text. 

The task of rewriting this work seemed far too great for the original 

author to undertake alone. This new edition is due largely to the wlling- 

ness of the coauthor to collaborate in its preparation and to assume an 

important share of the burden. W, M. Myers is a former colleague, a 

friend of long standing, and an associate in various nonmetallic mineral 

activities. This edition is a dual effort and the contribution of the indi¬ 

vidual authors cannot be separated. 
Acknowledgment is made freely and gratefully to the host of scientific 

and technical workers who have taken time from their labors to publish 

the results of their research and progress in technology in the technical 

press. 
Raymond B. Ladoo 

Newton, MAssAcnusETxs 

Jamtary, 1951 
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PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION 

For several years the author was engaged in special work on various 

nonmctallic minerals in the U.S. Bureau of Mines at Washington, J^.C. 

During this period he was constantly in receipt of rcuiuests for informa¬ 

tion concerning these minerals. Such rctpie.sts covered a wide range ol 

details, but in general touched on such subjects as composition ainl 

properties of the minerals, methods of mining and preparation, market 

values, extent and nature of markets, specifications and tests, and uses. 

In order better to answer such requests an outline containing the 

most common questions was prepared. Thereafter a systematic attempt 

was made to collect information covering this outline for every mineral 

of commercial interest. The sources of information used were varied 

and extensive. They included, among others, published and unpublished 

reports by the various governmental and state <lepartmcnts and bureaus; 

articles published in the technical literature of the United Slates and 

foreign countries; correspondence and conferences with producers, con¬ 

sumers, engineers, chemists, geologists, and ceramists; and personal 

observation made in the field. In fact, every available source of infor¬ 

mation known to the writer on any phase of this subject was more or less 

thoroughly combed. 
In time a great mass of data was obtained and it was suggested by 

several people that an attempt be made to summarize and condense it for 

publication. This task was finally umlertaken with some misgivings and 

in full realization of the difTicidty of saying anything of m\ich value on o\'cr 

a hundred different minerals within the scope of a single volume of 

moderate size. The result, after repeated primings of the original manu¬ 

script, is embodied in the present work. 
So far as the author knows no previous at tempt has been made to cover 

the field of the technology of the nonmctallic miniuals, at least, of th(i 

scope ami nature of this present work. G. P. MerriU’s “ Non-metallic 

Minerals” treated the .subject largely from the geological and mineralogi- 

cal standpoint, anil was wiitten before the introduction of modern 

methoils. For example, the Fraseh [>rocess for llie mining of sulfur had 

not been tlevelopi'd. .James A. .\inlley’s “Silica and the .Silicates” 

covers a part of this field, but it <loes not cover the whole subject system¬ 

atically ami emphasizes particularly <-eramic niaterial.s and processes. 

Little that is really new or original is contained in this book. It is 
VII 



PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION 

largely a compilation, more or less critical, of published or unpublished 

facts and opinions of others. There may be some justification, however, 

for this method of treatment since much of the information used comes 

from widely scattered and often inaccessible sources. No attempt has 

been made to give credit to all sources of data, for often a dozen refer¬ 

ences have been consulted in preparing a single paragraph. Perhaps 

the most important single source of data has been the various publica¬ 

tions of the U.S. Geological Survey, from which nearly all the statistics 

of United States production of minerals have been obtained. 

The author wishes to express his gratitude to Miss Vera Crockatt 

of the U.S. Bureau of Mines for her patient and painstaking work in 

the preparation of the manuscript and in verification of references. 

Grateful acknowledgment is also due to my wife, Ethel Keniston 

Ladoo, for her able assistance throughout all the stages of the prepara¬ 

tion of this work. 

Raymond B. Ladoo 

New York, N.Y. 

March, 1925 
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INTRODUaiON 

For convenience in elassifiration the mineral kinK<!om may be divided in three 
classes: the fuels, the metals, and the noninetals. The minerals in<*lu<lcil in each 
of these classes possess certain properties in common. The fuels arc of orj^anic oi'i- 
gin and are used largely to i>ro<luce energy through combustion, a market in \vhi<‘h 
they are all competitive. The metallic ores aie the sourc^es of the common and 
rare metals, elements that «iisplay many proi)erties and relationships in common. 
The rest of the mineral list that cannot be j)ropcrly <-lassified in the abr>ve <-ategoi y 
falls in the third group, the nonmetals. The nonmetallic group is characterized 
by the heterogeneity of its compo.sition, many members displaying little or no 
resemblance to others in geologic origin, composition, method of recovery, or 
service to society. They are charactcrizeil by the freciucncy with which physical 
properties become of controlling imjjortance. The preparation of the mineral 
for the market may consist of little more than extraction and change in shape so 
that certain extraordinary physical propertie.s may be made useful. The 
fibrous nature of asbest«)s, the insulating ability of mica, the high specific gravity 
of barite arc examples of minerals pos.se.s.sing an outstanding pliysieal property 
that has been mu<le useful and tleveloped commercially to become the basis 
of a substantial industry. A knt>wle*lge of the physical proi)eities of noninotallic 
minerals and their role in commercial utilization is therefore of primary impor¬ 
tance to the proilucer or the investigator of potential markets for new vetitures.* 

Certain minerals play a dual role. Ilematito, the principal ore of iron, is also 
employed as a red pigment. Chromite may l)e use<l as an ore of <-liroiiuum or as a 
refractory or the source of chromium chemicals. Hauxito. tlie most important 
source of aluininviin. is also useful for refractories, abrasives, ancl adsi>ibents. In 
these cases and other.s of a similar nature th<? classification of tlie mineral de))ends 
upon its use an<l iit)t upon c<impo.«iiti<in. Sudi minerals arc discussed iji the text 
to the extent that they paiticipate in the nonnudallic field. 

Adeejuate supjjlies of nonrn«'talli<- niiiieruls are of l)asic importance? in the 

niaintenarn'R of the constiui-tion. c<?ratiii<‘. f<*rtilizer, and ciieinic’al industries. 

The rapid growth of these intliistries in tlie last 40 yc'ars lias bi'cui made pos.silile 

by the rlevel<i|)m<‘nt of jii’otluetivn cap.icity of .siuta)>lo material. Tlie con- 

tribiition of these industries to tlie sii|)port of .\iiieriean living standards an<l 

to the <lef«-nse of the country itself has been demonstrate'! so emphatically that 

the insurance <if raw materials foi‘ an iialefinite future is of prime impoitanee to 

the economic .«e<aiiity of the nation. 

In the <-<imposition of th** book ^•^•rt.•lin basic principles have l»e<-n f<i!lowe<l as 

far as possibh-. l'iiif«*niiity has been |»i«‘s«*r\ed by u.-e ol a .staiidaid outliiH’ as 

* Lmxio, It. H.. Jti'ffirc I Ipc-iiiiijr 'J'liat N«»iiiii<-lalli<- I’rojxT'' . Miniurj mul .1///.. N'ovxm- 
ber. Jy;J9, i>i,. Wi OOH. 
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INTRODUCTION 

far as the subject permits. Where a mineral is of considerable general interest 

and the literature meager and scattered, it may be given more attention than 

its industrial importance warrants. More important subjects may be treated 

less fully since literature pertinent to them is abundant and easily obtained. 

Very little space has been devoted to such large and important subjects as clays, 

cements, and stone, because anything like adequate treatment would require 

more space th.an can be given here and because satisfactory detailed information 

is obtainable elsewhere. Data concerning production in foreign countries have 

been introduced when particularly enlightening or when foreign sources are of 

special significance to American industry. 

Under Physical and Chemical Properties the hardness of minerals is expressed 

in terms of Mohs’ scale. Formulas and other physical constants have been 

taken from Dana* as far as possible. Brief explanations concerning physical 

properties are supplied in the Appendix, together wth other general information 
pertinent to the subject. 

Bibliographies have been selected with the intent of preserving the most 

valuable and informative material. Many of these references contain extensive 

bibliographies in which research may be carried further. 

The authors are painfully aware of the intricate structure of the nonmetallic 

industries and the speed with which technology has progressed during the past 

few years. A completely up-to-date summary of the technical status of the field 

is an impossibility. It is hopetl that this edition will serve to cover in reasonable 

detail the most important developments in the field. 

• Dana, James, and Salisbury, Edward, “Tho System of Mineralogy,” 7tl» ed., John 
Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1944. 
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ABRASIVES 

Natural abrasives have an ancient history; they were used by Paleolithic man 

to shape and polish tools and weapons made of flint, horn, and bone. The lack of 

knowledge of metals in pcrhistoric times was so i)ronounced that abrasives were 

probably the first tools whose utility was recognized. Many minerals have been 

employed as abrasives, and among them quartz continues to be the most useful. 

This is due to the hardness of the mineral, its extensive geographic and geologic 

distribution, its occurrence in many state.s of form and subdivision in the common 

sand.s and rock, and the economy with which it can be produced. Flint, chalce¬ 

dony, and tripoli, close relatives of quartz with a high percentage of silica in their 

composition, are similarly employed. 

A certain amount of abrasion is a.ssociated with crushing, grin<ling, and 

{•olishing, and at times it is difficult to differentiate between these processes. 

The milling of grain or the grinding of feldspar, talc, and similar minerals to 

com[>arable size was accomplished in the past by the use of natural abrasives. 

Smoothing rough metal surfaces on castings and polishing to an even surface 

were done for years by the aj)plieation of sand aiul emery. Fine polished sur¬ 

faces on glass, gem stonc.s, varnisluul woo<l, and relatc<l materials were obtained 

by the use of similar jiroduct.s. In those fitdds natural abrasives have encountered 

incre.'isiiig competition from metallic grinding e<|uipmont designed for the oper¬ 

ation Jind from artifi<-ial abrasives m.anufacturcd from mineral raw materials. 

Nevertheless, the production of natural abr.-isivos continues to form the basis 

of a small but useful mineral industry. This survival has been due to cortairi 

I)hysical properties whi<-h some of these m.atcrial.s poss<*ss ami which cannot be 

<lupli<-ate<l readily. Ec<jnomj' in production ami transj>oitation costs, and in 

fiome eases freedfjm from metallic iron or iron-bearing iini)urities, have con¬ 

tributed to the survival of their industrial positif>n. Their efficiency depends 

upon toughries.s, hanliiess, .shajie of the individual particle, size of the individual 

particle, ami breaking cbaiacteristics during u.se whereby new cutting cdge.s are 

exposed; without these <-liaractoristics the ai>rasivc grain is polishcfl to a smooth 

surface with little cutting <-fficiency. The selection of an abrasive with i>roper 

lardiiess for the work in liaml is highly important. Too great bardnos.s may 

Jecome highly objectionable l>y j>ro»lucing a cutting a<-ti«jn that is .so rapid as to 

cause damage rather than benefit. 'I'be abrasive used in tooth j)astc must be 

Hoft enough mit to injure the enamel of the to(»lh. and similarly the abrasive 

employed in soap or cleaning coinpoumls must be chosen to prevent scratching 

of the glass, tile, or iJolislie<l stone upon which it may be usc<i, 'Die size of the 

a jra.sivc grain is ihqjoiuient iiiion the tlcgree of grinding necessary. 'I'luis, 

coarse grinding is done witli coarse grain, ami progressively fima- .sizes arc 

employed as the surface becomes smoother, the final polishing being done with 



ABRASIVES 

powders of extreme fineness prepared by air flotation or water levigation. The 

selection of an abrasive is dependent upon satisfactoriness of performance, 
quantity of performance, and cost as compared uith other materials. Artificial 
abrasives have replaced natural abrasives in many operations connected with 

metal grinding, in spite of their higher cost, due to their superior performance 
and compensating sa\nng in labor costs. 

Hardness. The property of hardness is imperfectly understood and in minerals 
cannot be measured with accuracy. The same difficulty exists in other materials. 
Standardized procedures of testing are recognized by which comparable results 
are obtained although they do not actually represent true hardness. If hardness 
be defined as “resistance to abrasion” one of the hardest materials known is the 

rubber automobile tire, which will roll for thousands of miles on the highway 
after a steel tire has been destroyed. The property of resilience, therefore, has 

an important effect upon true hardness. Hardness in minerals is expressed in 
relative terms by what is known as “Mohs’ scale.” In this scale talc (1) is the 

softest, and diamond (10) is the hardest. The gap in hardness between Nos. 9 
and 10 is believed to be greater than the gap between Nos. 1 and 9. The scale 
expresses no absolute values, therefore, but only relative degrees. 

1. Talc 

Mohs’ Scale 

6. Feldspar 

2. Gypsum 7. Quartz 

3. Calcite 8. Topaz 

4. Fluorite 9. Corundum 

5. Apatite 10. Diamond 

See also Appendix, Scale of Hardne.ss. 
With a few notable exceptions minerals occur in the crystalline state; therefore, 

they follow one of the basic laws of crystal behavior. Their properties vary with 
direction. Hardness is one of these properties; certain minerals (for example, 
kyanite) appear to be much harder at right angles to the principal axis than 
parallel to the axis. The diamond displays a similar variation in hardness with 
direction; the octahedral face is much the harder. Since the mineral has a pro¬ 
nounced octahedral cleavage along which it naturally breaks, fragments pro¬ 
duced by crushing exhibit a large number of surfaces parallel to the octahedron. 
Diamond powder, therefore, can be used as an abrasive to polish facets on a gem 
stone, none of which in the standard brilliant cut is parallel to the octahedron. 
It is recognized now that the great variation in the efficiency of diamond tools 
was due to random setting of the stone, with the result that proper orientation 
frequently was not obtained, and the diamond was not so placed as to perform at 
maximum capacity. 

In Mohs' scale it is noteworthy that quartz is No. 7 and therefore in a position 
of exhibiting a hardness superior to most common minerals. Harder materials 
are comparatively rare and are found in only a few localities. Quartz is one of 

the most widely distributed and abundant minerals. It is therefore the most 
important natural abrasive. 
4 



ABRASIVES 

NATURAL ABRASIVES 

Those in Which jSomf Form of Quarlz Is Domi7iant. 

1. Buhrstones 

2. Chaser stones 

3. Flint 

4. Grindstones and pnlpstones 

5. Holystones 

G. Grinding pebbles an<l tube-mill liners 

7. Millstones 

8. Sand 

9. Sharj)ening stones, oilstones, whetstones, seythestones 

10. Siliceous clays and rotteiistone 

A portion of the production of a number of other minerals is diverted to 

abrasive use. Data pertinent to this use will be f<juml under Chalk, Corundum 

and Emery, Diamond, Diatoinaceous Earth, Feldsjmr, Garnet, Gypsum, Lime, 

Pumice, Quartz, Sand, Tourmaline, and Tripoli. 

Forms in Which Abrasives Are Used. 

1. Ixjoso grains arul powrlers 

a. Stotie surfacing and polishing 

b. Glass surfacing and polishing 

c. Sand blasting 

<1. Sunfl with wire saw 

e. ('leaning coinpoiiitds 

/. Grinding and polishing on wheels, buffers, etc. 

g. Tooth pftwders 

2. IIan<l sharpeidng stones 

«. Natural stoiu? cut to shape 

b. Bonded abrasive grains 

3. OriiKlstones 

a. Natural stone cut to shape 

b. Boiuled abrasiv'e grains 

4. Gnnding wheels 

a. Natural stone cut to shape 

b. Bonded abrasive grains 

c. Impregnaterl metal 

d. Chaser-mill stones, paint-mill st<itH*s, rubbing sttmes for wood, coii<-iete, 

etc. 

5. Drills 

a. .Set in metal 

b. Impregnated metal 

G. Buhrstones 

а. Natural stone cut to shape 

б. Blocks of natural stone or artificial abrasive s(;t in cement 

5 



ABRASIVES 

7. Coated abrasives 

a. Paper backing 
b. Cloth backing 

8. Pastes and soaps 

a. Hand soaps 
b. Cleaning soaps 

c. Metal polishes 
d. Valve-grinding compounds 
€. Tooth pastes 

9. Brick (as “bath” brick) 

Buhrstone is, properly speaking, a tough porous stone consisting almost entirely 
of silica, used originally as horizontal millstones for grinding grain. The term 
“buhrstone” now is applied to other types of stone used for the same and other 

purposes. The best true buhrstone is found in France, chiefly in the mineral 
basin of Paris, where it occurs in large masses. It is white, gray, yellow, or 

bluish in color and varies in texture from very open and porous to close grained. 
It has a straight fracture and is not so brittle as flint, although of about the same 
hardness. It is worked in open quarries and usually sold in regular blocks, which 

later are dressed to proper size, fitted together, and bound into solid wheels. 
Similar material occurs in Belgium. German buhrstone is a basaltic lava found 

near Cologne. 
True buhrstone is not produced in the United States. Domestic stones used 

as buhrstones are considered under Millstones. Buhrstones have been used in 
the United States in the grinding of paint, a use which is continued in a small 
way. In other fields it has been replaced almost entirely by more modern 

equipment. 
Chaser stones are large circular stones, run on edge, used for coarse grinding. 

A common size is 6 ft in diameter with a face 18 to 22 in. wide. Sandstone, 

quartzite, and granite have been used for this purpose. At one time they were 
employed extensively in the grinding of feldsjjar and quartz. They were rotated, 
frequently by water power, on a stone pavement composed of blocks of the same 
material used for the chaser. Crushed rock was thrown on the pavement and 
reduced in size by the weight of the chaser passing over it. The ground material 

as displaced by the chaser was shoveled back under the chaser until reduced to 
the size desired. Final grinding to desired size ( — 100 mesh or finer) was done in 
batch mills. This equipment possessed one advantage: no metallic iron was 
introduced in the ground material, an important point in ceramic raw materials. 
The use of chaser mills has declined drastically in the past 25 years. 

Flint. True flint, which is a chalcedonic variety of silica, is used as an abrasive 
chiefly in the form of grinding pebbles and as a liner in tube and pebble mills. 
It has been used to a small extent, after crushing and grinding, for coating 

abrasive papers. Flint from the chalk cliffs of England has been used for this 
purpose. Flint wll abrade steel and under impact the abraded particles will 

oxidize \\-ith such rapidity as to ignite. Flint and steel have been used as an 
igniter of gunpowder and as a source of fire for many years. Mineral prospectors 
in remote areas still carry flint and steel. Flint for use in muzzle-loading flint- 
6 
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locks is still prepared by the English flint knappers and forms a very small 
industry at Brandon in Suffolk County. 

Grindstones and Pulpstones. The production of grindstones and pulpstones 
has shown a long-continued decline in value and industrial importance due to the 
increased use of artificial abrasives. These stones are manufactured almost 
exclusively from sandstone. The grains of sand in the sandstone may be 
cemented with quartz, calcite, clay, or Hmonite. Calcite may be objectionable 
due to its solubility, and limonitc or clay due to the weakness of the bond. 

Northern Ohio and West Virguiia are the most important districts in the 
United States for the proiluction of grindstones and ))ulpstones. Near Cleveland 
an extensive bed of lower carboniferous sandstone, known as the “licrca grit,” 
is worked extensively. In this area and in other districts in Ohio and Michigan 
a number of different “grits” or tyi»es of abrasive sandstone have been worked. 
These are us follows;* 

1. The Berea grit (Ohio), a fine, sharp grit, is used especially for sharpening 
edged tools, such as fanners’ tools anti woodcutters’ small tools. 

2. The Amherst grit (Ohio), wliich is both soft and loose, medium and loose, 
and fine, is used especially for edged tools, saws, etc., in manufacturing plants 
where the grindstone is oper.ated by power. 

3. The Independence grit (Ohio), a coarse, sharp grit, is used for grinding 
springs and files and for dry grinding of castings. 

4. Tlie Massillon grit (Ohio), .a coar.se, sharp grit, is used for grinding large 
edged tools, springs, files, and dry castings. 

5. The Tippecanoe grit (Ohio), a fairly loose, luard grit, is used for grinding 
wood pulp, springs, files, and he.a^'J’• forgings. 

6. The Marietta grit (Ohio), a soft, loose grit, is used largely in grinding saws, 
machine knives, and other high-temperetl, thin steel tools. 

7. The Huron grit (Michigan), a fine, sharp grit, is used for cutlery, mowing- 
machine sections, ancl similar t<iols where a fine edge is required. 

8. The I’eninsula grit (Ohio), .a hard, coarse grit, is used for grinding wood pulp. 
9. Euclid stone (Ohio) contains about 70 per cent fine silica ami 30 per cent 

clay. It is used for whetters, principally in cutlery works, for polisliing out 
scratches ma<le by onhtiary grindstones. 

A grindstone made from a coarse, bard san<lstono, usofl particularly for razor 
grinding, is produced in Bavaria. Merrill also notes the following additional 
grits: 

The Joagitui (Nova Scotia). Fine gray; of uniform texture; used for wet-grinding 

all kinds of edge tools; llic large stones for grinding .springs, sud irons, and hinges; 

Cxtc‘iisiv<tly export<.‘<l to tJic United 8tJit<-s. 

liny of Chalcur (New Brunswick). Fine «l:irk hlui.sh gray; of firm texture; smells 

strongly of clay when breather! upon. Itescinblr-s the .stone of Huron, !)iit 

contains less mica. Used in the inaiiufacture of table cutlery; also machinists’ tools 

and edge tools in general. 

Newcanlle (Fiiglanrl). I.igbt gray an<l yr-llowish; with a sharp grit; rather friable, 

and texture somewhat coarser than that of thr; B«tc;i stoiif', wliirdi it otherwise some¬ 

what resembles. The fiinT grarles used ft»r grinding saws ami the coar.sr-r anrl Imrrler 

• These grit name.') are derived ehir-lly from tiuiiies of the typical produr ing ceJiters. 
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ones for sad irons, springs, pulleys, shafting, for bead and face stones in nailwork, 

and for the dry grinding of castings; also used by glass cutters. 

TVtcA'crs/i/ (England). A dull brownish or yellowish, somewhat micaceous stone of 

medium texture and rather soft. For grinding saws, squares, bevels, and cutlers’ 

work in general. 

Liverpool, or Melling (England). Dull reddish; a somewhat loosely compacted 

aggregate of siliceous sand, so friable that the sharp angles are easily crumbled away 

by the thumb and fingers. A very sharp grit, used for saws and edge tools, particu¬ 

larly axes in shipyards. 

Craiglcilh (Scotland). Fine grained and nearly white. A very pure siliceous sand¬ 

stone with a sharp grit. Said to be the best stone known for glass cutting, though the 

Newcastle, Warrington, and Yorkshire grits arc also used for a similar purpose. * 

(Ivindstones are nindo in .several ways. By otie metluxl the stone is removed 
from the quarry in rectangular blocks and then split nearly to, or sawed directly 

to, tlie tlesirod thickness. A circle of the desired diameter is then marked out, 
and the stone rough-hewed to the mark. A square hole is then cut in the center, 

and the stone is mounted on a heavy, square iron shaft, to which the stone is 
fastened by collars. The shaft anrl the stone are then rotated by power and two 
men, on opposite sides of the stone, turn it down perfectly true by means of soft- 
iron bars C ft long by 2 in. wide by H i*i- thick, drawn out to a thin, upturned 
edge. 

In some quarries a circle of the desired size is laid out on a level surface of the 
stone in the quarry. Holes as <leep as the desired thickness of the stone are then 
drilled clo.se together around the circle, and the web broken out between. The 

stone is then loosened by wedging, lifted from the quarry, and finished by turning. 
A more recent technique has been described by Ilandom.’ Cylindrical blocks 

of specified diameter are cut in place in the quarry floor by the use of a circular 
steel cutter employing steel shot as an abrasive. When the depth of cut has 
reached the desired dimension, the disk of stone is liberated from the bedrock. 
This is accomplished by drilling a horizontal hole at the base of the disk and 
shooting a small charge of explosive. The stone block is then removed from the 
quarry, sawed in thinner blocks if desired, and prepared for use by cutting a 
square hole in the center and trimming the sides and face in a lathe. Aging of 
pulpstoncs is important. The stones as removed from the quarry are saturated 
with water, sometimes called “quarry sap.” This contains silica in solution, 
which is deposited upon evaporation of the solvent, acting as a cement and 
improving the quality of the stone. Stones may be aged from 1 to 2 years before 
shipment. 

Pulpstoncs jire heavy grindstones used for grinding wood into fine fiber for 
making paper pulp. Di.sks from 27 to 54 in. in thickness and from 54 to 62 in. 
in diameter, weighing from 2 to 4 tons, are employed. Production in recent 
year.s lias been restricted to the .state of Washington and We.st Virginia. Manu¬ 
factured abrasives liave become a coinjietitor in this market. 

Holystones arc composed of material similar to grindstones. They are used, 
mostly on shipboard, for cleaning and rubbing down wood surfaces, such as ship 
decks. 

• Merrii.!.. G. P.: "The Non-metallic Minerals," 2d ed.. pp. 404-405, John Wiley & 
Sons, Inc.. New York, 1910. 
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GrindiDg Pebbles and Tube-mill Liners. Rounded flint pebbles are used in 
tube and pebble mills for grinding certain minerals and to a limited extent for the 
grinding of ores. Their use is advantageous in the grinding of such inatei ials as 
potter’s flint or feldspar where the avoidance of contamination by metallic iron is 
desirable. The most important sources are along the seacoast near Havre, 
France, and in Belgium and Greenland. Pebbles from Greenland are sent to 
Denmark and arc known in the trade as ‘‘Danish flint/’ These pebbles are 
considered as the standard for comparison due to their great harilness and 
toughness. Total imports have sehlom exceeded 20,000 tons in a single year. 
A portion of this material has been diverted for use as potter’s flint. The actual 
tonnage consumed as an abrasive, therefore, has always been small. 

Interference with shipping in the First and Second World Wars resulted in an 
increased interest in domestic supplies. A number of rocks and minerals have 
been employed. In 1942 a maximum tonnage was reported. Recent production 

is shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Grinjuno Pebbles and Tvbe-mill Liners Sold or Used by Proi>ucp:rs 

IN TiiK United States, 194 I to 1948 

Year 

Grinding pebbles Tube-mill liners Total 

Short 

tons 
Value 

Short 

tons 
Value 

Sliort 

tons 

1 

Value 

1044 

1945 

1940 

1947 

1948 

8,012 
8.015 

4,652 

5,800 

4,020 

$172,418 

201.806 

102,043 

122,883 

lOl,583 

2,003 

1 ,982 

2,375 

1 ,490 

1 ,297 

$38,833 

•15,933 

44.247 

10,303 

11,555 

10,075 

10,597 

7,027 

7,350 

5,323 

$211,251 

247,739 

140,290 

103,180 

113,138 

firinding pebbles were |>r<Hluc*od i!i California, Minnesota, North C arolina, 

Texas, Washington, and Wisconsin. Beach pebbles, artifuiully rounile<l 

ite. rounded granite, flint, and quartzite peljbles were rec<ivere<l and preiiaied 

for the market. TulH?-mill liners were manufactiirod from quartzite and granite 

in Minnesota, North (’arolina, Wisc«)nsin, and Soutli Dakota. 

Millstones. Sandstone and rjuartz conglomerate ar<^ us(*d for nnllste)nes. T he 

industry has diKdinod in the fiivc of cajmpertitive e<juipment to the extent that in 

H>4() the total output was valuc<l at S14,7-S0. Now ^ork was a leader in tlie 

production of this material for many years when it was of greaUa* iin|)ortunco. 

Esopus stone <iuarned from the Sliawangunk ^•onglolnerate near Kingston was a 

well-known stone, as was the Brush ^I<jiintain stone from Montg<j!U(u*y C ounty, 

Va. Production continues fnmi these dej»osits in a small way. 1 luue is also a 

limited output fi oin Minnesota and North ('arolina \s licu e gi anitc^ is usc^l. 

Chaser stones have been pr<j<luced fi*<nn the saiu<* lo<*a)ities. ^liMstnnes were 

finishe<l in flat circular fr>rin and Htited radially. One was plrn'cd tqa»n anotlici', 

one stationary and the t>ther revolv<'d, frerjiicntly by water power. C orn, w heat, 

ami other grains arc introduced through an ooeiiing in the upper stone and dis- 
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charged in ground form at the periphery. This is one of the most ancient 
milling devices and was adopted by the mineral industries in the early stages of 
development for the fine grinding of talc, gypsum plasters, mineral pigments, 

and similar materials. Except for a few special uses and their retention in a 
limited number of gristmills they have been displaced by modern milling methods. 

Sharpening Stones (Oilstones, Whetstones, Scythestones, and Hones). 

Under the head of Natural Sharpening Stones come a variety of natural stones 

used for sharpening all kinds of small hand tools and instruments. Some of 
these stones are used dry, such as scythestones; and on some, oil (oilstones) or 

water (water stones) is used to float away the small particles of metal, cut away 
in the sharpening process, which would otherwise clog the pores of the stone, 
causing it to glaze over and eventually become useless. 

Natural sharpening stones are more commonly made from ordinary sandstone, 
fine to medium-coarse grained; from novaculite, an exceedingly fine-grained 

crystalline sandstone; and from quartz-mica schist; but other types of stone are 
sometimes used. 

Although abrasive stones are found in nearly every state east of the Mississippi 
and in many of the western states, there are relatively few producing localities. 
The more important districts in the United States are noted below. 

ArAarwas. Arkansas oilstones, produced principally in the vicinity of Hot 
Springs, Garland County, are of two varieties: Arkansas stone, which is a true 
novaculite, and Washita (originally Ouachita) stone, which is less dense and more 
porous than true novaculite. 

The Arkansas stone, produced in “hard” and “soft” grades, is an exceedingly 
fine, sharj>-grained white stone with a conchoidal fracture and waxy luster. It 

contains about 99 per cent cryptocrystalline silica. It is used for sharpening 
very fine-edged instruments and small tools. 

The Washita stone has about the same composition as the Arkansas stone but 
is less dense and more porous; it has the luster of unglazed ehinaware and a sub- 
conchoidal fracture. It is marketed in several grades, which, descending in the 
order of quality, are “Lily White,” “Rosy Red,” “E.xtra,” “No. 1,” and “No. 
2.” It is a somewliat faster cutting stone than the Arkansas, is less expensive, 
and is used for .somewhat coarser work. 

Oilstones are used after grinding to eliminate burr. An oilstone<l tool possesses 
a keener, firmer edge whicrh will not break down in service as soon as that of an 
untreated tool; its life is thereby prolonged between grindings. 

Indiana. The .satulstones of Orange County, Ind., furnish a whetstone known 
as the Ilindoslan or Orange stone, which has been quarried in French Lick and 

Northwest townships. The stone is fine grained and is used as a low-priced oil¬ 
stone for mechanics’ use. 

Ohio. A number of the sandstone beds of Ohio, particularly the Berea and 
Euclid grits (noted under Grindstones), furnish material suitable for oilstones 
and scythestones. Some of the localities in which such stones have been produced 
are Berea and Euclid, Cuyahoga County, and Grafton, Lorain County. The 
Deerliek stone is produced at Chagrin Falls, Cuyahoga County. The Queer 

Creek is a hard, medium-coarse-grained Ohio sandstone, dark gray in color, sold 
as an inexpensive stone for rather coarse sharpening. 
10 
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New York. Near Labrador Lake, Cortland County, N.Y., a sandstone similar 
to that quarried in Ohio has been produced. It is known as Labrador stone and 

has been used to a small extent for whetstones. 
New Hampshire and Vermont. In Haverhill Township, Grafton County, N.H., 

and near Lamoille, Orleans County, Vt., there is a quartz-mica schist from which 
are manufactured the well-known Indian Pond, White Mountain, and Lamoille 

scythestones. At Lisbon, Grafton County, N.H., a similar schist occurs of a 
bluish-chocolate color, which furnishes a stone known as the chocolate whetstone. 

Stones from Other Countries. The water of Ayr, Scotch hone, or snake stone is a 
very compact schist produced at Dalmour, in Ayrshire, Scotland. This stone 
is used for whetstones and hones, for burnishing purposes, and as lithographic 

stones. 
The Turkey oilstone, which resembles Arkansas novaculite in structure and 

abrasive qualities, is produced in Smyrna, Asia Minor. Before the tliscovery of 
the Wasluta .stone it was for many centuries the lea<ling oilstone for mechanics' 
tools. It is composed of about 70 per cent silica with 30 per cent lime, clay, an<l 
iron. It is not so uniform us the Washita stone and is now little used in the 
Utiitc<l States. 

The lielguin razor h<me, ciuarried at Ijierreux, Sui t, Salm-Cliateau, Bihau, an<l 
Rect in the Ardennes of Belgium, is a djimourite slate containing innumerable 
garnets, more than 100,000 j)er cubic inch. It occurs (like the Ibitisbon hone) as 
thin, yellowish bands, about 2?^ in. wi<le, in a blue-gray slate. The bands are 
es.sentially parallel with one another and with the grain of the slate. The 
cutting power of the stone .seems to be due to the small garnets. This hone is 
sometimes called “petrified woo<l hone,” “soaj) hone" or “oil hotie.” Hones are 
cut from this stone in such a way that a layer of the blue slate serves as a backing 
for the softer yellow sharpening surface. 

The German water hone is a fine, hard, blue-green, slaty mica schist from 
Sonneberg, Germany. 

Rottenstone. Hottenstono is a material rc.sembling the Missouri-Oklahoina 
type of tripoli (see page 501), tlerived as a resitlual product from the weathering 

and the decay of a silicefjus-argillacecms limest<*nc. It occurs as ii .soft, friable, 

loosely coherent, earthy mass of light-gray to brownish- or olive-gray color. It i.s 

often sufficiently <'C)hercnt to be used in tlie foiaii of brii-ks. It varies consiilerably 

in chemical c<lmJ>^^^iti<ln. but alumina i.s the pre<lominant constituent. .Analyses 

show: alumina (Alj0.d, ■'<0 to H.5 per c<*nt; .silica (.SiO-). 4 to 15 jrer cent ; carbon 

(C), 5 to 10 per cent; iion oxides, 5 to 10 per cent; ami sm.all amounts <»f lime. 

Most of the true r<jttenstone iisetl in tlu? Unite«l .States is imported from Hvill 

and from Wale.s, Lngland, but sfune is also impoite<l from li(dgium. 

A .so-called American or doinesti<' “ iott<’nstone “ is produced at Antes Forte, 

Lycoming County, I'a. An analysis of this material slmws that it contains 

about 00 p<T cent sili«-a. p<‘r cent alkalies, ITC por cent alumina. 9 per cent 

iron oxi<l<!s, 1 per c<-nt moisture, ami 3 per cent lime ami niagnesia. This analysis, 

together with an examination of the c-rmle ro<-k. both nii<Tt)scopi4';illy ami with 

the unaifletl eye. sImjws that this material is m^t true rottenstone but prtibably a 

ferruginous and siliceous shale. It is noticeably heavy, while true rottenstone is 

very light. 
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True rottenstone is finely ground and bolted and sold, either in the form of a 
powder or molded into rottenstone brick. It is used in wood and metal finishing 

and as a filler material. 
The Pennsylvania rottenstone is quarried, crushed in a jaw crusher, dried in a 

rotary direct-heat drier, and ground in a Raymond mill equipped with the 
Raymond system of air separation. The fine powder is elevated to bins, from 
which it is bagged by automatic packers. Two products are made regularly, a 
250-mesh product used as a filler, chiefly in phonograph records, and a coarser 

grade for the polishing trade. 
Methods of Mining and Manufachire. Mining, mostly quarrying, requires a 

skillful recognition of the geologic structures in which the best material is found. 
The major problem is the recovery of sound material in maximum size with a 

minimum of waste. Careful selection at the quarry is necessary to eliminate 
material with incipient fractures, included impurities, or cavities that might 
render the stone worthless after considerable expense had been incurred in manu¬ 
facturing opej’ations. Workable stone is recovered in rather small pieces. 

These are trimmed and sawed to size. Stones for use on fine-edged tools are 
rubbed to a plane surface. 

SURFACE-COATED ABRASIVES 

Coated abrasives consist of strips of cloth or paper to which sized {ibrasive 
grains have been cemented. Sandpaper, garnet paper, and emery paper are the 
most important types using natural abrasives. Sand has not been used for 
years, having been replaced by the more efficient crushed quartz. Corundum, 

fused alumina, and carborundum are also used. All abrasive grains for this 
purpose must be sized accurately. This involves crushing, classification, drying, 
removal of magnetic iron-containing minerals or metallic iron, and final screening 
to pioduce a grain of specified dimension. Fine powders are produced by 
le\igution. The sized grains are distributed uniformly over the surface of the 
paper or cloth, which has been coated with glue or an adhesive not soluble in 

water. An electrostatic process is employed to obtain a more uniform distribution 
of the gniin and better orientation of the individual grain. Adherence of the 
grain to the glue is increased by a coating treatment. Grains so treated will 
fracture rather than pull out, permitting faster cutting and longer use of the 
abrasive. The abrasive grain is reported to be coated \\'ith molybdenum-con¬ 
taining frit of low melting point.* Subsequent application of an inert pigment 

proiluces a roughed surface promoting good adherence of the adhesive to the 
grain. Surface-coated al>rasives are su])plied in sheets, disks, and belts for use in 
mechanized ecjuipmeiit. They are particularly useful in the finishing of the 
surfaces of woo<l, leather, metal, and plasties. The relationship of screen-mesh 

size to the numbers used to designate grain size for common abrasive grains is 
shown in Table 2. 

ARTIFICIAL ABRASIVES 

Artificial abrasives originated in I.SOI when Edward Acheson first prepared 
silicon carbide in the electric furnace. This material is now sold under a number 
12 
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of names, such as “carborundum” and “crystolon.” The superior hardness of 

this material and the ability of the grains to shatter under use, presenting new 

cutting surfaces, resulted in its rapid adoption in many fields pre^^ously domi¬ 

nated by natural abrasives. This was followed by the introduction of aluminum 

oxide. The production of silicon carbide and aluminum oxide is concentrated 

in the Niagara Falls district of Canada and New York, where electrical energy 

can be obtained economically. Fused alumina is employed in the manufacture 

of about 75 per cent of the grinding wheels produced. The use of such wheels 

has revolutionized the grinding, shaping, and polishing of metallic objects. 

Tabix 2. Abrasi^'e Grain Markings 

Mcfih of screen Garnet Kmory Flint 

400 10/0 

320 9/0 

280 8,0 

240 7/0 

220 0/0 4/0 

180 5/0 3/0 3/0 

l.")0 4/0 2/0 2/0 

120 3/0 
I/O 1/0 

100 2/0 

H H 
80 1/0 1 

1 

60 H Uij 
50 1 2 VA 
40 Ui 2 

‘ZA 
36 2 3 

30 2'i 3 

24 3 SA 
22 3'4 
20 3> . 

18 3«i 

16 4 

11 4'i 
12 -t'a 

Manufacture of Grinding Wheels. Tlir oni<ionry aiul porformiincG of tho 

abrasive wheel depend upon the type and size of ^^rain employed ami u|Kjn the 

bond and the <leiisity or pr)iosity <if tin* finislied i>nidu<t. Tbo wheel with a 
vitrifie<l bonfl is in inf>st fointn^ni m<o an<l sujjplies about j)er (tent of all the 

wheels in use. The al*rasiv<* tirains of s«*le<*te^l size are inohle^l in shape with a 

mixture of feldspar, clay, and silira similar to that used in a cerninir borly. The 

wheel irt then firecl in a kiln at a temperature of 1275"C« 1 his ceramic bond is 
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not affected by water, weathering, mild acids, or oil. It is limited in use to a 

speed of 6,500 sfpm. 

The silicate bond is produced by the use of sodium silicate, or water glass. 

The abrasive grain is mixed with this material, pressed in a mold, and baked at 

250®C from 1 to 3 days. This bond does not hold the individual grains so closely 

as the vitrified bond, but makes a softer wheel particularly suitable for edged 

tools. 

Shellac is employed as a bond, mostly for fine grits used for finishing jobs on 

metals and edges on tools and saw teeth. The shellac is mixed with the abrasive 

grain in a steam-heated machine, molded in a hydraulic press, and baked for a 

few hours at 150°C. Plastic or resin bonds are replacing shellac, since they are 
more uniform in composition and behavior. 

Rubber is used as a bonding agent. Such wheels are suitable for operation at 

high speed and for cutting off and sawing metals. The thinnest wheels, such as 

are used for slitting points of pens, are made from rubber-bonded material. 

The rubber, abrasive, and sulfur (the vulcanizing agent) are mixed, rolled, and 

cut in disks, which are baked in molds. 

Resinoid bonds, produced by the use of plastics, bakelite, glyptol, and similar 

materials, are in common use. In the manufacture of such wheels the abrasive 

is moistened with a plasticizer, mixed with resin and filler, spread in a mold, com¬ 

pressed to size, and heated and cured in an oven at a temperature of around 160®C. 

These wheels can be operated at high speed and wthstand liard use. 

Grinding wheels are used for the coarse grinding or snagging of castings; pre¬ 

cision grinding to size and shape; cutting metals; producing sharp edges; and for 

the shaping and smoothing of metals, wood, and plastics in hundreds of industrial 

operations. Pulpstones up to 6 ft in diameter and 4 ft thick have been built up 

from blocks of artificial abrasives and, as has been noted, their use has reduced 

the market for those of natural origin. 

Metallic abrasives, including steel shot and grit, are manufactured in a number 

of states. Ohio, Michigan, and Pennsylvania arc the principal producers. 

Many new products are appearing in the abrasive markets. Boron carbide 

(B4C), an electric furnace product, is prepared by the fusion of boric acid (B..O3) 
and carbon at a temperature of around 2800*^0. This is possibly the hardest 

substance known, except diamond, being approached only by other carbides, such 

as tungsten, tantalum, and titanium. Many metallic oxides such as crocus and 

rouge, oxides of iron, tin oxide, chromium oxide, aluminum oxide, manganese 

oxide, and magnesium oxide are used for fine polishing on glass, gem stones, and 

metallic surfaces. Cerium oxide is one of the latest metallic oxides to be used for 
fine polishing. 

Testing of Abrasives. No uniform or standardized methods are available for 

testing abrasives. The most satisfactory test is to prepare tlie material in ques¬ 

tion in the form in which it is to be used and to compare its efficiency in actual use 

with that of materials now acceptable to industry. Since most manufacturing 

processes cannot be duplicated in the laboratory, the most feasible procedure is to 

submit samples of the material to be tested to companies that fabricate or deal in 

abrasive materials. Tho comparative hardness of natural abrasives and electric 
14 
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furnace products has been dctciminecl by measuring the relative resistance during 

lapping. The materials to be tested arc so mounted that they can be abraded by 

a grinding wheel s\jpplied with a stamlnrd abrasive grain. The amount of relief 

obtained by lapping, which is measured with great accuracy, is proportional to 

the hardness, the harder material naturally projecting the greatest distance. 

The magnitude of the abrasive industry, natural and artificial, as measured 

by tonnage and value is shown in Table 3. 

Table 3. Salient Statistics op the Abrasives Industries in the United States, 

1945 TO 1946 

Per cent of 

chanK(^ ii) lU'lG 

• 

Short 
tons 

Vuluc 
Short 

ions 
Vuluo 

Short 

ton.H 

174,057'’ 

18.247 

57.704 

$3,208,178* 
300.820 

230.803 

174.057'» 
28.055 

73.170 

$3.298.178“ 

549,000 

203.852 

+ 50 

+ 27 

533.050 

10.U33 
s 

3.700.507 

300.505 
fr 

575.888 
11.005 

72 

4.125.308 
501,444 

3,880 

+ 8 
+ 10 

« 

d 

1.082 
8.015 

1.57,011 
0.300 

7.850 

t 

15.018 

45.033 

201.800 
1.051.037 

375,lOH 
75.077 

d 

2,375 

1,052 
310.883 

7.743 
Tk. 188 

« 

14.780 

44,247 

102.013 

1 , .585.7 5,3 
570.180 
02.000 

• • » • 
+ 20 

- 40 

+ 104 

+ 23 
-21 

080.7W> $0,801 -tthH 1.205.107 $11.150.050 ~ 23 

53.773 4.238.055 03.8 40 5,457.003 1 10 

1 17.010 0.130.003 I32.0K4 8.307.I5K - 10 

1 10.771 H. 52 4.(^73 111.512 0,387.810 - 2 1 

317.500 

1.328,310 

$21 802.821 
$31.001.800 

307.415 
1 ..>12.012 

$20,212,880 

$31 .,'403.830 
-- 12 
4 11 

(. 

/ 

13 103.381 

2.087,508 

t 

/ 

1.5.320.281 

2.420.853 

+ 51 

Natural abra.sives: 

Domestic production (sold 

or usfcl by |>rodu<*cT>); 

DiaUiifiite. 

Tripoli. 

Quarts. 

Ground hand and nand* 

stone. 

Ghnflhtonci*. 

Pul |jh tones. 

Oil3ton<.*«$ and related 

producb*. 

Mill»tuDes. 

Tube-txiill liners. 

Grintlinic pebbles. 

PilKuco an<l pufiiicjte . . . 
Oariiet. 

Kfiicry. 

Total niiturul abrii^i ves' 

Arilliriul abrfLsivch: 

Silicfin Lurbi«l«* produt 

Abiiiiinuiii oxid4‘ proiluc' 

tiofj^. 

Metallic nbrusiven 

sliot unci uril) hikip- 

iiioniM. 

Total Jirlifn iul abntslvos 

Total iibru’^ivcs. 

ForeiKA trucic: 

IniiKirtM. 

. 

* Av.ruuc auuiiul fiKurc lor 1*JI2 to 1011; of M.ii— i.ot ftl lil-rty to lt«I.> mjkI 1040 
data. 

* Data inrlikdcd in total: HnreuM ••t Mim-s not .li lib.-rtt to fik^kircj*. 
« Data for ..jlstoiM -i uiid r. lut< d pr^nlk*. t-* u*. hiib *1 so t4»t;»ln; IJurtau of Miim-.h not ut liberty to 

pOblkhliLMl 

^ I oll^uK4^ of tirk)l*it<»ncH nut ri'cor'lr**!. 
* Int'liiiii'M Paiiadkikti pr<vlocii«»ii. 
/ Wciithl cuniiot bo r«*portcd lkC4*a'iso >f var> in^ unitm 
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ACTINOLITE 

Composition. Actinolite is a calcium, magnesium, iron silicate, Ca{Mg, 

Fe)3(SiO.,),. 

General Description. Actinolite, a type of amphibole, usually occurs as green, 

blacled cr3’stals in irregular divergent or columnar fibrous aggregates, also in com¬ 

pact granular masses. It alters to talc, chlorite, epidote, or an aggregate of ser¬ 

pentine an<l calcitc. 

Physical Properties. Hardness, 5 to 6. Specific gravity, 2.9 to 3.2. Melting 

point, 1322 to 1346’’C. Index of refraction, 1.611 to 1.636. Color, bright green to 

grayish green. Streak, white. Luster, vitreous to silky. Cleavage, perfect 
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ACTINOLUE 

prismatic at angles of 56 and 124 deg. Transparency, transparent to opaque. 
Tenacity, brittle. 

Occurrence, Production, and Utilization. Actinolite is a common mineral in 

metamorphose<i rocks, such as schists and gneisses, but production has been 

reported from onlj' one locality. Large dejjosits of actinolite occur in south¬ 
eastern Ontario, Canada. 

These deposits have been described by W. G. Miller and C. W, Knight, from 
whose report the following has been taken: 

I^rgo bodies of actinolite occur in the townships of Elzevir and Kaladar in Hastings 
and Addington counties. Hundreds of tons of the material, with which is often 
associated serpentine or talc, have in pn.st years been ground and used for roofing 
purposes. Building.s in several cities of the United States arc roofed with this material. 
None of the occurrences are at present being worked. (Tlicre are) seven of the more 

important open cuts, from which the actinolite has been shipped. . . . Some of these 
occur on lots 4 and 5 in the seventh concession of Elzevir township, about 3 miles 
east of the village of Actinolite. The material here is clearly a metamorphosed basalt, 
or other greenstone, of the Keewatin series, which has been altered by the great intru¬ 
sion of Laurentian granite gneiss. The latter sends immense dikes into the greenstone 
and holrhs great hlock-s of it. In placc.s tlie greenstones has entirely altered toscrpeii- 
tirie, which contain.s stringers of asbestos a fraction of an inch in width. This may 
be seen on lot 4 in the .sevenili concc.ssion of PJlzcvir. 

The larg<-st belt of actinolite occurs on lots 7 and 8 in the eleventh concession of 
Elzevir, crossing into lots 8 and 9 in the first conce.ssion of Kaladar. The actinolite 
here ha-s a.ssocialed with it little or no serpcnline. It occurs in the form of a lens a 
mile and a half long and 000 or 700 ft wide, closely enfolded in the Hastings 
I'onglonicratc. . . .» 

.Some <if the actinolite appears to be suitable for decoiative purposes, as, for 

example, the lens tiiat occurs on lot 12 in the .second concession of Kahulur, 4 

tniles southwest of tlie village of I'linton. This f»c«’iinence is found at the con¬ 

tact of a mica and clilorite schist and granite. The actinolite here has a beautiful 

rufliatcd texture and some large block.s have been quarried and shij)j)ed from 
Kiludur station. 

Actinolite was first ground in Ontario for roofing in 1K83 atthoxnllageof Actino- 

Jite, whi(rh, at that time, was calleij liriflgewater. Tlie process consisted of 

(Tusliing in a Hlake crusher and grinding in attrition mills to 60 mesh without 

rlestroying the fiber. Water jxjwor was obtained from the Skootamatta River. 

A proportion of micra was adfled to increase the bond. When api>li4'd to a loof, 

11 gal of coal tar, or its eipiivalent, was mi\e<l with 100 lb of the ground material 

and tlie mixture was .spread on the roof while li<it, the total tliickness, including 

the felt on wincli it was sjire.-id, being in. For 6 or 7 years after operations 

began in JHS3, tlie value of the output was S6.(K)0 per annum. Following this 

the mill wa.s operated at intc*rv;ds, but statistics regarding ju-oduefion are not 

available until the years 1001. 1002, an.l lOO.i. when the output was valued at 

S.'i.l2f), Sf),1.50, and Sl.firiO, i«-spe<-lively. The industry was brouglit to a stand¬ 
still in .June, 1004, l>y the destruction of tlie iniil flam. 

It may be added that a new mill has recently been constructed at the Actinolite 
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railway station, but the output to date has been very small, some 32 tons being 

produced in 1910. The lai-gest production in any year was about 550 tons in 

1902 or 1903. 

In 1934, 30 tons valued at S365 was reported to have been recovered. The 

reserve in this area for any possible future use is the greatest known in eastern 

America. 

Bowles* reports the occurrence of a green metamorphic rock, essentially 

actinolite and chlorite, at Lynchburg, Va. It is quarried and sold as an antislip 

material being incorporate<l in floors to prevent accident. 
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ALUM MINERALS 

The alums, which are soluble, cry.stallized, double sulfates of potash, sodium, 

iron, ammonium, .'iluminum, chromium, and other elements, usually charac- 

t(M-ize(l by easy solubilitj' in water and a strongly astringent taste, are represented 

by a number of miicrals, most of which do not occur in important quantities. 

Much of the alum in commercial use at present is made, directly or indirectly, 

from bauxite, clays, aluiiite, and ciyolite; but natural alums are of some impor¬ 

tance, pai ticularly in foreign countries. It is quite possible that some of the 

deposits of natural alums in the United States which are not now worked—for 

example, tho.se near the Gila River, Grant County, N.M., described below—may 

be of considerable future importance. The natural alums, because of their easy 

solubility in water, are not found in quantity except in arid regions or in places, 

such as caves, that are protected from moisture. 

Tlie lu incipal alum minerals arc described below, Aluminite, an insoluble but 

analogous mineral, is also dcscribe<l. Alunite, another closely allied mineral 

from which alum has been made, is described in the section devoted to that 

mineral. The natural alums known to occur in the United States possess some 

potential commercial interest but never have become industrial producers com¬ 

parable to those in ]£nglund. 

ALUNOGEN 

Composition. Alunogen is a hydrous aluminum sulfate, ALCSOOaTSHaO; 

Al'Os, 15.3 per cent; SOa, 30 per cent; HiO, 48.7 per cent. It is not, strictly 
speaking, a true alum, since it is not a double sulfate. 

Physical Properties, //urdness, 1.5 to 2. Specific gravity, 1.6 to l.S. Melting 

point, melts in its own water of crystallization, but Snally becomes infusible 
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at ordinary temperatures. Index of refraction, 1.474 to 1.483. Color wliite 

yellowish, or reddish. Streak, v.h\to. vitreous or silky. Clravage’xx^KxaWy 

fibrous. T’ran.sparenci/, translucent, rcnaci/i/, brittle. Readily so/«Wc in water 
Taste, astringent, like alum. 

General Description and Mode of Occurrence. Alunogen u.sually occurs as 

white yellowish, or pinkish fibrous crusts, but sometimes massive or powdery. 

It IS formed by the action of sulfuric acid, from decoiniKising sulfides or from 

volcanic sources, upon aluminous shales or other aluminous rocks; also as a 
sublimatjon by volcanic action. 

HALOTRICHITE 

Composition. Halotrichite is a hydrous double sulfate of iron and aluminum 

or a natural iron alum, having the formula reS0,-Al,(S04)3-24H..0: Al.(SO,). 
30.9 per cent; PeSO^ IGA per cent; 11,0, 40.7 per cent; or AI,0.. 11.0 percent.’ 
IcO, 7.8 per cent; SO3, 34.5 per cent; 11,0, 40.7 per cent. 

Physical Properties. Hardness, 2. Specific gracitij, 1.S9 to 2.04. Melting 

point, 4 5 to 5 m scale of fusibility. Index of nfraction, 1.49. Color, white t.> 

yellowish or pale greenish. Streak, wliite. Luster, silky. Clvacage, fil>rous. 

Iranspnrency, translucent. Tcnacitg, brittle. Readily solithlc in water Taste 
Strongly astringent. ' 

General Description and Mode of Occurrence. Halotrichite iisuallv occurs 
a.s silky fibrous, white, yellowish, or greenish cru.sts. res<unbling aslx-stos Imt 

much softer. Its mode of occurrence and origin arc similar to tho.se of alunogen. 

APJOHNITE 

Composition. Apjohnite i.s a hydrous sulfate of -iluminum an.l manganese 

having the formula MnSO. Al.(SOdv24H.O: Mui<0„ JG.3 per cent; Al-CSOda’ 
37 per cent; H.O, 40.7 per cent. ' 

M 1..5. I.7Sto2.;i, 
point, mfu.sible at ordinary temperatures. Index of refraclion, 1.47S to 1 4,S'> 

Color, white or pale yellowisli. greenish, or pinkUh. Streak, white. Lu.sUr 

U Transpareneg, tians|.aroiit. Tenaeitg, briltle’ 
Readily soluble, m water. Taste, a.stnngcmt. like oidiuai v alum 

a, “‘X'® o' Occurrence. ..Vpjuln.i.o Is Ilv funn.l 
a.s .silky or ashe.stiform fibnuis crusts or cfflore.s.-enccs on the walls of cav«‘s or 

protccte.l rocks. It i.s usually formed by tl.c acti.m ..f sulfuric acid, from the 

eeompo.s.tion of pynte or other .sulfides, upon slude.s and of her rock.s containing 
aiuinnia anu inangunose. ^ 

KALINITE 

a...l ulu.ninu,., 
a natural pot.-isli alum, having the foi iimla K.SO, Al i .\0,) .-2411 () K .S() 

A1 o'ToT*’ R-O. 9.i> per 
AbOa, 10.8 per cent: 80,,. .33.7 per ecnf : 11 (». 4 .-i.U per .-cnt 

point fusc.sat I in.scaler.f fu.Mbility. Ind, x of nfrnriian. |.43(lto I 4.*,S Color 

c«Iories.s or white. .VW., white. LusPr, vitrcuu.s. Ct^avagr, fibrous.' 7V.n.s-' 
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-parency, transparent or translucent. Tenacily, brittle. Readily soluble in 

water. Taste, strongly astringent. 

General Description and Mode of Occurrence. The general description 

and mode of occurrence are about the same as for alunogen. Its occurrence in 

commercial quantities is uncommon, but in some instances deposits have been 

worked. 

PICKERINGITE 

Pickeringite is a hydrous sulfate of magnesium and aluminum, or a natural 

magnesium alum, having the formula MgS04-Al2(S04)3‘22H20: MgSO<, 14 

per cent; Al2(S04)3, 39.9 per cent; H2O, 46.1 per cent. It occurs as white or 

pale yellowish or reddish fibrous crystals or easily fusible masses. It is of 

uncommon occurrence. Hardness, 1. Specific gravity, 1.85. 

MEND02ITE 

Mendozite is a hydrous sulfate of sodium and aluminum, or a natural soda 

alum, having the formula Na2S04’Al2(S04)3’24H20c Na2S04, 15.5 per cent; 

Al2(S04)3, 37.3 per cent; H2O, 47.2 per cent. Mendozite is an uncommon 

mineral, resembling ordinary alum, and is found at Mendoza, Argentina, the 

type locality. 

TSCHERMIGITE 

Tschermigite is a hydrous sulfate of ammonium and aluminum, or a natural 

ammonium alum, having the formula (NH4)2S04‘Al2(S04)3'24H20: (NH4)2S04, 

14.6 per cent; Al2(S04)3, 37.7 per cent; H2O, 47.7, per cent. Tschermigite is a 

very uncommon mineral, being found in only a very few places, notably at 

Tschermig and in a mine near Dux, Bohemia. It is obtained artificially from 

waste solutions of gas plants. 

ALUMINITE 

Composition. Aluminite is a hydrous aluminum sulfate, having the formula 

A1203 S03-9H20: AI2O3, 29.6 per cent; SO3, 23.3 per cent; HzO, 47.1 per cent. 

Physical Properties. Hardness, 1 to 2. Specific gravity, 1.66. Melting point, 

infusible at ordinary temperatures. Index of refraction, 1.459 to 1.470. Color, 

white. Streak, white. Luster, dull or earthy. Cleavage, none. Fracture, 

irregular. Transparency, opaque. Tenacity, brittle. Feeling, harsh. Soluble, 

only in acids. 
General Description and Mode of Occurrence. Aluminite usually occurs 

in white, chalky, rounded or irregular masses in beds of clays. Typical localities 

are at Halle, Germany; and at Brighton, England, in a 3-ft cleft in a chalk bed. 

ALUM SHALES SLATES AND CLAYS, OTHER ALUM ROCKS 

Many shales, and sometimes slates, contain pyrite and marcasite together with 

easily alterable alumina minerals. Upon weathering, the sulfides are oxidized, 

producing sulfuric acid, which attacks the aluminous minerals and forms alumi¬ 

num sulfate or alums. The.sc alums, being soluble, are carried in solution by 

slow capillary circulation to the rock surface, where they are either washed away 
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or, in protected places, deposited in the form of efflorescences or fibrous crusts. 

Thus, in mine tunnels and workings, particularly in coal mines, these white 

or light-colored crusts are often found. Sometimes the alums also crystallize 

in the form of stalactites. In the same way clays containing sulfides may also be 

sources of the alums. The most common alum minerals of this type are the iron 

alums and the simple hydrous sulfate of aluminum, but in some cases mine 

waters deposit sulfates of zinc, copper, cobalt, nickel, and other metals. 

The natural weathering in place, of shales, slates, and clays, is usually too slow 

to produce important quantities of alum, but such materials have been worked 

commercially in the past, at many places, by accelerating normal weathering. 

The shales or clays are mined, crushed, and spread out in thin layers to weather; 

or they are roasted to o.xidize the sulfides to the sulfates, finally setting free 

sulfuric acid, which reacts with the alumina in the sh.ales or clays, forming alum, 

which may be recovered by solution in water, evaporation, and crj^stallization! 

Potash alum has been made, since the days of (iueeii Elizabeth, from a hard 

blue shale near Whitby and Rodcar in Yorkshire, England. The aluminum 

sulfate was e.xtractcd from the sliale, and a potash salt added in solution. In 

later times alum has been made in England from coal shales. Tlic production 

of alum shales in Great Rritain from 1910 to 1920 ranged from al>out 5,000 to 
8,000 tons per year, nearly all of which came from the county of York. 

The analyses of alum shales in Table 1 arc quotetl by Merrill.* 

TaBI.B 1. ANAI-V.SES of Ai.I M RhaI.KS AN*I) ShATK.S 

1 2 3 4 

Silica. . -11 72.10 50.13 51.16 
Alumina. 14.ft7 Ui.io 10.73 18.30 
Iron oxtdos. 1 0.^ t> “>7 
Lime. ». 1.5 

• •• 4 • 

0.17 0. 10 
O . i 1 
2 15 

Magnesia. 1 .31 i 1.-18 I .00 0.90 
Pota.sh. •1 .5!» .5 (>X 
Soda. 0.18 

• ^ . * »•» 

0 03 » » • « • 

1 ni<*o 
1 race 

Iron sulfulos. 1 1.2.". 2.2i> 7, .53 8.50 
Sulfuric acid. 1'iiih-t. I’ndet. liuht. 2.50 
Carbon. 1 t \ t 
Water. I'nch't. riitic't. j 1 

2.i. 01 
1 

12.00 
Total. ».). 17 • 

1 

os.37 1 97, lo””! 

1. Alum ^late ^>r*sloc, Norway. 
2. Alum .slate* from Hf^ruht^lrn. 
3. Alum wlate from mino a<lit at flarii.-^lorf. near SuafeUI. 
4. Alum ahalc from \N fiithy uikI ICefit ar 

Prussia. 

Alum ahirn schists, aiifl .similar inatorials nrviir in Injfxr qiiaiifitios noar 
^\llitl)y, liinKlanf); Hurh-t ainl ( *aiji(>sif. Sfotljuul; in Tliurin^ia ainl Westphalia 

Oormany; in {5\ve<lon. Norway. ami many othf*r plar*os. 

In u<hiition U) alum shalfs, slat**'^, ami rlay^, other typos of ro<‘k may ho p<>t 

• Meiiiui.i., !>.. ‘'J ho Nori'metalhe Mifieral>/’ 2<i e^i., |jj». a.'jS, :srjU Jo)m 
oons. Inc., New York, lUlO. 

CMl- 

^^'i(ev A- 
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tial sources of alums, for example, the alum rock from near Gila River, Grant 

County, N.M., described more fully below. This rock, which is an andesitic 

breccia, contains soluble salts that deposit alunogen and halotrichite. 

Alum from Alunite. Alunite is a hydrous aluminun sulfate that has been an 

important source of alum. This mineral is treated under Alunite, where the 

manufacture of alum from alunite is also described. 

Typical Occurrences. United States. One of the largest reported occurrences 

of alum minerals in the United States is that described by Hayes* in Grant 

County, N.M. These deposits occur in a small arid region of igneous rocks, 

on both sides of Gila River, about 27 miles due north of Silver City, in portions 

of sections 19, 20, 29, and 30, T.13S, R.13W. 

The alum occurs in large masses of highly altered andesitic volcanic breccia, 

called alum rock by Hayes, surrounded by basalt. There are several such 

masses, but the largest is roughly circular in shape and about a mile in width. 

The alum rock is composed of a fine-grained ground mass and was originally 

composed of minute crystals of plagioclase feldspar embedded in a glassy material. 

In the less altered and unleached portions very fine, dustlike particles of pyrite 

are abundant. All the alum rock is highly altered and, where exposed to leaching, 

is invariably porous. The corapyositLon of the various phases of the alum rock is 

shown in the analyses given by Hayes (see Table 2). 

Table 2. Analyses or Alilm Rock from Gila Riybr, N.M. 
(VV. T. Schaller, Analyst) 

1 2 3 4 

Soluble in water: ' 
AliOa + FCiOa . 0.51 0.22 

SOa . 1.83 1.64 

Insoluble in water: 
SiO^ . 65.76 50.45 57.25 83.51 

AUOa (-l-TiO^) . 20.64 18.61 32.27 5.55 

FciOa (total iron) . 4.16 3.79 Trace Trace 

on ifvnition . 18.07 23.85 12.07 7.38 
T^rniiofJ rosifluo insoluble in water. . . . . 81.19 76.16 88.00 91.69 

1. Alum rock, white, mottled bluish gray, from tunnel 2, 50 ft from mouth of tunnel. 
2. Alum rofk. disintcerated, from dump of tunnel 2. 
3. Alum rock, white, chalky, from point of ridge between forks of Alum Creek. 
4. Alum rock, pinkish white, porous, from summit of Alunogen Ridge. 

Incrustations of two forms are found, one upon the sides of the cliffs in pro¬ 

tected places, and the second upon the sides of tunnels that had been driven in 

the rock in 1893, some 12 years or more before Hayes’s examination. 

The first or cliff incrustations are from a few inches to 3 or 4 ft thick and are 

composed of yellowish-white, cellular or powdery alunogen of the composition 

given in Table 3. 

• See C. W. Hayes. The Gila Uiver Alum Deposits. U.S. Geol. Survey, Bull. 315, 1907, 
pp. 215—223, from whose work this description is taken. 
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Table 3. Analyses of Autnogen fkom Gila River, N.M. 

2 

AhO,. 16.29 

SO,. 36.93 

H-0. 46.45 
Insuiublo rpsiduo. 

99.67 

15.52 

34.43 

45,56 

7.62 

100.13 100.0 

1. Analyst. George H. Corey, carefully selected crystals. 
2. Analyst. F. W. Clarke. Pinkish C’rusts. U.S. Geol. Survri/, Bull. 9. 1864, p. 13. 
3. Theoretical composition of alunogen; /VlsfSO,), + I8H5O. 

The second or tunnel incrustations were 3 to 6 in. thick and con.sisted of very 

pale, greenish, silky, fibrous crusts of halotrichite, which had apparently grown 

in annual increments of ^ to ^ in. per year. Tliis material was of tlie com¬ 

position given in Table 4. 

Table 4. Anai.v.sks of HAix>TRirnite from Gila River, N.M. 

FeO. 

A1,0,. 

SO,. 

11,0. 

Insoluble. 

7.94 

11.77 

35.25 

45.09 

13.50 

7.27 

37.19 

40.62 

0.50 

7.8 

11.0 

34.5 

46.7 

100.05 00.17 100 
^-1_I_^_ 

1. Analyst, W. T. Schallor. carefully hclecteil fibrous crystals fr«un tuuiiel 2. 
Analyst. F. Clarke. Fibrous .Mineral of SSilky I.ustcr, V..S. Grot. .S’nretM Bull 9 

IHH4. ContiiiiiH H traco <>f I'ciOi. 
3. Thoort'ticul c<ini)><)»itioii of )ia]otri<*hito: I'vSOi + Al2{S04)3 + 24n;0. 

Several hun<lrf'<ls (ir evon thousands of tons of the alum iruTustations are 

evidently available, }>iit the main pr)ssibln source of comin<*rcinl alum must be 

the very large quantities of relatively low-grade alum rock. Thi.s may be of 

Borne future coinmerci.-il imijortaiici? if tlie difficulties of transportation, mining, 

and extraction can lie .sucee.s.sfuMj' overcome. 

Nevada.* A deposit of tin; natural potash alum, kalinite, occurs in Esmeralda 

County, about 35 miles west of 'I'onopah, 10 miles north of Silver l*eak, and 

about G miles .south of the Tonopah & CJoIdfiehl ILiilroud. 

The alum is associated with native sulfur in rhyolite, which occurs in elongated 

‘ ikelike or necklike masses, apparently intru.sive into Tertiary .sedimentary 

rhyolitic tuffs. The alum <icciirs in an irregular network of veins, some ofwhi<-h 

arc several inches tliick, .split and ramify through the broken masses of 

altered rliyolite. The large.st r}iyf)litc “neck” i.s about 200 ft in <liamcfer. The 

-Sec .1. K. Spiirr, .-Vlum Dc-posil ru-iir Silver Peak. FisiiuTalda Count \ N'ova«l-i C ,S’ rV/.; 

an^Su/ ""- i^ovoverv Po.L," (iuni 

Sulphur at lonopah. Chem. Mt.t. Eny.. \'ol. 2-1. -No. 12. i,p. o29~!>:i0. Mar. 23, 1921. 
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rhyolite is easily friable and itself contains a large per cent of disseminated alum. 

When exposed to the air, the alum rapidly dehydrates and crumbles to a white 

powder, so that it is not conspicuous in the outcrop, and the amount actually 

present can only be seen on fresh fractures. 

This deposit was originally prospected for sulfur but was not developed. 

Years ago it was acquired by Western Chemicals, Inc., of Tonopah, Nev., and 

a plant installed for the recovery of both the alum and the sulfur. Duncan* 

states that more than 100,000 tons of ore have been already blocked out and 

that the estimated probable tonnage is over 1 million tons. The run-of-mine ore 

has the following anal^'sis: 

Per Ceni 

Kalinitc (K2Al2(S0«)4-24H801. 20.0 
Sulfur (S), free. 15.0 
Silica (SiO.). 58.8 
Alumina (AljOj). 2.6 
Calcium sulfate (CaSO«). 2.1 
Calcium carbonate (CaCOj). 1.2 
Iron oxide (FcjOj). 0.3 

Total. 100.0 

A plant with a daily capacity of 10 tons of chemically pure alum was reported 

to have operated with this raw material from 1920 to 1923. 

Cvlorado. Kalinite has been reported as efflorescences of no commercial 

importance at several places in Jcffei-son and Larimer counties. Pickeringite 

has been found near Colorado City, and halotrichite occurs at several coal mines 

in Jioulcler County and elsewhere. Alunogen is found at Doughty Springs and 

Alum Gulch. 

Tennessee. Apjohnite occurs associated with epsomite and melanterite 

(FeSC)4-7H:0) in the .so-called Alum Cave of Sevier County at the headwaters 

of tlie Little Pigeon, a tributary of the Tennessee River. It occurs in silky trans¬ 

parent needles and thick masses on the protecte<i sides of an overhanging cliff 

HO to 100 ft high. 

Chinn. Xatur.nl alums arc found in China in the provinces of Anhwei, Yunnan, 

an<l Chekiang. In the first two provinces it is extracted only for native use 

and Jione is exported; but alum from C’hekiung Pro\'ince is exported in consider- 

jihle (luantitics, chiefly from the port of Shanghai, but to some extent from 

Wenchow. 
Uses. The chief uses of alum are as a mordant in dyeing; in sizing paper; in 

tanning skins; and in clarifying water, sewage, and other turbid liquids. It is 

also used in making lake colors; for hardening plaster casts; in medicine; and 

us an ingredient of some baking powders. In ore dressing it is used to coagulate 

and settle slimes and other water suspensions of very fine particles prior to 

filtering. 

It should be noted that for many uses aluminum sulfate, known commercially 

as “concentrated alum,” is used in place of the true alums. 

* Duncak» Lindsay, op. 
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ALUMINUM SILICATES 

Andalusite, Kyanite, Sillimanite, Dumortierite, and Mullite 

The aluminum silicates and their combinations comprise an extensive group of 

minerals. Sericite, pinite, pyrophyllite, topaz, and kaolin have boon described 

in other chapters. This group has been referred to commonly as the sillimanite 

group of minerals due to the erroneous belief that amlalusite and kyanite, the 

first simple aluminum silicates to become commercially important, inverted upon 

heating to sillimanite. Further research proved that this product actually was 

mullite with a different ratio of alumina to silica. The commercialization of 

these minerals was due to the search for an im|>rove<l j)orcelain for spark plug.s 

for use in airplane motors developetl in the First World War. Previcjus to this 

time the aluminum silicates listeil in the title were little more than museum 
curiosities. 

The common properties of these minerals are shown in Table 1, 

ANDALUSITE 

Composition. Andalusite is aluminum silicate, AlvSiO& or Al-Oa-SiO-: AljOs, 

62.93 per cent; SiO-, 37.07 per cent. Sainplos puro cotujjosition aro 

rarely enrountore<l. Its composition is tfic same as sillimanite and kyanite. 

Geaeral Description. Andalusite o<*eurs as !ari^<\ routh. nearly sciuuio Kray 

or reddish prismatic crystals, or soinetinuss in very touKh, <*olufnnar or Kianular 

masses. Chui^tolite is an impure soft variety oeeurriiiK iu roumied j>risins, any 

cross section of which shows a cross due to the n*K'dar arranKornent of tlie j)urticles 

of dark (usually orKanic) in^purities. 

Physical Properties. Color, varies from HkIiI to <lark Kray, red, nvvvn, bluish, 

or white. Streok, wliite. /eUsl4 r, vitr<‘ous to dull, f 7cuivj^r, iinperfoet pris- 

mutie. Frorlure, uneven. Trnn^pnn naj^ transparent to oi)acjue. Ttnaci4y, 

brittle. Insoluble in acids. 

Occurrence. Ari<lalu.site usually occurs in rnetaincaphic- rocks, esjjeeially in 
Kficisses, schists, ainl slates; also occasiofially in Kyanite. 

Common mineral associates arc kyanite, silliiiuinite, corutMluin, nTi<*a, garnet, 
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and tourmaline, also quartz and, more rarely, rutile, lazulite, pyrophyllite, and 

pyrite. Most commonly it occurs as disseminated crystals in gneiss or schist, 

but sometimes it is found in large, nearly pure, masses of coarsely granular 
structure. 

Table 1, Phtsical Properties op Common Aluminum Silicates 

Hard¬ 
ness 

Specific 
gravity 

Crystal 
system 

Indexes 

Volume 
expajQ- 
sion, 

per cent 

Decomposition 
temperature, 

Andalusite. . . 7.5 3.16-3.20 Ortho. 1.634 
1.643 
1.639 

5 1380-1400 

Kyanite. 5-7 3.56-3.66 Tri, 1.712 

1.728 
1.720 

16 1350-1380 

Sillimanitc. . . 6-7 3.23 Ortho. 

1 

1.659 
1.680 
1.660 

6 1540-1550 

Dumorticrite. 7 3.30 Ortho. 1.678 
1.089 
1.686 

Bxpnnds 1250 

Mullite. 6-7 3.23 Ortho. 1.638 
1.653 
1.642 

% 1810 to liquid and AbOi 

Andalusite in relatively small quantities is found in many localities, of which 

the following are often noted; Westford, Lancaster (chiastolite variety), and 

Sterling, Mass.; Litchfield and Washington, Conn.; Standish, Maine; Minas 

Geraes, Brazil; Lisens, Tyrol; and Andalusia, Spain, 

Large masses of andalusite, sufficiently extensive to be commercial sources, 

are very rare. 

The largest commercially productive deposit is located on the west slope of 

White Mountain, Mono County, Calif., at an elevation approaching 10,000 ft. 

It is controlled by the Champion Spark Plug Co. of Detroit, Mich. The rock is 

described as a fairly pure andalusite associated with small amounts of other 

minerals.*2 The ore body is irregular and the andalusite is hand-picked with care 

to produce a shipping grade containing over 90 per cent. Grade is controlled by 

determination of specific gra\'ity and desire<l material is selected with a gra\aty of 

between 3.01 and 3.06. While a large quartz mass has been found to contain 

andalusite, relatively small areas possess enough to justify mining. Associated 
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minerals consist of pyrite and pyrrhotite, muscovite corundum, rutile, lazulite, 

and pyrophyllite. 

The crude material is shipped to Detroit, where it is crushed and passed over a 

magnetic separator. Coarse material, varj-ing in size from 8 to 30 mesh, is pre¬ 

pared for refractories. Finer material, CO per cent through 325 mesh, is produced 

by grinding in a pebble mill for use in porcelain and whiteware bodies. 

Andalusite also has been produced in Nevada near Hawthorne, Mineral 

County, and in other areas in California. Andalusite sands have been reported 

in Western Transvaal, Africa. Sales of 450 tons were reported in 1939. 

KYANITE 

Composition. Kyanite (sometimes spelled "cyanite”), or disthene, is alumi¬ 

num silicate, AljSiOs: AI2O3, 62.93 per cent; SiOs, 37.07 per cent. 

General Description. Kyanite usually occurs in long-bladed, triclinic blue 
crystals or fibrous masses, often in radial aggregates. 

Physical Properties. Color, usually some shade of blue, hence the name. 

Streak, white. Luster, vitreous. Cleavage, good in three directions. Trans¬ 

parency, translucent to transparent. Tenacity, brittle. 

Occurrence. Kyanite is a metamorphic mineral and occurs chiefly in gneisses 

and schists, often a.ssociated with corundum, andalusite, staurolite, garnet, and 

rutile. It is found in the corundum localities of Claston, Rutherford, and Yancey 

counties, N.C.; Chester, Mas.s.; C'hester and Delaware counties, Pa.; I.itchfield 

and Washington, Conn.; also in the St. Cothard district, Switzerlantl, in the 

Iyrf>l; near Wheatlan<l, Wyo.; in Alabama; arul in many other localities. Com¬ 

mercial production in the Unitcfl States has been active near Ogilhy, Calif.; 

Raker Mfuuitain, Va.; Burn.sville, N.C’.; and CTarksville, Cla. Since the kyanite 

IS found in schists closely associated with unde.sirable minerals, mechanical 

separation must be employed to make a proiluct sufficiently pure for industrial 

use. Many processes are employefl, <lej)ending upon local conditions. In 

general the rock is crushetl, grountl, and classified. It then may be concentrated 

by flotation or by gravity metluxls and cleaned by magnetic .separation. The 

final proiluct may be calcined or not before shipment. At C'larks\'ille, Cla., kya¬ 

nite weatherofl from srhists has formetl surface deposits. These have been 
vsa.sliofl, screened, aiul jigged. T'he Ogilhy, C'alif., rock has been treater! by 

ingenious system of calcining nnrl sutlden cooling that sluitters the associated 

fjuartz. The material is then crushed arul screened. The long kyai^ite fillers 
collect on the screen while the quartz saiul pas.«es through. 

horeign kyanite has become important in American industry. The principal 
source is India. In recent years tonnage has been received from British East 

Africa and the Union <»f South .Afrii'a. The Indian kyanite is a massive, fine¬ 

grained type. It is found in boulders that have w<‘athered from the original 

lode and boctn subjeeterl to some transpf>rtiition as they an; rouiuicd. 'J’hey are 
found in Singhl>hum di-'^trir-t at I.ap.<a Ruin, about 100 miU’S west c>{ Caleutta. 

Some t<jpaz has been reported in tlie same area. Production to ilatr; is from tlu*se 

detrital Ixjuhlers. A ina.ssive form of kyanite Is j)reseiit, sometimes containing 
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as high as 85 per cent corundum. Indian kyanite exhibits a low expansion and 

produces a hard grog with a high constancy of volume. 

Imports are shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. Consumption and Stocks of Imported Kyanite in the United States, 

1948 

Short tons Value 
Consump¬ 

tion, 
short tons 

Stocks 
Dec. 31, 

short tons 

Australia. 
British East Africa. 
India. 
Mozambique. 
Union of South Africa. 

1,619 
8,108 
6,823 

203 
338 

823,861 
105,676 
122,544 

2,008 
4,876 

17,091 259,055 1 11,770 
1 

5,538 

SILLIMANITE 

Composition. Sillimanite (fibrolite) is aluminum silicate, AUSiOs or AhOa-SiOs 

AI2O3, 62.93 per cent; SiOj, 37.07 per cent. 

General Description. Sillimanite usually occurs as long, thin, ncedlelike 

crystals or in radiating, fibrous or columnar masses. Crystals are often bent and 

interlaced. 

Physical Properties. Color, gray, brown, yellowish, or greenish. Streak, 

white. Luster, vitreous to silky. Cleavage, parallel to brachypinacoidal. Frac¬ 

ture, irregular. Transparency, transparent to translucent. Tenacity, tough. 

Insoluble in acids. 

Occurrence. Sillimanite usually occurs as an accessory constituent of gneisses, 

schists, quartzite sand, and other metamorphic rocks, sometimes associated with 

andalusite, zircon, or corundum. 

Some of the type localities for sillimanite are: Nonvich and Willimantic, 

Conn.; Worcester, Mass.; Westchester and Monroe counties, N.Y.; Chester, 

Pa.; Freiberg, Saxony; Minas Geraes, Brazil; and Bodenmais, Bavaria. 

Small tonnages have been found in South Dakota. Sillimanite occurs in 

schists in the United States that have not become commercial sources. The 

largest resources are believed to be in India.^* Three workable deposits are 

reported to exist. A massive deposit associated with corundum is located near 

Sonapahar in Nongstoin State in Assam. The material is reported to be of 

good grade, and some tonnage of loose sillimanite is avadable. Due to the 

inaccessibility of the area no production has been made. Massive sillimanite 

also associated with corundum has been found in an area 600 by 200 ft on a 

ridge Yi mile from the village of Pipra in the southeast corner of Rewa State, 

Central India. A small tonnage is known to exist near Pohra in the Bhandara 

district in the Central Provinces. 

To date, sillimanite has not been important in industry, since it has not been 
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found in accessible places in large tonnages. Improvements in transportation in 

India might furnish industrial tonnage. 

DUMORTIERITE 

Composition. Dumortierite is a silicate of aluminum containing some boron 

and water. It is represented by the formula AUBSiaOio or 4Al203-3Si02 plus 
B and OH. 

General Description. Dumortierite has been found in dikelike masses and in 

fibrous or columnar aggregates. The pure mineral has been found in boulders of 

unknown origin. A dumortierite-rich schist has become the chief source of 
tonnage. 

Physical Properties- Color, deep smalt blue to greenish blue. The schists are 

characteristically pink. Streak, white. LuMer, \>itreous. 7'ransparency, trans¬ 
parent to translucent. 

Occurrence. Dumortierite was fii-st found near Lyon, France. It has been 

identified in Manhattan, N.Y.; in Arizona, north of Yuma; and in Norway, Brazil, 

and Madagascar. The schists near Oreana, Nev., have become the most impor¬ 
tant producing areas. 

The deposits of dumortierite are located in the Humboldt Queen Canyon, near 

Oreana, Nev. The mineral was found first in veinlcts in a dike of andalusite 

and (juartz. Boulders of large size were found, and subsequent mining led to 

the discovery of a massive, schistose mineral occurring in a lens. Color varied 

from light to dark pink. According to Peck’® the composition of the rock is as 
follows: 

Per Cent 

Dumortierite. 75.33 

Miisc»)vite. 14.16 

Kx<'C.srt .sili<-a. 8 53 

f)th«fr minerals. 1 .1)8 

100 00 

The dumortierite is shippc<I t<i Deti»>it. Mich., where it is prepared for use in the 

manufacture of S]>:ii'k-phig porcelains in the .'same manner that andalusite is 

treated. It burns to a pure white and converts to mullite at a lower temperature 

than the other aluminum silicates. 

MULLITE 

Composition. Mullite has the composition 3Al;03'2Si02. 

Occurrence. Mullite wa.s jiorcolains as a oonversion product of 

vanuiis nluiiiinurn silicates l)ef<ire it uas foijn<l in nature. The only natural 

occurrence is nn the island of Mull in the WestcM*n Lsles of Se<itland. It is found 

inclusions v\)iere alutninous sediments lui\*e In^en entrapjie<l by iKneous rocks. 

1 he natural mineral has no commercial sii^nifi<*arico. 

Artificial mullite has been inanufactun*d by a immlH*r of processes. \'ai‘ious 

uluinina^silif^a mixtures in projjer proposition have been om]>loye<l. The inate- 

nals are finely I'rounol, briopn*tt<*d, and cf>nv<*it<*d to mullite* by firinj? in a furnace 

at a high tein]>crature, Durini; tlic war it was reported that (iermany was 
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forced to produce manufactured muHite to replace kyanite previously obtained 

from India.*'’ Mullite was produced, but at an expense estimated to be three 

times that of the natural kyanite. A mixture of clay, aluminum hydroxide, 

fused alumina, and feldspar was prepared and fired in a tunnel kiln to a maximum 

temperature of 1600“C. The addition of a small amount of ground Indian 

kyanite appeared to serve as a nucleus and improved crystallization. The total 

tonnage produced is unknown but is believed to be small. 

PRODUCTION AND UTILIZATION OF ALUMINUM SILICATES 

Production. The tonnage of the aluminum silicates produced annually in the 

United States is not known accurately. Much of the production is consumed 

directly by the owners of tlie mines who operate them for their own requirements. 

The total is not large, probably between 10,000 and 20,000 tons. A large propor¬ 

tion of the total is kyanite. 

Utilization. The utilization of the aluminum silicates is dependent upon 

conversion to mullite when fired to the proper point. The interlacing mullite 

crystals produce a body of great strength and refractoriness. Such material 

does not spall, stands the shock of heating and cooling well, and is resistant to 

slag erosion. Such ceramic bodies are particularly valuable in spark plugs, 

laboratory ware, saggers, kiln furniture, glass tank blocks, and other special 

refractories. 

Prices. Kyanite is the only mineral sold freely on the market in quantities 

suflk'ient to establish a price. In 1950 kyanite was quoted at $26 per ton fob 

Virginia in bulk, anrl at $29 per ton in bags for 3,5-mesh material. Kyanite, 

200 rnesh, was quoted at $37 per ton. Imported material eif Atlantic ports 

was (juoted at $30 pei' ton. All prices for carload lots. 
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ALUNITE (ALUM STONE) 

Composition. Alunite, a hydrous sulfate of potassium and aluminum, 

K(AI0H)3(S04)j-3H20, or K20-3Al20j-4S03-6H20: AI2O3, 37.0 per cent; K2O, 

11.4 per cent; SO3, 38.6 per cent; H2O, 13.0 per cent. Sodium often replaces 

part of the potassium. Analyses of typical alunites are given in the accomoanv- 
ing table. 

Analyses of Alunite 

K2O. 
NaiO. 
AI2O,. 
Fe203. 

SiOj. 
SOj. 
PaOi. 
H2O. 
Miscellaneous 

Total. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

9.71 
0.56 

7.55 9.64 9.51 
1.12 

6.53 
0.82 

10.35 
0.89 

34.40 27.60 37.98 37.52 25.91 35.53 
Trace 1.20 0.26 0.07 0.34 

5.28 22.71 1.92 32.40 1.13 
36.54 
0.50 

29.74 34.77 36.76 
Trace 

24.47 
0.02 

35.61 
0.23 

13.19 11.20 17.61 13.25 9.81 
0.07 

15.50 
0.72 

100.18 100.00 100.00 100.34 100.10 100.30 

1. Mao'svale. Utah: W. T. Schallcr, analyst, U.S. Gcol. Survey, Bull. 611, p. 8 

InstituL L^doi. .^2“"“'''’'' ■'‘’’'"'■'O"'' ''Potash,” p. 55. Imperial 

3. Calafatite var^ty from Benahatlux, Spain; analysis from Johnstone, op. eii. 
4. Pink vanet.v, BiJladolah, New South Wales; analysis from Johnstone, op. cit.. p. 64. 
6. Purple variety. Bulladelah. New South Wales; analysis from Johnstone; op. ciU, p. 64. 
6. CamckaJinga, South Australia; analysis from Johnstone, op. cU,^ p. 54. 

General Description. Alunite occurs as a white or light-colored, compact, 

fibrous or finely granular rock, often somewhat resembUng a dull limestone; 

also as tabular or nearly cubic rhombohedral crystals; also intermixed with 
siliceous matenal forming a compact, hard, granular, nearly white rock 

Physical Properties. Hardness, 3.5 to 4. Spemfie gravity, 2.5S to 2.S. MeUtng 

poxnl, infusible but decrepitates. Index of refraction, 1.572 to 1 592 Color 

white, yellowish, grayish, reddish, or colorless. Streak, white. Luster, ^^t^eous! 

pearly on cleavage edges. Cleavage, massive none; in crystals perfect basal. 

fracture, conchoidal, earthy, or splintery. Transparency, transparent to nearly 

opaque. Tenacity, brittle when pure to tough when intermi.xed with silica 
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Occurrence and Distribution. Alunite is a fairly common mineral and is 

u-idely disseminated through many volcanic rocks. It is also found in small 

percentages in clays. Concentrations of purity and size sufficiently large to be 

of commercial interest are comparatively rare. The mineral has been produced 

at La Tolfa, Italy, where production from 5,000 to 8,000 tons per year has been 

reported; and near Bullahdelah, New South Wales, where production up to 25,000 

tons per year was recorded during the potash shortage incident to the First 

World War. Occurrences are known in Spain, France, Hungary, Greece, Western 

Australia, and the Transcaucasia of the U.S.S.R. In the United States occur¬ 

rences are known in Arizona, California, Colorado, Nevada, Utah, Washington, 

and Texas. According to Thoenen** the first six states contain at least one 
deposit of commercial interest. 

Alunite in Utah. The alunite deposits in Utah are the largest known in the 

United States. They have been the most important producers. Industrial 

interest in their exploitation has been acute in two periods: in the First Worhl 

War, when they were used as a source of potash, and in the Second World War, 

when they were emploj'Cfl as a source of alumina. Two geologic types of deposit 

are recognized. Vein deposits are believed to be the product of deposition fnun 

ascending solutions of magmatic origin. Replacement <leposits, mostly confined 

to volcanic rocks, appear to be the result of reaction between ascending solutions 

and the wall rock, with a variable replacement of the latter by alunite. The 

vein deposits are found in Alunite Ridge between the fork,s of Cottonwood Creek, 

about 7 miles from Mar5'svale. The rcpla<-cment deposits arc greater in num¬ 

ber and more extensive in area. They occur in an area surrounding Marys- 

vale, mo.st of the mineralization of this tyi)e being in th<; .\titelopo Range. Dur¬ 

ing the First W«jrld War a large but indefinitely known tonnage was mined from 

the vein deposits. The tonnage is tliought to liave exceeded one-ejuarter of a 

million tons. Accurate figures are not available. Estimati4}n of reserve tonnage 

IS difficult, duo t»> the irregularity of tlie ahinite-bcaring formations, ignorance of 

the total numljor of veins present, and iiialiility to det<'rmine the lower limit of 

alunite content that can bo em|)loy(*<l in any prof<*s.s of commercial interest. 

Thoenen*^ estiinatotl that the tonnage of pure ahmit<* as calc-iilated from the 

conteTit of aliinitized rock was efiuivalent to over 1 1 .OUb.OOO tons. 

Utilization. Pure aliiiiit<! is in.sohible in u.afi-r ;iiid in eoinmou ;u'ids. but if it is 

calcined to odtPC it loses its water of liydration. and tlie lesiduc consists laig<‘ly of 

anhydrous pot.ash alum, part of vvliiuli is rctHlily s<»iul>U‘ in wafin* oi* ricifis. IIi>u- 

cver, if the heat is increaH<‘<l hoyoinl 50(J (\ of tliosiilfui* witli tlic' 

alumina is relfused as o\i<J<'s and Wh* foii>i>ts of potas.<iuni sull'ati^ an<l 

alumina. Tims may be ina<^le ritli<T potash alum fund aturniiiuin sulfate) or 

puta.ssiutn sulfat<; ami alumina. In tlio lattar rax* sulhuir arid mi^ht also be 

as a l*y-produrt. The c*xtra< tion of pota-^h liom alimitr is dr.^^crila'd und<‘r 

Potash Salts. 

riia following drsrrij^tions of the i<a*r>\'ery of ahim from alunite* are ejuoted 

from Loughlin,* ulii> rpiotes from various soui<a*s as jiot<*d: 

* IN, Ci. K., Aliiriitf* i )«*v#*loprfji;nes 
OcoL Survey. liuU. 020. 101 rV. pp. 207-1*70. 

near ^ I a r>'» va 1 cr <i n <1 iJeaver, Vtah, 
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The description of the ancient process of manufacturing potash alum from alunite in 
foreign countries, wliich was reviewed by Butler and Gale,* is here repeated for the 
reader’s convenience. 

considerable amount of alum is prepared from alunite. Alunite contains the 
elements of potassium alum, basic aluminum sulfate and free alumina. In Sicily 
it is made into heaps and calcined in the open air. At Tolfa, where the manufacture 
is carried out on a larger scale, the roasting is conducted in furnacelike limekilns lined 
with refractory materials. The mineral is heated in large pieces by the flame without 
direct contact with the fuel until sulfur dioxide begins to escape. The calcination 
requires about 6 hours, the mass losing about 35 per cent of water. During the igni¬ 
tion the excess of alumina beyond that necessary to produce alum is rendered insoluble 
and no longer has the property of precipitating basic sulfates from the solution. The 
calcined mass is exposed to the air upon a clay floor for some weeks, during which time 
it is occasionally moistened. The mudlike product is agitated in boilers with water 
at 70®C, and the clear decanted liquid, of density 10 to is evaporated to 32^B6 
and crystallized in small wooden tubs. The crystals are cubic, opaque, and reddish 
from the presence of ferric oxide. This iron is, however, quite insoluble and may be 
separated by recrystallization; the soluble iron is said to be less than 0.005 per cent. 
In this way ^ Roman alum’ was formerly largely produced. On account of their great 
purity, the rod crystals were much sought after. 

“Alunite is now largely converted into alum by treatment with sulfuric acid and 
addition of potassium sulfate. Guyott has examined tills process and recommends 
the following method: 

“On ignition of alunite the free alumina is first rendered anhydrous and soluble in 
sulfuric acid; at a higher temperature the basic sulfates become soluble, but if the 
temperature be allowed to rise too high the alumina becomes vitrified and is insoluble. 
Guyot recominoncls ignition at 800^C for 3 hr os the best means of rendering the maxi¬ 
mum of both these substances soluble. The composition of the calcined mass is 
determined, and acid is used in proportion to the amount of soluble sulfate contained. 
For a product of the following composition: K2SO4, 14 per cent; AUOj-SSOa (present as 
alum), 26.55; (free), 6.56; AUOz (free), 18.58; H2O, 11.90; FC2O3, 0,80; 
siliceous resi<lue, 21.61 per cent, the proportions given below would ho most satis¬ 
factory. Into a clay oven is poured 12.5 tons of sulfuric acid of 52^B6 diluted to 30^B6 
and heated to 80 or 90^C. Fight tons of the caleined mineral is then added in por¬ 
tions and well stirred. After the whole has been added, the liquid is loft for 2 hr, then 
evaporated to 38*^36 and treated with 2.7 tons potassium sulfate. The process up to 
this point occupies 10 hr; after a further period of 13 hr the clear liquid is decanted off; 
its deiKsity should not exceed 42^136. The muddy Ii<|uid remaining is reduced to 
24'’Be by the addition of mother liquor from a previous crystallization, stirred, allowed 
to settle, drawn off clear, mixed with the first decant ate, and crystallized in a vat. 
After one day the crystals arc removed, rodissolved, and rccrystallized. The muddy 
residue is crystallized out for a further crop of alum. The total yield of alum is about 
2.3 times the original weiglit of ore. The insoluble matter contains 3 per cent alumina 
and 2.01 per cent potassium sulfate, in addition to siliea, etc. 

* U.S. Oeol. Survc{/. DitK, 511, pp. 59-60: quoted from T. K, Thorpe, "Dictionary of 
Applied Chemistry,*' Lcaulon. 1S9U. p. 78. 

1“ Guyot, M. P. , Sur )a rieliosso in<)ustric)1o do I'alunite crue, on poiidre, Paris aettfi. set, 
compt. refifi., Vol. 95, pp. 003. 604; Experiences Mir lu calcination de rahinite en poudro, 
destinc'c h la fabrication dc I’ alum et du sulfate d’ulumiuc, pp. 1001-1003, 
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“According to C. Schwartz,* the best teinpcrnture for the roasting is SOO^C, atnl 
the acid used should have a density between 1.297 and 1.530.” 

The summary concerning the utilization of the Australian deposit at liullahdelah 
is contained in the following paragraphs.t 

“The following is a process by which alum is manufacHired from alunite: Tin* 

mineral is ground and then calcined in reverberatory furnaces to dehydrate it an<l 

drive off part of the SOj. It is next treated with a weak solution of sulfuric aci<l in 

lead-lined tanks, heated to boiling point by steam jets. The liqtior is allowed to 

settle in the same vats, and the clear solution i.s run off into crystallizing tanks, which 

are kept in con.stant agitation while cooling, the alum crystallizing out and sulfate of 

alumina remaining in solution. The residue in the vat is boiled again with water, 

and tlie solution run off again in the same way. The liquor containing sulfate of 

alumina is then returned to the vats, and sufficient of the calcined mineral added to 

neutralize completely any free acid. It is then heated to the boiling point and ebulli¬ 

tion continued until partial reversion take.s place, the reversion being accoinpanie<l 
by a precipitation of the hydrated ferric o.xide. 

“The alum, after collec tion, i.s washed and then refined in vats, .similar to but 

deeper than tho.se originally employed, and the eoneeiitrated solution is run into 

roac hing tuns in which it is crystallized; it is then broken up and packed ready for the 
market. 

“The sulfate of alumina solution, after all the alum li.-i.s been crystallized from it, is 

concentrated in small vat.s heated with sto.im coils, and the lower qunlitie.s of sulfate? of 

alunmia arc formed hy running the liquor onto lead tables and breaking the solidified 

material into blocks, the higher qualities (eoiitaining over 17 per cent of soluble 

alumina) being cast on copper tray.s. The.sc higher qualities, wliich vary in color 

from yellow to green in the .shihs, are them ground in a disintegrator, and the mateiial 
iissuiiHfs a sno\v-\v}iit(? nppfaran<*c. 

It is, of courso, by tho nddiUon of to convert the whole of iho. 

ttlumina rontain<<! in the stono into aliun if tlic- more profitable nu^tJiod of 

Iroatiiiciit, wh< ii the bc'ttcr classes of sulfate of alutiiiiia ran be sol<l at stainhird prices, 

to make f)nly so miuOi alum as there? i.s sulfate of potasli pre.sent in th<* stone to 

produce, and convert tlio rest of the uluniiiui into soluble sulfate of alumina (of 
com rner<*e). 

•Sulfur may be obtained by distilling the mineral in tlie prc.s(*iice of any reducing 

gfus like coal ga.s. Sulfuric a<ad may also bi? distilhal from the tniiurul. li<‘atiiig with 
carbonate? of baryta pro<luee.s aluminate of potash/' 

During its brief existonco as a source of potash alunite in Utah was cruslied, 

calcinorl, and leached with water, tlio soluble jicitassiuiii sulfate being r<'eo\<»red 

roin tlio Siilution, Tlic Kahuiite |)roe<*.'*5s'* cunployc<l modern eheinieal enginecu- 

ing technirjues, alhiwing the recovery of [lofasli ami alumina. This jirticess 

HUcilvofl conversion of the alunite into jxjtash alum by <lehy<lration ami soluti<in 

of the i>r<iduet in dilute sulfuric aeid ami jiotassiuin sulfat<* solutions. 'I'liis 

a urn wus autoela\ed to a liy*irous ba^ie j>ota.<siuni aluniinuiii sulfate. 'I'his was 

<a(incfd, flriving off sultur oxid<*s. ami U^avirjg a mixture of tiluniina ami jiotas- 

Hiiun sulfate. 1 he sriluide potassium sulfate is r<*adily sejjjjrated from tlio 

l> Itorni^fhen AliHjii>. 17, 

^ • AiuiHt4- r*r .Xluiij.^loiju irj N<.w .<*aMh W alo, SoulU M a 
Hept., PJOI, j,|,. no 
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insoluble alumina, producing two marketable products. The many complex 

economic factors controlling the markets for these commodities have increased 

the difficulties encountered in establishing an industry based on alunite. 
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ANHYDRITE 

Composition. Anhydrite Ls a sulfate of Hme represented by the formula 
CaS04; CaO, 41.2 per cent; SO3, 58.8 per cent. 

General Description. Anhydrite usually occurs in large massive aggregates, 

inarblclike or sugailikc in texture, in which quarries of great size may be devel¬ 

oped. It also is found in fibrous masses, and rarely as prismatic, orthorhombic 

crystals. It is not stable and absorbs water, combining with it to form gypsum. 

This is accompanied bj' a large increase in volume. 
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Physical Properties. Hardness, 3 to 3.5. Specific gravity, 2.7 to 3.0. Melting 
point, 3 in scale of fusibility. Color, white, gray, at times containing coloring 
agents that produce bluish, reddish, and black effects. Streak, white. Cleavage, 
in three directions at right angles. Fracture, irregular. Transparency, trans¬ 
parent to opaque. Tenacity, brittle. Index of refraction, 1.571 to 1.614. 

Occurrence. Anhydrite is a frequent associate of gypsum and rock salt, all 
these minerals being the products of evaporation of bodies of water. There is 
strong geologic evidence that many deposits of gypsum were originally precipi¬ 
tated as anhydrite. The gypsum has been produced by the gradual absorption 
of water and hydration of the anhydrite. This reaction takes place most readily 
at shallow depths where expansion in volume is possible. Therefore, it is not an 
infrequent event that the amount of anhydrite in a gypsum depo.‘:it will increase 
with depth and at times become so dominant as to cause the abandonment of the 
operation as a gj’psum producer. The presence of large irregular masses of 
anhydrite surroumled by gypsum has similarly become objectionable in gypsum 
quarries. Anhydrite is found in large tonnages in Nova Scotia, Capo Breton 
Island, and New Brunswick in Canada. It is a common associate of gypsum in 
New York, Michigan, and Kansas. 

Uses. Some varietie.s have been cut an<l polished for ornamental purpo.ses. 
The tonnage involved has not been important. Its lack of stai>ility precludes 
>ts use as a building stone. Its high sulfur trioxide content anrl tlie absence of 
water have made it useful where calcium sulfate as pure as possible has boon in 
deinaiul. Large toniuiges of g3'psum-anhydrit<} mixtures witli an anhydrite 
content varying from .30 to oO per cent have been uscal satisfactoi-ily a.s a retarder 
hy the inanufac'turers <»f j>orf Irjnd caunent. It is al.'io uscl extensively as a fer¬ 
tilizer f<»r certain crops of tlio legume family .such as the peanut. The giowing 
importance of this <Top for the productiim of eilihle oil has «leveloped a substan¬ 
tial inarkc.'t for anhy<li'itc‘. This is shipped as an aiihydiite-gyi)sum mixture, in 
which anhytlrite is the principal miixTal. It is .vhipjXMl from (’ainuliaii ports 
and moves largely to Norfolk, \'a., bir <listribiition to the peanut belt t)f the 
south. 

Anhydrite has not been used as the basis <•( a chemical iielustry in the ITnited 
•States, in part Ixaaiu.se other souici-s of sulfur are too liighly <Iev(‘lop<-il nn<l easily 
readied. In Knglaiid, (lonnany, and h'laiice it has lx*en einployed in such a 
manner. It has been u.sed in the manufacture of ammonium sulfati?, sulfuric 
acid, and cement. 
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APATITE 

Composition. Apatite is a phosphate of lime containing varying amounts of 

chlorine, fluorine, and hydroxyl. It is represented by the formula Ca6(F-Cl)- 

(P04)3. The phosphorus pentoxide content varies from 41 to 42 per cent. 

Fluorine content may reach 3.8 per cent; generally, it is about 3.3 per cent. 

General Description. The mineral occurs at times in well-formed hexagonal 

crystals. Some of these, particularly those found in pegmatites, may be trans¬ 

parent and lilac, green or purple in color. Such material is cut as a gem, 

although it is too soft to wear jjermanently. It also occurs as a common rock 

constituent in irregular grains, and in massive form it supplies the bulk of the 
world’s greatest source of phosphorus, phosphate rock. 

Physical Properties. Hardness, b. Specific gravity, Z.l to Z.2. MeUing point, 

5 in scale of fusibility. Color, green, brown, yellow, gray, red, violet, or colorless. 

Streak, white. Luster, vitreous to greasy. Cleavage, imperfect, basal, conchoidal 

fracture. Transparency, transparent to opaque. Tenacity, brittle. Index of 
refraction, 1.631 to 1.634. 

Occurrence. Apatite is a common mineral, appearing in small amounts in 

all igneous rocks. Clarke and Washington classify it as one-tenth in abundance 

among the minerals that compose the igneous rocks, being exceeded in quantity 

only by the common rock-forming minerals. Concentrations rich enough to 
justify mining are found in a few localities. 

Apatite mining was a substantial industry in Canada from 1883 to 1891, wth 

an annual output averaging about 25,000 tons. The mineral was produced 

first in Renfrew County, Ontario, and later in Ottawa County, Quebec, which 

became the leading producer.* The mineral occurs in irregular deposits asso¬ 

ciated with phlogopite mica, pyro.xene, and calcite. The discovery of large 

tonnages of easily recovered phosphate rock in the United States and other 

areas resulted in the suspension of mining. Erratic production in small amounts 

as a by-product of mica mining has been recorded at times. A large reserve 
tonnage of apatite is believed to exist. 

Apatite is a conspicuous constituent of the nelsonite dikes, an unusual associa¬ 

tion of ilmenite, apatite, and rutile, that are found near Piney River in Nelson 

County and, to a lesser extent, in Amherst County, Va.® Ores taken from these 

sources are sources of phosphorus and titanium. After separation from its 

mineral associates the apatite exhibits high purity. Analysis shows: P^Os, 

40.88 per cent; CaO, 53.94 per cent; and Fg, 3.61 per cent. Its economic recovery 

is facilitated by the fact that the titanium minerals present are also of value. 

The apatite is pj’ocessed and sold as monocalcium phosphate. Total reserves of 

known and suspected ores are believed to be large. 

The industrial significance of apatite has been altered completely by the dis¬ 

covery and exploitation of largo deposits in Russia. They are located in the 

Kola peninsula within the Arctic Circle. The mineral is found with nepheline. 

An upper ore body composed of 80 per cent apatite and 20 per cent nepheline 

and averaging 30.8 per cent P^Os is reported. Tliis is accompanied by a lower 
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zone containing more nepheline and a much lower PjOs content. Reserves of 

2 billion tons are said to exist. The rapitl tlevelopmeiit of this occurrence by 

the Russian government converted it to a major producer. The neighboring 

city of Kirovsk grew from a hamlet to a city with a population of 40,000 people 

within a short time. The absence of phosphate rock, conveniently located, 

necessitated the opening of this area. Large deposits of apatite have been 

developed in Norway, on the southern coast between Langesund and Arcndal. 

UtiUzation. Apatite is use<i for the manufacture of phosplioric acid and 

phosphates. It is also emplo3’e<l in the production of commercial fertilizers for 

soil improvement. In North Anicrica its use in the fertilizer market has l)ccn 

supplanted by the cheaper and more easily' processe<l phos]>hatc rock. It may 

become a commercial source of fluorine. 

Synthetic hydroxj'upatite has been developed at Melhm Institute in making a 

new granular adsorbent, called Sj'nthad, as a superior substitute for natural 

bone char in sugar refining.* 
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ASBESTOS 

Definition. The term “asbestos,” as now ii.setl, is not llu* name of a distiin’t 

mineral, but is a eommer«'ial term ajiplied to any mineijil tli.-it c.-iii li«* reatlily 

separated into more or less flexilde (ilnTs. 'I’lie original asbest«»s was a variidy 

of amphiljole, of little present iinporlance, but iiou tliere .are se\eial iinpoitaiit 

varieties of asbestos, fif \vhi<*li i*lirys<»tilo is in most <*oiniiioii 

Varieties of Asbestos and Their Properties. ('hrr/solHf is a {iln<ins form of 

serpentine, witli whifli it is always associated. It is a )i\droiis maimesium sili- 

<*^te, rcprcsente<l l>y tlu* ein|>iri<‘al formula HiMir Si t).. and ronlnius 12.9 per 

of water of eoruposition. It in of fino, rr>'.<tallinu silky 

AarkUnl Itopt. Nlollon Iubtitutu for lirlH. ('fi4tn. tC/tfj. S»us. \ ol. '2t. Xo. 1/-. p. lolH, 
ao, 1040. 
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fibers, which are flexible and have considerable tensile strength. These fibers 

usually range in length from less than M to 1 or IH m., but fibers as long as 

5 to 6 m. are sometimes found, and an extreme length of 24 in. has been noted.^^ 

Chrysotile fibers are nearly always brilliant white, but aggregates of fibers may 

vary from white and pink, through yellowash and yellowish green to oUve-green. 

HardTu.ss, 3 to 3.5. Specific gravity, 2.2 to 2.3. Luster, subresLnous to greasy, 
pearly and silky* 

Crocidolite is a soda-iron, monoclinic amphibole, having the formula NaFe 

(SiO3)2-FeSi03. It is highly fibrous, like chrysotile, but its fibers have a higher 

tensile strength and a much lower resistance to heat. Its color is a characteristic 

lavender-blue, and it is thus often called “blue asbestos” or “cape blue” (from 

Cape Province, South Africa). Fibers commonly range in length from less than 

H to 1M in. and rarely exceed 3 in. It has a specific gravity of 3.20 to 3.30 and 
a silky luster. 

Anihophyllite is an anhydrous iron-magnesium silicate, having the formula 

(Fe,Mg)Si03. It belongs to the orthorhombic group of the amphiboles. It 

occurs in rather coarse, fairly long, and usually rather brittle fibers of low tensile 

strength. It is more resistant to heat and to acids than ehrysotfle, so that 

anthophyllite low in iron is especially suitable for making chemical fibers. 

Amosite is an iron-rich anthophyllite found chiefly in South Africa. It was 

thought originally to be a new species and was described by Hall>< as a mono¬ 

clinic amphibole. Wherry^** later examined amosite both chemically and micro¬ 

scopically and found it practically identical with ferroanthophyllite, an ortho¬ 

rhombic amphibole having the formula (Fe.Ca,H2,Mn)0 Si02. When amosite 

contains considerable soda it approaches crocidolite in composition. Amosite 

is characterized by a well-developed fibrous structure, having fibers of unusual 

length. Lengths of 4 to 7 in. are common and an extreme length of a little over 

11 in. has been observed. The fibei-s are flexible, but usually have less tensile 

strength than chrysotile. Amosite is harder and harsher than chrysotile and 

is said to cause excessive wear on the teeth of carding machines. It varies in 

color from a pale dirty-brown through various shades of gray and pale yellowish 

green to nearly white. Acids have little effect on amosite and it withstands 
heat better than crocidolite. 

Asbestos, ‘'amphibole” asbestos, ‘‘hornblende” asbestos, and ”Italian” asbestos 

are various terms given to the monoclinic amphiboles, trcmolite, CaMg3(Si03)j, 

and aetinolite, Ca(Mg,16)3(8103)4, when they occur in fine silky fibers. This 

is the original tj^ie of material to which the mineralogical name “asbestos” 

was given. Tlio fibers may be fine, silky, and of great length, but they usually 

have httic tensile strength. A small amount of Italian amphibole asbestos has 

been u.sed for spinning, but mo.st of it is too weak. Wlien pure, tremolite asbestos 

IS chemically stalile and may be used for making chemical fibers. 

Mountain leather and mountain cork are, respectively, thin and thick flexible 

sheets made up of interlocked fibers. The “cork” variety has the elasticity and 

lightness of cork. It is usually from light-brown to white in color and has a 

specific gravity of 0.68 to 0.99. One analysis® of mountain cork showed silica. 
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57.20 per cent; peroxide of iron, 4.37 per cent; magnesia, 22.85 per cent; lime, 

13.39 per cent; and water, 2.43 per cent; total, 100.24 per cent. 

Mountain wood is a compact, fibrous substance made up of interlaced mineral 

fibers and closely resembling dry wood. It is usually gray to brown in color. 

It is sometimes found in Canadian asbestos deposits. 

These three materials are described in Dana’s Mineralogy* as amphiboles, 
under actinolite, containing little or no alumina. 

Paligorskite^^ is closely akin to mountain leather, but is relatively high in 

alumina and is classified by Dana as an aluminous variety of amphibole, probably 

an altered asbestos. While several mineralogical occurrences have been noted 

only one deposit has been suggested as of possible commercial interest. This 

is on Lemesurier Island, near the entrance of Glacier Bay, in the northern part of 

southeastern Alaska. Here small lenses in fracture zones in lime.stone contain 

layers of paligorskite up to 10 in. or more in thickness. It has little wet strength 

and probably could be pulped and reformed on a paper machine to make a paper 

of cardboard. No data on possible reserves are available. 

While none of the.se materials has been used coniinej-cially it is possible that, 

if depo.sits of suflficient size were found, they could be made to yield commercially 
valuable products. 

Analyses of Asbestos. Table 1 shows the average comijosition of the i>rincijjal 
types of asbestos. 

Tabi-e 1 

1 
Chrj-so- 

tilc 

SiO,. 40.49 
1.27 
2.53 

A1,0,. 
FojOa an<l Fef) 
MgO. 41.41 
CaO 
Na.O. 
lUO (eon.sf .) 14.00 
Mfd),... 
K,0. . 

Total ... 90 70 
— 

2 

C.Vocido- 

lite 

3 

Arnosito 

4 

Antho- 

phyllitc 

5 

Aniphi- 

bole 

51 .22 49.58 57.12 57.72 

2.25 0.75 0.53 

34.08 39. G4 6.30 2,80 

2.48 4.79 29.44 22.61 

0.03 0.53 13.84 

7.07 

4.50 3.10 

1 
« b « • • 

5.47 

0 50 

0.81 

0.10 

0,30 

99.48 00 or> 00. 14 00.1 1 

virkel: ( hry.sotilo Avsbestos, Canadian rhryHOtilc; average of 11 bv J*. u ^ m > 
Cc’€urfoneo.s» Kxidoitution. Milling, and Uses, ran, liur. Mxnm, I UK), p. :U. 

2. South Afriran <;ro< i<lolite; arifil>-^i.s <nioted by C'irkel. op. riV., p. 22. 
Araosite. Tran.Hvtial, «Soiith Afriffi*. average of ^evea rather >videl>’ var.% iag aaaly.so.s 

<4tloted by K. T. \\ |jerr\‘. AimoaiU*. Am. M im Vf»l. No. 12, p. 174, I>erernl>er. 11)21. 
4. Anthophyllitc*. Georgia; unaly.si.s riunierl in (1012-!U10.;i>. 0, Irni>orial 

Mmoral Ue.^ouree.s Bureau (C;reut Britaifu. 1021. 
o. Italian arnphibolo asbestoa; ariaKni^ fiuote^l bv lb ^lurcu^c, 'Die Marketing of 

Attlxjatoa. Minina J- Vol. IH, No. 7, p. 27S. Apr. 12. 1022. 

WU 
I^ANA, Jamkh, and Sai-isui/jiy, Kdward: 

oy & Soiuj, Iqc., New York, 1044. 
•‘The System of Mineralogy,** 7th imI., John 
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Types of Structure* 

Most asbestos minerals are found in veins, but some make up the whole mass of a 
rock. The veins contain both cross-fiber and slip-fiber asbestos. Cross-fiber asbestos 
lies perpendicular or nearly perpendicular to the walls of the vein. Chrysotile, 
crocidolite, and amosite occur in this way. Slip-fiber asbestos lies parallel to the 
walls of the vein. Chrysotile, tremolite, actinolite, and anthophyllite occur in this 
way. Much slip-fiber chrysotile is rather harsh. An excessively harsh slip-fiber 
chrysotile is known as ptcroUte. Anthophyllite, tremolite, and actinolite may occur 
as mass fiber, the minerals forming interlocking bundles or radial groups of fibers. 

Geologic Occurrence 

Chrysotile. Chrysotile asbestos is found in two entirely distinct geologic associa¬ 
tions—in altered peridotite, an igneous rock very low in silica and high in magnesia 
and iron, and in limestone near its contact with sills or intrusive sheets of basic 
igneous rock. 

Chrysotile occurs in peridotite in veins that cither form a network in several diroc- 
tions through the rock or less commonly lie parallel. The peridotite near the 
veins is altered to serpentine. Few of the veins are more than an inch wide. The 
great deposits of this kind are those of Quebec and of the Ural Mountains, regions 
that before the First World War furnished nearly all the world’s supply of asbestos. 
Deposits are worked in California, Wyoming, and Vermont. 

Deposits of chrysotile in limestone are rather widely distributed, but compared 
to those in peridotite they are small. The fiber may be rather harsh, but it is very 
long, unbroken fiber over 6 in. in length and of the finest quality having been found, 
whereas fiber over 2 in. in length is very rare in the deposits formed in peridotite. 
Chrysotile occurs with serpentine at or near its contact with sills of olivine diabase, 
usually the upper contact. The deposits in Arizona and in the Carolina district of the 
Transvaal are of this type. Deposits in limestone are found in Arizona, in south¬ 
western Montana, and probably also in Now Mexico. 

Anthophyllite. Deposits of mass-fiber anthophyllite occur in Georgia, North 
Carolina, and Idaho. The occurrence of anthophyllite has been most fully described 
by Hopkins.*® The anthophyllite in Georgia is a product of the alteration of perido¬ 
tite. The altered rock con.sist3 almost entirely of anthophyllite. Hopkins points 
out ti)ut the fiber in the commercially valuable deposits has been greatly softened by 
weathering, which in this region ha.s been very active. In fact, the anthophyllite 
apjH-ars to have been marie fibrous by weathering, for the fresh anthophyllite, although 
it has a good prismatic cleavage, is splintery and of little or no value. 

Two interesting deposits of slip-fiber anthophyllite in Maryland and California have 
rooc'ntly hveji oi>erated, 

Crocidolite. The only worked deposits of crocidolite and amosite are in the 
Union of South Africa. Both occur as cross-fiber veins parallel to the bedding of an 
iron-rich siliceous argillite locally known as “ironstone.” According to the published 
descriptions, the material of which the vein minerals arc composed has been derived 
from the enclosing rocks as a result of regional metumorphism. The deposits cover 
a wide area over which they occur at the same stratigraphic horizon. 

Actinolite and Tremolite. Actinolite and tremolite usually occur in veins as slip 

• This section and the following potion on Geologic Occurrence are taken from Edward 

GeoI^&jrv^y^T920 Reaourcea of the United Slates. Pt. 2, pp. 312-313, U.S. 
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fiber, generally in highly magnesian rocks. They appear to have been formed by 
mctamorphic agencies, which have also extensively affected the country rock. 

Geographical Distribution. While deposits of asbestiform minerals are widely 

distributed over the world, there are but few localities in which high-grade spin¬ 

ning fibers have been found in large enough deposits to have become important 

sources of commercial production. In the eiirlier days in the imlustry there was 

little market for fibers shorter than in., and unless a deposit contained a large 

percentage of these longer fibers, it was not commercially profitable to work it. 

More recently the demand for shorter fibers has increased greatly, and deposits 

relatively deficient in the longer fibers may now be worked successfully. For 

example, the longest fiber grade now produced at Eden, Vt., is shingle stock 

grading 0-2-10-^, which contains only about 17 per cent coarser than 4 mesh. 

The world’s largest producers of spinning fiber asbestos are, in order of impor¬ 

tance, Canada (Quebec), southern Africa (Southern Rhodesia, Union of Soutli 

Africa, and Swaziland), and Russia, with Canada producing 8 to 10 times as 

much as its nearest competitor, Southern Rliodcsia. The United States is a 

very small producer, domestic production of all types of asbestos taking care of 

less than 4 per cent of apparent consumption. Bowles^ gives an excellent 

account of world deposits to about 1936. 

Canada. Not only is Cana<Ia the largest producer of spinning fiber asbosto.s 

in the world, but also its fiber is generally regarded as of the highest gra<le mar¬ 

keted in important quantities. Wliile asbestos occurs in a number of areas in 

Canada, the only deposits that have been of great commercial value are located 

in an area of Cambrian serpentine rocks which extends from northern \’ernioiit 

to the Gasp6 Peninsula, In this lx*lt the main ]>roducing districts are Tliotford 

Mines-Coleraine-Black Lake-East Broughton area and the Asbestos-Danville- 

Tingwick area. These districts are more or less <lue .south of the city of Quebec 

and .'iO to So miles away from it. Asbestos is about 40 miles southwest of Thct- 

ford Mines, but the over-all length of the two areas is 60 to 70 miles and a ma.xi- 

tnum of 5 t<i 6 miles wide. The <leposits are in the Notre Dame Hills, the C'ana- 

<lian extension of the Green Mountains in Vermont. 

The chrysotile veins inter.sect i)ortions of the .soi[)entine in every tlirection, but 

tliey usually follow straight linos. The cross-fiber veins vary in tlucknos.s frf>m 

mere threads up to 2 or 3 in., but the bulk of the asbestos mined is fnnii * j t(t ? ^ in. 

in length. The longer fila^r is often tlivi<led in the middle by a seam of .serpentine 

carrying magnetite or chromite. Usuallj', the asbestos can be easily .separated 

from the rock. Slip fil jor oitvnvs along slickonsidecl fault aiul tin* fiber is 

arranged parallel to tbo walls in thin films or in layers up tu in. or more in 

thickness. Thu slijj-fiber vc?ins yield only mill fil>er; it is often of as good gra<lo 

mill fiber prepunMl from cross-fiber veins, but it is sometimes rather harsh. 

The Canaclian clei>osits are vc^ry extensive, and tlie known or<^ reserves ar(' 

l^rge. Apparently, tlju <jiiality or the percentage' of fiber varices little with <i<‘ptb. 

While the long fiber is the most valuable, it ocaairs in relativ<*ly small aimninfs, 

and the chief prorluetion (by trinnage) is of tliu mill-fiber giatles. 

An extensive serpentine belt 12 miles east of Matheson, Ontaii<j. con hi in- 
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asbestos. In 1950 a mill with an initial capacity of SO tons per hour was placed 

in operation. Large tonnage production is believed possible. 

The statistics in Table 2 from the Quebec Department of Mines show the 

distribution of Canadian asbestos sales by grades. 

Table 2. Sales of Asbestos in Canada, 1945 to 1946, bt Grades 

1945 1946* 

Short tons 

Value 

Short tons 

1 

Value 

Total Average 
per ton Total 

Average 
per ton 

Grade; 
Crudes. 
Fibers. 
Shorts. 

Rock mined. 
Rock milled. 

981 
219,767 

246,148 

$ 415,203 
16,628,467 
5.761.487 

8423.24 

75.66 
23.41 

741 
228,234 

318,710 

1 

8 334,646 
17,174,712 
7,591,676 

8451.61 

75.25 
23.82 

466,896 
8,765.370 
6,459.813 

822,805,157 8 48.84 547,685 
9,127,859 
7,027,483 

825,101,034 8 45 83 

• Preliminary. 

Africa. Next to Canada and Hussia in the production of high-grade spinning 

fiber asbestos is British Africa. The producing countries in order of importance 

are Soutliorn Rhodesia, Union of South Africa, and Swaziland. 

Southern Rhodesia. The Rhodesian deposits are of high-grade chrysotile, 

similar in quality and occurrence to the Canadian deposits. They occur in three 

districts. In the (1) Bulawayo district the largest mine, the Shabani, occurs in 

a serpentine mass 101-^ miles long by to 3 miles wde. Spinning fibers up to 

3 in. long constitute 25 to 30 i>er cent of the fiber produced (contrasted with 

6 to 8 per cent in Canada). Reserves are large. About 46 miles east of Shabani 

is the (2) Mashaba district, 26 miles west of Victoria. The fiber is similar to 

that at Shabani. In the (3) Lomagundi district, 200 miles north of \uctoria, 

the fiber is of poorer quality and production has been much smaller. Southern 

Rhodesian production, 1942 to 1946, was about 55,000 to 58,000 short tons per 

year, second in value only to the gold production of this country. 

Union of South Africa produces four kinds of asbestos, crocidolite (cape blue), 

chrysotile, amosite, and ti-emolite. The largest production comes from Trans¬ 

vaal, with Cape Province second, and Natal a small, occasional producer. In 

the 1942 to 1946 period Transvaal produced 20,000 to 28,000 tons per year, and 

Cape Province 7,000 to 8,000 tons per year. In the Transvaal chrysotile is 

produced' in the Barberton district, eastern Transvaal, between Kaapsche Hoop 

and Godwin River. The largest deposits here, the New Amianthus and the 

Munnik-Myburgh, were of high quality but small and have been nearly 

exhausted.® The Carolina distiict also produces chrysotile, 20 to 25 miles eastof 

Carolina and at Kalkloof, 3 miles south of the Xomati River, 47 miles from 

Carolina. Amosite occurs 30 miles north of Lydonburg in northeastern Trans- 
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vaal, near Penge. The amosite occurs in cross-fiber veins, in lengths up to 

11 or 12 in. and averaging about 6 in. for the commercial product. Crocidolite 

occurs associated with amosite in the Pietersburg district in the western part of 

the amosite belt. In Cape Province blue crocidolite, known as “cape blue,” 

occurs in cross-fiber veins in an extensive belt in northern Cape of Good Hope. 

This belt of sedimentary, bedded ironstones is about 240 miles long Axnth a maxi¬ 

mum width of 30 miles, extending from 30 miles south of Prieska northerly 

beyond Kurman. Many deposits have been found throughout the belt, and 

reserves are reported to be very large. The fiber ranges from less than in. 

to 1 or 2 in. in length. Natal is a small, intermittent producer of both chrysotile 

and brittle tremolite asbestos. 

The most important statistics of the production of asbestos in the Union of 

South Africa are shown in Tables 3 ami 4 by the U.S. Hureuu of Mines. 

Table 3. Asbestos Pbodcced in and Kxpouted from the Union ok South .Vkrica, 

1044 TO 1048“ 

Production, short tons Kxports*^ 

Year 
Trans Vital 

Capo 
Province 

Natal Total 

1 

Short tons \'aluc 

1944 26,747 1 7,835 C 34,582 28,174 S 672,041 

1945 20,016 8,200 e 28,216 22,005 501.124 

1946 12,636 7. .589 t 20,225 21,481 557,008 
1947 21.059 8,183 « 30,142 33,237 027,371 

1948 37,434 8,301 < 45,735 38,.5.50 1,138.702 

“ Data from Union of South Africa. De|>artiiuMit of Mines. (Quarterly Report. 

^ Revised. (Data previously li.sted included m.aiiufactures.) 

' Data not available. 

Table 4. Asbestos PnoorrEo in the T'.mo.n ok Sot tii Akrica, 1044 -lo 1048, by 

\'ai{iktiks ani> .'<nfmT To.ns* 

\*aricty and source 1044 1 1045 
1 

1046 1047 1048 

Amosite (Transvaal).^ 22,.S!8 16,7.37 ' 0.8.38 18,780 .30, .372 

Chrysotile (Transvaal). 2,014 1.76.5 1 ,666 2 .2.53 4.441 

Blue (Transvaal). ' 1.831 1.471 1.102 1 80»i 
1 1 

; 2.608 

Blue (Capo). 7.835 1 8.200 7,.580 8.183 8.301 

Anthophyllite (Transvaal). : 54 13 , 30 30 13 

1 34.5N2 2S.216 20 ,225 30,1 12 
1 

' ’45,'’73.> 
1 

• Data from Union of .South .\fric-a. Depart nu-nt of Mijie-s. Cluartcrly I’fj.ort. 

Hu-itzilftuti. Tills roiiiitrv is a n-tativ'-ly tn*\v but tin- Il.-ivt-lock mine 

near the Tiaii.svaal bf>rflc*r is one <>f the larirest in the woild. Tlio dejmsits con¬ 

tain high-grmle ehrysotile and are probably an exteiisinn of tlie Harlicrton 

di.strirt of the Transvaid. T'he j>rodii< t is slii).ped by a 12' j-inilc aiaial tramway 

to Barberton Station. The record protlm tion was nearly 30,(100 tons in 1044. 
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Russia is probably the second largest producer of high-grade spinning fiber 

asbestos, but production statistics have not been available since 1938, when she 

was reported to have produced 86,000 metric tons (125,000 tons in 1937). Russia 

is unique in that she is the only large asbestos-producing country w'ho is also a 

large consumer. Before the Second World War exports were important in 

world trade, but in recent years our imports from Russia have been relatively 

small and it is presumed that she has been consuming most of her production. 

The fiber is high-grade chrysotile similar to that from Canada. The most impor¬ 

tant deposits are in the Bajenova district of the Urals, 90 miles northeast of 

Sverdlovsk (Ekaterinburg). It was reported before the war that her reserves 

were estimated at 18 million tons of fiber. The principal production center is 

at Asbest, where 20 or more open pits have been worked. Other smaller produc¬ 

tion districts are at Minusinsk on the Yenisei River near the Mongolian border in 

eastern Siberia; in the Altai Mountains southwest of Minusinsk; and on the Laba 
River in the Maikop district of the Caucasus. 

The United Stales produces both spinning fiber chrysotile and nonspinning fiber 

amphibole, but in very small quantities compared to domestic consumption. 

Chrysotile is produced in quantity only in Vermont and Arizona, although very 

small occasional production has come from several other states (Wyoming and 

California, for example). The amphibole types, tremolite and anthophyllite, 

have been produced for filter fibers, cements, etc., in small quantities. Present 
producers (1946) are in California, Georgia, and North Carolina. 

Vermont is the largest producer of high-grade chrysotile. The deposits, 

extensions of those in Quebec, occur near Lowell, Eden, and Hyde Park in 

Lamoille and Orleans Counties in the extreme northern part of the state. Both 

cross and slip fiber occur, the former generally under H in. in length. Slip fiber 

up to 3 or 4 in. long is found, but it is coarser than the cross fiber and not suit¬ 

able for spinning. Practically no long-fiber crude is produced, and all rock goes 

to the mills to produce mill fiber grading 0-2-10-^ (shingle stock) or lower. One 
large mill is operated near Eden. 

Arizona'^^ asbesto.s deposits are the only ones so far discovered in the Western 

Hemisphere yichhng iron-free chrysotile spinning fiber that meets the Navy 

specifications for covering electric cables. Unfortunately they are small, remote, 

and very difficult of access. They occur scattered over 25 townships in Gila 

County, 35 to 100 miles from Globe, the nearest shipping point, in the Salt 

River and Cherry Creek Basins; on parts of the Fort Apache and San Carlos 

Indian Reservations; and portions of the Tonto and Crook National Forests. 

The veins, of the cross-fiber type, occur associated with serpentine in limestone. 

The best quality fiber, up to G in. long, is soft, fine, silky, of high tensile strength, 

very low in iron, and of excellent spinning quality. In places a harsher fiber 

IS as.sociated with the soft. The greatest concentration of producing properties 

has been in the Chrysotilo district, a 100-square-milc area on both sides of the 

Salt River, roughly 30 miles northeast of Globe. In this district are the Johns 

ManviHe, Regal. Phillips, Pine Top, Endei-s, Fiber ICing, and other mines, 
oevenil mills are operated. 
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Wyo,mng. Deposits of cross- and slip-fiber chrysotile asbestos occur in 

Wyommg several localities and fiber has been produced in small quantities at 

vanous times in the past These deposits are located (1) on Caspar Mountain 

8 miles south of Caspar; (2) on Smith Creek, 20 miles southeast of Caspar- (3) 28 

90^0 f tf tv nearest shiiiping point at Ashton, Idaho. 
Some of t e W yom.ng fiber is 1 m, long, but most of it is much .shorter and but 

Tn recLt years'!™'’" spinning grade. There has been no proiluction 

California. Wiile asbestos, of both the chrysotile and amphibole varieties 

has been found in at least 12 counties in California, and a small production obtained’ 

from a feiv properties no large deposits of high-grade spinning fiber hlt tem! 

dcve oped. Most of the deposits are ajiparently small or of loiv grade and pro 
duction has been only a few tons a year. ’ 

In 1W6 there was some production of tremolite filter fiber near Castell i and 

Hazel Creek, Shasta County, and from the Lome Blanca mine hi the simie 

county. There has been some actiWty at the Morgan mine (chrysotile) Placer 

County near Monticollo, Napa County, and at Chicago Park, Nevada Countv 
in recent years, but no production. 

Other aSVa/es. Georgia has inuny occurrences of ampliibole asbestos suituhle 

for chemical filters in a belt across the north¬ 
western part of the state from Uabnn to Harris Counties. Depo.sits workcl for 

any years 3 miles southwest of Sail Mountain, White County! .'in<l near Holly- 

oo{ , Habenshatn County, have been inactive for some time. Chemical fiber 

production now comes from Dillard, Ibabun County, and from just a ro s .he 

s ate .ne in Macon C’ounty. Aor/A C«ro/.Vm. The latter state alL has d^^osits 

plkl! r’ ^ I ^Iinneapolis, Avery County. A deposit at Pickens, 
iSSa Caroh/ui, produced a .small amount of antliophyllite in 

tremolite filf<.r fiber near P^-Iesville U-xr- 

Oufiatin C. n T f-l'=‘tin Cateuay. 
'^ialJatm County, ainl near I.ibl.y, binooln County. Oregon has pn.tlured a il 

vZ,n «;*-■ -- ^ive,, .raeksm. Co./nty. nc-ai Mlit 
«-rnon. f.r.int County, ami near lleref.ad, baker County, ami elirvsotile his 

i^"hS:r‘ir„X-:‘hr;h3i;''"''^- ------ - 
fiber^!f'■ <)nantity of hiKb-ma.le lons-fiber ampbib.de for filter 

H.r>-s.^tile on '‘‘V" V P^‘'t "f tl>‘' t.-rrito,y. J.nnK slip-fiber 
"f amnbih, b ' i'> IIhii veins in tliis (;,-ner;.i area. l)<.,,Msits 

-uZnZm ' ''’‘r*"- in deposit ..f brittle-fiber 
r ylhte was operated for .some years in /<ioho, M miles .sout beast of Kamiab. 
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Idaho County. A mill was built, and the product was used in pipe and boiler 
coverings, paints, cements, etc. 

Other Countries. Cyprus. Large deposits of asbestos occur on the island of 

Cyprus, and production has been important. Both chrysotile and anthophyl- 

lite are found, the former at Amianods, on Mount Troodos in the Limasol district. 

The best grades come from Paphos. Much of the material produced is short 

fibered, but some is of a grade that may be mixed with Canadian fiber. 

Italy is a small producer of asbestos, most of which is apparently of the amphi- 

bole variety. There are three asbestos districts in Italy: (1) in the Susa Valley 

near Mount Cenis; (2) in tlie Aosta Valley, from Ivrea to Chatillon; and (3) in 

the Valtollina district of Lombardy, near Sondrio. Italy does not produce 

sufficient fiber for her own needs, but imports chiefly from Canada and Africa. 

Table 5. .Asbestos Sold or Used by Producers in the United States, 1944 to 

1948, DY Varieties 

Year 
Chrysotile Amphibole Total 

1 

Short tons Value Short tons Value Short tons Value 

1944 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 

* * % • • . 

0,275 
11,980 
13,045 
23,580 

<1 

.8373,122 
442,050* 
490,260 
912,340 

a 

392 
240 
430 
440 

a 

$7,222 
3,980 
5,504 
6,218 

a 

6,667 
12,226 
14,075 
24,035 
37,092 

$ 380,334 
466,045* 
504,764 

918,558 
1,806,261 

• Revised figure. 

^ Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish figure separately. 

Bolivia lias deposits of blue crocidolite, somewh.it inferior to cape blue, in the 

Chai>are region, Cochabamba Department. Fibers have a maximum length of 

o in. Small sliipments were made to Japan before the Second World War 

Venezuela has chrysotile deposits near Tinaquilla, State of Cojedes, and a mill 
was completed there in 1940, 

Aiw/mhn. Iti South Australia, 10 miles north of Hawker and 24S miles north 

of Adelaide, is a deposit of good-grade blue crocidolite from which some produc¬ 

tion has come. In Western Australia there arc operating deposits of high-grade 

blue crocidolite m the Ilamrncrsley Ranges.'* Transportation is poor, but hand- 

cobbod crudes with fiber length of up to 13^ in., is produced, and a little has been 
marketed la this country. 

occurred reported ill the past few years include a large deposit of 

amosite near Wadi liafafit in the Barainia district of Upper Egypt; near Bou 

Asser, French Morocco, there is roporte.l a deposit of cross-spinning fiber asbestos 

up to 2 in. long, used in Casablanca: in the Lewis Brook area on the west coast of 

A cwfoundland are deposits of chrysotile believed to be of commercial importance. 

Asbestos deposit.s, of both the chrysotile and amphibole types, are known in 

many other countnos, an.l from some of them have come small and irregular 

productions, but none of them are of great present importance. This may be 
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due to small size of deposits, low i^nule of fiber, or remoteness from t rnnsjMu f iif.i«>ii 
and markets. 

Some of the einmtrics in wlheli deposits tif asbestos Imve Imhmi xvorke»l or hiivo 

been reported are Chinn, Jofinu. hnlin, Finlmn/. SirH^irliniti. (irnfv, TnrKitj, 
Portugal, Spain, Prancr. (tt rinanij, Winraij, and Crtiil HriUtin. 

Production and Consumption. Tables 5 to S from the IhS. Hiireiui c>f Mines 
give the most important statistics of the aslu'sfos industrv. 

Table 6. Woiti-u PRoort-riov or .\si»Ksros, l«Ml •!>».) IJUS, iiv ('oon ritiKs, Mirrme 
Tons' 

CoxinUy^ 

ArKeiitina. 

Auatralui: 

New South VS’olct. 

South AuetnUift. . . 

Tascoomu 

WesUni AustfaliR . 

Bolivia.. 

Brazil. 

<*aJiada . 

<'liiiia. 

Cyprwi (exports). 

F>IO Pl . 
fioLutd/. 

France . 

French Morocco. 

Cirecce . 
India . 

Indochina. 

Italy . 

Japan . 

Kenya Colony.. 

Korea (Choeen). 

Mada^aa^-ar . 

Kew X^aJarid . 

^^theni Uhodf3tU. 

Spain . . 

Swazihtnd . 

l^vnixerland . . . .. 

T orkry .. 

Cganda ... 

I njoo of yk^uth Africa . . 

# 
( nited y^tat^ ^eold or pr^'^ 

du^^rij ... 

Venezuela 

ion ltM2 1913 1914 1916 1910 1917 I9IH 

61 3IQ k b b a b 

38 112 422 3A3 6<K1 211 SlKl b 
162 C4 11 0 7 N 40 10^ 

4 7 10 106 281 a t a 
62 121 217 3i:i 1.030 3KI) 1,009 977 

211' 6v 22' i:p 01' a 70 117 
13^ a b a a a 3 111 

433.492 398.099 423.KM 42:1.669 600.37! *190.391 0.60. 239 
20.616 2<I.0I6 h a a a a h 

4.K74 3.12N I.IHO 1.9H3 3.126 6.993 0.309 K. ItIH 
. 7 210 , U\r 0.6 1.016 1.026 

3.842 4.079 7. 100 7.733 4.197 6.7MI «• a 
a 6 a a 1.910 A76 176 a 

no 1K2 697 a 110 790 399 
a a ' a a 4. a a a 
372 611 2t»3 692 a 312 123 a 

22 HO 312 2.160 , a a a 
10.766 11.096 7.1MW| a I.MH 8.KI 1 19. 1*18 11,770 

a 1.620< 0. MH 9.396‘ 2. *169* 3JI*J7 :i.70H 1.690 
213 3rjT 321 311 :iv,i 1*17/ 6K2 a 

a a a 1.HI6 a a a a 
3 11 a 3 I 1 0 if 

61 13 I9r> 17 2 a a 4 
40.f>37 62,719 62.hH2 61.1IH f^i,*l**0 49.073 02,/8J2 

2 HI I .*» 1 u a a a 
10.166 23.219 1 17.179 29.02H ' j 21.213 29,166 26.3*81 2ti.12| 

0 n 1 
1 

4 36 Vi a a 
146 296 i 133 zu 1 UiH 66 a zr.i 

t 4 1 a 1 * 1 a a f. a 
2.'>.422 31.361 32.310 31.372 26.697 18.318 ' 27.311 i 1, VUi 

4 a c a 
1 

a a 1 
1 

a 

1 22.127 ! 1 i.on 6 160 O.OH 
1 

1 \M»l J2.7VI 

1 

21 ,Wtl 33.019 
' t 1 4 t. a f. 96 293 >92 

... ^ ~ tit i, Sf «J • fj • ! t t 
^ L>ata no* availahl*. 
* Kxpc»rt.i. 
^ Rt'lwv^ of ran I. ar.d rUjt.^ ' k nr.l. . i' ♦!-,?» »/ »'• .. f. iy,ri,,{ 1 'r'*- v ',7'; u- , 

3..V15 I'MI. T.Wj l'H2. T.rj'/e.-.., ‘..'/rj I Ml V, I'.e, ... .,UI4.- 
* Jan oar) *0 

* Jan’i.fcr> to Jiir.*. intltiaxe. 
* ^pprcfL.'.'^*^. 
* lt»cc«.pUte £^ure. 

I' V/ 
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Crude asbestos is imported in the United States from a number of countries; 

Canada, Southern Rhodesia, Union of South Africa, and Russia have been the 

chief sources of supply. In 1948 Canada supplied 93 per cent of the tonnage 

and 84 per cent of the dollar value of all imports. 

In recent years asbestos consumption has grown at a faster rate than produc¬ 

tion. Some asbestos-products plants have been built without due regard for the 

supply of raw asbestos. This has led to acute shortages and, in some instances, 

to the temporary closing of asbestos products plants. There has been increased 

interest in the reclaiming of asbestos from scrap. The increased demand for 

very short fibers for floor and wall tile and other uses has led to the reworking of 

mill dumps and to the more efficient recovery of very short fiber in current milling 
operations. 

Messel states that “the present known reserves of proven commercial value 

(e.\cluding Russia) are being depleted at an alarming rate, about 10 million tons 

of oi e being mined annually. No new deposits have come into production during 

the last 15 years, with the exception of certain deposits in Africa, which are the 

most promising, and minor developments in Canada, Venezuela, Cyprus, Aus- 

tialia, and Brazil. The Afj'ican deposits hold the best promise for large 

reserves, but unless new deposits are developed shortages may be acute in 20 
years. 

Mining and Milling. In Canada the methods of mining are (1) open quarries, 

(2) open pits with glory holes, (3) shrinkage sloping, (4) block caving. By far 

tile largest tonnage removed has been by the first two methods. The tendency 

is toward more underground mining. In 1946 seven companies mined over 9 

million tons of asbestos rock and waste from 12 mines, of which 10 were open 

ciuarrics with or without glory holes and 2 were underground mines using block 

caving. In (juarrying the present tendency is to work high benches (up to 150 ft 

high) and blast down 100,000 tons or more of rock at a shot. An interesting 

feature of asbestos mining is that no wood may be used for any purpose unless 

it is protected, because it is impossible to separate wood fiber from asbestos in 
milling. 

Since the fiber recovery averages only 5 to 6 per cent of the rock mined, very 

large tonnages must be handled—a capacity of 1,000 tons per <lay is about the 

minimum for profitaldc oiicratioii. The Johns-Manville operation handles 
about 20,000 tons of ore and wa.ste jier day. 

Milling methods used jit tlie various mills vary in detail, but they are nearly all 

identical in principle. The objects of milling arc to recove'r as much of the 

original liber us jjossible, free from dirt and adhering rock; to expand and fluff 

up tlie fiber; to handle the ore as gently as possible in order to minimize the 

letluction in liber length by attrition; and to grade the fibers into different length 

groups best .suited to use requirements. The general method in use is (1) coarse 

crusiimg in Jaw or gyratory crushers, sometimes in two stages, to 1^ to 2 in.; 

(2) diying to 1 per cent or less moisture, in rotary or vertical inclined-plane 

diiei.s, (3) secondary crushing in .short head cone crushers, gyratories, or hammer 

milLs; (4) screening, u.sually in flat shaking or gyratory screens; (5) fine-crushing 

and fiberizing in stages, each stage followed by screening, during which air suction 
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above the screens effects separation of the fiber from the rock; (C) collection of the 

fiber in cyclone separators, which also remove the dust; (7) grading of fibers in 

punched-plate trommel screens; (8) blending of products to make specification 
grades; (9) bagging for shipment. 

If the ore has recoverable crudes, that is. long spinning fiber, a picking belt may 

follow the first coarse crusher. Fiberizing or opening up the bundles of fil>cr 

{step 5) IS done in a special type of beater or impact mill designed to free the 

fiber from the rock and fluff up the fiber without reduction in fiber length. Three 

types of mill are used in Canada, all essentially hammer mills. The Jumbo 

mill IS a horizontal cylinder with corrugated liner and a shaft with beater urm.s 

run at bOO rpm. It has a tendency to cut up the fiber, and the trend is to replace 

It with a combination of crushers and vertical-type mills, the Torrey Cyclone or 

le impact mill. Both mill.s are vertical cylinder.s with corrugate<I liners ami 

%oitu-al .^liafts with beater arms, running at 900 to 1,000 rpm. The Torrev 

Cyclone has two .sets of hammers with a hopper in between, and the impact miU 
iias only a single sot. 

The sert^ening operations are perhaps the mo.st critical. The air in the exhaust 

hoods over each screen mu.st he so urljusted that only the inoperlv fiherized 
material will be lifted. leaving the rock and unoi»ened fiber bundles for further 

fiberizing. The air system u.ses 20 to 25 per cent of the total power consumed 
in «i iniJi. 

The dust rcmove<i in the cyclone fiber collectors carries a certain amount of 
fine asbestos fiber, called “floats.” which may be recovered. Atone mill tailings 

are recovercfl from aid dunii>s, .screened tliiough in., and pas.sed tbrougii wet 

fTshtmienr' 

(sc;^ - Si von by Hice- 

In South Africa in past years there has i,oen little or no market for very .short 

mi fibens, and tl.ey were wastcl or store.I for po.ssible future treatment. If.-nce 

tarhei production statistics were not comparable witl. those of Cana.h, where 

t ,ns .iiwl VMth the <leveIopment of imlustiial markets in South Africa the 
bituatiofi IS Sfunewljat <itfff*roiit today 

Specifications Grades, and Tests.' .Sine for n.n.st important connnerci.l 
u.,c.s .strong. (I.Mhlc- fil.t-r ,.s n,-e,l,.,l, tl.o Uittle anthophyliitn typo of asla-sfos 

needs httle n.ent.on here. The chief e.ycption is tin.t of filteMll.er ashestos 

or tins pn. po.se a fairly strong til,el is needed, and the asliesto.s must l,e of s ic'h 

:;;z: T.tr T ^«.-n,„o„ acids':^! alk.ilic.s. iiemr.lite is often u,se«l ff»r this {>iijpo.<e. 

Some of the physical properties that g..od asbe.stos fibers must possess for 

\a.ious uses are as follow.s; goori fiber lengtl,; goo.) fiexibilil v: fine fibers- silkines.- 
Mgh tensile slreiiKthi lesistaneo to acids and alkalies; r,..,LZ 

norst a„; hlith n,elt„,« point; resist,,,.,.,, to h.-at; hiah heat-insiih.tina yaine 

Li a , ’ ’ ■■»l'i'“nd.illly," that is. eapal„li,y o^ 
f, easilj .spun into jnoducts of good <iuality without undue Joss and breakage 
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of fiber. There are now so many and such diversified uses for asbestos that not 

all these properties are necessary for any single use. Thus, short fibers may be 

used for asbestos-paper and asbestos-cement shingles, while long fibers are needed 

for asbestos textiles. For some purposes two or more types of asbestos with 

different physical properties (for example, crocidolite and chrysotile) may be 
mixed advantageously. 

A comparison of some of the physical properties of crocidolite, chrysotile, and 
amosite is given in Table 7. 

Table 7. Comparison of Properties of Chrysotile, Crocidolite, and Amosite* 

Property Chrysotile Crocidolite Amosite 

Fiber length (usual maximum). 1in 
TeDaile strenetb. , High 

*7^ o in. / in. 

Flexibilitv. , , , 

xaigoer tnao 

chrysotile 

Uood 

Finenesa of fiber. Very fine 

Good, but be¬ 

comes brittle 

Poor 

nigii 
TTtnA 

Oooa 

Resistance to heat. 
r iQo riue 

Resistance to acids, alkalies, and sea wstAr 

x^oor* fuses to 

a glass 

Good 

Good 

t*ood» but be¬ 

comes brittle 

Good 
ElecthcaUinsulatinc value. Fair to good 

Good 

ETv 1 Ant 

Heat-indulatina value 

Spinnabilitv. 

WUUU IQF DjOCI^ 

erate heat 

OOOCI 

V t ttir I* atr 

The prop^ties noted above apply to best grades of each type. Authorities. F. Cirkcl. Chrysotile 
Asbestos Its Occurrence. Exploitation. Milling, and Uses, Can. Bur. Mine$. Buil. 69. 1910; and A L 
Hall. Asbestos in the Union of South Africa. Geol. Survey S. Africa, Mem. 12. 2d ed.. 1930. 

For spinning purposes, Canadian chrysotile is considered the best in the world. 

Arizona chrysotile is good, but is apt to be lacking in uniformity and to contain 

harsh, brittle fibers. Some users state that the fiber is so fine and silky that 

there are large losses in spinning. Crocidolite is not in high favor in the United 

States, because it is rather difficult to fiberize properly; it is rather dirty and 

dusty compared with Canadian chrysotile; and its fusion point is low. Crocido¬ 

lite and amosite, usually mixed with some chrysotile, however, are used much 

noore extensively in England and Europe. Amosite fiber is harsher than chryso¬ 
tile, and is rather dirty and dusty to handle. 

Asbestos is often erroneously called a refractory material, but it cannot properly 

be so classed. Crocidolite fuses at a relatively low temperature to a black glass. 

Both chrysotile and amosite lose their water of composition at a moderate tem¬ 

perature and become inflexible and very brittle. Nor has asbestos alone a high 

heat-insulating value, compared with such materials as basic magnesium car¬ 

bonate. Asbestos is noncombustible and capable of being woven into fabrics, 

and these are the properties upon which much of the value of high-grade asbestos 
depends. 

The quality of asbestos and its suitability for most uses may be easily deter¬ 

mined by a few .simple tests. Length, color, silkiness, flexibility and, to some 

extent, fineness of fiber and tensile strength may be determined by inspection. 

A sample of asbestos should be fiberized by rubbing or crushing it between the 
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fingers. Single fibers may tlien be tested for flexibility and ten.sile strength by 

bending and breaking. Several fibers may be twisted into a strand or yarn and 

again tested for flexibility and strength. Asbestos of good quality should be 

easily fiberized, soft, silky, strong, flexible, and easily twisted into a strongyarn 

Fibers >4 m. or more in length and otherwise of good grade are of commercial 
interest. 

The grading of asbestos for market' varies in different districts and at different 

plants In Canada there arc two main grades, crude and fiber, each of which is 

divided into subgrades, in each case liased on length of fiber. Crude produced 

entirely by hand picking and cobbing, consists of all cross-fiber asbestos over 

.8 in. long. No. 1 crude consists of fiber over H in. long (average 1 in.). No 2 
crude consi.sts of fiber from to 3^ in. long (average in.). 

Mill fibers in Canada are classifierl by a standard screen test made on a Quebec 

standard testing machine. This consists of four wooden trays, 24U by 143^ bv 

^^2 HI. ^Jeep. The top, or No. 1. tray has a wire screen bottom with a U-in 

?n nT-^ (0.0(i3-in. wire); No. 3, a lO-mesh 
().04.-in. wire); No. 4 is a solid-bottom pan. The nest of screens is fastened 

o a frame, so arranged that it may be vibrated horizontallv with a lU-in 

throw by an eccentrh- revolving at 300 rpm. In making a tost. 1 II, (16 oz)’ 
of filler IS placed in the top tray and .shaken for exactly 2 min. The residue on 

each screen and m the bottom pan is weighed soparatelv and the weight recorded 

in ounces. Thus, a fiber testing O-.S -6-2 (total 16 oz) is one of iWiich K oz is 

retained on the second screen. 6 oz on the third, and 2 oz <,f shorts in the pan 

fibers are divided into nine main groups that are again subdivided into about 

standard grades, each having a different te.st and value. The main gradesare:^* 

Crude f ibern (//an^/^proce.sscfi). 

^fToup 1: Crude Xo. c in. staple and longer 

Group 2: Crude Xo. 2, in. staple and longer, up to in. 

A/ill h ihers (prore.i^ed >. 

ftroup 3: Textile spinning fibers (testing over O 8 0-2) 

Group .1: Shiagre fibers (testing below () 8-0 2 and ineliiduig 0 1 .5-0 5- 5 ni 

Group Paper fibers (testing below 0-1..5 .5.0 and irK luding (0-0 8-8)'^^ 

Group 0: Ua.stcsfueco.plaster fiber (testing below 0-0 8-8 and over 0-0-5-11) 
Group 7; Shorts (testing 0 0 5 11 and below) ' 

Group 8; .Sarul weighing over 3.5 ib p<T cu ft and under 75 lb 

tiroiij, 0: Sand and gravel wcughing over 75 Ib per cu ft 

Shorts arc not sold on length but according to color and cleanliness. Color is 
o prune irnp,.rtaiice. Asbcstic is finely ground asbestos san.l-iniH tailings 

^oine iiunes in Africa and Uus.sia do not use the Canadian das.sifiration l>ut 

on'fibcricMiX '-t- are fundamentally based 

ittcd. I or electrical insulation Hh.,.lesian and Arizona chrysotile are demanded 

c-iuse tliey are low in iron. Arnos.te is used extensively in 85 per cent magnesia 
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and other high-temperature molded heat insulation and for woven insulation 

for navy ships. Blue crocidolite is used for asbestos-cement pipe. The Army 

and Navy Munitions Board is stock-piling certain grades of amosite and long- 
fiber chrysotile from Africa. 

Markets and Prices. The United States is the largest consumer of asbestos 

and manufacturer of asbestos products, with the United Kingdom standing 

second. Before the First World War the* chief international marketing point 

was Hamburg, but in recent years New York has taken the lead. Much of the 

South African and Rhodesian asbestos is marketed in London. Some of the 

largest manufacturers of asbestos products own mines in Canada or elsewhere 

that partly or wholly supply their needs for raw asbestos. Smaller consumers 

buy either directly from the producers or from dealers and agents. 

Asbestos crudes and fibers are packed in 100-lb bags and sold at a price (includ¬ 

ing cost of bags) per 2,000-lb ton, usually fob cars mines. Crudes bulk about 

40 cu ft per 2,000-lb ton, and fibers 60 to 90 cu ft per ton. Sand and shorts are 

sold by the net ton and shipped either in bags or in bulk. Most producers have 

certain brand or grade masks (thus X, XX, and C grades), but, while the same 

marks may be used by different producers, the grades do not necessarily cor¬ 
respond. Most asbestos is sold on sample and test. 

Since asbestos from different producing areas varies widely in type, quality, 

and adaptability for use, prices also vary widely. In this country prices on 

Canadian asbestos more or less set general market values. MetaU and Mineral 

Markets, Mar. 17, 1949, lists the following prices for asbestos fibers, effective 
Jan. 1, 1949, fob Quebec mines, United States funds: 

Quality 

Crude No. 1 (spinning fiber over in. long). .. 
Crude No. 2 (spinning fiber in. long)._ 
Spinning fibers. 
Shingle stock. 
Paper stock. 
Waste. 
Shorts. 

Fob Hyde Park^ Vi. 
Shingle fiber. 
Paper-stock fiber. 
. 

Shorts. 

Utilization. The uses for asbestos are so many and so varied that a simple 

enumeration of all of them cannot be given here. The main uses for asbestos 

fall into a few fairly well-defined groups, namely, (1) asbestos yarns, cordage, 

cloth, and similar textile products; (2) asbestos paper, compressed sheets, blocks, 

etc; (3) asbestos-cement products, such as asbestos shingles, lumber, corrugated 

siding, etc.; (4) l^i»^msulatm^cera^nj^s; (5) boiler and pipe coverings (asbestos 

plus basic magnesium carbonate) and* corrugated asbestos paper; (6) as an 

ingredient in paints and roofing cements (shorts, asbestic, ground antliophyllite, 
etc.); (7) asbestos fibers used as such for filtering, packing, etc. 
54 

Per Short Ton 

S960.00-S1,050.00 
492.00- 550.00 
232.00- 475.00 
95.50- 141.00 
78.50- 88.00 

58.00 
27.00- 52.00 

. . 897.00-8107.00 
68.50- 85.00 

56.00 
25.50- 46.50 
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From pnnwry manufactured products, such as asbestos yarns, cordage, and 

paper, a multitude of secondary Snished products are produced, such as auto¬ 

mob, e brake-band linings, steam packing, and pipe coverings. It should be 

noted that, while very long spinning fiber is essential for some purposes, the 

bulk of the asbestos marketed is for use in products in which much shorter mill 
nbers may be used* 

The use of very shorf-fiber asbestos in floor tile has created a large market for 

this product, which once was hard to dispose of. Another use for shorts that 

may become of some importance is in nonferrous foundry core sands to give 
better collapsibility, elasticity, and venting qualities. 

Automobile brake-band finings and gaskets are very important and essential 
uses for asbestos. 

-^yihile statistics of asbestos consumption by uses are not available. Table 8 
by the U.S. Bureau of Mines, showing exports of manufactured products, gives 
some idea of the importance of some of the uses. 

Tabuj 8. Ma-nufactured Asbestos Products Exported from the United 

States, 1045 to 1946, by Kinds 

Products 

Brake lining: 

Molded and scmimolcl**(I, short tons. 
Not molded, ft. 

Clutch facing, nuinhor. 

Paper, millboard, and rollboard, short 
tons. 

Pipe covering and cement, short tons . 
Textiles, yarn, and packing, short tons. 
Ashe.stos roofing, sfjiiare.s. 

Other Jishe.stos ^lanllfueturl^s, 
roofing, short tons. 

Magnesia and inanufueturers, slK>rt 
tons. 

1945 1946 

1 Quantity V’alue Quunlitj’ \'ulu«! 

1 .093 
353.028 

1,300,846 

SI ,580,652 
236,099 
555,995 

1,248 
740,G70 

1,196,241 

81,837.752 
368.680 
500,046 

754 
1,825 
1.6(i5 

119,770 

136,019 
213.408 

1,994,297 
676,898 

I 653 
1,103 
2,327 

129,728 

111,837 

145.010 
2.674,573 

806,182 

6,017 1,208,100 8,731 I,695,386 

9.131 662. .559 17,42.3 1 .093. <)2() 
S7.26-1.087 89,2(53,092 

BdwIcsJ mvos a good short account of the manufactuie of asbestos produ.-ts. 

Substitutes for Asbestos. As yet no effective substitutes for asbestos h-ive 

een found for most uses. In recent years a shortage of asbestos has increased 

dev >"tf^'-e«ting proflucts luivc been 
dovcloj.ed; for example, a fireproof wallbour.l for interiors made from cement 

nd t.oated wood fibers. New uses for asbestos and expansion of markets fo^ 
older uses, however, have continued to tax the available suiiply 

substi !.i ‘V""" in glass fibers it is possible that an efficient 
eh ?s fih I T niatenal will eventually be made. The inherent defects i„ 
glass fibers so far have been bnttle..es.s, insufficient finene.ss of fiber, and lack of 
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tensile strength. While asbestos fibers can theoretically be almost infinitely 

subdivided, glass fibers, drawn to a definite fineness, cannot be further split 

without breaking. However, it has been found that blends of glass and asbestos 

fibers often result in products with better properties than from asbestos alone,*^ 

Before the Second World War it was reported from Germany that a synthetic 

asbestos of the same composition and physical properties as Canadian chrysotile 

had been developed, but no commercial production resulted. During the war 

Germans claimed to have made a low-quality amphibole by crystallation from 

a vapor. With our widely increasing knowledge and experience in the growing of 

synthetic crystals it seems possible that this problem will eventually be solved. 
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A group of organic compounds not used as fuels slmuhl be classed as imlustri-il 

unerals and thus uududed in the scope of this work. Tho.se are the natural 

asphalts and bitiimen.s, mmcial wa.xcs, and ro.sins. The subject Is far too large 

o be covered adequately here. The best general treatise on this whole group i.s 

t at Ijy Abraham,' and ii.s work has been drawn upon freely in the prepaiation of 

A ‘‘'-fi '' I>rief pai)er I.v Ladoo ^ 
bv M n f?" Bihune"S. The following classification is that given 
by Miller^ after Abraham.* 

I. Potroh.urns, li<juifis, viscous liquids 

II. Native asphalts, solirl or scunisolifl 
1. Piirf or /loariy pun? 

a. UoninuU x l.aki! asphalt ^ Vfm x.uela) 
2. A.ssoriat<*d with ijiifM*rul matter 

a. Trinidad Lake asjdialt 
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6. Iraq, Boeton Dutch East Indies, and Selenitza (Albania) 
c. Rock asphalts, European and American 

III. Asphaltites, hard 
1. Pure or nearly pure 

a. Gilsonitc 
&« Grahamite 
c. Glance pitch, manjak 

To this classification should be added, for our purposes, 
IV. Asphaltic pyrobitumens 

а. Elatcritc 
б. Wurtzilitc 
c. Albcrtite 
d. Impsonite 

The asphaltitcs differ from asphalt chiefly in that they usually are more 

difficultly fusible. Asphaltic pyrobitumens differ from the other three groups 

in that, while the others arc almost completely soluble in carbon disulfide they 
are largely insoluble. ' 

Table 1, showing the properties of the natural bitumens, is abstracted from a 
more extensive table by Abraham.* 

Production and Consumption. Table 2 shows the United States production of 

bjtununous rock, gilsonite, and wurtzilite in recent years. There is a small but 

as yet unreported production of ozokerite, montan wax. and coal resin. There is 

no domestic production of natural asphalt, but we import 4,000 to 5,000 ton.s of 
I^ke asphalt from Trinidad per year (1945 to 1940) and 200 to 300 tons of 

grahamite from Cuba. (These statistics should be compared with domestic sales 
of petroleum asphalt in 1940 of about 7.0 million short tons.) 

Tarkb 2 

Year 
Hituiiiinou.s rock Ciilsonitc 

Tons Value Tons V^iluc 
1939 422,484 2.007,810 37,289 1,053.142 
1940 458,665 1,949,166 31,930 770,711 
1041 654,692 2,312.227 36,407 851.623 
1042 935,295 3,307,279 40,041 909,311 
1943 835,648 3.096,753 60,446 1,188,485 
1044 750,454 2.771.025 49,051 915.480 
1945 642,600 2,565,925 61,273 1,250.546 
1946* 1 777,4.57 2,861,591 68.107t 1.440,229 
1947 1,001,710 3,7.56,074 67,165 1,740,228 
1948 1.084.001 3,634,917 .52.122 1,300.713 

• Alubarcia, C 
t All in Utali 

® Figures not 

alifornia, Kentucky, MLi?jouri, Oklahoma. Texoa, Utah, 

available. 

\N’urtzilite 

Tons 

75 
70 
69 
37 
41 

11 
0 

21 

\’a]uc 

~5,842 
5.460 
5,343 
2,852 
3.250 

874 
0 

1,066 
41 

a 

ASPHALT 

There is no domestic productir>n of natural asphalt. The onlv imnorf-.r.t 

source in the Western Hemisphere to.lay i.s ti.e famous I>itc h Lake deposit <.u the 
island of 1 nnida.J, discovered in 1.595 hy Sir Walter Raleigh. Thi.s lake covering 
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about 100 acres, lies in the crater of an extinct mud volcano and has a proved 

depth of 285 ft at the center. The crude asphalt, as dug, is a semihard emulsion 

of asphalt with about 33 per cent water and gas and 27 per cent colloidal clay 

and silica. It is refined by agitation with live steam to remove water and 

gases, but about 3C.5 per cent of inorganic mineral matter and 4 per cent water 

of hydration remain in the refined product. In Venezuela the Bermudez Pitch 

Lake is located near Guanoco in the northeastern part of the country. This 

deposit, about 900 acres in e.xtent and 4 to 7 ft deep, contains about 65 per cent 

asphalt, as dug, with 30 per cent water and gas and 5 per cent insolubles. After 

refining it contains 95 to 90 per cent asphalt, 2 to 2.5 per cent mineral matter, and 
2 to 2.5 per cent ignition loss. Production stopped in 1932. 

Bituminous Rock or Rock Asphalt. These terms denote rock naturally 

impregnated with asphalt. In Great Britain and generally in Europe only 

asphalt-impregnated limestone, by definition, is recognized under the name of 

rock asphalt. In the United States, however, bituminous rock covers both 

limestone and sandstone and may even include asphalt-impregnate<l sand. The 

content of included asphalt varies from less than 1 per cent to a maximum of 

perhaps 20 per cent, but a minimum of about 0.5 per cent asphalt is essential for 

paving use. However, rocks with 3 to 0 per cent asphalt are mined commercially, 

and either natural or oil by-product asphalt added to produce the required 
bonding qualities. 

The commercial development of rock asphalt began in Europe shortly after 

1800, and the first rock-asphalt pavement was laid in 1835. Important com¬ 

mercial deposits in Europe are in France (Departments of Ain, Haute Savoie, and 

Gard), Germany (Vorwohle atjd Escherhausen in Brunswick), Italy (Ra'gusa 

region, Province of Syracuse, Sicily), and Switzerland (Neuchatol-Val de Travers 
region). 

In the United States the most important producing deposits are in Texas 

Oklahoma, Alabama, and Kentucky, but in 1946 production also came from 

C’aliforma, Missouri, and Utah. Deposits also have been worked in Louisiana, 
Kansas, Arkansas, and Xow Mexico. 

In Texas deposits of cocina limestone arc worked near San Antonio, Ulvade 

County, averaging 9 to 12 per cent asphalt, to which petroleum asphalt may also 

be added. In Kcriluchj there are large deposits of asphaltic sandstone, some 

20 to GO ft tluck, in Edmonson, Hardin, Breckinridge, Grayson, and several 

other counties. An average of 6.5 to 7.75 per cent asphalt is maintained, either 

as a natural product or by the addition of petroleum asphalt “flux.’' In A/a6ama 

both the liniestone and sandstone types occur. Deposits have been described in 

Lawrence, Colbert, Morgan, and Franklin Counties in the northwest part of the 

state. Near Margerum the oolitic limestone produced contains 2.9 to 9.5 per 

cent asphalt. After crushing and blending it is flu.xed with additional petroleum 

asijIuUt. In Oklahoma, in the Arbuckle Mountains in the south central part of 

the state, there are deposits of asphalt-impregnated sandstones, limestones, and 

occasionally shales containing 1 to 13 per cent asphalt. In California there are 

numerous large deposits of bituminous sands and sandstones in San Luis Obispo, 

Kern, Santa Cruz, Mendocino, and Ventura Counties. During the Second 
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World War the U.S. Geological Survey mapped the Edna, San Luis Obispo 

County, area and estimated reserves of 2S2,KSO,000 short tons to a dej)th of 

250 ft, averaging about 11 per cent bitumen or 20 gal per ton. The Bureau of 

Mines worked out processes for extracting the bitumen by hot-water methods, 
anticip>ating possible use as a source of petroleum products. 

Bituminous rock is nearly always mined by open-cut methods. The crude 

rock is crushed, ground to sand size, blended for uniformity, and if necessary 

mixed witlx additional asphalt flux. It is shipped in bulk in open-toj) cars or 

barges. It is used for the surface paving of highways, sidewalks, anil floors; for 

lining tanks aiul reservoirs; and for roofing. For some uses, as for roofing, it is 

mixed \\ith additional asphalt to produce a more easily worked mastic. It is a 

low-priced product, valued on an average, at only about S:}.50 to S4.50 per ton 

at the mines. Recent statistics of production arc given in Table 2. 

GUsonite, or uintaite, is an asjihaltite characterized by the following physical 

properties. Color, black. Fracture, conchoidal (to hackly). Luster, bright to 

fairly bright. Streak, brown. Specific gravity, 1.05 to 1.10. Hardness, 2. 

Melting point, 250 to 3oO®F. It is found only in the United States, in a belt in 

the Uinta Basin about 05 miles long, extending from Rio Blanco County, Colo., 

into Uinta County, Utah, most of the important veins being in Utah. 

The veins are more or less piarallol, having a general strike of northwest to 

southeast. They vary in thickne.s.s from a few inches up to 18 or 20 ft and in 

length from a few mile.s to over 30 miles. They have been proved to a dc)>th of 

over 900 ft in places. Brarudi veinsjoining tliomain veins at very acutcangles are 

common. The walls, either of limestone or of shale, are nearly vertical iind are 

often so imixregnatod with gilsonite for several feet that no sharp lino of demarka- 

tion exist.s. C lo.se to the walls the gilsonite has the characteristic columnar 

structure perpendicular to the walls that is common to all asphaltites. Near 

the outcrop gil.soriite loses its brilliant luster ami becomo.s a dull black through 
weathering. 

Gil.sonite is recovered by modern uiulcrgrotiml mining methods, hoisted in 

bulk, and sent to a cleaning plant. T'hc ciutle mateiial is separatetl into two 

fractions by screening at ] in. and passed <iver air ch-aning tables to remove rock 

anil fine grit. Tlio linished j>iodu«-t, separated into several grades baseil on size, 

quality, and mine source, is baggcfl and trucked 125 miles to Craig, C'olo., the 

nearest rail point. The piincij>al gradtis ;ire known as “Bonanza” or “Eureka,” 

Selects “L” or “M” (+>', in.), “S” (— ? i in.). “Pulverized.” and “Flour.” 

Gilsonite from the Eureka mine dilTers .somewhat in physical properties from 
that of the Biiiiaiiza mine. 

The largest use for gilsonite is in the molding trade for making battery boxes 

and electrical acce-s.-ories. Xext in importance are asphalt floor tile, paint, and 

varnish. It i.s widely used in printing inks, particularly the brown rotogravure 

inEs. Other uses are in rubber, electric al insulations, waxes, and ai id-rosistant 
paints and coating.s. 

Production statistics are given in Table 2. 

Grahamite is a black a.sphaltite with the following physical i»roportics. Luster, 

varying from dull to very bright. Fraelun, i-om-hoidal to hackly. Streak, 
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2 to 3. Melting point, 350 to 
T>-? ^ localities, having been first discovered and worked in 
Ritchie County, W. Va., but the largest vein in the world is in Jackfork Valley 
12 miles west of Tuscahoma, Okla. The vein here, 19 to 25 ft thick and a mile 
long, fills a fault m a shaley sandstone dipping at an angle of 37 to 50 deg. This 

deposit was once worked extensively, but production ceased many years ago 

Large deposits have been worked in Pinar del Rio Province, Cuba, and near 
San Fernando, Trinidad. Other deposits are known in Colorado, Texas, Mexico 

and in Havana and Santa Clara Provinces, Cuba. In Neuquen Province,' 
Argentina, on the eastern slope of the Andes, are several deposits of a bitumen 

somewhat intermediate in properties between grahamite, gilsonite, and impsonite. 
It has been produced under the name of raphaeliie. 

Grahamite finds little use today, but a few hundred tons per year are imported 

from Cuba. It is more difficult to melt and flux than gilsonite or other asphalts or 
asphaltites. 

Glance pitch is an asphaltite intermediate between gilsonite and grahamite. 

It differs from gilsonite in having a higher specific gravity, a black streak, and 
m being less soluble in petroleum naphtha. A variety of glance pitch found 

m Barbados is known as "manjak,” but this name is also applied to a variety 
of grahamite, having somewhat different properties, from Trinidad. These are 
both discussed under Manjak. 

Glance pitch is found in Chapacote, Mexico; Barbados, Cuba; Colombia- 
Syria; and Egypt. 

Manjak is a term that has been loosely applied both to glance pitch from 
Biu bailos and to a soft variety of grahamite from Trinidad. However, this dis¬ 
tinction is more of technical than of practical interest, because the Trinidad 

grahamite approaches the Barbados glance pitch very closely in physical 
ju’operties. 

Barbados manjak has the following physical properties. Color, black. Streak, 
black. Luster, bright. Hardness, 2. Fracture, conchoidal. Specific gravUy, 
about 1.1. I'tiston point, 320 to 430'’F. It contains about 90 per cent carbon, of 
which 25 to 30 per cent is fixed carbon, and has a solubility of 97 to 99 per cent in 
carbon disulphide. 

Trinidad manjak has about the same proi>erties, except that its specific gravity 
IS 1 170 to 1.175; its melting point, 350 to 438°F; its carbon content, 84 per cent; 
and its fixed carbon content, 31.5 to 35 per cent. 

Manjak lias been used primarily for making paints and varnishes, particularly 
when mixed with mineral oils. It forms a tough, rubberlike coating, with a low 
viscosity, unaffected by acids, air, and water, and has a liigh heat resistance. 
As a pipe cement it has been found to be superior to white lead. 

Elaterite. True elatcnto is a very uncommon asphaltic pyrobitumen of 
scientific interest only, regarded by Abraliam as a prototype of wurtzilite, with 
which it is often confused. 

Wurtzilite, known popularly as “elaterite,” is a black asphaltic pyrobitumen. 
hraclure, conchoidal. Luster, bright. Streak, light brown. Hardness, 2 to 3. 
i^pccific gravity, 1.05 to 1.07. Very thin slivers are semitransparent and show a 
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red color by transmitted light. It is sectile, cutting like horn or whalohone 

Chips are somewhat elastic but snap like glass beyond the clastic limit. It is 

often called elastic bitumen or 7nineral rubber. It does not melt without deeom- 
position, but softens and burns upon heating. 

It is found in only one locality, in Uinta County. Utah, about r>0 miles south¬ 

west of Fort Duchesne. More than 30 veins have been discovered, varying in 

width from 1 to 3 ft and in length from .several humlrcd feet to about 3 miles. 

The largest of these veins have been and still are worked on a small scale. 

Wurtzilite, sold commercially as elaterite, is used in making wurtzilite a.sphalt 

or wurtzilite pitrli. which has Iiwii marketci! under the name of “kapak.” ITii.s 

is made by heating wurtzilite to 500 to oSO'F uiuler pressure, which causes it to 

depolymerize and m.-irkedly alters its jiliysical projicrtics. It is softer, fusible, 

readily soluble in carbon «lisulfi<le, and moderately .solulile in iiaplitha of 

whereas the crurle is insoluble in both. Composition and properties vary with 

conditions of manufacture and it i.s marketed in numerous grades, either alone or 

mixed \nth gilsoiiite, asphaltic fluxe.s, or vegetable oils. Its uses are similar to 
those of gilsonite aiul grahamite. 

Albertite is an asphaltic iiyrobitumen mined originally in Albert County, Xew 

Brunswick. Cana<la. cliaracterized piindpally by its infusibility anti its in.solu- 

bihty in carbon disulphifle. iiai>litha, etc. (.’olor, black. Streak, luown to black. 

Hardness, 2. Fracture, conchoiilal to hackly. Luster, dull to bright. Spreijic 
ffraintij, 1.0/ to 1.10. It intume.sccs an<l ilecomjxjses upon heating. 

^ It IS found in Albert County. Xew Brun.swick (deposits now e.vhaustcd); in 

Pictoii County, Xova Scotia; Uinta County, Utah; and Ta.sniania, Australia. 
There is little or no present proiluction. 

WAXES AND RESINS 

Ozokerite is a natural mineral wax, really a natural parallin, hut biglioi in 

melting point tbun eoinmerrial parullin rec overed petroleum. Color, varies 

roiu nearly wliite through yellow and hrcjwn to dark green or blac^k. Streffk. pale 

hmwn. IforflTu.^a, less than 1 to 2, Frarturv, eonehoidal. Lustir, dull (o waxv. 

MfUiny point, 140 to 200''F. Fperifir grftvUy. O.So to 1.00. It is soluble in edier. 
petr<>leinn, benzim?, turj)en(in<*, and carbon disulfide. 

Hie liest known d/^posits are at B«My.«law. Calit ia. near I,;ike Baikal. Siber ia, 

and elsewhere in Bu.ssia; ami in Utali at Soldier Suniiiiil. Wa.sab-h Coiinly. ami 

near Colton. Utah ('ouiity. At .'<■.111.t Summit it mniis as a l.lling in l.ic ciate.l 
zones in narrow fissun* \-eins in .•‘amlstones and .«liales witli a niaximum \\;i.\ 

content (if alx.iit l.'i jx-r cent. S*>me of llu- Utah dep..sits w<-ie worked .luring tlie 

'irst World War, but they (mhiM not <-/.m|.e(«* with tie- impoiled wa\ .ind have 

liot Ureri worked for many years. 'The wa\ was r'Ntra. te.l with Im.I water (.'.I t.> 

Jb ( ) in steam-heate.J vats an.I i.urifie.1 by healing t.. remove entiupjx'd moisture. 

Jn (udicia o/.<jketite ha.s been .Ibtille.i, yiel.lmg :•,<> j.ej- rent j.aralhn. 2."> j,er cc-nt, 

Jrotroleuni, and 21 jut cent lirbi l.-.rt ing oils. Th«- icsidm-, known as oz..k/-rit.r 

pitch. w;is mixed w ith <‘.0 jn-r / ent rubber and mar ketc*d umi.u- the name uf ..konite 
us an eleetrical iirsirlat iiig mater ial. 
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Ceresine wax is made by the further refining of ozokerite with sulfuric acid and 
supei-heated steam. 

Ozokerite and ceresine are used for many varied purposes: in cosmetics, acid- 

proof coatings, %vaxed paper, polishes, insulated wire and cable, and floor wax. 

Montan wax is a wax of mineral origin derived from lignite. Chemically and 

m physical properties, including melting point, it resembles carnauba wax, except 

that it ranges in color from nearly white through brown to nearly black, instead 

of being light in color. Before the Second World War the United States imported 

millions of pounds annually from Germany and Czechoslovakia, then the only 

sources. Not all lignites are suitable raw material, but an extensive search during 

the war located several deposits in this country, containing 10 to 13 per cent 

recoverable wax that could be used, for example, near Malvern, Ark., and in 

California, the latter being the best. These deposits are located near lone and 

Buena Vista, Calif., and a plant was built at lone in 1948. By a solvent extrac¬ 

tion process, not only is montan wax recovered, but also sap brown dye (used in 

paper) and Vandyke brown pigment. The spent lignite, after a cleanup treat¬ 

ment, IS briquetted for fuel or fortified with fertilizer as a combination fertilizer 

mulch and soil conditioner. Montan wax is used in carbon paper, polishes, 

rubber, phonograph records, roofing papers, wood impregnation, and for many 
other purposes. ^ 

Prewar imports averaged about 8,000 tons per year, mostly from Germany. 

Early in 1949 both the imported and the domestic product sold in the 30 to 34 
cents per pound price range. 

Coal Resms. Fossil resins, similar to the lac resins in appearance, composition, 

and properties, are found in bituminous coals in certain areas. In the Deer 

Creek and Salina Canyon coal districts of Utah these resins occur primarily along 

fracture seams in the coal, from less than to in. thick. In the better areas 

the resm content averages 5 to 7 per cent. Because of the mode of occurrence 

and the fact that the resin is much more brittle than the coal, satisfactory recov¬ 

eries may be made by crushing as coarse as 6 to 8 mesh, leaving a coal product of 

marketable quality. In fact, the heating value is increased by the removal of the 
low Btu resin. 

One production unit has been built at Huntington, Utah, using a sink and float 

system of recovery. A second plant at Bauer, Utah, with a reported capacity of 

10 to 15 tons of coal-free resin per day, uses a froth flotation method of recovery. 

At the latter plant, described by Klei>etko,« the flotation concentrate, containing 

75 to 80 per cent soluble resm, is refined by a solvent process using hexane 

(petroleum ether) as the preferred solvent. The pregnant liquors are filtered, 
freed from solvent, dried, remelted, and cast in drums. 

The properties of the resin, as given by Klei>etko, are as follows: Specific 

n«'«6cr, 6 to 8. Softening point {mercury 
^(Aod) 100 to 165 C. Iodine value (Wijs). 140 to 150. Refractive index, 1.544. 

Color (Helhgo, 2o per cent toluol), 14. Molecular weight, average, 732. Purity, 

99 per cent plus pure hydrocarbon. The resin is very resistant to alkalies, water, 

and alcohol. It is completely miscible with both aliphatic and aromatic hydro¬ 

carbons and IS compatible with vegetable and mineral oils, natural and synthetic 
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rubber, ester gum, plienolic and alkyd resins, and with such natural resins as 

kauri and copal. It is primarily competitive with the indeno-coumarone resins 

and rosin. It is suitable for making electrical insulating and other varnishes, 

printing inks, waterj>roofing agents, special synthetic rubbers, and rubber 

cements. For the latter xises they are especially well adapted since they supply 
the essential tackiness lacking in synthetic rubbers. 

Prices. In 1950, brilliant, first-quality gilsonite was quoted at S3G.50 per 

ton, fob Colorado; seconds, at $31 per ton. Manjak was cents per pound, 

fob works in drums. Ozokerite was 18 to 30 cents per pound, depending on melt¬ 

ing point and color. Montan wax, cru<lo, was 31 to 32 cents per jjound for 

domestic material and 26 to 27 cents per pound for imported. 
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BARIUM MINERALS 

Barite and Witherite 

BARITE 

Composition. Barite, also commonly known as barytes and heavy spar, has 

the formula BaSO*, its composition being BaO, 05.7 per cent; anel SO3, 34.3 per 

cent. Commercial forms of barite may run as low as 92 per cent BaSO« with 

impurities consisting of silica, iron oxide, liine.stone, dolomite, shale, etc. 

General Description. Barite is a heavy mineral, occurring most commonly (in 

commercial tlcposits) in granular or crystalline mas.ses or nodules, usually light in 

color but sometimes brown or gray to nearly black. In typical museum speci¬ 

mens it is found in tubular, orthorhombic crystals. 

Physical Properties. Hardness, 2.5 to 3.5. Specific gravity, 4.3 to 4.6. Melt¬ 

ing point, infusible, but changes to BaO with high heat. Index of refraction, 

1.636 to 1.648. Color, white to light shades of gray, blue, yellow, brown, or red. 

Streak, white. Litster, vitreous to almost resinous, or peaily; wlien granular 

almc)st earthy. Cleavage, two perfect at right angles, third indistinct. Trans¬ 

parency, transparent to opaque. Tenacity, brittle. Insoluble in water but 
soluble in concentrated sulfuric acid. 

Occurrence. Geologically, 1 Kirito has three main types of occunenco of 

importance commercially: (1) in l.>e<ls or masses as replac’cnicnt.s in limestones, 

tloloinites, shales, aiici other seciimentarios; (2) as residual jKidules resulting from 

the weathering of harit€5-heariiig clolomite or liiiiestoiie; and (3) as a gangue 

mineral in veins or heds witli fluorspar, metallic sulfides, etc. 

iJeposit.s (if barite arc well <listributed througlumt the worM; l>ut until the start 

of its extensive use in oil-well drilling about 192li, iiii|><irtaut eoiuinercdal devoloj>- 

nicnt was confined to eountrics that were well <l(?veh)p(‘<l <*ominerc*ia!ly. Now, 

with widespread oil-well drilling all over the world, <leposits are likely to be 
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developed m almost any favorable location. Barite is such a relatively low- 

priced commodity that production will be favored in those places which caLhow 

be 1 ‘he principal markets. Thus, imported barite may 

IpacUy ® seaboard in spite of our large domestic productive 

state"*‘TheTn7' Arkansas has been the largest producing 
state. The entire production comes from the Magnet Cove area- near Malvern 

where a bedded, synclinal replacement deposit in shale is mined by two comi 
panics. Siimlar deposits have been explored west of Caddo Gap, Montgomery 

oxide, ranging m color from red and yellow through green to gray with a barinm 

sulfate content of 50 to 85 per cent (average about 70 per cent). Although dis¬ 

covered by drilling m 1900 it had no commercial value until a successful froth 

flotation method was developed by the Bureau of Mines in 1939 and 1940 

Impurities are so intimately mixed with the barite that the ore has to be ground 

it ^ separation. By flotation methods 
It was shown that a 98 per cent pure barite could be made with specific gravity of 

4.395 and a 90 per cent recovery. Reserves are stated to be around 9 million 

Wns in the Malvern area.” Nearly the entire product is sold for well-drilling 

the second largest producer, has deposits in two general areas: 
Washington County and the central area. ,Tn both areas the barite occurs as 

nodules or large masses in a residual clay derived from dolomite by weathering 

Most of the Missouri ore is of the soft variety, favored for the making of ground 

barite. Reseives in Washington County alone are stated to be about 20 million 
tons.*’ 

Georgia. For many yea.s the largest producer, Georgia has been declining in 

importance for several years, due in part to exl.austion of deposits and in part to 

ugh costs of removing overburden. Practically all the production comes from 

the Cartersville district m Bartow County, where residual nodules in clay are 

mined by steam shovel. Most of the Georgia barite is of the hard, crystalline 
type used m the lithopone and barium chemical industries. 

Tennessee Production has come from the Sweetwater district (soft, residual 

nodules) and from the Del Rio, Cocke County, area (hard, crystalline barite 
mixed with fluorspar in veins). 

Nevada-^ has become an increasingly important producer in the last 10 years. 

Depo.sits are known m at least nine counties, but at present important production 

IS centered m the A^^enta-Battle Mountain area in Lander and Eureka Counties 

on both sides of the Humboldt River m northern Nevada. Both vein and replace¬ 

ment deposits occur, the former usually having white barite, and the latter usually 

gray to black. One producer reports reserves of 2.5 million tons in three deposits 

m the Battle Mountain area.” chief uses for Nevada barite are for oil-weU 
muds and for making barium chemicals in a California plant. 

California. While barite deposits have been noted in at least eight counties in 

Laliforma, most deposits have not proveil very extensive. In 1946 only two or 

three mines were m oi^eration, one near El Portal. Mariposa County (50,000 tons 
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reserves),” and the Spanish mine near Washington, Nevada County (200,000 

tons reserves).” Two more mines were reported to be starting production in 

1945, one near Greenville, Plumas County, and the other near Auburn, Placer 

County. The former was reported in operation in 1946. At the El Portal mine'* 

witherite and barite occur together and are mined and processed together. 

Arizona.^^ Small, irregular shipments of barite were made from Arizona in 

earlier years, but in 1946 production began on a larger scale from a vein deposit at 

Coon Bluff. 22 miles northeast of Mesa. The ore. from veins up to 15 ft wide, is 

crushed and wet-groun<l to 200 mesh to make a product with about 94 per cent 

barite and a specific gravity of 4.0 or more. The addition of a flotation depart- 
meat in 1947 has been reported. 

Other sUtles from wliich there has been some pro<Iuction in the past or in which 

are reported deposits of po.ssil>lc commercial interest are Virginia, North Carolina, 

South Carolina, I<laho, New Mexico. Wisconsin, Alabama, Te.vas, Colorado^ 

Kentucky, Connecticut, an<l Massachusetts. No production was reported from 

any of these states in 1946, but several of them have been small pro<lucers within 

the past ten years. Late in 1947 it was reported that a new deposit was being 

opened near Hailey, Idaho, and a flotation plant was being built near Pocatello. 

Ct€Tinnn\j. Prior to tlie Second World War Germany was the world’.s largest 

producer of barite, accounting for over 50 per cent of the worhl’s production. 

What its postwar position will be cannot be pre<lictcd, but it is probable that it 

will again Ijecorno an important factor in the world jiicture. “Barite occurs in 

hcihled deposits at Moggen in Westphalia and in veins in Ilosscn, Thuringia, 

Bavaria. Baden, and Silesia. Tlie Moggen deposits are thc» nxj.st produ<;tive, 

yielding in (lie aveiago fi<im <>.5 to 7.5 j>er cent of the total German output.’’* 

i'yxports to the L'nited States, mostly from Mijggen, were shipj>etl to the Rhine 

via t-unal, thence by barges to Rotterdam, ami from there by ship to this 
country. 

( nuadn. C’anadian production <)f barite was vinimportaiit until the dLscovory 

in 1940 of a very largt* deposit at Pembroke, Hants (\mnty, Nova Scotia, on the 

Bay of Punily.i '’* \ mill was built at Walton in 1941 ami profluction tjuickly 

rose to alxjut 114 thou.«aml net tons per year in 194.5 and 1946. This deposit, 

over 100 ft thick. 200 ft w ide, ami over 600 ft long, of mcflium grain, with crystal¬ 

line texture, ami rcthiisli in c«)lor. is 96 to OS per cent pin e, with an average speciflo 

gravity of about 4.4. Wliile it.s chief markets at the start were f<»r oil-well drilling 

•n rrinidarl ami South Ameiica, .sizi*al)le shipments to United States bariutn 

choini(!al producers liave lieeii ina<le, beginning in 1944. Other C'jinadian pro¬ 

duction has (-fjinc from the Niglithawk Lake area of the Porcupine mining ili.strict 

in northern Ontario ami fnuii a small tlepfisit at Parson. British (’<jlumhia. 

Brnzil.-* '1 lu; large (huiiand for b.aiite for w«‘ll-drilling mud in Venezuela, 

olomhia. ami Triniilad caus<*rl the opening of a laige fieposit of barite on tlie 

iHlaml of fatnainii. off the <-oast of Brazil, M) miles south of .Salvador, Baia, in 

UI4.5 ami 1949. \\ i(h I iut<-<i capital a grinding mill was Imilt ami a 97..5 

I>er cent ininus liOD-nu-sh pnahict, iiinning '.I2..5 per cent l»aiitc. 4..4 spia-ific 

gr.iv ity, is liagged and shipped. Plant capacit v is 42 thoii.sand t<jiis pt*r year, ami 
n-.serves are over 1 million ton.s. 
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VnUed Kydom.’ England and Wales are important producers of barite and 

mtherite In 1946 six barite mines were operated in a belt extending from the 

Tyne Valley of Northumberland southward through parts of Durham, Cumber¬ 

land, and Westmoreland to the Craven district of West Yorkshire Two uro- 

ducers were in the coal fields of Northumberland and Durham and other deposits 
were worked elsewhere in England and Wales, ^ 

Table 1. World Production op Barite, 1942 to 1948, by Countries, Metric 

Tons* 

__ (Compiled by B. B. Mitchell) 

Country* 

Algeria. 

Argentina. 

Australia. 

Austria.. 

Belgium. 

Brasil. 

Canada. 

China*. 

Cuba. 

Egypt. 

Eire. 

France. 

Germany r 

Baden. 

Bavaria. 

Prussia^. 

Saxony. 

Thuringia. 

India. 

Indochina. 

Italy. 

Japan. 

Korea (ChoAen). 

Peru. 

Portugal.. 

Southern Rhodesia. 

Spain. 

Swasitand. 

Svatsorland. 

Tunieia. 

Union of South Africa... 

United Kingdom*. 

United States. 

1042 

2.753 
7,083 
6,512 

6 

550 
240 

17,842 
18.000 
3,787^ 

60 
4 

9,503 

44.150 
27.537 

256.002 
25 

9,357 
11.402 

100 
37.601 
15.345/ 
11.093 

h 
b 

2.675 
7,801 

1043 1044 

2,988 
11.009 
4.610 
» 

170 
b 

22.202 
b 

3.158^ 
76 

5.485 
18,290 

250 

745 
100.312 
408,110 

*340.000 

9.002 

15.642/ 
10.099 

1 

1.256 
6.309 

208 
72 

2.740 
102.730 
389.451 

1.340 
* 

4.487 
b 

300 
282 

107.700 
b 

4.78741 

59 
10.510 
9.575 

1945 1946 

3.502 
6 

017 
126.632 

b 

2.0Q4 
54 

10,714 
11.431 

320,000 

15.545 

12.049/ 
5.640 
2.352 

b 

13 
7.401 

233 
76 

3.201 
100.422 
467.321 

25.051 
6 
b 

7.540/ 
b 

4.240 

0.877 
79 

68 
2.200 

04.711 
628.008 

14.240 
10.000 

7.708 
808 

b 

10.326 
109.242 

b 
b 

b 

13.557 
34.570 
45.736^ 

i 

i 

1 

i 

/ 

29.558 
b 

24.801 
581 
100* 

b 

294 
173 

12,245 
224 

b 

408 
2.326 

112,705 
057,908 

1947 

23.692 
35.000* 
5.500 
2,007 

6 
13.97! 

216.731 
b 

b 

167 
12,904 
50,275 
35,000* 

/ 
/ 

/ 
i 

i 

24,700 
b 

05,708 
907 

1.000* 
7,000* 

1.211 
18 

21,028 
172 

b 
470 

2.672 
00,267 

802.146 

1948 

16 

10 

86 

41 

681 

842 

000* 

608 

000^ 

/ 
i 

15,425<< 
b 

50,000* 
3.334 

k 
b 

6 

61 
15,908 

98 
b 

230 
1,734 

b 
705.042 

* Estimate. 
^ Exports. 

: iSilSS!" - 
* Excludes British Zone. 

‘ Excludes British, French, and Soviet Zones. 
* Included in Gcrntany. 
* South Korea only. 
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Other Countries. Ilahj, in prewar years, producetl 40 to 50 thousand tons of 

barite per year. During tlie Second World War a deposit of barite was opened 

near La Rosita, Coahuila, Mexico, and shipments made to the United States for 

lithopone. Table 1 shows other producing countries of lesser importance as 
reported by the U.S. Bureau of Mines. 

Production and Consumption. Tables 2 and 3, from the “ Minerals Yearbook ” 

of the U.S. Bureau of Mines, show the production and indicated consumption of 

barite and barium products in the United States. 

Tabi-e 2. Salie.nt Statistu s or the Bauite, Witherite, and Bakium-ciiemicau 

Indi'striks in the United States, 1944 to 1948 
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Table 3. Domestic Bahite Sold or Used by Producers in the United States 

State 

1946 1947 1948 

Short 
tons Value Short 

tons Value Short 
tons Value 

Arkansas. 288.286 
69,274 

270.850 

t 
33.595 
62.357 

SI,844,982* 376,017 
61,202 

291,619 
37,388 
31,476 
36,380 

$2,390,643 
639,865 

2,405,249 

261,168 
285,853 
188,564 

362,470 Georgia. $2,809,760 

Missouri. 
UOD,OOo 

0 1A53 nn*? 
62,781 654,959 

Nevada. 
A,lUO,uu# 

t 
970 1 AO 

278,071 2,413,802 

Tennessee t t 

Other stalest. 
^ a ^ , 1 U.f 

270,954 
25,818 275,242 
70,708 440,650 

724.362 $5,242,755 834.082 86,171,342 799,848 $6,693,413 

t Included under “Other states." 

t 1946 and 1948: Arizona. California, and Nevada; 1947: Arizona and California. 

fn available on world consumption by uses. Before the use of barite 
for o,1-well drilling mud only highly industrialized countries were important users 

of barite m any form, but today important consumption tends to follow oil-well 
dnllmg all over the world. 

Mi^g and Mining. Mining methods used in the barite industry vary widely 

with the type and size of deposit and type of product made. Harness and 

Barsigian- have given the best recent brief summary of mining methods, from 

« hich this section has been taken in part. In general, five methods of recovering 
barite have been used m recent years. 

1. Residual barite in clay is dug with power shovels from open pits (Missouri, 

Tennessee Georgia). Stripping, when light or when it contains some barite, may 

be Ignored, and the wliole body mined together; when heavy it is removed by 

sem^rs or power shovel. Overburden in Missouri is 
rarely oj^er 2 or 3 ft, but m Georgia it may range from 10 to 50 ft. Hydraulic 

mining has been use<l at times in Georgia where overburden has been heavy, 

where troublesome limestone pinnacles have been encountered, or where tailings 

ponds have been reclaimed. Ore is hauled to mills by trucks (or pumped where 
hydraulic mining is used). ' ‘ 

2. Barite-bearing shale is blasted from open pits (Arkansas, in part). 

3. Barite veins or beds are mined underground (California, Nevada, Tennessee, 
and Arkansas, in part). 

4 Massive barite is blasted from open quarries with little or no subsequent 
sorting or beneficiution (Xovada). 

5 Residual deposits are mined by band (Missouri). Hand mining, once 
predominant in Missouri, is now of minor iinj)ortance. 

MiUxng Methods.'^^ Metlnxls used in the beueficiation of barite depend both on 

product to be made. For the largest use, 
well-drillmg mud, the only requirements arc fine griml (325 mesh), chemical 

inactivity, and high specific gravity. White color is not essential, and purity is 
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not important except as it reflects specific gravity. Where most of the output ia 

sold for this use the product may need to be only ground and bagged except in 

the unusual case of the Arkansas ore, which will be discussed later ’ ^ 

The essential features of the milling of residual barite in clay (Missouri 

t„T'“l' “ '>-■« *"‘■'■■'>0 "--Wng to remove the clay, hand pi^ng 
to save lump barite, jigging to sejiarate coarse concentrates, and tabling to recover 

mmove"im r "fi''<‘»>fnts may include magnetic separation to 

TaX f™‘l> flotation to save the very finest 
bante. In Missouri, where the ore is so soft that crushing is unnecessary and 

dt^ml 1 '7“' “7‘ inexpensive plants that can be Lsily 
br^ sh 1 I" Georgia the ore is hard and usually must 

aevera77 “ 'Z”" ‘i'® S“'*K"e; l>''‘nts tend to be larger with 
8e\eral stages of cruslnng. screening, jigging, and tabling. 

sheet of a mm Eeneralized flow 
ratTn/nlL?H ^^‘“Plexity shown in Fig. 1. In the magnetic sepa- 

rlln^ i i T ‘ 12 mesh, and fed to two magnetic sepa- 

taiSs nr^ ' 0-7 P«r cent iron ami a small 

rnomTl 7 ? "-n ‘ a 
tablhig '■‘^K'-inding jig middlings before 

Missouri mills may consist essentially of only a double log washer, trommel, and 
J out there are a few larger mills. 

'u" to be shipi,ed without beneficiation 
except by haiul sorting. 

The do\elo])meiit of successful froth flotation methods for barite*® ** ** ®* ’®-*-* 
mac o eposits such as tliose of Arkansas comn\ercially valualile and greatly 

possibilities from deposits. The Arkan.sas ore is par- 

mi Y ^I treat, .since the barite is so finely <Hvi<led and so intimately 
ixeo with the impurities that gritidii.g to 100 per cent -325 mesi, is necessary 

r cornp eto liberation of the component minerals. The two mills now proecs.sing 

mve not nnulc public tlie <letails of their processes, but it i.s reported 

is t ' 'vet-grii„| ill hall mills to nearly all -.325 mesh. The ground ore 

it Y* froth flotation, one mill floating the liarite ami the other flejnessing 

cm **'o filtcTCfl and dricfl in rotary kilns at temperatures high 

In 7', ‘ organic reagents that might interfere with use in flrilling muds. 
^ «eoigia flotation is being used to roe<»ver barite fines from washer tailings. 

eon*iY”*^ , ”* lirintling barite depend upon the nature and 
bariV.^'V i piofluc t to be ground and upon the use for wliieh the ground 

mill .^1 hon; ore must lx; rine-gnjiind for flotation or where wet- 
dor 7 J'K eoneeiitrat<*s are to be groiiml, fine grinding is usually 
jj]j ^ <*ul<ir is not iinportaiit. us for welUclriHing niud ucul olT-ccjlor 

or use.s iron grimling surfaces may be used, ball mills for wet grimling l>eing 

\\)' *'* ! *“*'* five-roller U.-ivimnid mills bir tliy grinding in (ieorgia. 
kIu'^H 1^ naturally a good \\ bile ;iii<l no bleaching is irMjuircfl gi inding 

cir''^ *r 7 , " tti iteling sur faces, sueli as a wet pebble mill in dose<l 
*-1^* UJt i a classifier or a rli-y pebble mill in ciosed circuit with an air separator. 
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For dry grinding the feed should be dried, either naturally or artificially. Wet- 

ground products must be thickened, filtered, and dried. 

When the product is to be bleached the barite is wet-ground in pebble mills, 

thickened, bleached, filtered, dried, reground, and bagged. Details of bleaching 

Rock 

M^ne (^ yd. shovel) 

♦ 
5 yd> dump trucks 

f ^ 

Bor screen (4*spQces) 

Ore 

T 
Mo^netic 

seporotion 
plant 

4*'Cefl ifos 

—- 
ConcentVotes Toltings Middlings 

9«cell jtgs 

T 

Note: 
All ilg and toble toillngs ore 
sent to the dewatering drag. 

Concentrotes Tolitngs 

t 
Dewatering drog 

\ 
Grovel Woter 

T 
B^n Re-used 

Rood 
moter Id 

Fio. 1. Flow shoot of Georgia barito mill. 

methods are generally hold as trade secrets, but the general principles are well 

known. The thickened sludge is treated in lead- or ceramic-lined bleaching 

tanks with hot, dilute sulfuric acid. The charge is agitated continuously, cither 

with live steam or mechanically, for 8 to 12 hr. Acid temperature may be around 
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212®F. Time, temperature, and acid strength must be adjusted to the ore being 

treated. After treatment the barite must be washed very thoroughly to remove 

the last traces of ferrous sulfate. If this is not done the ferrous sulfate is oxidized 

during drying and gives the product a yellowish-brown color. The addition of a 

small amount of sulfurous acid to the final bleached pulp is claimed to assist in 

overcoming this difficulty. Missouri barite, due to its softness, is favored for 
making bleached, ground barite. 

Fineness of grind for most filler uses varies from 95 to over 99 per cent through 

325 mesh. For glassmaking a coarse, granular product is desired: 16 to 20 mesh, 
with a minimum of —200 mesh. 

Marketing, Shipping, and Prices. Barite is marketed in the following forms: 

crude, hand-selected lump; jig and table concentrates; granular (for glass trade); 

fine-ground for well-drilling mud; fine-ground bleached; and fine-ground off-color 
for filler. 

Crude barite is sold on the ton basis, fob cars mines, and may be shipped in 

open-top or boxcar.s. Bleached ground barite is usually packed in 50-lb paper 

bugs, and all other groujul ])arito in 100-lb bags. 

Nevada and California barite is sold chiefly in California for oil-well drilling 

and for lithopone and barium chemicals. Arkansas barite is used chiefly in the 

Gulf Coast oil fields, but to .some extent in glass plants in the Middle West. 

Missouri barite is largely consumed in making titanium i>igmcnts, lithopone, and 

barium chemicals in St. I.ouis and in Illinois and Kansas, but some is sold for well 

drilling in the Gulf area. The logical markets for Georgia and Tennessee barite 

are in the barium chemical and lithopone plant.s in West Virginia, Maryland, 

Delaware, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania, but importe<l barite from Nova Scotia 

and Germany, comjjeting for Atlantic C'oast markets, sometimes forces southern 

barite into Illinois markets. Nova Scotia barite has gone largely to well drillers 

m the West Indies and South America, but increasingly it is being shipped into 
our Atlantic coast markets. 

Crude barj'tes ore was cjuoted at .$11.50 to $12.00 per long ton in 1950 in 

Georgia. In Mis.st)uri. ci ude ore, ininimiiin 94 per cent barite an<l le.ss tlian 1 per 

cent iron, was (ju<itcd at .$9.40; 93 per cent barite, at $9.00 to $9.15 per ton. 

Water-ground, floated, and iileacbe<l. it was quoted at $.35.10 per ton in cailoa<l 

lots fob work.s. 

Barium cliloridc. teclmical grailc. is (iu«»te<l at .$K.5 p<*r ton in carload lot.s. 

Most V)uiium ctnnpoutitls are sol<l by tlio pound. Lithopone is price<l at $0.0625 

per poun<l. 

Specifications* and Tests. No g(Mi<*ialIy accepted standard .specifications <»r 
tests for either crinle or gr<)und l)arife an* nc»u in use. In the trade two general 

typos of criiile ore are recugnize<l: the “ soft ” ore and the “ liard crystalline ” ore. 

I he soft ore can be easily crumbled an<l is j»i<dcrrc<l by tlie grimlors, since it is 

nioro easily ground and liU-m-hcd and is also said to roa.st better. Tlie banl 

crystalline ores can l>e usi-tl 1<» l>ctti-i' advant.agc in the litlioj)one and barium 

chemical industries. ('oiiiinr’rci.al cnnlc* l)arite slioiihl i-ontain not less than 9.3 

l»cr cent barite; the bettor gra<los «-ontain 9.") to 9s poi- cent barite and 1 txj 3 i)er 

cent .silica. 

* T lie hc.st recent i.f »i|><-i-iricai inti.s uses i.s t>y a ml Itarsii'iiiii.'' 
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Ground barite is marketed in several grades, dependent on color and fineness 

from the coarse-ground off-color product to the very fine-ground, pure-white 

water-floated product. When used as a filler for paper or rubber, it must be at 

least 200 mesh and is often 350 mesh—the finer the better. For the paint trade 

a pure-white product is needed, but extreme fineness is not always desired* in 

fact, extremely fine-ground barite is said to be unsuitable for some paint purposes 

For well-drilling mud barite must have a high specific gravity (4.2 or better is 

usually specified) and be chemically inert. Soluble salts, including gypsum, tend 

to flocculate bentonite used in muds. Barium carbonate (witherite) and iron 

oxide are not detrimental if the specific gravity is maintained, although usually 
a minimum barite content of 92 per cent is sought. ^ 

For glassmaking a granular product is specified, running all through 20 mesh 

with a minimum of minus 200-mesh dust. As with all ceramic raw materials 

fine dust tends to “ball up” into aggregates that are difficult to melt. Low iron 

(maximum 0.2 per cent ferric oxide or less) is essential, and a minimum of 98 per 
cent barite may be specified. 

For making lithopone and barium chemicals, soft barite has been preferred in 

the past, but now the hard, crystalline type is used extensively. Fluorine is 

harmful and only small traces are allowed. A typical buying specification calls for 

94 per cent barite minimum with I.O per cent ferric oxide maximum. This may be 

combined with a premium and penalty clause paying a premium of 25 cents per ton 

for each per cent of barite above 94 per cent and 25 cents per ton for each 0 1 per 

cent ferric oxide below 1.0 per cent, with similar penalties for lower barite and 

higher ferric oxide content. Barite content below 92 per cent is generally not 

acceptable for these uses even with penalties. The premium-penalty system is 

not so general m Georgia and Tennessee as it is in Missouri. AH analyses are 

made on a dry basis. Buyers in Missouri often assume an average moisture 

content of 6 per cent and deduct for this amount from the purchase price. 

T^le 4. CnuDE Barite (Do.mestic and I.mportbd) Used in tub Manufacture op 

Ground Barite and Bariu-m Che.micals in the United States. 1944 to 1948, 

Short Tons ^ 

Year 

In munufactviro of 

Total Year 

In manufacture of 

Total Ground 
barite* 

Litho¬ 
pone 

Barium 
chemi¬ 

cals 

Ground 
barite * 

Litho¬ 
pone 

Barium 
chemi¬ 

cals 

1944 
1945 
1946 

'360,045 
482,442 

465, 168 

134,597 
139,288 
154,166 

100,921 
99,173 

102,439 

595,503] 1947 
720,903! 1948 
722,073] 

1 

561,230 
640,284 

167,321 
153,987 

107,267 
100,038 

835,818 
894,309 

• Includes some crushed barito. 

Utilization.The uses for barite may be divided into three general groups: 

ground barite, lithopone, and barium ehemioals. The division of production by 
uses IS given m Table 4. after the U.S. Bureau of Mines. 

Ground BarUe The distribution of sales of ground barite by principal end 
uses IS given in table 5, after the U.S. Bureau of Mines, 
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By far the largest single use of barite is for oil-well drilling mud. In wells that 

encounter excessive gas and oil pressures there is danger of blowing out the well 

when these pressures exceed the pressure of water in the well. To counteract this 

danger and for other reasons'’ it has long been the practice to increase the weight 

of the water column by adding clay, suspended with bentonite, to the drilling 

fluid. But clay is comparatively light in weight and too much clay unduly 

increases the viscosity of the fluid. In order to increase weight still more, ground 

minerals of high specific gra\'ity were tried, among them iron oxide, barite, and 

celestite. Barite, due to its low cost, high specific gravity, cleanliness, inertness, 

and freedom from impurities, has become the standard weighting material. Its 

use was long controlled by patents’’ which have now expired. About 5 tons of 

barite is consumed for each 1,000 ft of high-pressure well drilled. 

Table 5. Ground and Crushed Barite Sold by Producers, 10-16 to 1048, by 

Consuming Isuv^irniEs* 

Industry 

1040 1047 1048 

Short 
tons ' 

Per cent 
of total 

Short 
tons 

Per cent 
of total 

Short 
tons 

Per cent 
of total 

WVll drilling. 372,010 82 407,350 85 505,240 90 
Pamt. 20,000 0 33,041 0 23,580 4 
Glass. . 20,181 0 20,000 5 22,000 3 
Rubber 20,000 4 17,000 3 18,000 3 
UndLstrihiitrd. 7,440 2 2,074 1 2,505 a 

455,240 100 549,965 100 631,424 100 

Barito used in <*hemic*als. iihhou^h rrusliod t>oforc u&c. is tuA incliuied in 1945 and 1940 

otajs. In 1044 and prior years small quantiticd of crushed barite used by chemical 
produrers arc included. 

^ Less than 0.5 per ccut. 

Other important uses for grouiui barito are as inert mineral fillers in paper, 

rubber, clcitli, linoleum, oilclotli, etc., and as a i)aint material, both as a white 

pigment and as an inert extender. It is especially useful as a filler aiul a surfacing 

material for playing cards, enamcle<l paper, oilcloth, etc., where a highly cal- 

t^ndered surface is desired. It is al.so used as a filler in making artificial ivory and 

muttons; as a base for the jirecdpitatitm of lake <*oIors: in ceramic glazes and 

enamels; and as an inert filler and btuly material for many iiiiscollaneoiis jiroducts 
where a heavy, crystalline filler is <h‘sirf‘d. 

In glass, granular bai ite is used as a flu.x, a deo.vidiznr, and a <lc(*o|c)rix<‘r, making 

t 10 melt more workable and increasing the luitlianco of tlif* ghiss. Carbon or 

2inc dust is fid<le<l to the batrh as a reducing agent. Anp>unts u.s<?d are 4 or 5 

> of barite per 100 ]]> <p{ glass sanrl. In making window aiui contairuM* glass in 

continuous tarik.s barite may replace salt cake foirncriy used as surface flux* 

also known by the tragic names Poimlitli. Tieckliui W hite, Marbon 

White, Zineolith. Sterling W hite, H-J W'liife. and (bass<4li W liite. is a white 

pigment con.sisting of apprf>xiinately 70 per cent l>:iritim snlfate an<l ^*50 per cent 

2inc calculateil as zinc sulfide. I'lie zinc .-^ulfide is usually' replaced by 1 to 3 per 
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cent zinc oxide. The European brands contain zinc sulfide in amounts varying 

from 11 to 42 per cent. The commercial product is a very fine-grained white 

powder, 98 to 99 per cent or more of which will pass through a 325-mesh screen 
O ( I*' % ^ A _x1- -   1 

Solid lines Row,Intermediate,or finished products 
Broken lines —— Apporotus, or steps In proceis. 

Pio. 2* Diagram of the manufacture of lithoponc* 

To manufacture a ton of lithopone 1 to 1 tons of barite and a total of about 4 

tons of all raw materials, such as zinc, barite, sulfuric acid, coal, etc., are required. 

In 1946 hthopone was manufactured in eight plants in the United States. 

Lithopone is used extensively in the manufacture of paints, both as a white 

pigment alone and mixed with other pigments. Another very large use is in the 

manufacture of high-grade rubber goods, such as automobile tires, rubber matting, 

fruit-jar rings, tubing, etc. In rubber it not only acts as a filler but also Is valu¬ 

able for the curative effect that the zinc sulfide has on the rubber. It is also used 

as a filler in oilcloth, linoleum, mndow-shade cloth, etc., and to a smaller extent 

in printer’s ink and face powder. As a pigment it has long been popular in flat 

wall tints, but now grades have been developed that are suitable for outside work. 

Table G shows the distribution of lithopone by end use in the United States in 
recent years {after tlie U.S. Bureau of Mines). 

Barium Chemicals. In 1948 there were 20 plants in the United States making 

barium chemicals. Their total production amounted to nearly 71,000 short tons, 
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valued at over 7 million dollars. This production wa.s greater than in 1942 and 

greater than for any war year in spite of the fact that barium nitrate production 

used almost wholly for war materials, is an important tonnage item 

Table 6. Lithopone* Sold or Used by Producers, 1946 to 1948, by 

CoNsi’MiNo Industries 

Industry 

194G 1947 1948 

Short 
tons 

Percent 
of total 

Short 
tons 

Percent 
of total 

Short 
tons 

Percent 
of total 

Paints, enamels, and lacquers.... 
"Cl • * 123,279 84 

1 

134,830 82 104,441 75 
floor coverings and textiles. . 15,167 10 17,469 10 20,859 15 ituoDcr. 1.607 1 3,085 2 4,192 3 utner. 6,948 5 9,640 6 10,541 7 

147,001 100 165,024 100 140,033 100 

• Exclusive of cadniiuni lithopono. 

The principal barium chemicals, in approximate order of present production* 
are as follows. * 

Barium carbonate (nearly 27 per cent of 1946 tonnage) is now used chiefly for 

me descumming, oil-well drilling, and case-hardening compounds for steel and 
optical glass. 

Precipitated barium sulfate or blanc fi^e is the be.st gra<lc of barium sulfate for 

pigment purposes, both in whitene.s.s and in finene.ss of proiluct. In chemical 

composition, blanc flxe is practically identical with natural-ground barite, but 

properties are different. The two products should not be confused, 

anc fixe is largely used whore a pure-white pigment or filler i.s dc.sired, as in 
pain , rubber goods, linoleum, oilcloth, and glazed pai>or. It is also used in 

I ographio inks as a base for lake colors. Blanc fixe, under the name of chenii- 

oa y pure barium sulfate, is used a.s an indicator in X-ray jihotography. It is 

p acof on the market as a pulp and as a dry powrler. The pulp is a paste con- 

aining about .10 per cent water and is used chiefly by the paper aiul lithographic 

111 nuiniifaeturers. The dry iiowder is useci for pigment purjioses. It i.s made 

a direct pifKhict by reacting a s«»luble barium salt, .sudi us the sulfide, with 

«« lUtn sulfate. A slightly lower grade is made as a by-product in making 
rogeri poro.xide from barium per«>.\id<?. 

Barium nitrate is used chiefly in gieeti signal flares an<l in primers and 
‘letonutors. 

Barium chloride is used in case-hanleiiing steel, as a mordant in textiles, in 

precipitating blunc fixe in jilace in leather and textiles, ami in many chemicai 
proces.ses. 

0//icr barium clu’micabs of .some importance are the oxiile, peroxi<le, and hydrox- 

** there are numerous barium iditunicals of minor irnportam e. 

aiium-titaniuin iiigments are notcil un<l described under Titanium Minerals, 

le methods of manufacture of barium chemicals have been well covered by 
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Harness and Barsigian.^^-^^ Since barite is so very insoluble in water the first 

step in making barium chemicals is usually that of converting to a water-soluble 

form. The classic method of doing this is to roast ground barite with carbon in 

the form of pulverized coal or petroleum coke, making a product called black ash, 

which is an impure form of the soluble salt barium sulfide. From black ash a 

solution of barium sulfide may be prepared, which, after purification, may be 

reacted with acids or other soluble salts to yield the barium compounds of com¬ 

merce. The reactions are complicated and many special processes have been 
patented. 

WJTHERITE 

Composition. Witherite is barium carbonate, BaCOa (BaO, 77.7 per cent* 
COj, 22.3 per cent). 

General Description. Witherite is a heavy, white or gray, translucent mineral 

occurring as masses of indistinct crystals; it is also granular, columnar, or in 

twinned orthorhombic crystals. It is found in veins, usually with barite or ores 
of lead or silver. 

Physical Properties. Hardness, 3 to 4. Specific gravity, 4.2 to 4.35. Melting 

point, 2.5 to 3 in scale of fusibility. Index of refraction, 1.529 to 1.677. Color, 

white, gray, yellowish, or colorless. Streak, white. Luster, vitreous to greasy. 

Cleavage, imperfect prismatic, fracture uneven. Transparency, translucent to 
transparent. Tenacity, brittle. 

Occurrence and Production. Occurs with galena in various deposits in north¬ 

western England, as at Fallowfield in Northumberland, Duxton in Westmoreland, 

and Alston Moor in Cumberland; also with barite at Freeburg, Saxony. The 

most important mines are located near Hexham, Northumberland County, 

England. The mineral is found in large lenses in galena-bearing veins, W'hich w'ere 

mined by the Romans in the first century a.d. The most important producer has 

been the Settlingstones mine. Witherite is found in a vertical vein in widths of 

up to 10 ft. The most productive zone is located between the 500- and 800-ft 

levels. The ore is hand picked, and a selected concentrate containing 94 per 

cent or more barium carbonate is assemblcil for .shipment to market. Lower 

giade material is crushed and beneficiated by jigging and other modern treat¬ 

ment, and a sati.sfuctory concentrate obtained. Part of the production is 

exported to Philadelphia, where it is prepared for the American trade. It is sold 

as lump, coarse granular, and air-floated powder. The latter product was quoted 
at $65 per ton in carload lots in 1948. 

United Stales. Small amounts of witherite have been reported near Lexington, 

Ky., and in the Thunder Bay district of Lake Superior. Possibly the largest 

known tonnage is located near El Portal, Calif. It is closely associated with 

barite and is mined with it and ground in the preparation of oil-well drilling muds 

without separation. Therefore, the actual tonnage production is not known. 

Utilization. Because of its solubility in common acids witherite is a favored 

material for the preparation of barium salts for chemical use. It is used to 

introduce carbon in the surface of steel in the case-hardening process, its most 

important use; in sugar refining; and in the manufacture of heavy clay products, 
enameled iron, and glass. 
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BAUXITE* 

1 Composition. Tlie U.S. Bureau of Mines gives the following 
definition: Ihc term bau.xite is defined as being an aggregate of aluminous 

minerals, more or less impure, in w hich the aluminum occurs largely as hydrated 

bauxite has been given the formula Al203*2H20 or 
Ak.O(01I)4, hut mo.st authorities agree that bauxite is not a distinct mineral. 

• S.me nearly 80 per cent (15I40) of U.e bauxite consumed in this country is for making 

nu-talhc aluinmum and is not a nonmetallic mineral, only a brief summary wiU be given here. 
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Commerical bauxite is commonly compose<I of two or perhaps three aluminum 

hydrates plus silica, iron oxide, titanium oxide, claj% and other imjnirities. The 

three hydrates are diaspora, AlzOs'IIaO; tlieoretical bauxite, Al:i0ri-2II;0; aiul 

gibbsite, Al20a-3H20, the last being the most common. Theorcti<ral bauxite 

contains 73.9 per cent AljOj (39.2 per cent aluminum) and 2G.1 per cent II^O. 
Commerical ore today contains 48 to 05 per cent AljOa, 

Laterite is a geologic term applic<l to partly consolidated materials, such as 

siliceous and ferruginous bauxites, siliceous and aluminous iron ores, and manga¬ 

nese ores, formed by surface weathering of igneous rocks such as basalts. 

General Description. Bauxite is an earthy mineral, never crystallize<l, occur¬ 

ring in a variety of forms and colors. It often shows a pisolitic or oolitic structure 

wth rounded concretionary grains embedded in an amorphous or claylike mass. 

The pisolites vary in size from a small fraction of an inch to as much as 2 in., luit 

usually average from to in. They also occur as hard or soft .strvic-turcdcss 

amorphous masses. Some bauxites arc regarded as decomposition jjroducts of 
feldspathic rocks, such as granites, syenites, and gneisses, but others are supposed 

to be derived by solution of alumina from sedimentaries, such as slialcs. fo)lc>\v(*il 

by deposition from solution as grains, nodules, and irregular po<rkcts in limestones 
and dolomites. 

Physical Properties. Hardness, 1 to 3. Specific gravify, 2..’)5. Melting point. 

changes to Al^Oj, which, when pure, melts at ISSO to 2<)50^C. Imlex of nfrne- 

lion, 1.57. Color, white, cream, yellow, Ijrown, gray, or red. Stre<ik-, variable. 

Luster, dull to earthy. Cleavage, irregular fracture. Transpartncy, opatpie. 
Tenacity, crumbly. 

Occurrence. The geological occurrence of bauxite varies gre.atly in diffcror.t 

localities. Thus, the Arkansas ores are found in bedded dep«).sits (huived fiom 

syenites by alteration and by replacement of silica by alumina. The (leoigia 

deposits are regarded as being derived by .solution of alumina from shales, trans¬ 

portation upward by ascending solutions, an<l deposition as irregular boilies in 

dolomite and limestone. The oeeurrcncc of the bauxite.s of Alabama and T'en- 

nessee is similar t«) that of the (leorgia ores. The bauxite dcin>s!ts of \'<ig(‘Isl><'ig, 

Germany, are bedded deposits supposed to 1)C dcrivc<l fron\ basalt by <lecomp<»si- 
tion in place. 

Known deposits of high-gr;ide bauxite of large .size are not common. In only 

a few areas in the worhl liave .such <loposits l)een <levclo|M?cl. Tin; rnite<l Slafi s, 

once the world’s largest pro«lui'er, lia«l <lropp(!d to sixth place l>y 1940, due to 

exhaustion of the richest deposits aiul to lower cost of im]>iirt(>d inatciial. 

Because of war conditions and the very large .leinand for aluminum, ilomcsfi.! 

production increased enormously, an.l from t.> 1945 this cuiili y was again 

the largest prf»ducer, but much lower grade l>au\ite was |»todnrc(l tliaii wouKI 

have been acceptalile in prewar years. TTic woiM’s laig»‘sl pnalu.-iug i ic.s 

during the war years were the United States, Iiiiti.«b (biiatia, Suiin.un (Dut. h 

Guijina), Hungary, Italy, T'r.inc<?. and Russia. 

UniUd Slatfs. Arkansas acr-oiints f«>r 

production of l/anxite. Practically all <,( 

liajjs 15 sejuare miles in .Saline and l’ul;is 

iK-ariy 95 per < ent of the domcsl ic 

it comes from two ait-as (r.taling j.i r- 

ki Counties in Die central p.iit of tia; 
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state. During the war production rose from a prewar 10-year average (1931 to 

1941) of 323,725 long tons (dried equivalent) to 6,020,684 long tons in 1943. 

The deposits, irregular in size and shape, are beds varying in thickness from a few 

inches to a maximum of 60 ft (average 12 to 15 ft). A few deposits outcrop but 

most of them are discovered and developed by drilling. The maximum depth 

worked is over 300 ft. The beds are usually nearly horizontal: some have a dip 

of up to 15 deg and some are undulating. They are worked both by open-pit 
and by underground mining methods. 

Oth^ SlaUs. In recent years, outside of Arkansas, bauxite has been mined 

only in Alabama, Georgia, and Virginia, e.xcept for a minor tonnage from Kemper 

County, Miss., in 1942. In these southern states there are many known deposits, 

but most of them are small and irregular, although they have frequently been of 

high grade. Most of the small production has been for chemicals, refractories, 

and uses other than for aluminum. Recent production has come from the 

Eufaula district in Barbour and Henry counties, Ala., but deposits occur in 

Cherokee, De Kalb, Talladega, and Calhoun counties. In Georgia the Hatton 

and Thig Pen mines in the Andersonville district, Sumpter County, were still 

active in 1946, but mines formerly operated in Wilkinson, Floyd, Randolph, 

Meriwether, Macon, and Bartow counties are no longer in operation. During 

the Second World War the U.S. Bureau of Mines proved up large reserves of low- 

grade bauxite in the Andersonville district. In Virginia deposits worked near 

Spottswood, Augusta County, during the war were closed at the end of 1946. 

In Oregon*^ very large reserves of laterite or ferruginous bauxite were dis¬ 

covered in 1943 and proved by drilling from 1944 to 1949, first by the Oregon 

Department of Geology and Mineral Industries, then by the U.S. Bureau of 

Mines, and then in great detail by the Alcoa Mining Co. The deposits lie in 

Columbia, Multnomah, and Washington counties, northwest of Portland, just 

across the Columbia River from Vancouver, Wash., where Alcoa has an aluminum 

reduction plant. The nearly flat-lying deposits vary from 0 to over 20 ft thick 

under overburden 2 to 30 ft, averaging 13 ft. The average compositon of the ore 

IS roughly 31 per cent AI2O3, 21 per cent Fe, 5 per cent TiOz, 11.5 per cent SiOz, 

and moisture about 20 per cent. By the Pedersen process* this ore could be made 

to yield both alumina and pig iron, possibly with a by-product of titanium. 

OOier Countries. Litchfield*® has shown that from 1904 to 1939, inclusive, the 

total world production of bauxite was about 43 million tons. About 98 per cent 
of this total had been produced by 10 countries as follows: 

Tons {Approximate) 
trance. 13,000,000 
United States. 10,000,000 
Hungary. 4,000,000 

Ra*y. 3,400,000 
Surinam. 3,230,000 
British Guiana. 3.000,000 

Yugoslavia. 3,000,000 
Russia. 1,200.000 
Dutch East Indio.s. 820,000 
Greece. 080,000 
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The Second World War changed this production picture considerably. In 194G 

the only large producing countries, in order of production, were British Guiana, 

the United States, Surinam, France, Russia, Gold Coast, and Hungary. The 

United States and Canada draw heavily on the deposits in Surinam and British 

Guiana, but United States interests are developing a deposit in Haiti, and 

deposits in the Dutch East Indies and Malaya may in the future supply some of 
our domestic plants. 

ProducUon and Consumption. Tables 1 to 4 from the U.S. Bureau of Mines 

give the most important statistics of the bauxite industry in recent years. 

Table 1. Salie.nt Statistics of the Bauxite I.NuusTiiy in the United States 

1915 to 1918 

1945 1940 1947 1948 

Production (crude ore)* long tons. 

Value of production*. . 1 
081,00!) 

S5,59l,084 

739,581 

126,077 

3,.525,000 

A 

1,104,054 

86,892,804 

852,005 

07 7fi« 

1 ,202,055 

•SO, 884, (Hit) 

1 ,884,660 

91,30!) 

0,385,000 

1 ,4.57,148 

$8,090,708 

2,488,915 

51,113 

8.110.000 

Imports,* long tons. 

Exports (including concentrates),! 
long tons. 

World production,! long tons 
'fffi OOj 

j stvi nnn T ^ * »o, uvaj 
• 

• Dried equivaient of mioc production, 
t Aa shipped. 

Table 2. Bauxite Shipped from Mixes and Processixo Plants in the United 

States, 1941 to 1948, bv States. I.o.vtj To.ns 

Year 

Alabama, Georgia, and 

Virginia 
Arkansas Total 

As 

shippofl* 

1 

Drio<l 

hauxito 

c'<|iiivalent 

As 

»hippo<l * 
bauxite 

<‘qui valent 

As 

sijippod * 

Juried 

bauxite 

C(piivalent 

1944 

1945 

1940 

1947 

1948 

A V . 

132,533 

77,134 

52,505 

50,024 

5!), 520 

ft 

129, .508 

80,507 

53,829 

51 ,291 

59,474 

2,788,019 

988,877 

1.049,125 

I,180,720 

1,430,088 

2,508,770 

1 ,227 

1,108,1132 

1,314,001) 

2,920,.552 

1,000,011 

1,101,030 

1,230,750 

1,490,208 

2,098,338 

1 ,071 ,7i)4 

1,018,774 

1,100,223 

1 ,373,.543 

•Includes ernde, dried, calcined, activated, and wintered, 
t Includes Mississippi. 

Mining and Treatment. Mo.st bauxite i.s mined on a large scale. In Ai kiinsa.s"’* 

by far the largest tonnage of ore iniinMl has bc!«m from open-pit oiierations. 

Stripping is done by tractor-pulle<l scrai>ers, power shovels, and waiking-type 

draglines. Hauling is by large-capacity trucks Afbu- stripping, tiu; top of tlie 

ore bed inu.st be idcancil by siiiall .scrapers, pi«-k and shovel, and hc.ivy lirooms. 

Mining is done by power shovel, with or without iirevious blasting. 

ground mining is done by the room and pillar method. Mucking i.s <lono by hand 
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or power loader. Hauling is accompUshed by car or, in one case, by a system of 
belt conveyors. 

Where possible, high-grade bauxites, that is, those low in silica and iron are 

mined separately Since high siUca content is detrimental for most uses’and 

since deposits high in silica must be used to an increasing extent, much of the 

bauxite mined today is treated in some way to reduce silica (usually as clay). 

This may be done in rake classifiers and screens or in log washers. During the 

Second World War the U.S. Bureau of Mines did extensive work on the beneficia- 

^on of low-grade bauxites and built a 50-ton pilot plant at Bauxite Ark 

Combinations of gravity concentration, classification, flotation, and magnetic 

separation were used, and partially satisfactory processes were developed. 

Table 3. Recovery of Processed Bauxite in the United States, 1944 to 1948, 

Long Tons ’ 

Crude ore 
treated 

Processed bauxite recovered 

Year 

1 

Dried 
Activated, 
calcined, or 

sintered 
Total 

Dried 
bauxite 

equivalent 

1944 
1945 
1940 
1047 
1948 

1,408,344 
874,180 
708,964 
655,702 
688,898 

904,613 
522,533 
426,618 
410,727 
476,921 

152,465 
132,525 
111,312 
102,320 
68,800 

1,117,078 
055,058 
637,930 
513,047 
545,721 

1,188,869 
719,416 
597,509 
564,829 

584,856 

Since the points of use are at considerable distances from the mines in most 

cases and since bauxite, as rained, u.sually contains considerable free moisture, it 

IS the usual practice at all large operations to dry or calcine the ore before ship¬ 

ment. This is done in rotary kilns. For the aluminum and chemical industries 

the ore is dried at about llOO'^F and the mechanically held moisture is reduced to 

0.5 to 1.0 per cent. For abrasives and refractories the ore is calcined at about 

2000 F and the total moisture (mechanically and chemically combined) is 

reduced to about 0.5 per cent. The calcined product may be further treated by 
magnetic separation to remove iron. 

Marketing and Shipping. Most of the largest users of bauxite operate their 

own mines, thus eliminating the problem of marketing. In the open market 

domestic bauxite is sold on a long-ton basis at a price fob cars shipping point, 

while French bauxite is quoted ]>er metric ton cif Atlantic ports. Prices quoted 

depend upon chemical analysis. During the Second World War the Metals 

Reserve Co., the U.S. Government buying agency, set up a price schedule based 

on a long ton, dried basis, of ore containing 50 per cent AI2O3 and 13 per cent 

SiOz, with premiums for each unit of AJ2O3 over 50 per cent and for each unit of 

SiOj under 13 per cent and penalties for each unit of AI2O3 under 50 per cent 

and for each unit of SiOs over 13 i)cr cent. Later, a penalty was added for each 

unit of FeO over 6 per cent. Although this schedule was set up under war con¬ 
ditions it is indicative of what industries could use 
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Prices. In early 1949, bauxite crushed and dried per long ton fob Arkansas 

and Alabama mines was quoted at from $8.00 to S8.50 for material running from 

55 to 58 per cent AlaOa, with FegOa content from 1.5 to 2,5 per cent. Pulverized 

and dried, with 56 to 59 per cent AUOj and 8 to 12 per cent SiO,, it was quoted at 

from $14 to $16. Abrasive grade, crushed and calcined, 80 to 84 per cent AI2O3, 
was listed at $17 per ton. ^ 

Table 4. World Production of Bauxite, 1040 to 1946, by Countries, Metric 

Tons 

(Compiled by B. B. Mitrhell) 

Country 1940 1941 1942 1943 1944 1045 1046 

Australia: 
New South W&les ... 2.0«l 

1.446 
2.671 

2.793 
879 

14.365 

1.060.979 
587.420 

e 

*4 4 2.025 
1.842 

18.812 
3.9794 

928.178 

665.630 
A 

1.700 
Victoria. 

1 . <V>6 
1 r.AA 

r 34 
1.855 

O 4 

4 

Austria. 
1 .UOd 1.792 

8.756 
2.351 

BrotiJ . 
*• 9 4 • • ♦ oai 

29.890 

1.215.744 

44 
7A16 

4 

British Guiana. 634.510 

489.020 

3.390 

8.911 

J O » i 0 J** 
1.919,060 

916.350 
A 

7.080* 
678.482 

252.416 

1.101* 

1.137.991* France . ., 

French W«t Africa. 
tM9 . OUU 

0 

478.242 

(•rrmnnv 12.478 

14.886 
1A nnn 

1*1 7(9 
mm V o 4 

Gold Coaet. 
j«>« f a* 
AJ 7fi7 

9 # 
Am A 

4 

MS.547 

4 

Greece. 75.000 
44 « 1 0 J 

Ac yv/VA 
107.854 

10.000 
116.846 

Haiti . 
JO. vuu ^.ooo 4 

300 
35.402 

14.116 

4 

Hunaorv 561.710 

8.154 

118 

833.410 

13.170 

10.300 

536.881 

AQO CCA 1.001.370 

24.548 
758.299 

12.330 

360 
4 

300 

too.760 

4 India 

Indoe)iirjd» French... 

«J90.09V 

18.551 
12.800 

509.430 Italy . 571.334 2I0.634* 
2.642 

2.584 

4 

65.447 

Japan .. 
2.000 

4 

1.000 

6,177 
4 

2,921 

625.804 
o 

400,000 
44.502 

2,809.021 
4 

4 

Netherlamlj Kost India 
Fobu IsUndr' . 

Portuftumc East Africa 
HurDoniu . 
Spain . ,. 

Surinam 

t nfcderiited Malay States ^Johom 
I'-S.S.H. (cHtiniate) 

Kin^oni 
1 lilted Statee (dried e<|uivalent)* 
VugoeUvia 

375.345 
33.495 

1.030 

10.379 

CI5.43I 

63.787 
300.000 

410.253 

215.195' 

171.821 

59.207 
1.352 

9.753 

1.393 
I.198.900 

250 000 

iti.tyjo 

052.0H2 
2D3.0CKI/ 

4 

135.669 
1.860 

15.041 

2.314 
1.227.512 

4 

275.000 

9.5.724 
2,643.775 

xe.tKMK / 

4 

104.223 

3.372 
12.633 

23.047 
1.655.147 

4 

350.000 
107.921 

5.332,868 
4 

4 

4.369 
« 

5.119 
083,990* 

4 

400.000 
36,981 

996.754 
4 

4 

4 

4 

4.92G 

570,639 
4 

« 

4 

1.090.044 
a 

Total 

^ . .... _ - - 

4,390.000 I O.U3H.OOO j 8.4C1.0OO 14.137.000 7.137.000 1,700.000 I.UOO.OUO 

• Diita uoi avaiUlilf*. KatiniaW iriOuiicd io totaj. 
^ Exports. 
• Jsitiisry to Jufi*. 
' Iniport^ iiiU> Japan and Formosa in fiacal ycof ended Nfar. 31 of yw fotlowinR tliat atated: prciimuiary f\u\irvsi 
• Mifir prodiK tion of erode ore. 

^ ^^oatia only; eaftiznaie for rest of Vtif(oslavia included in total. 

Crude, unilried bauxite may l>e .slapped in any type of cars, but ilricd or 

‘•alcined ore is usually shipped in bulk in boxcars or in special closcd-toj), hopper- 
bottom cars. 

Specifications and Tests. Bauxite is sold on the basis of alumina content, anil 

«ic;ductions are ma<le for high content of silica, iron, and titanium. Thus, the 

only way to determine the value of u bauxite is by chemical analysis, which should 
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show total alumina, silica, iron oxide, titanium dioxide, and free and combined 

water. MacPherson gives the requirements shown in Table 5 for bauxite or 

the benehciated products for various industries. 

5. Grades of Bauxite or Product 

Industry 

Alumina-aluminum 

Abrasive. 

Refractory. 

Chemical. 

Cement. 

Oil refining.. 

Form in 

which used 

Percentage range in chemical content 

M2O, SiO, Fe20j TiOs 

Wet or dried 48-60 Up to 18 Up to 13 Up to 4 
Calcined* 80-85 8 8.5 4 5 
Calcined 78-85 8 8.5 4.5 
Dried 52-60 13 2.5 3 
Wet 52-56 3.5 15 4 
Activated 75-80 10 9 4 

• Calcineci ores contain from 0.30-0.45 per cent combined water. Really hieh-ffrado 
bauxites contain 58-05 per cent AliOj and as low as 1 per cent iron oxide and 3-6 per-cent 

The quality of bauxite may often be determined in a general way by the simnle 
test noted by Hill. ^ 

In general, liauxite of fair grade will not show the marks of a hammer when it b 

hit a glancing blow, though some bauxite has been shipped which can be cut with the 

hammer. Good bauxite, which has been dried cither in the open or in kilns, when 

thrown on a hard floor has a distinct rattle which bauxitic clay does not have. The 

pisolites of the lighter colored bauxites of the central Georgia field have a peculiar 

brownish-buff color and look something like horn or flint; they ordinarily cannot be 

broken or marked with the finger nail in bauxites of good grade. 

Some measure of the relative quality of dried bauxite can be had by grinding a 

sample in an agate mortar for half a minute. A bauxite of good grade wUI be found 

hard to grind and will stick to the mortar with such tenacity that it will have to be 

scoured out; a poor bauxite or bauxite clay will grind much more easily and will stick 

very httle. if at all; and clay or kaolin grinds with ease and does not stick to the mortar. 

biiTuIur rp8ult.s arc found if the sample is rubbed on glass and the glass will not be 
scratched by even Ingh^grado bauxite,* 

^ Utilization. In I94G aliout fiO per cent of the bauxite consumed in the United 

States was made into alumina, mostly for metallic aluminum. However, part of 

this alumina went into the chemical abrasive and refractory industries and part 

into special alumina products such as activated alumina. Table 6 shows the 

.hstributiou of consumption by major uses. If the “Alumina” classification in 

this table were broken down into end uses and those uses other than for aluminum 

were redistributed into their proper end uses, the tonnages in the other three 

classifications would, of course, be larger (see also the “Alumina” classification 

at the end of Table 7). 

Aluminum Salts. Aluminum salts are made chiefly from bauxite. In 1946 

the tonnage so used was 262,275 long tons. In addition to bauxite other raw- 

material sources of alumina used for chemicals included 73,883 tons of clay, 19,882 

short tons of aluminum trihydrate, 11,977 tons of secondary aluminum and a 
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Table G. Bauxite Consumed in the United States, 1947 to 1948, by Consuming 

Industries, Long Tons 

(Dried-bauxito equivalent) 

Industry 
1947 1948 

Domestic Foreign Total Domestic Foreign Total 

Alumina*.. 
Chemical. 
Abrasive and re¬ 

fractory . 
Other. 

Total. 

869,796 

104,038 

204,781 
22,576 

1,258,135 
41,094 

54,478 
9,544 

2,127,931 
145,132 

259,259 
32,120 

965,081 
115,264 

1 

125,030 
26,334 

1 ,314,042 
42,613 

122,277 
14.499 

2,279,123 
157,877 

247,307 
40,833 

,l ,201,191 1,363,251 2,564,442 1,231,709 1,193,431 2,72.5,140 

• Includes some bauxite used in making chemicals and other products. 

Table 7. Aluminum Salts and Alumina Produced and Shh‘i»ed in the United 

States, 1947 to 1948 

Aluminum 
Alum: 

Am monm. 
Potik'tli. 

Alurniniiiii chJori«i<*: 

Lir|ui(l. 

CryntiU.i 

AnhyfIrouH . . . f 
Ahiininum MulfaU?: 

Coiikinerrial; 
Ciom*ritl 

Muniripu).... 
Iron 

So^Jjiirn aliimiiMirn 

Bu]f&u.>. 

Kofliitm uluttiinnii* 

Total nluminuTii ! i 

Balt«. V,CIO. 105 5 
Alumina*. 

1047 

Pro<iuc- 

tlOD 

Short 

toO0 

5. fKl7 

3.7d2 

0.802 

18.208 

'50.5.012 

HI. 755 
24,371 

2.5.538 

SlikpmcDtd 

Ship- Short 

toDK 

o 
4 

I n 

5.200 

3.033 

0,043 

18.070 

582.222 
10.071 

21.410 

21.103 

\'al ue 

$.30.3,8.30 

304.008 

203.384 

3.045. MO 

1948 

Pruduc 

Cion 

Short 

ton.H 

ShipmoQti* 

5.708 

2.744 

0.5.53 

17.103 

13, li;0.270 048.480 
11^2.5CK5 
085.IHO 

1 1.820 

25.10.3 

I .820.071 20,1.51 

78.2.38 
37 

7 
I 

07.5 . tf4\U $20 , 1.5 1.0'r5 750 . | 2 i 

70,202 0,771,282 , 82.512 

Shij>- Short 
Value 

pera tona 

4 r». 0.31 $417,002 
3 3.334 2.50.430 

5 0.430 42.5.234 

u 
1 

17.528 

1 

2.023,0.57 

14 'r, jr».o22 
1 

15..521.01.5 
H 1 U . SfU ' 318,05.5 
l> 

\ 
21 . I .081 ..|52 

25.072j 2.210.050 
jn ) 1 

1 

37 7 17,52 1 $23.117.2‘» 1 
7 ipii.OH*)' 

t 

.5.r.n.5.rn,3 

• Kxrlmh.H uluiijimt pro4>jr«.4 f.,r u-.* m riirtLim' ... .. . « uJi io<wJ rfu.h* lit'lit 
nd heavy hydrate, converu d to u cuh im d ulumina rtjuiv ah tit. ' ' 
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quantity of alunite and bichromate residues. Table 7 shows the production of 
aluminum salts and alumina in 1947 and 1948. 

In 1946, 28 per ^nt of the “Alumina" shown in Table 7 was used for making 

alurmnum salts and the balance for abrasives, refractories, petroleum refining 
spark plugs, glass, rubber, paints, and other end products. 

Aluminum oi commercial grade, for water purification, is made by 
dig^tmg bauxite with sulfunc acid. For this use bauxite should be high in acid- 

rnmK "" and low in acid-soluble iron oxide. The percentage of chemically 
combined water m bauxite is a general guide to the acid solubility of the alumina 

Tnhydrate bauxites (wath about 30 per cent loss on ignition) are much more acid 
soluble in the common acids than the monohydrates 

Iron-free alumina or “concentrated alum" is made by the Bayer process by 
calcining, at a white heat, a mi.xture of ground bauxite and soda ash. The 

resulting mass is ^ound, lixiviated rapidly with water, filtered, and treated with 
carbon dio.xidc. The precipitated aluminum hydrate is then added to hot con¬ 
centrated sulfunc acid until frotliing ceases. It is used largely in paper making 
for sizing; as a. mordant in dyeing; for water purification; in tanning; for deodoris^ 
ing and decolorizing mineral oils; and for other uses where crude alum was 
formerly used. 

«nTth r eiven to the double sulfates of aluminum 
ami the alkali metals, with iron and chromium sometimes replacing the aluminum 
The most iinportant commercial types are the ammonia, potash, and soda alums 

Ammonia alum has largely replaced potash alum, due to its cheapness. Soda 
alum, while cheap, does not crystallize well and is not so extensively used. Alums 

are usually made in this country by mixing in exact quantities aluminum sulfate 
and the necessary alkali sulfate. Alum is also made, principally in Europe, from 

natural alum rock, alum shales, alum schists, etc. The chief uses for alum are 
the same as those given above for aluminum sulfate. 

Aluminum hydroxide, made largely by the Bayer process, is used principally in 
the manufacture of other aluminum compounds; also in the preparation of lake 
colors, in waterproofing fabrics, and in medicine. 

Aluminum chloride \& made commercially in this country by briquetting a mi.x¬ 
ture of calcined bauxite and carbonaceous residues, calcining to drive off hydro¬ 
carbons, and chlorinating at about 1G00<’C in a shaft kiln. The volatilized 
aluminum chloride is then condensed. It may also be made by reacting liquid or 
gaseous chlorine with metallic aluminum and by the action of hydrochloric acid 
on aluminum carbide at temperatures of 600 to 900"C. It is used in the refining 
of mineral oils, for the carbonizing of wool, and in the manufacture of certain 
organic compounds. 

Aluminum made by reacting aluminum hydrate with hydrofluoric 
acid, IS used, along w'lth cryolite, as a bath component in the Hall process for 
making aluminum. 

Sodium aluminate, used for boiler water treatment and, with aluminum sulfate, 
m municipal filtration plants, is made by fusing bau.xite wdth soda ash or by 
digesting it with caustic soda. 

• See Alum. 
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Alunnnum acetate, known as “red liquor,” may be prepared either by (1) the 

action of acetic acid on aluminum hydrate, or (2) the interaction of aluminum 

sulfate and calcium or lead acetate. It is used as a mordant in calico printing 

and dyeing, for the formation of lake colors, and in waterproofing and fircj>roofing 
fabrics. 

Bauxite Abrasives. Bauxite abrasives are made by fusing bauxite with carbon 

in an electric furnace, breaking down the fused product, pulverizing, an<I sizing 

tlie grains. If made from imre bauxite, the product is really i>ractically an 

artificial corundum. By varying the gra<le of bau.xite used, the bardnc.ss and 
the toughness of the abrasive may be varied. 

It is also used f<»r the manufacture of acid- and heat-resisting chemical appa¬ 
ratus. .such as porous filtering me«lia and crucibles. 

High-al\imina Refractories. Higli-alumina refractories arc arbitrarily dis¬ 

tinguished from other refractories containing alumina by having an alumina 

content of at least 5.S per cent. Such refractories are ordinarily made from 

bauxite or bauxite and high-alumina clays, such as bauxitic clays and diaspore 

clays. Ordinary bauxite brick are made by mixing calcined bauxite or bigh- 

alumina clay with a bonding material, such as fire clay, sodium silicate, or lime; 

shaping by hand or by brick machines; and burning in various types of brick 

kilns at a high temperature. Another class of bauxite refractories is made by 

fusing bauxite in an electric furnace and casting the molten material in molds. 

I'urc bauxite melts at about l.S20°C’. and i>urc alumina at about 20.">0®C., but the 

lower grades of bauxite brick melt at 1740°C or loss. The value of bauxite 

rcfracttuics ilepends ujKm their ciiemical inertness at high temperatures. In 

basic opeii-hcarth steel practice, bauxite brick should contain over 12 jicr cent 
silica. 

High-alumina refractories are made more commonly totlay from <liaspore and 
high-alurnina clays than from bauxite. 

High-alumina Cements. Iligh-aluinina cements, which are essentially calcium 

aluininates with very low silica, are beiroining of great importance. Tlicy have 

been made by fu.sing, in a small blast furnace, a mixture of bauxite, coke, and 

limestone. The .slag, when poured, <-oolcil. aiul ground, forms the finished 

cement. This cement contains 40 to .">() per cent lime, 40 per cent alumina, 10 per 

cent .sdica, and 10 per cent iron oxi<lc. and is known as fused cement, I>afaige 
cement, “ciiju?nt foinJu/* an<l elect(in Duropc). 

1 ho piiricijiul a<lv:inttiKo of such ccnieiits over ordinary poi tiand cornent 5s that 

they harden inucli faster and <lcvelup nearly tlu-ir full strenj^tli in a veuy sliurt 

time. It is statc'cl that such ciunents will sliow a strength at the en<l of 24 hr 

rarely slmwn by portland ccuiuuits in loss than 2.S days. During tlie First W'nrhl 

\\ar, fusc*d caunent uas niaiiufactured in France in largo quantiti(\s f<ir making 

heavy-gun cinplacotneiits and otiicr stru<*turc*s whore gieat sfrengtli was niM^docl 

in a very short time. Fus(*d c<*iiient lias th<; a<lditional a<lvantageof being highly 
resistant to sea water and similar solutions. 

High early strength has been <levolopefl in fiidinary pmtiand e<*nuuits l»v fine 

grincling ami increasing the lime content. 'I'he.^^e cauiu'iits ar<* iiundi clieap<*i* than 

calcium aluminate cements and .satisfy much <jf the demand f<jr this tyjx? of 
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product but they cannot compete where resistance to chemical attack and high 
temperatures is important. ^ 

nnf calcining bauxite at a temperature such that part but 

thn^ f f it adsorbent properties siLlar to 
Ih \" T ^"tivated clays. This product has found considerable 

use m the petroleum industry, particularly for bleaching lubricating oils, a use 

fuSlr^Tth ^937. Activated bauxite has an advantage over 
fullers earth in that it may be revivified and reused indefinitely, while fuller's 

earth gradual y detenorates. Activated bauxite is also used as a drying adsorb¬ 

ent, as a catalyst, and as a catalyst carrier. For this use bauxite should be high 

nondusting granules may be made 

carrier P 1* ' ^i^^^^^asare used as desiccants, catalysts, and catalyst 

.-Pfr M • ^ aluminas are used in ceramics, glass, porcelains, high-grade 
lefractones, and electrical insulators. Hydrated aluminas are used in ceramics, 

g ss, and «ater softeners. Very fine particle size (0.5 m) grades are used as 
fillers in rubber, plastics, cosmetics, and paints. 
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BENTONITE 

Definition. The term “bentonite” is not an exact mincralogical name nor is 

the material of a definite niineraloglcal composition with definite physical and 

chemical propertie.^. Originally the term was ai)plied only to a greenish-yellow, 

exceedingly plastic, claylike material found in the Laramie and Big Horn basins 

of eastern Wyoming and western South Dakota. An out.standing eharacteristic 

of this material was its ability to swell enormously when wetted with water. 

I^tor, other claylike mateji:ds li:»ving some of but not all the characteristics of 

the original bentonite began to be calle<l by that name, although most of them 

were nonswelling. Potrographers clas.seil as bentonites all clays tlerived from 

volcanic ash that consisto<l chiefly of the ininenils montmorillonitc or bcidellite 

or of mixturc.s of the two. On this basis hentonite.s may be <livided into two 

classes based on phy.sicul jaojKUties: (I) those which swell greatly and absorb 

large amounts of water, and (2) those which swell, when wetted, no more than 
ordinary plastic i-lays. 

Based on the property of a<lsorptie>n or surface activity bentonite grades into 

fuller’s earth. The nomenclature is so loose th:tt prc)ducers of a<ls<jrptive clays 

have sometimes reported their production to the Bureau of Mines as bentonite 

and .somctinie.s a.s fuller’s eaitli, thus greatly confu.sing the; stati.stical picture. 

Perhaps the be.st classification of lK*nt<jnite.s aiul .similar clays, baseil on adsori>- 

tive characteristics, is that given by Nutting® and <iuoted below. 

I. ineictive and nrnrhj inurtivalile moiitinorUlonitc cluij of the. In^ntonilc type. Some of 
thc.se, occurring abundantly in tht; regi<in north and w<-.st of tin- Iila<-k JliIJs, suadl 
greatly and gcl freely in wutc-r an<l an- valu<<l for drilling muds, for waterproofing 
eurtlii n <lams uml reservoirs, a.s carrii-rs of inse< tici<lc.s, ami ;is ad<litions to molding 
wand.s. 

II. Innrttve hut iiif/hly artiviihlf rluy.'i, cliieli^- v« ry pure hentoidte siit-b as rx-ciirs in 
the \ icksbiirg groujj of Oligoe»-ne ag<- in <-entrai .Mi.ssi.'ssippi and in the Oligocem- of 
iKirtIu-a.slern Arizona. The highest grade activjited clay is j>rej>arcd from clays of 
this class. 
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W octivable clays. These occur in extensive deposits in north- 

clay, which IS niincd at Olmstcad, lU., and extends in a thick belt southward to 

Alabama, is typical of this class. Its thermal dehydration curve suggests that it 
may be an altered and reworked bentonite mixed with sUt. that it 

r.o Yi, ” lowered by acid leaching. The well-known fuUer's 

Irllt 7 may be produced from bentonite by long 

at thrb"Jt:n> of lr:netdo“"‘' ““ “ 

Material belonging to classes III, IV, and V is called fuller’s earth; it may be used 

in^rhard^ treatment than drying and grinding. These clays commonly dry 
into hard masses, are readily gramilated. and do not disintegrate m water ^ ThY 

suelling property of some class I bentonites is probably due to satiiratioi with 

Li"™!,"LT'Vk"’o CoaLg in 
soda solution. The Ordovician bentomte, high in insoluble potash, belongs to class 

to beic?emtrbYtT 7^ \?7 Marianna, Fla. of class III corresponds closely 
to beidelhto, but by no means do all clays of that class have that composition. 

The characteristic properties of clays of classes I, IV, and V are very persistent 
hut those of classes II and III change rapidly on room drying. The swdling ben- 
ton.te IS extremely resistant to weathering, stream washing! and redeposftions 
retaining i(.s original swelling property and never altering to another class. 

In achiition to Nutting’s five classes there are fine-grained plastic clays used for 

oil-well (lulling muds and for foundry use which are not of volcanic origin but 

wl.mh are sometimes called bentonites by their producers. Some of the Cali- 

llYtbp^iT n"" bentonites 

is f<^he composition of true bentonite 

fOnr S n ' I’- \ ilr' n'"®" assigned the theoretical formula AlSuO.o - 
(OHh xH.O, in which Mg usually replaces part of the A1 and often part of the Si. 

1 be foi nuila for montmorillonite is also sometimes given as Al203-4Si02-H20 and 

also as Mg Ca)0 Al,0..5Si0, „H,0 with n ecual to about 8. BeSte afether 

mineral of the montmorillonite group usually found in true bentonites, has a 

foimul.i much like that of inontmordlonite e.xcept that it has 3Si02 instead of 4 

nvlniYr/'H fnontronite, which is similar to beidellite 
except that the AJ2O3 is replaced by Fe203. In the swelling type of bentonites 

sodium IS usually present. Calcium and magnesium are common constituents 

of ujontmonllomte llectorite is a lithium-boaring magnesium bentonite found 

at Hector, Calif. Sauconite is a zinc-magnesium-aluminum-iron bentonite. 
Analyses of typical bentonites are given in Table 1. 

Physical and Chemical Properties. Since bentonites include materials of such 

w ide and variable chemical composition it is natural that they vary greatly in 

j>hys.cal and chemical properties. The type of material from the Black Hills area 

of ^ yom.ng and South Dakota is light yellow or greenish yellow in color, but from 

othei localities it may he cream-colored, white, gray, pink, dark brown, or even 
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black. It is exceedingly fine grained, very plastic, and highly adsorbent. Tlie 

appearance may be dull or powdery, but a freshly cut surface usually has a waxy 

luster. Some varieties have the appearance of wax and may bo cut into very 

thin, translucent shavings. The fracture of the type material is roughly con- 

choidal; other types are platey and shalelike, while still othei-s have no typical 

fracture. Some bentonites are highly absorbent, absorbing up to 5 times their 

Tasle 1. Analysis of Bentonite 

1 2 3 4 5 

SiO,. 60. G4 57.98 58.08 50.84 GO. 18 
A1,0,. 23 2G 22 4G 25.91 11.84 2G.58 
Fc,0,. 3.92 3 80 3 97 3.2G 
TiO,. 0.12 0 
CaO. 0.59 1.92 1.45 2.90 0.23 
MgO. 2. 19 3.24 1.49 2.32 1.01 
K,0. 0 371 1 ft 2 “1.11 

Na,0. 4.33/ 
1.35 

1 { 1 39 
m . 0 c 1 
2.13/ 

1.23 

SO,. 0 75 0 11 
CO,. Trace 
Cl. 0 10 
P,0,. 0 00 
Ignition loss. 7.93 10.50 
H,0. 2.83 G.84 10.2G 
Total. 98.25 99T43 100.00 95.13 99. 19 

U3.20 

12.1)0 
2.40 
0.11 
0.82 
2.09 

f(),20» 

10.00/ 

3,50* 

0,20t 

13.80 

100.00 

54.00 
21. 18 
3.00 

2.08 
2.75 

1.74 

8 

0. 71 

55.22 
21.00 
3.G1 

4.04 
3.04 

1.50 

0 43 
Tnicc 

0 

0.12 10.28 

97.88,100 08 

• 4Sand, etc. 

t Water-soluble. 
1. Yellow, colloirial; Bell l-'ourrhc. 8. Dak.: Aualy.st, \V. A. Sel VIC. U.S. Bur. Mines. 
2. Yellow, coJJoklal; Nfodi(*iiio Dow, Wyo.: Analyst, A. G. Van Kinan. Owyhee ('heniical 

Produnta Co., Chi< aco, IN. 

3. White, colloidal; near Darstow, Calif.; aiiulvsls from C'lilifornia Muster Prodin ls C*<i 
Los Angeles, Calif. 

4. White, fine-grained; Otay, San I>iego County, Culif.; aruily.sis from f>luylifc Pro<lii< ts 
Co., Lod Angeles, Calif. 

_ Type material from near Dock C'rock, Laramie ]iasin. Wyij.: An.uivst, T. T. Jteud. 
Caasa Mining Co. 

iroin big Horn Rasiii, W’y^>.; An.ulyst. H. C\ Wells, U.S. CJeul. Survey. 
7. Supposed bentonite, near Shelbyville. Term.; aiial>*st unknown. 
o. Ardmorito.’* probably variety of bentonite; Ardmore, S. l>cik.; aii/ilysls fr<mi iJio 

Itcfinitc Co., Omaha, Nebr. 

weight or 15 times their volutxio of water, witli a eonsnciuent inercNise in \*<duine 

and the formation of a slippery, plasti<*, gel;tfin<nis mas>; that rescMiihles ,<oft .<oap. 

Upon thorough <lryirig the gelatiiuius mass will shrink l>ark t<i a hard. <I(mis<\ 

hornlike suhstanoc. The Ix'st gra<les of .Kwelliug iMUilonih* uill evjiand 12 !.■> 

times their original V'oluiue—in extreiiio eas<*s up to liO tiine<. Such tH‘nti>nit<‘s 

niay form very permanent emulsions or susp<*n>ions in watc*r. Othei* varielic's 

may be readily clis[»erse<l in water. Init (he sus|K*n>ioris un* not pca rnaiuait. 

Soxne non.sweliing bentxiiiites, when a<*i<l tre;t1<*rl, nef|uin* thi* ability to a<lsorb 

and remov'e coloring material from oils, and gre.ases ami art' thus eo!np(»titivo 

'Mth fuller’s earth. Basc-exchango proj>crties are well dc‘velop<vl in some varie- 
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utiHzed for the softening of hard water irhIrH f This property has been 

iitpissEsii 
=3Jz}BPEBBP Ss 
called bentonite is now regarded as fuHeX formerly 
Swellinc-tvne benfnnif.* !.r . miscellaneous plastic clay. 

"-“ofsoufh 

mmmrnrni 

Dakota, centering TbourNcnt.sUe ‘wvoa"d"‘nT““F ' ®“‘'' 

np W 3 or': ‘bentonite,"varjng in ui'i^r, :„r“a1ew 

orL^r::: «•.. cT r^r^r rb;t rtt* Mr “f 

the Bie- Horn A second district in Wyoming is in 

;:ar.™^.. baa 

r‘!:::nt‘;:;tro?=nr^^i;i:;:t""i; "r 
deposrt of bentonite, locally known as 'otaylite,' has been Sed '^n I 
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able scale for use in oil refining. Near Barstow, in San Bernardino County, a 

light cream-colored bentonite is mined. At Ventura, the bentonite forms a soft 

soapy clay with a slight greenish cast. Operations have been carried on in other 
counties.”* 

Mississippi.* Bentonites, chiefly used with or without chemical activation 

for oil bleaching, have been produced in several areas in this state. Among the 

more important localities are near Polk\ille and Lemon, Smith County, near 

Smithville, Monroe County, and near Aberdeen, Amory, and Pontotoc.’ The 

Filtrol Co. treats Polk\ilIe bentonite at a plant at Jackson. 

Texas.® *® The chief bentonite deposits in Texas lie in a band 4 to 20 miles 

wide in a curved line roughly 100 miles inland and parallel to the Gulf Coast. 

The naost productive areas are in Karnes, Gonzales, Fayette, Jasper, and Tyler 

counties. Important commercial operations arc near Gonzales, Browndell. and 

Falls City. Production is principally for bleaching clay, but the white firing 

types niay be of interest for porcelain bodies, glazes, and enamels. 

Arizona. An important deposit of high-grade, activable bentonite, 2 to 6 ft 

thick, extends for 30 miles or more along the Puerco Valley from Navajo to Allcn- 

towm. Chito and Chambers have been important producing centers. 

Other States. Other minor producing states in recent years liave been Montana, 

Utah, Colorado, Nevada, and Oklahoma, but depo.'jits are reported in many other 

states, t It should also be noted that many deposits formerly called bentonites 
are now classed as fuller’s earths. 

Canada.^* Bentonite deposits have been reported at numerous localities in 

western Canada and a few have been worked in a small way, l>ut important pro¬ 

duction has not yet resulted. Some of the better known depo.sits are near 

Morden and Thornhill in southern Manitoba; near K«lson and near Milk River 

m Alberta; near Princeton, British Columbia; and near Kiuilly.s, Saskatchewan. 

Italy. Just before the Second World War depejsits of white lioiitonite, rejjorted 

to be among the largest known outside the United States, were ojioned in Italy, 

and small shipment.s were ma<le t<j thi.s coimtry. They o<-cur on the Islam! of 

Ponza in the Pontine Islands. This bentonite i.s very l«jw in iron an<l fires white 

up to 1000®C. It was suggested that its most iiujjortant u.scs might be in the 
ceramic industries. 

Other Gauntries. Rus.sia, liumnriui, .Argentina, and Japan are reported to be 

w-ell supplied with both swolling ami nonswelling types of l)entonitc. (.>c<-ur- 

renees of bentonite are reported itj Germany, Polaiul, I'nince, Soiitli Afiica, 
China, New Zealand, and Mc.vico. 

I he W(!ll known fuller’.s earths f>f JCiigland arc r<’i>orted by Niitting'-’ l(j be true 

Iwntonites but they have tra<liti<inally been caih-rl fuilcM-'s eaitlis and that- tcrni 
will probal>ly persist. 

Production. In 194t» tlie \\ y'lming South Dakota at«-a ac4-»>untcd foi' (>(> p(*r 

cent of tin; total Lnitc-d States prtulur tion. of wliji-li ;{.'i per t-ent was fiom \\'vo- 

mirjg and 31 jjc‘r cent from South Dakota. Texas jnoilimed 4 pei ci'Ut and the bulk 

IT P. fj. Xuttin;^; A<borl>f'iit < I'lii-ir I >i'i riOiii Prui.r-rlii-i, Pr«>ilii<-tiiiii, mitt 

U8C3. V.S. Qml. .Surve,,. /SuU. tCS-C. lUl t. j-i'- 1 *'> • 
T Op. cU., j,i,. l Jl-1.07. 
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^the remainder came from Mississippi and Arizona, with minor 
Montana, California, Utah, Colorado, Nevada, and Oklahoma. 

tonnages from 

Table 2. Bentonite Sold or Used by Producers in the United States, 1946 to 

State 

California. 

South Dakota. 
Texas. 
Wyoming. 

Undistributed f 

1946 1947 1948 

Short 

tons 
Value 

1 

Short 
tons Value 

Short 

tons Value 

« 

186,707 
21 ,576 

212,530 

180,615 

* 

$1,394,378 
192,891 

1,988,918 
785,227 

5,328 

186,450 
18,628 

259,084 

294,399 

$ 55,500 

2,070,659 

146,187 
2,583,255 

1,093,985 

18,676 

156,701 

29,926 
383,815 
332,442 

$ 101,450 
1,702,430 

282,636 
3,682,734 

1,367,658 
601,428 $4,361,414 763,889 $5,949,586 921,560 $7,136,308 

-— —I icu. 

Mining and Treatment. Most bentonite deposits occur close enough to the 
surface so that they may be extracted by open-pit methods with power shovel or 
scraper. In a few cases unilerground mining operations are necessary. 

As mined, bentonite commonly carries considerable moisture, even to the 
extent of being sticky. In California it is common practice to air-dry the freshly 
mined clay, either on the open quarry floor or on drying platforms, to reduce the 

moisture from about 30 per cent down to about 7 per cent. The drying may also 

be done mechanically in rotary driers. Care must be taken not to reduce the 
water content lower than the safe minimum that must be established by experi- 
ment for each clay. ^ 

For rnany uses the dried clay is pulverized in roller or swing hammer miUs and 

bagged for shipment. If the clay is to be used for bleaching purposes and must 

be activated, further treatment is necessary. An acid treatment is usually 

employed, using either sulfuric or hydrochloric acid, the former being most com¬ 

mon in this country due to lower cost. The dried and finely pulverized clay is 

mixed with nearly concentrated acid, in either batch or continuous mixers. The 

mixture is kept at slightly over 212-F and vigorously agitated. The time of 

contact with the acid depends upon the nature of the clay and the strength of the 

acid ranging from 2 to 12 hr. After acid treatment the clay is drained or filtered, 

washed with clean water, filtered, dried, pulverized, and bagged for shipment. 

The uncombined moisture content of the finished clay is usually held at about 

15 per cent. To obtain a uniform, high-quality product close technical control 
ol the process is necessary. 

^ces. In early 1950 carload lots of bulk material, crushed and dried, were 

priced at S8 per ton fob Wyoming. Pulverized, 200 mesh, in paper bags, was 
quoted at Sll per ton fob Wyoming. 
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Specifications and Tests. Chemical analyses are of little value for determining 

the suitability of a bentonite for most commercial uses. Most uses depend upon 

the physical properties of bentonite and, since both metlnxls of use and types of 

bentonite are so diverse, specialized tests for each intended or suggested u.se must 

be made. Thus, a bentonite of high value for bleaching oil may be of poor 

quality for bonding molding sands. Nutting® covers in considerable detail the 

properties and methods of testing of adsorbent or bleaching clays. Stern** *® 

gives in detail the testing methotls used for clays for oil-well-drilling muds. Grim 

and Cuthbert* discuss the properties of clays used for bonding molding sands. 

Davis, Vacher, and Conley® cover general methods of testing and identifying 

bentonites. The subject is so detailed and complicated that it cannot be covered 
briefly. 

Utilization. Bentonite is one of our most interesting and versatile minerals, 

and scores, if not hundre»ls, of uses have been tried or suggested. I>avis, Vacher, 

and Conley* devote 25 pages to uses aiul another 6 pages to United States patent 

listings up to about 1939. However, mo.st of the suggested uses liave not devel¬ 

oped into large tonnage markets. In 1040 three main uses accounted for nearly 

00 per cent of the production, lea-ving only about 10 per cent for all the other 

minor uses. Since 1942 the fastest growing u.se was in oil-well-drilling mud, the 

percentage of total production rising from about 13 jjer cent in 1942 to about 

38 per cent in 1946. Changes in the utilization pattern in the trnited States 

from 1934 to 1940 are shown in the chart (Fig. 3) from the Bureau of Mines. 

Fxo. 3* Bontonitc or ujscd l>y domestic firod\jecT.H, 1034 to 1940, 
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fining I 'IrillmgM bentonite and other colloidal clays are used in drilling 

Purposes. The viscous suspension serves to 
plaster the sides of drill holes to prevent cave-ins, to reduce loss of drilling fluid 

y seepage, to carry sand and driU cuttings up out of the hole, and to hold cuttings 

„..pH also hold in suspension heavy minerals such as barite 

tvn fT r Both the swelling and the nonswelling 
typ^ of bentonite fas well as other clays) are used for this purpose, but the non- 
swelling types are generally favored. 

The second largest present use is as a bond in molding sands.‘ For this use the 

swelhng type .s most u .dely used, but other types of plastic, nonbentonitic clays 
are also used for this purpose. 

^^"tonite (perhaps due to inclusion in pro- 

f K i ® classified as bentonite) but now the smallest 
of the three major uses is as an adsorbent clay for bleaching oils. For this 

rdsorben’Ts^ activated bauxite, and many other artificial 

Among the many smaller applications are its use as a filler, binder, and plasti¬ 

cizer in paper, paint, rubber, linoleum, oilcloth, etc.; as a suspending agent in 

horticultural sprays and cold-water paints; as a colloidal base for pharmaceutical 

and cosmetic preparations; m water and sew’age treatment, for softening hard 

water, for adsorbing impurities, and for assisting in coagulation of bacterial 

contaminants; in the preparation of a mica substitute known as “Alsifilm”*- in 

cements and mortars to increase plasticity and workability, decrease segregation, 

and decrease permeability of concrete and other porous formations; in cleaning 

and pohslung compounds; in soaps and detergents; as a base for lake colors- in 

paper coatings; and in ceramics, both as a suspension agent in slips and slurries 
and as an ingredient of porcelains, enamels, and glazes. 

Bentones are chemical derivatives of bentonite maile by reaction with organic 

ammonium salts. They impart viscosity and thixotropy to products. Bentone 

«, for example, is an alkyl ammonium derivative for paints, lacquers, etc., to 
produce flat or semigloss finishes.* 
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BERYLLIUM MINERALS 

The beryllium of fninerals is an exainplo of j^rowtli in iinjxirtaneo 

research. Their f)roi)<*rties have been fh*t<*rniiiu*<l, moans havc^ 1h>c»ii <l<*viMNl for 

t le extraction of metallic l^eryilinrn. aiul a laiKc number of ajjplications in iiulus- 

try have been found. Known rosourres are fc-w in mimIxM*. limifiMl in vxtvnt, 

Hcattered over wide areas, and not profim tive at low cost. Pf>lrnti:il demand is 

4n excess of tlie prf?sc»nt]y known supply, ihaylliuin is xmt an e\<'essively raie 

^ t^merit and is found in a larnc? number of minerals. l>ut prac tically all ar<* of laio 

oc<,urrenc'0 ami arc la^t kiujwn to <*.\'ist in tonnatxc*s o| rojiinH‘n*ial sij*;nifir;i!H’e. 

coinj)ositi<jn of the most ca>ininoii bciyllium luimaals \> shown in 'J'af>le 1. The 

* Contain^) good bibliography. 
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Table 1. Percentage Composition of Bertllium-containing Minerals 

Mineral 

Beryl. 

Chrysobcryl 
Phenacitc... 
ITelvite. 

Vesuvianite. 

Formula BeO AbOa SiOa MnOj 

SBeO-AlsOs 6SiO, 14.0 19.0 67.0 
BeOAIsO, 19.8 80.2 
2BeOSiOj 45.55 

« • • » 54.45 
Mn4Be3Si30iiS 13.6 

» « « • 32.5 51 0 
Not definite 9.2 9.7 34.25 

V X • w 

Beryl co^aining 14 per cent BeO is rare. Most material contains about 12 

Tesinm Tr?^‘ analysis invariably discloses the presence of some 
cesium. In addition to the minerals listed above a considerable number of others 

bertrandite, gadolinite, beryllonite, hambergite, 
euclase, alvite, and others. Most beryllium minerals are found in pegmatites, 

granites, or m contact masses near intrusions that have caused marked meta- 

morphism Apparently, beryllium accumulates in the last fraction of a magma 

to crystallize, following the common rule that the lightest elements are the Lst 

mineralizers, and remain in the most fluid part of the magma or the agents forming 

hydrothermal veins. Beryl ,s by far the best known beryllium mineral and the 
only one to be produced in commerical tonnages. 

BERyt 

Beryl is generally found in simple, prismatic, hexagonal prisms, from micro¬ 

scopic m size to over a foot in diameter by several feet long. The best known 

varieties are e/«erQW, colored bright green by small amounts of chromium- 

aquamarine blue to sea green in color; yellow or golden beryl; marganile or cesium 

beryl, pale to rose-pink color due to small amounts of cesium; and common beryl 

generally opaque and often in extremely large crystals. 

Physical Properties. Hardness, 7.b to S. Specific gravity,2.Qto2.S. Index of 

refraction, 1 575 to 1.598. Color, various shades of green, blue, yellow, reddish, 

white, or color css, sometimes mottled. Streak, white. Luster, vitreous. Cleav- 

age, imperfect basal and prismatic; conchoidal to uneven fracture. Transparency, 
transparent to nearly opaque. Tenacity, brittle. 

Gem varieties of beryl, such as aquamarine, are usually found as clear, unflawed 

areas in larger crystals or masses of opaque material rather than as single clear 

cr^tals of gem quality, but sometimes such clear crystals are found. 

Occurrence. Beryl is commonly found in pegmatites, the coarsely crystallized 

equivalent of a granite. Pegmatites are of fairly rare occurrence and are exposed 

only m areiia of deep erosion; therefore, they are by no means a common rock 

structure. Beryl has been found in Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, 

Connecticut, New York, Colorado, New Me.vico, and South Dakota in quantities 

of commercial significance. It has been found also in Virginia, North Carolina, 

California, I ennsylvania, Wyoming, and other states. The presence of pegma- 

tites does not ensure the presence of beryl. It is notably deficient in western 

North Carolina in the area of the most active feldspar and mica mining in pegma¬ 

tites in the United States. Production is centered in the lithium-rich pegmatites 
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of the Keystone district in South Dakota. Crystals of remarkable size have been 

found there; the largest, discovered in 1944. weighed G1.25 tons. Large crystals 

weighing tons have been found also in Maine. Beryl is found in quantity in 

India, Madagascar, Australia, Argentina, and Brazil. Beryl is not restricted 

geologically to pegmatites; it is foutui as well in schists, gneisses, states, and lime¬ 

stones. These deposits probably have been formed by the introduction of 
beryllium solutions from nearby igneous intrusions. 

Production. Production in the Unite<l States is entirely as a by-product of the 

mining of mica, feldspar, and lithium ores. As shown in Table 2, production is 

restricted largely to South Dakota. The mines, actually quarries, in coarsely 

crystalline pegmatites are drilled with jackhammers, and the rock broken with 

explosives. Blasting powder has been used at times in place of dynamite in 

order to produce a minimum of finc.s. The broken rock is sorted by hand and 

such beryl as is encountered is placed aside and stock-piled until enough has 

accumulated to form a shipment. Because of the irregular distribution of the 

beryl in large crystals several tons may be extracted in a few days and little 

more found for months. Determination of the amount of beryl in an ore body 

or prediction as to the reserves for future use with satisfactory accuracy is impos¬ 

sible. Production in the United States is given in Table 2 and world production 

in Table 3. Practically all beryl originates in Brazil, Argentina, India, and 
Australia. 

Ta^e 2. BEaYLi-iuM Ore Shipped kro.m Minks in the United States, Short Tons 

State 1943 1044 1045 104G 1047 1048 

Colorado. . 08 35 o o 

Maine 2 2 d o 

Massachiisottft 4 
New Hampshire... 'J2 1 5 a 

New Mexico 20 
South Dakota. . 238 30(5 38 95 70 45 
Otherfl. 0 12 75 54 

Total. 350 388 30 100 145 Ul) 
Value $44,407 S5<i, 135 $<>, 133 $17,787 $25,211 $20,000 

* Datii not available. 

Utilization. The rare, small, emoralfl-^crcon crystals have born prtzod as {^c^ins 

for centuries. The finest <}uality material sells at prices <*oin])arul>le to those of 

the diuinonfl. These enieraMs h a ve lieeii foiitni at AIuzo aiwl ('hivr>r i n ( Vilciinbia; 

m the Ural Mountains, Russia; in UpjMT K^ypt; in 'IVrol; an<i in small (juantity 

m Nortli C arolina. Uliie beryl is used as tlie j)f)pular >;ein, a(|uainarine, and the 

rarer pink variety is .sold as iiior^anit<^. (trouiul cfiininon bcayl has \ivru sub¬ 

stituted in part for feldspar in the luahufaeture of cfMainif Isidies.*’ 'Du* porce¬ 

lain produced sbowod iiii]>roved n‘sistanc<? to impact aii<I a supJMi<ir <licle<*tri(5 

Btren^lh. It is proliable tliat sucli usat;e would Ih^ substantial today if tlie raw 

material were available at a c<iinpetitive price. BeO has great pot<‘utial use as a 
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weight metal if the problem of raw-material supply could be solved Tb« 

amounts available have been of great value in tL^^everopmen“ 

The mast, ‘''® manufacture of a beryllium-copper all^' 

tontaTn from 0 3 ToTr ^ beryllium. The final alloys may 
contain from 0.3 to 2.5 per cent beryllium. These alloys have excellent con 

ductivity for electricity and hy heat-treatment produce a^terial ^th remark' 

emnlotedTs T equipment and also may be 
ployed as a nonsparking tool where the use of steel would be hazardous tL 

BOientific uses of the metal in X-ray tubes and fluorescent lamps is in^easlng 

TannE 3. IVould Pkoduction os BEnvnnmM Concentbates (Bebti.), Metbic 

Tons* 

Area 1 1940 1941 1942 1943 1944 1945 1 1946 

Argentina. 520 
2 

O 1 QR 925 881 342 

• — 

Aiistralia 
loO 40* 130 

Brazil, exnorts. . . . 
A 

1,472 
o 

1 7n^ 1,634 
121 
A 

534 
2,027 

417 
1,185 

47 19 

India.. . 
1 , i VO 

A 510 1,294 

Madacascar. 
oo 

e 
1,486 

67* 
14 
6 

508 108 100« 

Portugal... e 
V 50 10* t 

Portuguese East Afric.i.. 
Sonin. 

c 

A 

oo 
c 

c 
8 

60* 
3 

9 
2 

c 

22 

South-West Afrirn 20 39 

c 

36 

6 c e 

Uganda. c 1 5 

Union of South Africa^. . 
United Stales, mine ship¬ 

5 c 38 86 
18 

d 
d c 

ments. 110 1 244 323 352 
World total (estimate)-^ 

140 35 91 
2,101 4,090 2,971 5,374 2,990 770 1,700 

ania» and U.S.S.R. - ’ - —xvenya. ivorca. Norway. Ru 

^ Estimate. 
^ Data not available* 
^ Less than 1 ton. 

* Estimate l>ase<l on United States imports 

egiigioie. except Korea, whose producUon was GO tons in 1944. 

^3n nn”®®’ '’Tr n-oted at $25.00 to 

$275 nrto“n ' tI T"''n- 'vould be worth around 
$27u per ton. Tlic beryllium-copper alloy was quoted at $24.50 per pound of 
contained beryllium, copper at the market. ^ ^ 

OTHER BERyLLIUM MINERALS 

l,r,rsr''°7‘ '"'7'! ‘"■‘horhombic crystals, frequently tmnned to form 
heal t-sliaped or pseudolie.xagonal forms. Specific gravity, 3.5 to 3.8. Hardness, 
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8>^. Color, commonly varying shades of green, sometimes red in transmitted 

light. The mineral has not been found in tonnage, and its only significant use is 

as a gem stone. Cat s-eye is the name applied to a yellowisli-green variety 

When cut cabochon, light seems to l>e concentrated in a line extending ucro.ss the 

surface of the stone. This type is fouml in Brazil, Ceylon, and China. It enjoys 

some popularity as a precious stone. Alexandrite is the term applied to a strongly 

pleochroic variety. This stone is green by daylight but apr)car.s retl by artificial 

illumination. It has been found in the Ural Mountains, Ceylon, and Tasmania. 

It is a highly prized j>recious stone and fine specimens have been sold at prices 

ranging up into hundreds of dollars per carat. Chrysoberyl has been found in 

the pegmatites of New England atid New York. It is of no importance as a 
source of beryllium. 

Phenacite occurs at times in well-formed hexagonal crystals with a hardness of 

7H to 8 and a specific graNnty of 3.0. It is found in metamorphic rocks but more 

commonly in pegmatites associated with cjuartz and fehl.spar. It is similar to 

quartz in appearance and may be j>resent in larger amounts than recognized due 

to confusion with that common mineral. Specimens have been found in Maine, 

Colorado, Brazil, and doubtless in other pogmatitic areas. Production has been 
restricted to museum specimens. 

Helvite is known to occur in a number of countries and in several states, but. it 

did not attract attention as a source of beryllijim until 1941, when it was found 

widely sprca<l at Iron Mount.iin, N.Mex.** The mineral is found liere in a 

contact-metainorphic mass of considerable size. Since helvite contains about 13 

per cent BeO it was hoped that this occurrence wouhl prove to l)e of commercial 

interest. Hehnte contains some iron an<l zinc in addition to mang.anese; indeed, 

H is the first member of an isomori)lK)Us series: helvite, MnJteaSiaOi.jS; danalito, 

e4BejSi30i2S; and genthclvite, Zn4Be3Si.iO|.j.S. Helvite is i.sometric an<l brittle. 

finrdness. about 0. Specific gravity, varying around 3..3. Color, commonly red to 

>rown, although yellow siKrcimens have b(*«!n emrounteretl. Index of rifraction, 

around 1.746. Its dose re.seml>lanro to g;irnet is piobaljly responsible for the 
fact that it Wiis not recognized earlier. 

Vesuvianite, Thi.s mineral i.s <les<-iilie<l in the section «le\'oted to it. It is of 

interest that a mineral not commonly considcrefl to ctmtain beryllium may 

include considerable amount.s. 

Future Sources. As has been inflic*ated. the major problem of the beiylliiim 

increase the supply f)f raw materials. .‘Several po.'isibiliti<-s (‘xist. 

ew discoveries of beryl-rich pegmatit<“s may Ijc made in aioas not now ex|)lored. 

a.ssjve beryl may bo rccogniz<*<i in are.as now known where it has been ignored 

ue to its lack of conspit-uous diara<-teiisti«-s (on some weatliered exi)t>sures it 

^sumes the color of the surrounding rocks and is not rerulily recognized). A 

♦ isseminated depo.sit of beryl may bo found in whicli it occurs as small <-ryst.al.s. 

• ome of the rare beryllium mim-rals may lx* found in tonnage. Mineials may be 

< iscovered in which l>cryllium is not ;i normal constituent but lias been introduced 

in the crystal structure. Beryllium is not rec<igni/,ed ea-^ily ami l'ic<iuently is 

included by the analyst with aluminum, uliicli it resembl«*s in chemical behavior. 

* n e.xpanding knowle<lge of <-rystal chcMui-stry .shows that heryllium might |•eJ)laf•o 
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silicon, phosphorus, and manganese. The possibility of the discovery of bervl- 

attenUom'^ therefore, is worthy of 

Emeralds of gem quality up to 200 carats in weight am reported to have been 

beryUia, and siUca, with traces of 
chromic oxide and ferric oxide as coloring matter. 
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BORAX AND BORATES 

Although there are over 60 minerals containing boron, including a dozen or more 
«ith a high enough boron content to be considered as possible sources of this 
dement, only a very few are or ever have been important commercial sources. 
The rehitivc importance of these minerals has varied greatly with tlie discovery 
and oi>emng of rjew dejiosits and the forced closing down of old ones. Thus 

u hen the first edition of this book was in preparation colemanite and ulexite 
had for many y^irs, been the most important world sources of borax Since 
the discovery of the immense kernite-borax deposits near Kramer County. Calif., 
in 1925 and their rapid development, plus the large-scale ex-traction of borax 
from Searles Lake ami Owens Lake. CaUfornia, brines have completely changed 
the picture not only m this country but also in the world industry. Other sourLs 
could not compete, and today the California sources noted above supply most of 
the world s demand for borax and borates. Space cannot be given he^e to the 

lourcJroVh^ -n^iustry, and only the present and probable future 
sources of borax will be covered. 

With two exceptions, all natural borate minerals of any importance are hydrou.s 
borates with 4 to 10 molecules of water of crystallization. They are simple 

houllr the unimjiortant bakerite ami 
TatuT’} r U exceptions first noted are sassolite 

(natural Ijonc acid) and Imracite (magnesium borate and chloride). 

Mu.th confii.sion has arisen concerning the nomenclature of the borate minerals 
and many incorrect synonyms have been widely used. Schaller‘« has done much 
to correct this situation hy publishing the following definitions: 

Arrrp,,-,l .Vame Im-orr,:rt Synanym 

K. »^«'-“x. so.lium bihoratc, sodium tetraborate 

. Boroi.atrocalcitr, liat roboracalrilc. hayc.smo, franklunditc 

<rypt<,rnoriiliitc, tiza, tincrilzitc, borate of litne, cotton^ 
Imil, sJiwt cotton 

. Sfu.s.Hfurtito 

Pricfiif*. l*:iiKl<*rrnito 

Arrpj/U'ii Xante 

ProhtTtito. f^oydito, knirncTti 

rjrualconito. Ortahodral fjorax. 
rtito 
IX, nioliavcitc 

boni’t^s^'*'’'''''"*^ rnincrals are or have been important commercial sources of the 
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BORAX aiNCAL) 

Composition. Borax is sodium tetraborate, Na^B^OT-lOHsO, or Na^O-- 
2B2O3 IOH2O: B2O3, 36.6 per cent; Na^O, 16.2 per cent; HA 47.2 per cent. 
When calcined, 69.2 per cent B2O3. 

^ General Description. Borax occurs as short, stout, white monoclinic prisms, 
in solution in saline lakes, as a glistening white efflorescence or constituent of 
certain alkali soils, and as compact glossy masses. 

Physical Properties. Hardness, 2.0 to 2.5. Specific gravUy, 1.69 to 1.72. 
Melting point, at 1 to 1.5 in scale. Index of refraction, 1.447 to 1.472 Color 

white to grayish, greenish, or bluish. Streak, white. Luster, vitreous to dull’ 

Tran^porcMcy, translucent to opaque. Tenacity, brittle. Readily solubU in 
water. S%veetish, alkaline Ui&ie. Crystals effloresce, losing SHjO below lOO^’C- 
si.xth molecule of HaO at 100®C; seventh and eighth molecules at 130®C; ninth at 

150^ C; and tenth, at 160®C or above; 300*C necessary to ensure complete 
desiccation. 

KERNITE (RASORITE) 

Composition. Kernite has exactly the same chemical composition as borax 
except that it has only 4 molecules of water instead of 10. Its formula is 

Na2B407-4H20 or Na20-2B203'4H20:B.!03, 51.1 per cent; NasO, 22.6 per cent; 
H2O, 26.3 per cent. When calcined, 69.2 per cent B2O3. 

General Description. Kernite occurs in transparent, colorless monoclinic 
crystals up to several feet in diameter or in large cleavable masses somewhat 
resembling the selenite variety of gypsum. It is often mixed with borax or with 
sediments. It has two good cleavages that result in fibrous particles. 

Physical Properties. Hardness, 2.5. Specific grainty, 1.95. Melting point, 

1 to 1.5 in scale. Index of refraction, 1.454 to 1.472. Color, colorless when pure. 

Streak, white. Luster, vitreous or silky. Transparency, transparent to trans¬ 
lucent. Tenacity, brittle. Soluble slowly in cold water, but readily in hot. 

COLEMANJTE 

Composition. Colcmanite is calcium borate, Ca-BeOn-SHsO or 2CaO-3B203 - 
SIIzO: B.O3, 50.9 per cent; CaO, 27.2 per cent; H3O, 21.9 per cent. When 
calcined, G5.2 per cent B2O3. 

General Description. Colemanite occurs in short, prismatic white crystals 
(resembling datolite); in loosely compacted, white, chalky masses; and in firm, 
white, compact, porcelainlike masses. 

Physical Properties. Jlardficss, 4.0 to 4.5. Specific gravity, 2.26 to 2.48. 
Melting point, at 1.5 in scale of fusibility. Index of refraction, 1.586 to 1.614. 
Color, white or colorless. Streak, white. Leister, rttreous to dull. Cleavage, 

perfect clinopinacoiclal. Fracture, uneven to subconchoiflal. Transparency, 

transparent to opaque. Tenacity, brittle. Decrepitates, intumesces, and fuses 
easily on heating. Insoluble in water, but easily soluble in hot hydrochloric acid. 

ULEXITE (BORONATROCALCITE) 

ComposiUon. Ulexite is a borate of sodium and calcium, CaNaB609-8H20 or 

2C'aO Na2O oB2O3-10H2O: B2O3, 43.0 per cent; CaO, 13.8 per cent; NaA 7*7 
cent; HjO, 35.5 per cent. When calcined, 06.0 per cent BaOi 
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General Description. Ulexite occurs in white, rounded masses (“cotton 
balls”), composed of loosely compacted, hne silky fibers, easily pulverized 
between the fingers. 

Physical Properties. Hardness, 1. Specific gravity, 1.96. Melting point, at 
1 in scale of fusibility with intumescence. Index of refraction, 1.491 to 1.520. 
Color, white. Streak, white. Luster, silky. Cleavage, fibrous. Transparency, 

translucent. Tenacdy, brittle. Insoluble in cold water; slightly soluble in hot 
water; soluble in acids. 

BORACITE (STASSFURTITE) 

Composition. Boracite is magnesium borate and chloride, MgjCUBisOjo or 
eMgO-SBsOa'MgClarB-Os, 62.37 per cent; MgO, 27.00 per cent; MgClj, 10.63 
per cent. 

General Description. Boracite occurs in small, hard, glassy, isometric crystals, 
or in white, rather soft masses (stassfurtite variety). 

Physical Properties. Hardness, 7 (crystal.*?); 4..5 (mass>es). Specific gravity, 

2.9 to 3. Melting point, 2 in .scale. Index of refraction, 1.6f)2 to 1.673. Color, 

white to yellowish or greenish. Streak, white. Luster, vitreous. Transparency, 

transparent to opaque. Tenacity, brittle. 

SASSOLITE (NATURAL BORIC ACID) 

Composition. Sassolite is boric acid, H3B03:B203, 56.4 per cent; H^O, 43.6 
per cent. 

General Description. Sassolite occurs chiefly in solution or in vapor.s near 
volcanoes or hot springs; also in small white or yellowish scales. 

Physical Properties. Hardness, 1. Specific gravity, 1.43. Melting point, at 
0..5 in scale. Index of refraction, 1.340 to 1.459. Color, white or yellowish. 
Streak, white. Luster, pearly. Transparency, translucent. Tenacity, brittle. 
Readily soluble in water. Sour or acid taste. 

PRICEITE 

Composition. 5Ca0’6B203'9H20: B^Os. 48.7 per cent; CaO, 32.5 jjer cent; H;'0, 
18.8 i>er cent. When calcinc<l, 60 per cent Bi-Os. A massive, friable, chalky 
mineral once considere<l us merely a chalky variety of cc)lcinaiiite, mimrd in 
Turkey, and once produced on a small scale in Curry County, Or<“g. 

Geological Occurrence of Borates. Commercial lUfKlucticm of l)oratcs in the 
past lias come from a wide variety of <lejjosits. In apinoxiinate onlor of imjjor- 
tance these types are: 

1. Old Lake Beds, Recrystallized. The largest ami mo.st important borate 
deposits in the world, those of the Kramer l)istiii-t in Ken. ('<iunty, (’ulif., arc 
unique in .several ways. One of the two <'lii(*f minerals, kerniti?. \v:is first found 
here. They are the only borate deposit.s <ff this general t\'|>e tliat do rmt contain 
other salines, sucli as sulfates, ehloiide.s ami carbonates of liim*. .«oda. potasli, and 
magn«t.sium. These <leposits are regar<l«-il as old lake IutIs in which w<to con- 
fentrated and recrystallizcd sodium horate Ic-achings from other fleposits of 
ulexite. 

2. Alkali Lakes. Searles I/uke, Calif., is tlic outst.-mding c\amI>l<^ of conccn- 
rated, complex brines in an olil lak<- bed willi a h;inl siirfa?-?- crust tliat is now an 

important source of borax as well as potash and sodium salts fsee |>.igc IDDi. 
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3. Old Lake Beds. In this type of deposit, borates, chiefly colemanite, occur 
in bedded deposits with other sedimentaries, such as gypsum, limestones and 
shales. The origin of deposits of this type is generally ascribed to the action of 

boric acid solutions or vapors, resulting from volcanic activity, upon beds of 
limestone or gypsum. Examples: the colemanite deposits of Death Valley and 

elsewhere in the Great Basin of California and of the Muddy Mountains district 
of Nevada; and the Turkish deposits of priceite near Panderma, Asia Minor. 

4. Borax Marshes or Dry Lakes. The borax marsh deposits of California, 
Nevada, and Oregon consist chiefly of ulexite but also contain borax (tincal). 

The borates were probably derived by the leaching of other borate minerals from 
a higher elevation. The ulexite deposits of the lagoons and “salares” of Ascotan 
in the Atacama district of Chile and elsewhere in Chile, Peru, Bolivia, and Argen¬ 

tina are probably of similar origin. The borax (tincal) of Tibet is derived from 
salt lakes, which probably obtained their borax content from volcanic sources. 

5. Volcanic Vapors. The fumaroles, soffione or gaseous emanations of 
Tuscany, Italy, contain boric acid (sassolite), which is recovered commercially by 
solution in water. 

6. Hot Springs in Volcanic Regions. Hot springs in Tuscany, Italy, contain 
sassolite. Hot springs deposit colemanite in Chile, at Banos del Toro; and borax 
(tincal) in California. Nevada, and the Puga Valley of Ladakh, Kashmir, India. 
Mud volcanoes of Kortch and Taman, southern Russia, also deposit borax. 

7. Marine Borates. The complex salt deposits of the Stassfurt district of 
Germany, regarded as of marine origin, contain boracite. 

In most cases, with the possible exception of the marine borate deposits, the 
boron is believed to have been of volcanic origin. Probably it was evolved as 
boric acid, in volcanic vapors and hot springs, which reacted with lime and soda 
in volcanic ash and clay, forming sodium and calcium borates. These minerals, 

through solution, transportation, redeposition, concentration, and recrystalliza¬ 
tion, eventually formed the deposits of the several types noted. 

Distribution of Deposits and Methods of Working. While deposits of borate 
minerals are not too scarce throughout the world the economic conditions of 

price and demand have encouraged important commercial production in only a 
few countries. Thirty-five years ago production in Chile and the United States 
was nearly equal at about 50,000 tons per year each. A few other countries 
(Italy, Turkey, Peru, and Argentina) produced from a few hundred to a few 

thousand tons per year. Gradually United States production pulled ahead, with 
the discovery of larger and more cheaply mined deposits. The large-scale 
development of the Kramer, Calif., deposits, beginning in 1926, and the great 
increase in demand starting about 1933, so greatly increased production and 
lowered costs that competition in other countries sharply declined and, since 
about 1929, tliis country has produced from 90 to 95 per cent or more of the 
world s borate mineral.s. All tliis production now comes from California, chiefly 
from the Kramer <lcposits and from Searles Lake. The tremendous reserves in 
tlicsc two areas make it probable that they can satisfy the world’s demands for a 
great many years and tliat we need not in the foreseeable future again draw upon 
other deposits which may have been known or worked in the past. 
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United States. California. In recent years borate production has come 
entirely from four areas: Searles Lake brines (two producers), Owens Lake 
brines (one producer), the kernite-borax deposits of the Kramer district (one 
producer), and massive colemanite deposits near Shoshone, Inyo County (one 
producer). 

The oldest and largest producer, the Pacific Coast Borax Co., operates the 
kernite-borax deposits from hemlquarters at Boron in the Kramer District of 
Kern County and a borax refinery at Wilmington, Calif., where over 200 boron 
derivatives are made. The Kramer deposits, described in detail by Gale,^ do 
not outcrop but were discovered by drilling. Gale states: 

As developed by drilling and mining, the borate dcpo.sits lie within an irregularly 

oval area about 4 miles in length from oast to west and I mile in width from north to 

south. . . . The principal borate deposits range in depth from about 300 to 1,000 ft 

below the surface of the ground. . . . The deposits of the two .sodium borate min¬ 

erals, tincal or native borax, and kernite, found later, have provc<l to be by far the 

most important, and have yielded almost the entire output from the di.stri<'t. The.se 

deposits of mas.sive crystalline sodium borate, containing subordinate amounts of 

elay a.s gaiiguc or other impurities, occur in the form of tabular beds or layers more or 

less iiiterbedded with sediments, ranging up to a total of 250 ft in thicknc.ss at places. 

As to reserves he .states that about 2 million short tons of soclium tetraborate 
(based on 40 per cent anhydrous boric acid, B-Oj) had been mincfl in the 20 
years from 192G to 194G, and that “rcserv'cs available for future production have 
not as yet been fully disclosed, but they are very great, probably at lca.st 50 timc'.s 
the amount already taken out, an<l possibly much more than that.” 

The ore is mined by underground methods. While the borax and kernite 
could, in mo.st cases, be mined separately it has been fouml better to mine :iii<l 
mix them together, since the granular grains of borax keep the filirous, cleavage 
grains of kernite from clogging griixUng eciuipmciit. The crude ore, containing 
alwut 29 per cent B.O3 (flue to eontamination with clay ami .shah‘), is grouiul, 
calcined, and cfincentratofl to a prodvict running about 4.5 jicr cent Hjl);; an*l then 
shipj>efl to the refinery at Wilmingt<»n, Calif. Here it is dissolved under i>ressin<? 
in hot water, filtere<l to remove solifl impurities, and crystallizetl intci pure 
borax.* 

At Searles Lake, San Bornanlino Countj', tlierc are two opcratfirs rccovf'ring 
borax: American Potash an<l Chemical C’o. at T’ltma ami West Knd Cduunical Co. 
at West entl. Both companies ol>tain their borax from the lakc^ brines, but tluj 
former and much larger O{>eration also re»tf)vers i>otash ami sfxliiim .salts .-is well a.s 
bromine ami litliium compounds. The o|HTations are <lescribeii in more detail 
under Potash Salts. The Ijrino contains about 3G jxu- cent total salts, of which 
about 2.H4 per cent is borax ami the balance mainly clibu iclcs. sulfates, aii<l 
Carbonates f>f potash an<l sodium. The luines are first concentrated by evapora¬ 
tion in vacuum pans ximl then the vari<jus end pnidiicts. including liorax, atfi 
WJparuted by fractional crystalliziition. I}i>rat«* pr<i<lucts made licre are crystal¬ 
line borax in several finenesses, dehydrated Ijoiax. and boric a<’id. 

At OvveiJH Lake,* Inyo County, there ur<? three phints, only one of which at 
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Division oTthe Pittsbur^i Put'GUsfco?recovte*Tn!a^^^^^ 

m 1946, wito a much larger production ol sodium carbot^te^ ^^^^^^ 

In™ Co'intv'^ nT ^r'‘t '“l^manite deposits near Shoshone, 

""“t,"",'■"""?■ “ “‘ »■?« — t "" 
1 f • fieposits (White Basin and Callville Wash) of massive 

onceTf^coL'id ‘i 1 ^ ^lo^ntains district east of Las Vegas, Clark County, 

of ?his boT ai^n I described in some detail in the first edition 
nnd ^ Other borate deposits in Clark, Esmeralda 

ant ^uTthev cafn^'f commercial import 
f with the California deposits. 

Other Countries. Chile. Once one of the world’s largest producers Chile has 
nearly ceased production, reporting shipments of less than 500 tons irJ 1945 but 
deposits are numorous and extensive. In 1946 reserves of over 20 1 miormetric 

l^t orthe de"'1 the provinces of Tarapaca, Antofagasta, and Atacam^! 

minerri f '^7 ^-k^bed type, with ule.xite the predominating 

by pioduct. Under present conditions it is felt that none of the Chile deposits 
can compete with California in the world's markets ^ 

lu.iTv'f!u"t f"' producer of only 1,000 or 2,000 tons per year, 
in". , Argentina inereased l.er production for export in 

tl.at ,n recen years pro.inetion has averaged around 9,000 tons per year. 

nroduetT; f ‘ ‘"'i ‘i'-^ "“ria's third largest 
■a P"-- I'''"''- °< P'i<’»i‘e (incorrectly 

Suit me. V 1 Ti V’ ‘^^'P”''*- °P''i"e ‘i'P " “r the mines of 
300 in am , ^ ^“™rluk of the Province of Balikke.sir produced only 
300 to 400 tons per year, due to difficulties of export. 

6 ono^r 7 nnJf'/ borates, while in normal times amounting to only 

snhip/f in that it produces crude boric acid (sas- 
pkmvL gases or vapor springs called "soffioni.” At Laiderello and 
nnwn pio-^once of Pisa these vapors yield natural steam for heat and 
pouei, ammonia, carbon dioxide, and crude boric acid. 

nvin hundred tons of borates per year are Ger- 
n any Peru Bolu.a, Tibet. Persia. Ceylon, and India. In 1934 it was reported 

I n h. iT ' 1- Ca0-Mg0 3B.03-6ir„ mixed with clay and gyp¬ 
sum had been discovered m western Kasachstan, Bussia, and commercial produ^ 
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tion had started but that Uttle was known of the development. This is doubtless 
the occurrence of hydroboracite in the Caucasus noted by Dana * 

the bulk of the world s borate production 

Refining of Borates. Part of the production of borates is marketed as crude 

tTnTsrand part 7,u‘\'’'‘''‘ (as from the Searles Lake 
r7.,'v is 7 a'■“r '“'““““te) must be refined before marketing 

so*u7 clrhonT'’" ^ T T by treatment with solutions of 
7hi7Th “d.um sulfate. The resulting borax is soluble in water 
w^.le the calcium carbonate or sulfate is insoluble and a separation may be made 

by Evaporation cZTT' be crystallised from solution 
by evapoiation. Crude borax or kernite may be refined by solution, filtration 

EEldmron of 1' y^t^'b^etion. Anhydrous borax is made by partial 
calcm.ition of borax followed by complete fusion. The molten borax is poured 

Z?t!7" "'“’“s, cooled, crushed, ground, and screened. Boric acid is m^de by 
treating ground borates with sulfuric acid. ^ 

Markets and Prices. Tlie principal product marketed is borax. This may be 

isod as such or employed as a raw material for the manufacture of many boron 

ompounds. In early 1950, fine granular borax was quoted in bulk aLvX 

carfnadlotrat I '''' technical grade, 99^ per cent, in paper bags, in 

in uo'. L ? I eenerally ayaflable 
from storage in Chicago and New York. 

the properties on which depend the uses for borax and 

detc -^0; fluxing ability, high solubility and 
detcigoiit properties, and ability to impart desirable properties to glass 

Some years before the Second World War the chief industrial use for borax was 

Totta . ] ceramic enamels and glazes for sheet metal, cast iron, brick, tile, terra 

f' kitchenware, stove, refrigerator, and washing- 
hme ndustries took the bulk of the tonnage. Today by far the largest ufe 

incre 'i P;\‘t>c‘>'arly container glass. Tliis is due in part to greatly 
e.ea e.l use m glass and in part to the shortage of sheet iron and steel for enamel 

uarc during and after the Avar. 

in Kir'4 of borax as given by R. M. Curtsf is reproduced 

has tAvo major and many minor uses. In lime-soda glasses, 
used fo. containers, tableAvure, etc., around I per cent B.O3 is added to the batch 

to improve melting and fining conditions, and to increase clarity, brilliance, 

. tiength aiul resistance to thermal shock. In borosiUcate heat-resistance glasses, 

such as 1 yiex hiboratory and ovenware, 12 to 14 per cent B:i03 forms an essential 

U system of Mineralo^,-- 7th cd.. John 
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part of the batch. These glasses possess a low coefficient of expansion and are 

highly r^istant to thermal and mechanical shock and to chemical action Other 

uses in the glass industry are for making optical glass, electrical insulators, build- 
ing blocks, glass wool, etc. 

In other ceramic appUcations its low melting point and fluxing ability are 

utilized m making low-meltmg-point glazes and enamels, in ceramic coatings for 

prepared roofing granules, in ceramic bonds for abrasive and refractory grains 

and in making fused ceramic colors or frits. Borax may constitute 25 to 40 ner 
cent of the batch in making sheet-iron enamels. ^ 

In metallurgical processes borax is used as a flux in refining gold silver and 

nonferrous alloys and in fluxes for welding, soldering, and brazing, whe^e its 
solvent effect on metallic oxides is also utilized. 

In agnculture borax has become recognized as an essential ingredient of 

fertilizers used on boron-deficient soils, which are more widespread than has been 

generally supposed. Its use eliminates many forms of deficiency plant diseases 

such as heart and crown rot in sugar beets, brown heart in turnips, cracked stems 

m celery, etc. It is also used in insecticides, as a weed killer, as a disinfectant 

wash for citrus fruits to prevent “blue mould,” and in the control of sap stain in 
the lumber industry. 

As a mild detergent borax and borates are used in soaps, cleaners, washing 

compounds, high-gloss laundry starches, etc. Sodium perborate has both a 
detergent and a mild bleaching action. 

Its mildly alkaline reaction and its detergent, buffering, and even bleaching 

properties are useful m a wide variety of applications where one or more of these 

properties are essential. Thus, it is used in several operations in leather tanning, 

te.xtile finishing, and water softening; as a solvent for casein in paper coating; as a 

preservative in adhesives, starches, and sizes; as a corrosion inhibitor; and for 
many other uses. 

In the cosmetic industries its antiseptic and detergent properties are used in 

powders, creams, ointments, gauzes, lotions, mouth and eye washes, and similar 
preparations. 

An interesting but minor use is in the manufacture of boron carbide described in 
the chapter on abrasives. 

The benefidal effects of the use of boron in steel was so completely demon¬ 

strated in 1942 that the future use of this element as a ferroalloy component was 

assured Boron increases the hardenability of steel, its ultimate strength, and its 

elastic limit. The amount of boron used is small, and the percentage in steel is 

restrained to a maximum of 0.003 per cent. The use of boron may replace several 

hundred times its weight of other alloy elements such as nickel, chromium, and 

vanadium. It cannot eliminate the use of such elements, since there is a limit to 

the increase in hardenability that it supplies, and it does not furnish all the 

qualities to steel obtainable from these alloying metals. Ferroboron has been 

manufactured to the extent of over 100 tons per year. It has sold for $1.30 per 

pound for material containing a minimum of 17.5 per cent boron 

Boron has a remarkable capacity to absorb neutrons; therefore, it must be 

entirely absent from the graphite employed in uranium fission. The same charac- 
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teristic makes boron useful in the operation of uranium-graphite piles employed in 

the production of plutonium. Steels containing boron were used for this purpose. 

Borax is one of the most versatile of our chemicals and is used in minor amounts 

in a wide variety of other industries, ranging from the manufacture of candles 
and stove polish to tobacco. 
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BROMINE 

Description. Bromine is a rcMkh-brown liquid, the only element 

in ^'-dinary lemper.-itures. It was ilisroveied 
1 lH2b. and enough interest was an.use.l in tl.is dement .so that a small pioduc- 

tiou nas imOated m the Lnited States in bsiO in the saltworks at Freeport Pa 

P<n«^?8 8"C™'’s''‘*r point. -7.3’C. U.itLg 
point, 58.8 C. *Spcciftc ffravitrj, 3.1833. ^ 
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Occuirence. Bromine does not occur free. It is found in a few rare minerals 

such as bromyrite (AgBr) and embolite (AgClBr). It is found in sea water in a 

small percentage and m concentrated saline lakes such as the Dead Sea in far 

greater quantities, mere such waters have evaporated and the soluble salts 

precipitated, bromine is found m some quantity in the minerals formed. The 

potash salts of Stassfurt, Germany, are reported to contain up to 0.2 per cent 

bromme. Some of tliis is recovered during the treatment of the salts for com¬ 

mercial potash. Early bromine production in the United States was restricted 

to recovery fi^m the bitterns left after the extraction of salt from brines produced 

m Ohio, West Virgima, and Michigan. This source was supplemented by addi¬ 

tional production from the complex brines at Searles Lake, Calif., and from sea¬ 

water bitterns m the same state. Rising demands for bromine, caused by its use 

in antiknock compounds in gasoline, resulted in the exploitation of the largest and 
most widely distributed occurrence of all, the ocean. 

ProducUon The common process for the extraction of bromine involves the 

Gradation of the brine, removal of the liberated bromine by air, and its absorption 

With an alkah carbonate solution from which it can be recovered in the form 

dcsiicd. \aiious modifications involving the use of chlorine, sodium chlorate, 

and manganese dioxule have been employed. The first plant to utilize the brines 

of the ocean was constructed at Wilmington, N.C., in 1933. A second plant ivas 

el ected at Freeport, Tex. The Wilmington plant was transferred to Freeport in 

In the location of a sea-water plant it is essential to discharge the debrominated 

water in such a manner that it cannot dilute the intake. The plant at Wilming¬ 

ton, IS .Cwas built on a peninsula to allow for this. The sea water, containing 

0/ jipm of broinine. or 1 lb in 2,000 gal, moved through a canal to the plant. At 

this i,oint a calculated amount of 10 per cent sulfuric acid was added and chlorine 

introducccl. The bromine, liberated by the chlorine, is blown out by air. The 

water <leprive<l of its bromine flows to waste. The bromine is absorbed by soda 

ash foi ming sodium bromide and sodium bromate. The solution containing these 

compounds is treated with sulfuric 

acid. The bromine vapors produced 

by this treatment are steamed out and 

concentrated to liquid bromine. 

The production of bromine in recent 

years is reported in the accompanying 
table. 

Palestine. The complex and con¬ 

centrated brines of the Dead Sea are 

being processed for the recovery of 

their potash content. Bromine is re¬ 

covered as a by-product. The brines 

are subjected to solar evaporation, 

. , . , , which results in the precipitation of 
potash in the form of carnallite, which is treated further to produce potassium 

chloride. After the removal of the carnallite the residual brine is treated with 
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Bro.min'b and Bro.mine in Compounds 

Souu on Used by PnoDtcEics in the 

United States 

(Source: U.S. liuronu of Mine.s) 

Year Pounds V’aluc 

1U43 94,085,937 819.107,065 
1944 102,112,402 19,712,819 
1945 79,700,857 14,790,229 
1940 42,783.327 8,,500,434 
1947 78,177,050 14,837,104 
1948 76,147,.'551 14,844,152 
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steam and chlonne. Bromine is liberated, separated from its associates and 

bottled for shipment. At a depth of 5 m the waters of the Dead Sea are reported 

to carry 3.0 g per 1 of magnesium bromide. The total amount of this salt existing: 
in the Sea is estimated at 980 million tons. 

Utilization. Bromides have a long-established usage in medicine. Silver 

bromide is sensitive to light and is manufacturetl into the emulsions employed to 

coat photographic paper and film. It is al.so used in the manufacture of certain 

dj-es and chemical reagents. The largest consumer is in the manufacture of 

ethylene dibromide, and a large portion of the total production is sold in this form 

tthylene dibromide is mixed with tetraethyl lead to produce ethyl gasoline anti¬ 

knock compound. Ethylene dibromide has been found to be useful in soil fumi¬ 

gation, and the productivity of badly infe.sted soils has been restored to normal 

by Its administration. Methyl bromule has proved useful as a fumigating agent. 

of being active at low 
temperatures and leat-ing no taste or odor. Bromine was <iuoted in early 19S0 
at 21 cents per pound in carloads. 
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cei?tTr(f‘iMi n.agiie.siuni hydroxide, MgfOII),: MgO. fiO.O per 
M.nt, HuO, .11.0 per cent; Mg. 41.4 ja-r rent. * 

General Description. Biucite i.sa .soft, uaxy, translueent mineral often eloselv 

cseinblmg vanoirs type.s of tale, but slightly harder. May be foliated, iil'rous 
>1 rnassivft; alsf> m taluilur lic^vaj^orial crystals. * 

Physical Properties. Ilardmss, 2..5. .s>-ciy,c gniritg. 2.3.8 to 2 4 
Voud, above 0 ,n .scale <.f fu.sibiMty. /a,/,-. nfrurij. ,..350 to , 

various sha.les of green, white, bluish. Streak, white. p,.,„-].v oi waxliko’ 

and‘Zil.lc!'’ ' translnrenf. 'A 

«-r,,,.ntinn n il I, .,n,Kn<..it<. 

' that nt to,M,s y.C. 
I hc>c deposits, .h.seovercd ,» J027 but imt worke.l on an imoortaiit 

scale eon.mere.ally until about 1034, ai<- loeal.-d in the Luning Disfriet on the 

rthuestern slope of tlm Paradise Range in tmrthwc.stem Nye C ounty, alaait 21)0 
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miles south of Reno. Here are huge masses of brucite associated with large 

deposits of magnesite and dolomite, in places altered to hydromagnesite. Bxtel- 

sive exploration and development during the Second World War disclosed 
brucite reserves estimated at over 71 million tons. Prior to and since the war 

shipments have been made to Ohio for calcining and for mixing with dead-burned 
dolomite for basic open-hearth dressings and ramming mixes. During the war 

the greatest development was of the associated magnesite, which was rained on a 
very large scale for making metallic magnesium near T.ns Vegas, Nev. 

Near Chewelah, Waskin{fton, massive brucite occurs in considerable quantities 

associated with magnesite. Since it was originally thought to be marble, attempts 

were made to work it as an ornamental stone, but it is too soft for exterior use 

Portions of it, hght green in color, resemble jade and it is carved and turned 

locally into candlesticks, cups, plates, and ornaments. In recent years it has been 
used to some extent with magnesite as a refractory material. 

Commercial deposits of brucite were first discovered in Canada in 
I9d7 at Rutherglen in the Nipissing district of Ontario.i-s.^.s Later, similar 
deposits were discovered near Wilkinson, Ontario, and in the Bryson and Wake¬ 
field areas of Quebec. In these deposits the brucite occurs as small crystals or 

granules disseminated in limestone and composing 25 to 30 per cent of the rock 
mass. By a system of calcination, hydration, and separation, worked out by the 

Canadian Bureau of Mines, this ore is made to yield calcined brucite granules 
analyzing 94.4 per cent MgO with only 0.40 per cent CaO and 4.38 per cent water. 

These deposits have become an important source of magnesite refractories in 
Canada, being especially suited for high-grade brick. 

See also Magnesite and Magnesium Compound.^. 
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Composition. Calcite is calcium carbonate, CaC03:Ca0, Sfi.O per cent; CO^, 
44.0 per cent. Sometimes it is very pure and sometimes part of the calcium is 
replaced by magnesium, iron, or manganese. It is often mixed with impurities, 
such as silica, clay, organic matter, limonite, or hematite. 

General Description. The mineral calcite occurs in a great variety of crystal 
forms of the hexagonal system, and is transparent, translucent and opaque, from 
white through nearly all colors to black. The crystals are always characterized 
by a perfect rhombohedral cleavage. More commonly the mineral occurs not in 
definite crystals, but sis lime.stone or marble in crystalline masses, veins and beds; 
as stalactites and stnlagmites; as linings of caves and fissures, from coarsely 
crystalline to finely granular; also in lamellar, fibrous, compact, porous or earthy 
ma.sses; sometimes oolitic or pisolitic. 

Arngonile has the same chemical composition as calcite, but it crystallizes in 
the orthorhombic system, often in radial, columnar, or fibrous aggregates. It 
has a hardness of 3.5 to 4; a specific gravity of 2.9 to 3; imperfect prismatic 
cleavage; and conchoidal fracture. Otherwise it resembles calcite, but effervesces 
with acids le.s.s easily than calcite. Commercially, it has no uses distinct for those 
of other forms of calcium carbonate. 

Physical Properties. Hardness, 3.0. Specific gratnty, 2.71 to 2.72. Melting 

7)oint, at about 825®C it decomposes, gi\'ing off COs. leaving CaO (or lime), which 
melts at about 2570^0. Index of refraction, 1.48G to 1.658. Color, colorless, 
white, through practically all colors to nearly black. Streak, white. LtisUr, 

vitrcou.s to dull and earthy. Cleavage, perfect ihombohedral. Fractvre, varies, 
dependent upon structure. Transparency, transparent to opaque. Tenacity, 

brittle. Perfectly transparent crystals show high double refraction. Twinning 
in crystals is common. 

Calcite and other forms of c.alcium carbonate can always be easily recognized 
by a hardness of 3 atul by tlieir easy solubility, with brisk effervescence, in cold 
dilute acids, properties possesscfl by no other common minerals resembling calcite. 

Varieties. Calcite, or—more i>roj>crly for pre.s(?iit i)urj>o.se.s—c'alcium carbon¬ 
ate, occurs in a great variety of forms, the more imiKtrtjint of which are as follosvs. 

Crystallized calcite, including dogtootli spsir, which occurs in acute, scaleno- 

hcdral crystal.s; nailliead spar, which occurs in fiat. rhombf)hedral crystals; satin 

spar (term also userl for a variety of gypsum), which is fibrous and has a .silky 

luster; Iceland spar (see below); and ordinary calcite dei>osited from solution as 

vein fillings, etc. 

Massive and compact varielits, including marble an<l limestones. 

Soft earthy types, including chalk atul marl, whicli is an itnpuro earthy form 

mixed witli sand ainl clay, often containing organic matter and sometimes shells. 

It generally occurs in l>c<l<led d<‘{M>sits ami lias been usi-d in the mamifacture of 

IX)rtland cement and as agricuilturul lime. Pure, white marl hjis been ground and 

used as a sub.stitute for whiting. 

Cave deposits, including onyx marble, a banded variety, usually formed as 
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bmngs of cares; stalactites, which are iciclelike masses pendant from the roofs of 

staTenvT"® '^"PP“S and evaporation of calcareous waters- and 
stalagmites which are more or less conical deposits built up by water ^ping on 
the floors of caves, usually directly beneath stalactites. anpping on 

Spring and stream deposits, including travertine, which is formed in banded 

tuT whit"® "T sinter and tc- 
Thev ^ are usually porous deposits formed about calcareous mineral springs 
Tlmy often contain leaves, twigs, and other organic material. ® 

„ndcalcium carbonate which has properties 

subs rtutertth r T'r t”! aaStory substitutes m the finest of optical instruments is Iceland spar. ^ 

ICELAND SPAR 

Iceland spar is the name given to a pure crystallized form of calcite that is 
sufficiently transjiarent and free from defects to be used in the manufacture of 

optical instruments. The actual consumption is small, but the degree of purity 

d^ffic^l^v'' Tr be obtained only wit^ 
difficulty. The properties m Iceland spar of value are transparency double 
refi action, and ability to polarize light. The latter property is employed in the 

construction of the Xicol prism, an indispensable component of the petrographic 

Tim ^coT' similar instruments using polarized light. 
T ie ISicol prism consists of an elongated cleavage fragment of Iceland spar. 

The cleavage angle of 71 deg produced by the natural rhombohedral cleavage is 
educed by grinding to 6S deg. The prism is then cut in two, the sides polished, 

and the pieces ceniented with linseed oil. When light falls on the end of such a 
pj ism It IS resolved into two rays, since calcite is double-refractive. Each ray is 
plane polaiized. One ray is reflected by the cement at the junction of the two 
pip-es of Iceland spar and emerges from the .side of the prism and is lost. The 
otlier ray passes through the Nicol prism with little or no deviation and emerges as 
planc-polarized light. This ingenious device is utilized in pairs in the petro- 

graplnc microscope and has contributed enormously to the knowledge of minerals 

Physical properties of Iceland spar that have a direct bearing on the mining 
mthods employed are its perfect rhombohedral cleavage, a cleavage in three 

diicctions at oblique angles to each other, and its susceptibility to abrasion or 
scratclnng. I he crystals cleave so readily that light blows will shatter them into 

fiagments, and, as they are soft enough to be readily scratched with a knife, 
extreme care must be taken in handling them. 

The minimum size for first-grade prisms is about H by H by 1^ in. for one 

ape anc ^4 ^4 by in. for a second shape. Tlie price per pound varies 
somewhat with tlie size of the pieces. The jjrices on optical spar given below are 
lor material trimmed free of all flaws and imperfections. 

The price of optical spar is dependent upon quality and perfection to such an 
extent that standardized quotations do not o.xist. During the Second World 
\\ar when demand was acute material sold from S20 to SlOO per pound, depend¬ 
ing upon size and quality. 
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C6fscts in Iceland Spar, The ccmmon defects in Iceland spar are summarized 
as follows: 

1. Lack of perfect transparency. Some crystals or portions of crystals show 

more or less cloudiness or milky turbidity. Such material is valueless for optical 
purposes. 

2. Poor color. The best grades of Iceland spar are water clear and absolutely 

colorless. Some specimens, however, have a yellow color, which is not very 
objectionable for certain purposes. 

3. Incipient cleavage cracks in the interior of some crystals. Such cracks may 

be due to inherent internal strains, or they may l>e caused by rough treatment in 

mining or subsequent handling. Specimens containing such cracks are valueless 

for optical purposes, but sometimes small, clear pieces may be obtained from 
between such cracks. 

4. The crj’stals may show repeated internal twinning, the visual evi<lence of 

which usually consists of the appearance of bunds of bright rainbow colors when 

the crystal is viewed by transmitted light at an oblicpie angle. Such bunds muy 

also be due to air films in incipient fractures. In some twinned crystals these 

color effects may not be evident. In such cases the pre.sence of defects due to 

twinning may be readily tested. If a small clearly defined dot is placed on a piece 

of wliite jiaper and a cleavage fragment of Iceland spar placed over the dot, two 

dots will ordinarily appear a short distance apart, due to double refraction. If, 

however, the crystal is moved slowly back and forth, and the tlots observed 

closely, additional indistinct dots may also appear in certain position.^. Such a 

phenomenon is an indication of twinning, and cry.«tal fragments that exhibit it 

are <lefective for optical purpo.ses, unlcs.s the pieces which con.stitute the twinnerl 

form are large enough so that ojitical parts may be c-ut from them without jiussing 

heyonil the plane along which such pieces are united. In searching for any such 

evidence t»f twinning, obscrvatif>n should not be c<irifine<l to one direction, l^ut 

shouhl bo made in the three principal directions through the ihiee opposite pairs 
of jiarallel faces. 

5. Inclusions of air bubbles, drops of water, streaks of clay, or other such 

foreign matter. Sucli material is worthless for optical purposes. 

Defeertive Iceland spar has little value, although small (ivKantities may he 

markete<l for museum collection.s or to .schools or colleges, for illustiation of 

optical properties. Small amounts have been usofl for standartlizing solutions 

for volumetric! analysis. This recjuirc's 100 i>or cent pure in.atorial, which iiuist 

comf)et<! with calcium carbonate from other sources. Total usage* probably do(*s 
not exceed a, few lmii<lred pounds annu.ally. 

Occurrence and Distribution. The finest quality of Icelaiul spar }ia.s been 
found only in c’alcareous veins associated with igneniis rocks. A hydiothc*i jnal 

origin or <le[josition from hot springs in tin* last stages of igneous activity is sus- 

jMJctcd. V'eins of calcite of .secondary origin are of coiiimoii occurrence in most 

limestone areas. Tlio calcite cmnmonly is white and oj)a«|iie and worthless for 

oj>tical use. A little traiisp.-irent material has laa-n found hut not eiujiigh to lie 
significant commercially. 

Iccltiml. Traiisji.arcnt calcite was <liscoveie<! in ba-iaiid prior to Ki.'jO and 

hfcaiiie widely known, hence tiu! name “Iceland sjjar.” S<inn! prodiu tion was 
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started around 1^850 and eventually the deposit passed into the hands of the 

CrThe bult "of Tod"" r mud-filled cavities in basaltl 
nows, me Dulic of production W'as denved from one Wrfrt^ nit 

Helgustadir not far from Eskifjordor. No systematic mining method 

depletion of high-grade material resulted in intermittent operation 
and final cessation of activity so that the area is now largely of historic 

production has been recorded from South 
Africa, Spam, Argentina, Italy, Russia, and Canada. Apparently such outnut 

^rod" rioris“stbt'^ 

Mexico. The production of Iceland spar in Mexico was begun in 1937 and by 

bv m-rf^ making a substantial contribution to the soaring demands created 
by military Occurrences are known near Cumpas, Sonora, and in the 

walls material occurs m vugs, sometimes loose from the enclosing 

Thev 1^7f r prospecting. When veins were located 
thp were worked by hand labor with great care, explosives not being used in the 

possible optical quality. Two to three tons of mine- 
se ected material would supply from 120 to 400 Ib of acceptable optical grade 

after trimming and inspection. Much of the production was used for military 
purposes, 

Umied Staies. Montana. A deposit from which considerable spar has been 

obtained is situated about 11 miles southwest of Greycliff, which is on the main 

hne of the Northern Pacific Railroad about 71 miles west of Billings. Another 

deposit occurs about a nule further in a southwesterly direction, and about 10 

mi^s west of Greycliff and 4 miles from Big Timber is still another deposit. 

The spar occurs m two parallel vertical veins striking northwest and southeast. 

One IS about 7 and the other 5 ft in width, and they evidently extend for several 

miles, maintaining their width and direction with remarkable constancy. The 

veins probably extend to a depth of at least several hundred feet, and there is 

evidently a very large supply of calcite in reserve. Most of the material is opaque 

white and has been used for the manufacture of chicken grit. Cavities contain 

some superior material from which optical spar has been recovered War 

demands resulted in a renewed activity of production in this area and around 

Clyde 1 ai k. Most of the spar mined during the war came from this area. The 

calcite IS resistant to weathering and crops out prominently from the surrounding 

rocks and soil and is conspicuous due to its white color. Suitable crystals are 

found only m vugs, at times loose in the mud collected at the bottom of the 

openings. The largest crystal found weighed 300 lb and supplied 30 lb of accept- 

able spar. Prospecting was done by bulldozing the surface, sinking small shafts, 

and drifting from the bottom. The smaU veins were found to be as productive 

of high-grade material as the large ones. All mineral suspected to be of suitable 

grade was taken to the surface and examined over light for flaws. The crystals 

wore rested on bags of sand and trimmed with great care, using small hammers and 

chisels. A window cut on one side of a crystal permitted examination so that 
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fractured, twdnned, or milky calcite could be rejected. Crystals chosen for 

retention were cleaned in a bath of dilute acid and shipped east for final selection. 

Some material was purchased from small local producers for $7.50 per pound. 

Other States. California. Iceland spar has been found near Ccdarville, 

Modoc County, Calif. The calcite occurs in veins in a country rock reported to 

be basalt. Cavities in the veins have produced some high-grade material. It 

was found in vugs surroundetl by loose earthy material. This deposit was kno\vn 

in 1920. Production in subsequent years as far as known has not been large. 

New Mexico. A deposit from which some excellent material was recovered 
was found in the Copper Mountain mining district, Taos County, in 1931. There 

was little development until 1939. A conical pit was developed in which calcite, 

apparently of hydrothermal origin, was found surrounded by mud and earthy 

matter. Sustained production is not reported. Small quantities of Iceland spar 
have been reported in Nevada, but production is not of record. 

Utilization. The Nicol prism and its use in the microscope and polari-scope is 

the most common use. During the war the demand for Iceland spar for range¬ 

finder prisms and other uses created a tonnage market in contrast with the pre¬ 

war years, when the annual demand could be satisfied with quantities varying 

from 1,000 to 2,000 lb. It has been state<l® that in t!ie large-consuming military 

uses, material with some color and trifling inclusions could be tolerated that 

would not qualify for fii-st-grade optical use in other instruments. The develop¬ 

ment of “Polaroid” (dyed (juinine salts oriented on a sheet of plastic) has per¬ 

mitted the use of polarized light for many new purposes. It is used in eyeglasses 

and for windows in trains, pianos, and autos to remove a ixjrtion of the light, 

thereby eliminating glare. Iceland spar is an excellent example of a rare form 

of one of the commonest of minerals. Atlvances in research in crystal chemistry 

suggest the possibility that in the future crystals may be grown in the laboratory 
equal to the best of natural production. 
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CARBON DIOXIDE 

CARBON DIOXIDE 

The gromng importance of carbon dioxide as an industrial commodity has 

lesulted in an increased interest in its properties and its natural occurrence. The 

gas IS manufactured for commercial purposes in large volumes. The manu- 

fmm 7h ^ "markets, which in most cases are remote 
horn the areas m which natural carbon dioxide may be recovered. The use of 

^Phtsi’c?! not developed to the extent that might be anticipated. 
**ysic^ Properties. Carbon dioxide is a heavy gas, 1.52 times as heavy as air 

t tends to accumulate at low points and may form a serious industrial hazard, 

since It IS tasteless, odorless, and not easily detected. It is soluble in water, and 

solubility increases as the temperature drops. Under pressure of around 650 psi 

1°^ iquefied. Solid carbon dioxide, dry ice, has a temperature of — 78.5®C 

^ate^° ii^aterial passes over to the vapor phase with no intermediate liquid 

Occurrence. Carbon dioxide is liberated in the atmosphere from the combus¬ 

tion of fuels; decay of plant and animal life; release from volcanoes, springs, and 

gas wells, industrial processes breaking down carbonates; and exhalation from 

living organisms. Doubtless, the gas would accumulate in considerable per¬ 

centages if It wore not for the remarkable role it plays in living processes. By 

he piocess of pliotosynthesis carbon dio.xide is absorbed from the air by plants 

wiUi storagm of carbon in their tissues and liberation of oxygen. In northern 

chmate.s when deciduous trees are bare of leaves in iiinter the accumulation of 

oai bon dioxide woul.l be expected to increase in the atmosphere. Apparently it 

does not, due to incrcasetl solubility in water at lower temperatures. 

The carl.onate rocks are reservoirs of carbon dio.xide of unknown but almost 

imitiess extent. C;dcite, CaCO.i, contains 44 per cent by weight of carbon 

IioMdo, and tins mineral is tlie principal constituent of limestones of various 

ypes existing in billions of tons. The removal of carbon <lioxide from the waters 

containing imc-secreting organisms is a geologic process of primary magnitude. 

cubic mile of hmestone, a trifling dimension in areas of sedimentary rocks, 

contains 4,4S3 876,0/0 tons of carbon dioxide, allowing 13 cu ft to the ton and a 
lock with a 90 per cent calcium carbonate content. 

The drilling of oil wells disclosed the presence of carbon dio.xide trapped in rock 

structures under high pressure.^ The total amount available from such sources 

IS laige. Much of it has been wasted due to diflicultics of collection and trans- 

portation and di.stunce from the market. Me.xico was an early and well-known 

pi oducer from ilius source, as well as Colorado, New Mexico, Utah, and California. 

Millci reports that m 1927 a well located in Jack.son County, Colo., was brought 

in with a dm y capacity of 3,000 tons. The production of natural gas is frequently 

accompanied Ijy carbon dioxide, at times in largo amounts. 

Production. Carbon dioxide has been produced commercially in many ways, 

it ha.s been reeoveretl from natural springs and wells, as a by-product in brewing 

operations, by acid and thermal decomiiosition of carbonates, and by the com¬ 

bustion of coke and otlier fuels. Gas of Iiigh purity is desired for most purposes. 



CARBON DIOXIDE 

The manufactured gases must be scrubbed, and impurities remove<l by absori>- 

tion. A gas of high purity is prepared by passing the scrubbed carbon dioxide 

through a solution of sodium or potassium carbonate. This is converted to 

bicarbonate, which when lieated breaks down to carbon dioxide and the normal 

carbonate, which can be used again. The gas is removed and liquefied or used 

locally. Gas recovered from natural wells is cleaned by passage through absorp¬ 

tion towers and then liquefied by multiple-stage compression. The liquid is 

sprayed through nozzles to produce a solidified gas. Gas not solidifying is u.sp<l 

to cool the incoming liquid and then is returned to the compressors. The soli<i 

carbon dio.xide is compressed to blocks for shipment and stored with careful 
insulation. 

Utilization. New uses are continually being found. The most important are 

the carbonation of beverages and refrigeration of perishable products. Liquid 

carbon dioxide is commonly used in the preparation of soft drinks. This is 

transported in steel containers to the bottling plants for conversion to gas and 

introduction in the bottle. Solid material Is extensively emplo5’c<l in the pro¬ 

tection of ice cream and in the refrigeration of trucks and cars used to transport 

perishable commodities. It i.s employeil as a chilling agent in many indu.strial 

operations, as an inflator of life rafts, fire cxtingui.sher, agent for the manufacture 

of cellular structures, raw material for the preparation of so<la ash ami other 

carbonates, explosive in coal mining, and as an aid to cause precipitation and 

induce rainfall. Direct application of the gas to the soil to ac<-elerate jdant 

growth has been studied for years. In 1948 consumption of liquefied gas was 

rcportcfl at 244,184,000 lb, while use of the solid amounted to 004,920,000 lb. 

Liquefied gas in cylinders sells for about 0 cents per pound. 
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CEMENTS AND CEMENT MATERIALS 

The subject of cements and cement materials has become so complex and the 

hterature concerning the subject so extensive that it is not expedien't to present 

more than a brief outline. The selected bibliography at the end of the discuS 

contains the most useful of modern references by which further investigation may 

be pursued. The various types of cement are discussed in the chronological 
order in which they have been developed. 

Pozzuolana Cement. This cement was manufactured over 2,000 years ago 

and was named for the toivn of Pozzuoli, Italy, where the most important raw 

material, volcanic ash, was extensively quarried. This material was ground to 

inffKt quicklime. The addition of water to the mixture 

nrp the formation of some calcium silicates. 
The presence of these silicates, and probably others, caused the cement to set to a 

and extensively by Roman engineers in construction work, 

dr.l A*' ^“cient material shows it to be in good con- 
n A similar material has been produced in the United States by grinding 

hInJt with hme. In addition, cements have been made by grinding 

for li'm fflag with portland-cement clinker, and slag Is substituted in part 
for limestone in the production of standard portland cement. The production 

of pozzuolana cement is of increasing interest in the cement industry of today 

to thS^mlteril?^'^"^'"*' modern industry owes any part of its development 

Natur^ Cements. It was recognized in England in the eighteenth century 

that certain imestones containing clay and silica could be calcined and the 

product would exhibit true hydraulic properties, that is, after grinding to a 6ne 

powder it would set after the addition of water. These limestones were called 

hydraulic limes I-urther investigation showed that mixtures of other varieties 

of limestone with clay and sand would produce a similar result. This led to the 

^ "“‘tural cement industry, the direct progenitor of modem 

TT M produced first in the United States in 

thP FHpT I in the masonry of the locks of 

and hv 1SQO Usefulness. Production spread to other states 
and by 1899 amounted to 9,868,179 barrels. Subsequent decline has reduced 

the annual output to a relatively small figure. Rosendale, Ulster County, N. Y., 

was a eadmg producer, and this type of cement became known as “Rosendale,” 

rog.irdless of the point of production. Present output is largely utilized for 

masonry or brickwork, where its plasticity is useful. The cement barrel, the 

unit of production and sales, is equivalent to 376 lb net. This unit is believed to 

have originated m the barrels of cement imported from Europe that contained 
this quantity. 

Po>-tla^d cement owes its origin to Joseph Aspdin, of Leeds, England, who 

applied for a patent on Dec. 15. 1824. His process employed essentially the 

same materials as those used for the manufacture of natural cement, but differed 

in one significant detail. Calcination was carried to a much higher-temperature. 
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The name “portland” was derived from the resemblance of the set material to 

Portland stone, one of the best known and most widely used limestones employed 

ID construction in the British Isles. The first Portland cement produced in 

America appeared in the Lehigh Valley of Pennsylvania in 1875. The superiority 
of this material over other cements led to their displacement. ^ 

Raw MaUriaU in the Porlland-cernent Industnj. The cement rock of the T^ehigh 

Valley is an impure high-calcium limestone. The impurities, clay and silica can 

hardly be considered impurities when the rock is used for cement manufacture 

since they furnish the alumina and silica necessary for the formation of the desired 

silicates and aluminates. It was discovered soon that other limestones could be 

used and that the silica and alumina could be obtained by the addition of clay or 

shale. This led to a wide geographic dispersal of the industry, and Portland 

cement is now made in 34 states. Lime.stone or cement rock is the largest 

single tonnage item concerned in the industry. The location of proper material 

therefore controls the location of the cement mill. Other materials, including 

waste, and blast-furnace slag, may be used as a source of lime, 
^ortland cement must conform with the specifications established by the National 

Bureau of Standards and the American Society for Testing Materials (ASTM) 

these specifications state that the magnesia (MgO) in cement must not exceed* 

5 per cent. Limestones possessing a sufficiently low magnesia content to produce 

a qualifying cement are not common, and billions of tons of limestone, otherwise 

suitable, are excluded from the industry. The consumption of raw material as 

reported by the U.S. Bureau of Mines is shown in Table 1. In 1948 the produc¬ 

tion of a barrel of cement weighing 370 lb required (554 lb of raw materials. 

Table 1. Haw Materials Used in Prooucino Portlano Cement i.n the United 

STATE.S, 19-10 TO 1948 

Itaw material 

Clement rock, short tons. 

Limestone,-* short tons. 

Marl, short tons. 

Clay and shale,* short tons. 

Blast-furnace slag, short tons. 

Gypsum, short tons. 

Sand and sandstone,' short tons. 

Iron materials,'* short tons. 

MisceIJnneous,' short tons. 

Total, short tons. 

Average total weight requiretl p«T bbl (370 

of finj6he<l cement, lb. 

1040 1947 1948 

10,781,078 11,728,002 13,040,856 
34,.‘>79,073 40,034,322 43.489,837 

800,798 503,148 001,710 
4,845,224 5.373,591 0,410.584 

700,980 804,017 890,474 
1,157,324 1,445.022 I,507,870 

400,910 821.017 723.709 
218.034 257.048 318,100 
144 , J.39 M7.0.>0 133,710 
i o4 f! (>(> 01.234,483 07,158,034 

G5«> 057 054 

lime 

* Includes oyMtershcllH. 

. bentonite, diatomaceous shale, fuller’s earth. aii<l otl>er clays 
^includes aihea and quart*. 

« Pyrite c inders and ore. and mill .si-nle. 
• tufa ^'“'rs|>ar. numieite, hue du.-»t. pitc h, red mud and 

. cinders, calcium clUoride, sludge, grinding aids, and nir-entniiiiin 
rock, hydrated 
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In 1945, limestone and clay or shale accounted for 71.4 per cent of the total 

production of portland cement; cement rock and pure limestone, 19.8 per cent- 

blast-furnace slag and limestone, 6.8 per cent; and marl and clay, 2.0 per cent! 

Gypsum, CaS04-2H20, is added to the clinker just before final grinding to 

finished cement. The amount added is controlled by the official specifications, 

which state that the sulfur trioxide in ordinary finished cement must not exceed 2 

per cent. From 9 to 12 lb of gypsum per barrel of cement are generally added. 

Gypsum plays a very important role in that it controls the set of the cement, 

prevents quickset, and ensures the delivery of a uniform product. Gypsum- 
anhydrites mixtures are also used. 

[“uels. The selection of fuel is based on economic considerations. Solid, 

liquid, and gaseous fuels are employed. The consumption of fuel as reported by 

the U.S. Bureau of Mines is displayed in Table 2. 

Tabi.e 2. P0RT1.AND Cement Produced in the United States, 1946 

Fuel 

Coal. 

Oil. 

Natural sas. 

Coal and oil. 

Coal and onturu) lias. 

Oil and tiutiiral rqs. 

Coal, oil, and natural gas. . 

Fmislicd ccCDcnt producofi Fuel conaumed^ 

No, of Bbl of Per cent Coal. Oil, bbl of Natural gas. 
plants 370 lb of total short tons 42 gal IVI cu ft 

91 02.469,773^ 56.3 5,746.785 
13 12.015,568* 7.7 2 S83 183 
12 11.702.138* 7.2 17.397.028 
10 14.500.471 S.O 883.015 554,019 
13 13.281.081 8. 1 350.160 I 10.025.258' 
7 13,324.422 8.1 764,048 15.034,902 
0 0.014.735 3.7 19.770 84.271 9.540.321 

152 164.004,188 100.0 7,008.730^ 3,986,421 58,004.109 

• Figurea comfnled from inontldy estimates of the producers. 

• I’arrol of cement prochiocd was as follows: 1045—coal, 12C.9 lb: 
od. 0.2041 bbl; natural gan. 1.421 cu ft. 1940—coni. 121.3 lb; oil, 0.2048 bbl; natural gas, 1,479 cu ft. 

Includes 824,005 thousand cu ft of by-product gas. 

Includes 12,004 tons of nnUirucite and 4.103.220 tons of bituminous coal. 
* Includes 2.000.100 thousand cu ft of by-product gas. 

Includes 19,120 tons of anthracite and 6,080,010 tons of bitumino^is coal. 

For dotiiilcd reports of studios of fuel efficiency, see Yeworski, ci 

Production and Processing. Cement is such a low-priced commodity and is 

sold in such a highly competitive market that it must be produced with the 

greatest economy and with the utilization of the most modern and efficient 

methods of rock breaking, transportation, grinding, and calcination. Small units 

are not efficient, and the minimum mill that would bo considered today would not 

be likely to have an annual capacity of under 1,000,000 barrels. Since such a mill 

would represent an investment of apjiroximately SG.OO per annual barrel under 

present conditions, it is apparent that the capital recjuireinents are substantial. 

The rock is recovered from large quarries; or the marl or shell is dredged from 

excavations; crushed; proportioned with clay, shale, or other materials under 

exact chemical control; and then ground to proper size for kiln feed. Wet and 

dry grinding are both employed. Tlie rotary kiln, introduced in 1886, is the 
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largest single unit of moving machinery in industrial use. The kiln, a cylindrical 

steel tube up to 500 ft in length and lined with the necessary refractories is 

rotated at a very low rpm and placed at a slight incline so that the charge moves 

gradually to the lowest end, where the burning equipment is placed. As the kiln 

feed advances it is heated so that moisture is expelled, the carbonates are broken 

do%vn to oxides, and finally in the hot zone the silicates and aluminates are formetl 

to which Portland cement owes its effectiveness. Incipient fusion is attained 

producing clinker. This clinker is stable and may be stored outdoors without 

harm. However, after it is mixed with gypsum and ground to a fine powder its 

hydraulic properties appear, and from this time forward it must be protected from 
moisture in all forms with the greatest care. 

* to magnitude of the industry in the United States according 
to the U.b. Bureau of Mines are shown Table 3* 

Tahlk 3. Production and Prick of Portland Cement 

_(Capacity utilized) 

Year Bill Average factory 

price per bbl 

1038 105,357,000 $1.45 
1939 122.259,154 1.47 
1940 130.210,511 1.40 
1941 104,030,559 1.47 
1942 182,781,184 1.53 
1043 133,423,788 1.57 
1944 90,905,090 1.59 
194.5 102.801,884 1.03 
1940 103.80.5,000 1.72 
1947 180.519.347 1.90 
1948 205.148,203 2.18 

Per cent of 
capacity utilized 

45.5 

41.2 

47.7 

51.2 

C6.3 

73.5 

55.0 

37.8 

42.5 
74.9 

80 8 

e Flotation Process. The flotation process was originally applied to the 

W ?t r"" u.sed by the Valley Forge Cement Co. 
of West C oti.xhohocken, i a., to improve the quality of limestone. It is now in 

ex en.s.ve use ,n many countries. Siliea and silicate.s pre.sent in lime.stone in 

not SI h removed by its use. J.ime.stone .Icposits, otherwise 
ot .su table for cement manufacture, arc thereby nnule useful. Cement of 

the highe.st quality may be produced from materials previously considered inferior 

or wortldes.s. In.stallal.on of flotation cells in a wet-process mill does not intro- 

ue an> special difheulties, and the n«l.litional expen.se of initial cost and oper¬ 
ating e.xpense are compeii.sated hy .savings in fuel an.l grinding costs. 

pecial Cements. Iriciea.scd s,>ceialization has been .•onsjh. uous in the port- 

a. d-eement industry for the past two .lecade.s. Cements are pro.lu. ed witl. low 

Kat of hydration, high rosistanee to sulfate attack, high early strength excci- 

tional plasticity. « Into color, an.l water resistanee. Air-entraining eeim-nts a e 

> the ad.htton of air-ei,training compounds. Su. h c.niponnds may be applied 
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to any type of cement. The cement so treated produces a concrete exhibitinn 

superior resistance to sealing, due to alternate freezing and thawing, and also 
improved working qualities. 
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CHALK AND WHITING 

irr-dn!!f ^"1"? is o soft, compact, fine- 
rcnviinsof ""n of limestone, composed e-ssentially of the calcareous 
rr mams of small marine organisms and shells. Wlien pure it consists entirely of 

in the*f **" contains impurities, such as silica (chiefly 
flint), clay, iron compounds, and so on. 

whithl!*^np'*f^f”f^ pulverized chalk, used for many purposes. As noted below, 

materials ^ whiting) are made from a variety of calcareous 

“f tair" 
l.amaUtt" r,’ ">'0' bo compart earthy 
true rb Ik / plaster of jiaris. or sometimes (but not usually) 
true chalk colored and compre.SHed with a himler. ^ 

nUick chalk is a soft carbonaceous or graphitic .scliist or clay 

mckhoard chalk may be either plaster of paris, true chalk, or even talc 

rue chalk was once consi<lered to bo amorphous and its putty-rnakine oroner- 

*'^''**' niicroscopic studies have shown that, in 
« r^c part, it is cryptocrystalline. 

Substi^tes, Although there is an abundance of true chalk in the United 

stit^te acceptabh"suh: 
Wi.rJrl \k" for the more imp.>rtant u.ses. Prior to the First 

i>y imnorrs ""wi V“' whiting were supplied 
nrirblL * " hen f<,reign supplies were <uit ofT by war domestic liinc.stoncs an.l 

ani.li., I "hiting substitutes, the term “whiting” being then 
exclusively to tlie product made from true chalk. At first these eub- 
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stitutes were not very satisfactory because they were lacking in plasticity and 

resulted in a “short" putty. Eventually, by selection of limestones and by finer 

grinding, fairly acceptable putty whiting substitutes were made, and these 

products were also accepted by the paint and rubber trades. After the First 

World War imports of chalk were resumed, but the substitutes had gained a foot¬ 

hold in the paint and rubber industries and production continued. Then it was 

found that by blending chalk whiting with some of the more plastic finely ground 

limestones their quality could be improved to fit them for making good putty. 

Gradually the term “substitute” was almost wholly dropped. The use of pre¬ 

cipitated calcium carbonates as fillers in the paint, rubber, and paper industries 

greatly increased, as did the use of the finest ground limestones and marbles. 

Today the use of true chalk whiting is of minor importance except in putty, and 
here it is largely used as a blend with ground limestone. 

\\Tiiting substitutes are now made from limestone, marble, dolomite, white 

marl, vein calcite, ground oystershells, and precipitated calcium carbonates, both 
primary and by-product. 

Distribution. True chalk deposits of large size occur in Alabama, Arkansas, 

Kansas, Mississippi, Nebraska, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Texas, and Wyoming. 

Of these deposits Wilson and Skinner say, “These have the fineness of grain, 

similar paleontological origin, and even stronger putty plasticity than the Euro¬ 

pean chalks, but the domestic samples included in this study did not equal the 

European in color and purity. The average oil absorption was higher than that 

of the European chalk, although several individual samples were within the com¬ 

mercial limits. Carbon and iron oxide darken the whiting and jjrevent its use 

where a light cream or white is necessary.”” Some of this chalk is used as 
ordinary lime.stone for making portland cement. 

Ground limestone and dolomite, u.sed for limestone whiting, is produced in 

many states, including Alabama. California, Georgia, Illinois, Michigan. Missouri, 

Nebraska, New York, Pennsylvania, Vermont, and probably several otlier states. 

In England, France, Belgium, Denmark, and other European countries very 

pure true chalk occurs in large deposits in many localities. In several of these 

countries it is produced in large quantities and is used chiefly as ordinary high- 

grade limestone in making lime, portland, and other calcareous cements for 

agricultural purposes and so on. Much smaller quantities are ground and sold 

as whiting or shipped in the crude state to the United States and other countries 
for whiting manufacture. 

Production and Consumption. Due to the fact that calcium and calcium- 

magnesium carbonates, both natural and precipitated, are made for filler use from 

so many different types of raw material and arc used for so many different pur¬ 

poses, it is difficult to get a very clear statistical picture of either production or 

consumption. The true chalk picture is indicated by imports. In 1913 crude 

tiue chalk imports totaled 169,130 short tons, valued at $120,049; precipitated 

chalk nearly 7,300 tons; and whiting nearly 1,800 tons. By 1946 these imports 

liad shrunk to 2,190 tons of precipitated chalk valued at $85,506 and 5,381 tons 
of whiting valued at $67,437. 

In 1946 sales of ground limestone for use as whiting totaled 405,380 short tons 
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valued at S3.523 025. This was 50 to GO thousand tons mu.e than .sales in 1944 

and I94a In addition, nearly 1 million tons of more coarsely ground limestone 

as sold for asphalt fertilizer, and other filler uses. Statistics are not available 

for ^ production of precipitated calcium and calcium-magnesium carbonates! 
but they were very large. ' 

Preparation of Both chalk and pure limestone are so soft that grind- 
ng problem^ are relatively stini.le. True chalks develop proper working plas- 

ticity by either dry or wet grimling. at particle sizes considerably coarser than 

uith limestone or marble. .Some hard limestones develop good plasticity with 

ICXL""; " :? - but this'aL inlueases U,: ‘ : 
absoi iitmn. I oi putty the e.xtreme fineness of precipitatetl whitings cause.s them 

to become sticky and unworkable when mixed with linseed oil. hut this stickiness 

may he lessened by the ad.htion of coarser particles. For rubber filler and many 

other filler uses the tendency for many yea.-s has been toward finer an<l fine! 

grinding. Tims the choice of grinding methods depends both on the nature of 
the raw material and the intendoil u.scs. o^i^ure oi 

pulverizers, roller mills, ball mills, and pebble 
milb in closed circuit with some form <.f air separation. Finonessea.down to 

99.S per cent through 325 mesh f43 arc obtained by these more common dry- 

g iding methods. Still finer dry grinding is done with fluid-energy mills of the 

Pm, u'"rat T' ' I ■'“'1 <lo" n to I ^ an<l avoiaBo 
Tn I i " "«'■ B' ituling is done in continuous ball, ,,c.l>blc 

clo'X-ircnIt „ >T u f "■ IbudinKC conical .nil],, in 
more costirtl 1 «";t.nuons .ontrifuges. Wet g,in<ling is consi.l.nably 

filtcrCr'and .'ri, ^ 

l‘rc,-i„itatc,l calcium carl,onatc'< may l,o made as a ,,rima,y product (1) bv 

LtTthV* l’*-" «ii>^pension of calcium hydroxide, or (2) by 
^ ‘ ig calcium chlon.lc m solution with so.lium carhonatc. It i.s m-ule as 

(■a0+''ll ol V ..f ..austi,- .soda from lime and soda ast,'. 
. • "*" * O3 — ^NaOIF +Ca( 0^;tiju\ (2) in inakinK procijutatocl basir 

a.sTi!ri,''"‘- I-' making precipitatc.l calcium carbonate 
alter tl -'=»:<• •">'5 -^I'aix' can l,c very accurately controllcl to 

dcu LBod V! pn-pertics of the product. Thc.se properties may also he 
'> ticatnieiits of the i>artit lc,s witli stoaiati^s and fatty a<-i«ls 

l«hv«i ‘•’•‘‘'"•‘ill oomjx.sif.on is of little guirlc to .suitai.ilify for any use. 

tics «M.d '■■‘•'I >n.poi fan. c in nearly all uses. I»ut chemical pn)i.er- 

viri- f ' -I'C iinpoitaiit ill sonu- aripli.-alions. Because of the wi<|c 

groin.!!? and m. fh.„ls of processing, protlu.ts in this 

iiio-f y K'^'‘ly in coinpt.sitioti an.l in pl.ysi.-al ;ui«l chcinira! pi<.i..Ttics For 

. >st uses <a. h consumer sets up his own stan.iar.|s for ca. li proflm t. Pio.lucts 

fillct’fV.!- "■••‘iscly gioun.l agii-uItnral lim.-stonc and aspi.alt 

farhoicit!"^" ' I f i'-nid lillers to the lou-micron-size pl<‘cipilatc.l 
u.sctl for pnjuT 
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For ceramic whiting tw’o types are recognized, one low in magnesia and one 

with an appreciable magnesia content. Class 1 whiting must contain a minimum 

of 96 per cent CaCOa and maxima of 1.0 per cent MgCOa, 0.25 per cent Fe^Oa, 

2.0 per cent SiOs, and 0.1 per cent SO3. Class 2 whiting may contain 8 per cent 
MgCOa. 

In paint, fineness, freedom from grit, whiteness, oil absorption, and particle 
shape are important. 

In putty, the controlling properties are plasticity, color, oil absorption, harden¬ 
ing ability, and aging qualities. 

Wilson and Skinner” discuss in detail the testing of whiting for various uses, 

^ces. Precipitated chalk, cosmetic and dental grade, was quoted in 1950 at 

prices varying from 2J4 to 5 cents per pound in carloads fob works. Paper- 

maker’s chalk was quoted at $32.50 to $40.00 per ton, and rubbermaker’s at 

$32 per ton, all in bags and fob works in carload lots. Dry-ground limestone, 

325 mesh, was quoted at prices from $11 to $19 per ton; and wet-ground, air- 

floated, 99 per cent through 325 mesh, from $16 to $30 per ton, all in bags, car¬ 
loads, fob works. Putty grade was $13 per ton. 

Utilization. The chief use for true chalk (except for such bulk uses as for 

Portland cement) is for making putty. Putty is essentially a mixture of whiting 

and linseed oil, but manufacturers make several types and grades for different 

types of use, with mixtures of chalk and limestone whitings, admixtures of white 

lead, and sometimes adulterants such as china clay and silica. 

The largest uses for ground limestone whiting are in paint and rubber, but other 

uses are in linoleum, oilcloth, window-shade cloth, insulated wre and cable, 

white shoe dressings, as a mild abrasive, in ceramic glazes and enamels, and for 
many minor uses. 

Chemically precipitated whitings are used in paper filling and coating,in 

dentrifices, pharmaceuticals, and toilet preparations, as a rubber pigment, in 
paints and enamels, and as a chemical reagent. 
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CHROMITE* 

chromium and iron, FeCrjO* or (FeCr)- 

( r,Pe)02. It may contain magne.sium and aluminum. Pure chromite contains, 

theoretically, 68 per cent chromic oxiile (OzOs) and 32 per cent ferrous oxide 

fP^Ai common chromite ore may be represented as (FeMB)O- 

(CrADjOa plus serpentine. Commercial chromite of metallurgical or chemical 

grill e contaiii.s from 44 to 50.5 per cent CriOs. Refractory chromite commonly 

runs from 34 to 36 per cent. Research has .shown that .satisfactory refractories 

can be produced from material with a Cr-Oj content as low as 28 per cent. Com- 

® metallic mineral and is usually so considered, but in norniui times 
*** / chrojuite prcxiucod is* for noninetaJJic mineral purposes (for 
ehofiiical», iti»tea<l of an a &<jurcc uf a inetuL For this rcawii it has e»eomed 

tesaary to trout cliromito briefly in thin work. 
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contains 40 to 50 per cent Cr.03 or more, mth alumina, 
agnesia silica, and lime as the chief impurities 

General Description. Chromite (also called chrome iron and chromic iron ore) 
IS usually found as a massive black mineral resembling magnetite or in finely 
granular nia^s or as disseminated grains. It often occurs mixed with serpentine^ 

^-5- Specific cavity, 4.3 to 4.6. MelHng 
point 2\B0 C Index of refraction, 2.16. Color, iron black to brownish black 

Streak, generally a typical coffee brown, a valuable means of identification when 

used ^ a field test. LixMer, submetallic to metallic. Cleavage, indistinct octa- 

hedral. Fracture, uneven to conchoidal. Transparency, opaque. Tenacity, 
brittle. Sometimes sbghtly magnetic. 

Occurrence and Distribution. Chromite is a common constituent of most 
basic roc^ particularly peridotite, a rock consisting largely of pyroxene and 

olmne. This rock alters readily to serpentine. The association of chromite 
with serpentine is therefore common. The distribution of chromite throughout 
Its host rock frequently is irregular and not connected with any observable con¬ 

trol. The determination of the ore content of a deposit, the reserves for the 
future, or the value of the deposit generally cannot be determined with satis- 
lactory accuracy. 

Table 1. Chromite Production (Shipments) in the United States, 1944 to 1948 

State 1944 

1048 

1945 1046 1047 
No. of 

producers 
Short 
tons 

Alaska. . . 
Cali Torn ia 
^ m 

1,84.5 
34,715 9,C07 •4,107 048 3 274 

.Montana. 
Oregon. 

1,251 
7,818 4.3GG * * • 2 3.345 

Total 45.G29 13,973 4,107 948 3.G19 

soparale state tutals lor 1940. 

Chromite in the United States. Chromite was first mined in the United States 

m a serpentine belt extending from Lancaster County, Pa., nearly to Baltimore, 

Md. Production originated in placer deposits found in stream beds and later 

was transferred to underground operations. These deposits supplied most of 

the world’s production from 1828 to 1850. The ore was shipped from Baltimore 

to Europe, where most of it was converted to chromates and dichromates for 

chemical use. After 1850 a rising output from Turkish Asia Minor began to 

dominate European markets. The Wood mine located in Pennsylvania was at 

one time the largest producer in the world. It was in operation from 1828 to 

1882, except from 1868 to 1873, when it was flooded. Exhaustion of the ores 

resulted in the center of chromite production migrating to California. The total 
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production from the Pennsylvania-Maryland district is believed to have exceeded 

200,000 tons of high-grade ore. The Wood mine was dexvatered in 1937 to its 

lowest level, about 720 ft, but examination failed to disclose ore of industrial 

interest. Domestic resources are inadequate to satisfy the rapidly increasing 

demands for the mineral, and foreign imports have been a necessity for years 

Domestic supply in 1946 was restricteil to California and Oregon, as showm iii 
Table 1. 

The inailequacy of domestic supply for industrial consumiition is shown in 
Table 2. 

Table 2. Total Sitply, Impobts for Con.si-.mption, Domestic Production, and 

1942 1943 1914 1915 1946 

Total supply. 1 ,094,183 
981,007 
1 12,87(5 
98I,952 

1 ,088,09(5 
928, .57(5 
KiO, 120 
9(54,(500 

894,019 
848,390 
45,029 

848,449 

028,738 
914,765 

13,973 
808,120 

7r.l ,498 
757,391 

4,107 
734,759 

Imports for consumption. . . . 
Domestic nro<hietinii 

Ciinsuniption by industry... 

Table 3. Chromite Shipped from 

Minks in tiik United States, 

1!M3 TO li)21 AND lfl38 to 

Under the impetus of wartime demands, high prices, and government aid 

chromite production in the Unito<l States exhibite<l marked expansion in the I’irst 

and Second World Wars. In each case the cessation of hostilities was followed 
by a drastic reduction in output as im- 

f)orts of foreign origin resumed their 

normal status. This is shown in Table 
3. 

Experience of the war years has <lein- 

oiistraterl that supplies t)f (dirotnite in 

the United States are few in number, 

low in ore content, arul with few ex¬ 

ceptions unable to coinpote ecrmoini^ 

cally with material of foreign <irigin. 

The origin <if cliiomito impnjte<l in 

the United States is sImavii in Tabic 4. 

Foreign Countries. Disturlmnre 

normal comtnoiee ineidf^nt to the war 

has ulteretl the inofluetivo po.'sitif>n of 

tlie worhrs learling pr<i<hifeis. It is 

possilde at tlie present time that Ku«sia 

the Ic*adiag pnidueer uith her high-grade d(*posits an the r»ast si<le (%{ the Urals 

aniunfl Sveidlovsk. Jthodcsia. Turkey. Smith Afriea. (^iba. the Philippines, 

^an<l ( aledonia tend t^i frjllo\s in appnixiniat^dv that order, 

tilization. l ifty [kt <a*tit of tin* elmjinile us<*d in the Uiiitf‘<| States is con- 

RUinf.d in the laotaMuigieal industries. 'i’his use lia< iiuTeasf*/} rajiifllA' duo to the 

pnpu aiity of niekel-( hr<jme alloys and stainless steels with liigfi chrome c emteiit, 

iO use of chrome plate on tin? bright work of the automolale has ereat<*d a suli- 
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V«;ir 
Short 
tons Y<-ar Short 

tons 

i?n3 28(5 1938 901) 
JtU4 6(52 j 1939 1,048 
1915 3,675 ! 1940 2,982 
H)1G 52,(580 1941 1 1,259 
IU17 48,973 1912 1 12,87(5 
PH8 92,322 1943 160,120 
J<)10 r,, (588 1944 45,629 
]ti20 2,802 1945 1.3,973 
IU2I 316 1946 4,107 
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stantial demand. Chrome brick as a refractory was first employed by the steel 
industry around 1896. Its chemical stability recommends its use. Relatively 
low-grade chrome ores can be used for this purpose. A large number of chromium 
compounds are prepared for chemical use. Among them, sodium and potassium 
chromate and dichromate are the most common. 

Table 4. Cbromite Imports, 1946 

Area 
Short tone 

Gross weight Cr20» content 

Canada. 8,607 A CkAA 

Cuba. •70 t Ort 

Oft ORO 53,391 
India. 17 2An 
Philippines. 

o,oUU 
10,469 

A OOO Turkey. . Q ni ^ 

Sierra Ijp.ortp 
9 , UAO 

32,912 
99,557 

235,340 
21,007 

t A 1 C 4 

Southern Rhode.sia 
14,lo4 
47,228 

105,831 
T 1 QOi; 

Union of South Africa 
New Caledonia.. 

Total. 
11f040 

767,391 004,4Dt> 

Total. $11,459,121 

Note: In 1948 imports amounted to 1,542,125 tons. TSventy-five per cent of this 
tonnage came from the U.S.S.R. 

Specifications and Prices. Metallurgical grade: minimum CrzOa, 49 per cent. 
Chromium to iron ratio, 3:1 or more. Ore to be in lumps. (During the war 
material with a ratio of 2.5:1 in the form of concentrates or fines was accepted to 
a limited degree.) Refractory grade: specifications vary with the customer, based 
on performance. Lump ore is preferred with not over 5 per cent SiO?, and at 
least 50 per cent of combined AUOs and CrjOa. Chemical grade: concentrates and 
fines preferred. The chrome content should be high and Si02 low. Specifications 
vary with the customer. In 1950 chromite was quoted per long ton, fob eastern 
seaports, as follows: Indian and Rhodesian, 48 per cent CiiOa, 3:1 ratio, $35 
to $36; 48 per cent CrjO,, 2.8:1 ratio, $34 to $35; South African, Transvaal, 
48 per cent CrjOa, no ratio, $26; 44 per cent Cr20j, no ratio, $17 to $18: Turkish, 
48 per cent Cr20s, 3:1, $37 to $38. 
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CLAYS AND CLAY PRODUCTS 

Clay is a very common substance which ooctirs in u great many typos and 

varieties, with differing physical and cheiuical properties, and winch is used, botli 

jn its natural state and after burning, to make a wi<lc rsinge of ])roducts* It is 

produced and used in nearly every country of the worlrl, by many methods and 

for many purposes. The literature of clay ami its prorlucts is e.Ktensive, hut it is 

led with many inadequate di.scussions an<l conflicting opinions. FurthetmorCi 
much of the literature is unsatisfactory^ for other reasons. 

A proper exposition of the economic and commercial j>hascs of clay, in all its 

forms and for all its uses, would rccjuirc many volumes. It is obvious, therefore, 

that the treatment here given can consist of but a brief outline and must include 

many generalize<l statements. Even a generally acceptable definition of clay 

cannot be given, for authr^rities still have divergent views on tins subject. In the 

ollowing discussion, informatiem is used from luanv, but giMierally a<MTciHtc<l 
sources. ' ' 

Definition of Clay, ('lay is a natural mineral substance which, in a finely 
< ividefl state either natural or priHlii<*ed by griiuling—when mixed svith the 

pro[ier amount of water, is |>lastic, that is, it can he molded an<l will retain its 

molded form upon dr>nng. (A few clays, surh as kaolin and flint clay, an* plastic 

o only a slight degree.) When heated to a moderate t<unj>erature fa dull-red 

leat in many cases, but the range is consid<‘rul>le). the i)arti<’les lose their ehcin- 

icu ly combined water, s<iften enough partly to <*oalcsce, and form a stonv ma.«5s 

UfKjn cooling. M<^st clays consist of a niixfiirc? of several minerals, but tliat whicdi 

predominates, known as the ^‘clay baseor ‘‘clay substance,'' correspoiuls 
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closely to the mineral kaoUnitc or to similar hydrous aluminum silicates, or to 

montmorillonite or illite. In adtlition to the hydrous aluminum silicate base, 

there are commonly j)resent in varying amounts a great variety of minerals, of 

which some of the more usual are quartz, feldspar, the micas, limonite, calcite 

gypsum, hornblende, garnet, titanite, ilmenite, soluble alkaline salts, and so on’ 
together with organic matter and water. ’ 

Composition. Clays vary widely in mineralogical and chemical composi¬ 

tion, but in their purest phases, as noted above, approach the composition of 

kaohnite or, at times, other of the type minerals such as halloysite, illite, or 
montmorillonite. 

Far more is known now about the composition of clays and the structure of the 

indi\idual minerals than a generation ago. This is due to research employing 

the most recent techniques, among which the X-ray, thermal analysis, and the 

electron microscope have been important contributors. Significant contribu¬ 
tions have been reported in the bibliography.«-3i Important clay minerals are 
listed in Table 2. 

Table 2 
Kaoliiiite. AhOj^SiO^ ^HsO 

Hulloysitc. AUO,-2SiOr4 H.;0 

.. A complex hydrous silicate of Al, Fe, Mg, and K 
.Montmorillonite. A complex hydrous silicate of .VI, Mg, and Na 

The composition oi kaoUnile is Al,Oj, 39.8 per cent; SiO., 40.3 per cent; H,0, 

•^9 per cent. It ordinarily occurs as a very finely granular, very slightly plastic 

'V ito clay, but rarely crystallizes in minute rhombic or six-si<lod, raonoclinic 

joules or plates. Hardness, 1 to 2.5. Specific graint;/, 2.0 to 2.03. Index of 

refraction, l.oGl. Melting point, when pure, about 1<S.50®C\ »)ut this is materially 

ouered by small amounts of impurities. It has a smooth or slightly soupy fool 

^ukI, in common with all clays, has a characteristic oflur, particularly when wet, 

called the '‘clayey odor.^^ It is soluble in hot sulfuric acirl, 

The term “kaolin*^ is xiscd to refer to the slightly impure commercial gra<lo8of 

T^onplastic white clays that aj>proaeh tlic mineral kaolinitc very clostdy in com¬ 

position. True kaolins uro generally regarrle<l as tlio.'^e found in resi<lual <le)Kisits, 
anfl si>rnc autlioritio.s object to the term “sedimentary kaolin(for such deposits 
ns those near baiiKley, HX\) as a misaomer. 

The chemical composition of a clay is little indication of its physieni properties 

of its value, except in a gcuuual way. A chemical Jinalysis may reveal the 

presence of impurities that woiihl be liarinful for many us(*s, but tbo prc*scn<*e <if 

f^uc.h irnpuritie.s may usually be detcctcMl liy iiis|M.*ctiori or by simple physical or 

( emicul <iuulitative tests. However, (he analysi.s may reveal no such impurities, 

Hnd yet tlie clay may be later shown by ceramic tests to be unsuitable for any but 
the lowest grade uses. 

1 he great variation in the composition of <days is .shown in Table 1. 

Hnlloyfiiff is found wiflely .•-spread, si>metinu*s uitti kaolin. Deposits of com- 

niorcial iinportaruar of this iiunoral are unusual and limit(*d in size. 

illite is similar in <M»mp(^sition to muscovite? mica. Its idemtity aiu! significance 

us a clay mineral has been ompliasized by tlie w<.irk of (irim.-^ 
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occurs in shreds and thin plates. It is characteristicaUy 
develop in bentonite and is discussed in the section deaUng with that material 

In addition, there is a long suite of clay minerals of scientiec interest but limited 

industrial importance. Among them might be mentioned anauxite; beidellite- 
nontromte; dickite, a vanety of kaolin; and allophane, an amorphous mixture of 
varying amounts of silica, alumina, and water. 

A large number of names are used to denote various types of clay. The 
nomenclature is complex and contains many items of local and obsolete usage as 
bsted by Kerr and Hamilton.® ’ 

Ongin of Clays. Clay deposits are of two general types: residual and sedi¬ 
mentary ; but in all eases the clay is of secondary origin, that is, it was formed by 
the alteration of some other rock. 

Residual deposits are formed by the alteration or decomposition of a rock in 
place. This alteration may be of two forms, one involving chemical change 
resulting in the formation of clay, and the other involving simple solution of a 

rock contaimng clayey impurities and the consequent deposition of the insoluble 
c ay. Residual clay deposits of the first type are usually formed by the chemical 

alteration and physical disintegration of feldspars, pegmatites, granites, and other 
feldspathic rocks. The alteration of pure feldspars will result in pure kaolins, 
and the alteration of granites will result in mixtures of kaolin, silica, and mica, 
together with other impurities originally in the granite. 

When the calcium carbonate in a limestone high in clayey impurities is dis- 
^lyed and removed by acid ground waters, the clay is left as a residual deposit. 
This clay, however, was formed originally by the alteration of a feldspathic rock, 
transported by water, and redeposited in disseminated grains in the calcareous 
bed that later formed the limestone. 

Large surface deposits of residual clays are not to be expected where glacial or 
surface-water erosion has been active in geologically recent times. 

Deposits of sedimentary or transported clays may have been formed (1) by 
steam transportation and deposition; (2) by deposition from glacial ice or glacial 
waters (these deposits often contain many stones, and are known as “drift” or 
“boulder” clays); (3) by wind transportation (deposits of very fine-grained, 
often calcareous, clay); and (4) by combinations of any of the other three proc¬ 
esses. After the deposition of the bedded clays, they may have been subjected to 
sufficient pressure to consolidate them to some degree. These consolidated, usu- 
ally laminated clays are called shales. 

Allen®® has mentioned that additional movements of the clay minerals after the 
formation of the clay may cause further changes that tend to increase the com¬ 
plexity of the clay. 

Chemical and Physical Properties. The behavior of a clay, and therefore its 
value and suitability for any specific use, depends upon both its chemical and its 
physical properties. Its chemical properties depend upon the nature and the 
amount of impurities present, and its physical properties depend both upon 
chemical composition and upon other factors not well understood and not easily 
measurable. 

Ries notes that All the constituents of clay influence its behavior in one way or 
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another, their effect being often noticeable when only small amounts are pres- 

ent. Therefore the chemical composition is of great importance, but. as noted 
before the chemical analysis alone is no adequate guide to the behavior of a clay 

1 wo clays of the same appearance and chemical composition often behave ontirelv 
differently when molded and fired. ^ 

Principal Impurities. Some of the common impurities that exercise an impor- 
tant influence on the beluivior of a claj' are noted beJow. 

Sili^ (SiO.), always present either in the form of quartz or in silicates, has an 

important influence but is not deleterious for most uses, except in very laree 
amounts. j sc 

Compounds of iron, such as the oxides. limonite and hematite, the carbonate 
siderite. and the sulfide, pyrite, act as coloring agents and as fluxes. The color of 
red brick is <lu8 to iron compounds. 

Lime, present as the carbonate, as a silicate (lime feldspar) or as the sulfate 

larilv** d ■ injurious impurity for most uses. Ordi- 
nanly, it is permissible only in low-grade clay products 

Compo,.n<U of the atkaliee (.Va=0 and K=0), nearly always present are most 
powerful fluxes. Vitrification is impossible if they are absent 

yylZT<ZT‘‘\°^ J'lannanesc are rarely present, except sometimes in brick clays, 
u hen they act as coloring agents- ^ * 

Water is present in two forms: as mechanically held moisture, and us chemically 

cm^uned wa er. Mechanical water has an important influence on Tryfng 

shr nkage. and cracking. Exce.ssive combined water gives a high fire shrinLae 
and tends to cause warping and cracking. ® shrinkage 

gives a gray or a black color to the raw clay, but it usually 
burns out. It may cause difficulties on burning. usually 

prelenT" Thov carbonates, are occasionally 

finXl product " "-y — an efflorescence on the 

Properties of Unburned Clays. The most important physical proner- 
of unburned clays intended for ceramic use are noted below 

1 laslicity IS one of the most essential properties of most clays It is that 

Lit’rT ‘ l>y " I'i. l. tl.e form inuy be cl.ansod by pressure 

cause or nl' Z after the pressure is removal. ' The 

comrove,-hI 

Texture ur fineness of grain size exerts an important influence on physical nro.T- 
‘‘rtie.s. such as plasticity, shrinkage, ami poro.sity. pbjsical pro,> 
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Tendency to Crack on Dnjing. This defect, if it cannot be remedied, renders a 
clay valueless for most purposes. 

Slaking, when applied to clay, refers to the physical disintegration of clay in 

water. It is not a true slaking, as the term is applied to lime, for no chemical 

action takes place. The rate and the extent of slaking are of practical importance 
in the tempering of clay. 

The tensile strength of nnburned clay is important, for a clay of too low tensile 

strength may be too weak to stand the necessary handling after molding. 

Porosity is the amount of pore space between the clay particles, expressed as a 

percentage of the total volume of the clay. It depends upon grain size and shape 

and has an important influence on the drying and burning behavior of a clay. 

Behavior during and after Burning. When a clay is burned, a number of 

changes take place, some physical and some chemical. The temperatures at 

which these changes occur, the behavior of the clay during these changes, and the 

properties of the finished products are all important factors. 

The dehydration period (called “water smoking” by brickmakers) is the 

jieriod at the beginning of the burning process during which the moisture is 
driven off. 

The oxidation period is the second period reached in burning as the temperature 

is increased. During this perio<l the organic matter, sulfur, and carbon dioxide 

arc driven off and ferrous iron is oxidized to the ferric state. 

The vitrification period follows oxidation as temperatures are further increased. 

Vitrification is the result of complete destruction of the original clay texture and 

structure by at least partial fusion and by chemical reaction between the constitu¬ 

ents. The temperature of vitrification and the vitrification range, that is, the 

temperature range between incipient vitrification and the point of viscosity or 

comjjlcte fusion to a soft, viscous mass, are factors of utmost importance. If a 

vitrified jiroduct must be made and the vitrification range is too short, it may be 

imjjossiblo to control the kiln temperature so closely that the ware will not melt 
an<l lose its shape. 

The bin ned clay, depending upon the nature of its intended use, must be tested 

for some or all the following properties: the percenhigo oi fire shrinkage; tensile 

strength; porosity; absorption; tendency toward cracking, warping, blistering, and 

so on; color; translnccncy; hardness; and toughness. 

If the clay is to be used in a mixture with other ingredients, such as feldspar and 

silica (as in a porcelain body), its behavior may also be tested in a standard 
mixture. 

Types of Clay. Claj's have been classified upon many different bases and in 

many different ways. Thus, they may be classified according to their origin, their 

chemical or jiliysical properties, their uses, or combinations of any or all of these. 

From a commercial .standpoint probably the classifications by properties and uses 

are most important. It should be noted, however, that no classification can be 

perfect, for one clay m.ay be adai>ted for several widely differing uses (for example, 

kaolin ii.scd both for chinaware and for paper filler); and the properties of clays 

may grade by almo.st imperceptible degrees from those of one class to those of 

another class. The following classifications are given us typical. 
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Classification of Clays by Uses.* Clays may be classified thus: 

Iligh-gniclo clays: 

Whitcwarc clays (nonplastic and plastic): 

Kaolin, porcelain, or china clay 
Ball clay 

Paper clay 

Refractory or fire clays: 

01uss*pot clay 

Flint clay 

Plastic fire clay and shales 

Graphitic fire clay 

Pottery or stoneware clays 

Medicinal clay, bentonite, Denver mud 
Low-grade clays: 

Vitrifying clays and shales: 

Terra-cotta clays and shales 
Sower-pipe clay and shale 

Roofing-tile clay and shale 
Brick clays and shales: 

Loess clay 

Glacial clay 

Prossed-briek clay and shale 

Paving-brick clay and shale 
Adobe clay 

Gumbo 

Slip clays 

Fuller's earth 

Hi$h«^3ra<fe Cfays 

Whitexvare Clays 

white-burning clays 
or no pl-isticitv^^ Wn ^hydrous aluminum silicates an<l generally possessing iitilo 
high-grade t il fo*- Porcelain, ehir.a, wlutcware. pottery, 
nign gra<te tile, and paper manufacture. 

high'^crlcmtlaeTf r generally white clay containing a 
■nanuS,™ of nl ‘‘“‘’‘‘"'‘'t '■«'» "<> ‘™" Ka prinoipni ..s.-a aro in tl.n 
nforred to a, rf- '“'"'“■-y "■»>■». «"<1 tile. The plastic kaolins nre .so,n..|i,n...s 

nonplJtit kaolin^s Th eontam more (In.ving inipurilies than ll.e 
//)^! They are also often calletl paper clays. 

and littJelTn pl«'«stic clay.s of high tensile strength aiwl bonding power 

»il- and whit^w »•> h.gre<Iient of high-grade 
Paper C/al ^’7 siuirieient ,,In.stieity an.l bonding power. 

P ay. A liighly plastic white clay, free from sand. 

Refractory Clays 

-•himlllSi ’''yl' (einperatiire without 
bent firr. ,.i debyflratioii, but lli<; term is fre«juentiy ruisapplicfl. M.iay of the 

ays arc nonplaslie, this jiroperty being snpjdie.l by the afMiti.ni of a small 

l‘yi7. -'B.,erals of the United States. 
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refractory but plastic material. Comparative freedom from fluxes, 
K jron, alkaline earths, alkalies, and excessive silica, is essential. The composi¬ 

tion, both chemical and mineralogic, is similar to that of ball clay. The princioal 
uses of refractory clays are for materials required in the industries (especially in iron 

wHhstlTd making) where high temperatures must be 

Gl^s-pot Clay A variety of refractory clay that, besides possessing refractory 

power temperature without warping and has good bonding 

A nonplastic, hard, dense refractory clay, having an appearance much 
like Hint, a sheU-hke fracture, and a composition like plastic fire clay. 

Plastic Fire Clays and Shales. Refractory clays and shales that are plastic when 

Graphite Fire Clay. A black clay resembling soft coal. It contains about 60 per 
cent sihca and 30 per cent iron and alumina, and burns buff or white. It is used for 

the manufacture of pressed brick and converter lining and binding. It seems to be a 
product of the disintegration of graphitic schist or slate. 

Pottery Clays 

The general term “pottery clays” includes some refractory and vitrifying clays. 
These clays are, as a rule, semirefractory and burn to a dense mass. High plasticity, 

strength, and complete retention of form while burning are essential properties. 
A buff color may be produced, owing to the content of iron or manganese. In ordinary 
practice a mixture of clays is used. Some of the products arc earthen and common 
stoneware (both plam and decorated), crockery, and glazed ware. 

Medicinal Clay 

Bentonite, Denver Mud. A bedded or sedimentary plastic clay that swells 
immen.soly on wetting. Mixed with glycerin it forms a proprietary medicament 
known as “nntiphlogistine.” It is used in medicine and as packing for horse’s hoofs; 
also for paper filling and sising. 

Low-^rade Clays 

Vitrifying Clays 

Vitrifying clays are similar to pottery clays but are composed of lower grade mate- 
rial. 1 hey may be scmircfractory, should burn dense, and should contain consider¬ 
able iron, both for color and flux. Fair tensile strength is desirable, as is also low fire 
shrinkage and low vitrification temperature, with a good range in temperature between 
incipient and complete fusion. 

Terra-cotta Clays and Shales. For terra-cotta ware a semii efractory clay of good 
grade is preferred. \\ hen burnt, low shrinkage and freedom from soluble salts and 
warping arc essential. 

Pipe Clays. Almost any fine-grained clay that has a well-developed plasticity 
and a high percentage of iron, which apparently favors the formation of the necessary 
glaze, is suitable for pipe clay. 

Roofing tile and fireproofing require semirefractory clay or shale, with fair plasticity 
and tensile strength, that burns hard at a low temperature. Other uses are for 
enameled brick, hollow tile, and conduits. 

Paving Brick. Material for paving brick includes many impure shales as well 
as semirefractory clays. It should possess fair plasticity and good tensile strength. 
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Brick Clays 

'° -rT"r“’ 

confined to common brick and’otl ' "^ *’.^"'’ “rhcir use is 

and are commonly thought to consist oV^winTd™*^ 't d *'f ' f J'lcislocone age 

ValJey they are commonly known as ''blufT deposit!^’''' Mississippi 

directly by the contincnta?*5aci*er or wrt7ij”Lur'‘^*f formed 
lakes in the glaciated area of the norfhe T* * flood plains and 
by the ice, as a rule, conu!n Lny ^00*1 

of .Michigan, are used extensively in tlie mamifactnr f **■*>'■'*» ‘bo state 
as brick. manufatture of ccnnuit and pottery, as uoll 

Tim shrTnkage h, air Ind fir^c’ml.st *bpros.se<( brick 

‘SSr 
be used for but few products, ihc chw‘oVwliich'ls\\d^^^^^^^^^^ brn'k';"""’ 

Gutnho Clays 

of recent formation.s” ' Their occu^c7u-o^^^^^ pbisti,. (ena.-ious surface days 

states suggests a relation to loess Th 1 ‘he western cejilral 

b.lla,t, but i„ uome platbri, b. """' --'-"“■I 

Slip Clays 

high percem^gc orfluxbm'’''rm'"*^ -t ’^**“' of finene.s.s of grain 

fusion, and oaH^ma ir t>" "b ;;n;;;r‘'TlHr ‘-nperature ■;;f 
range ir. phy.,i,.al propertle" l> o 1. V T '-b-Vs < alls for a ni.lo 
Jess under control secondary ..nporlance, .sin,-,, it „u„v or 

to '-‘'ur-se, iin,.ossible to describo or c^■,.^ 

if it were f value. Even 

manufacture of tlie lowest grad'esTf'd-^ ’■■‘vs suital.Ie for the 

wide.spread. 'J’hus the Vilur f i*’"” **^‘‘‘''''bngly aluiurtant aiul 

« market for brick and tl , .'r ‘ b-ol 

^lays for the" gi: U ; 
^i^uted. The ^uiditd ^.MiictH:^':;^;::* f- 

bV , ; iJ,::.,"'" '■."''‘■V';'-'- i' "i" '“■■•" ''ib'luT t,a,.s,K„.„ti„„ 

^on.,...ab„! v;.t.'::„:;'::;::;:'b:':bi;,;;::;;::;;;'"t:::- - 
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grade white-burning clays are used; and (2) heavy or structural clay products, 

which include common, fire, and paving brick, draintile, sewer pipe, etc., and in 

which lower grade, nonwhite-burning clays are used. In general, the high-grade, 

white-burning clays (including paper clays) are relatively scarce, and the low- 

grade brick, sewer-pipe, and refractory clays are relatively abundant. Notable 

exceptions to the latter statement are the refractory clays used in making glass 

pots and other glass-house refractories, and those used for graphite crucible 

manufacture. References 7, 12, and 49 are useful in the study of distribution. 

Many undeveloped deposits of clay of industrial value undoubtedly exist in areas 
deficient in transportation or a consuming population. 

Mining and Preparation. Low-grade Clays. The low-grade clays, except for 

some fire clays, stoneware clays, etc., of higher value, are nearly always excavated 

by open-pit methods, for they are of such low-unit value that they cannot stand 
the higher costs of underground mining. 

The brick clays as now worked usually occur in bedded deposits, either at the 

surface or under a relatively light overburden. If stripping is necessary, it may 

be done by piuk-und-shovcl methods, by horse-drawn drag or wheel scrapers, by 

flragline scMuper, by dragline c.xcavator, by hydraulic methods, or by steam 

shovel. After the overburden is removed, the clay is excavated by one of the 

methods just noted for stiip[>ing. In general, it may be said that in the past 

simple hand methods have been the most common, but there is now a growing 

tendency toward the use of labor-saving equipment. The handling of clay 

mechanically may be difficult, especially in wet weather, due to its stickiness. 

Hand methods of excavation have an advantage where the clays are pockety or 

are lucking in uniformity, in that sorting may be done. 

Ordinarily, brick clays receive little or no preparation prior to use, except a 

thorough mixing, which is really part of the manufacturing process. 

Fire clays and certain other types of claj's and shales may be of sufficient value 

to ijcrmit underground mining. The mines may be opened either by tunnels or 

by shaft, and the clay is generally removed by hand methods, using the room-and- 

pillar sy.stem. These methods often closely resemble those used in coal mining. 

High-grade Clays. High-grade clays (kaolins, ball clays, and sedimentary 

“kaolins”) are mined l)y at least throe general methods: (1) open-cut mining; (2) 

“shafting”; and (3) underground mining. 

In open-pit mining the overburden must first be removed. In small residual 

kaolin deposits this is generally done by hand, but the heavy overburdens of the 

sedimentary “kaolin” deposits of the Langley, S.C., district are removed by 

<lragline scrapers. The clay then may be excavated in one or more benches by 

hand method.s (which allows sorting) or by hydraulic methods. Some of the 

residual kaolin in western Nortli Carolina and nearly all the kaolin from the Corn¬ 

wall district of England are mined by hydraulicking. In this method the clay is 

washed down by jets of water, and the clay-watcr suspension is raised to the 

surface by pumj>ing (or in bucket elevators, as at a mine near Spruce Pine, 

N.C.) and allowed to flow by gravity through launders or pipes (or pumped 
tliruugh pipes) to the refining plants. 

In some cases kaolins are removed by ordinary methods of underground mining, 
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the mines being opened either by shafts or by tunnels. Timbering is nsuallv 

required, and if the ground is very wet eonsi<lerable difficulty may be encountered 
from squeezing or caving. 

If the kaohn must be washed before .sliipping it is usually transported to the 

flumes^ bliints, in a water siisi>eiision, through inclined wooden troughs or 

Ke.suiuid kaolins are usually found mixed with considerable quantities of mica 

Mhca, and even undeco,npo.se<l feldspar. Tliese i.npu,itie.s must all be removed' 

K me .shipping. 1 he ilebuls of the refining methods vary, but all plants more or 

‘■^n h f ‘■''^y-'vator .suspension or 
slip as , . IS called by clay wo,-kens, is passed tluough long, narrow, shallow 

slightly mchneil troughs, calle.i '‘sand troughs.” where the .sand and coarser 

mi me I T " "“''n T*’" h-nd slmve" 
or a mecliamcid device called a saiul wheel. Tlio .slip then passes through another 

and Imiger set of troughs, .set at a slighter inclination. In these troughs calle.i 

mica troughs or simply ” micas,” mo.st of the finer mica settles out and is saved 

a.s a vahial.le by-i,roduct. The suspension next passr^s over a fine s<-,een to 

remove very thin mica flakes, .still held in .susiien.siun, and into large settling 
tanks where the ka.,lin is allowed to settle out. settling 

Sometimes an electrolyte—.sodium carl,.mate, for example—is adde.l to tlie clay 

the- 'ruling’ f t’r I'" in order to deflocculate the clay an,I assLst 
in fl ^ the sand. Later a coagulating agent, such as alum, inav be added 

u -e r U and ha.steri its .settling. Jiy‘the caieful 

Kimle < f U fl*'<-culating agents at the proper time.s, tL 
h'ade <,f the clay maj' .sometimes be gioativ impiovecl. 

I-'rom the setting tanks the thickem-d clay slip i.s .Imwn off into an agitator and 

t len 1.S piimi>od to u filter, either of the inteimitlcnt lcafi),es.s tvpe ortf llie con 

type, eu. l, a.s ,l,e ttlive,- „r l>„„lan,i ,ille.s. The f „er ''tkT is' 

e; the „pon a,.- .-aeks in ,l,yin« she,Is (l.ttle .,se,l non ), „„ ,1,." « fln,„“ 

a. I.nttnn. of „ Inel, are e„ve„.,l with si,■am-.. ,l,yi„K coils, in rotary ihiors of 
v.anons types, nr on ,l,yi„r; ea,s in tnnnel kilns. lOUry ,l„e,.s„f 

more" "■piesenl. ol,!,.,- p,aeti,-e that l,as I.een s.ipe,se.le.l in 

flnl' ; 1 J'""- '■las.sin,.,s. vilnaliin; s,-,-,.,.„s f,,,,), 

<-ly «.onn,, n,iea for.ns a valnaWe ... at ... „f the r,.si"::;lY:;:;'n 

Soino ,,f ll„. I,i^|,.n.ra,l,. kaolins an.l hall .-lays ,lo not .-...ini.e w„sl,i„nr. Tl,ey 

Tyle ™ ;..T'h"' i“"i "' '’'’"i"'"' '■■''‘■I'""-"* *" -I'-i'-l -KC. 
is -lelive, .;ri T' "■ ;■ i" l'a,olin„. The elay 

h. n,lh .steel k,„ves. 1 he n„.,e„al is then ,l,ie.l ami nronml in a liay- 

< lissifi(.,- ''!•/ ‘r '"‘f and the n-j.-ds taken to an air 

t. w "r n" r 
nibber trade. Product is d2.Vme.sh material .suitable for the 
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Prices. In 1950, kaoUn was quoted in Florida at S18.75 per ton for crushed 

material and S24.25 for pulverized. Georgia kaolin for filler and ceramic use was 

quoted at S8.50 to S9.50 for crushed material and S13 to $17 per ton for pulverized 

in paper bags. North Carolina kaolin, bulk, in carloads was $18 to $20 per ton 

depending on type. Tennessee ball clay was $10 per ton crushed and $19.50 for 

purified material in bags. Prices vary with locality and quality, as demonstrated 

by industrial acceptance. For example, high-grade paper-coating clays may sell 
at up to S35 or more per ton. 

Specifications and Tests. There are practically no standard and generally 

accepted specifications for clays of any type or for any use. Many consuming 

companies have general standards for certain clays, but these specifications are 

usually drawn to suit their own peculiar needs. Clays are not ordinarily sold on 

specification, but upon actual inspection and test by the consumer. Even 

methods of testing are not standardized. Various standard methods of testing 

have been suggested, and tentative standards have been drawn up by the Ameri¬ 
can Ceramic Society. 

As has been noted before, the value of a clay or the specific use for which it may 

be best adapted cannot be determined by inspection or by analysis. It is obvious 

that by \'isual inspection, certain low-grade, impure clays may be discarded for 

high-grade uses, but a clay of apparently medium or high grade must be subjected 

to detailed ceramic tests (unless it is to be used in the unburned state) by experi¬ 
enced ceramic chemists. 

When clay is to be used in the unburned state, that is, as a filler, for example, 

it is usually tested by the consumer in his own laboratory, by methods that he has 

develo]>ed to suit liis own needs. In many cases these methods vary in different 

plants manufacturing the same type of product, and a clay found suitable by one 
oonqiany may be rejected by another. 

Clay u.scd as a filler in paper, paint, rubber, linoleum, oilcloth, phonograph 

records, and so on, must usually fulfill most or all of the following qualifications: 

It must have a very fine grain size. For example, some rubber manufacturers 

requiie filler.s so fine that 98 per cent will pass through a 300-mesh sieve. More- 
over, it must be free from coarse particles. 

It must ho free from, or very low in. free silica or other gritty impurities. This 

is iiarticulai ly aiipUcable to paper fillers and for phonograph records. 

It rnu.st be of a very pure, clear, brilliant white color—particularly important 
in i)aint» paper, and white oilcloth. 

It tmist show a low oil absorption—particularly important in paint, linoleum, 
and oilcloth. 

Paper fillers must show a high percentage of retention in the finished paper. 

For special pui puses other properties may be demanded. 

Production, export, and import data relative to clay in the United States are 
shown in Table 3. 

Imports of clay in the United States have declined since 1914. In that year a 

total of 398,100 tons were imported; 328,038 tons of this figure was represented by 

kaolin: Tlie First World War resulted in the curtailment of imports and an 

increase in the recognition of the possibilities of domestic supplies, Domestic 
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substitutes were developed for foreign clays previously considered indispensable 

This trend continued for yeai-s, and imports are now of minor impoi tancc in the 

sime "n "t "'ll • Cornwall have enjoyed 
some prestige due to their uniform high grade and possibly due to the early 

development of the ceramic industries by English potters in the Unite<l States 

The English industry can produce approximately SOO.OOO tons rier year- about 
two-thirds of this production must be sold in export markets. 

Table 3. Salient Statistics of the ('lay Inoustry ,n the Uniteo Stvtfs 

1047 TO 1048 * ' 

ducers: 

Kaolin or china clay. 
Ball clay. 

Ei£S_<lliiy, including stoneware 
clay. 

Bentonite. 

Fuller'^ earth. 

Miscellaneous clays. 

Imports:* 

Kaolin or china clay. 

Common blue and Gross-Abner- 
ode. 

Fuller's earth. 

Other clay. 

Kxports:* 

Kaolin or china clay. 
Fire <4ay. 

Other clay (incJudiiig fiiilcr’.s 
earth). 

rc 

1947 1048 

Short tons Short tons Value 

. 1,425.100 $17,107,003 1,508.848 1 $10,750.7:38 
200,050 2,023,700 208,070 3,342,047 

0.038,080 20.208.002 0,840.01 1 20,421.031 
7G3,880 5,040.580 021 ..500 7.130. ;308 
320,008 4,000.014 342,081 5.273,851 

21,773,080 I 17.422,002 24.704,.500 20,114,004 
33,500,473 !.S71,273,487 37,727.081 $85,348,272 

82,028 $ 1.330,001 00,030 $ 1.0,50,102 

2.5.840 312.711 32.10.5 l<.0.122 
155 3.001 120 2.002 

3.708 43.4.50| 3.087 20.454 
112,400; $ 1.710,103 

1 
13.5,041 : $ 2,142.076 

18.080; $ 234,70?' 10.074i $ 310.201 
110.103 780.003 102.482' 03.5.232 

138.244 3. .>87.480 1 1.5.202^ 3.883,0,50 

207.123.S 1.003,180 200.818 ? ? 5.1.37,570 

• mpiJr'l l»y .Ni. 
nii*cr<'c. 

13, lVne, of the Jiuroau of from 

action is pre •scrifcd in T; ibh* 4 and that of hall 
The fli.stribiithin of kaolin pn 

flay in Table 5. 

aJi'Mlor'i:’ “ ins an,l l,o„t„nit<. 
” caitli HI tliC‘ Sfcfuiiis cotu-^Tiifr] wifb tlii'Sf profhicts 

.Iwusirn""'!* l„„ I,.. „ p,,,,... ,, to p,.,,„it 
<ns< ii.SHion. It i.s r<'pie.<ciif<Ml best by Table (i. ' 

Clays are of prime importaii.-e to llie ceramie and ivfractorv in.lu.drics. It 
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will be noted, however, that their use in nonceramic industries is wide spread 
and amounts to a very substantial tonnage. 

Table 4. ICvolin Sold or Used by Producers in the United States, 1945 to 

1946, BY States 

State 

Sold by producer Used by producei Total 

Short tons Value 
Short 
tons 

Value Short tons Value 

1945 
California. 6,385 

620,531 
13.965 

S 72,418 
6,278,411 

50,589 

7 on I $ 8,182 
Ana 1145 

8,286 
702,388 

13,965 
159,550 
55,799 

8 80,600 
6,684,527 

en 

Georgia., .. - ,. .. 
X , XfXJ X 

72.857 
Ponnsvlvania. 

4UU, xxxy 

South Carolina.... 1,467,328 
OU foou 

1,467,328 
789,883 Undistributed* . .. 55,799 789.883 

1946 
California. 

865,230 

t 

$ 8,658,629 

t 
S 9,106,878 

t 
t 

3,805,989 

74,758 

t 
102,385 

t 
t 

28,427 

8414,298 

t 
8564,171 

t 
f 

76.729 

939,988 

18,254 
01*7 

$ 9,072,927 

8 152,898 
9,671,049 

147,262 
2,493,031 
1,089.527 

Georgia. 815,367 

t 
t 

376,124 

Pennsylvania. 
South Carolina.... 
Undistributed t •.. 

VXi,ioZ 

42,186 
270,016 
74,005 

1,191,491 512,912,867 130,812 8640,900 1,322,303 813,553,767 

* Includes Aliihaina. Florida. Illinois, North Carolina, Utah, and Virginia, 
t Itichuled with "Undistributed.” 

t Includes Alubanm, Florida. Illinois, Maryland, North Carolina. Utah. Virginia, and 
figures indicated by footnote f. 

Table 5. Ball Clay Sold by Producers in the United States, 1044 to 1946, by 

States 

State 

1944 1945 1946 

Short 
tons 

Value 
Short 
tons 

Value 
Short 
tons 

Value 

Kentucky. 72.729 8 669,419 80.077 8 744,599 98,918 $ 990,301 
Maryland.| 
New Jersey.I 

9,599 82,380 11,612 92,987 12,538 106,208 

Tennessee. 73.339 624,297 82,835 752.289 131,689 1,299,393 

155,667 81,376,096 174,524 243,145 82,395,002 

Nonceramic Uses. The variety of industries, other than the ceramic, in which 

clays are important is indicated in Table 6. It is noteworthy that the tonnage of 

kaolin used in the paper and rubber industries greatly exceeds that used in the 

manufacture of pottery products. In 194C, 53 per cent of the total kaolin produc¬ 

tion was used as paper filler and coating, 12 per cent in rubber, 10 per cent in 
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Tabi.e 6. Ci.AY Soi.u OR Used by Producers is tub United States in lOTO, by 

Kinds and Uses, Short Tons 

PotUTy ami stoneware: 
Whit<jwurc, etc*. 
^tonewurt*. 

ii*ul ^touuwarc'. 
An pottery un<l flower iK>t« 
2^Jip for slu2in4$. 

Total. 
Tile, hii:li*tfra<le. 
Kiln furciitore: 

Snfc!U4*rs> . 
VVada. 

Toua. 
Arc hitertiiral U*rra cotta. . . 
Paiier; 

Filler . 
<!*outiii}{. 

Total. 
Uublier. 
).iiir>li>uni unci oilcloth. 
PainUt: 

Filler or cxtvntier. 
C'alciisiiiie. 

Total. 
C'ciocnt tiianufacturc. 
Kefract4>ni*.^: 

Firehnc'k an cl block. 
JlaokiU*. liiirliMiloiiiina 

brick . 

1 ir<r*cluy iiMirtur, iticliKlirii; 
cluv |ir«ic*4'.'Vk«M| for la>ini4 
firebrick . 

fiuy CTiiciblcs . 
Cxhuis refractories. 
Zinc rcpxrt.H un'i c<»rHlcnM*rN 
Fourjflrie^ ami stee l workn 
Other refrat'toric.H. 

*/lal . 
Heavy.clay preeJoe tn. com* 

riom bnek. faeo brick, |>a%'* 
itiu bnek. ciruintile. iM*wer 
PUxe. and kiri<ire«l products. 

M isc ellatiuoiiH: 
Kopiry clnlliTia . 
1* ilp*ririi{ ttnd <le4*<>loriziiii? 

oiU (raw and activated 
eartlifl). 

father lilU'ririu and clarify- 
iriK . . 

Artifleial abranive.H 
Abscxflnrlit U^Cfl <oily flocirn, 

ep‘,> . 
protJut tn. 

C'lieinjralj* . 

I'ltiamelim; . 
i illcT h>tli« r tbun pajH'r or 

I'ainl) .... 
J(|»<4*«’t|Ci«|(*<4 

iMuster and planter |*r«xd- 
^ iieU .... 

f*OHereN* tidltii\ture. h«*,'il- 
irifc; cluiiin. etc. 

(xraorl Uxttil. l*M< 

Gracel Pxial. Hij: 

Ball 
clay 

Fif^ cl&v Nliacdla- 
and stone- ^**'*^«^'* Fiillcr‘s neoua cUy 
ware clay earth ineludini; 

107,295 

4;:>42 

n i, 5:i7 
14.321 

205,015 

16.631 

215.040 
17. lat 

10,039 2.000 

2.000 
1,729 

5.371 

3G.250 
19,197 

69,ti'24 
114.975 

30.484 
_ 3.198 

33. r.82 
3.232 

2.739 
3^83 

35,822 
II,879 

448.75G 
248.527 

597.283 
152.393 
13.323 

21.835 
393 

258 
11,005 
4,453 

1.945 

283 

4 1$ 
24$ 

597 
175 

18 

47.r>59 

123,30(1 

328 22.21$ 

3.351.790 

89.771 

I .912 
1.371I 

293 

2,373 
_ I.'jI 
132*708 

10.181 

120 
515 

222.391 

18..519 1 
4 • 

55.518 
578.151 
52H.323 

155,014 

4 .tM5.844 155.01 1 

2.597,819 

457 231.252 

144,221 

2,992 

49.030 

317.681 

35.250 
55.$09 
3,083 

423.$29 
158.279 

42.523 
_ 3.198 

45.721 
4.951 

418.750 
248.527 
597.283 
175.344 
18.044 

283 22.050 
^ .  393 

283 23.043 
4.772.910 4.843.040 

3.475,090 

89.774 

224,303 
5.737 

19.327 
55,89R 

$57,530 
528^774 

5.257,533 

17,398,59$ 

438.157 

371,309 

8.950 
I I .478 

19.203 
2.582 

92.848 
358 

34 915 
31 ,051 

9.484 

1 o«>7 
455;6Tk 

(*o;iipri»c.'i following* Mineral oiU, 202.722 toii.n; vci^etable oiU. 21,3IHj UjU» 
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refractories, and 8 per cent in pottery. As a filler kaolin possesses the advantages 

of natural fine grain size, inertness, uniformity, white color if desired, and low 
cost. 

In the paper industry it is essential that the clay have a high retention in the 

paper fibei-s, meet standards of color and brightness, and be low in quartz and 

other abrasive impurities that cause excessive wear on paper machine wires and 

result in products which dull the cutting edges of fabricating machines. Modern 

paper laboratories have testing machines that measure abrasion wear on wire 

screen cloth. A rough test is to rub a piece of copper with the clay to be tested. 

Rapid polishing indicates a high content of abrasive material. 

Most of the kaolin for paper filling and coating produced in this country comes 

from Georgia and is produced by wet milling methods. After preliminary degrit- 

ting in rake classifiers the clays are bleached with zinc or sodium hydrosulfite. 

The clay is then sized, in the largest and best plants, in Bird centrifuges,^*® which 

aie capable of making uniform products with an average grain size as small as 2ju. 

The centrifuge has revolutionized the production of paper filler and coating clays 

in this country. The finest products are sold for paper coating and the coarser 

fractions for paper filling. The thickened clays are filtered in filter presses or 

other devices, and the semidry clay is dried in rotary or continuous-pan driers. 

Paper-coating clay is used to produce smooth, opaque surfaces on paper for 

high-fidelity printing. The clay must have a fine grain size, spread evenly, polish 

well, and have good printing characteristics. The testing of paper coating clays 
is a very exact and extensive operation.'** 

Other important nonceramic uses are as follows: 

1. Asa filler in all grades of rubber goods from automobile tiros to pressed and 
moldefl goods and hard-rubber goods. 

2. As a filler and stiffener, when mixed with size, for cotton cloth and other 
textile fabrics. 

3. In paint, as an inert extender; in whitewash; in distemper paints. 

4. In linoleum and oilcloth as a filler and as a surface coating. 

5. As a filler in many different products, such as phonograph records, white 

celluloid goods, papier-milch6, prepared modeling compounds, soap, asbestos 

products, packing materials, wall plasters, and insecticides. 

6. As a mild abrasive in polishes, tooth powders, cleaning soaps and soap 

compounds, and so on. (Such clays should contain a considerable proportion of 
very finely divided quartz.) 

7. In the manufacture of colored “chalk” and crayons. 

8. In the manufacture of ultramarine. 

9. In the preparation of drilling mud used by rotary drill rigs in the produc¬ 
tion of petroleum. 

10. As a filtering and clarification medium. Efficiency is increased by activa¬ 
tion with sulfuric acid. 

11. As an essential raw material in the manufacture of Portland cement, where 

it supplies the necessary SiOa and AhOj. Clay may be present in the limestone, 

such as the cement rock of the Lehigh Valley, or it may be secured from separate 
operations in clay beds or shale deposits. 
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12. As an adsorbent, precipitation base, or extender in many chemical products. 

13. As a source of alumina for making aluminum sulfate and the alums. 

14. As a possible source of alumina for making metallic aluminum. 

During the Second World War the shortage of bauxite resulted in renewed 

efforts to use clay as an ore of aluminum. Material with a minimum alumina 

content of 35 per cent was required. This was obtainable with ease, but the 

production costs of aluminum discouraged the survival of the process in postwar 

industry. The diaspore clays, with their high alumina content (frequently over 
50 per cent), were al.so considered. 

Meta-kaolin (calcined kaolin) has been produced, and its possibilities as a mild 
abrasive and a base-exchange medium examined. 
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CORDIERITE 

Composition. Cordierite or iolite is essentially a silicate of magnesium and 
a uimnum. Authorities differ as to its theoretical composition. Dana’s Miner- 

ll-n H2(MK.Fe).AUSi,oOor or H,0-4(Mg.Fe0)-4Al203- 
lUhiU-j. llus has a percentage composition of SiO^, 49.4 per cent; AI..O3, 33.6 

Mi„eralo.y.- 7th ed.. 
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per cent; FejOj, 5.3 per cent; MgO, 10.2 per cent; und H2O, 1.5 per cent. For 

artificial material containing no iron or water there has been given the formula® 

2Mg0-2Al203-5Si02; SiO^, 51.4 per cent; AU-Oj, 34.9 per cent; MgO, 13.7 per cent. 

General Description. Cordicritc occurs in ma.«.sive form resembling <juartz. 

It is commonlj' associated with inetamorphic rocks such as gnei.sses, schi.sts, and 

slate. At Bodenmais, Bavaria, it is present in sufficient quantity in the local 

rocks to justify their classification as cordierite gneisses. It displays very strong 

pleochroism in various shades of blue. Tlie change of color with direction is so 

pronounced as to be visible to the unaidc«l eye. 

Physical Properties. Ilnnhiess, 7 to 7.5. .Specific ^rarity, 2.6 to 2.7. Melting 

point, fuses at 5. Judex of refraction, 1.53X to 1.597. Color, pale to dark blue. 

•Streak, white. I.uster, vitreous. Cleavage, imjxirfect. Transpareitcg, trans¬ 
parent to opaque. 

Occurrence. Occurrences of cordierite in jdace have been restricted to the 

metamorphic rocks and their environment. Pebbles, i)articularly of tlie variety 

ktioa-n as iolite, have been found in the gem gravels of C'e.vlon. Little com¬ 

mercial interest was shown in this mineral until re.search showed th:it a .synthetic 

conjpoimrl, artificially pro<luced, was of value in the ceramic industries. This 

has led to an increa-sed interest in the properties and occurrence of the natural 

mineral. If large deposits of the natural mineral could be fouiul, particularly if 

low in iron, they j)robably would be of commercial interest. 

Utilization. The iolite variety has been emplo3'ed t<» a limited degree as a gem 

stone. Material originating in Ceylon has been favored for tbi.s use. Trans- 

l)arent specimens are j'are and the stone has been cut in cabachon or rounded 

f<ir!ns. 'I he bhje color in a polished surfa<re makes an attr.-ictive gem. The best 

of tins tj'pe of material is known as “water sa|>pliire.” 

In ceramics cordierite boilics are of value where cx(*eptit)nally low coefficient 

of expansion and goo<l thermal shock resistance arc of iinportan<-e. fm- exam|)lo, 

tlieriiiocoiiplc insulators, burner tij)S, heater radiants, f)il-bunier ignition in.sula- 

toi-s. etc. Cordierite bodies may be matle from mixtures of talc, claj', and 

aiuinitium oxide; from talc and clay: <ir from sienalite ajid kaolin, Sierralitc is a 

hj'dn^us magnesium alviminum silicate prinluced in California.* It consists 

approxiinatelj' of about 36 per cent silic.a, 24 jjcr cent alumina, 24 per cent 

magnesia, and 12 per cent combined water plus small amounts of iron oxide, 

lime, etc., as impurities. A 50-50 mixture of sierralitc nn<l kaolin gives nearly a 

theoretical cordierite analysis, Init additions of .5 to 20 ])er cent zircon cxteiuls tlio 
firing range. 

Artifi(aal cordierite has also been pi<*par<‘il frfiin mixttircs of pvrophyllitc and 

inagne.siuin chloride. 
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CORUNDUM AND EMERY 

General. These minerals, once of considerable importance, have now been 

largely replaced by the artificial abrasives silicon carbide and electrically fused 

alumina. For a few special uses they have been considered more or less essential, 

but they are gradually being replaced, even in these uses, by improved types of 

artificial abrasives. Since they are now largely only of historical interest little 

space will be devoted to them here. Descriptions of the once-important deposits 

and processes may be found in the references given in the bibliography. 

During the Second World War essential uses for corundum for snagging wheels 

and for grinding and polishing precision lenses led to a world-wide search for 

corundum and stimulation of production by government agencies. This intensive 

elToi t resulted in negligible production in this country, in Canada, and in England. 

In the Union of South Africa, the world’s largest prewar source of corundum, this 

stimulation resulted in some increased production, but by 1946 production had 

declined greatly. From this we may conclude that a domestic corundum industry 

cannot be supported from presently known deposits and that world production 

has nearly ceased to be important. The production of domestic emery, from the 

single source near Peekskill, N.Y., however, continues at a little above the pre¬ 
war rate. 

Composition. Corurulurn is alumina, AI2O3: Al, 52.9 per cent; O, 47.1 per cent. 

Emery is alumina mixed with the oxides of iron (FesOs or Fe30<). 

General Description. Corundum, the second hardest mineral known, is found 

in barrel-shaped hexagonal crystals; also in compact granular and lamellar 

masses. The transparent crystalline varieties, sapphire and ruby, are very 

valuable as gem stones. Emery is opaque granular corundum intimately mi.xed 

with hematite or magnetite, quartz and spinel, usually dark gray or black in 

color. Emery may contain as low as 60 per cent corundum. 

Physical Properties. Hardness, 9 (emery 7 to 9). Specific gravity, 3.9 to 4.1. 

Melting point, above 1950°C. Index of refraction, 1.760 to 1.768. Color, gray, 

blue, red, green, yellow, black, brown, white, or colorless. Streak, white. Lueter, 

vitreous or adamantine. Cleavage, basal with nearlj’’ rectangular rhombohedral 

partings, conchoidal fracture. Transparency, transparent to opaque. Tenacity, 
brittle to tough. 
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Occurrence. Corundum usually occurs tlisseminiited In crystalline limestone 

and dolomite, gneiss, mica, and chlorite schist, nepheline syenite, granite, perido- 

tite, and in jjegniatites; also as grains an<l pebbles in placers. Emery occurs in 

crystalline limestones and schists, in peridotite, and associated with cldorite and 

margarite in amphibolite schists. The best known dep<»sits of corundum are in 

Canada, India, Union of South Africa (Transvaal), Madagascar, ami the Unite<l 

States. The principal emery deposits are in Greece (Naxos, etc.) and near 

Smyrna, Asia Minor; but some production has come from Pcekskill, N.Y., 

Chester, Mass., and Whittles, Va. 

Union of Soulk Africa (Corunrlum). In northern and ea.stern Transvaal, 

Union of Soutli Africa, corundum ficUls occupy an area of some 2,000 sci miles in 

the Pietersburg and Zouts[)ansberg tiistricts. There are two main fieUls: the 

Plateau region, centering about Ihindolioikop, ami Mara, served by the Messina 

Railway and the bow C’ountry region on tlic Sehiti Railway mainly east of Mica 

Siding. Tliere arc three main varieties, all l>eing exploited commercially: (1) 

crystal corun<luni, consisting of loose crystals in shallow alluvial deposits; (2) 

boulder corundum, or loose blocks consisting of a core of corundum in a matrix of 

more or less altered plagioclasc fchlspar; (3) reef corundum, consisting of vertical 

veins several feet thick intrusive into a basic formation of highly felspathic 

plumasite or a margarite-coi umhim body, mai umUtc. The conuidum content 

of the plumasite and marundite ore bodies is 30 to GO per cent. Deposits 

have also been developed in a small way near Stcinkojif, in Namaijualand, 

Southern Rhodesia, Mozambique (Portuguese East Africa), Nyusalaud, and 

Tanganyika. 
Canada (Corundum). Important depo.dts of corundum occur in Canada in 

the corundum syenites, anortbositi's. pegmatites, et<-., in Hastings, Renfrew, 

Ilidiburton, Peterborough, Frontiuiae. and banark c«>untics in central Ontario. 

The corundum-bearing rock.s occur as three <listinct bamls, ibc longest of whielr is 

about 103 miles hmg with a nortbeast-soutbwest strike ami a maximum width of 

nearly 0 miles. The other bands, parallel to the first, are S and 12 miles long, 

respectively, an<l the total distance betwecai the outer bamls is about 7.) miles. 

The corundum content ranges fr«)m less than 1 up to 75 per cent. Tlio mill 

recovery at Craigmont over a perio<l «)f 2 years averagc<l 10.11 i>ei' cent corundum. 

Intliviflual crystals range from microscopic size to masses weigliing 30 lb. the 

crystals measuring 2 or 3 in. long as a possible average. DejMJsits have been 

developcfl atui mined at the Ibiigess mines (.lewelville P.O.) in ('arlow lowriship, 

Hastings ('<mnty. and at (’raigmont in Ragism 'r<»wnship, Retifrew < oimty. 1 be 

peak of ('aimrhaii production sis |•(‘ach(“d in It(0l> sind 10(1 <, when 2.500 and .1,001) 

tons of grsnicid grstin wor<; sohl. Prom 1010 to 1021 mill tsiilings were tresitcd sit 

C'rsiiginont. Prom 1021 to 1014 there was no Camnlism |)ro<iucti«)n. bate in 

1044 the U.S. Poroign Economic Administration built si mill sit Crsiigmont to 

rt-trt!at the old mill tailings, ami for a yesir or tuo tlicie was a small. iiiuM-onomic 

proclijctiiiii.''’' 
huHn (Corundum). Some of tl>e im»t < \tensive .■onimluin deposits of the 

world, both of oiditisiiy eoninthim :m«l o)' th<- gem vsuieties, orc iir in Imlisi. The 

following provima'.s and iisitive .<ta1es sire .^siid to cijtitaui more oi le>s extensive 

d(?posits; Afghsiiiistan. .Vsssim. I’engal. I'uimsi, (.eiitisil I’l ovima-.s. llyd»Mal»a<l, 
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Kashnur, Madras. Mysore, Punjab, Rewah, and Travancore. The principaJ 

production has apparently come from Assam, Mysore, Madras, Rewah Hyder- 

t"n corundum in the form of large blocks weighing 

Jr r crrstals m solid rock, and loose grains and ciystals in 
clays and sands all seem to have been productive. However, in spite of intensive 

Iltve^" W, J production of only a few hundred tons wis 
achieved. While resei-ves are reported to be large, costs are very high due to the 

extieme inefficiency of local hand labor, inadequate transportation, and lack of 
mining and milling equipment. 

Madagascar (Corundum). Corundum, both gem and abrasive varieties, occurs 

m Madagascar in the alluvial deposits of Mevatanana, Ambositra, and Betafo. 

Some coiundum has been shipped from Madagascar, but descriptions of the 
deposits are very meager* 

Emery). Corundum occurs in many states, 
mostly in the East, but commercial production of abrasive corundum has prac- 

tica ly been confined to North Carolina, Georgia, and Montana. Prior to 1906 a 

relatively small amount of corundum was produced at various times in North 

Caro ina at Corundum Hill, Macon County; Buck Creek. Clay County; and near 

ba,pphiie, Jackson County. In Georgia it was produced at the Laurel Creek 

mine in Raburn County. In Montana, a small amount of abrasive corundum 

has been produced near Salesville. Gallatin County. From 1906 to 1914 there 

was no domestic production of corundum due to the superiority of artificial 

abrasive.s, but m 1915 production at Corundum Hill, N.C., was revived in a small 

way. In 1917 and 1918, due to war demands, three operators reported produc- 

tion in rsoi th Carolina, but there was no further production until 1943 During 

the war years governmental efforts resulted in minor experimental shipments 

from Aorth and South Carolina, Montana, and in Douglas County, Nev but no 
results of commercial importance were achieved. 

Emery has been produced in the United States in three localities. (1) The 

deposits at Chester. Hampden County, Mass., were the first to be worked Dis¬ 

covered in 1864, for many years they furnished practically the entire emery 

production of this country, Tliey were abandoned as exhausted in 1913* (2) In 

Virginia, near Whittles, Pittsylvania County, deposits of high-grade spinel 

emery, said to be equal to medium grade Naxos emery, were mined on an impor¬ 

tant scale for about 11 years, beginning in 1917, but there has been no production 

in recent years. (3) The most important emery deposits in this country have 

been those m and near reek.skill, Westchester County, N.Y. These deposits, 

opened in 1883, have been in more or less continuous production ever since. The 

ore here is a massive black or gray, hard, fine granular spinel emery. Production 

reached its peak in 1917 (nearly 16,000 tons), gradually declined to a few hundred 

tons per year (zero in 1938), but again increased to a ma.ximum of nearly 8,000 

tons (1945) just following the Second World War. 1948 production was 5,405 

tons valued at $69,408. It is marketed as both crude rock and grain to makers of 

abrasive wheels, stones, and polishing compo.sitions. Considerable quantities are 

also sold as a nonslip, wear-resistant component of concrete floors and stair 
treads. 
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Sapphire corundum has been mined on a considerable scale in Montana at Yogo 

Gulch, Fergus County, and at a few other localities. The Yogo Gulch mine 

yielded both gem sapphires and nonprecious sapphire crystals for the manufac¬ 

ture of watch “jewels” and other “jewel” bearings. 

Greece (Emery). The Greek emery deimsits occur on the islands of Naxos, 

Heraklia, Sikinos, Samos, Nikaria, and Chios. The most important of these 

deposits are those of Naxos in the Amomaxi di.strict near the village of Bothris 

(Wothri) and also in the Koxaki district. The emery occurs in groat abundance 

as a hard massive rock, both in the form of huge boulders in a red soil and as 

lenticular masses in a crystalline limestone. Much of the production in the past 

has come from the loose bouhler deposits. The principal port of shipment is 

Syra. Naxos emery is considered the best and purest in the world. 

Turkey (Emery). The emery <leposits in Asia Elinor are in the province or 

vilayet of Aidin, of which Smyrna is the principal city and shipping point. 

Emery is foun<l in several localities here, but the most important arc about 12 

miles southea.st of Ayasaluk (ancient Ephesus) on the slopes of the Gumach Dagh 

Mountains, and from Ak Sivri about 100 miles southeast of Smyrna. The 

deposits are of two kinds: (1) rock emery in lenticular masses in crystalline lime¬ 

stone; and (2) emery drift or detritus, consisting of loose fragments or boulders in 

a compact clay. The main source of supply in the past .seems to have been the 

detrital deposits. “Turkish” emery is not considered of as high grade as that 

from Naxos. 

Other Countries. Massive corundum, emery, and gem corundum (ruby and 

sapphire) are known to occur in many other localities in many countries, l>ut com¬ 

mercial production has been unimjrortant and the deposits cannot be consideie<l 

here.‘ 

Production and Consumption. As has boon noted elsewhere, the demand for 

hard abra.sives is today taken care of very largely by artificial aljiasives (nearly 

63,000 ton.s of silicon carbitlo anrl ab»)ut 1.5.5,000 ton.s of alvimitaim oxide in 1948). 

linprjrts of crude corundum in recent years reached a peak of 15,402 tons valued 

at $437,306 in 1944 and declined to 4,207 t<iiis vahieil at S.340,891 in 1940. There 

were no imports of emery during the war years, but imports of crude (uiuny in 

1940 were 2,.501 tons value*! at S^13.3.5S. Imi><»rts <jf corundum ami emery grain 

and of finislied products, such a.s wheels, stones, etc., now total loss than 100 tons. 

With no <lomestic produ<‘tioti of conuuhim aiul with only about (5,000 t<uis per 

year of emery it is evident that tl>o total consiimption of tlu‘se natuial abrasives is 

less than 1.5,000 tons per year, or less than .S jier cent «)f the c«»nsiimpti<in of tlie 

artificial abra.sives that have replai-ed them. 

Prices. lu 1949 corundum was (juotdl ac( f)r<ling to size as follows: 

iSize Cfuts itvr I'ouiid 

8 (50 8.50 
70-275 9-.50 

500 28.0 
8.50 43.0 

1,200 1.000 05.0 

2,000 70.0 
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Emery was quoted per ton of crude ore fob New York at 812. Emery in 350 

icegs, fob Pennsylvania, was quoted at 10 cents per pound for Turkish and Naxos 
gram and 6.5 cents per pound for domestic. 

Speciacations and Tests. There are no recognized standard market grades of 

corundum or emery. Their value depends upon their purity, hardness, and 

toughness. In general, crystal corundum is more valuable than block corundum 

Naxos emery is considered decidedly superior to Turkish emery. There are no 

standard methods of testing these materials. An ordinary chemical analysis 

alone is like y to be misleading, for the alumina content may consist not wholly of 

corundum, but, instead, partly of alumina from impurities such as the various 

aluminum sihcates. Wliile chemical analyses are sometimes made, the general 
appearance and the physical properties are the governing factors. 

Various quick tests for determining abrasive value have been suggested, but 

these do not give results m accord with actual practice. Most buyers judge first 

by general appearance. If the material passes this test, it is then usually made 

into abrasive wheels or coated abrasives, and the behavior and grinding efficiency 

deterrnmed by actual use. Corundum should be pure and tough, but it should 

have the property of disintegration under pressure into particles with sharp 

cutting edges. If it is too tough, the edges will wear away and become dull 
without breaking apart to produce fresh cutting edges. 

For abrasive jHirposes corundum should have a bright and glassy luster—not 

dull; the broken grain should be angular, uneven, and sharp; cleavage or parting 

planes should be absent or nearly so; there should be no inclusions of other 

inmeriils; as a general rule large crystals are better than very small ones. 

During the latter part of 1945, exports of corundum from South Africa were 
limited, as far as possible, to the following: 

Crystal corundum, in grades designated A-1, A-2, B-3, and C-4. 

Corundum concentrates, processed through milling, jigging, or other devices in 

concentrating plants, acceptable to the American Abrasive Co. as crystal grade. 

Boulder grade, all coruntlum ores and concentrates containing less than 85 per 
cent and more than 70 per cent Al-Oa. 

The South African government controlleil sizes and grades of crystal corundum. 

Thoir grades most in demand in the American trade were as follows: A-1, mini- 

mum of 92 jicr cent Al .Oa and diameter of ^ in. or over; A-2, minimum of 92 per 

cent AI2O3 and diameter of to in.; B-3, minimum of 90 per cent AI3O3 and 

diameter of to in.; C-4. minimum of 85 per cent AI3O3 and diameter of H in. 
or over. All size measurements are on round-hole screens. 

Utilization. Before the advent of artificial abrasives, corundum and emery 

were the hardest and most efficient abrasives known, except for diamond. Today, 

except for a few very specialized uses, the artificial abrasives are universally 

accepted as being more efficient and much better adapted to modern production 

methods than the natural abrasives. For snagging wheels for finishing iron and 

steel castings corundum wheels give a higher rate of production than wheels 

matle from artificial abmsives, due probably to the way in which corundum grains 

gradually break down to expose new cutting edges in contrast to the rounded 

wear of the tougher artificial abrasive grains. Natural corundum grains and dust 
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have been considered superior to artificial abrasives for the grinding and polishing 

of precision lenses, probably for the same reason. Artificial abrasives are con¬ 

stantly being improved, and it is jjrobable that eventually they will replace the 

natural abrasives even for these special uses. 

A new use for emery grain devclopetl in recent years is as a component of non- 

skid concrete surfacing for floors and stair treads. 

The most imjjortant former uses for corundum and emery, some of which con¬ 

tinue to a limited degree, are as follows: 
1. 7a Solid Blocks. For rock-emery grinding mills, used in grinding paint and 

in the fine-grinding of talc, whiting, barite, graphite, etc. 

2. As Loose Grains and Dust. For abrasive saws and other tools used in cutting 

and finishing minerals, rocks, and decorative stones; for roughing and polishing 

metal and rock sections for microscopic examination; for grin<ling fine lenses; and 

for other grinding anti |M)lishing purposes where the abrasive is mo.st ronv'eniently 

used in grain or powtlcred form. 
3. In the form of coated abrasives, such as emery i>aper anti cloth. 

4. In (fic Manufficlurc of Abrasive Wheels.* 

5. Abrasive stones,* for tool sharpening, are inatle in much the same way that 

wheels arc made, but the vitrified type is by far the most important. 
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CRYOLITE 

Composition. Cryolite is sodium aluminum fluoride, NajAlFo: Na, 32.8 per 

cent; Al, 12.8 per cent; F, 54.4 per cent. The fluorine content is the highest of 

any fluorine-l>earing mineral obtainable in commercial quantities. 

General Description. Cryolite, or kryolith (sometimes culled icestone or eis- 

stein) is usually found in compact, granular or cleavable masses, but may occur in 

groups of triclinic crystals resembling cubes. It is soft, waxy, and translucent, 
and when white often resembles paraffin. 

Physical Properties. Hardness, 2.5 to 3. Specific gravity, 2.9 to 3. Melting 

pohit, 2 in scale of fusibility. Index of refraction, 1.364. Color, colorless, white, 

black, brown, and reddish. Streak, white. Luster, pearly on basal pinacoid but 

\itreous to greasy or wa.xlike elsewhere. Cleavage, basal and prismatic at nearly 

right angles. Fracture, uneven. Transparency, translucent to transparent. 
Tenacity, brittle. 

Productioa and Consumption. Cryolite is produced at only one locality in the 

uorld, at Ivigtut in South Greenland. The mine is owned by Denmark and the 

concession for its operation is the property of a company operating from Copen¬ 

hagen. Gibbs'^ reports that the production is divided between the Pennsylvania 

Salt Manufueturing Co. of Philadelphia, which has the North American rights, 

and a Danish firm that controls sales for the rest of the world. A majority of the 

production is imported by the United States. A portion, generally less than 10 

per cent of the total imports, is shipped to Canada. Imports for recent years, 

uhich may serve as an approximate guide to the magnitude of the industry, arc 
shown in the table on page 173. 

Occurrence, Mining, and Milling. The Greenland deposit lies directly on the 

shore in an area underlain \rith gneisses ^and granitic rocks believed to be of Pre- 

Cambrian age. The rock iminecliatcly adjacent to the cryolite concentration is 

a poiphorite granite. The cryolite appears to he a pcgmatitic differentiation in 

the granite. Other occurrences, all of scientific interest only, are found in a 

similar geologic environment. The deposit is operated by means of an open 
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quarry 500 ft long. The quarry face is drilled with air drills and then shot with 

black powder to avoid excessive Bnes. The broken rock is sorted by hand. The 

rock is wet with water, which has nearly the same index of refraction as cryolite, 

thereby changing its appearance so that it can be distinguished easily from associ¬ 

ated quartz. The selected ore is stork-piled for shijiinent. An extraordinary 

variety of minerals is found associatetl with the cryolite, as is common in pegma¬ 

tite formations The crvolitc is closely associated with fluorite, siderite, pyrite, 

chalcopyrite. galena, topaz, and sphalerite. A number of rare fluorine minerals 

are also present. As far as feasible the noncryolite minerals are removed from the 

shipping ore before loading. 

Imports of Cryolitb is the United States 

Year Ix>ng tons Value 

1939 10.210 .$ 712.096 

1940 25,858 1.329.788 

1041 20.684 1,462.725 

1942 64.565 3.859.875 

1943 44,400 3,117.888 

1941 15,680 1,155,787 

1945 17,952 1,349.678 
4 

1046 10,200 815.627 

1947 19,6.50 1 ,5(54.380 

1948 2,101 210,050 

.Vverage value per ton 

SCS). 70 
51.40 
54 .80 
50.80 
70.20 
73.70 
75.10 
79.80 
7U IM) 
90 97 

According to Clibbs. methods of conrentration of cry<.lite in the United States 

are as follows: 

Due to the varirtv of impurities in the ore. several in<-tho.l.s of punfiention have been 
developed. First tl.e eru.le ore Is sc re<me.l to g,-t ri<l of the very line material in which 
the iron has oxidized and permanently diseolore^l the eryohte. 1 hen hand pn king 
removes the fluor-spar, topaz, an<l as much of the sid. rite as is free-. The next -stage is 
eru.shing all through ‘.i-in. mesh, after which the mineral is pa.sse.l on eonlmuous 
rubber belts under high-povver magnets u hich remove the magnetle imi.uni les in< hid¬ 
ing .siderite ami part of the pvrite. J ollowing the magnets the ore ,s sejiarated mio 
two sizes (the coarser of uhieh pa.s.ses over two typ.-s of to iemo\e gaCrm and 
pvrite in the first and silica, hag-mannite, thompsomte. and other minerals in the 
second. The liner sizes pass over W dliey tahh-s ami ti.en over j.gs for removal of 
Sihea, etc. .\ffer drving ami further magm-tie treatment, the two .sizes are rennxe.l 
and grouml with porcelain ball.s in a poreelain-line,l mill. .\n au-<epara1or systen, 
ensures a nm-ness in the finishe.l pro.luet <.f a. h ast «I9 ,.er e. nl through 1.0 m. sh and 

llO pur cunt tliroi)t<h •ii'X) 

Cryolite has been pro.hiee.l in the United States in .-mall .pmntity only. The 

l»e.st known oeeurronee is in the Pikes Peak region of Colorado. Diligent 

acrulorutcifl diirint? th<* \v:ir v\:i> ^ 
touriai^u roiiiiiii*n*iul 

Utilization. (VyoHtf first i:illy in I f<M flu* iiiannfarimo <)f 

rhjiniiKi run) su<l;i in l)cnm:iik. Iin|jorts to tlu* \ inh M |>ioin)>t \ o 
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and by 1856 whole cargoes were being moved. The development of the Solvav 

and similar processes for the production of sodium carbonate dominated this 

held, and the markets for cryolite might have displayed drastic shrinkage if it had 

not been for invention of the Hall process for the production of metallic aluminum. 

This process utilizes a bath of fused cryolite for the electrolyte in which alumina is 

^s^sociated by electric current. It is a remarkable coincidence that at the time 

Hall was making his experiments in 1888 he had at his disposal one of the rarest 

minerals known, which was being imported at that time in tonnages little below 

present levels. This is the largest single consumer. In this market cryolite is 

^countering competition from synthetic cryolite manufactured from fluorspar. 

The fluorspar is converted to hydrofluoric acid by treatment with sulfuric acid. 

The hydrofluoric acid is neutralized with sodium carbonate and aluminum 

hydrate, producing a double fluoride of sodium and aluminum: cryolite. This 

manufactured material is said to be satisfactory in use and lower in impurities 
tlian the mineral of natui-al origin. 

Ground cryolite is also used in enamels, glasses, and insecticides. Its high 

fluorine content makes it an effective insecticide. In 1946. 2,225,000 lb were 

utilized in the peanut belt of the south to combat the ravages of the velvet bean 

caterjiillar, whicli was threatening the crop. Research work is being conducted 
to broaden the usefulness of cryolite to imlustry. 
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DIAMOND 

Composition. Diamond is pure carbon, although occasionallj' traces of other 

elements may Iw includeil in the crystal structure. 

General Description. The diamond crystallizes in the cubic system: the most 

common crystal form encouutered is the octahedron, followed by the rhombic 
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dodecahedron. Cubes are rare. Twin crystals are encountorcil frequently and 

at times are the cause of su\>stantiul loss of weight in cutting. Size varies from 

microscopic crystals to irregular masses wcigl)ing over 3,000 carats. The inter¬ 

national metric curat has been stuiulaixlized at 200 mg and is now in universal 

usage as a unit of production and sale. Cut stones are at times sold by points/' 

In this case 70 points is the equivalent of 0.70 carat. Clem <Hainonds vary 

enormously in color, size. perfe<-tion, and value. To qualify for gem use the stone 

must he transparent and free from objectionable color and imi>uritie.s. Many 

grades of varying color and perfecti<in are recognized in the trade. The gem 

diamond has been recognizo<l as the most desirable and most popuhir of all 

precious stones. It generally is the highest priced precious stone, although at 

times exceptional specimens of ruby and emerald have been sold at higher figures. 

The im[>ortance of the <liamon<l as a gem is being overshadowed by its rise as an 

industrial mineral. Diamonds of nongem grade are employed in many iiulusti iul 

uses where the superior hardness of the mineral is of value. Idne industrials are 

stones of poc>r color but otherwi.se similar to gem quality. Bort, or boart, is 

nongem gra<lo material, badly flawed or fiUe^l with inclusions. It is the most 

useful inilustrial form of iliamond an<l is used extensively for the manufacture of 

drills an<l abrasives. Balias, a sjiherical intergrowth of small diamj>nd crystals, 

is strong and not easily shattered and thtueforc suitable for many indu.strial 

uses. Production is limited to Brazil an<l the .lager.sfontein mine in South Africa. 

C’urbona<lo, or black diamond, is obtained in Ihazil. It is very compact and 

tough. It is nearly opaejae un<l varies in color from gray to l)la<‘k. 

Phy^cal Properties. 10, the hardest material known. The gaj) in 

hardness between 10 aiul 9 is believed to be greater than the gap between {) an<l 1. 

Diamomh therefore, stands alone with reganl to this property. Hardness varies 

with direction and is most pronouiu’ed on the octoluMlral face. Speinjic gravity^^ 

3.145 to 3.51S; carbomulo. 3.15 to 3.20. Mrliing point, probably above 3000^C\ 

(*oh,r disper^non, very high, 0.(»)3, lieme the play of color in the gem. Index of 

rrfroedon, 2.4175. Color, \n g<'ins. colorless or faint shades of hhio, hroun, or 

yc?ll(>w, rarely in clear, highly prizc<l gi cen, blue, cuange, and reil sInnU's; in 

carbonado, bla<*k, daik bniwn. <ir dark gray; in bort, ycdlow-lirown to black. 

white, /.a.sffr, on iiiu'ut crystal fa<'cs. greasy .adtimanliiu*; <»n <*ut faces 

typical adamantine, very brilliant; in <;trl>ona<!o. dull. Chnvitgv, in ciystrd, 

highly perfect oct<iliedral; in carbonado, none. Tenarity^ brittle in ca*ystalliz(»(l 

Varieti(*s; (*ai*bonado. tough. Siduhilihj, insoluble in aci<ls. 7 ronspon ncy, tians- 

pareiit to X-rays, lead-glass imitations are not. In fine pow<ler may l>e buriu'd, 

pro<lucing carbon <lioxid<*. It Is the Unist cmnjiressible of all kni>wn substan<‘es. 

Occurrence. The unusual propci ti<*s of the diainoiul were first a|)i)rcciuted in 

India and produ<*tion was starte<l thfM<*. pc>ssil>ly over 2.IKK) yeais ago. Borneo 

was also an early pro<hicer. Spe<‘tacularly large* st<Mies of historical impi>rtaii<*e 

arc all believed to be of liulian origin. Diamonds have been found in three aioas 

either in pla<‘ei «leposit< <ir assoriated with a cotigloinerate. n<*vei in plai-e in the 

miginiil rock in which they were forinc*<l. Mm h <if the trade ir» the st<mes has 

been <*arried on in the luarkcd town of ( hplcon<la w ith w Inch the diamond ti ade has 

long boon iLssuciated. Present |>ro<lmrti<in from India and Burneu is negligibUn 
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rnlTn^ diamond production was to BrazU, then a Portuguese 
colony, where gems were discovered in 1721 The orovincp nf nahu a 

Oeraes became the most important producerf ToTuron rt Lm 

operated crude equipment, and the mother lode has never been discovered 

whi^r that over 15 million carats of rough stones came from the mines' 
which made a substantial addition to the diamond store of the world Outnut 

declined to a trifling figure in the 1930’s. but subsequently rose unlr the impS 

f increasing demands for industrial stones occasioned by the war to an appreci- 

e figuie as shown m Table 1. No information exists concerning the reserves 

r future use due to the irregular distribution of the diamonds in the alluvial 
sands in which they are found. »uuviai 

1867. The first finds were in alluvial 
deposits, and the Orange and Vaal rivers in South Africa were soon scenes of 

nuXr^oT’T ® ^ thousands of men. Later, diamonds were found in a 
number of places remote from the rivers, and finally Kimberly was located 

former^ a deposit of diamonds in the original volcanic rock in which they were 

ro.iH ■ ir peridotite, occurs in funnel-shaped structures, 
ughly elliptical m cross section and continuing to unknown depths. They are 

known as diamond pipes. At first they were worked from the surface by a large 

impossible 
woiking conditions, which wore finally removed by the consolidation of the entire 

property under one management. Surface workings were abandoned and an 

ore erly plan for underground operation installed. Furtlier exploration resulted 

in the discovery of other diamond-bearing pipes. The occurrence of diamonds in 

tliese large ore bodies, amenable to modern methods of mining and concentration, 

has permitted the diamond industry to become the only gem-stone producing 

activity carried on m a systematic, well-organized, and regular manner 

I-urther cxjilorution disclosed that diamonds were present in many areas in 

Africa, us shown iii Table 1. The continent now supplies from 95 to 98 per cent 

of the work s total by weight. Belgian Congo is the largest producer and 

accounts for 00 to /O per cent of the total by weight, but generally about 10 to 13 

per cent of the value, since tlie bulk of the production consists of industrial stones 

of low value. 1 wo major areas arc productive. The western urea is located in 

the south central part of the colony around Tshikapa. It is continuous with the 

Angolan ilia.nond field, whicli it adjoins. The average grade of the deposits is 

less than 1 carat per cubic yard. This area is the chief source of cuttable material 

in the C ongo, and as much as GO per cent of the production may be so classed. 

Only a small part is suitable for fine gems. Over 35 widely scattered operations 

are active. The eastern area is small and extends for a few miles along the 

Bush.ma.e Kivcr above its junction with the Sankuru. It is the world’s largest 

proc ucer by weight and the lowest cost producer. Less than 5 per cent can 

qualify as gem material; tlie rest is mostly crushing bort. The average grade is 
ostimuted to run from 7 to 10 curuts per yard. 

Tanganyika has become a producer of growing importance during the past 

few years. Most of the iiroduction is obtained from placers or alluvial diggings. 

1 he large mines in South Africa were closed during a number of years when 

cheaiier production from the alluvials could satisfy the market 
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Diamonds in the United States. The only known occurrence of (liamtuicl in 

pliK’O in [>oriilotite is located near ^^Ul■^l'eesl)oro, Pike County, Ark. Thi.s is the 

only location in which mining ha.s been carried on in anything approaching a, 

systematic manner. The rock i.s similar in cliemical and inineralogical com¬ 

position to the kimberlite i)Ciiilotitc of South Africa. Diamonds wore first found 

in lOOli. A suc«-cssful commerciai ojieration has never been established, although 

it is reported that over 10,000 diainonils have l>enn recovere<i in the locality, the 

largest of whi<'h weighed over 40 carats. Dianmmls have been found in an area 

000 miles in extent stretching from Ohio to ^linncsota. They occur in the 

glacial <lrift, a niixture tif soil, rock fragments, sand, and boulders, much of which 

was traiisjjorted from the north and doi>osito<l by glacial ice. It has been con¬ 

jectured that tlie original source of the .stone.s may have been in Canada in the 

Hudson Hay area. Tlie largest diamond encountered here is sai<l to have weighed 

<iver 21 carats. Diamonds have also been found in the Appalachian area in a 

<listrict extending front West Virginia to Georgia. The best known stone was 

found at Maiiche.ster. Va., in liSo.5. It weighecl over 23 carats in the rough, and 

cut to sliglitly under 12 carats. The most recent a<ldition was roporteil in 1943. 

The st<inc. tlie “ Punch ” .Jones diamond, weighing 34.4(5 carats luul been found in 

I92s at Pcter.sburg, \V.\a. The signifi<-ance of the find had not I)eon noted 

previously. Tlie wi<le-sptead distribution in the Appalachian states suggests 

rnoio than one source. The gene.si.s of these stones is a myster3’- to geologists. 

The most logical cxjilanation is the ixissibility of tlie existence of perklotite rocks 

in tlic geologic past that have been rie.stroj’ed by erosion and their diamoiul con¬ 

tent liberatcfl. Diamonds have been found on the Pacific coast, j^articularly in 

( aliforniu, wliere they have been the In’-jirodm-t of gold mining. The .stones 

recoveicil were small, the largest weigliing a little over 7 carats. Microscopic 

liiamonds liave been rcportetl to oc«*ur in meteorites. 

'I lie world jiroduction of diamonds as reported by the U.S. Bureau of 

Mines is .shown in Table 1. Industrial .stoims supply 70 to SO per cent of the 
total. 

Mining and MUling Methods. Sou/h Afrua. South African diamonds are 

lirodiiccrl from two sources from pi|>cs or necks of kimberlite, or blue gniund, and 

from .illuvial or jdacer diggings. In I94(> the output from the alluvial workings 

amounlerl to 2.'>li,7G.S carats, or 20 per < <'ut of tlie total proiluction of tlie Union of 
South .\fiica. 

Mitiiny /\iinht rlilr I’i/us. The kiinberlite pipes wore formeily all worked by 

opcM-iiit. but now some of the largest mines arc worked by undergroinul metlmds. 

The walls of the j.ipcs are nearly vertical and do not staiul well, so tliat the depth 

of opcii.|)it workings is limitcl by the ability to hohl the walls. This may bo 

.assisterl by leaving a skin of diamondiferou.s grouiul standing against the walls or 
Jiy t<‘rrac’in^x Unrk tlic rim uf tho pit. 

0|K‘n-|.it mining is can id on in benches, w liicb are usually 40 to fiO ft bigli but 

at the Premier mine, they areas l.igbas 100 ft. Drilling an.l I,lasting are usually 

d..ne on a large s. ale, using deep, ebainbered boK-s. a.ul breaking .-> oi l5 tons of 

ground I...,- pound of .lynuinite. Liglit drills are used for tlie secomlarv l.reaking 

of large lumps. X<;arly all loading is done by hand. The ore is iu>i.sfe<i mther 

in tubs running on fi.xcd trolley lines up over the edge of the pit or by haulage up 
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an incline either within the pit or wholly or partly cut in the wall rock. The 

deepest open workings are considerably over 1,000 ft deep. 

Underground mining is faced with the following chief difficulties: the instability 

of the walls; the pressure of the superincumbent debris in the open pits above; the 

necessity of the cheap handling of ore and the consequent large scale of produc¬ 

tion; the influx of mud and other debris from above mixing with the ore, making 

mining dangerous and increasing drainage difficulties; and the maintenance of 

adequate ventilation. Mining methods have been gradually evolved to meet 

these difficulties. 

Table 1. World Production of Diamonds, 1942 to 1946, by Countries, Metric 

Carats 

(Including industrial diamonds) 

Country 1942 1943 1944 1945 1946 

Africa: 
Angola. 791,853 794,990 799,120 803,887 808,000* 
Belgian Congo. 6,018,236 4,881,639 7,533,365 10,386,000 6,033,452 
French Equatorial 

Africa. 46.345i 56,183 60,000 82,849 87,381 
French West Africa. . . 49,866 36,193 69,726 79,802 51,834 
Gold Coast t. 1,055,735 1 .317,798 1,165,858 812,451 830,000 
Sierra Leone. 1,046,187 834,492 608,744 504,309 559,229 
Soutli-Wost Africa.. .. 56,420 94,427 154,379 152.629 163,611 
Tanganyika. 40,327 52.998 90,667 115,666 119,446* 

Union of South Africa: 
Mines. 858 84,342 552,974 878,713 1,025,019 
Alluvial. 117,963 217.987 380,708 262.529 256.768 

Total. 118.821 302,329 ! 933,682 1,141,242 1.281.787 

Brazil*. 300,000 275,000 301.000 275,000 325,000 
British Guiana. 22,207 18.272 13,911t 15,442 30,958 

VcMiezucla. 34,048 22.846 22.037 12,769 20,912 

Other countries. 6,788 6.804 12,000 2.000 l,600t 

CJratid total. 8.094,000 11.384.000 10,313,000 

• Kstiinato<1. 
t Exports. 
j Purtly C2»tifnutod; includes India, Borneo, Australia (New South Wales), and U-S.S.R, 

In general, tlie methods of development and mining are as follows: Two large 

main shafts are sunk in the country rock at a sufficient distance from the pipe 

to ensure safety from subsidence. One of these shafts serves as a main working 

shaft, ami the other is used for ventilation and emergencies. Working shafts are 

provided with skip ways, manways, and ladder- and pipeways. Since much 

material must be hoisted, skips are large and high hoisting speeds are used. 

Heavy steel hcailframes with efficient, large, modern hoists are common. The 

Kimberley mine has the deepest shaft, which w-as 3,600 ft deep in 1920. 

At regular vertical intervals, which may be as great as 700 ft, large main haul¬ 

age tunnels are driven, connecting the working shaft with the pipe. Between 
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tliese luiiin levels the Rround is further opened by sublevels 40 to 00 ft apart 

vertically’. On the sublevels the ore is blocked out by a regular sy.stom of drifts 

and crosscuts. The ore from the stopes is dropped t<t the sublevels and trainino<l 

to vertical, circular ore chutes connecting with the main levels. There it i.s draw n 
ofT inti» skips and hoisted. 

The ore is removed in the stopes by a system of caving, beginning at the upper 

levels in the portions of the ore body farthest from the main shaft, and retreating 

rlounward and toward the shaft from all directions. When one level has been 

<lrawii bark a safe distance from the walls, sloping is started on the level below, 

the working faces thus forming a series of stops. Often one or more .shafts are 

sunk within the jiipe itself for ilevcloiunent, ventilation, and access to the sub- 
levels. which are also usually connected by inclined manway’s. 

MUlintj of Kimhi rlile On. The yellow ground that or«-upied the upper, oxi¬ 

dized zone of the pipe disintegrated ea.sily and the diamonds present «-oul(l be 

re.-overed by insj,ertion and washing. The blue ground, inine.l at gi eater depths. 

i.s a much more stable rock. For years it was common j>racticc to exjiose this 

material (.n the ground at the surface and allow it to weather slow ly with fro<juent 

stirring. After months of c.xposuro the rock would break down to the extent that 

the fliarnomls couM bo liberated with ease. The »>perati»>n was sl<»\v and expen- 

.sive. involved a large capital inve.stinont. and rcciuirod constant protection from 

theft. It was abamloned for m<»re iiuxlern methods of mineral preparation using 

mechanical cru.shing and concentration. Corrugated spring rolls. oi)crating with 

light spring pres.sures. are used to crush the rock. The equipment is designed to 

jjicyent crushing and los.s of any large stones, a possibility* not present when the 

ancient inctlmd of weathering the rock was employed. The cnislierl material 

IS sorted. washe<l free from fines, and chi.s.sified into various sizes that are jiassed 

over jigs to i.'rt,v(.r the lieavy mineral-s. including diaiiKUid. Tlie concentrates 

from the jigs are j.as.sed over grea.se table.s. a type of c<.iicentration peculiar t<. the 

dianion.l indu.-try. This consi.sts of an iron table placed at a gentle slope and 

piovi.led with an oscillating movement. It i.s covere.I with a thick coat of petro- 

latiiiii Ituc t.» unusual .surface-tension relafi<msliips. diamond will sti.-k ten¬ 

aciously to tins coating of grease, while tin- lieavy inineials with whi.-li it is associ¬ 

ated in the j,g <-on,.entrates. mostly .silicates, are swept awav hv the ennent of 

water passing over ll.e table.s. This .levice i.s remarkably eflicieiit. an.l most <,f 

the diamond.s are colleete<l within tlie first 0 in. of tl.e table. The grea.se is 

Kcraf.ed olT at intervals an.l placed in a finely jH-rforatcl in.-lal container that is 

.submerged m boilmg water. The grease melts ami h-aves the container as a 

liquid. I he diamond.s remain ami are g,ad...| a.-c„,,|ing to size ami ..uality 

Alluvial ... ,.la.-er mm.i.g may be canie.l with the sim,,h..-’f erjuiinnent.' little 

more than a pan ami sh..vel being necessary. The te. ln.i.,ues ..| |....spe. fim. and 

pnHhmtir.n are s.imlar to llmsc ..n,pl..ye.| f... fh..usan.is of vc.-us in gold minima 

Ill.- dianmnd with its high s,>ccific gravity is f..un.I with ..limr hoavv minerds 

Mich as inagm-tite. .•..run.lum. zircon, ami g.-.rnef. 'n..-se minerals M-rve as •, 
< ue to th.. pres.aue <.f diaim.ml. Stream gravels, bench ,.sifs ami 

goimrate.s are wo.ke,I with e.p,ip,nent .l.-rive.! in pii-miple fro,,, tvpes long 

c.-t.xhlmhe.l m g..I.l recovery. The use of large dredges, representing a huge 
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capital investment, has not been considered feasible, in part due to the small size 

and undependable behavior of the diamond-bearing ground, and also to the 

prevalence of cheap labor in the producing areas. 

Mining and Milling in Belgian Congo. Due to the abundance of native labor, 

hand methods are employed extensively. Trenches and pits are used in explora¬ 

tion and to determine the diamond content of the ground. If satisfactory the 

area is cleared of brush and trees. The overburden is removed and the diamond- 

bearing gravel shoveled into wheelbarrows or mine cars and taken to a central 

treating plant. One power shovel is employed in the eastern area. Great care 

is taken at bedrock to recover all the gravel, since the greatest concentration of 

values occurs at this point. Central plants are located at Tshikapa in the west 

and Bakwanga in the eastern area. The process of treatment is similar to that 

followed at Kimberly. The mill feed is screened, jigged, treated by magnetic 

separators, tabled to recover very small stones, and finally passed over a grease 

table. Precautions are taken at all points to prevent loss. 

Utilization. The use of the diamond as an ornamental stone is so universal 

that it requires no explanation. Because of its high value and universal apprecia¬ 

tion it is used at times as portable wealth when more bulky objects could not be 

concealed or tran.sported. Its importance as an industrial mineral has increased 

steadily during the past decade. Imports in the United States, as reported by 

the U.S. Bureau of Mines, are given in Table 2. 

T.\bi-e 2. Industrial Diamonds (Glaziers’, E.vcravebs', and Miners’) I.MroiiTED 

rou CON8UMI*TION IN THE UNITED STATES, 1043 TO 1048 

Year Carats 

Value 

Total Average 

1943 12,084.133 821.890,568 81.81 
1944 12.614.507 22.861.401 1.81 
1945 10,729.869 12,810.932 1.19 
1946 4.625.282 14.247.536 3.09 
1917 3.999,110 13.312.668 3 33 
1948 10,418,316 32.521 ..')01 3 12 

Diamond tools have made possil)le the fast and preci.se machining of metals. 

They are indispensable in the automobile and aii craft industries. Tlie designing 

of tools ami the proper orientation of the diamoml edge have become a science 

employing a knoAvledgc t>f crystallographic and directional hardnc.ss in the stone. 

A large variety of tools aie employed for many uses. Diamonds arc also used for 

dies for the drawing of fine wire such as the tung.sten filaments in universal use in 

electric lights. Such <lies possess the <le.sirable property of not changing diameter 

in use <lue to the superior lianlness of the material. They are used similarly to 

supply an orifice of unchanging dimension in oil burners. Abrasive wheels 

charged with diamond <lust arc usetl extensively by lapidaries in the cutting of 

semiprecious stones. The diamond drill has become one of the most valuable 
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exploration tools at the disposal of the geologist. By its use a core of rock, 

representing hundreds or thousands of feet of depth, may be extracted from the 

earth for inspection as to its identity and structure or for analysis to determine 

value. The mining industry has become interested in the use of the diamond 

drill for stoping ore, tlie actual drilling of the hole that contains the exj>losive for 

blasting the ore loose from the surrounding rock. Succe.ssful aiul economic 

operation of the diamond drill in this fiehl is now recognized. The industrial 

diamond, unlike the gem, wears out in use and conservation in the use of this rare 
mineral is therefore desirable. 

The Manufactured Diamond. The diamond has never been produced in com¬ 

mercial rjuantity, although many attempts have been matlo. Many investigators 

doubt that the diamoml has ever been marie artifically in any form, not oven the 

micro.sco|>ic crystals that have been reported as the etid product of various jjroc- 

esscs. When it is realized that the Imvest priced industrial diamond sells for 

arrjunrl S3 per carat, or 80,79.") a pound, it is apparent that the problem is one to 
challenge the interest of scientific research. 
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DIASPORE 

Composition. Diaspore is hydrous aluminum oxide, Al203‘H20: Al20a, 85.1 

per cent; HjO, 14.9 per cent. 

General Description. When diaspore is found in crystallized form, it occurs in 

thin, flattened prisms; as foliated masses or thin scales; white, grayish, brownish, 

pinkish, or yellowish in color. But in the only known deposits of commercial 

size it occurs in an earthy or granular, sometimes pisolitic, form in clay and is 

gray, brown, or red in color. 

Physical Properties. Hardness, 6.5 to 7. Specific gravity, 3.3 to 3.5. Melting 

point, on heating reduces to AI2O3, which, when pure, melts at 1880 to 2050®C. 

Index of refraction, 1.702 to 1.750. Color, white, gray, brown, yellowish, pink; 

sometimes red from iron oxide. Streak, white (when pure). Luster, pearly to 

vitreous in crystals; earthy and dull w’hen granular. Cleavage, platy in crystals. 

Fracture, irregular in granular type. Transparency, transparent to opaque. 

Tcnaciiy, brittle. 

Occurrence. Until recent years diaspore has been of mineralogical interest 

only, for no deposits large enough to be of commercial importance were known. 

It has usually been found associated with corundum and emery in dolomite and 

granular limestone or ciystalline schists. At Chester, Mass., it occurred in large 

plates associated with emery. 

Its most important occurrence is in clays, where its presence causes a high 

alumina content, at times over 70 per cent. Such clays are found in Missouri 

and Pennsylvania. 

Some years ago it was found that important deposits of diaspore mixed with 

flint clay ami some plastic bond clay occur in Missouri, principally along the 

Chicago, Rock Island, and Pacific Railway from Gerard west to Belle, with a few 

smaller deposits near Hofllins on the St. Louis—San Francisco line. For many 

years beds or pockets of flint clays have been worked commercially in these dis¬ 

tricts, but the presence of diaspore had not been recognized. Flint clay contain¬ 

ing diaspore has a rough sandy texture and Avhen present in the ordinary flint 

clay causes blistering and distortion when fired. This rough clay has thus been 

regarded as worthless or even detrimental, and large bodies of it were left in 
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abandoned clay pits, where it frequently occurred as a core near the center of the 

deposit or as rounded boulders in the overlying weathered clay. 

This diaspora clay has been described by the Missouri Bureau of Geology and 
Mines as follows: 

In texture, diasporo clay ranges from a compart, hard, blue or gray lliiit clay with 
scattered Hecks of white or bluish white and an occasional minute oolite through a 
true oolitic form to a rough, ponms, nsh-colorod nmss not unlike the iiglit-colored 
varieties of bauxite. Red varieties of tlie clay are also found. It had been discovered 
that where this type of clay was found there was an enrichment of ahmiina, ilcpletion 
of silica, and frequently a very low lime and magnesia content. An analysis made on 
a sample of the clay by W. E. Oyler, Missouri Geological Survey, Itolla, Mo., showed 
the following results: 

Analysis OF Diascorl Clay from Mlssouri 

Per Cent 
Moisture. 0.60 
Loss of ignition. 14.00 
Silica (SiOs). 0.30 
Alumina (.\ljO,). 73.73 
Iron oxide (FcsOj). 0.57 
Soda (Xa-O). 2.00 
Pota.sh (KjO). 0.52 

100.72 

The dia-spore clay is, thrreforo, rmitc di.stinct from the Hint clay in both texture and 
composition. It is .ai)parcntly made up from particlc.s and oolites of the- mincrul 
di.'t-spore (.\IO, OH) <-onfaiihng 35 per cent alumimim and 15 per cent water intcr- 
hedded in more or Ic.ss Hint clay. This composition givc.s rise to the name “diasporc 
• lay,” tentatively used here.* 

Mint clay has been known in this nortlt-ccntral Ozark di-strict since 1.S72. The 
first .sluj)inents of diasporo clay were ropoite<l in 191S. 

f’lays with a higli alutniiia content due to the presence of alumina have been 

pro.lucctl in reiin.sylvania for years. They have Ijccn u.scil in the inatmfacluie of 

bricks of sjjpcifiod alumina content .suitable for refractory use. Clays with a 

<aintcnt of l e/>a of less than 3 p(;r cent arc usc<l in this irulustry. The largest 

known tonnage is in Clearfield County in the? C'urwcnsville and Morgan Hun 

ureas. Tlie tonnage of resi-rves for future u.se is not known with aci iirucv but is 

believed to bo .a inaUer of many milliorus of tons of clay with a c.mtcnt of Al.-O, 

varying from .V> to 70 per cent. Intcre.st in these clays as a jjr.tciitial source of 

aluinimi for the proiluction of aluminum metal has rcsiilteil in an c.xpaiisioii of 
knowledge witli reganl to their occurrence and pi-o|>erties. 

Analyses «»f tliese clays are given in the talile* on page ls4. 

I^oduction. In .Mis.souri the diasjmre clay i.s found a-s.sociatcd with flint clay 

in sink hoh? deposits. These are <liscovere«l bv siiiface prospecting \t times 

the olxscrvance of •‘float. * det.u-hed ,.ie. es at the surface or in stream vallevs h-.s 

lo.I t., .hscovenes. C’oini.ionly the gro.in.l is drille.l uith an anger, and samples 

recovered at frequent intervals fn.m tlie surface. After locafi.ni of a i.i.nnising 

'■ ... 
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area, it is stripped of overburden with scrapers or bulldozers, exposing the desired 

strata. Generally, this is operated as a quarry. A face is developed, behind 

which blasting holes are drilled for breaking with black powder or dynamite. 

The broken clay is sorted by type and piled for shipment. In Pennsylvania the 

position of the clay horizons is such that underground mining is of increasing 

importance. The tonnage of diaspore produced is not known, since its identity 
is lost in the clays in which it is contained. 

Analysis of Diaspore Clays 

Per cent by weight 

-Vi'- ~ 

.AljOa 

0
 

CO
 FC2O3 TiOs CaO iMgO NazO + KzO Ignition loss 

Burnt nodule. 75.72 4.00 2.17 2.75 0.10 0.25 0.38 14.40 
Pinc-gruined nodule. 61.52 
Green nodule. 54.50 26.70 0.80 

9 » • 9 

2.26 0.18 

• » • 9 

0.30 0.95 
10.00 

13.50 
Nodulo, block. 49.44 I ^ SC\ 

Flint. 38.37 43,74 1.29 1.72 
• • • • 

0.04 0.28 0.96 13.16 
Block. 37.55 43.40 1.06 1.77 0.13 0.43 1.51 13.40 
Semi Hi lit. 35.13 46.76 1.52 1.57 0.18 0.73 2.60 11.17 
Slabby, soft. 30.70 52.62 1.63 1.27 0.30 0.75 3.21 8.76 
Plastic, soft. 27.40 56.84 1.82 1.28 0.30 0.91 2.99 8.09 

Utilization. Tlie principal use is in the manufacture of brick for employment 

in processes of high temperature. Refractoriness increases with AljOa content. 

This is the largest tonnage consumer. Small quantities have been calcined and 

used as uii abrasive. The shortage of bauxite during the war resulted in a pro¬ 

gram of icseurch applied to diaspore clays with the intention of producing AUOz 

for reduction to metallic aluminum. The process worked out by the U.S. Bureau 

of Mines involved the sinteiing of the clay with limestone and soda ash, thereby 

converting the utumina into a form soluble in water and leaving the silica in 

insoluble form. Carbonatiou of the j>urinc<I solution with CO2—air mixture or 

scrubl)e<l flue gases precipitated AUC)3*3IT.jO. This is easily converted to AhOa 

by ealciiiation, pro<lucing a product of sufTicient jjurity to (pialify as a raw material 

for reduction to aluminum. The )>rocos.s is not in a position to compete eco¬ 

nomically with abunrlant bauxite, but may become more important as bauxite 

reserves suffer further dej)letion. 
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DIATOMITE OR DIATOMACEOUS EARTH 

Composition. J>uit«>uiac(‘<ius earth (also kitnvvii as infusorial <*arth, kiosolnuln-. 

fossil flour, fossil luc'al. tripolite, diatomite, polirsrhiefer, desmid earth, nioleia, 

white peat, telluriiie, randaiiite. c-eyssatite, herginehl, radiolariuii earth, by the 

TaHI.K 1. AnAI.YSKSOK I>IATOMA<-K<jrs Kartii 

Sili. a fSiO,).SO.53 80.00 81.53 75.OS 88.78 80.02'72,50'S0.81) 

.Aliitnifia (.\l,()p. ,5 SI) 3.84 3.43 O SS 2,08 4.27 11.71 2.32 

Iron oxide (l-ejOj. 1.03   3.34 2 1)2 Trace   2.3,5 1.28 

t.iriie (t-aO). 0.35 n..58 2.01 0 21) 1.01 1.60 0.32 0.43 

Magnesia (MkO). 0 0!) 1.30 Trace n.83Tr.icc 

Potash <K.(». 1.10 0 02 . 2.18 1.88' 3.58 

.Soda (X;i.O). 1 .ly 0.08; 

Water Ml..<)». 12 03* l-l.or*, O.or.' 5.54 5.13 0.54 IS!) 

N'i(roK<*f)roii.s nntttcr nnd | I I 

. I n 21 0 lot 

00 H3 [OU 00 1*10.54 .08.77 100.(TT U)0”40 0!)“T3 00"ao 

• \\ jiUt 5UmJ oriruiiic* mattor. 

t iim iTii).*). 
1. I^fike 1NMI. 
2. y. N.J. 

•i. C'ri'<*k. Mfl. 

Notk: T!„. above O.reo ai.uly-es arc quote.) from O. P. Merrill, •■Tlic Noii-nu-ta)lic 
INlHjfiuM. jt| 4‘>\., I*. I'j, John Will's* A: Inr.. P.MO. 

4. IlMno.s, N. n.: f .S. (i.ot Si.riti,. Hull. Isa. luu ,> >7 

5 L;....,....-, .Sa.aa Harl.ara f ou..i> t al.f. U.o:eK. Ptm.v T)u. Ki.-M-laul.r InOu.strv. 
M»t. ( futn, hnu . 12. No. 2. IfUniars. 101 I 

O. :i I li 4 hrilt jrii.’tf •v W..1 1i_i. ... 4.. 0i;iiorn.»ri.oM-s f-arih. Point Santa Harhaia CouiMv C alif 1 vchhavks 
fl. W ; f u„ f,,/,/. Hull.. V..\. J. I-J. J*,.,.,. G.-ol. S„rv..v. Is-Mi (.p ' I M 

Ar" (V.-uft. Santa Haihara (\»iirMy. C alif. W. T. Srhuih r. 

H. Mf4ijf4'r»v. \l#n»tfn'y f ourjrv. C*ulif. A. <\ an*! INikaov I r'. 
i i idij. Hull., Vul. i. p. 2.%. ^r. l.S to 2 Ji. 

trade names ■ ‘ j-f VI" ^nd • I-ilter-f V)." H,... aiei. enomously. tripoli*) is a 

hyrlroiis or o|.al<-.seeiit l..rm of .sili. a. 'J'he arooiiiit <.f water of coinp<.sition «e<uns 

to Is- variabU-, but usually is between 5 and 10 per .-out. In its natural slate 

• s<'<' p. rdii. 
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diatomaceous earth also usually contains 25 to 40 per cent of mechanically held 

water, which is expelled at 100°C. It usually contains some clay and certain 

types are high in lime. Fresh-water deposits often contain organic matter that 

imparts a dark-brown or almost black color to the diatomite. 

The analyses in Table 1, with one change (No. 5), are quoted by Phalen.* 

General Description. Diatomaceous earth occurs as a light-colored, light¬ 

weight, finely granular porous aggregate varying in texture from loosely coherent 

to compact. When pure and dry, its apparent specific gravity is less than 1, 

that is, it will float on water until saturated. It is composed of the siliceous 

remains of exceedingly minute aquatic organisms, known as diatoms, radiolaria, 

etc. These organisms are exceedingly minute and are usually so small that they 

can be distinguished only by the aid of a high-power microscope. Several 

thousand varieties of diatoms have been recognized. They are always present 

and, under a high-power microscope, are an absolute means of identification. 

Physical Properties. Hardness, 1 to 1.5. Specific gravity, true is 2.1 to 2.2; 

apparent, pure dry blocks, 0.45; apparent, pure dry powder, loosely packed, 0.13. 

Melting point, 1010 to 1750*C. Index of refraction, 1.44 to 1.46 (variable). 

Color, pure white, cream, and pinkish to reddish, brownish, and gray when 

impure. Streak, white. Luster, dull and earthy. Cleavage, none. Fracture, 

pulverulent, to subconchoidal or irregular when compact. Transparency, 

opaque. Tenacity, crumbly to brittle. Insoluble in acids (except hydrofluoric), 
but easily soluble in alkalies. 

Thermal conductivity, in gram-calorie-seconds, varies from 0.000227 (for dried 

block of apparent density of 0.53) at 200°C to 0.000315 at 800°C; and from 

0.000127 (for loosely packed pulverized earth of apparent density of 0.12) at 
200°C to 0.000397 at SOO^C. 

Occurrence. Diatomaceous earth is formed in bedded deposits on the bot¬ 

toms of bodies of either fresh or salt water. Minute organisms secrete silica 

much as mollusks secrete lime, and thus build up their shells. When the organ¬ 

isms die, the organic matter largely disappears, and their shells gradually build 

up beds. Tills process is now going on in some places, although deposits of pres¬ 

ent commercial importance may be far above present water levels. Although it 

has been calculated that 1 cu in. of diatomaceous earth contains not less than 40 

million independent shells, beds 2,000 ft in thickness are known. Other beds 

several hundrcrl feet thick are known to cover several square miles. 

I nited States. California.'^-^* The best known and most extensively worked 

deposits in the United States arc those in northern Santa Barbara County near 

Lompoc, ojjerated by the Johns-Manville Corp. Here beds, of a knowm mini¬ 

mum thicknes.s in places of 700 ft, cover several square miles. The beds are 

tiltefl and contain every gradation from diatomaceous earth, through compact 

tyiios an<l fliatomaceous shale, to hard black flint. The color varies from white 

to cream color or grajdsh. It is possible to remove large blocks suitable for saw¬ 

ing into bricks, blocks, etc. Dejiosits near San Pedro, Los Angeles County, are 

being w<Mkcd by the DicalLte Di\nsion of the Great Lakes Carbon Corp. 

• PiiAi.K.v. W. C.. r>iatoinacoous (Infusorial) Barth, U.S. Bur. Mi ne9t Monthly Repori9 
of In\)C9iioation9^ March, 1020. 
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Deposits have been worked in other parts of Santa Barbara County, in Monterey, 
Shasta, Orange, and San Luis Obispo counties, and are known to exist in several 

other counties. 
It is probable that the largest deposits in the world are in California. 

In Kittitas County, between Ellensburg and Yakima, there are 

large deposits of pure-white diatomaceous earth, 8 to 20 ft in thickness. A 
secontl important district is about 15 miles south of Quincy, in the northwestern 
l)art of Grant County. Other districts are near Puget Sound and north of Big 

Lake in western-central Skagit County. Extensive beds of extremely fine¬ 
grained. soft, pure-white diatomaceous earth are reported in several localities. 

Oregon Along tire Deschutes River, G miles west of Terrebonne, De.schutes 
('ounty, are important rle|>osits of high-gra<le diatomite, ranging from 0 to G7 ft 
thick, now being worketl by the Dicalite Division of tlie Great Lake.s C’arbon 
Corp. Other deposits are known in Baker, Grant, Harney, JefTer-son, Klamath, 
Linn. I.ane, and Malheur counties. 

Nei’utla. A <le|>osit of very jjure diatomite, hundreds of feet thick and reported 
to c«;ntain many millions of tons, occurs 7 miles from Clark (18 mil<*s east »)f 

Reno). It is being worked by the Eagle-Picher Co., which built a large, mtxlern 
plant here in 1947. Other dei>o.sits liave been worked near Basalt; 3 miles east 
of Carlin; and at 8 miles northwest of Virginia City; and deposits are known at 
several other localities. 

Other irfHlern states that have produced small amounts of diatomite in recent 
years are Arizona, Idaho,*® New Mexico, and Utah. Deposits are known in 
Nebraska. Texas, ami other western states. 

Eastern Sloths. Although diatomite deposits are known in many eastern states 
and many efforts liave been made to devtdop some of them <-ommer<'ially. no 
important eastern produ<-er has evei- developed. 'This is l)ecause. in general, 
<*ast«M II di^posits are small. <lo not contain a high percentage of the most ilesiriible 
types of diatoms, are conttuninateil witli fine silt aiirl organic? matter that are 
vc*ry flifhcult to remove, arul usually are saturato<l with water, which Is expensive 
to drive off. Since the largest markets for iliatomite are in the cast and freiglit 
rates from western sources are higli. tlie economic jiossihilitio.s for eastern diato- 
niites are very attractive if the technol(»gic pj-ohliMiis can bo .solve<l. 

])e|>osits are known in iH*aily all the Atlantii- sealioard .states fjoin Maine to 
ITtirida. Mills have been built in Floritla, Marylaml, New Hampshire, ami pm- 
liaps other state?, hut none are now in ojieration. 

In Floruht. deposits have heeri worked near Eu.sti.s, Lake County, and are 
known to exist in Polk C‘ounty. 

In Vinjinui, extensive beds of diatomaceous earth mixed with clay occur near 
Richmoml. 

In .l/oryfam/. material similar to that from Virginia has long ))een iiiine<l in a 
small way fdong Lyons (heck, a bran<-h (.f the Potapsco River. ") miles wo.st of 
llfuriiig Bay. Dejiosits extend from Fairhaven on Herring i.luy t<i Pope; Creek 
on the Potomae River. 

Deposits have been worked in Maine, in .South Bed.lington. Washington 
C'ounty; in A'cu» Hampahirc, depo.sits arc known in Belknap, Carroll, Cheshin-, 
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both a laboratory and pilot-plant scale, but no flotation-process plant is in com¬ 
mercial operation. 

The color of some diatomites may be improved by calcination with common 
salt. 

Specifications and Tests. Diatomite has three main types of use: for heat and 

sound insulation (brick or powder form), as a filter aid, and as an adsorbent 

filler. It has also a wide variety of lesser uses. For each type of use certain 

physical and chemical properties are desired. For nearly all uses purity, that is, 

freedom from clay, silt, organic matter, pumicite, and soluble salts, is important. 

For filter aid* the type, size, and shape of diatoms and the freedom from broken 

and very small diatoms are factors of great importance. It was formerly held 

that only diatomites of marine origin were of proper quality for use as filter aid, 

but it has been demonstrated that fresh-water diatoms of certain types and of 

proper size are also effective. Anderson^ has discussed the suitability of diato¬ 

mites as carriers in catalysts. 

For insulation important properties are low thermal conductivity, low water 

content, low apparent density, and strong physical structure. 

For abrasive and filler uses particle size must be carefully controlled, and the 

product must be free from grit. Pure white color is important for some filler 

uses, such as paper and paint, but not for others. 

For filter .aid the rate of flow and the clarity of the filtrate are the most impor¬ 

tant factors. Usu.ally the higher rates of flow correspond to the poorer removal 

of solids anti the lesser clanty of filtrate. Py special processing, products can 

be nmde that will give a maximum rate of flow >vith a satisfactory removal of 

solids. 

For use in concrete admixtures chemical purity, fineness, workability, and 

water retention are most important. 

Markets and Prices. Diatomaceous earth is rarely marketed in the crude 

state, but it is generally made up into finished or semifinished products by the 

producing comj)any. The distribution of markets is indicated by the distribu¬ 

tion of consuming industries noted under Utilization. It should be noted that 

the most imijortant markets are in the ICast and Middle West, while the most 

jmjjortant deposits are in the Far West. Diatomaceous earth brick is packed in 

crates for shipment. The ground product is shipped in bags or barrels. 

Research has played a vei'y important part in building up markets for diato- 

inite. Because of its many specialized applications research continues to be 

e.ssential for holding present markets and expanding into new ones. 

As noted before, diatomite is a very bulky, lightweight product and carries a 

high freight rate. Thus, prices quoted fob western mills are little indication of 

wliat the ultimate consumer in tlie East has to pay. Furthermore, prices usually 

cjuoted in the trade journals are for carload lots, while many consumers buy in 

relatively small lots; for cx.ample, the dry-cleaning trade, which uses diatomite 

for reclaiming cleaning fluids for reuse. 

Prices of diatomaceous earth vary with origin. Crude, 98 to 100 mesh, was 

quoted in bulk in 1950 at S25 per ton fob mill. High-temperature insulation 

material was $40 per ton, and filtration grades were from $20 to $50, depending 
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on size and amount of preparation. Fine abrasive grades were quoted from 2 to 

3 cents per pound, bags extra. 

Utilization. The value of diatomaceous earth for most uses depends upon its 

physical structure. The hollow cells of the diatoms form dead-air spaces, the 

cause of the low apparent density of diatomaceous earth and the reason for its 

value as an insulating medium for both heat and sound. The great number and 

the exceedingly small size of these cells or pores cause the earth to be of great 

value as a filtering medium. While diatomaceous earth can hardly be classed as 

a refractory, it is highly fire resistant and is of value as a lightweight, fireproof 

structural material. 

No statistics of the distribution of diatomite sales by uses is available, but the 

principal types of use in approximate order of present-day importance are; (1) 

filtration; (2) insulation; (3) fillers, abrasives, and adsorbents; (4) admixtures in 

concrete; and (5) miscellaneous uses. 

The principal uses for diatomite are summarized below. 

1. Filter aid and filtering medium for the clarifying of all typos of liquids, 

organic and inorganic, A few of the chief applications arc in the filtering 

of sugar solutions and syrups, beer, wine and distilled liquois, fruit juices 

and beverages of all types, mineral, vegetable, and animal oils, fats and 

waxes, varnishes and laccjuers, lubricating oils, dry-cleaning fluids, water, 

sewage, trade wastes, and metallurgical slimes and solutions. 

a. In pulverized form 

b. As natural blocks 

c. As artificially bonded blocks and special shapes 

2. Heat and sound insulation 

«. In the form of natural, sawed brick 

i. In the form of artificial brick made from pulverized earth with clay or 
other binders 

c. In the form of coarse or finely granular powder 
d. As pijjc covering 

e. As insulating or fire-resistant ceiiMMits (pulverized earth mixed with 
a Itinder) 

3. As a filler, in iJulvcrizcd form, in paints and varnishes, plastlc.s, rubl)cr, 

paper, phonograph records, hard rubber, insecticides, pajMcr inachd, sealing 

wax, flooring compounds, linoleum, drugs and pliarmaceuticals, fertiliz<‘is. 

4. As an iil)Soiljent, in piilvcrizcfl form, f«)r many litjuids (will absorb 150 to 

200 ])er cent i>f its weight of water witliout ciianging its form). Ff)r 

example, it has been used as an al>s<irl)eiit fiu- liipiid disinfectant.s, whi< !i 

arc; ev<j|ved slowly, rendering them active foj- a huig period. 

5. As a mild ahra.xive, in pulv<-ii/.ed form, in liand soaps and cle.aiising com- 

p**uinls, ill silver and otlier metal polislics, in «lental jiowiler unci pastes, as a 

frictioii-<ui-.itiiig agent on safety-in.atcli liea<ls ami hox<‘s. 

6. As an admixtuns in concr«-te for improving workability, lowering excess 

water <-oiiteiit, improving homogeneity, preventing segregation, and 

increasing watertightness. 
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7. As a support and carrier for catalysts in chemical processes such as hydro¬ 

genation and the Fischer-Tropsch process. 

8. As a structural material, both in natural block form and with clay and other 

binders, either ^\^th or without burning. Used as lightweight building 
block, partition and roofing tile. 

9. In ceramics, to furnish silica needed in bodies and glazes. 

10. As a bleaching agent. Varieties high in colloidal material used for purposes 
similar to uses for fuller’s eartli. 

11. Chemical uses. Used in manufacture of sodium silicate, or “water glass”; 

ultramarine; fireworks; as a base for fixation of aniline and alizarin colors 
for pigments. 

12. When pulverized and mixed with about one-third its weight of tallow or 

other liard grease and molded into bricks or sticks, it forms the so-callcd 
“grease bricks” used on buffing wheels. 
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DIOPSIDE 

Composition. Pure diop.sidc is a calcium-magnesium pyroxene, with the theo¬ 

retical formula CaMgSioOc: CaO, 25.9 per cent; MgO, 18.5 per cent; SiOa, 55.6 

per cent. Hcdenbergite is the calcium-iron counterpart of diopside with the 

formula CaFeSi-jOe. Diopside usually contains some iron and gradually grades 

into hcdenbergite. Thus the name, diopside, is often loosely used to denote any 

one of the sub.spccies in this group. The color varies from white or nearly white 

for pure diopside through various .shades of green to nearly black as the iron 

content increases. Thus, the canaariite variety of diopside is a grayish white, 

and that mined in Essex County, N.Y., has the following tyiiical analysis:’ CaO 

25.8H per cent; MgO, 12.44 per cent; UjOs, 6.64 per cent; SiOa, 54.72 ])er cent 

(high silica due to associateil quartz). The .salito variety of hedenbergitc-diop- 

side [Ca(Mg,Fe)Si..O«t), found as.sociatcd with wollastonite in the same area, is 

dark green, high in iron, and of no pre.scnt commercial use. 

General Description. Diop.side commonly occurs in monoolinic prismatic 

crystals displaying a square or eight-sided cross section. Since it has an imper¬ 

fect prismatic cleavage at 87 and 93 deg, it temls to break in pseudocubic granules. 

It generally presents a granular appearance although it may occur in massive 
form. 

Physical Properties. Hardness, 5 to 6. Specific gramty, 3.2 to 3.3. Color, 

white, tlirough green to nearly black, sometimes colorics.s, rarely blue. lAistcr, 

vitreous. Translucent. Index of refraction, 1.073 to 1.702. 

Occurrence. The ino.st comnuni geologi<‘ occurreiic'c is in contact metamorpbic 

areas near limestone or in areas where limestone.s have been completely meta¬ 

morphosed. A.s.so<-iatc<l minerals are garnet, v<-suvianite, tremolite, pblogopite, 

amphil)ol<% atjd graphite. It occurs in tjuanlity in Iris.sox and St. Lawrence 

Counties, N.Y.; Switzerlaiul, Swollen, and Finland; aiul doubtless in many otlicr 

areas, particularly tliose containing metamorphosed Fre-Cumbrian rocks. 

Utilization. Until recently there were no commercial uses for diop.side, but fine 

crystals have been c<jllected for museum specimens and occasionally material has 
been cut for gem u.se. 

Near Willsboro. Essex County. N.Y., is a large deposit of the grayish-white 
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canaanite variety of diopside, associated in places with graphite and quartz, from 

which it can be readily separated. This material is coarsely crystallized and has 

a granular texture. Interest in this material has led to research to determine its 

commercial possibilities. As reported by Amberg*-* it behaves in ceramic bodies 

like talc, having a short firing range typical of alkaline earth silicates. It is 

reported by the ownei-s of the deposit (oral communication) that several interest¬ 

ing applications have been developed but no information on them has yet been 

released. So far there has been no important commercial production. 
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DOLOMITE 

Composition. Dolomite, calcium-magnesium carbonate, also known as pearl 

spar and magnesian limestone, CaCOa-MgCOa, contains theoretically CaO, 30.4 

per cent; MgO, 21.9 jier cent; CO2, 47.7 per cent (or CaCOa, 54.2 per cent; and 

MgCOs, 45.8 per cent). It often contains iron, manganese, silica, and other 

impurities. In massive form it frequently grades into ordinary limestone, and 

less often into magnesite. 

General Description. Dolomite most frequently occurs as a massive, finely to 

coarsely granular rock, gray, white, or bluish in color, resembling limestone. In 

metamorphic form it occurs as dolomitic marble. It crystallizes in small rhorabo- 

hedral crystals, often w'ith curved faces, usually white, pink, or yellow in color. 

Physical Properties. Hardness, 3.5 to 4. Specific gravity, 2.8 to 2.9. Melting 

point, <loes not melt; at 2700 to 3100®F is reduced to CaO + MgO.* Index of 

refraction, when pure, 1.500 to 1.681; iron content increases index. Color, Avhite, 

pink, gray, brown, or black. Streak, wliite. Luster, in ciystals vitreous or 

pearly; in finely gianular, dull or earthy. Cleavage, in ciystals good rhombo- 

hedral. Fracture, in massive form, rough to nearly conchoidal. Transparency, 

translucent to opaque. Tenacity, rather brittle. Solubility, usually slight in cold 

dilute acids, but good in hot acid. 

* This rcaftion may tako place at any tcmijcruturu above 900®C (1652®F), but traces of 
C'Oa rcxnuiu. 
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Occurrence. Dolomite is widely distributed in large quantities both geo¬ 

logically and geographically. It occurs usually, in the largest deposits, in bedded 

formation with other sedimentaries, often associated with limestone or, less com¬ 

monly, with magnesite. The modes of formation are (1) by deposition from a 

solution of mixed carbonates of calcium and magnesium in carbonated waters; 

(2) by replacement of a part of the calcium carbonate of calcite or limestone by 

solutions containing MgCOa; (3) by solution of a part of the CaCOa in magnesian 

limestones in preference to the less soluble MgCOa, thus increasing the proportion 
of MgCOa. 

Metamorphosed dolomites form some of the commercial marbles. Many of 

the marbles of Vermont, Georgia, and Tennessee contain sufficient MgCOs to be 

classed as dolomitic marbles. These marbles are less soluble than the pure 

calcite marbles and are sometimes preferred, for that reason, for structural 
purposes. 

Table 1. Dolomite and Dolomitic Lime Sold or Used by Producers in the 

United States eor Specified Purposes 

1042 1043 1045 1046 

Dolomite for: 
— 

Basic MgCOa:* 
Short tons. 295,540 294,360 
Value. $151,756 $242,974• $373,919 $464,750 

Magnesium metal: 
Short tons.. t t 
Value.... t f 

llefractory uses: 
Short tons. 1,027,090 1,035,110 
Value. 

Dolomitic lime for: 
$1,107,380 $1 ,120,2.58 $1,120,130 $1,146,864 

Kefnictory (dead-burned dol¬ 
omite); 1 

Short tons. 1 ,220.3.57 1.270,725 1,187,330 1,077,980 
Value. $10,817,034 $10,013,711 $10,101,707 

Paper mills: 
Short tons. 52,000 35,000 
V'aluo. $413,000 $323,000 

Total (calculated as raw 
stone).. . 

• t - . t.. 1 • 

4,100,000 4,000,000 3,801,000 3,555,000 

• Inrludcit refractory magnesia, except for 11)42. 
t 1‘igurcH not available. 

Geographically, deposits of dolomite are so wiflely distributed and of such com¬ 

mon occurrence in nearly all countries that it is not worth while to attempt to list 

even the producing localities. Dolomite is generally considered ns a limestone 

for most purpose.s. Some of the more important dolomite districts of the United 
States have been listed by Weitz.*^ 
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Production. Statistics of United States production of dolomite and its pri¬ 

mary products, where used as sources of magnesium compounds, are shown in 
Tables 1 and 2. 

Tablk 2. ScEciFiBD Magnesiusi Compounds Produced, Sold, and Used by 

Producers in the United States, 1945 to 1946 

Product Plants 
Produced, Sold- 

Used, 
short 
tons Short 

tons 
Value 

short 
tons 

1945 
Specified magnesias (basis 100% MgO) 

and ^Ig(OU)a, ITSP and technical: 
T-xtra-Iight and light magnesias. 5 1,127 1 ,196 8488,570 
Heavy magnesia and Mg(OH)2. 3 1,084 869 251,208 b 

Total.. . 5' 2,211- 2,065 739,778 b 

Precipitated ATgCOa. 11 50,205 8,469 812,791 41,794 
MgC’lj, 100 per cent basis. 5 121,475 4 4 104,081 
MgSO., 100 per cent ba.sis. 3 27,610 27,142 1,377,311 

1046 
•Specified magnesias (basis 100% IMgO) 

aiul Mg(<)H)2, USPand teclinieal; 
ICxtra-Jight and light nnignesins. G 1,907 1 .926 
Heavy magnesia and MgCOII)^. 4 1 .874 1 .620 416,775 b 

Total. G' 3,841- 3,5-16 1,225,015 b 

Precipitated l\lg(’0,i. 11 47,423 8,805 876,306 38,496 
MgC'Jo, 100 pc*r cent basi.s. 3 32,137 4 4 4 

MgS<>4, 100 pur rent basis. 2 4 4 « 

® Salo.s hy u i>r<><liic*er to au uffiliatcil consumor for iminccliatc use arc not included under 
•‘SnNr* hut arc uenier Used.*' 

^ Mugnesiuiii and M4{(OIl)2 used by producing Brms in making otliur magnesias arc not 
shown. 

^ A plant producing more tlian one grade or product is counted but once in arriving at 
total. 

^ Kxclusivo of magnesia made from iVIg<OH)«, to avoid duplication. 
* Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish figures. 

Stiitisti<*s of world production of dolomite for these uses are not available, but 

it is well known that most of the industrialized countries use dolomite in the same 
ways that it is used in this country. 

Since deijosits of dolomite are so widespread geographically and since it is 

such a low-jiriced ooniinodity, it follows that centers of production are close to 

markets. The markets for dolomite refractories are chiefly in the large iron- and 

steel-producing districts, such ns Pittsbuigli and Uethlehein, Pa,; Cleveland, 

Canton, and Youngstown, Oluo; Gary, Ind.; and liirmingham, Ala. 

Pusic magnesium carbonate is made chiefly at the plants of the companies who 

make the finished insulating jiroducts. These once were largely concentrated in 
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Pennsylvania, but in recent years plants have been built in California and other 
parts of the country. 

Utilization. Dolomite is used for many of the purposes for which limestone Is 

used. Often little distinction is made between limestone and dolomite, and both 

are often sold under the name of limestone. Since dolomite grades into limestone 

by imperceptible degrees, passing from a pure dolomite through high- and low- 

magnesian limestones to pure limestone, this lack of careful distinction is often 

justifiable. Some of the uses for which both dolomite and limestone are pro¬ 

duced are given below. (For further information concerning these uses see 
Limestone and Stone.) 

Uses Common to Limestone and Dolomite. 

1. As a flux, used in smelting iron, steel, ferroalloys, and so on 

2. In the manufacture of lime. Dolomite used for lugh-magnesian limes 
3. Agricultural limestone 

4. As cru.shed stone, riprap, and rubble 

5. As building stone (use of dolomite limited, except as dolomitic marble) 

6. In finely pulverized form, as a substitute for chalk whiting, used in putty, 

paint, rubber and so on; dolomite used less than pure limestone, calcite, or 
marble 

7. As terrazzo, stucco dash, concrete block facings, and so on 
8. For making mineral wool 

9. Source of metallic magnesium 

The most important uses for dolomite, for which limestone cannot be sub¬ 

stituted, are in the manufacture of dead-burned dolomite refractoiics and in the 

preparatujn of basic magnesium carbonate, which is used with asbestos in making 

“8.') per cent magne.sla” heat-insulating material. It has also been used in the 
manufacture of epsom salts (see Kpsomite). 

During the Second World War dolomite was an important source of metallic 

magnesium, but with the closing of most of the war-built plants after the war the 
importance of this use greatly declined. 

As noted under Magnesite and Magnesium Compounds, dolomite is used 

extensively with other source.s of magnesium, such as sea water, brucite, mag¬ 

nesite, and magnesium chloride from brines to make all types of magnesium 
products. 

Dolomite Refractories. Methods of Manufacture. Dolomite in its natural 

sUite is not a refractory material, but by dead-burning or calcining at a high heat 

it iniiy be made into a refractory. When dolomite is heated to about 950®F, 

carbon dioxnle i.s driven off and most of the magnesium carbonate is <;hanged to 

magnesium oxide. When the heating is continued to from 2700 to 3100°F all 

the moi.sture is driven off and all l)ut about 0.5 per cent of the carbon dioxide. 

1 us product i.s calh'd “deafl-burned dolomite,” and ha.s a high refractory value. 

1 he dead-burned product made from pure dolomite has two chief di.sadvantages 

however. (1) While the magnc.sia (.MgO) |H,rtion of the product is sbiblo and 

inert the hrno (CaO) portion is active chemically, hydrating (from contact with 

moisture) to Cu(OII)2 or recarbouating to CaCOi (from CO^ in the air). This 
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causes the product to slake and disintegrate during storage and use. (2) The 

product lacks a good bond and, therefore, has a short life in the furnace. 

In order to overcome these difficulties, several processes of treatment have been 

devised. One of these depends upon the nearly complete elimination of CaO. 

One method of accomplishing this is to heat the dolomite to about 950°F, which is 

sufficient to calcine the MgCOa to MgO, which may be removed in decomposed 

form, while the CaCOs is not calcined but remains in crystalline form. Another 

method is to calcine at a higher temperature, so that both the MgCOs and the 

CaCOa are reduced to the oxides. The CaO is more soluble in water than the 

MgO and thus, by repeated washing, the final product may contain not more 
than 3 to 10 per cent CaO. 

The methods in more common commercial use depend upon adding to the 

crushed dolomite, before calcining, an impurity that will unite with the CaO and 

form compounds which do not slake. Such impurities, known as “dead-burning 

agents,” must be inexpensive and of such a nature that they will not lower the 

melting point of the dolomite sufficiently to render it useless as a refractory. 

Over the past 40 years a very large amount of research work has been done on 

the problem of making improved dolomite-base refractories. Many patents have 

been granted on such products and processes, and the literature of the subject is 

extensive. The patented products are sold under such trade names as “Sta-set,” 

“Magnifer,” “Syndolag,” and “Magdolite.” Some of these are made from mix¬ 

tures of dolomite and other sources or magnesia, such as brucite and magnesite, 

with or without additive fluxing .agents. 

The.se refractories arc generally sold in the form of grains and are used in making 

and repairing the bottoms and lower side walls of basic open-hearth steel furnaces. 

Rcfractoiy brick made solely from tlead-burned dolomite has not been veiy 

satisfactojy, but dolomite is one of the sources of magnesia used, with other 

magnesia materials, for making high-magsicsia refractory brick. 

Basic Magnesium Carbonate. Basic magnesium carbonate, “block magnesia” 

or magnesia alba, has been assigned several formulas: 4MgC03'Mg(OH)2'5H20, 

3MgC03-Mg(0H)2-4H20, and 3MgCO3-Mg(0H)2-3ri20, the last being that of 

the natural mineral hydromagnesite. Its principal use is in the manufacture of 

pipe and boiler coverings and other forms of heat insulation. Tlie well-known 

“85 per cent magnesia” pipe covering consists of about 85 per cent basic mag¬ 

nesium carbonate, usually made fmm dolomite, together with asbestos fiber used 

as a binder. The usual method for making this material is the Pattinson process, 

patented nearly a centuiy ago in England. This process may be used with other 

sources of magnesium, such as brucite and magnesite, but dolomite is almost 

always used in this country. 
The method of manufacture is illustrated in the flow sheet (Fig. 5) prepared by 

the Magnesia Association of America, It will be noted that in this process, in 

addition to the basic magnesium carbonate, by-products, and additional products 

of precipitated calcium carbonate, magnesia alba, and pure, light-calcined mag¬ 

nesia are obtained. 
Other Uses for Dolomite. As noted under Magnesite and Magnesium Com¬ 

pounds, the use of dolomite as a source of magnesia or magnesium is very closely 
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tied in with other sources. War conditions gave a great stimulus to the increased 

use of dolomite in both old and new ways. These uses have been very well sum¬ 

marized by Harness and Jensen in the U.S. Bureau of Mines Yearbook, 1942, 

from which the following is quoted. 

Dolomite lias long been used as a basic refractory for open-hearth maintenance and 
repair, averaging five to eight times the quantity of magnesite used for refractory pur¬ 

poses. Only recently, however, has dolomite invaded the metal field, competing with 
and supplementing magnesite and brines as a source of magnesium metal and 
compounds. 

The following outline covers mctliods of recovering magnesium from dolomite which 
were either in commercial use during 1942 or to be used in plants under construction 
in that year, 

1. Direct reduction with ferrosilicon to magnesium metal. This process is used by 
New Dngland Lime Co., Canaan, Conn.; Ford Motor Co., Dearborn, Mich,; Bloctro- 
Mctallurgical Co., Spokane, NVa.sh.; Amco Magnesium Co., Wingdalo, N.Y.; Magne¬ 

sium Reduction C^o., Buckey, Ohio; and Permanentc Metals Corp., Manteca, Calif. 
2. Processes based upon the reaction Ca(OII)2 •+• Mg(OH)2 + MgCU—♦ CaCI* 

-b 2Mg(OIl)2. The calcium and magnesium hydroxides arc obtained by slaking 
calcined dolomite, and the magncsixim chloride is a constituent of sea water and well 
brines. Calcium chloride may be added to well brines and sea-water bitterns before 
the milk of dolomite is added, in order to precipitate sulfate ions as synthetic gypsum 
(calcium sulfate), which is sold as a by-product. If this preliminary stop is not used, 
synthetic gypsum i.s precipitated to some extent with the magnesium hydroxide. The 
precaution is unncc^cssnry with raw sea water, as the solution of salts is so dilute that 
any gypsum formed is rc<lissolvcd. Permanentc Metals C’orp. (plant at Moss Land¬ 
ing, C'alif.) and Northwest Magnesite C'o. (plant at Cape May, N.J.) use the process 
to recover magnesia from raw sea water, the former for conversion to metal and the 
latter for refractory use; and The Dow Chemical Co, at Ludington, Mich, (plant not 
completed in 1942) and the Miclugan Chemical Corporation, St. Louis, Mich., use 
(or will use) the method with well brines as the raw material, the former for metal 

use and the latter for refractory purposes. 
3. Processes based xipon the reaction Ca(Ori)2 + Mg(OH)2 + CaCl2 + 2C02^ 

MgCMs + 2CaC03 + 2H2O. The calcium and magnesium hydroxides are obtained 
by hydrating calcined dolomite, and in present practice the calcium chloride used is a 
by-product of the Solvay soda-ash process. C’arbon dioxide is available from the 
dolomite kiln gn.ses. There arc several possible variations in the process, depending 
on whether the end product desired is magnesium chloride or magnesium hydroxide 
and also on the purity and grain size of the dolomite. If tlie dolomite is too fine 
grained it may be impracticable to recover the magnesium content ns magnesium 
liydroxide, for the latter be<*otnes more gelatinous and progressively hardcM* to filter 
with decreasing d<ilomitc grain sizv. The proi'css is employed by the Diamond Alkali 
Co., Painesvilh‘, Oliin; Matliieson Alkali ^^’orks (Inc.), I^akc CTiarles, La.; and in a 
pilot plant of the Bureau of Mines at Boulder C’it^', Ncv., all for conversion to metal. 

4. Dolomite is calcined and washed with carbon dioxide-free water, which dissolves 
most of the limc% leaving magnesia uiulissolved. The Stanchird Lime & Stone Co. 
uses the process at it.s Millville, W.Va,, plant, making ^‘Sta-seC^ magnesia-grain 

refrartorie.s. 
5. Milk of dolomite is carbonated, precipitating calcium carbonate, which is 

removed, leaving inngnesium bicarbonate in solution. 
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а. The solution is then heated, precipitating a basic magnesium carbonate. Tliis 
is the Pattinson process used by Philip C’arey at Plymouth Meeting, Pa.: Khret Mag¬ 

nesia Manufacturing Co., Valley Forge, Pa.; Johns-Manville Products Corp., Man- 

ville, N.J., and Waukegan, Ill.; Kensbey & Mattison Co., Amolcr, Pa.; and Standard 

Lime & Stone Co., Millville, W.\'n. Ba.sic mugnosium carbonate is used in making 
“85 per cent magnesia insulation for steam boilers and pipes. 

б, The solution is neutralized with hydrochloric acid, yielding magnesium chloride. 
This process is to be used by the International Minerals & Chemical C'orp., Austin, 

Tex., supplementing its supply of by-product magnesium chloride from C^arlsbad, 
N.Mex., potash brines for conversion to metal. 

6. Milk of dolomite is reacted with hydrogen sulfide, thereby dissolving the calcium 

as calcium bisulfuie and leaving a precipitate of magne.sium hydroxide, which may be 
filtered and calcined. The method is used by the Warner Co., Devuult, Pa., for 
making refractory magnesia. 

7. Milk of dolomite is used instead of lime in the ammonia kilns m the ammonia- 

soda process; ammonia is driven off, leaving magnositnn hydroxide and magnesium 
oxide in a solution of calcium chloride. The insoluble magnesium compounds are 

filtered off and reacted with hydrochloric acid to yield magnesium chloride for con¬ 
version to metal. The hydrocldoric acid is a by-product of the magnesixnn metal 

coll. The so-called “acid process'' is one used by the Diamond Alkali C'o. 
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EPSOMITE 

Composition. Epsomite or epsom salt is magnesium sulfate, MgS04*7H20: 

MgO, 16.3 per cent; SO3, 32.5 per cent; HsO, 51.2 per cent. 

General Description. Epsomite commonly occurs as white, granular, fibrous 

or earthy masses or in crusts; rarely in crystals. It is a common constituent of 
mineral waters. 

Physical Properties. Hardness, 2 to 2.5. Specific gravity, 1.7 to 1.8. Melting 

point, 250 C. Index of refraction, 1.433 to 1.461. Color, colorless or white. 

Streak, white. Luster, vitreous or dull. Cleavage, perfect brachypinacoidal. 

Transparency, transparent to translucent. Tenacity, brittle. Solubility, soluble 
in water. Taste, bitter and salt. 

Occurrence. Epsomite is a common constituent of ocean, salt lake, and spring 

waters, from which it may crystallize by evaporation. It is also formed by the 

action of sulfuric acid (from decomposing sulfides) on serpentine, talc, magnesite, 

and other magnesium rocks. At Stassfurt, Germany, it occurs in granular masses 

due to the alteration of kieserite (MgSOi-HaO). 

Epsomite occurs in quantity in the Stassfurt salt deposits in Germany, and it is 

also produced commercially from the kieserite of these deposits. At the t3rpe 

locality at lOpsom in Surrey, England, it occum in solution in mineral waters. At 

Montmartre, near Paris, France, it occurs with gj'psum. 

United States. The chief and almost only sources of epsomite or of the anhy¬ 

drous magnesium sulfate in the United States today are the well brines of Mid¬ 

land, Michigan. As noted below, former production in other states had prac¬ 
tically cc.ascd by the end of 1946. 

In Wyoming there are several epsomite localities in Albany, Converse, Laramia, 

C'aroon, and Natrona counties, principally in or near soda lakes. Purification 

plants were once operated at Moflicine Bow, Albany County, and at Douglas, 

Converse C’ounty, hut there has been no production in recent years. Most of the 

epsomite in these soda-lake deposits is mixed with vai-ying amounts of mirabilite 

(Na2C04-10Il20) or other sodium salts. 

In Washington there are several epsomite lake deposits in northern Okanogan 

County, extensions of the Canadian deposits in the Osoyoos District of British 

Columbia. These lakes, such as Epsom Lake and Epso Lake, have coatings 

several inches thick on the edges and bottoms of shoals. Refining plants have 

been operated at Oroville and Tonasket, the latter as recently as 1942. At one 

time Canadian crude epsomite was also refined at Oroville. 

In Texas calcined magnesium sulfate was produced from well brines for several 

years at O’Donnell, but the plant was dismantled in 1945. 
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At Webster, North Carolina, epsomite, ■with a small nickel by-product was 

produced from oli\dne by reaction TNnth sulfuric acid for a few years prior to 1943. 

By a similar process epsomite was produced from serpentine at Augusta, Georgia, 
from 1943 to 1946. 

In California it has been reported in Alameda, Amador, I^ke, Napa, Santa 

Clara, and Sonoma counties; in Colorado at several localities in coal mines, in 

mineral waters, in alkali deposits, and in alkali lakes; in New Mexico, at Estancia 

Lakes, Torrance County. Epsomite is reported in limestone caves in Kentvcky, 
Tennessee, and Indiana. 

In Utah a deposit of considerable size has been reported near Manti, Sanpete 

County; it also occurs in Emery County. In Beaver County on the east side of 

Mount Baldy near Beaver, Utah, epsonute is reported as crusts and crevice fillings 
sometimes a foot thick. 

Canada. Epsomite occurs in Canada at several localities in British Columbia, 

the more important of which are (1) in the Clinton Mining Division, miles 

south of Clinton, in Lillooet; (2) in the Ashcroft Mining Division near Basque on 

the Canadian National Hallway; (3) in the Osoyoos Mining Division at Spotted 
Lake. 

At Clinton the mineral occurs as a crust on an alkaline lake about 12 acres in 

area. Two grades have been mined: No. 1 grade, or the purer upper crust, 4 to 

6 in. thick, which is sufficiently pure to be classed as technical salts and sold as 

such without purification; and No. 2 grade, several feet thick, underlying No. 1, 

which is more or less mixed with mud and must be purified. The salts were 

shipped to a plant at Oroville, Wash., for purification. 

Near Basque about 12 miles from Ashcroft and 3>^ miles from Hammond’s 

Spur on the Canadian Northern Pacific Railway is a series of five lakes containing 

epsomite, ranging in area from 2 to 8 acres. The.se lakes contain very pure 

epsomite, 40 ft thick in places, covered with water, up to June or July, to a depth 

of 6 in. or 1 ft. In the summer the water on top evaporates, lca\ing a solid 

surface of hard white crystal, which is sawed in slabs and harvested like ice. 

When the surf.ace layer has l>een removed, the saturated solution beneath evapo¬ 

rates and form.s a new ciust, whi<-h, in turn, is harve.sted. Some of the salt 

solidifies surrounded bj' mud rings and must l>e purified, but part of it (the upper 
crust) is sufficiently pure to be sold as technical salts. 

Analysis of a samijlo from the upper crust sliowed: MgSOi, 44.58 per cent; 

lIjO, .50.84 per c-ent; insoluble, 0.70 per cent; other soluble salts, 3.82 per cent. 

Epstjin salt e<juivalent to M^SOh amounUHl to 91.28 j)er cent. The lower layers 

rnu.st be refine<l, and a plant was built at Basejue for this purpose. 

At Spothal Lake, near Kruger Mountain, Osoyoos Division, British Columliia, 

a deposit of ep.sf>mite has b<-en developed. The occurrence here is similar to those 

described above. The Sjjotted Lake deposits also exhtnd over int<j the state of 
Washingbjn. 

Production and Consumption. The most ro<-ent UniU-d Stiitcs production 

figures art! ff»r 1045, when there were but three producers. In 1946 there were 

but two producers. In 104.5 P)tal .sales from tloinestic production of ejisom wilts 

recali;ulated to 100 per cent imignesiuin sulfate basis, was 27,142 short tons. 
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valued at SI,377,311. Since the war imports have been practically nonexistent, 

so domestic sales must approximate domestic consumption. For 20 years or 

more prior to the war we imported 4,000 to 6,000 tons of crude and refined mag¬ 

nesium sulfate salts per year, chiefly from Germany, but the rate of importation 

w’as tending to decline even before the war. 

At one time Germany was the largest producer in the world and did a large 

export business. Canada has ahvays been a small producer, in spite of her 

resources, due to geographic location of deposits and to limited markets. Italy 

^vas once a small producer. 

Manufacttire and Refining. Epsom salts of commercial grade are made in the 

following ways: 

1. Crude salts mined and shipped as technical grade 

2. Crude salts mined and refined by recrystallization 

3. Technical and USP grades made as a by-product in the manufacture of 

common salt by evaporation 

4. By recrystallization from kieserito (in Germany only) 

5. By action of sulfuric acid on magnesia (MgO), magnesium hydroxide 

IMg(OII)-J, magnesite or magnesium carbonate (MgCOa), dolomite or calcium- 

magnesium carbonate [(Ca,Mg)C03], olivine [(Mg,Fo)2Si04), and serpentine 

(H^MgaSiaOj) 
0. By ciystallization from mineral waters (as at O’Donnell, Tex., and Epsom, 

Surrey, Englaiul) 

7. By separation and crystallization from alkaline w’atcrs containing mixtures 

of salts (as at Douglas, Wyo.) 

Ei>som .salts, magnesium chloride, and potash salts have been recovered from 

the residual bitterns left after the extraction of common salt from sea water and 

other brines, particulai ly at Sun Mateo, Calif. This salt has also been made from 

astrakanite, or bloedite (Na2S04-MgS04*4H20), from a deposit in Saskatchewan, 

Canada. 

The priju'ipal source of epsom salts for many ye.ars before the war was kioserite 

(MgSO.|f I-jO) from the salt deposits at Stassfurt, Gej-many. The crude kiescrite, 

which is .slightly soluble in cold water, is washed with water to rettiove the chlo¬ 

rides of magnesium and sodium. The remaining powder is packed in wooden 

molds, where it sets to a solid cake contsiining SO to 90 per cent magnesium 

sulfate. Tliese cukes arc broken down, dissolved in hot water, and recrystallized 

to epsom salts. 

When dolomite or magnesite is treated with sulfuric acid, soluble magnesium 

sulfate i.s formed, leaving insoluble calcium sulfate, which is removed by filtration. 

The resultant liquor is concentrated by evaporation and allowed to ciystallize as 

epsom salts. 

Marketing, Grades, and Prices. Two grades of epsom salts are commonly 

produced and marketed: the USP grade (j)ractirally chemically pure) and the 

technical grade, which is at least 90 per cent pure and usually over 90 per cent. 

The technical grade is often producetl in much coarser ciystals than the USP 

grade. The salts are sometimes shipped in lOO-lb burlap bags, but usually m 

wooden barrels. They are .sold wholesale, at a price per 100 lb fob the principal 
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markets—for example, New York City. The price for the technical grade varies 

more than that of the USP grade, due to the wider range of purity permissible. 

In 1950 technical grade sold for $2.15 per 100-lb bag in carload lots; USP grade 

was quoted at $2.35. 

Utilization. The most important use for the technical grade of epsom salts is 

in the rayon industry, where it is used for the coagulation of cellulose solutions 

into filaments. Other uses are in tanning; warp sizing of cotton cloth; in loading 

cotton textiles; in dyeing; for weighting silk, paper, and leather; as a fertilizer 

ingredient; in the enameling industries; in fireproofing compounds; and in making 

paints and soaps. The purified or USP grade is used mostly in the drug trade as 

a valuable medicinal product and in the manufacture of mineral waters. 
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FELDSPAR 

Composition and General Description. Feldspar is the name of a group of 

minerals rather than of a single species. The feldspars arc aluminosilicates of 

potas.sium, sodium, calcium, and rarely barium. Feldspjirs are found in a great 

variety of colors, the most common of which arc white, graj', salmon, pink, brown, 

yellow, atifl green. They crystallize in the monoclinic ami triclinic systems, and 

twinning is very’ common. All feldspars have a goo<l cleavage in two directions 

at 90 or nearly 90 deg apart. 

The composition of the princii)a! feldspars is given in Table 1. 
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Albite and anorthite constitute the two extremes of a series of complex feldspars 

known as the plagioclase feldspars. In this series the albite and anorthite mole¬ 

cules replace each other in varying proportions. In oligoclase and andesine the 

albite molecules predominate; in labradorite the albite and anorthite are nearly 

equal; in hytovmite the anorthite molecules predominate. These feldspars arc 

also known as the soda-dime feldspars. 

Anarthoclase and soda orthoclase are mixtures, in varying proportions, of the 

orthoclase and albite molecules. 

Celsian is a barium feldspar (BaO:Al203:2Si02). 

Hyalophane, barium-potash feldspar, is a mixture, in varying proportions, of 

the celsian and orthoclase molecules. 

Adularia is a transparent orthoclase. 

Sanidine is a clear, glassy orthoclase. 

Amazonstone is a green variety of microcline sometimes used as a gem stone. 

MoansUme is a transparent or translucent, opalescent variety of orthoclase. 

This term is also sometimes applied to a translucent variety of albite. 

Graphic granite is an intimate intergrowth of quartz and feldspar in which the 

quartz is distributed Jnore or less uniformly throughout the feldspar mass in 

parallel, wedge-shaped grains. Graphic granite is normally composed of about 

75 per cent feldspar and 25 per cent free quartz. 

Cornish stone or Cornwall stone is a type of decomposed granite used extensively 

for ceramic purposes in England (see description below). 

Tabi.b 2. Analyses of Commercial Feldspars 

No. 

Iffni- 

tion 

loss 

SiO} AUOa PojOi TiOi CaO MeO DaO KsO NasO Total 

1 « « « • 04.07 19.18 Trace « ♦ • ♦ 12.76 2.54 1 100.34 

2 71.34 14.45 , , , , , Trace 8.03 90.56 

3 • • • • 07.81 18.55 0.08 wlWfU 0.07 0.32 4.27 100.31 

4 0.25 G5.24 10.74 0. 12 0.00 0.00 • 9 • 11.84 3.04 100.23 

5 0.40 73.88 15.73 0.30 0.01 0.80 0.30 0.00 0.48 7.97 100.05 

0 0. 17 05.37 17.92 0.02 Trace 0. 17 Trace 0.00 13.05 2.10 08.80 

7 1.00 04.02 22.28 0.21 Trace 1.00 Trace 0.00 2.10 0.20 100.31 

a 0. 12 04.44 17.03 0.74 ' Trace 0.40 0.02 13.39 3.31 100.07 

No. 1. Potash fehUpar. Nc*vs* Castle. Lincoln County. Maine. 
No. 2. PcKinatitc. Cuthuncc. Sagndohoc County. Maine. 
No. .i. Feldspar, Auburn. Androscog(cin County, j^laine. 
No. 4. Feldspar. Portlaml, Hartford County, Conn. 

No. Albite poKnmtito. Bedford. Westchester, N,Y« 
No. 0. Pluintrcc mica mine, Avery County. N.C. 
No. 7. Carolina Mineral Co. (albite), Mitchell County, N.C. 
No. S. Hichard&ott mine, Bedford Township, Prontenac County, Ontario, 

Of all the feldspars, only microcline, orthoclase, albite, and anorthite are of 

commercial importance, and these in the order given. Anorthite is of relatively 

small importance but is sometimes found in small quantities mixed %vith com¬ 

mercial albite, and a few large deposits are known. Contraiy to popular belief, 

orthoclase is uncommon, most potash feldspars consisting chiefly of microcline. 
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Theoretically pure feldspars of any type are not found in commercial quantities. 

Thus, the best potash spars practically always contain a small percentage of soda. 

This is illustrated by the analyses of a few commercial feldspars in Table 2. 

In typical feldspars of commerce “potash" spars always contain soda in ratios 

of from 6 or more parts of potash spar to 1 of soda down to as low as 3 parts potash 

to 1 of soda. “ Soda ” spais contain from 4 to 9 per cent soda (NajO) w-ith a ratio 

of soda to potash spars of from 1; 1 to 6:1. All commercial spars contain some 

lime spar, from about 1 to G or 7 per cent, and free silica such as quartz from 1.5 

per cent to us liigh as 25 per cent. Altered spars also contain more or less kaolin. 

Since the three types of spars, potash, soda, and lime, are usually microscopically 

intergrown it is impossible to judge the composition of a spar from its appearance, 

except to note such obvious impurities as iron staining, garnets, hornblende, 

mica, tourmaline, and large quartz inclusions. 

Physical Properties. The physical properties of all varieties of feldspar are 

remarkably similar and can therefore be .stated together in general term.s. Hard¬ 

ness, 6 to 6.5. S-pscif.c grai’ily, 2.55 to 2.75. Melting point, 1185 to 1490®C. 

Index of refraction, orthoclase, 1.518 to 1.526; microcline, 1.522 to 1.530; albite, 

1.525 to 1.536; anorthite, 1.576 to 1.588. Color, white, gray, bro\vn, salmon, 

pink, yellow, and green. Streak, white. Luster, \atreous to pearly. Cleavage, 

good in two directions at or nearly 00 deg to ea«4i other; fracture uneven. Trans¬ 

parency, usually opaque, sometimes translucent, rarely transparent. Tenacity, 
brittle. 

Competitive Materials. In most of the important uses for feldspar it is used as 

a ceramic fluxing agent and/or a source of alkalies and alumina. Until perhajjs 

25 years ago or less folrl.‘^|iar had almost no competitors for such uses, except for 

the feldsjjathic derivative, Cornwall stone. Today, in its various ceramic appli¬ 

cations there are a large and growing miml>er of direct or partial sub.stitutcs for 

feldspar. Among these are nepheline .syenite, aplite, talc, pyrojjhyllite, slag, 

garspar, and lithospar, a blond of fchlspar witli spo<!umene. 

The term “garspar" has been applied to the intimate mixture of finely ground 

glass and <iuartz produced l>y tlie grinding and polishing of plate glass with silica 

sand. Ijirge tonnages of this material have accuinulateil, and resen'es of as high 

as 1.5 million tons have been estimated to be availalde. In composition it ;rver- 

ag(!s around 15 jM'r cent glass and 85 ix*!' cent silica. Some iron in the form of 

al)radcd met.allic parti<-les and rouge is pre.sont. The material is very fine and 

95 jxir cent will pass a 32.5-mosh .s<;reen. lCxtcn.sive research has been <‘arried on 

to deUMTuine means of bcnoficiation and iKissible markeds. It ha.s been used as a 

filler in batt<*ry boxo.s and rubber where its fine grain size is valuable. In ceramic 

Ixidies it may be sub.'^tituted for i)art of the feld.<par and part of the flint, 

lle.search is in progress to investigate tliis usage further and al.so to determine its 

u.sefiilncss as an iiigroflient in the raw batch for glass iiianufacturo. 

Aplite is a highly altere<l, massive, white roc k, occurring in large deposits near 

1 iney Uiver, Amherst and Xclson Counties, \'a., composcal of all>itc and micro- 

cliiie feld.sjjurs, .sericite, zoisit<*, clinozoisit<‘, and other minerals. .\ typical aver¬ 

age analysis as r<‘i)orte<l by one of the producers shows .Si0.j, 57.75 per cent; 

AUOa, 24 xjcr cent; h'e-Os, 0.80 per cent; C'aO, 5.0 per cent; Na20 and KjU, 9.15 
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per cent; and loss on ignition, 0.70 per cent. The soda content is a little more 

than tmce the potash content. By high-intensity magnetic separation the iron 

can be reduced to 0.2 or 0.3 per cent, which is much too liigh for clear glass. Its 

original use was in colored glass such as beer bottles, but has expanded to other 

containers, flat glass, and glass fibers. Production began in 1938 and has 

increased greatly. In 1949 two mills were in operation, but production figures 
are not published.* 

Pumice, granite waste, volcanic glasses such as obsidian, slags, and silica- 

alumina-alkali rocks such as alaskite are all being tested and considered as feld¬ 

spar substitutes. In addition, projects are being considered or are under way 

for the extraction of feldspar from feldspathic sands, as at Weiser, Idaho, and in 

IUinois.31 from rocks high in feldspar such as granite,* and from mill tailings such 

as those from titanium ore concentration in Virginia.All these developments 

are due in part to the changing geographical distribution of consuming industries, 

in part to the desire to find uses for industrial wastes, and in part to the depletion 

of our l>etter and more easily accessible deposits of feldspar. The recovery of 

feldspar from sands and rocks has been made possible by the development of suc¬ 

cessful froth flotation and agglomerate tabling methods. 

As in many nonmetallic mineral industries, the economics of the feldspar 

industry cannot be considered without taking into accoutit several competitive 
minerals. 

Occurrence. Feldspar is found commercially in pegmatite dikes associated 

with quarts, biotite, and muscovite mica; minor quantities of tourmaline, beryl, 

garnet, spodumene, and other typical pegmatite minerals; as well as minor 

amounts of metallic minerals such as pyrite and magnetite and, rarely, columbite 

and tantalite. Although pegmatite deposits are widely distributed geographic- 

ally, feldspars sufTiciently free from impurities and occurring in large, easily mine¬ 

able bodies are not so cotnmon. By the use of flotation, however, many deposits 

liigher in impiiiitics than could be worked by older milling methods are now of 

comrncrci.'il interest. Because of the relative abundance of acceptable material 

and low unit value, feld.spar does not enter largely into world commerce. 

United States. The geograpliical distribution of important feldspar production 

in tliis coniitiy has changcil greatly in the last two decades, due chiefly to the rise 

in impoi tance of South Dakota, Colorado, and Wyoming. For many years North 

Carolina has maintained its position as the leading producer, but Maine, once 

second in tonnage but fii-st in value, has dropped down far in the list, while new 

producers, such as Texas, Virginia, and Wyoming, have appeared. Although the 

major markets for feldspar are east of the Mississipi>i and north of the Ohio the 

western producers have boon able to compote and prosper due to better deposits 

(resulting in lower costs) and very low per-ton-mile freight rates. Many eastern 

deposits have been exhausted or so depleted of their high-grade spar that produc¬ 

tion can be maintained only by close hand sorting or mechanical concentration, or 

else de})osits farther from transportation must be opened—all entailing higher 

* »Seo P. S. Dear, ami J. W. Wliitteinoro, Aplito, A Ooraniic IVlaterial (abs.), Am» 

Ceram. Sar. Vol. IH, No. 4, p. 138. April. 1039. 
Al»o t>cc W, E. TrttufTor, Piuey River Plant Processes \'irginia Aplitc; Miueral Ua6d 

in G]a:3Siziiaking, I^U and Vol. 34, No. 3, pp. 44—lo, September, 1941. 
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production costs. Sources of feld.spur are sufficiently abundant so that eco¬ 

nomics, more than any other factor, determines the success or failure of any feld¬ 
spar venture. 

North Carolina feldspar deposits are in the western part of the state, principally 

in Mitchell, 'ianccy, Swain, Macon, and Jackson counties. South Dakota^^ 

production comes from the huge Harney Peak pegmatite area of the Black Hills 

near Keystone and Custer. \irginia,^ an important producer only in recent 

years, rose to third place in 1945. The deposits are in the western part of the 

state, mainly in Bedford County but extending into Henry, Pittsylvania, Camp¬ 

bell, Amherst, and Nelson counties. In Colorado'^ before the war at times a 

larger producer than South Dakota, production is centered around Canon City in 

the south central part of the state. Connecticut production comes mostly from 

deposits along the Connecticut River near Middletown. Wyoming has become 

an important producer in recent years from deposits in Albany County near 

I^ramie and in Fremont and Natrona counties. In New Hampshire the pegma¬ 

tites of the Grafton and Keene districts, largely in Grafton, Sullivan, and Cheshire 

counties, have been the most important producei-s of feldsiiar. In Maine, 

deposits in Cumberland, Oxford, and Androscoggin counties in the southern part 

of the state have long been producers, thougli now of much le.ssened importance. 

New York has produced feldspar for many years from deposits in Westchester, 

St. Lawrence, Fulton, Kssex, and Saratoga counties. In California deposits are 

noted in 25 counties but, since west coast consumption has been relatively small, 

feldspar production has not been large. The deposit near Campo has been a fair- 

sized producer. In the spring of 1947 it was announced that a new 20-tou mill 

was being built at Rosamond, Kern County, to serve a local deposit. In Arizona 

a deposit south of Kingman ha.s been a small but steady producer. Other states 

which are or have been small producers or whi(;h have deposits of commercial 

interest are Pennsylvania, Marjdand, Georgia, Minnesota, Ma.ssachusetts, Texas, 

and New Mexico. From 1942 to 1945 feldspar was jjroduced in 13 states. 

The distribution of grintling mills by states is not quite the same us the dis¬ 

tribution of deposits. Considerable irrudo feldspar mo\x*s by rail, often long 

distuiicc.s, from depo.xits to grinding mills. For example, felds]>ar ground in 

enness<!e corncs fr<jm North ('ar<)litia; Illinois grouiifl spar comes from South 

Dakota or Wyoming; aiul the New Jersey ground sji.-ir may originate in any of the 

eastern stjite.s or in C’anaila. In 1045 tliere were 30 active grinding mills in 13 

states. In addition, some c<uisumei.s buy «-riide sjiar an<l grind it tlioimselves 

although this practice is less common than birinerly an<l now the tonnage involved 
is small. 

Canada. High-grade fchlspar occurs in numerous localities in Canada, but 

production has never reached a very largo volume duo to the fact that Canada 

^8 not been sufficiently industrialize<l to juoviile important Canadian nuirkets 

or feldspar and due to distance from railr<*ads and to long freight hauls to markets 

m the Lnited States. In the last 10 years pro«luction has ranged from 11,000 to 

^■>,000 tons per year, averaging about 2().()IH) ton.s. Formerly, most of the 

ana<lian production went to tlie Uniteil Slates jus crude spar. In more recent 

years several Canadijin grinding mills have been operated to sujjply growing 
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Canadian markets. In 1945 about 36 per cent of the crude production was 

shipped to tlie United States. Centers of Canadian production have changed 

with the years, but the most important districts have been the following: in 

Ontario, A'erona, Frontenac County; Bancroft, Hastings County; Sudbury dis¬ 

trict; Mattawa, Nipissing district; Parry Sound district; and Perth, Lanark 

County. In Quebec most of the production has come from deposits in the 

Lievre River district, north of Buckingham, Papineau County. 

United Kingdom. A’ery little pure feldspar occurs in Great Britain, and most 

of the feldspathic material used in the British potteries is “Cornish stone” or 

“china stone.” Cornish stone is a local variety of decomposed granite, consisting 

mainly of feldspar and quartz, with varying amounts of kaolin, muscovite, fluor¬ 

spar, and topaz as accessory minerals. Four varieties are marketed: hard 

purple, mild purple, dry white, and buff stone, based on varying degrees of altera¬ 

tion or kaolinization. Typical samples of this material have the following 

approximate composition in percentages: 

Type of stone Kaolin Feldspar Quartz 

Hard purple.. 6.7 77.2 16.1 
Buff. 14.6 55.5 30.9 

The feldspar in the stone is a mixture of orthoclase and albite, with the former 

predominating. Cornish stone is mined in the St. Stephen district near St. 

Austell in Cornwall, in conjunction with china clay. High-grade, pure feldspar 

needed by l^ritish industry is imported largely from Sweden. 

Su'cdcn. Sweden is an imjwrtant producer of feldspar, and pegmatite dikes 

arc abundant in many sections. The most important deposits are near Mar- 

grctolund a few miles northeast of Stockholm, near Kolsva in the Vestmanland 

district, and near Drom in Ostergotland. Many other good deposits are scat¬ 

tered over the country. Feldspar-grinding mills are located at Klinktjarn near 

Kolsva and at Baldcrsnas near Stockholm. At the former mill the spar is mainly 

graphic granite with about 20 per cent quartz. Some feldspar is used locally in 

porcelain and enameling plants, but most of the output is ground and shipped in 

bags to the Continent. Norway and Sweden supply most of the feldspar for 

British and Continental consumers. Before the Second World War Sweden pro¬ 

duced 40,000 to 45,000 tons of feldspar per year. 

Norivaij probably produces more feldspar than Sweden, but production figures 

are not available. Norwegian feldspar is exclusively potash spar and has been 

noted for its purity. The principal workings for many years were in the Arendal 

district, but later deposits were opened at Bergen, Kragero, Farsund, Flek- 

kefjord, Stavanger, Haugesund, Drammen, Osterrisor, Kristiansand, Halvorsoi, 

Narvik, and Jiudo. Most of the feldspar used in the Royal Porcelain Works, 

Copenhagen, is obtained from the Naresto quarry, between Tvedestrand and 

Arendal. Just prior to the Second World War Norway produced 24,000 to 27,000 

tons of feldspar per year. 
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Other Countries. Aside from the countries noted above the following countries 

have reported feldspar production in recent years ranging from around 1,000 tons 

to about 13,000 tons per year; Argentina, Australia, Finland, Germany (Bavaria), 

British India, Italy, and Spain. Czechoslovakia is reported unofficially to have 

produced about 30,000 metric tons per year. Other countries that have pro¬ 

duced limited tonnages of feldspar are Brazil, China (Manchuria), France, Union 

of South Africa, Northern Ireland, Madagascar, Palestine, and Uruguay. 

World Production. Table 3 (from “Minerals Yearbook,” U.S. Bureau of 

Mines) shows the approximate world production of feldspar in recent years. 

Table 3. World Production op Feldspar, 1939 to 1946, by Countries, Metric 

Tons® 

(Compiled by B. B. Aritehell) 

Country* 1939 1940 1941 2942 1943 1944 1945 1946 

Argeotina (sliipmeDts). 1.051 

51 

1.220 

64 

1.072 
10 

2.981 

452 
1 Oftl 

5.622 

1.469 
\ Aoa 

2.000 

3.890 

3.468 

4.750 
818 

143 

• 

Australia: 

New South Wules^. 

p 6 

South Australia*’. | 615 
3.785 h 

VtctoriA. 
1 .Uo 1 

AQ 

1 

I7C 
955 1.327 

WesUro Australia. 3.853 

11.306 

* V 

3.561 

19.464 

W 

4.173 

23.623 

I/O 58 

2.351 

21.644 

8 
aa 

217 
A A A 

1.822 
Canada (shipoieDU). on 9n*) 

1,990 

21.327 
h 

50 

2.080 

1.254 

27.439 
Chile. 

*U| 32.993 
A 

Egypt. 74 

5.596 
s 

238 

721 
a 

RO 1 A 
124 

40 

s 

Fioland (exports). 
OA iv 20 

1.288 

19.340 
12.842 

j. 

b 

Fraoee. 
1» 

a 

A .9*0 

14.870 
1 9 999 

233 b 

Oen&ooyi Bavaria , ... 11.436 
501 , 

12.473 

4.1094 
s 

12.762 
OQO 

w 

07*1 

9.GOO 

41.200 
8.433 

A 
26.557 

India. 
i *. f v 

1.257 

12.758 
0 AtfiA 

IS 

A Y AA 

e b 

lUly. 10.538 
0 Sl7dd 

«»2Ul> I p 

A 

p 

a 

h 
A 

b 

Japan .. 
p 

2.939^ 
A 

P 

2.313^ 

e 

1.377^ 
A 

b 

* ,Oi *9* 

s 

A r'lOO* 

a 

1 J.OJd* 

' A 
7.624* 

Norway. 24.288 
s 

7 ^*>7 

1 V 
6.269 

A 

5,712 

85 

1.262 

1.093 

25.879 

34 P 

1.579/ 

a 

Palcotioe. 
Or tOA 

a 

i ,tiAI 
K 

7,108J 7.320/ 

liurnonla... . 

KpaiD. 

2.U0 
s 

2.127 
s 

V 

749 
A 

1.383 

4.251 

19.243 
a 

65 
h 

37 
6 

b 

b 

Sweden. 

Uoioo of South Africa. 
40.792 

s 

22,222 
b 

22.988 
6 

2.567 

15.537 
6G0 

203 

172 

332.663 

1.400^ 

15.272 
• 

2.804 
b 

UoitcO Kiogdom: 

Great Britain s a s u 10 
h 

313.126 
a 

p b 

Northenj Ireland. 

Umted States (sold or used).. 

s 

257.534 
6 

* 

295.430 
s 

s 

344.299 

Or 

h 

321.240 

6 b 

b 

Uruguay. 
379.042 516.539 

tw o 264 265 b 

. 390.000 400,U<KI 450.000 425.000 42.5.000 400.OOU 480.OUO 650.000 

w produce! in Bruril. China. CV-choBlovakia. and U.S.S.K.. but data arc not 

* Data not avai]akl«. 
* Includes tome china etonc. 

^ Prebminary data for fieral year eded Mar. 31 of year folloain* that elated 
•January to Octotior, 
^ Kiport^. 
* Jana*iry to «Scpt«riitirr. inrhuivr. 

» Eetiinalod by setuor author of the chapter. No cetimates arc included for counlriw listed in footnote a. 

United States Production and Consumption. Since little or no ground foltlsnar 

18 imported into the United States and since exports are very small, Tables 4 and 5 
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(from the "Minerals Yearbook,” U.S. Bureau of Mines), which include ground 

spar made from imported Canadian crudes, are close approximations of both 

production and consumption, with one exception. Figures shown are for grind¬ 

ing mills that sell their output to the trade and do not include spar ground by 

captive mills. One large company making an abrasive soap both mines and buys 

crude spar and grinds it for exclusive use in its own products. This fairly large 
tonnage is not here included. 

Table 4. Ground Feldspar Sold bt Merchant Mills* in the United States, 
1944 TO 1948 

Year 
Active 

mills 

Domestic Canadian Total 

Short 

tons 

Value 

Short 

tons 

Value 

Short 

tons Value 

Total 
Aver¬ 

age 
Total 

Aver¬ 

age 

1944 2$ 335.401 83,714.030 $11.07 7,710 $148,997 $19.33 343.201 $3,803,030 
1945 30 372.377 , 4.002.077 10.01 0.351 184.884 10.77 381.728 4.246.961 
1946 28 454.860 5.029.330 It .06 15.330 316.777 20.66 470.100 5.346.107 
1947 26 464.170 5,401.576 11.77 18.521 390,505 21.57 482.700 5.861.141 
1048 28 487,070 5.001.050 12.30 10.381 471.172 24.31 506.451 6.462.231 

* excludes potters and othcra who sriod for consumption in their own plante. 

Tablb 5. GnouND Fbldspah Sold by Merchant Mills* in the United States, 

1044 TO 1946, BY States 

1044 1045 1946 

State 

Active Short 

tons 
Value 

Active 

mliJe 

Short 

tons 
Value 

Active 

mills I 

Short 

tons 
Value 

California. 3 1 .188 $ 17,688 3 809 $ 11.011 2 204 $ 5.276 

Colorado. 3 45.3G5 318.600 3 41.433 307.610 2 55.25! 448,011 

Connecticut. . . . ' 1 \ {?} 
2 

m Now Jersey. 31 
22.079 409,875 19.139 355,578 22.4G4 405.828 

Xtnin#» 2 11.184 

110,251 

178,040 

1,326,861 

9,740 

142.208 

150.018 

1.005.631 

14.822 

207.527 

235.630 

2.194,552 
North Carolina. . 

Tennessee. i) {^} it) 
Undistribiite<lt • • 11 153.134 1.611.867 12 168.393 1.740,601 11 169. &11 2.056.804 

28 343,201 $3,863,036 30 381.728 $4.246.901 28 1 470,190 $5,346,107 

♦ Excliidca potters nn<l others who ^rind for consumption in their own plante. 
1* Includes (number of octivc mills in pnrcnthp.scs) Arir.ona (1). Illinois (t>, New Hampshire (2 ta 

1944 and 104G. 3 in 1945), Nov* York (3), South Dakota (2), aud Vir^cinia (2). 

The figures given in Tables 4 and 5 for feldspar consumption do not give a 

complete picture of the market for feldspathic fluxes, since they do not include the 

sales of aplite, nepheline syenite, ceramic talc and j^yrophyllite, and other minerals 
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that are direct or partial substitutes for feldspar in the ceramic industries While 

each ^terial has its own special properties, they are all more or less competitive 
on a delivered price vs. analysis basis. 

Since 98 to 99 per cent of the total merchanted production of feldspar goes to 

the ceramic industries, chiefly pottery, glass and enamelware, it follows that the 

pnncipal feldspar markets are the large centers of pottery, glass, and enamelware 

production. The container di\nsion is by far the largest feldspar user in the class 
industry. 

Table 6 (“Minerals Yearbook.” U.S. Bureau of Mines) shows the approximate 
distribution of feldspar sales* 

Table 6. Ground Feldspar Shipped prom Merchant .\Iili.s i.v the United 

_ States, 1942 to 1946 by Destinations, Short Tons 

Destination 

California. 
Illinois. 
Indiana. 
Maryland. 

Massachusetts. 
New Jersey. 
New York. 
Ohio. 

Oklahoma. 
Pennsylvania. 
Tennessee. 
West Virginia. 
Wisconsin. 

Other dcsti nations t 

1942 1943 194-4 1045 1945 

12,224 8,659 9,788 8,735 8,541 
50,4.50 19,302 •19,43-1 53.114 58,737 
38,098 40,873 40.0.57 47,321 ■17,755 
8.745 9,028 7,593 9.-111 18,374 
3, G30 3,855 3.508 3,258 3.009 

43,021) 40.259 38,1.58 35,7.35 4 1 ,310 
18,353 18,024 21.885 19,005 19,420 
43,950 42,535 •11.208 48,151 47,031 
8,002 • * • 

14.411 
40,013 35,190 47,803 47,217 70,705 
3,507 2.577 4,983 8,881 18,337 

35.101 •18,940 4.5,5.58 58,553 65,024 
7,837 8.718 7,993 7,0.58 10,317 

13,877 25.739 2.5.132 3.5. 189 30,095 
327.785 33.5,810 34.3,201 381 ,72^ •170,199 

aogregated; al«o tu BCciu.;., Cu.-adu.' 

Mmmg and MUlmg. Most feldspar is mined today, as it always has been bv 

open-pit or quarrying operations, although a few exceptional deposits are mined 

by underground methods. Individual operatioiLs tend to he small in size, ranginir 

rom small pits worked by two or three men to larger <iuarries employing ten or a 

dozen men or more. Mines are usually .Mnall and irregularly developed and 

operated, and productions as great as .50 tons per day from any one iW" e 

unusual. t .s very diflicult to say what constitutes a deposit of cnm^rdal 

trucks of improved roa.ls and the general use of motor 
hp <lepo.s.ts once consulerc.1 too remote to bo oj.erated piofitably are now 

being worked With improved methods of milling, such as (he use of inaguetic 

separation and flotation, impurities in a deposit do not present the insurmount 
alile barrier that they once did. ‘n-^urmount- 
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With the geographical dispersion of consuming industry across the country, 

deposits that were once too far from market to be considered are today becoming 

of interest. Today “place value” is perhaps of greater importance than inherent 

quality in a deposit, although quality still is important due to its influence on the 

cost of milling. A relatively low-grade deposit, of large size and easily worked 

close to a mill or to a railroad and near important markets, may be more valuable 

than a high-grade deposit remote from transportation and markets. A good, 

high-grade deposit is one that is 15 to 20 ft or more in width, at least one-third of 

which is clean, fresh feldspar that may be readily broken free from associated 

minerals in large, blocky masses. It should be free from iron stains and from 

finely disseminated garnet, tourmaline, mica, and other impurities; quartz 

should constitute not over 25 per cent of the shipping product. Mica and beryl, 

if they may readily be separated from the feldspar in fairly large pieces that can 

be sorted by hand, may be valuable by-products. Wliat constitutes a good, low- 

grade deposit depends largely on milling costs and costs of transportation to mill 

and to market. I..arge size is important; iron staining is an unfavorable though 

not necessarily incurable fault. 

Although a few small pits may be still worked by liand drilling, compressed air 

drills arc now almost universally used. Hand sorting and h.and cobbing are still 

practiced in the smaller mines. In a few operations power shovels are used, but 

hand loading of cars or trucks is general since it permits impurities to be dis¬ 

carded. In some areas, as in North Carolina, considerable spar in the aggregate 

is mined by individuals from their own or leased deposits and hauled to dumps at 

railroad sidings, where buyers from grind-mill companies evaluate and purchase 

their spar. 

Feldspar milling was for many years and with very few exceptions so simple 

an operation that practically a standardized flow sheet was used. This flow¬ 

sheet, sliown in Fig. 0, is still the basis for many of the smaller mills. It is well 

a<lapted to the grinding of spur of uniform composition from a single dejjosit or 

from several clo.sely similar deposits, where the spar contains no deleterious 

impurities and whore only finely ground .spar is to be made. 

The milling problems are basically simj>le, namely, to make finished products 

free from impurities that may cause si>ecking or discoloration of ceramic wares 

and uniform in chemical composition and in fineness of grind. In practice this 

may not be easy or simple except when grinding very pure, uniform spar from a 

single dejjo.sit. As such deposits become scarcer it became necessary for a single 

mill to use spars from many different sources, of varying composition and of 

vaiying degrees of purity. Also the demands for granular spar for glassmaking 

inci-eased enormoxisly, and provision had to be made for making this type of 

product in quantity. 

In grinding spars from a few different sources, when each spar is fairly pure and 

uniform, the jjroblcm has been met by storing each tyjie separately, grinding 

tliem sei^arately, cleaning out the sy.stein between each two types, and binning 

and selling each type as a separate grade. Hlending of types by guess has been 

practiced with results varj'ing from fair to poor. The proljlem of blending and of 

making uniform, standard, chemically controlled grades has been met by different 
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producers by the development of flow sheets of varying degrees of complexity. 

Probably the most elaborate and complicated of the chemically controlled mills 

is that of the Tennessee Mineral Products Corp. at Spruce Pine, N.C.*^ The 

essential features of this mill are (1) separate binning of all different types of 

crudes (8,300 tons crude storage in 43 bins); (2) separate crushing, screening, and 

drying of each type; (3) automatic sampling and chemical analysis of stream from 

Cors 

“T” 

Large storage bins 

Belt conveyor 

Gf izzley or bqr screen. ( 2 in. openings) 

Oversize > . 

Jaw crusher (to Vo inch) 

Fines 

“1“ 

Rofory dryer 
1 

Mognefic seporofor (toremove 
porticles of iron) 

I 
Bin 

Elevator 
-1- 

Spout to R,R cars 

Flo. 6. OcncralizcU flow shoot of fchispar grinding mill. 

drier to each of twenty SO-ton cru.shcd storage bins, so that chemical composition 

of spar in each bin is known; (4) drawing off calculated amounts of spar from 

selected bins to make grade of desired analysis; (5) binning in one of three 50-ton 

blending liins; (0) grinding in one of several Hardinge coiiical pcblile mills in 

closed circuit with screens (coarse products) or air separators (fine products); (7) 
aubmmtie sampling and analysis; (S) shipment or storage. 

Granular, glass-grade spar may he nuule either as a primary product with a 

separate flow sheet following a secondary crusher or as a coproduct when making 
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the fine-ground grades. The object is to make a 20-mesh product free of minus 

150-mesh fines. As a primary product the spar may be stage-crushed (to mini¬ 

mize fines) in several sets of rolls with screening on Hum-mer or similar vibrating 

screens to remove 20-mesh product between each two stages until all material is 

— 20 mesh. This product may then be run through an air separator to remove 

minus 150-mesh dust. When made as a coproduct the Hardinge conical pebble 

mill may be operated so as to produce a large percentage of coarse grains, the 

discharge screened on double-decked screens with the plus 20-mesh oversize 

returned to the mill, the minus 20- plus 140-mesh recovered as glass spar, and the 

minus 140-mesh product air-separated and reground for pottery-spar grades. 

Glass-grade spar must be very low in iron (under 0.06 per cent FeaOa for best 

grades), so low that few crude spars today can meet the specification without 

beneficiation. The best dry-grinding mills today pass the 20-mesh glass spar 

through high-intensity magnetic separators. The most efficient of these sepa¬ 

rators^® will remove not only garnet, magnetite, and biotite mica, but also a con¬ 

siderable portion of feebly magnetic muscovite mica. It is best to divide the 

feed into two or more size fractions and treat each separately. Dust finer than 

about 150 mesh cannot be treated effectively by dry magnetic separation. 

Froth flotation of feldspar, first accomplished in 1936 and reported in 1939,** is 

now used commercially by several companies to separate feldspar from quartz. 

Flotation alone is adapted only to fine powders but, by agglomerate tabling, 

granular gla.ss-grade spar may also be separated. Details of the actual com- 

merical operation of flotation plants have not been revealed but their success 

seems assured, at least from a technical standpoint. By the use of these new 

methods not only may lower grades of crudes be used, but also quarrying opera¬ 

tions may bo mechanized and conducted on much larger, more efficient bases at 
lower costs. 

Marketing and Sliipping. Crude feldspar is sold on the long-ton basis, usually 

fob cans shi]>ping jjoint. The price paid depends upon the buyer's estimate of 

grade, which may be made either before loading or upon unloading at the grinding 

mill. Crude spar is preferably shipped in bulk in boxcars, because in open-top 

steel cars iron rust may contaminate the product. Ground feldspar is sold on the 

short-ton basis, fob cars grinding mill, and the price is usually based on the 

grinder’s estim.ato of quality, subject to acceptance or rejection by the buyer. 

It is sliippcd either in bulk in boxcars or packed in paper or burlap bags. When 

it is shipped in bulk the boxcars are carefully cleaned and sometimes lined with 

building jiaper to ensure cleanliness. Often the ground spar is sprinkled with 

water as it is loaded to lay the dust. This practice is also said to make the 
unloarling less disagreeable. 

The consumers of ground feldspar do not customarily maintain large stocks, 

and they are more or less dependent on current shipments. Neither do feldspar 

grinders usually have facilities for storage of their finished product in large quan¬ 

tities. Crude feldspar is often stock-piled in large quantities at the quarries, at 

the railroad shipping points, and at the mills, but large bin storage is not common. 

Stock-pile storage is expensive, because in most cases the spar must be reclaimed 

by shovel and wheelbarrow. 
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Commercial standards for feldspar were promul- 
gated by the Division of Trade Standards of the National Bureau of Standards on 

Sept. 1, 1930, and generally accepted by the feldspar producers and ceramic con¬ 

sumers. This, known as Commercial Standard CS23-30.* was considered bv 
^nera and some snm\l grinders as too rigid and complicated, and on Dec. 4, 1935 

the Feldyar Association published a modification of these standards, simplifying 
them and making them a little less onerous. 

The CS23-30 specifications cover fineness of grinding, chemical classification 
based on composition as it influences use, and standard methods of chemical 
analysis, I hey nre not in common use today. 

'•■'“‘O'l “» 
SM0n;Js?7T l‘" SI7.00 to S20.50 per ton; bnik, carlo,nis, 
S14.00 to Sy.^; glass, 20 mesh m bags at works. $12.75 to $16.25 per ton; bulk 

w '“rioads at works, SI7 to S19 per tonj 
^ags, to §22 per ton. ^ 

of feldspar consumption by uses has changed 

of the ..r f ceramics, once totaling 16 per cent 

le e r Th ^ industries, 
relrlt two ® glussmuking today takes 

1 r although the tonnages used in potteiy and 

pLuction s? great expansion in feldspar 
production has been caused very largely by greatly increaseil ilcmand from the 

industry Table 7 (U.S. Bureau of Mines, “Minerals Yearbook”) shows 
the approximate distribution of sales by uses. 

Tabub 7. Ground Fbldspar So..d bv Mkrchant .Mn.i.s in tub Un.tkd Statks 

1U44 TO 1040 * 

Use 

Ceramic: 
GIojm. 

Pottery. 
Kname]. 
Other rerarnio uses 

Soaps an<l abrasives. 
Other uses.. . 

194-4 1945 1946 

Short 
tons 

P<*r rent 
of total 

Short 
tons 

Per cent 
of total 

Sliort 
tons 

Per rent 
of total 

220,734 
100,341 

8,40-4 
8-49 

0, -424 
389 

(>4.3 
31 .0 

2..=> 
0.2 
1.9 
0.1 

249,927 
111,095 
13,755 
1,747 
4,2 45 

359 

05.5 
29.3 
3.6 
0.4 
1.1 
0. 1 

289,559 
154 340 
22,500 

144 
3,081 

575 

61,6 
32.8 

1 4.8 

0.7 
0.1 

343.20r HHl.O 381,728” loo’o 1 470,199 100.0 

- - III Kia^smuKing primarily for its content of ahiruina •iltlionr.h 
s ullotli content aids in fluxing aiul .serves to reiilace a i>ortioii of tbo oil ■ t 

o alkali m-iM The substitution of alumina for part of the silica in a !•oInIner! 
a line g ass (1) increa.scs its toughness or resistance to breakage from imjiact 

•Available at Supt. of Documenta, Governn.c-at I-ri„ti.,K Omre. WaHhioBton. DC 
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(very important in container glass); (2) increases resistance to scratching, which 

adds to strength; (3) increases resistance to breaking due to bending (important 

in mndow glass); (4) increases tensile strength and thus its thermal endurance; 

(5) increases chemical durability; and (6) decreases tendency toward devitrifica¬ 

tion. The general use of feldspar in container glass and the greatly increased use 

of glass containers have made this the most important single market for feldspar. 

This market, however, has to be shared with nepheline syenite and aplite, both of 

which have a higher content of alumina than the best feldspar (24 to 25 per cent 

against a range of 16 to 19 per cent for feldspar). Aplite, however, is too high in 

iron for clear glass contaiuei'S. 

Some work has been done on the use of anorthite or lime feldspar for glass¬ 

making. Its high theoretical content of alumina (36.62 per cent) is about twice 

that of the average potash-soda feldspar sold to the glass trade, and extensive 

deposits are known, as in the anorthosites of Minnesota.® The chief difficulty is, 

as usual, economic. In the ordinary feldspars, aplite and nepheline syenite, 

the potash and soda content replace equal amounts of soda from soda ash. 

Anorthite, theoretically, has no soda or potash, and its content of lime, about 20 

per cent, would merely replace the lime in a glass batch which usually comes from 

veiy cheap ground limestone. Thus, the dollar value of anorthite to a glass- 

maker may not be as high as that of other sources of alumina. For glass plants 

in some areas, however, anorthite may offer the cheapest source of alumina. In 

typical glass batches from 50 to 200 lb of feldspar per 1,000 lb of glass sand may 

be used. 
In pottery and tile bodies feldspar content may run from 10 per cent to as high 

as 55 per cent (floor tile), and in enamels and glazes the feldspar content may 

range from 30 to 50 per cent of the mix. For electrical and dental porcelain 

exceptionally high-grade spar, usually high-potash spar, is needed. In the white- 

ware industries, particularly in wall tile, talc and talc-pyrophyllite mixes have 

replaced feldspar to an important extent. 
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FLUORSPAR—FLUORITE 

Composition. Fluorspar is a calcium fluoride, CaF2, calcium, 51.1 per cent; 

fluorine, 48.9 per cent. 

General Description. Fluorspar is a moderately hard, glassy, transparent or 

translucent mineral, crystallizing in the isometric system, usually in the form of 

cubes. Often ciystals are twinned so that corners of cubes protrude through the 

cubical faces. Crystals have a good octahedral cleavage, so that perfect octa¬ 

hedrons may be easily formed. It commonly occurs as crystalline masses and 

frequently in well-formed ciystals, less often in granular form. In color, it varies 

from green to white, purple, blue, yellow, pink, brown, and gray. 

Except for cryolite, which is treated elsewhere in this work, fluorspar is the only 

primaiy mineral source of fluorine for industrial use. The only other potential 

source of large amounts of fluorine is phosphate rock, which usually contains 2.5 

to 3.5 per cent fluorine. This source will be discussed later in this section. 

Physical Properties. Hardness, 4. Specific gravity, 3.01 to 3.25. Melting 

point, 1270 to 1387®C (about OOO^C also given, but probably this represents 

impure material). Index of refraction, 1.434. Cofor, green, punde, blue, yellow, 

l^rown, pink, gray, black, white, colorless. Streak, white. Luster, vitreous. 

Cleavage, octahedral (good). Transparency, transparent, translucent, to nearly 

opaque. Tenacity, brittle. 
Occurrence. Compared with many of our industrial nunerals, such as feld¬ 

spar, for example, fluorspar is a scarce mineral. Known world’s reserves in 

accessible deposits are not adequate to supply growing needs for a long term. 

C?hemi.sts working on new uses for fluorine are apparently not aware of the real 

world picture. For example, Simons has stated, “Fluorine is not a scarce element 

on the earth’s surface; it is about as abundant as either nitrogen or carbon and 

more plentiful than chlorine on the land masses. From the standpoint of abun¬ 

dance and availability alone it could be expected that fluorine compounds would 

have extensive uses . . . While this may be true technically, due to \vide 

dissemination of fluorine in very small amounts in igneous rocks, it is not true 

practically, and it is very dangerous and fallacious reasoning. Although fluor¬ 

spar deposits are known in many parts of the world, most of them are relatively 

small and many of them are inaccessible or of low grade. 
Fluorspar deposits usually occur in the form of veins, deposited from hot solu¬ 

tions, in both sedimentary and igneous rocks. Common gangue minerals are 

galena, sphalerite, calcite, barite, and quartz. There are, in general, two distinct 

typos of deposits where fluorspar is the principal mineral sought: 

* ■■ Fluorine Symposium,” Ind. Eng- Chem., Vol. 39, No. 3, p. 238, Mar. 14, 1947. 
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In limestones. Here deep-seated ascending vapors or hot solutions carrying 

fluorine gas or hydrofluoric acid attack limestone wall rocks, either forming CaF2 

by direct replacement or dissolving the CaCOa, forming CaFj in solution and later 

depositing fluorspar on limestone walls. Here the impurities are chiefly CaCOj, 

with low silica (from impurities in the parent limestone). At times barite accom¬ 
panies the fluorspar and occasionally lead and zinc sulfides. 

2. In siliceous rocks such as rhyolites, granites, etc. Here the ascending F and 

HF vapors react at depth with an insufTicient supply of lime, perhaps from calcium 

silicates. The surplus F and HF then react with the silica in the wall rocks and 

finally deposit the mixture of CaFj and SiOj along the siliceous walls of the enclos¬ 
ing rocks. 

In such deposits the fluorspar is low in CaCOa (often it is entirely absent) and 

high in SiOs and the sulfide minerals are usually absent or present in only very 
small amounts. 

Another type of occurrence that has never been important commercially is as a 

minor accessory mineral in mixed ores of the metallic sulfides. Perhaps old rnill- 

tailings dumps in the West could be found high enough in fluorsj)ar to warrant 
reclaimition at some time in the future. 

The United States is the world’s largest producer and consumer of fluorspar. 

Germany, under normal conditions, woiiUl jirobubly stand second, with Russia 

proljahly third and Great liribiin fourth. When world markets are good, Spain, 

Newfoundland, Mexico, and Korea are important jiroducors but not consumers of 

fluorspar. At times Franco, Italy, Union of South .\frica, and Canada are fairly 
large producers, both for their own use an<l for expoj t. 

United States procluction has always had as its mainstay the Illinois-Kenlucky 

district that centers about Hosiclare, Hardin County, III. In 194(5, 99.7 per cent 

of the Illinois production came from Hardin C’ounty and the balam^e from Pope 

County. These deposits oxt<md across the (Jhio River into Kentm-ky, where large 

production has come from ('rittemlen, Living.^ton, and Cahlwell counties. In 

Aeiitucktj there i.s also a less imiiortant central di.strict in Woodford and Mercer 

eountie.s. In the Illinois-Kcntucky district the di'posits most commonly arc 

vertical or nearly vertical veins in fault fissures c-utting flat-lying or gently dip¬ 

ping beds of limerstone, clu^rt, shale, ainl tdlier .seilirnontaries. I^ss common are 

nearly flat, tabular deposits, (hi tlie Illinois sifh*, woi kiiigs in places have reachetl 

over 700 ft in dejith, with widths of up to 2.'> or :H) ft. The most <-oinmon acces- 

sory minerals arc cah'ite, rpiartz, galena, sphalerite, and clialcopyritc. At a few 
nulls both load aiul zinc concentrate.s form valuable by-products. 

largest pro<lu<-<ir, has ac tive dcjjosits at Wagon 
Vhex*l (lap. Mineral County; near Jamestown, lioulder County; near Salida 

t^tiaffee C.’ouiity; un<l near Northgate, .Ia<-ks<m County; ami small production ha.s 
corno froiri ruyar JefT<*rson, Park County. 

In .Vew Mexico pro<lii<aion has come in recent years from Catron, Dona \na 

Grant, Hidalgo Luna, Sierra, and Valencia counties, and depo.dts are known in 

otlier counties. In Xeeada the tw<, iinijortant pro-hn ing deposits have been near 

iiroken Hills, Mineral County, and near lieatty, \ye Couiitv. Arizona, a small 

prodmxr, has had working deposits in Cochise, Greenlee, Maricopa, and Yuma 
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During the Second World War Utah produced some fluorspar from deposits 

near Milford and Lund, Beaver County, and near Delta, Juab County. In recent 

years some production has come from Texas (near Van Horn, Hudspeth County); 

from Washinfffon (near Keller, Ferry County); and from Tennessee (near Rome, 

Smith County). Deposits are kno^vn in Idaho (near Forney and Meyers Cove, 

Lemhi County). Small production once came from Westmoreland, Cheshire 

County, New Hampshire. 

In Great Britain the most important producing localities are Derbyshire and 

Durham, but good deposits also occur in Cornwall and North Wales. Originally, 

all these mines were worked for lead, and much of the fluorspar shipped in the 

past has been from old tailings dumps and fi'om waste fillings in old mines. How¬ 

ever, during the last war several old mines were reopened, and unexpected addi¬ 

tions to reserves were developed. 

Germany.^ During the Second World War German fluorspar production prob¬ 

ably was close to 200,000 tons per year, and before the war she was an important 

exporter. Workable deposits are found in Bavaria, Thuringia, Anhalt, Prussia, 

Saxony, and Baden. The most important districts in order of production are in 

the Stulln-Nabburg-Woelsendorf area of Bavaria; near Rottleberode in the Harz 

Mountains; and in the Thuringian Forest. Reserves are not large, but with 

greatly lessened internal needs she could continue to export at her prewar rate 

of 30,000 to 40,000 tons per year for probably 20 years or more. 

Newfoundland.^^ Fluorspar production in Newfoundland began in 1933 and 

reached a peak of over 06,000 tons in 1943. The deposits are located in the 

rlisti'icts of Burin Fast and Burin West about 1 mile from the tidewater at Little 

St. Lawrence Bay. There are many veins, and reserves are reported to be large. 

Veins locally range from a few inches up to 14 ft of solid fluorspar and up to 35 ft 

of mixed fluor-spar and granite breccia. The ore is beneficiated by hand picking, 

wet-gravity concentration, and froth flotation. All grades of product are as 

made. 
Alexico. There are several known deposits of fluor-spar in Mexico, but the 

largest is the Azul mine at Taxco in the stixte of Guerrero—controlled before the 

war by Japan. Other deposits have been worked in the states of San Luis Potosi 

(near Guadalcaza); Sonora (Magdalena District); Zacatecas (Chalchihuites). 

During the war total Mc.xicaii production reached a maximum of over 66,000 tons 

(1944), most of which was shipped to the United States, but part to Canada; and 

some is used locjilly. 
Russin.'^^ Little has been published in English about the Russian fluorspar 

industry, but it is reported that there are numerous deposits Avith large reserves 

and that as far back as 1937 her production was about 70,000 tons per year. 

Depo.sits are reported in Eastern Transbaikalia, in Kazakhstan, in Eastern 

Siberia, and Middle Asia. 
Spftin.'^ The most important fluoi-spar mines in Spain are in Asturias near 

Gijon aiul Ribadesella, which have a inodern flotation plant. Other deposits are 

in Cordoba, Gerona, Barcelona, and Catalonia provinces. The Gerona deposits 

are extensive and were developed by the Germans. 
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France, Fluorspar deposits have been worked in at least 10 departments in 

France, but the most productive have been Var, Saone-et-Loire, Haute-Loire, and 
Puy-de-D6me. * 

Other countries which add appreciably to world production are Union of South 

Africa and South-West Africa,China (northern Chekiang Province), Korea 

(South Chusei Province), Italy, Norway, Sweden, and Argentina. 

Tablc 1. World Production ov Fluorspar, 1937, 1939, and 1942 to 1946, by 

Countries, Metric Tons“ 

(Compiled by B. B. Mitchell) 

Country* 

Arj^ntina (shipments). 

Australia: 

New South Wales. 

Queensland. 

Victoria. 

Canada. 

France. 

Gerniany: 

Anhalt. 

Baden. 

Bavaria. 

Prussia. 

Saxon y. 

Thuringia. 

India.. 

Italy.[;; 1 

Jupttn. 

Korea (Chosen). 

Mexico (exports). 

Newfoundland. 

Norway. 

Southern Rho<lenia. 

Boiith-Wcnt Africa. 

Spain. 

Swe4Jen. 

Switserland. 

Tunisia. 

Union of South Africa. .. 

U.8.S.H. 

Unite<l Kingdom. 

Unitcfl StaU^n (shipment).. 

Total (estiinuUO. 

1937 

350 

55 

1.410 

136 

51.430 

13.662 

13.637 

62.455 

30.514 

8.074 

16.117 

13.385 
6 

8.084 

8.479 

1 .092 

4.2 50 

1.076 
3.61.5 

70.<>0<l' 

42.837 

164.408 

510.000 

1939 

739 

20 

218 

11.157 

22.480 

60.870 

24.414 

10.002 

24.040 

20 

13.243 

1.900 

22.000« 

11.227 

2.411 

105 

8.408 

2,010 

10.322 

38.786 
165.806 

.577.00<l 

1942 

2.328 

311 

344 

5.024 

27,447 

12.476 

31.025 

59.640 

27,841 

11.80C 

32.290 

4. UO 

35.034 

7.8flO 

47.847 

5.365 
32.6G0* 

1 .920 
s 
t 

10.207 

168 
486 

k 
4.185 

b 
43.92^1 

326.871 

88.3.0<IO 

^ In addition to countrii’H lj»te<J China produces Ouumpar. 
^ Data not nvailahic. 
' EAtimate. 
* ExporU. 

« January to SopU'udn.T. inrliiAivc. 

1943 1044 1945 1940 

b b b 

b 

544 520 801 875 
468 200 145 326 

10.160 0.281 6.685 6.853 
24.160 13.400 13.749 21.528 

190,000« 270.000 b b 

1.667 1.249 b b 
b b b b 

7.282 7.007 3.207 b 

50.000^ CO, 000'* b b 

22.469 50.450 50.251 20.114 
60.170 58.290 49.841 25.206^ 

005 3.119 6 b 
b b t b 
b b 6 

35.911 55. .595 9.642 6.477* 
2.107 1 .836 3.448 b 

582 520 b 

16 b 

4,646 3.181 3.657 4.004 
b b b b 

5.5.106 ' 48,927 44.281 41>.6I4 
368.330 1 _ . 1 

375.37 1 293.891 252.142 

,022.000 : 

t 

! .086.000 6 b 

hut <Jatu of output are not available. 

Canfula produrcs some fluorspar, cliiofly from near Modoc, Ifastiiigs County. 

Unbino, l>ut not cmHigh for her own neofls, and slie must rely largely on imports’ 
chiefly from Newfoundland, tlie Uniterl States, and Mexico. 
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Taslb 2, Fluorspar Shipped® prom Mines in the United States, 1880 to 1948, 

BY States, Short Tons^ 

Year 
Ari¬ 
zona 

Colo¬ 
rado 

Illinois 
Ken¬ 
tucky 

Nevada 
New 

Mexico 
Other 
states* 

Total 

1880-1909'* 718 5,807 330,120 203,929 710 1,020 542,304 
1910-1919'* 848 83,220 1,004,633 281,124 400 20,997 6,110 1,397,327 
1920-1920'* 181 71.920 630,804 512,518 2,344 31,216 2,319 1,251,302 
1930-1939'* 3,351 50,935 466,595 515,727 14,693 23,931 3,090 1,078,322 

1940 1,370 11,032 104,698 103,939 5,803 6,616 142 233,600 
1941 1 ,428 15,566 133,333 142,862 8,967 17,591 922 320,669 
1942 714 31,743 161,949 134,133 8,020 22,542 1,215 360,316 
1943 1,328 49,145 198,789 109,8-19 8,653 37,050 1 ,202 406,016 
1944 976 165,209 176,259 112,791 7,293 42,973 8,280 413,781 
1945 1,126 52,437 147,251 95,142 7,038 14,449 6,518 323,961 
1946 389 32,539 154,525 63,143 6,234 17,584 3,526 277,940 
1947 1,601 32,153 167,157 90,250 8,042 27,526 2,749 329,484 
1948 1,271 27,698 172,501 84,889 9,615 24,968 10,747 331,749 

® Figures for 1880 to 1905 represent production. 
^ Figures on production not recorded for Colorado before 1905. for lUinois before 1880» 

and for Kentucky before 1880 and for 1888 to 1895; total unrecorded production, chiefly 
from Illinois, estimated at 25.000 tons. 

* California* New Hampshire. Tennessee, Texas, Utah, Washington, and Wyoming. 
^ Figures, by years, for 1880 to 1909 are given in Mineral Resources of the United States* 

1925, pt. II. p, 13; for 1910 to 1039 in Minerals Yearbook,*^ Review of 1940, p. 1297. 

Table 3. Fluorspar Imported into the United States, 1910 to 1946, by Coun¬ 

tries, Shout Tons® 

1 

Year Africa Canada France 

1 

Ger¬ 

many 
^ICXJCO 

New¬ 

found¬ 

land 

Spain 

1 

United 

King¬ 

dom 

Other 

coun¬ 

tries^ 

Total 

1910-1019« 

1020-1020^ 

1930-1939* 

1940 

1941 

1942 

1943 

1944 

1945 

1945 

2,433 

10,107 

468 

1,227 

110,003 

89.050 

1 183,205 

178,482 

6,940 

11 

10.161 

7,989 

329 

180.030 

454.632 

240,792 

11,871 

7.524 

2.151 

43.709 

87,200 

203,133 

20.852 

54»550 

17,527 

57,505 

05.815 

5.735 

11,774 

34,525 

112 

3.070 

550 

1.555 

4,452 

2,151 

20.51.5 

58.324 

02.575 

24.003 

17,922 

3,640 

2 

d 

570 

3,557 

7. M4 

10,072 

10.875* 

2.088 

15.540 

9.177 

27.332 

2,701 

09 

2,301* 

310 

1 

1 

* Imports Aug. 1 to Oec. 31, 1000, totnlcd 6.971 tons. ICrtrlior imports not separately recorded but 

estimated at 150,000 tons and virt^ially ail from Unitc<l Kingdom. 
ft Argentino, Austrolia. Austria-Hungary, Helgium, China, Chechoslovakia, Italy, Netherlanda, 

Norway, Tunisia, and U.S.S.R. in Asia. 
* Figures, by years, for 1010 to 1030 are given in ** Alincrals Yearbook,** Review of 1040, p. 1208. 

^ Less than 1 ton. - 
* Bureau of Mines baa dotermined that 1,691 tons credited to Canada by tho U.S. Department oi 

Commerce originated in Newfuandlaud, 
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United States Production and Consumption. Tables 2 to 4 show the United 

States production and consumption of fluorspar over an extended period of years. 
Of the total of nearly 8 million tons produced in or imported into this country 

from about 1870 through 1946, about 83 per cent was from domestic mines and 17 
per cent from imports. Of our total domestic production of all time about 42 per 
cent was mined in the decade from 1937 to 1946. 

Table 4. Fluorspar (Domestic and Foreign) Consumed in the United States, 

1929 to 1948 Short Tons 

Year 

1 
1 

^ Steel 
1 

Hydro¬ 
fluoric 
acid 

Class Knamel 1 

Iron 
foundry 
and ferro¬ 

alloys 

All 
other 

Total 

1929 162,100 15,600 6,600 5,200 • 3,800 1,500 194,800 
1930 j 112,600 12,600 4,300 4,000 2,700 2,000 138,200 
1931 69,300 12,000 ! 7,100 3,000 1,300 1,300 94,000 
1932 38,400 7,000 6,700 2,400 800 700 56,000 
1933 

V 
64,700 7,000 3,200 1,200 700 84,600 

1934 85,300 11,000 7,700 3,500 2,100 1,000 110,600 
1935 105,000 12,900 11,000 4,900 2,600 1,000 137,400 
1936 140,800 20,100 11,600 5,400 2,700 1,800 182,400 
1937 146,400 24.100 11,600 5,900 3,700 2,600 194,300 
1938 77,600 ! 18,900 10,500 4,000 2,800 ^ 1 ,300 115,100 

1939 123.800 26,300 15,300 6,100 3,500 1,800 176,800 
1940 155,500 37,000 13,400 5,500 4,600 2,500 218,500 
1941 210,400 56,000 20,300 7,300 5,100 4 .500 303,600 
1042 242,600 81,600 18,500 3,100 7,800 7.200 300,800 
1943 234,148 113,614 20,592 1,726 7,260 11,545 388,885 

1944 230,201 129,553 27,315 2,547 7,815 12,739 410,170 
1945 197,916 109,315 31,874 3,695 6,786 0,504 356,090 
1946 160,735 83,901 39,852 G, 739 G, 969 4,994 303,190 
1947 209.395 100.363 42,130 8.938 0,567 8,745 370,138 
1048 232,087 107,280 37,247 1 8.871 

1 
8,817 

1 
11,307 too,269 

Mining and Milling. Practically all the fluorspar produced comes from under¬ 
ground mining operations, and mining inethod.s clo.sely follow tho.se used in metal 
mines. Since two or tliree large mines on the Kosiclare vein in southern Illinois 
furnish a very large percentage of the tlomcstio production, the ojjeration of but 
one typical mine here will lie described. 

The Rosiclarc vein stands nearly verti«-al l>etween limestone walls and varies 

in thickness from 2 to 30 ft, averaging about 7 ft. \'ertical shafts arc sunk cither 

in the vein or in one of tlie walls, levels are turned off in each direction along 

the vein at 100-ft inter\'als, and ore pockets are cut below the shaft stations. 

Drifts are cut G ft wide or vein width if veins are over 6 ft. Drifts are timbered 
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over and closely lagged at the top. Ore chutes are put in at the sides of the drift 

on 10 ft centers. The ore is broken down by overhand stoping on top of the drift 

timbers, and sufficient ore is drawn off from the chutes to leave working room on 

top of the broken ore. The stopes are then worked as shrinkage stopes up to 

within 10 ft of the level above, thus leaving longitudinal pillars to protect the 

drifts. From the chutes the ore is drawn off into steel mine cars, hauled to the 

shaft by locomotives (gasoline or storage battery) or by mules, and dumped into 

the sliaft pocket. Hoisting is done in 3-ton skips and as much as 400 tons of ore 

can be hoisted from one shaft in an 8-hr shift. Drilling is done by compressed-air 

stopens and jackhammers. Ventilation is natural and very good. Pumping is a 

serious iirobloiii, 1,100 gpm of water being pumped from a single shaft. Under¬ 

ground prospecting by liorizontal diamond-drill holes has been practiced, but has 
not been very successful. 

At the smaller mines less systematic metliods arc followed, but in general fluor¬ 
spar mining is done efficiently. 

Milling methods have undergone great changes since the introduction of froth- 

flotation methods commer<-iaUy in 1929. Prior to tliat time concentration was 

either by hand sorting, by log washing, or by wet milling with jigs and tables to 

effect a gravity separation of fluoi-.s]>ar from gangue minerals. Wliere the gangue 

was predominantly calcitc plus lead and zinc sulfides, satisfactory products could 

he made witli relatively low tailings losse.s. But with siliceous ores, such as most 

of those in the western states, low-silica concentrates could not he made econom¬ 

ically. Tlie general use of fiotation metliods made many deposits commercially 

valuable tlnit wore previously wortlilcss and veiy greatly increased our reserves. 

In 1944 a further great advance in the art of fluorspar milling was made by the 

introtluction of the hea^'y-media or sink-and-float process, whereby a large part 

of the gangue can be removed in co.ar.se sizes more efficiently and at lower costa 

tlian with jigs and tables. Today both flotation and heavy-media separation 

methods are practically standard in all large mills and in many smaller ones, 

although jigs and tables are still fouiul useful with some ores. The best milling 

metliods for any ore depend upon the physical and chemical characteristics of 

that ore and can only be determined by laboratorj' * 

I lotation is particularly well suited to the making of acid and glass-grade fluor¬ 

spar since the tratlo demand is for a finely ground product. For metallurgical 

use, liowevcr, the demand is for gravel and lump sizes, free from fines; and, to be 

acceptable to these trades, flotation concentrates must be briciuetted, pelletized, 

or otherwise agglomerated into coai-se, firm, strrmg aggregates that will stand 

transportation and handling without breaking down into fines. Considerable 

research has been done on binders ami liriquettiiig processes, but when natural 

gravel spar is obtainable it is generally pi'oferred to any pelletized jiroduct yet 

developed. One company” uses unrefined tall oil jilus lime us a binder and presses 

pellets about by by c in. in a roll briciuotting jiress. These briquets are 

dried and cooled in a tray drier and then screened to remove fines before shipment. 

Specifications and Grades. There are three general fluorspar grade classifica¬ 

tions, based chiefly on type of use. These arc the metallurgical, acid, and ceramic 
grades. 
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Metallurgical grade, sometimes called gravel grade, ranges in size from about 

in. down to dust. Wmt is wanted is a coarsely granular material free from, or 

very low in, fine dust. Silica is objectionable, not because it is harmful but 

because when fluorspar is used as a flux, each per cent of silica in the spar requires 

about per cent of CaFa to flux it, thus rapidly reducing the effective percent¬ 

age of CaF*. Formerly, the standard grade of metallurgical spar called for a 

minimum of 85 per cent CaFa and a maximum of 5 per cent silica (known as 

“85 and 5” grade in the trade). This had an effective CaFa content of 85 per 

cent minus 2*-^ times 5 per cent (12)-^ per cent), or 72.5 per cent. During the 

Second World War scarcity of fluorspar of all grades led to the use of lower 

grades. OPA price schedules called for recognition of four grades: (1) 70 per cent 

or more effective CaFj content, (2) 65 per cent but less than 70 per cent, (3) GO 

per cent but less than 65 per cent, and (4) less than 60 per cent. A maximum of 

0.3 per cent sulfur is usually specified. Lump metallurgical spar of the same 

general specifications is used by the foundry trade. 

Acid-grade spar is usually sold in ground form, but some acid lump is al.so 

marketed. This grade calls for a minimum of 97.5 to 98 per cent CaFj, a maxi¬ 

mum of 1 per cent silica, a maximum of 0.03 to 0.05 per cent sulfur, and not over 

1 per cent CaCOa. Lead and zinc are objectionable impurities. 

Ceramic-grade spar is usually ground so that at least 55 per cent will pass 

through 100 mesh. Standard specifications call for a minimum of 95 per cent 

CaF2, not over 2l^«{ per cent .silica, and not over 0.12 per cent Fe203. LoAver 

CaF2 and higher silica are often accepted, but high iron is very objectionable. 

The spar must be practically free of lead, zinc, and sulfur. 

Prices. In the fall of 1950 fluorspar was quoted fob Hosiclare, III., as follows: 

Base Price 

A/elatlurgiral Orade per Short 7'on 
Effective C^»F2 content: 

70 per cent or morn. $37 
65 per cent but less than 70 per cent. 34 

60 per c«-nt but les.s than 65 l)er cent. 33 
Ix*ss tlmn 60 per cent. 32 

Acid grade, 07 per cent CaF-. 43 

Utilization. Tables 5 and 6 show the distribution of fluorspar production by 

grades and by major uses (see also Table 4). 

The largest single use for fluorspar is in tl)e steel industry, Avhich accounts for 

about 50 per cent of the totsil consumption. Around 5.5 to 6 lb of fluorsjjar per 

ton of steel, in basic ojjen-hearth steel practice, is added to the melt just before 

pouring to increa.se the fluitlity of the slag and aid in the desulfurization of the 

metal. It is also used in iron foundries, in making electric furnace steel, bessemer 

Hteel, and ferroalloys. As a flux, it seems to act mechanically rather than 
chemically, since a greater part is found unchanged in the slag. 

Fluors[)ar is u.sed as a flux in gold, silver, copper, and lead smelters. It forms 

fusible compounds with liuSO^ and CaS04 and assists in fluxing zinc sis the sulfide 

or oxide. Fluorspar seems to possess a considerably higher efficiency as a flux 

than limestone, especially with very siliceous, refractory ores, but only compara- 
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Table 5. Fluobspar Shipped from Mines in the United States, 1945 to 1946 

BT Grades and Industries, Short Tons * 

Oradc and industry 1945 1946 

Fluxing gravel and foundry 
lump: 

Ferrous. 

Nonferroue. 

Cement. 

Miacellaneous. 

Government etock pile_ 

Acid lump; 

Ferrous. 

Nonforrous. 

Hydrofluoric acid 

Ground and flotation con¬ 

centrates: 
184.645^ 

1,170 

326 

158 

7,225 

134.822* 

1,410 

661 

175 

3.907 

Ferrous. . . 

Nonferrous. . . 

Glass and enamel. 

Hvdrofluorie acid 

Itliscellaneous. 

103,524« 

36 

140.075* 

15 

Government stock pile.. 

Fxported ... 

2 2 Total: 
593 267 Ferrous. 

C31 284 Nonferrous. 

Cement. . . , 

Gloss and enamel... 

Hydrofluoric acid. 

Miscellaneous. 

Government stock pile... 

Exported. 

6.791*‘t 
2.211 

35,960 

70,662 

1.638 

2.224 

1 .420 

129,806* 

191.472 

3,383 

326 

35,960 

80.165 

1.796 

0,449 

1,420 

323.901 

6,939**t 

2,231 

47,377 

78,780 

626 

1,720 

136,681« 

140,776 

3,043 

661 

47,377 

70.047 

800 

3,907 

1,720 

277,040 

* FJ^xmg gravel includes (and flotation concentrates exclude) the following quantities of floUtion 
conLcntratcs blended with fluxing gravel: 1045, 4.182 tons; 1946, 0,129 tons, 

t Includes polletizcd gravel. 

Table 6. Fluorspar Shipped from Mines in the United States, 1945 to 1946, 

BY Uses 

Use 

1945 

Quantity Value 

Steel. 

Iron foiJiulry........ 

Glass. 

Fnarncl. 

Hydrofluoric acid. ... 

IVliscel lull cons. 

Governiiiciit stuck ]ule 

15x|j<>rtc<l. 

Per 

cent of 

total 

Short 

tons 
Total 

67.5 

1. 1 
10.0 

1. I 

24.7 

2.3 

2 0 

09.6 

0.4 

100.0 

186.0731 

3.422 

32.300 

3,660 

80,165 

7,482 

9,449 

35,182,050 

04.852 

1,033,737 

128,612 

2.800.207 

254.560 

260.853 

Aver 

age 

36. 13 

34.02 

27.61 

322.541 $0,850,940 

1,420 43,930 

323,901 9.800,870 

$30.64 

32.35 

30.55 

1940 

Quantity Value 

Per 
1 

cent of 
Short 

Total 
1 Aver¬ 

total 
tons age 

> 48.3 134,295 $3,843,038 $28.62 

^ 1.8 4.855 137,507 28.32 

14.3 30,837 1,306,005 32.78 

2.7 7,540 262.530 34.82 

28.5 79.047 3,111,291 30.36 

2.4 0.730 221,001 32.84 

1.4 3,907 93.800 24.01 

99.4 276,211 i $8.075.172 $32.40 

0.6 1,720 03,707 36.90 

100.0 277,940 0,038,000 32.52 
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tively small percentages can be used effectively, since the favorable effects do not 

increase in proportion to the quantity added. Fluorspar is used in the refining 

of copper, in the electrolytic refining of antimony and lead, and in refining lead 

bullion. 

The making of hydrofluoric acid, which took about 28.5 per cent of the total 

consumption in 1946, is the second largest use and this use is growing rapidly. 

Fluorspar 
Sulphuric 

acid 

Phosphotc 

rock 

Noturol 

cryolite 
H Lead 

fluoborofe 

S0f0Cff^e ffotation 

Ret^oed 
cryolite 

Row 
fTtoferta/s 

Products 

*-^ V. . ^ Byproducts 

Fio. 7. Fluorine produc^ts from Ouorspar and phosphate rock. 

Hydrofluoric acid is the starting? point for inakini; most fluorine chemicals, both 

organic smd inorganic, and fluorine gas. The large.st single use for anhydrous 

hydrofluoric acid has been as ji catalyst in .alkylation proces.ses for making high- 

octane gasoline for military aviation. Another large use is for making Freon as a 

refrigerant and as the propellant for aerosol insecticide liombs. Freon 12 is 

difluorodichlorometliaiic ((’(d;tF2). Of great technical and probably commercial 

importance is thtr <levclopment of the fluor<»carboiis aiuJ their derivatives. Work 

on the Manhattan District prf>ject for making atomic bombs greatly stimulated 

research on fluorocarbon.s and is resulting in widespread and rapid introduction 
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of many new industrial and chemical products. Fluorocarbons are products 

resemblinR hydrocarbons in chemical structure, and this new branch of ohemistry 

may become almost as important and diverse as hydrocarbon chemistiy. 

Inorganic fluorine chemicals are of great and growing importance. Essential 

to the making of metallic aluminum are cryolite (sodium aluminum fluoride) and 

aluminum fluoride, which are used in the electrolytic bath in aluminum reduction 

colls. Artificial cryolite, made from caustic soda, alumina, and anhydrous hydro¬ 

fluoric acid, is used to supplement natural cryolite (see Cryolite). The making 

of 1 ton of aluminum requires 6 to 20 lb of aluminum fluoride and 120 to 160 lb 

of ciyolite. The chart from the Pennsylvania Salt Mfg. Co. used by Callahan® 

shows the principal inorganic fluorine chemicals and their derivation. 

TABt.R 7. F|A-0RS1>AU (DoMKSTtC AND FoREION) CoN-SUMED AND IN StOCK IN TJIB 

United State.s, 1945 to 1946, by Industries, Short Tons 

1045 1046 

Industry 

Con- 

siiin pCion 

Stocks At 

coiisti incnt* 

plants, 

Dec. 3l 

III transit 

to con.snrn* 

ers* plants, 

Dec. 31 

Con* 

sumption 

Stocks at 

consumers' 

plants, 

Dec. 31 

In transit 

to consum* 

J ors* plants, 

Dec, 31 

Bo-hio opon«'hc*firtli «tcel. 17C.488 

20,873 

3.877 

2.000 

um.3io 

1. 100 

] 67,800 5.871 
Kluctric-fijrnH<!<* !<toel. 

1 1 >.9 . 1 
> finfi 

V »UUO 

. 

Iron foiiri(Jrv. 
1 

1.082 

' 1,013 

20.757 

60.5 

51 

/ 4^ • Oslo 

J 206 1 
1 1 /tic Art 

KcrruiiHovK. 
*1 ,\f4SO 

2.044 
no 1 

1. zoo 

027 

17,431 

1,182 

OU 

HytJruiluuric nciri. 500 1 filFl 

I’riintirv aloniiiniiii. 
00, A 

1 1,417 

1 , OiU 

Brirrmr3* inugiu'Niiini. 811 757 

5.902 

1,433 

257 

1.214 

2,208 

Ghiss. 31,874 

3,C93 

1.157 

305 

2.681 

Ofit 
1 

*irk 

ICiiaint'l. 101 

on , Os>A 

0.730 

417 

COS 

2.552 

/ , loO 

1,940 

181 

1.202 

2.092 

1.414 

283 
Welding rod. 

Ceinuiit. 

IVli2$c«n ancons. 32 125 

3.>6,090 103.14$ 7,222 303. IDO 98,GG3 6.703 

Fluorine from Phosphate Rock. In the chart (Fig. 7) it will be noted that 

ammonium and magnesium siiicofluorides are made from phosphate rock. 

I’liosphate rock contains 2.5 to 3.5 per cent fluorine, which may be recovered in 

making superphosphates and defluorinatod phosphates usually as hydrofluosilicic 

acid and reacted with bases to make the siiicofluorides. But a very small fraction 

of the available fluorine, however, is now recovered. If all the fluorine from our 

1946 production of phospliate rock had been recovered and converted to calcium 

fluoride it would liavo about equaled our 194C consumption of fluorspar. The 

recovery of this fluorine, except for use as siiicofluorides, has not been econom¬ 

ically sound due to the difficulty of separating silica from fluorine and the fact 

that the largest markets liave been for the relatively low-priced gravel grades of 

fluonspar. However, with largely increased use of finely ground fluorspar, higher 
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prices, advances in our knowledge of fluorine chemistry, and growing exhaustion 

of our fluorspar reserves, this source of fluorine may become important. 

In the summer of 1949 a new Tennessee Valley Authority addition to their 

Godwin plant, near Columbia, Tenn., stivrted operations that included recovery 

of fluorine from the stack gases of their two furnaces producing fused tricalcium 

phosphate. Furnace-stack gases are passed through a tower filled with lump 

limestone. The hydrogen fluoride reacts with the limestone, forming a film of 

calcium fluoride that splits off in fine particles from the stone. The calcium 

fluoride, running SO to 96 per cent calcium fluoride, is recovered by screening, 

and the unreacted limestone is recycled. This may become an important 

development in augmenting our fluorspar resources. 

For detailed discussions of the uses of fluorspar and of fluorine chemistry, see 

Bibliography.**-’-*-**"*'^^" 
For statistics of United States consumption of fluorspar by industries see 

Table 7. 
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FULLER’S EARTH 

General Description. Fuller’s earth is an inexact term applied to certain 

natural clays that have a marked ability to adsorb coloring materials from oils of 

ani^l, vegetable, and mineral origin. Most clays have this adsorbing power to 

a slight or very limited degree and certain other clays, chiefly bentonites, as well 

as other minerals such as bauxite, can be made higlily adsorbent by activation 

with acids or alkalies, but the term fuller’s earth is generally reserved for the 

naturally highly adsorptive clays. As noted under Bentonite, there has been 

much confusion in the use or terms by the adsorbent-clay industry. Some clays 

once called bentonites by producers and so classified by the Bureau of Mines are 

now kno^Ti as fuller’s earths. The tendency today is to group all clays which are 

naturally active or which are activable under the general terms “bleaching clays” 

or “adsorbent clays.” (See Nutting’s classification of adsorbent clays quoted 
under Bentonite.) 

Composition. In most fuller’s earths and practically all activable clays 

montmorillonite is a dominant if not essential mineral, althouglj there are some 

naturally active clays in which this mineral is very subordinate or absent. In a 

few cases beidellite is the dominant mineral. Zeolites are important constituents 

of some naturally active clays as at Tehachapi, Calif. Small amounts of many 
other minerals appear as impurities in most clays. 

The chemical compositions of several fuller’s earths are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 

. 62.83 

AljO,. 10.3.5 
Fe*0,. 2.45 
. 2.43 

MgO. 3 12 
KjO. 0.74 
NajO. 0.20 
SO,. 

11,0 7.72 

2 3 

54.60 58.66 

10.99 17.33 

6.61 7.21 

C.OO 3.17 

3.00 3.20 

.} 1.63 

10.30) 
8.74 

7 4.> / 

1 98.95 100.(MK)' 

Moistun^t. 6.41 

— 'Total. «Hr.25__ 

• Combined water, 
t Mechanic ally held moi.^turc. 
!♦ Gadsden County, Fla. C. J. Hiederor. analyst. 
•• Norway. Fla. C. J. Uiedt*ror. analyst. 
•i. Nutfield. Surrey. Kurland. B. Dyer, analyat. 
4. ^ roiigoch. near Bula. North Wale.s. P. G. Sanford, analyst. 

«' Analyst unknown. 
• Wingen, Now South Wales. Australia. Analyst unknown. 
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Physical Properties, 

common: greeni.sh white 
* See aldo Bentonite. 

Fuller's earth varies greatly in color, the following being 

, gray, olive, brown, buff, cream, and occasionally almost 
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white. It varies from nonplastic to semiplastic, usually but not always dis¬ 

integrates easily in water, and has a high water content. All fuller’s earths of 

value for bleaching purposes show an acid reaction to litmus. No acid is present, 

but the earth adsorbs bases in the same way that it adsorbs basic colors. 

While the true specific gravity is about the same as that of clay, its apparent 

specific gravity is often lower due to porosity. Thus, a cubic foot of dry, ground 

fuller’s earth from Georgia or Florida weighs only a little more than half as much 

as a similar volume of English or Arkansas earth. This is very important in 

testing, when volumes rather than weights are used, for apparent specific gravities 

of various dry, ground fuller’s earths vary widely. 

Occurrence. Fuller’s earth deposits vary widely in geologic age, structure, 

and mode of origin. Authorities differ as to the most common modes of origin. 

Nutting states: "Apparently all the significant deposits of adsorbent clay were 

formed from volcanic ash deposited either directly in water or transported and 

redeposited.”® Grim says that "much of the fuller’s earth in continental Europe 

is produced by weathering of basic igneous rocks or is a sedimentary product 

derived from them.”^ But Schroter and Campbell say that "given the right 

conditions, any rock of favorable composition (usually siliceous to intermediate) 

may be altered to bleaching clay of commercial efficiency.”*® Alteration is by 

acid solutions. 

Geographically, fuller’s earth has a wide distribution, although the world’s 

needs are satisfied from comparatively few producing localities. England was 

formerly the largest producer, but today the United States is by far the 

greatest producer as well as consumer, due chiefly to its very large production of 

petroleum. 

United States. Fuller’s earth in the United States was first discovered in 1891 

near Benton, Ark., and in 1893 at Quincy, Fla. Until 1924 Florida was the 

largest producer. From 1924 at least until 1935 Georgia held the leading posi¬ 

tion. In recent years production statistics for Georgia and Florida have been 

combined to conceal the totals from each state. Texas production steadily 

increased until it became the leading jjroducer in 1941 and has continued to hold 

that position. Illinois is the only other large producer at present. 

Texas. The most active deposits of true fuller’s earth in Texas in recent yeare 

have been in Jasper County, near Browndell, Nacogdoches, and Rockland; near 

Riverside, Walker County; and between Westpoint and Muldoon, Fayette 

County. Treatment plants arc at Beaumont, Nacogdoches, and at oil refineries. 

Georgia and Florida. Near the west half of the Georgia-Florida border arc 

many beds of bleaching clays: some true fuller’s earths, some activable bentonites, 

and some of both ty]>cs. This belt, centering on a line through Attapulgus, 

Cairo, and Ochlocknee, contains many deposits of high-grade fuller’s earth, 7 to 

18 ft thick under light overburden. Practically unlimited quantities of active 

clays in beds 15 to 20 ft thick occur in the Twiggs formation in T>viggs, Wilkinson, 

Washington, and Burke countie.s, Ga.; Dry Branch is an important producing 

point. Other important produ<-ing points are Attapulgus, Decatur County, Ga., 

Quincy, Ga<lsdeu County, and Ocala, Marion County, Fla. Many other 

deposits of active or activable clays are known in both states. 
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Illinois. Most of Illinois production comes from the 60*ft bed of Porters Creek 

formation clay, mined at Olmstead, Pulaski County, in the extreme southern part 

of the state. 

Other Slates. Production has come from many other states, and many other 

promising but undeveloped deposits are known. Some of the present or recent 

producing areas are near Creede, Colo.; Aurora, Sevier County, and at Ivey, 

Utah; at Ash Meadows, Nev.; and near Tehachapi, Calif. The so-called fuller’s 

earth at Lancaster and Stoughton, Mass., is a glacial silt with very low bleaching 

power, but was once used to a small extent for fulling cloth and as a ceramic 

binder for abrasive grinding wheels. Many other bleaching clays are now classed 

as activable bentonites. 

Great Britain. In England, fuller’s earth has been mined at a number of places, 

but the most important operations are now near Reigate and Nutfield in Surrey, 

and near Coombe Hay, Midford, and Bath in Somerset. Other deposits occur 

at Woburn Sands and Apsley Heath, Bedfordshire. A bed of good-quality earth 

is reported at Rhiwlas, Frongoch, near Bala, North Wales. 

In India, fuller’s earth is produced in small quantities in a number of localities 

and is used locally for the wasliing of clothes and as an edible (sic) earth. In 

Australia, a deposit of considerable size is reported at Wingen, New South Wales. 

Production and Consumption. For many years the United States has been the 

world’s largest producer and consumer of fuller’s earth. Once England held that 

position and our imports from ICngland formed an important part of our consump¬ 

tion. For a variety of reasons imports had become of little importance even 

before the Second World War. Domestic production increased almost steadily 

to a peak of over 33.5,000 tons in 1930, almost in step Avith our increase in petro¬ 

leum production, aiul then shaqily declined to a low of about 146,000 tons in 1940. 

By 1940 it has slowly climbed again to nearly 300,000 tons. This behaAnor of 

the production curve obviously departc<i strongly from the petroleum-refining 

curve. Thi.s decline was due in part to improved petroleum-refining methods 

and increa.scd use of cr>lorcd gasolines, and in part to competition from the much 

more expetisive but also much more efiicient adsorbents such as the activated 

l>ent<jnites, a<-tivated bauxite, and synthetic magne.‘«ium silicate. Recovery has 

been due [>artly to increased use in oil refining but chiefly to the development of 

new adsorbent uses, .suc-h as for treatment of machine-.shop floors. Exports, 

largely to oil refiiuTies abroad, amounting to nearly 1S,000 tons in 1940, have also 

hel[)ed <lornestic jjroducers. 'Faljlc 2 shows domestic production in recent 
years. 

Mining and Milling. Most of the deposits of fuller’.s earth in the United States, 

consist of .sedimentary bcfls, usually nearly h<»rizontal, covered by a variable 

thickness of overburden. The.so l»eds vary from a few inches to over 25 ft in 

thickness and are worked by ojMui-pit metho«ls. Usually the ImmI.s are stratified 

and often very thin layers of siiiid separate layers of earth, which may be several 

inches thick. 

In mining the earth, the ovcrburrlen i.s first removed by steam shovel in the 

larger mines or by wheel .scraper, flrag scra|M*r, or even by pick an«l shovel in the 

smaller mines. In Florida, the maximum Ihickne.ss of overburden removed is 12 
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to 14 ft, consisting of sand, clay, or even marl. Here the earth is divided into two 

strata, each 6 to 10 ft thick, by a thin layer of sandy or calcareous material, and 

usually only the top strata is worked. The earth often breaks out in blocklike 

forms, which facilitates mining. Upon drying, the interbedded sand tends to 

fail away, leaving clean, solid blocks of earth. Since fuller’s earth readily takes 

up water, the drainage problem sometimes is serious, for wet earth requires an 
excess of fuel in later drying operations* 

Table 2. Fuller's Earth Sold or Used by Producers in the United States, 

1946 TO 1948, BY States 

State 

1946 1947 1 1948 

Short 
tons 

Value 
Short 
tons 

Value 
Short 

tons 
Value 

Florida and (jeorgia. . . 
Illinois. 
Texas. 

Other .states*. 

144,214 
33,134 

110,693 
10,711 

$2,100,652 
296,637 

1,157,892 
147,812 

168,557 

37,740 
102.901 
19,870 

$2,099,660 
388,955 

1,199,726 

372,273 

188,014, 
37,942 
92,310 
23,815 

83,224,169 
410,678 

1,162,336 
476,668 

298,752 $3,702,993 329,0081 4,660,614 342,081 5,273,851 

• Includes Oaliforniat Nevada, Tennessee, and Utah. 

In a few instances steeply dipping beds are mined by underground methods. 

At the mill the earth may be first placed in well-ventilated storage bins and 

allowed to dry, but usually it is fed directly to a crusher, where it is broken into 

1- to 2-in. lumps. Preliminary crushing is often done in rolls. Parsons says: 

“Seemingly the best form of crushers consists of two sets of rolls, one corrugated 

and one toothed, one above the other.”*® From the rolls the earth is elevated and 

fed into rotary driers, which in Florida practice are 40 to 60 ft long, about 6 ft in 

diameter, direct heated and oil fired. The driers may be fired at either the intake 

or the discluirge ends. In some plants the moist earth is run through a brick 

machine and tlie bricks, piled on cars, are dried in tunnel kilns heated by hot air. 

The bleaching pow’er of some fuller’s earths, especially English earths, is reduced 

or destroyed by heating to a temperature that drives off the combined water. 

American earths used for petroleum bleaching are not usually impaired by high 

heat, so that overheating need not be guarded against in drying earth of this type. 

In drying earths used for edible oils it is sometimes, though not always, necessary 
to avoid overheating. 

The methods used for final grinding vary widely and are dependent upon the 

physical character of the earth and the nature of the bleaching work for which the 

earth is intended. For percolation methods of refining, coarse grain size, accu¬ 

rately graded to such sizes as through 15 on 30 mesh, through 30 on 60 mesh, etc., 

is demanded. For contact methods of refining, the finer the grinding the better 

the bleaching power, but too fine grinding unduly increases the oil absorption and 

makes filter pressing difficult. For each earth, tlierefore, a most advantageous 

grain size must be found, usually 100 to 120 mesh, with a minimum of very fine 
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powder. In both types of grinding, therefore, it is necessary to produce a mini¬ 

mum percentage of extremely fine powder. Parsons*" has emphasized the great 

importance of selecting the proper grinding methods, for not only may improper 

methods produce an undue proportion of waste fines, but also a good grade of 

earth may be rendered almost worthless by improper grinding. The best grain 

size for each earth and the best method of producing it can only be determined by 
actual tests. 

Since crushing tends to produce few fines and grinding by attrition usually 

produces a maximum of fines, it follows that rolls, roller mills, hammer mills, and 

dismtegrators are usually to be preferred to emery mills, buhr mills and tube mills. 

If even rolls give too great a percentage of fines, it is sometimes possible to improve 

matters by setting the rolls farther apart and returning a greater percentage of 
oversize from the screens for regrinding. 

^atever the method used for grinding, it is usually necessary to size the 

finished product by screening or bolting, although earths for edible oils are some¬ 

times marketed without bolting. Screening may be done on inclined, vibrating 

or impact screens, or in revolving screens or bolting reels covered with wire screen 

or silk bolting cloth. For petroleum refining, the fuller’s earth is passed through 

a senes of screens and divided into several products. For edible-oil refining, the 

earth is usually passed through a single 100- or 120-mesh screen, the oversize being 

returned for regrinding. After bolting, the earth is packed in bags for shipment. 

The relative proportions of various grades of earth for petroleum refining made 

at one plant, on a run of 26,270,796 lb of lump earth, are given by Parsons'" in 
Table 3. 

Table 3. Product of a Mill According to AIesii 

Mesh 
Outpu 

Pounds 

t 

Per cent 

15-30. 3,601,260 13.7 
30-60. 10,607,760 40.4 
60-80. 1 ,.‘>76,260 6.0 
GO up. 3.129,906 11.9 
100 up. 1.106,622 4.2 
50-180. 1,380,078 5.25 
170 UD. 24.624 0.09 
60-110. 10,044 0.04 
Fine wa,ste. 4.834,242 18.40 
Total. 26,270,796 
Total bagged. 21 .ISC.-'i-VI 81.6 

Specifications and Tests. Tljo value of a fullcr’.s earth for the clarification of 
oil can only be determined by actual bleaching tests, and the bleaching power 

bears no relation to chemical composition. .Moreover, an earth that gives good 
results with one type of oil may be valueless for another tyjie. 

For the percolation treatment of mineral oil.s it is essential that the earth have a 
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good bleaching power; that it be of proper grain size and not have too great a 

percentage of fines, so that percolation is not hindered; that it absorb a 

quantity of oil; and that it be capable of being revivified by heat-treatment or 

other processes. The proper grain size is dependent upon the viscosity of the 

oil, the temperature at which filtration takes place, and the interplay between 

plant methods used and the results desired. The sizes most commonly used are 

through 15 on 30 mesh, through 30 on 60 mesh, and through 60 on 80 mesh. 

For the contact treatment of lubricating and edible oils, the requirements are 

(1) that the earth shall bleach well and that the oil shall not revert to its original 

color; (2) that it shall filter well and not cake badly; (3) that it shall impart to the 

oil no permanent, disagreeable taste or odor; (4) that the retention of oil in the 

spent earth shall be small; (5) that there shall be no spontaneous ignition either in 

the filter press or in the waste piles. The best grain size must be determined for 

each earth by actual tests, for the grinding of some earths results in the production 

of larger proportions of fines than in others. Thus, an English earth may be ground 

to 120 me.sh wnthoiit an excess of fines, but some American earths can be ground 

no finer than 100 mesh without producing so many fines as to cause clogging of 

pores in the filter press. The proportion of fines, as noted prc^’^ously, is depend¬ 

ent not only upon the nature of the earth but also upon the method of grinding. 

In the preliminary testing of a fuller’s earth it has been found that all earths 

that liave been found valuable for bleacliing purposes show a distinct, so-called 

“acid reaction.” Parsons says: 

The degree of “acidity ” or adsorptive power for bases in solution in water is no 
dehnitc criterion of the power of the earth for adsorbing bases or colors from solution 
in oil. Accordingly, the bleaching power of fuller’s earths for oils is by no means 

proportional to the ability of the earths to remove bases in solution in water. The 
degree of “acidity” is, however, directly proportional to the power that most fuller’s 
earths have of removing basic colors from solution in water. 

All fullcr’.s earths adsorb basic colors in solution in oil or in water. Their com- 
incrcial value, however, depends \ipon the power of removing these colors from solu¬ 
tion in oil, which, as already pointed o\it, is by no means the same as removing these 
colors from water. The power of removing !>asic colors from water has found applica¬ 
tion only in the woolen industry and in the production of cheap pigments for paper.*® 

A careful laboratory examination of fuller’s earth should include a determina¬ 

tion of its bleaching power, the rapidity of filtering, retention of oil in the earth, 

the possibility of revivification, and, in edible-oil earths, whether or not a perma¬ 

nent odor or taste is imparted to the oil. The details of these tests have been 

described in many places.^-®-*® 

The practical commercial value of a fuller’s earth is arrived at by the balancing 

of the favorable and unfavorable properties. In the valuation of fuller’s earth for 

the cdible-oil industiy llichort'* has derived a formula that gives the raw bleach¬ 

ing c<jst per 100 lb of oil. 

Utilization. The original u.se for fuller’s earth was for fulling or removing 

grease from cloth and for the leveling of colors, but fulling has now been almost 

entirely superseded by other methods. The princij)ul uses today are for the 

bleaching and clarifying of oils, fats, greases, and waxes of mineral, vegetable, 
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and animal origin. Other functions besides the removal of color are improvement 
of odor and taste from vegetable and animal oils and improvement in sludge 
content, carbon content, oxidation test, acidity, emulsion test, \nscosity index, 
etc., in lubricating oils. It is used for decolorizing and recovering chemical-plant 
solvents and dry cleaners’ fluids. 

Some success has been attained in the use of fuller’s earth as a catalyst in the 
catalytic cracking of petroleum. 

It has been suggested and used to a very limited extent for the purification of 
water in place of activated carbon and for sewage treatment. 
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Fio. 8. Fuller's earth sold or used by producers in the United States, 1030 to 1040. 

New uses for fuller's eurth as an adsorbent^ not related to blcaehing, have boon 
fievelo|M*<l in th<5 past few years and now form iinjxjrtant tonnaj^e mark(*ts. Its 

lii^h oil*absorbont aiul adsorlxuit properties have made it of Kreat value as a 
floor-tn*atment inaUuial in nia<-hine sliops and ^araKes. Not only <loes it absorb 
free Hurfuco oil, but it also draws aeeiiinulated oil out of the floor by (-ai)illary 
iietion, mfiking a nonskid floor, lowering fire ha^^ards, and in<rreasing light 
reflectivity. 

A relatively small Ujnnage is userd f(^r oil-w<‘ll drilling minis. 
The distribution of ]>rodnotion by uses in reeent years is shown in the chart 

(Fig, 8) from the bureau of Mines. 

The prol>loin of waste fines has been solved, for some clays at least, by moisten¬ 
ing them with water, kneading them in a ptigmiH, aii<l extruding the stiff dough 
tlirough slot.s or <lics to fciiiii ‘'spaghetti/* fr<im \\ to 1 in. in diameter. The 
product is then dried, graiiulat^Ml, ami ser<*eried into th<j desir<*d .'^ize of gianules. 
^Vith a relatively dry water-clay mix, friction in the dies proiluces innumerable 
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fine cracks in the product, thus resulting in a more porous structure than in the 

granules made from the original clay. The bleaching efficiency of some clays is 
thereby increased as much as 20 per cent. 

The finished products may be shipped in bulk in box- or tank cars or in paper or 
burlap bags. 

^*^ces. Since it is easier to make pulverized fines than coarse granules and 

since fines may be a waste product, prices on fines are usually considerably below 

prices on granules. Prices on activated bentonites are much higher than on 

naturally active fuller’s earth, but the higher prices are justified by both higher 

costs of production and much greater bleaching efficiency. 

In 1950 fuller’s earth was quoted in Georgia and Florida, fob cars, at $14.50 per 

ton for material sized from 30 to 60 mesh, and at $14 for material 15 to 30 mesh. 

Fines, 200 mesh and up, were quoted at $10 per ton; 100 mesh and up, $7. 
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GARNET 

Composition. Garnet is a name given to a group of minerals of similar physical 

properties and crystal habit. The composition of this group is expressed by the 

general formula AI'*'+3M+'*"^2(SiO<)}, in which represents any of the bivalent 

metals; magnesium, calcium, manganese, or ferrous iron; and M+++ a trivalent 

metal; aluminum, ferric iron, or chromium. At least seven distinct species have 
been recognized in this series. They are; 

Name Formula 
Grossularite.CajAhfSiO*), 

.Mg,.\b(SiO«), 
Rhodolite.2.Mg,AI,(SiO,)3-Ke3Al5(SiOO. 
Almanditc.FejAI-fSiO,), 
Spcs.sartitc.MnjAbfSiOOj 

^‘^radite.Ca,Fc-.(SiO«), 
Uvarovitc.Ca.Cr^fSiO,), 

Cinnamon stone is a common name for grossularite. 

Ilessonite (or essonite) is a variety of grossularite. 

Topazolite is a yellowish or greenish variety of andradite. 
Demantoul is a gra.ss-green variety. 

MelaniU; is a a black variety of this garnet. 

ItotkoJjUe KCa,Mg)3Fe2(SiO03l is a variety of andradite, usually high in 
mangane.se. ^ 

Colophonite is another variety of andradite. 

(The last two varieties are associated with wollastonite in Essex County N.Y.) 

A garnet may contain alnuxst any of tlie elements listed as long as a ratio of 

3:2 IS preserved between the bivalent and trivalent members. The composition 

m.iy liccome complex and one variety grade over into another. Physical proper¬ 
ties will display similar variation. ^ * 

General Description. Garnets are usually found well crystallized in the cubic- 

system, the principal forrms being rhombic dodecahedrons, tetragonal trisocta- 

hedron.s or coml,ination.s of the two, and hexoctahedrons. They also occur as 

rounded d..ssemmated glassy graiies and in compact massive, laminated or gran- 
u ar aggregates. They vary greatly in color, but the most common garnets 

“IZ! in n dnrk-rcd or reddish-brown 

Physical Properties, //ordne.,*, 6.5 to 7.5. Specific gravit,j. 3 i i 3 Mell 
point, almandite, 1313 to 1318®C Index nf mcU- 

l.-oo to 1.742; gro.ssulante (pure), 1.735; rhodolite, 1.760; hesUoite, 1.703; 
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alnmndite (pure mineral), 1.778 to 1.830; spessartite (pure mineral), 1.800 to 

1.811; uvarovite, 1.838; andradite (pure mineral), 1.865 to 1.895; melanite, 1.94. 

Some garnets, particularly the andradite variety from contact metamorphic 

zones, may be bircfringent. Such garnets invert when heated to about 800®C to 
a normal isotropic form. 

Color, grossularite, white, yellow, cinnamon brown, rose red, green, and color¬ 

less; pyrope, deep red to nearly black; spessartite, broTVTiish red to hyacinth red; 

almandite, deep red to brownish red, or black; uvarovite, emerald green; andra¬ 

dite, brownish red, browi, dark gray, black, also shades of yellow and green. 

Composition. The composition of some commercial garnets is indicated by 
the following analyses: 

Component 
North Creek, 

N.Y. 
Wevertown, 

N.Y. 
Jackson 

County, N.C. 
Alirrimack 

County, N.H. 
AJmeria, 

Spain 

SiOj. 40.24 38.02 38.52 37.39 37.06 
AUOz. 20.06 22.77 21.53 20.46 26.92 
FejOa. 4.65 1.80 2.72 2.89 0.00 
FcO. 18.58 23.34 27.75 31.87 32.24 
CaO. 5.34 5.22 2.03 0.92 1.02 
MgO. 11.18 7.09 8.28 2.46 1.86 
MnO. 0.25 0.15 0.12 3.47 2.93 

100.30 99.20 100.95 99.46 102.03 

Occurrence. Geologically, garnet is found in greatest abundance in crystalline 

schists and gneisses, but it also occurs in pegmatites, as a contact metamorphic 

mineral, especially in crystalline limestones, in serpentines and peridotites, and in 

various types of igneous rock. It also frequently occurs as rounded grains in 
stream and sea sands. 

Few deposits of garnet of commercial importance have been developed or even 

reported upon, due probably more to the small demand than to scarcity of 

deposits. Aside from its use as an abrasive, which has not been large, garnet has 

l>cen valuable only as a semiprecious gem stone and as jewels for cheap watches. 

While nearly all types of garnet are sometimes used for gem stones when found 

sufficiently clear .and transparent, only two tyi>es have been found of value for 

abrasive purposes. These arc almandite, or red garnet, and rhodolite, a hard 

pink garnet found only in North Carolina. Statistics of production of abrasive 

garnet are available only for the United States, but Spain produces a small 

amount, and it is probable that some other countries produce on a small scale for 
local use. 

United Stales. The principal and practically the only important garnet-pro¬ 

ducing state now is New York, but New Hampshire, North Carolina, Pennsyl¬ 

vania, and Connecticut have pi-oduced small quantities in the past. 

In New York, garnet deposits are known in Warren, Essex, and St. La%VTcace 

counties. The principal mine at present is the Rogers mine, owned by the Barton 

Mines Corp. in Warren County about miles south of North River village, 
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near the top of Gore Mountain. The rock here is not a gneiss, but a dark-gray, 

masssive, granular, porphyritic rock without banding or schistosity, consisting 

largely of hornblende and feldspar with garnet nodules. This rock occurs as a 

long, narrow band enclosed in gneiss. The garnet nodules are single individual 

crystiils of imperfect form, varying from 2 in. to 3 ft in diameter, surrounded by 

shells of hornblende. The garnets, which are laminated or divided into thin 

plates by a system of parallel parting planes, occur roughly bunched in pockets. 

At the surface the enclosing rock is decomposed so that mining is easy. 

The Hooper mine, near Thirteenth Lake about 3H miles southwest of North 

River village, Warren County, was operated by the North River Garnet Co. 

The ore is a garnctiferous gneiss containing almandite garnet in grains from a 

small fraction of an inch to 4 or 5 in. in diameter, averaging less than 1 in. The 

average garnet content of the rock is probably about 7 to 8 per cent or even less. 
The depo.sit is said to be very large. 

The Sanders Rrothers deposit near Wevertown, on the north side of Mill 

Creek, about 1 miles south of Riparius, Warren County, has been operated on a 

small scale m recent years by the Warren County Garnet Mills. The ore here is a 

rather narrow band, consisting of a light-red garnet of granular habit intermixed 

with a green i>yroxene in a country rock of fine-grained gneiss. In places the 

garnet Ls concentrated so that it forms nearly the whole rock mass. The garnet 
shows no parting but breaks into irregular grains. 

The Crehore mine, located in Essex County, about 5 miles northwest of North 

River village, has been worked in recent years by the American Glue Company. 

The garnet occurs in a band of hornblende gneiss with an e.xposed width of about 

40 ft. Garnet ciy-stals running up to C or 8 in. of maximum diameter are found 

in a hlai-k hornblende matrix, a t>i>e of rock resembling that at Gore Mountain. 

Other (lepo.sits, some of which have been worked in the past, occur on Oven 
Mountain, 4 miles south of North Creek; a few miles south of Keeseville, Essex 

County; at the Uexford mine, miles south of North Creek; at the Parker 

mine, just .soutliwest of Dagget Pond and mile.s northwest of Wurrensburg 

\\arren C.’oiiiity; at the Amasa Corbin mine 3 miles north of Gouverneur St' 
I.jiwr(!iicc County. ’ 

^cw /lampshire. In New Hampshire, the only garnct-produclng locality is in 

Mernnuo k <.unty near North Wilmot. Here almandite garnet occurs as small 
crystals up to ,n m diameter (average to i„.) consisting of 

biotite, (piartz and albite feldspar. The riciiest rock is proljably aliout two- 

thir.ls gariH-t, l,ut the average is much le.ss. The gurnet crystals are somewliat 

rouiulc<l an. contain iiu lu.led <,uartz and biotite, so that fine crushing is necessary 
to offcM't it riujin sepanitioo. 

AV//, Carolim,. Lirge deposits of abrasive gamet, both almandite aiul i bodo- 

liU., arc known m North Carolina, but reduction has never been largo and in 

recent years imnii.g has practically ceased. Garnet has l.eeii mined o.- is known 

to oxi.st in important quantities in Clay. .Jackson, .Macon, Marlison. and Burke 

counties. rnbably the largest de,.osits are those f>f almaiabte garnet in Clay 
County and of rhodolite or jiink ganu*l in .Jackson County ^ 

At Penland Bald on lUi. k Creek, Clay County, near tl.e Macon County line, is 
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a very large deposit of garnetiferous hornblende gneiss. Here almandite crys¬ 

tals up to in. in diameter form perhaps 3 to 25 per cent of the total rock mass, 

10 per cent being an average amount. A similar deposit occurs on Shooting 

Creek, east of Hayesville, Clay County. It is e\ident that very large reserves of 

high-grade abrasive garnet exist here, but development has been hindered because 

the deposits occur in rugged, more or less inaccessible co\intry, 7 to 11 miles from 
the nearest railroad. 

A very large deposit of rhodolite or pink garnet occurs on Doubletop and Sugar 

Loaf Mountains about 2}>i miles south of Willets, Jackson County, close to a 

timber railroad connecting \%dth the Southern Railway at Willetts. This deposit 

consists of a quartz biotite gneiss containing 25 to 50 per cent rhodolite in the 

form of disseminated crj'stals up to in. or more in diameter. A small mill was 

equipped here a number of years ago and a small tonnage sliipped, but it has not 

produced in recent years. The reserves here are so large, the grade of the ore is so 

high, the accessibility of the deposit is so good, that this deposit undoubtedly 

will sooner or later be of commercial importance. 

A deposit of almandite garnet was once worked on Little Pine Creek, near 

Marshall, Madison County. Here the garnet occurs as large crystals averaging 

from 2 to C in. in diameter in a band of chloritic schist 20 ft wide, which is trace¬ 

able for over a mile. The garnet near the sinface is slightly chloritized, but 

deeper down it is fresh, clean, and sharp and easily separated from the rock. 

Other deposits of almandite and rhodolite have been reported in this state. 

Some garnet has been recovered as a by-product of the milling and concentra¬ 
tion of cyanite ores. 

Connecticut. Garnet occurs in Connecticut near Roxbury and Roxbury Falls, 

Litchfield County, and these deposits were once, though not recently, worked for 

abrasive garnet. Here the garnet, close to andraditc in tyi>e, occurs in mica 

schist as dodecahedral crystals from less than to nearly 2 in. in diameter 

(average about in.). The crystals are well formed Jind separate easily from 

the schist. The deposits were worked mainly to furnish garnet for the shoe- 
finishing trade. 

Idaho. Garnet sands have been recovered by three firms from the stream beds 

in western Idaho near Fernwood. Information as to the extent of reserves and 

the typo of garnet is not available. 

Pennsylvania. Garnet deposits are known at several places in Delaware and 

Chester counties, Pa., and were worked quite actively before 1900, but have not 

produced in recent years. Mining operations about 1 mile west of Chelsea, 

Delaware County, seem to have been the most important. Here almandite 

gurnet occurs, impregnating a quartzoso mica schist, and constituting in places 

nearly 75 per cent of the rock mass. Near the surface the rock was disintegrated 

and the garnet was easily separated, but about 20 ft down the I’ock became so 

bard that the garnets were broken in freeing them from the rock mass. 

Near Chester Height.^, Delaware County, a small quantity of gurnet was once 

mined by tunneling and shaft-sinking in a badly decomposed gneiss. The garnet 

of the almandite type occurred as small trapezohcdral crystals thickly scattered 

through the rock. 
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Georgia. A deposit of garnet of about the pyrope type is reported near Dah- 

lonega, Lumpkin County, Ga., about 1 mile south of Porter Springs. The garnet 

occure m schists, in small crystals often so coated from weathering that they are 

valueless for abrasive purposes. This deposit has never been worked, and it 

of'suffldeS;rd:ei‘ eon^n^ercial Interest, since pyrope is usuaily not 

^ Arrington, an 

R-’”“ h"""' *>*’'*^^ ‘he northeast 
side of tlie Tyl River. Here a dull-red garnet in crystals of small but variable 

tl™ 3eve“tLtmd! produc- 

Spain. A relatively small amount of abrasive garnet is produced annually in 

tlie province of Almena in Spain. The garnet occurs as small rounded Kmin.s 

rnTtb'- ‘ "^‘7 1” ‘*^'*‘*"’*®* Owing to tlie small size of the grains 
furniU "«ture, this garnet is considered of inferior quality and wtll not 
funiKsl. the full range of sizc.s required. In 1914, this garnet was umrth S7 75 at 

States"? $20tef to sealx,ard. it could be laid down in the United 
Stites at $20 r>oi ten. 7hcre has been in the past small demand for garnet in 

L<zin-<ulor. A garnet deposit is reported in Labrador at St. Mii-liacl’s liav $5 

miles north of liolle Isle, on an i.sland about a mile long by half a mile widf "^it is 

stated that the garnet is associated with quartz and mica in a ledge 11 ft wide 

ZiTy"-'’"'- --ot:i‘o";,:!; 
Production and Consumption. No statistics of production of abrasive g-irnet in 

countries other han the United States are available nor are Unp^t oT^' t 

e^imr? Tt ?. "“possible to obtain an accuniL 
e.st, nate of the world jiroduction. It i.s improbable, however, that iinnortai^ 
quantitie.s of garnet are produced outeiile the United ^ o 

ul n'r l>™'l'-' tio„ l,as l,cc,. r'arclv', if uvc. 2 s'oli 
per year, and most of thi.s garnet is shipiied to the United States 

Some garnet is exported from this country, but probably only a few hmidred 
tons pi^r year. 1 l,c accompanying table, from the U.S. Bureau of Mines shows 
garnet production and its value. i'lmos, stiow.s 

Au..a.„vu Ga,..vut So,.,, o,. u.,,;,, „ p„„„v,,.b„s m tub Un.tbu Sta™., 

• Not puhHfiltod. 

V'eur Sliort Ions Value 
19-10 4,7ie S259.345 
19-11 5,501 371,752 
1942 4,3.57 299,904 
19-13 5,935 •129,120 
19-14 « • 
19-1.5 0,30f} 375,108 
1919 7,743 570,180 
1947 8.722 014,071 
1918 8.039 587.797 
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Mining and Milling. The mining of garnet has always been done on a small 

scale, and simple hand methods have largely been used. At one time a small 

amount of garnet was obtained in Pennsylvania by underground mining, but 
practically all garnet mining is open-cut work. 

For a time, during the period of its active operation, the quarry and mill of the 

North River Garnet Co. near Thirteenth Lake, Warren County, N.Y., was the 

largest garnet producer. The quarry was operated by small benches, and large 

blocks of ore were reduced by secondary blasting. The broken rock, containing 

from 4 to 8 per cent garnet, was transported to the mill where it was crushed and 

screened, and the valuable garnet separated from its worthless associates by the 

use of Jigs and tables. The final concentrate was dried and sacked for shipment. 

The largest producer of garnet is the Barton Mines Corp., operating on Gore 

Mountain near North Creek, N.Y. The ore body consists of a metamorphosed 

igneous rock of unknown genesis containing about 40 per cent hornblende; the 

remainder consists of feldspar, pyroxene, biotite, and small amounts of magnetite, 

pyrito, and ilmcnito. The garnet, which forms from 10 to 12 per cent of the rock, 

occurs in large crystals, up to u maximum approaching 30 in. in diameter. The 

garnet masses frequently arc single crystals, rhombic dodecahedral in form. The 

ore body has been traced for mile an<l varies in width from 50 to 300 ft. The 

garnet crystals generally are surrounded by rims of nearly pure hornblende. 

The garnet has a specific gravity of 3.8 to 4.1, and the hornblende 3.07 to 3.24. 

The separation of these two minerals is the most difficult problem involved in 

concentration. 

Until 1923 mining was carried on in the soft oxidized zone, which existed to a 

depth of some 15 ft. The garnet in tliis zone exhibited great stability and few 

signs of alteration, although the surrounding minerals had been kaolinized and 

otherwise cliangcd until unrecognizable. In 1923 the first mill was constructed. 

This was redesigned in 1928. Briefly it consisted of crushing, screening, and 

concentration in .lames and Hooper vanning jigs to produce a clean concentrate 

ruiining over 90 jjcr cent gurnet. In 1937 interest was aroused in hea'v’y-media 

sejraration and experiments were conducted that led to the adoption of this 

method in 1941. As described by ^'ogcl the ore is now crushed and screened, 

and the bulk of the concentration carried on, originally in a cone, later in an 

Akins spiral separator using ferrosilicon as a hea^’y medium. The ferrosilicon is 

sized, 100 per cent —65 mesh and 9G per cent —100 mesh. A controlled sus¬ 

pension of this hca^’J'• material in water permits the establishment of a heavy 

liquid having such a gravity as to allow the hoa\’3' material to sink while the 

lighter is floated and removed. Top gravity is checked at 15-min intervals and 

maintained from 3.10 to 3.25. J3ottom gravity is about five-hundredths higher. 

Jigs arc used in a minor role for cleaning. This is reported to be the first use of 

ferrosilicon hcavy-mofUa in the nonmctalUc imlustrios and the first use except 

for the treatment of iron ores. The process permits an increased recovery and 

economy in operation. 
Marketing, Shipping, and Prices. The producers of abrasive garnet custom¬ 

arily ship their produ<-t as garnet <-onc-entrate rather than as finished grams 

grudeil to final sizes ready for use. The usual reason given for this, as has been 
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stjited IS that most manufacturers of garnet paper and cloth have their own 

individual standards of gram sizes, which differ slightly from those of their coin- 

petitors. Much garnet sized and graded by producers is resized by the purchaser 

Most coated-abrasive manufacturers have crushing, grinding, and screening 

lb elX' d ^'^de concentrated garnet is packed in bags weighing 100 to 150 

^ ^ shipping point. Adirondack concen- 
trates \\ere quoted at S85 per ton in the early part of 1950* 

Specifications and Tests. The commercial value of abrasive garnet depends 

upon Its hardness, toughness, cleavage or fracture, and purity. There are no 

a^eaulte ^ T] actual use is the Lly 

th»f X 1 I co'stals. or masses should be large enough so 
that when crushed and screened they will yield sharp, angular grdL i^a full 
range of sizes (20 to 200 mesh or 0.034 to 0 0029 in 1 A mr-k ^ ^ ^ 

Of only, sn^H ..ins is o, „o CO. r„tt:ri;:;:r.?eSr 
garnet content is. Granular garnet is usually not of great value for R l>re ik<. 

into rounded rather than angular grains. Garnet sand, unless verV coarse is of 
ow value, for it does not usually yield a full range of sizes and the dns 

have one or more rounded faces. Massive, laminated garnet that bre^s inZ^ 

scale-.sbaped grains is ordinarily considered to be the best type In crushirur^ 

amail grains produce more wa.ste in fines than do large grains and masses gZ 

sZ.sli and ;hc'tsrAdimn,Lu{''^Z^^ are usu-dly slnaZT'^" ^ 

urifh r the narno c'irhunrU* *’ T\ i ' fi ^ hocn sold oxlonsivoly 
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watches. Garnet grain has been used for polishing glass, stone, and similar 

products. It is doubtful that the total amount consumed amounted to more 

than 5 or 6 per cent of the annual total in any one year. The most important 

consumer is the manufacture of surface-coated abrasives. 

In the manufacture of coated abrasives, such as a garnet paper or cloth, the 

backing is either paper or cotton cloth of various weights, or else a combination of 

paper and light cotton cloth glued together. For the best grades of coated paper 

abrasives, manila fiber paper is used, but kraft-paper backing is usually used for 

cheaper coated abrasive products, such as flint paper and emery paper. Cotton 

cloth must first be treated to fill the pores. The backing is then fed from large 

rolls through a rotary press that prints the grit number, etc., at regular intervals 

on the back of the sheet. It then passes between two rolls, one of which runs in a 

trough of glue and spreads a coating on the backing; then under a reciprocating 

brush, which spreads and smooths out the glue; thence under a grit hopper, from 

which a steady stream of abrasive grain pours. The grain must be sized with 

great accuracy within very narrow limits. The paper or cloth is then fed in great 

loops upon drying racks. From the drying racks it passes through a sizing 

machine in which a second coating of glue is added to anchor the grains firmly in 

place; thence to the final drying racks, and finally to a winding machine. The 

coated ahrsusive is wound in rolls of about 1,000 yd, varying in width from 22 to 

4S in. From these rolls it is cut up into skindard-sized sheets (9 by 11 in.) or 

into 50-yd rolls of varying widths, or it is made up into belts or disks. 

Tlic amount of abrasive used per unit of area depends upon the strength of the 

glue .solution, type of abrasive, character of backing, and size of grain. High- 

grade hide glue is used almost exclusively. The bulk of the coated garnet abra- 

sivc.s is used in the form of belts or as covei-s for drums or drum sanders. A small 

])roportion is also used in disk form, and <iuite an appreciable percentage in the 

foi-m of sheet goods for hand use. 

(jarnct-coat<?<l abrasives are used most widely in the woodworking industries, 

l>ut they arc also used in smoothing and abrading leather, ruhljer, and metals; in 

rubbing down or removing p.iint and varnish; and in many other minor ways. 

Ill woiHl-finishing oiierations, such as in furniture factories, most of the surfacing 

is done on various types of drum and belt “sanding” machines, but disk “Sand¬ 

ers” arc also used. 
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GfBBSlTE 

Composition. Clibbsite is aluminum hydroxide, Al.Oa-SIIaO or AlCOII),- 
ALO3, 05.35 per cent; H2O, 34.65 per cent. ’ 

General Description. Gibbsite is an earthy wliitc or nearly white mineral, usu¬ 

ally occurring m thm mummilaiy crusts or foliat<-d, massive, or filirous masses* 

Hoinetiincs stalactitic; rarely in monoclinic crystals. It is a major constituent of 
Komc naiixitcs and a minor one of others. 

Physical Properties. Hardness, 2.5 to 3.5. Specific gravity, 2.40. Index of 

^^/'■'•rtion 1.0O6 to 1.587. Color, white or in grayish, greciiisli, or reiidish shades. 

/Vreak, white. Lu.«?ter, vitreou.s, pearly, or dull. C/cacaj^e, ba.sal; brittle. Trans- 
parency, transparent to opaque. 

Occurrence. Gibbsite is a common secondary mineral produced by the weather¬ 

ing of mineral with a high alumina content, such as coiunduin, ncphelinc or the 

feldspars. It is also found as the ]>rotluct of hydrothermal alteration in igneous 

rocks, lit times along the contacts of veins that may be 010-bearing and tliorefore 

exposed by mining operations. Crystals, .several inches in length, have been 

found m cavities in ro.-ks in the Urals. It is a cbarac-U.ristic mineral in latcrites 

and bau.xito. It is found in bauxites in Arkansas and Georgia, and has been 

identifiCMl in simill quantities in Ma.ss^u husetts and Now York. Nearly nine 

Klbbslto occ-iira iii iiodulis, iiij lo sevcrul feot iic-rosa, in llio Salnm Hills area of 

I oik an, .Mar.on Orn. Tbese deposits may bo of interest for loeal 

small-seale ehenueal or refraetory nso.» It has a wide distribution genlnKi.-allv 

UtiUzation. Gibbsite is nsnally not found in sutficient tonnaRe an,l purity to 

bo iiiincd separately and to establish us(*s conncctial with its identity. It supplies 

much of tlie alunm.a b.und in bauxite and therefore becomes indirectly an impor- 

taot source of aluminum and its salts. According to Alleni gibbsite is detri- 
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mental in clays employed as fillers in the paper industry, but of value in clays 

used in the ceramic industries, since gibbsite adds to the refractoriness of the 

clays. 
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GRAPHITE 

Composition. Graphite (also kno\vn as plumbago or black lead) is elemental 

carbon (C) often mixed with greater or fewer impurities. Analyses of typical 

commercial graphites are given in Table 1. 

Table 1. Analyses of Samples op Crucible Graphite* 

Source of graphite 

Alabama 
New 

York 

Penn¬ 

syl¬ 

vania 

Cey¬ 

lon 

Sample No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Volatile carbon. 2.08 1.40 2.66 1.31 1.30 1.53 1.68 

Graphitic carbon. 84.62 90.58 81.82 91.18 88.97 88.80 85.06 

SiO:. 7.02 3.99 8.33 4.08 4.34 5.24 7.81 

AbO,. 5.06 2.96 6.35 2.31 2.40 2.05 2.82 

FojOs. 0.53 0.18 0.39 0.40 1.08 1.75 1.61 

TiOs. 0.14 0.19 0.13 0.13 0.38 0.05 0.13 

PtiO 0.07 0.19 

MgO. 0.23 0.16 0.06 0.08 0.76 0.09 0.21 

0.15 0.23 0.14 0.31 0.55 0.08 0.25 

NasO. 0.008 0.01 0.11 0.03 0.12 0.12 0.11 

SOt . ! 0.007 0.14 0.01 0.21 0.005 

p.r>. 0.06 0.02 0.02 0.05 0.05 .. 
MnO . 0,07 0.04 

y.ftOf 0.03 

Cu02. 0.14 

Total. 99.805 99.86 ■1 99.995 

‘ Duu, G. D. and Moses. F. G.. Mining and Preparing Domestic Grapluto for Crucible 

Use, V.S. Bur. Mines, Bull. 112. 1920. p. 40. 
t Contamination probably from brass screens. 
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General Description. Graphite is a very soft, black, greasy-feeling mineral 

occurring in disseminated flakes or in scaly, granular, compact, or earthy masses. 

When impure it may be dull and slaty or earthy. The term “crystalline graph¬ 

ite “ or “flake graphite” refers to the varieties that occur in crystals large enough 

to be visible to the unaided eye. It occurs both massive in veins (often called 

plumbago) and in flakes disseminated through the country rock. 

The finely granular variety, known as “amorphous” in the trade, is not really 

amorphous but cryptocrystalline. 
Physical Properties. Hardness, 1 to 2. Specific gramty, 1.9 to 2.3. Melting 

point, probably above 3000'’C, but at high temperatures gradually burns. Color, 

black or very dark gray. Streak, dark gray or shiny black. Ijuster, metallic to 

dull or earthy. Cleavage, perfect basal. Fracture, irregular. Transparency, 

opaque (transparent to X-rays). Tenacity, scales flexible, slightly sectile. I'eel, 

greasy, unctuous. Marks paper. Insoluble in acids. Good conductor of 

electricity. 
Occurrence. Commercial graphite deposits are of several types. Graphite 

results from the alteration of carbonaceous matter in sediments—for example, the 

flake or crystallized graphite of Alabama and Pennsylvania. Graphite resulting 

from the intrusion of igneous rocks may be of organic origin, as in the altered coal 

beds at Raton, N.Mcx.; Sonora, Mexico; Styria, and Austria; or it may be due to 

igneous emanations, as in the graphite deposits of Quebec. Graphite also occurs 

in dikes and veins in igneous sedimentary and metamorphic rocks, such as 

granites, gneisses, mica schists, and crystalline limestones. The origin of such 

depo.sits is obscure. 
Graphite is very 'SN'idely distributed geographically and is produced in important 

tjuantitcH in at lea.st 14 countries. However, a large proportion of the protluc- 

tion in many countries is of low-grade, amorphous graphite largely consumed 

locally. In tonnage Korea is the world’s largest producer of graphite (with the 

possible exception of Ru.ssia), followed, more or less in or<ler of production, by 

Geriminy (Bavaria), Austria, Madagascar, Ceylon, and Mexico. But, us Tyler*’’ 

notes, while Madagascar and C'eylon together nuiy produce only 15 per cent of the 

world’s tonnage, the combined value is probably at least half the world’s total. 

The most essential and most vauable type of graphite in world commerce is high- 

grade flake graphite suitable for crucible use. During the early years of the 

Second World War it was the lack of crucible-grade graphite from Madagascar 

aii<l Ceylon that threatened to endanger our war program. .\ny consideration of 

world resources of grai)hite must make the vital distinction between crucible 

flake and all other varieties. 

Madagascar is the leading producer of high-grade flake graphite, taking tho 

position formerly held by Ceylon. Dep<jsits in the east central part of the island 

are extensive ajul of high grade. The graphite o(;curs in flakes, lenses, veins, 

pockets, and large masses in schists and gneisses, in deposits scattered over a 

distance of 400 miles.** Van Slaars*** states that the average yield is 1 ton of ,")0 

per cent carbon rough concentrates to 3 tons of ore and that 41-2 b^ns of rough 

concentrates yield 1 Ujn of standard, 90 per cent carbon flake and 1 ton of dust 

with SO to 80 i>pr cent carbon. All products arc exjjorted (from tho port of 

Tamatave) as there are no domestic markets. 
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Ceylov}-^ produces both lump and flake graphite, although the latter is scarce. 

Producing deposits have been centered in the southwestern part of the island but 

favorable formations are more widely scattered. The graphite occurs in seams 

and veins up to 6 ft wide, cutting both igneous and sedimentary rocks. Deposits 

are worked as open pits or as underground mines to a maximum depth of 400 to 

500 ft. Ceylon is the only large producer of high-grade lump graphite. The 

ore mined, containing as much as 50 per cent of impurities, is first hand-sorted to 

from 5 to 10 per cent impurities, then transported to Colombo or Galle for further 

treatment, kno\\'n as “curing.” This process consists of sorting high-grade lump, 

screening the ordinaiy grades, further sorting, crushing, screening again, washing 

low-grade ore by “panning” in tubs, and blending to make different grades. The 

finished products are packed in wooden casks for shipment. 

Over 20 grades of flake, lump, cliips and dust are made, with carbon content 

ranging from 55 to 98 per cent. 

Germany.^^ There is but one graphite district of importance in Germany. 

This is near Passau in eastern Bavaria, near the Austrian border. Here occur 

lenses of flake graphite in gneisses 10 to 20 m thick; the normal graphite content is 

20 to 25 per cent, and the probable workable depth of deposits (due to deep 

weathering) is about 70 m. The ore is concentrated to products running 82 to 

92 per cent carbon, which are sold for nearly all types of uses. Before the war, 

however, Germany imported important quantities of graphite from Madn- 

ga.scar an<l Ceylon, at the same time exporting to Great Britain, Scandinavia, and 

the United States. 
Czechoslovakia deposits, in Bohemia and Moi-a\na, are extensions of tliose in 

Bavaria. Production, once large, has declined since 1030. 

Austria. The Austrian deposits are similar to those of Czccho.slovakia and 

Bavaria. Before the dismemberment of Austria after the First World War tins 

countiy was the workl's largest producer of grapliitc, and through both World 

Wars Austrian deposits supplied Germany with this critical mineral. 

Korea. Most of the graphite mined in Korea is of the amorphous variety, but 

some ciystalline flake is also produced. Japan has been the principal user of 

Korean graphite, and the surjfius was exported through Japan before the last war. 

This grapliite is used largely for foundry facings, paint, and other noncritical uses. 

Mexico. High-grade amorphous graphite is mined in central Sonora from 

deposits that have been judged as perhaps the largest in the world. The graphite 

occurs in beds up to 24 ft thick in metamorphosed sandstone and were probably 

formed by the metumorphism of coal beds. The main vein averages 80 per cent 

graphitic carbon and ranges up to 95 per cent. Properties are largely American 

owned, and the crude ore is shipped to Saginaw, Mich., for refining. Formerly it 

was used chiefly for making lead pencils, but it is now also used for foundry 

facings, dry batteries, and other uses. 
Russia is known to have considerable graphite resources. Just before the 

Second World War she was credited with over 40 per cent of the world’s produc¬ 

tion, but little information is available as to the deposits. 
The United States has never been self-sufficient in high-grade crystalline graph¬ 

ite for crucible use. In normal times the use of graphite crucibles has been 
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declining, and grapliite has been considered as a relatively unimportant nunor 

mineral. But in wartime this use increases greatly, and early in the Second 

World War, when our supplies from Madagascar and Ceylon were cut off, the 

shortage of crucible graphite became very serious. Strenuous efforts were made 

by the government to increase our production, and financial assistance was given 

to five companies for building or rebuUding plants, two at Ashland and one at 

Goodwater, Ala., and one each at Burnet, Texas, and West Chester, Pa. !No 

plant was able to produce graphite equal to Madagascar flake in quality, although 

some useful production resulted, and after the shortage was eased most of the 

plants closed down. One plant in Alabama^-*® and that at Burnet, Tex.,” have 

managed to survive, producing some crucible flake along with finer sizes for 

lubricants, foundry facings, paint, etc. 
Crystalline flake graphite has been mined in fair quantity from time to time in 

Alabama, Texas, Pennsylvania, New York, and California, as well as in many 

other states in smaller quantities. Low-grade amorphous graphite and graphitic 

shales have been mined in small quantities for foundry facings and paint in Rhode 

Island, Michigan, Nevada, Georgia, and other states. A small amount of lump 

graphite has been mined near Dillon, Mont. 
Oiher countries which have appreciable graphite production, although generally 

of the lower grades, are Canada,*® India, Italy, Norway, Australia, China, South¬ 

west Africa, Spain, and Sweden. 
Production and Consumption. There have been too few graphite producers m 

the United States in recent years to reveal even totals by states. Tables 2 to 4, 

showing total United States pro<luction, imports, and world production, are the 

only statistics pul)Iished by the Bureau of Mines. 

TaHI.K 2. PltODfCTION AND Sll IPMKNT.S OF NATUnAD CuAPHlTG IN THE UNITED 

Statk.s, 1944 TO 1948 

Year 
Production, 

short tons 

Shipments 

Short tons ^'alue 

1044 5,408 5,768 $349,663 

1045 4 .888 5,334 289,207 

1040 5,575 4,844 252,506 

1947 4,387 5.207 221,260 

1018 9,049 9,871 450,759 

Manufacture<l or artificial graphite cannot be produced of crucible flake grade, 

but it dfMis compete with natural graphite fi>r lubricants, foundry mold wash, 

pencils ami crayons, paints, polishes, and numerous minor uses. Several plants 

in this country and Canada produce artificial graphite, but production figures are 

not pul>lishe<l. 

Mining and Milling. In Alabama and Texas the graphite occurs in outcrop¬ 

ping beds of s«diist.s and is mined by open-quarry methods. The crude ore is 

crushed in jaw crushers, rolls, and cone crushers, wet-ground in ball and rod mills, 
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and roncentrated by oil flotation and tabling. The finished products are dried 

in rotary driers and sized by screening.Regrinding, if needed, may be done 

in buhr or hammer mills. Fine grinding of amorphous graphite and graphitic 

shales is usually done dry in Hardinge conical mills with air separators or in 

emery mills. 

Table 3. Graphite (Natural and Artificial) Imported for Consumption in the 

United States, 1942 to 1946 

Year 

Crystalline Amorphous 

Total 

Flake 
I^ufnp, chip, 

or dust 
Natural Artificial 

Short 
tons 

Value 

1 
Shortj 
tons 

Value 
Short 
tons 

Value 
Short 
tons 

Value 
Short 
tons 

Value 

1942 
1943 
1044 
1945 

0.031^ 
5,311, 
C. 191 

$412,919 
403,382 
CG3.231 

4.152 
1,012 
1.5G8 

$001,150 
117,795 
251,832 

33.5G9 
22,390 
18.294 

33 
1,178 

842 

$l.480,079 
331.800 
345,612 

S 3,G3S 
92.308 

118,020, 

160 
205 
131 

4 1 « 
154 
• • « 

1 

$ 4,739 
15,515 
10,299 

$ 6.223 

43.921 
28,918 
26,184 

33 
1.433 
2.166 
6.665 

25.879 
no 

$2,408,887 
958.492 

1,270,974 

$ 3.638 
123,651 
305,791 
031,883 
350.063 

5.571 

101 $ 25.120 

C ?c*vlon. 1.324 
3,883 

$187,771 
370,471 . . 

li'f 
2.7S2 201,412 

25.879 
no 

350.063 
6.571 

♦ ♦ ♦ 
4 4 4 Mozuinbiquv. . . 

104C 
UrnTil 

2.SS3 $280,532 57207 $558,242 28,042 

1 
1 ,413 
3,671 

1 

$ 509.600 

$ 75 
117.276 
482,899 

50 

154 

• * 4 

4 
• • • 
9 • • 
* 4 * 

$ 6,223 

S 558 

1 

36.286 

1 
1,530 
3.730 

1 
24 

168 
3.200 

24,389 
96 

1 

$1,420,597 

$ 75 
142.358 
490.889 

50 
5.133 

18.086 
223.506 
441,189 

5.980 
280 

f‘*4% r> •» ii:)' $ 24,524 .***«•• 
50 $ 7,990 

•1< m • • • • 
r> A rk 24 5.133 M ^ * » • » • • 

Itulia liiid do- 
1 lOfitf 1 on dc59 168 18.086 1 

Nla<Iagusctir.... 3,200 
24,389 

96 
1 

44t,ISO 
5.980 

280 

• 9 • 
• 49 

• • • 

Vw 4 4 • • « « • • 
f^T 9 j4 ftt III n Ilf ^ 1 

Swit£crlaiMl * * * * | 

3.337^ ̂ $253,103 56 S 7,000 29.743 $1,065,835 4 $ 558 33,140 $1,327,546 

Grades and Specifications. The value of graphite, aside from competitive 

conditions, depends upon the type of material (lump, flake, amorphous, or arti¬ 

ficial), its grade (content of graphitic carbon), and the size of grain. As noted 

before the most important types commercially are lump and flake suitable for 

making crucibles. The lower grades of lump and flake are largely by-products 

made in the preparation of crucible graphite. Lump graphite is represented 

mainly by Ceylon material, and the flake by the products from Madagascar, 

Caniida, and tlie United States. 
Ceylon graphite is divided into four main grades: ordinary lump (about 90 to 98 

per cent graphitic carbon), chip (about 85 to 90 per cent graphitic carbon), dust 
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(about 55 to 85 per cent graphitic carbon), and flying dust (55 to 90 per cent 

graphitic carbon). Each of these grades may be further subdivided into best, 

medium, and poor classes. Usually, however, the following more simple classi¬ 

fication is used; Nos. 1 and 2 lump, Nos. 1 and 2 chip and dust. Prices within 

the grades are based on quality. 

Table 4. Wobld Production of Natural Graphite, 1938 to 1946, by Countries, 

Metric Tons" 

(Compiled by B. B. Mitchell) 

Country 1938 1939 1940 1941 1942 1943 1944 1045 1940 

A ^ ft A A 28 100 135 244 237 455 6 A 
ArgentiuA. . ' ' > *. 

Australb: 
. .w 6 *.. * V. 1 aa 41 64 3 114 142 51 A 

/*V« p. M 10 03 320 225 360 52 58 A 

50 71 88 253 5 A 

5 5 7 A 
Tasfnaoia • .. 

1 « 6 11 A 
Ti citern .Ai^irasia. ... • • 

16.852 24.013 22.991 24.2M 26.203 31.305 24.617 3.4H3 A 
.. 

Bp&iil fcxDorta). 60 72 10 199 131 92 

Bulgaria .. • 
1 044^ 

23 

1,109^ 

50 

1.38H 

A 

90y 

A 

403^ 

A 

1.720 

A 

1,435 

A 

1,733 

A 

1.792 .... 

China . 

C^vloQ fcxDortJ) .. 

1.400* 

11.072 

2.000* 

22.756 

17.400 

24.414 

16,000 

27.670 

16.800 

27.872 

h 

20.8:^0 

A 

12.461 

A 

7,046 

a 

2.350 

CarchaalovakLa.. 5,010 7.609 10.725 8.094 13.126 21.252 21.459 A A 

Egypt. 
rV TlAvariA , , . 28.106 28.180 29.891 29,771 33.316 34.060 

260 

36,357 

152 
A A 

t 405 951 3U 827 1.072 1.152 943 1,312 A 

2 14 25 30 A A 

Ilajy , . . . 5.485 5.715 4.096 4.136 5.483 A A 1,703 A 

Janan . 1.300 1.530 2.088 3.393 2.866 7.791 10.382 12.449 11,339 

Korea fClioocn)^ . 57.318 83.415 04.273 08.640 96,054 96.471 103.306 A A 

K1 a^tnff aJlCAf .. 14.545 12.196 15.311 13.018 9.562 12.940 14.478 9.185 8.875^ 

hl^Kir.o . 9.011 

307 

9.815 12.327 16,928 20.811 20,677 12.977 23,634 21,949 

Morocco: 
886 629 571 1.067 205 213 262 037 

73 A 352 414 888 226 42 100 A 

Norway . 
Portuguroe East Africa. 

\V«Mf & fet/'m 

3.802 
* 

4.333 
A 

2.646 
A 

71 

3.588 
A 

188 

2.933 

165 

181 

3,17^ 

42^ 

l.7S« 

3.784 

l{ 1,073 

A 

6 

1.477 

6 

A 

762 g A ^ ^ w ^ 0 # * a * * * * * .*«*** 

Rmin . 54 353 23 251 13< i 1.050 1 2.528 A 

R«VMipri . 192 549 153 205 174 171 802 A 

Ifnion of South Africa . 54 69 78 74 335 5t i 130 f 128 IHO 

United State*: 
A pnnmliAti« / / / 

12.403 6.450 ^ 4.134 5.058 
Cryvtaliine. / / . 

V.OIO, 4,out 

Total*. 150.000 205.000 ' 241.100 
1 

i 

1 223.000 207.000 
1 

2X6,000 271,0001208.00( 

1 1 

) b 

* In addition to rountiio listed b prodtK'cd in Fnuicc. GmtUond* Kcnyft, Nyasaland. and U.S.S.R., but production 

daU arc not availaUc. 
* Data not available; catiinate included in total cic^pl for 1940. 
* than 1 ton. 
^ Kiporla. 
« Data reprmcnt arrae dmicnate*! u Trt* Ctiina during the period of Japanrae ocoupntion. 

/ Bureau of Minr« not at lilierty to publbh figures. 

High-grade flake grajihite for making large crucibles should all be retained on a 

50-meah screen with as large a proportion as pos.sil)le in coarse flakes (at least 8 
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per cent on 20 mesh); it should contain 85 to 90 per cent graphitic carbon; the 

flakes should be tough in order to resist breakdown during mixing; it should have 

a low packed volume to reduce clay binder to a minimum; and its oxidation rate 

should be low. Flakes of somewhat smaller size may be used in the smaller 

crucibles (up to 25 lb) and up to 10 per cent in foundry-size crucibles. Gwinn 

states, “The disadvantages of domestic graphite for use in the larger crucibles are 

(1) the preponderance of small-sized flakes, (2) low resistance to breakdown in 

mixing, (3) lack of uniformity in flake size and carbon content from shipment to 

shipment, and (4) larger packed volume.”* The suitability of graphite for 

crucible use depends upon a high dcn.sity (high specific gravity), low surface 

factor (solid grain rather than thin flake), low ash, and high fusion point of the 

ash. Some of these points are in dispute, and the real value of a graphite for 

crucibles can only be determined by the actual manufacture and use of cnicihles. 

High-grade Mexican amorphous graphite contains about 8C per cent graphitic 

carbon. Low-grade domestic amorphous graphites used in paints, foundry fac¬ 

ings, and so on, may contain as low as 35 to 50 per cent graphitic carbon. 

No simple tests are used by which the quality of graphite or its suitability for 

various uses may be dcterniined. The graphitic carbon content can only be 

determined by analysis. 

Prices. In 1950 graphite was quoted per pound fob New York as follows: 

Ceylon lump, 10 to 14 cents; carbon lump, 10 to 11 cents; chip, 8 to 9 cents; 

dust, 4 to 0 cents; Madagascar flake, 12 to 15 cents; crude ainoiphous graphite 

from Mexico, scieened through 1 in., minimum 80 per cent graphitic carbon, 

maximum 4 per cent moisture, §50 i>er ton fob Now York. 

Utilization. The most recent compilation of the consumption of graphite in 

the United States by uses, quoted by Tyler in the Bureau of Mines “Minerals 

Yearbook,” 1940 (review of 1939), brings our statistics up to only 1938, but the 

trends are probably still much the same today (see Table 5). 

Crucibles composed of graphite bonded with clay are used in the manufacture 

of crucible steel and in melting brass and other nonferrous alloys. Steel crucibles 

are composed of approximately 50 per cent graphite, 30 per cent bond clay, 10 per 

cent sand, and 10 per cent kaolin; brass crucibles of 45 per cent graphite, 35 per 

cent bond clay, 10 per cent grog (burned fire clay or crushed, burned-clay prod¬ 

ucts), and 10 per cent kaolin. 
Foundry facings are finely pulverized materials used in foundries to give the 

surface of molds a smooth finish, so that castings may be removed freely and 

cleanly on cooling. Graphite is use<l more extensively than any other material 

for this purpose. Amorphous graphite or Ceylon dust is preferred, but flake- 

graphite dust is also used. The graphite is finely pulverized and is usually mixed 

with talc, soapstone, or other materials in varying proportions. A high degree 

of purity is not required. 
Lubricants. Graphite of all types, in a finely pulverized form, is used exten¬ 

sively in the manufacture of various forms of lubricants. For this use the graph¬ 

ite must be entirely free from siliceous or other abrasive impurities. It may be 

used alone or mixed with greases, oil, or water. “Oildag” is a suspension of col¬ 

loidal graphite in oil, and “aquadag” is a similar colloidal suspension in water, 
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both being made from artificial graphite. This process consists of deflocculating 

finely pulverized graphite by prolonged mastication in a water solution of tannin 

(3 to 6 per cent tannin by weight of graphite).* 

Table 5. Consumption of Natural Graphite in the United States for Various 

Years, by Kinds and by Uses 

Total consumption, short tons 

191D>* 1919* 1923* 1924* 1933' 1937«* loss'* 

Amorphous grapiute. 6,500 26,500 5,813 21,000 12,100 

Crystalline graphite. 21,500 6,000 5,716 6,700 5,700 

TntiJ 11,529 17,800 

Per 

32,500j 

cent of 

i ' 1 

total Cl 

' 1 1 

Dnsuinp 

1 1 

tion 

Used for: 

Cnieiblcs. 55 45 15.0 13.0 17.5 8.3 10.3 

Foundry facings^ etc. 25 43.5 51.5 38.0 38.5 28,4 

Lubric^antSf etc. 5 3.0 2.5 11.0 11.9 

Pencils, crayons. 5 9.0 12.0 10.6 j 9.7 

Paint, stove polish, etc. 15 10 18.5 19.5 12.0 3.3 

Commutator brushes. « « « 8.5 5.0 3.5 0.8 

Unspecified. 5 5 2.5 3 5 6.0 27.1 35.9 

100 100 100.0 100.0 100.0 

“ ICHtimatcd by Geological Survey. 
* C’om|>ile«l by U.S. Tariff Couiiiii(i»ioii; iiiclude.H some urtificial erapbite. 
* Compiled by National Kccovery A«ltniiiistration. 

Compiled from report.s of consumers and ilcalors to the Bureau of Mines. 

Oilloss bearings are made by imj>rpgnuting wood, copper, bronze, or babbitt 

bearings with a special lubricating mixture containitig grai>Iiitc. 

PenciU. The “lead ” in “lead ’’ i)encils consists of a mixture of graphite, bond 

clay, and other materials, mohled Jind Ijaked for several hours at a temperature 

of 1500 to 2000°F. The hardness t)f the lead depends upon the relative propor¬ 

tions of clay and graphite. Tin? following mixture has been used: graphite, 30 

parts; clay, 9 parts; stibnite (antimony sulfi<lc), 9 parts; tallow, 1 part. The 

graphic? must be free from impurities and finely groimd. In the United State.s, 

lioheiniun graphite was fminerly largely usn<l, but now this lias been .super.seded 

by Mexican amorplious graphite. A .small amount of ('eylon graphite is used for 

perifils ff»r sjiecial pur])oses. While the manufacture of pom-ils is an important 

industry in the United States, it j)robubly dues not consume over 1,000 tons of 

graphite per year. 

Paint, Consi«Ic?rable grajihitc, usually of low grade, is u.scd in the manufacture 

of graphite paints. Such paints are of chief value for the protection of metal 

surfaces, such as smokestacks, roofs, bridges, tanks, pipes, and so on, from the 

•See K. G. Aclie.-'uii, U.S. Patent No. 13453U0. June 1920, entitled “Method of 
UeflocculatiiiK Solid Subatuiiceb.’’ 
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corroding action of smoke, sulfurous gases, acids, and alkalies. It is usually 

mixed with silica or other inert filler; or low-grade, siliceous graphite mill tailings 

may be used. 
Boiler Graphite. Very finely ground flake graphite (artificial and amorphous 

sometimes used) is used in boilers to prevent the formation of boiler scale or to 

break it up after it has formed. Its action is purely mechanical and it is said to 

be very efficacious. 
OiheT Uses. There are a great variety of other uses for graphite, of which some 

of the more important are in the manufacture of graphite electrodes, brushes for 

dynamos and motors, dusting agents for electrotyping, fillei-s for dry batteries, 

stove polish, glaze and polish for powder and shot, various forms of steam pack¬ 

ing, pipe cement, fertilizer filler, and for many other minor uses. Substantial 

tonnages of graphite have been employed in the atomic pile as a moderator, or as 

a slowing down agent for neutrons. Highly purified graphite is required, and the 

presence of minute quantities of impurities is objectionable. 

Graphite electrodes and refractory shapes are not made from natural graphite. 

Petroleum coke, anthracite coal, and other forms of carbon are bonded with a 

pitch binder into either the finished form or a form from which the finished 

product will later be cut. These shapes are then graphitized in an electric 

furnace.* 
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GYPSUM 

• I • St‘itc^ and in other paits oi tne 
occurniiK over wide areas in the tnite<l ► i< • enf intn a 

Its cluef cunuuercial value .lepcmls 'J Yt‘occur.s in five varieties: 

ir tu:::;: fornr, 1.0,.^ e„,.„.iess; <2, spar a 

flllous hum vith a'silky iuste.-, (3, alabaster, a luass.ve 

usually white arul translu.-ent; (4) rock gypsum, a con,part, b ^ 

coarser grained than alabaster, and often i.npure; (5) gyps.tc, an ea.thy, soft, 

impure form, nom-oherent to slightly consoh.latcd o t \f.nir.n 
Physical Properties. Ih^rdness. 1-5 to 2-5. gravity 2 3. MelHng 

point, does not melt. Above 400°F it h.ses its water and forms CahOj. / dez o/ 

refraction, 1.520 to 1.529. Color, white or eolnrles.s when pu c. ^ 

varieties gray to blaek. light pink to red and brown, pale yell«^ pale blue 

Streak, white Lu.tcr, vitreou.s to pearly or .s.lk>^ :dso earthy or .lull. 

in selenite, i>erfeet in one plane; fihr.ms, seeond dmeet.on at angles of 114 and 

GO deg; in massive varieties, uneven fracture. Tran.parena,, .sclemte tmi.s- 

parent, alabaster Iransluee.d, otl.er varieties opmpie. lenarily, buttle Solu- 

hilily, soluble in hydro. hlori<- acid, and slightly soluble in water (sufh.-ient to give 

sulfate test with barium c-hloride). 
Occurrence Uo«-k gvpsum, of which most commercial deposits consist, usu¬ 

ally occurs interbed.le.l with se.limentary rocks, (iypsite or earthy gypsum 

occurs as surface beds, which are formed by the evaporation of gypsiferous water 
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and which are usually of limited thickness and extent. Satin spar and selenite 

usually occur in veins formed by crystallization from solution. Dunes of gypsum 

sand occur, formed by the piling up of gypsum grains eroded from other gypsum 

deposits and transported by the wind. 

Bedded deposits of rock gypsum of principal commercial importance are those 

deposited from solution by the evaporation of sea water. Since sea water con¬ 

tains only 3.5 per cent of mineral salts in solution, of which the calcium sulfate 

content is only 3.6 per cent, the great thickness of some gypsum beds can hardly 

be accounted for by direct, simple evaporation. It is probable that such beds 

were formed in isolated basins with no direct inflow from the sea, but fed with 

highly concentrated waters from other b:isins as fast as their own waters evapo¬ 

rated. Other bedded deposits of gj'psum were doubtless formed from beds of 

limestone by alteration by solutions carrying sulfuric acid. 

Geographically, gypsum is very widely distributed and it has been used for 

thousands of years. The Assyrians used alabaster for carving and the Egyptians 

used calcined gj-psum plaster in building the pyramids. The large gypsum- 

producing countries today, in approximately the order of their present produc¬ 

tion, are the United States, Great Britain, Canada, and France. 

United Stales. Gypsum is mined or quarried in 17 states as shown in Table 2. 

For many years New York has been the leading producer, until surpassed recently 

by Michigan. Gjpsum interbedded with shales and limestone extends in a belt 

over 150 miles long by 10 to 20 miles wide through the central part of the state, 

starting east of Syracuse and extending nearly to Buffalo. Most production is 

now oi)tained by underground mining. Qijarries wore operated in the eastern 

end of the belt where exposures wore .available in the early development of the 

industry. The move to uiKlergrovind mining in the western area wa.s due in part 

to tliR greater purity of the mineral. The establishment of gypsum-mamifactur- 

ing plants In New York harbor, employing imported rock from C’anada, eliminated 

iimcb of the upstate projluction from the Metroi>olitan area. The widespread 

nature of gyi)sum occurrences is indicated by the list of producers. This does 

not represent all jrotential irroducers, since the abundance of the material is such 

that otlu*r states could qualify if economic conditions justified development. 

Many new operations could be initiated in the present producing states if a 

market exisbal for the product. In common with other large tonnage nonmctal- 

lics the market is more important than the rleposit of raw material. The increase 

in population on the west coast and the accompanying cxpar..sion in building have 

been reficc-terl in an in<Toascd demand for gypsum products, which has stimulated 

production in California and Nevada. Reserve tonnage for future use is ade- 

rjuate for a long period. 

(.'ftnada. Many large deposits of gypsum occur in Canada, hut those most 

<;xt<*nsively worked are in the Maritime Provinces of Nova Scotia and New 

llrunswick. Much of tbi.s material i.s of exceptionally high grade. A prt)iK>rtion 

of the Nova Scotia gj'i)sum, relatively small, is calcined in C'anada, but much of it 

exi)ortc<l by boat to the United States, where it is calcined iji i)lants extending 
fr»»m New Hampshire Ui Florida. 

The principal dep<jsits in Nom .Scotia arc in the following districts: Hants 
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County, near Windsor; Cumberland County, near Amherst; Victoria County, 

near McKinnon Harbour; Baddeck and St. Ann; Inverness County, near Cheti- 

camp; Guysborough and Antigonish; Picton, Halifax, and Colchester; along the 

coast of Cape Breton Island, in the interior and along the shores of the Bras d’Or 

lakes. The beds in many cases attain a thickness of 100 ft. 

Gypsum deposits in New Brunswick are not so numerous as in Nova Scotia, but 

are important. The following are the principal districts: Albert County, near 

Hillsborough; Westmoreland County, near Petitcodiac; in Kings County; Vic¬ 

toria County, at Plaster Rock on the Tobique River. 

In Ontario, only two general districts are known. The southern district is in 

the vicinity of the Grand River from 1 mile above Paris in Brant County to a few 

miles below Cayuga in Haldimand County. These beds vary in thickness from 

4 to 11 ft and are the only deposits now w’orked in the province. The northern 

district is on the banks of the Moose River 30 to 40 miles south of Moose Factory 

on James Bay. These deposits are too remote from a railroad to be of present 

importance. 
Gypsum occurs in several localities in Manitoba, but the one principally devel¬ 

oped is in the northern part of the province, 10 to 12 miles northwest of Lake 

St. Martin and about 170 miles north of Winnipeg. These deposits are stated 

to cover 8 square miles. A deposit of pure-white gypsum was located by drilling 

at a depth of 325 ft about 18 miles east of Dominion on the Canadian Pacific 

Railway. Deposits are known to occur in other provinces. 

Foreign Countries. Egypt, India, Italy, Japan, Russia, and the Union of South 

Africa are large producers and consumers. Production in varying amounts is 

recorded in many other countries. 
Mining. Gypsum occurs in such a variety of ways under such varying condi¬ 

tions and it is produced in so many different localities by operations varying so 

greatly in size and character that it is beyond the scope of this work to give an 

adequate exposition of the subject. 
Most of the gypsum produced in the United States is rock gypsum, occurring in 

beds of varying thickness. There is relatively small production of gypsite, which 

occurs as a soft earthy material or loose sand in bed or dunes with little or no 

overburden. 

The rocrk-g>’psum l>eds which have been worked in the past have usually crojqied 

out at the surface, but a few beds are being worked which do not crop out and 

which were discovered liy drilling. In opening a new deposit it is customary to 

strip back the overburden ainl work it as an open quarry until the overburden 

becomes too heavy for economical operation. The bed is then opened by adit 

tunnels or l>y shafts, and the rock is removed by underground mining operations. 

Stripping may be done by hand, by drag-wheel or dragline scrapers, by steam 

shovel or by hy<iraidicking, depending upon the nature and the thickness of the 

overburden, the size of the operation, the inclination of the bod, and so on. The 

beds <if gypsum workerl vary from a few feet to 15 or 20 ft in tliickness. After the 

stripping is removed, the rock is drilled, shot down by explosives, and loaded by 

hand or by steam shovel into cans, wagons, trucks, or tramway buckets, in which 

it is transporUnl to the mill. If liand loading is u.sed, there is an opportunity to 
sort out wjiste. 
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In many places quarries have been very unsystematically developed. When 

the overburden became too hea\'y in one place, operations there were abandoned 
and a new opening started at another point on the outcrop. Sometimes, how¬ 

ever, the overburden is light over a large area, and large-scale systematic develop¬ 

ment has resulted. 
When the overburden becomes excessive, where it is of rock rather than loose 

dirt, where the bed is tilted at a high angle, or where the bed is discovered at a 

considerable depth by drilling and does not crop out, underground mining methods 

must be adopted. Gypsum has such a low relative value and occurs in such 

abundance, often in horizontal or nearly horizontal beds, that the problems of 

mining are closely analogous to those in mining bituminous coal. Expensive, 
complicated nicthods cannot be used and a high recovery must often be sacrificed 

to low production costs. Gypsum-mining methods therefore often resemble 

coal-mining methods. 
The mine may be opened by tunnels from the outcrop or by inclined or vertical 

shafts. If the bed is horizontal or nearly so, long entries are driven, from each 

side of which, after leaving proper pillars to protect the entries, mining is started. 

The most common method is the ordinary room-and-pillar system. If the bods 

contain impurities and these are segregated, it is sometimes possible to leave them 

standing as pillars. If the roof is good, the whole thickuess of the bed imiy be 
mined out, but if it is weak, a layer of gypsum may be left to protect it. Some¬ 

times the bed is .split by a “parting” of liine.stono or shale, which must be sorted 
out after blasting. If the bed stands at a high angle, some form of stopping must 

be used, ^’cry little timber is u.setl in gypsum mining. 
If the pillars left arc of g()o<l gypsum, the oxtraetioji on first mining may vary 

from fiO to 75 per eent. If there is no necessity for prescrvdng the surface, the 

pillars may be rotnoved by a secoiul mining and the roof allowed to cave. The 
development of gypsum inines has often been very irregular and unsystematic. 

Drillijig is usually tlone by haiul, coinpressed-air or electric augers, or by com- 

]nes.';e(l-air drills. Few holes are necessary and low-grade explosives (either black 
powjlor or low-grade <lynamite) are used, for g>Tsum breaks easily. Tlie broken 

ore is loaded into cars usually bolding from 2 to 5 tons each and is trammed by 
hand, by mule, or by motor to the main haulage way. Here trains are made up 

and hauled t») the surface or to the shaft by mules, cables, or jnotors. 
In mining gypsum, care must be taken that the grade is maintained. Impu- 

ritic.s must l)e avoided or sorted out, and low-grade rock (suitable for agricultural 
gypsum) must be kept separate from high-gratlc rock (for plaster). Moreover, 
beds of gypsum sometimes aluuptly change to anhydrite (anhydrous calcium 

sulfate), which is valueless for the manufacture of plaster. 
Some anhydrite can be disposed of mixed with gypsum as a retarder in the 

manufacture of portland cement. It is preferre<l to gypsum for agricultural use, 
being nearly pure caU-ium sulfate, not diluted by water of crystallization as is the 

case with gy])siun. , . 
Ciyp^itu deijosits have little or no overburden, and are often so small tni 

extensive operations are nut justified. Sometimes the gypsite is soft enough to 

shovel ilirectly into wagons or cars. In other cases it is excavated by lorse 
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scrapers either w'ith or without preliminary loosening by disk harrows. Steam 

shovels may also be used, but are not common at the small deposits usually 

worked. ji_ • 
Milling. With the exception of Atlantic and Pacific ports, supplied by imports, 

mills are located near the mine or quarry. The mills are designed to crush the 

rock to desired size. The crushed gypsum is directed toward two major markets. 

It may be sold without change, except for screening or grinding, or it may be 

converted to a new compound possessing cementitious properties by calcining. 

Crushed gypsum, generally between H and 2 in. in size, is sold to the manufac¬ 

turers of Portland cement for retarder. It may be ground to a fine powder for 

application to the soil. Mixed cargoes of gypsum and anhydrite are delivered to 

Norfolk, Va., for grinding and use in agriculture. Terra alba is finely ground 

gypsum selected to provide a bright white product. 
Calcination. When gypsum is heated it rises steadily in temperature until it 

reaches 128®C, or 262*F. At this point there is a halt in the rise of temperature 

accompanied by absorption of heat, indicating a chemical reaction. This is the 

elimination of water. At this point gypsum starts to decompose with a release of 

a portion of its water of crystallization. The hemihydrate, 2CaS04'II >0, begins 

to form. This reaction is the basis of the plaster in<lustry, since the hemihydrate 

possesses hydraulic properties, that is, it can react with water and return to its 

original form of gypsum, 2CaSO,-H,0 + II2O = 2lCaS04-ll20]. However, the 

gypsum now formed is in needlelike inonoclinic crystols. These interlace and 

form a strong Avell-knit mass. This reaction is charaitteristic of “plaster of 

paris,” so-called due to the development of the plaster business in the Paris basin. 

Upon continued heating the temperature rises again to 103°C, or 325®F. At this 

jxnnt the hemihydrate starts to lose water, eventually forming CaS04, called 

Boluiile anhydrite. This form of calcium sulfate is very unstable and upon 

exposure to the air promptly assimilates enough water to revert to gypsum, 

C’aSO^ II .0. Upon ctmtimied heating to red heat a stable CaSO^, similar to the 

mineral anhydrite, is formed. The manufacture of plaster consists of a irtintrol 

of t<unp<*raturc and time, regulated to produce a product of desired performance. 

Calcination in the United States and Canada is usually done in a special type of 

apparatus known as a “gypsum kettle.’’ 
The gyp.sum calcining kettle is a hollow vertical cylinder made of boiler plate, 

having .‘i tauivex iron or steel bottom, resting on a mxsonry firebox, and sur- 

roundetl bv a brick shell. KettU^s have a diameter of 8 to 14 ft, a depth of 0 to 10 

ft, and a ca]>acity of 7 to 20 tons of ground gypsum per charge. They are heated 

by a r oal, oil, or w<X)«l fire apjjlicd in a firebox beneath the kt^ttles. The heat also 

])asses around th(j sides of the kettle and through two to four flues, about 14 in. in 

diameter, which pass horizontally through the kettle. The to]) is covered by a 

lid, with charging doom, through the center of which passes a vertii^al, gear-driven 

shaft carrying at its bottom a crossarm with stirring paddles. The stirrer is run 

at about l."> to 20 rpm and usually rcfiuires about 15 to 20 hp. A typical kettle is 

illustrat<;d in Fig. 0. 
Tlie ground gyp>um is fe«l in through the <-harging doors with the kettle heated 

to 2The temperature is gradually raised, and at 248°F the charge begins to 
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boil. The temperature is brought to a maximum, generally between 340 and 

350®F. The time of calcination varies from 1 hr (for first-settle stucco) to as 

much as 3 to 5 hr, but averages under 2 hr. After calcination the material is dis¬ 

charged through a gate into a fireproof cooling bin to a floor. 

After the kettle-calcined gypsum has cooled, it must be screened to remove 

coarse lumps, which are reground. The screening may be done by various types 

Flo. 9. Gypsum cnlriniiig kcttlo. 

of rotary, impact, or vibrating screens, but inclined impact screens of the Newago 

type are perhaps the most common. 

The kettle is used for all types of plaster. It is useful where special products of 

high quality are desired, due to the control of conditions which can be maintained 

during operation. 
The rotary kiln is used in many mills. The tyjje of kiln emploj'ed is similar to 

those used in the portland cement and lime indtistries. Shorter kilns are used, 

generally around 150 ft maximum in length. Rock gypsum, screened to desired 
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Gize about 1 to H in., is fed to the kiln. The temperature and rate of travel 

must be operated in such a manner as to permit the calcination of the ^sum 

without o^rbuming or discharge of cores of raw n^tenal. The ^scharge is 

grind Ene in tube mills. The temperature attained by fnction 

the tube mill is sufficient to calcine any unburned rock. The rotary kiln has the 

advantage of continuous operation, high output, and low costs of operation. I 

requires a considerable investment and produces a less uniform product compared 

to the kettle; therefore, it is used for plaster for construction use and not for 

^^^The TaTcillproduct at this stage is known as stucco or ^dtV^ev 
has an ideal composition of 2CaS0.-H=O (about 93.8 per cent CaSO. and 6 2 per 

cent H.0). When pure and ground to 80 to 90 per cent through 100 niesh, it 

starts to set in 6 to 10 min, but when impure it may take an hour. In order to 

control the rate of setting, accelerators or retarders must be thoroughly mixed 

with the plaster. The action of accelerators and retarders seems to be mechanical 

in that they hinder or help the crystallization of the gypsum. Retarders arc usu¬ 

ally dispersing or dcflocculating agents, and accelerators are coagulating or 

As retarders, organic materials such as glue, glycerin, Eour, Wood, and sugar 

are commonly used. The most common retarder used in the United States is 

made from hoof meal or low grades of hair, to which is added caustic soda to 

reduce it to glue and lime to dry the glue solution. From 2 to 15 lb of retarder 

per ton of plaster is commonly used. PracticaUy all gypsum wall plaster ig 

retarded so that when mixed with 2 parts of sand by weight it will show an initial 

set in about 2M hr. By the addition of potassium sulfate, alum, or common salt 

the set may be accelerated to a matter of a few minutes. Nothing has con¬ 

tributed more to the industrial success of gypsum plasters than the development 

of these controlling agents by which a uniform material of controlled setting time 

can be assured. Other materials may be added to stucco to improve perform¬ 

ance. Fibers, hair, or wood fiber are frequently added to wall plaster to increase 

strength and hold the plaster in position until the final set has locked the material 

iti pcrmunoiit form. 
Si)cc^uil plasters arc prci>arocl l)y unique calcining methods. Alpha gyi^sum'® 

is prepared by a tobilly dilTercnt technique. Gypsum rock in 2-in. lumps is placed 

in a closcfl cylinder or autoclave to which steam pressure is applied. No agita¬ 

tion is re(iuire«l, and as the temperature rises the water of crystallization in the 

gypsum is cliininated, producing the equivalent of a heinihydrate. Calcination 

is completed at a tomi>craturc of around 250“F. The product, marketed as 

“ Ilydrocal, jxjs.scs.scs projHM ties different from other plasters. The individual 

jiartii'lcH ajjjx'ar as short, broad, dense crj'stuls. ^Vllen mixed viith water to 

produce a smootli-fl'iwing i)la.ster it is apjjarent that far less mixing water is 

needfxl than is retjuired for <»rflinar>' i>lasteis. The plaster when set is a remark¬ 

ably strong aii<l denwi juoduct. Tliis material is particularly useful in dental 

laboratfjries and wherever a jjroduct of sujjerior performance is useful (see also 

lief. 2). 
Lump gyjjsum may be calcined in smttll, vertical kilns, similar in jiriiiciple to 
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those used for lime. The temperature is brought to a red heat, completely dehy¬ 

drating the gypsum and producing an anhydrous calcium sulfate. This material 

alone possesses no hydraulic properties, but when finely ground and mixed with 

certain accelerators, borax, alum, or other sulfates, it ‘udll set slowly. This 

product is known as Keene’s cement. It produces a hard plaster, capable of 

taking a polish and more resistant to water than common plasters. It is used to 

create hard walls with i-esistance to water attack. It may be colored, and pat¬ 

terns introduced by the inclusion of dyed threads that are removed before the 

plaster sets, leaving an intricate design which may be brought down to a highly 

polished surface. Panels and columns in the lobbies of public buildings are 

frequently made in this manner. 

Utilization. Gypsum rock is rarely used as building stone due to its soluliility 

in water. Although this is slight, long exposure shows damage. Alabaster, a 

dense, translucent variety of gypsum sometimes displaying an attractive pattern, 

has been employed for ornamentrd purposes for centuries. It has been produced 

in Italy, near Leghorn, for matjy years. A portion of this production is imported 

in the United St.atcs for manufacture into lamp bases, bowls, book ends, Jind 

similar objects. It is mined near Livermore, Colo. The extraction of tlic rock 

requires care to prevent .shattering and the development of inci[>ient fractures. 

Slow, black powder is employed as an explosive, and i)icccs of alabaster arc 

loosened by channeling and with the use of wedges. The rock may be cut witli aii 

ordinary .saw. Carborundum saws arc used to cut off slabs. Blocks may bo set 

up in a lathe and turned to desired form. Polishing is done with a series of 

graded abrasives used wet. The final polish is accomplished with a buffing 

wheel. Although alabaster is one of the softest of minerals it is useful and 

attractive for ornamental use where abrasion is not a factor. 

The use of gypsum as a rchirdcr in portland cement has been mentioned in 

the section dealing with that subject. This is the largest tonnage consumer of 

raw rock anti in 194S, 1,074,944 tons were .sold in this market. This is a low- 

priced commodity and is sold at prices between S3 and $4 per ton. 

Agricultural gy])suin, sometimes ealled land jjlastej’, is the second largest con¬ 

sumer of law rock, and in 194S the amount sold in this market amounted to 

516,S99 tons. Anhydrite, with its higher calcuim sulfate content, is frequently 

used. C'alcium sulfate has boon found to be particularlj' valuable in promoting 

the growth of legumes. The peanut belt of the Carolinas and Virginia is a large 

consumer. Part of this market is supjjlicd by imports from Canada laid down at 

Norfolk, ^'a. Gypsum ])iovides sulfur for such plants as alfalfa, beans, pens, 

vetch, and the peanut. Tiic capacity of these plants to fix nitrogen is increased 

by their greater root growth. Calcium sulfate also promotes the assimilation of 

potash from tlic soil. Its action, therefore, is complex and valuable to the growth 

of many jilants. It is used also to correct black alkali soils, for it reacts with the 

sodium carbonate present and changes it to harmless calcium carbonate and the 

less objectionable sodium sulfate. 
Selected white rock is finely ground and sold us “terra alba.” This is used as 

filler in the manufacture of paper, in paints, as a nutrient in the growing of yeasts, 
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Table 3. Gypsvm Puoducts (Made from Domestic, Imported, and By-product 

Crude Gypsum) Sold or Used in the United States, 1945 to 1946, by Uses 

Use 

1945 1946 

Short 
tons 

Value 

Short 
tons 

Value 
Per cent of 
change in 

Total 
Aver¬ 
age 

Total 
Aver- Ton¬ 

nage 

Aver¬ 

se 
value 

Uncalcincd: 
Port land-cement retarder. 664.247 $1,502,680 $2 20 1.135.853| $2,940,800 $2 60 +71 +15 

Agricultural gypsum. 462.217 1.715.082 3 71 471.902 1.855.515 3 93 +2 +6 

Other uses**. 21.333 214.050 10 03 33.524; 300.414 8 96 +57 -11 

Total unmlciried uses. 1.147.797 $3,432.7^ 1.611,270 $5,105,789 +43 

Industrial: 
plate-glass and terra'<otta plasters. .. 20.317 $136,378 0 7f 30.654 $284,716 7 77 + 16 

Pottery pkutcrs . 13 44 44.808 027.013 14 01 mm + 4 

Ortbopotlic and dorital plA.**tcrs. 416.712 29 90 13,322 439,471 32 99 ■m + 10 

Other industrial uses^. 02.765 1.350.086 14 05 U2.394 1.808.888 16 00 1 +21 + 10 

Total industrial uses. 157,706 $2,320,303 207,178 $3,100,988 +31 

Building: 
Cementitious: 

Plasters: 
Base-coat. 640.276 $0,103,402 0 53 1,507,115 $16,088,863 10 08 +135 +12 

Sanded. 66.4H5 428.031 6 20 113.983 804,579 7.59 +66 +21 

To tnixiijg plants. 10.038 70.827 6 4$ 15.553 121,857 7 H3 +42 +21 
Gaging and molding. 68.800 1.084.902 12 22 105.001 2.230.931 13 52 +86 +11 
l^epare<J finislm . 6.663 213.211 32 00 11.753 445.804 37 94 +70 +19 
Insulating and roof-dock. 35.300 2H0.302 8 11 70.950 623,844 8 79 +101 +8 
Othef<. . 14.018 681.030 45 71 21.320 1,190,570 55.83 +43 +22 

Keene's cement. H.158 217.723 15 38 32.476 482.717 14 86 + 129 -3 

879.538 $0,080,028 1.938,223 $22,049,231 +120 
Prefabricated: 
Lath. 445,407 $8,177,308 13.04^ 805.682 $18,550,334 10.17< +01* + !!>« 
Wallboiird. 1.023.537 2H.004.151 22 53^ 1.517.035 43.699.483 22 99* +48^ +2rf 
Sheathing IxKird. 102.G02 2.301.105 22 00^ 79.073 2.021.601 20 29^ —24' + 15^ 
l^fnimkted board. 125.222 4.002.210 ; 34 23^ 22.837 792.500 37 — 82' +1H 
Tile. 104.013 1.M24.736 42 62/ 108,721 1.814.487 47.92/ +5- +12/ 

Total prefabrU'ate*! . 1.8O1.M0I $15,302,570 2.503.94H 1 100,878 .si’s +44 
Total building . .., ^$54,389,504 $88,027,760 

Grand total value . . . . ||60.118.501 $97.194.563 

« (hclurlm uiiralritiM lO p^urn aoM for use as 5Her and roek iiu.it, in brc«cr*s fixe, color nianurocturc, atid for unspecified 
UMI. 

^ ItJcluflcAstatuesry, iiiduitnal rastiiitc and molding p1iu*t«*rM, •burned filler, irranito polisbius, and mUccUoueoua uses. 
• lnr|ud<9 Joint filler. paUlmig and painter's pUstcr, and unclaasJGed building plasters. 
^ Avrra«r value per ifiousand s^iuare feet. 
* Per cent clianKc in s^iuare footage. 
/ Average value per thousand s^iuare feet of partition tile only. 
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and for a number of other unspecified purposes. Ordinary off-white gypsum is 

also ground and used as a carrier for insecticides and as a filler. 

Raw' gypsum finds other uses in small amounts. It is employed as a fiux in 

some smelting operations and is calcined \vith ferrous sulfate in the manufacture 

of Venetian red. It has been used in Europe as a source of sulfuric acid and 

cement. It is a potential reserv'e of sulfur of great size, which undoubtedly will 

become important commercially in the future. 

Table 4, Gypsum Board and Tile Sold or Used in the United States, 1944 to 

1948, BY Types 

Year 

Lath Wallboard 

1 
1 

M square 

feet 
1 

Value 

M square 

feet 

Value 

Total Average* ToUl Average'* 

1D44 

1045 

1940 

1947 

1048 

025,553 

500,431 

1,147.353 

1.703,818 

2.504,733 

$ 7,008.857 

8.177,308 

18,550.334 

32,241,908 

53,505.057 

$12.64 

13.G4 

16.17 

18.02 

21.40 

1.20$.158 

1.280.012 

1.000,770 

2,046.216 

2.53i.S05« 

$26,507,084 

28.004,151 

43.600,483 

53.122.413 

72.071,432' 

$21.04 

22.53 

22.00 

25.96 

28.40 

Year 

Sheathing Laminated board Tile* 

M 
square 

feet 
1 

Value 

M 

aquarc 

feet 

Value 

M 

square 

feet 

Value 

Tutnl 
Aver¬ 

age^ 
Total 

Aver¬ 

age^ 
Total 

Aver- 

1044 

1945 

1046 

1047 

1048 

114.704 

100.027 

76.014 
106.482 

129,632 

$2,300,000 

2,304.165 

2.021.601 

3.534.G8C 

4,431.544 

$20.05 

22.00 

20.20 
33.20 

' 34.10 

107,580^ 

11G.008<< 

21.317^ 

1.741 
a 

$4,714,006^ 
4.002.210 

702,560 

202.683 
4 

$2$.13 

34.23 

37. 18 

110.42' 
/ 

15,007 

17.088 

IS.805 

20.700 

27,181 

$1.420,500 

1,824.736 
1,814,487 

2.775,676 

3.091.547 

$41.G3 

42.62 

47.92 

67.37 

72.40 

« Per thousund sqtiarc feet, fob protiucin^ pliint. 
* Include |>iirtilion. roof, floor, hoiVit, »hoc. nnd all other Kypstuii tilea and planks. 
< Per thousuntJ wpmre feet, fob producinK plant, uf partition tile only, 
^ Reported us urea of component board unti not of finidhed product, 
< Lainmuted board included with plywood. 
/ Bureau of Mines not at liberty to publish Bj^urcs. 

Calcined G5T)Sum* Ordinaiy mine-run gj-psum is used for the large-tonnage 

markets. These include base coat, sanded and fiberecl, and the common grades 

used in construction and in the fabrication of lath, wallboard, sheatlung, laim- 

nated board, and tile. Pure, white gypsum selected for color is used in special 

plasters designed for industrial purposes such as terra-cotta plaster, pottery 

plaster, molding plaster, orthopedic and dental plastem, statuaiy plaster, and 
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gaging plaster used with hydrated lime to make the finish coat for the wall of the 

average house. Lath and board of various types is manufactured in machines to 

specified length, breadth, and thickness. Board consists of a sandwich of plaster 

between sheets of heavy paper frequently made in mills owned by gypsum com¬ 

panies. As the plaster sets, the acicular crystals of gypsum penetrate the paper 

and produce a strong bond. These fabricated products are sawed and nailed 

easily and possess admirable fire resistance. They have been useful and in great 

demand in the postwar building boom. Tile exhibits similar desirable fire 

resistance. 

The production of gypsum products is shown in Table 3 for recent years. The 

production of fabricated products is showm in Table 4. 

Small amounts of gypsum have been made synthetically by the treatment of 

calcium carbonate with sulfuric acid. This was done during the war to produce 

plaster for orthopedic use when normal supplies were not obtainable in all Euro¬ 

pean countries. Gypsum is produced as a by-product in the production of hydro¬ 

fluoric acid from fluorspar and in the manufacture of baking powder. Some of 

this artificial gypsum is converted to plaster and competes with the natural 

mineral. 
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IODINE 

General Description. Iodine is an element with an atomic weight of 126.92, the 

heaviest nonmetallic element. Its vapor is one of the heaviest known gases and 

violet in color. It was named for the Greek word for violet shortly after its 

discovery in 1811. 
Physical Properties. Melting •point, 114.2®C. Boiling point, 184.3°C. 

Specific gravity, 4.933. 
Occxirrence. Iodine was recovered first from kelp, a variety of seaweed that 

contains from 0.1 to 0.3 per cent when dry. This material is still utilized to 

supply a small and irregular production. Substantial amounts in as.sured supply 

were not available until recovery methods were introduced in the nitrate industry 

of Chile. Iodine occurs in the caliche as calcium iodochromate or as iodates of 

calcium, sodium, or potassium. These compounds accumulate in the liquor 

from which the nitrates have been extracted to a concentration varying from 8 to 

15 g per 1. Iodine is also found in brines associated with oil wells in Louisiana 

and California. The exploitation of this source has made the United States 

independent of imports from foreign sources. 
Production. The most ancient method, recovery from seaweed, as practiced 

in Ja])au, Eiance, and other European countries, involves the collection of the 

wee<l from the shore. The weed is tlried aiul then burned in a trench to confine 

the ash. The ash, fir.st known as kelp, from which the weed derived its name, 

will protluce from 12 to 35 lb of iodine per ton. The ash is leached with water 

and acidified with hydrochloric or sulfuric acid, and then manganese dioxide is 

added. This inixtiire is heated, resulting in the liberation of iodine, which is 

comlenscd in earthenware retorts. Purther purification may be attained by sub¬ 

limation or solution in a concentrated solution of potassium iodide, from which 

the iodine may be precipitated by the addition of an excess of water. 

Iodine is recovered as a by-product of the nitrate industry in Chile. It is 

present in the caliche in an average content of about O.OG per cent. It is extracted 

from the solution after the removal of the sotlium nitrate by the addition of 

sodium bisulfite, or the additions of thiosulfate and sulfuric acid, or by passing 

sulfur dioxide gius through the liquor. The precipitated iodine is filtered and 

washed and then pressed into cakes. Purity is raised to approximately 
cent by sublimation. The iodine is placed in kegs, often wrapped m rawhide, 

and placed in storage awaiting export orders. Production capacity is in excess o 

world consumption, which has been estimated to be from 1,200 to 1,400 tons. 
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Iodine was sold for a price around $4 a pound. It was suspected that the produc¬ 

tion costs were one-tenth or less of the selling price. This led to exploration in 

other countries, and production was increased in the United States and Russia 

from oil-well brines, and in Japan, Norway, and France from seaweed. The 

Chilean monopoly was thereby broken and prices declined. In 1950 resublimed 

iodine was quoted at S2.30 jjer pound. 

Iodine was extracted first from oil-well brines in Louisiana in 1928. Opera¬ 

tions were transferred later to Los Angeles County, Calif., an area now believed 

capable of suppljnng the requirements of the United States. The oil-well brines 

are dilute solutions of iodides containing from 30 to 70 ppm of iodine. Different 

processes have been used for extraction. In the silver process the brine is clari¬ 

fied by filtration and a solution of silver nitrate is added. Silver iodide is precipi¬ 

tated, assisted by the addition of ferric chloride. The precipitated sludge is 

pumped out and the ferric chloride removed by the addition of hydrochloric acid. 

Steel scrap is then added, forming metallic silver and ferrous iodide. The silver 

is recovered and converted to silver nitrate. The ferrous iodide is oxidized with 

sodium dichromate and sulfuric acid. Granular iodine is precipitated. This is 

collected, melted under concentrated sulfuric acid, and tapped off for cooling in 

cakes. Material with purity of up to 99.8 per cent is obtained. In the carbon 

process, the clarified brine is acidified with sulfuric acid. Sodium nitrite is added 

and the iodide altered to iodine. The solution is treated with activated carbon, 

which is used until saturated. This is 

then filtered and treated with caustic 

soda, forming sodium iodide. This so¬ 

lution is now oxidized with sulfuric 

acid and dichromates. The iodine 

formed is collected, melted, an<l sub¬ 

limed. The total production of iodine 

in the United States is now known. It 

is estimated to have approximated a 

half million pounds per year. 

Imports of iodine are shown in Table 

1, from the U.S. Bureau of Mines. 

Tabi.b 1. Crudk Iodine Imported kor 

Consumption in the United States 

Year Pounds Value 

1043 2,744,030 $3,011,609 
1944 1,204,303 1,321,274 
1045 220,526 232,070 
1940 886,578 976,100 
1047 2,260,506 2,750,888 
1918 502,130 847,752 

Utilization. Iodine is used in solution and in combinations, such as iodoform, 

a.s a ine<lic!nal antiseptic. It is al.so u.sc<l as a preventive of goiter; for this 

purpose iodid<*.s arc added in small amounts to table salt. The silver salts of 

iodine are sensitive to light and are used in photographic emulsions. A number 

of iodine reagents are used in the laboratory and in limited amounts in industry. 
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JADE (NEPHRITE AND JADEITE) 

Jade is a term given to two minerals, nephrite and jadeite, which closely 
resemble each other both in appearance and in physical properties and which are 
used for the same purposes. Therefore, they will be considered together. 

Composition. Nephrite, the more common form, is a calcium-magnesium-iron 
silicate, having the formula Ca(lVIgFe)3(Si03)4. Jadeite is a sodium aluminum 
silicate [Na2Al2(Si03)4]. The accompanying table shows analyses of nephrite 
and jadeite. 

General Description. Nephrite and jadeite are hard, e.xceedingly tough 
minerals usually found in boulders or large masses. They are often green, but 
also occur in a great range of other colors. 

Analyses op Jade 

1 2 3 4 5 

Si()« . 58.88 59.18 56.73 56.12 56.39 

AliOa. 25.93 22.96 3.22 0.63 1.63 

(>.X)a . 0.12 

FcaOi.I 
FeO./ 

0.24 1.87 
fl.88 
12.51 7.45 

1.72 
3.70 

0.26 Trace 0.26 

0.40 1.52 13.24 12.72 7.92 
. 

iM<r( ) ... 0.36 0.67 19.42 20.92 24.63 

K^C) . 0.63 Trace Unclet. Undot.) 
AM A 

11.04 12.71 Undet. Undet. / 
IN one 

. 

H.O-.1 

ir.o-h.i 
(’<>, . 

1.81 
0.90 , 0.83 1.42 

/0.65 
13.42 

NiO, C’uO. Trace 0 13 

100.01 99.81 99.40 99.26 100.45 

1. Jadeite. LigUt-colored bead mottled with emerald green, from state of 
Mexico. Specific gravity 3.007. determined by William Hallock; analyses by i. W • LJarke, 

U.S. Gool. Survey. , ^ __ 
2. Jadeite (fragment from Sardinal, Costa Rica). Pale-green translucent, fap 

gravity 3.32. Clarke. Analyses by Clarke. . , , * i Kv 
3. Nephrite (New Zealand). Fragment from a dark-green boulder. Analyses y 

4. Nephrite (St. Michael, Alaska). Dull apple green, fairly uniform m tint, som- 

translucent at edges. Specific gravity 3.00G. Hallock. Analyses by Clarke. 
6. Nephrite (Jordansinuhl. Silesia). Typical material from an old locality. Analyses 

by George Steiger, U.S. Geol. Survey. 
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Physical Properties. Hardness, nephrite, 5.5; jadeite, 6 to 7. Specific gravity, 

nephrite, 2.97 to 3.18; jadeite, 3.3 to 3.35. Melting point, nephrite fuses at 4 

(possibly 1300 to 1350°C) to colored glass; jadeite fuses very easily (2.5) with 

yellow flame to transparent bubbly glass. Index of refraction, nephrite, 1.61; 

jadeite, 1.654. Color, very variable for both nephrite and jadeite. The com¬ 

monest colors commercially are all shades of green, white and green, and white 

streaked and mottled. Other colors are yellow, orange, red, brown, gray, blue, 

pale lavendar, and nearly black. Streak, white. Duster, greasy and oily when 

polished; dull on fracture. Cleavage, none when massive, faint in thin section. 

Fracture, uneven. Transparency, translucent to semitranslucent in light-colored 

varieties to opaque in dark varieties. Tenacity, very tough in both nephrite and 

jadeite, jadeite less tough when granular. Toughness in both nephrite and 

jadeite is due to an interlacing of fine crystals and fibers, which are usually of 

microscopic size but sometimes large enough to be seen with the unaided eye. 

Sometimes jadeite is granular instead of fibrous. 

Occurrence and Production. Nephrite occurs in Turkestan in the valleys of 

the Karakash, Yarkand, and Kashgar rivers, in masses 20 to 40 ft in thickness in 

gneiss. Thc.se deposits are the source of much of the light-colored ncjdiritc with 

a specific gravity of 2.9 to 3. It occurs as lights and d.ark-grcen and gray boulders 

in place in serpentine on D’Urville Island, New Zealand. Other occurrences are 

as boulders near Lake Baikal, Siberia; both as bouldei-s and in place near Jordans- 

muhl, Silesia; at St. Michael, Alaska; and in New Guinea. 

Jadeite occurs in boulders and in place with albite, forming light-colored layers 

in green ser|>entine in sandstone, in Mogoung, Upp>er Burma. Other localities 

are Sardinal, Costa Rica; Thibet; and Italy. 

Jade (variety unnamed) was first di.scovered in China in the provinces of 

Shensi and Honan, but later deposits were found in Hunan and Kansu. After 

the eleventh century the Chine.se supply was practically exhaustccl, and now most 

of the jade used in China comes from Myitkyina, Burma, and from Turkestan, 

the latter country furnishing practically all the white jade used in China. 

Jade of the nephrite variety ha.s been found in Wyoming near Lander. A small 

industry concerned with the production and polishing of the material has devcl- 

ojK’d. The jade is found in pebbles and boulders and also in place. Some of the 

material has been shipped to China for carving. The better jade is reported to 

have sold for .S5 per pound, an<l exceptional specimens at as high as $15. A large 

boulder weighing over a ton was polished on one side and shipped to Chicago for 

exhibition. 

Jade ha.s Ixaui known to occur in Alaska for centurie.s, and it luus been used in a 

small way by the Eskimos. It appcarefl first on the American market in 1945. 

It is found on the north side of the Kobuk River. Mining claiims have been 

located in the district, and selecterl material flown out to the market. Boukler.s 

have been collectefl from the bed of the river. Some of the material is of gem 

tpiality: the rest is suitable for carving. It is said to compare favorably with the 
nephrite of New Zealand. 

Nephrite has l>een founrl in California in the southern part of the Santa Lucia 

Range in Monterey County. It has been found in large and small boulflcr.s ami 
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in place in serpentine. In color it is said to vary from greenish gray to black. 
Some of the material is suitable for cutting. 

Mining. Pebbles and boulders from rivers or streams are preferred material 

since they are less apt to contain hidden and incipient fractures than the mined 

stone. This source is exhausted in many areas and mining of outcrops and hill¬ 

side slopes has been common for many years. The crudest methods of hand 
labor and fire for shattering the rock are used. The mines are small; in Burma 

during the rainy season from May to December they are flooded. The gradual 

introduction of air drills and steam pumps is modernizing the industry, but many 

operations are too small and erratic in behavior to justify any appreciable invest¬ 

ment in equipment. The percentage of recovery of valuable material is small, 

and large tonnages of waste and low-grade stone must be moved. 
Utilization. The jade-carving industry is largely concentrated in China. By 

far the most important center is at Canton, with Peking second. Soochow and 

Shanghai, as well as most of the coast cities, are of relatively small importance. 

Most jade dealers and carvers refuse to handle more than one color of jade. 

Tho.sc in Peking, Soochow, and Shanghai confine themselves almost exclusively to 
the white, used in making bracelets for men, belt buckles, vases, incense burners, 
and other large objects, while C’aiiton has been for centuries the center of the green- 

jado industry and sets the styles for ornaments made from it. 
Workmen and Tools. There are no jade manufacturers in Canton in the real 

sense of the word. Anyone may piircliase the stone and send it to contractors to be 
cut into articles by skilled workmen. A rigid system of weighing and inspection 
prevents any stealing by cither contractors or workmen during the process. 

The contractor owns the shop and tools, solicits orders, and hires the jade workers, 
paying the latter by the piece and providing food and lodging. The contractor’s 
payment is usually divided, so that ho receives 60 per cent and the workmen 40 

per cent. 
There arc about 10,000 workmen engaged in the jade industry in Canton, who 

arc organized into four trade groups or unions, as follows: cutters, bracelet makers, 
plain carvers, and ornate carvers. Years of experience have produced highly special¬ 
ized workers in the last-mentioned group, who receive about SI Mexican per day, 
while members of the other group receive SO.40 Mexican per day. Simple tools 

instead of standardized machinery are used in the manufacture. 
Market in Canton. Hoiv Sales Are Made. The green-jade importing business m 

Canton is handled by seven Cantonese firms, which buy dir<‘ct from Burma. Mem¬ 
bers of these firms arc stationed in Burma during the buying season, which occurs 
about May, when the stone is quarried. Once a year, usually at the beginning, the 
jade market is open for selling the imported stone, at which time the entire years 
supply is to be disposed of. On the day before the sale the stones to be offered are 
exhibited, each piece bearing a iniinbcr and cut so that the interior color is exposed. 
Prospective customers visit the exhibitions and make notes of the pieces they wish to 

purchase. 
Secret bids are used in the sale. The auctioneer stands in the middle of the floor, 

wearing a coat with extra long and wide sleeves. When the number of the piece 
to be sold is announced, the buyers rush to the auctioneer, grasp his liand under the 
sleeve, and comiminieiitc their bids by means of standardized grips, a common method 
everywhere in China. The.se auctioneers have remarkable memories, taking bids 
from two buyers at the same time, aixd remembering all bids and bidders. Since he 
declares a piece sold as soon as a suflicicntly high bid has been made, there is wild 
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rushing when a particularly fine piece is announced. However, this bid accepted by 

the auctioneer is subject to the approval of the importing house, which may order the 

piece resold. 
There are two jade exchanges in Canton, and both are open every morning. One 

handles goods of the better quality, and the other inferior products. Each seller 

rents a booth in which to display his wares. The system of secret selling is also in 
use at these exchanges, and it is useless for any but experienced buyers to attempt to 

make purchases. Tourists purchase generally from the 40 or more jade stores in 

Canton, some of which operate on the one-piece basis. Most of them, however, 

“squeeze" as much as possible from every customer.* 

The carving of jade is an art carried on by skilled craftsmen. Simple tools are 

used for the carving and polishing operations, and the industry has not been 

mechanized by western standards. Imitations of jade are sometimes cut from 

californite (variety of vesuviaiiite), massive green garnet, and other green stones. 
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LAPIS LAZULI OR LAZURITE 

Composition. Lapis lazuli or luzurite is a .sodium, calcium, and aluminum 

siilfo- und chloro.silicatc. It is rei)rcsente<l by the formula (Na,Cu)oAl.,Al- 

(Na804‘XaS3‘Cl)(Si0<)3. Iron sulfide {.s nearly always present as pyrite. 

General Description. Lapi.s lazuli usually occurs as irregular grains or masses, 

dark blue in color, and contains disseminated pyrite. 

Physical Properties. Hardness, 5 to 5.5. Specific gravifrj, 2A. Melting point 

3 in scale of fusiliility. Index of refraction, 1.50. Color, deep blue, violet, aiicl 

M * Domestic Com., Commerce lieporis. 
Muy I, 1U2J, |>p. 314—*31o. 
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greenish blue. Streak, white. Lxister, vitreous to greasy. Cleavage, uneven 

fracture. Tran^arency, opaque to translucent. Teruicity, brittle. 
Occurrence, Lapis lazuli is a contact metamorphic mineral occurring in crys¬ 

talline limestones. The principal localities are Afghanistan; southern end of 

Lake Baikal, Siberia; Ovalle, Chile; and Cascade Canyon, San Bernardino 

County, Calif. It also occurs in several localities in India, namely in Badaksham, 

south of Firgamu in the Kokcha Valley; Sadmoneir; Bijour; Hazara; and Khelat. 

In the Kokcha Valley district the ore seems to be irregularly scattered through 

black and white limestones. It w’as formerly mined in underground workings 

by the aid of fire. When a nodule or pocket of ore was found it was outlined by 

chiseling and pried loose by crowbars. It was mostly marketed in the bazaars of 

India in Bokhara and China. Three varieties were distinguished by the miners: 
the nili, or indigo colored; the asmani, or sky blue; and the aahzi, or greenish 

colored. Lapis lazuli is a rare mineral in North America. It has been reported 

in San Bernardino County, Calif. The mineral occurs there, associated with 

pyrite, in a gray-blue color. 
Uses. Formerly, ground lapis lazuli, or native ultramarine, was highly valued 

as a deep-blue pigment, but now it has been supplanted by artificial ultramarine. 

Massive lapis lazuli is in considerable demand as a gem stone and for other 

ornamental purposes. In the Orient it is turned and carved into bases, statues, 

bowls, and other ornaments; it is also used in mosaics and turned into beads. 

Stiings of beads are often made from agate or other stones dyed blue and sold as 
“Swiss lapis.” Such imitations can usually be detected by the absence of the 

small flocks of disseminated pyrite that are always present in true lapis. Light- 
blue lapis is sometimes changed to a darker blue or a blue violet by careful heating 

at a moderate temperature. 
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LEUCITE 

Composition. Leucite is a potassium aluminum silicate, having the formula 

IC^KSiOa)^ or K.O Al.OHSiOs: K-A 21.52 per cent; AhOz, 23.33 per cent; 

SiO-., 55.15 per cent. Sodium may replace some of the potassium. 

General Description. Leucite generally occurs as white or gray trapezohedral 

crystals or rounded grains disseminated through eruptive igneous rocks. 

Physical Properties. Hardness, 5.6 to 6. Specific gravily, 2.5. Melting point, 

above 6 in scale of fusibility. Index of refraction, 1.508. Color, white, gray, 

yellowish, or reddish. Streak, white. Lvslcr, vitreous to greasy. Transparer^J, 

translucent to opaque; rarely transparent. Tenacity, brittle. Soluble in acids, 
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the potash and alumina going into solution and leaving the silica in granular or 

powdery form. 
Occuirence and Distribution. Leucite is found in disseminated grains and 

crystals in eruptive rocks, such as the lavas of Vesuvius, and in other basic eru]>- 

tives, such as basalt. The principal associated minerals are sanidine, augite, 

nephelite, and olivine. 
Leucite has been produced commercially only in Italy and the largest reserves 

of leucite in the world occur in that country, but there are also large deposits in 

the United States and in a few other countries. 

Italy. According to Washington,^ leucitic lavas of seven volcanoes along the 

west coast of Italy, from Bolsena to Vesuvius, form the greatest accumulation of 

potash-rich silicate rocks known. These lavas, having an average potash content 

of about 9 per cent, contain at least 8,786,200,000 metric tons of potassium oxide. 

The leucite occurs in the lavas in crystals varying greatly in size, “from that 

of a tennis ball or larger, through sizes of a walnut or a pea (these being more com¬ 

mon), down to microscopic dimensions, so that often to the naked eye the rock 

does not appear to contain leucite.” In places there are incoherent masses or 

tuffs consisting almost wholly of loose leucite crystals. 

These leucite lavas are worked to some extent. 

United States. The Leucite Hills of Sweetwater County, Wyo., have long been 

of scientific interest as a possible source of potash and alumina. Here in south¬ 

western Wyoming in the vicinity of Zirkel Mesa, 44 miles northeast of Green 

River, are exceedingly large deposits of the volcanic rock, wyomingite. This rock 

contains about 50 per cent leucite, 15 per cent phlogopite mica, 12 per cent 

diopsidc, 15 j)er cent kataphorite (iron-bearing hornblende), and 8 per cent glass 

and apatite. Schultz and Cross^ have estimated that there is a total of about 2 

billion tons of wyomingite in these deposits, containing about 10 per cent each, 

or 2(K) million short tons each, of pure potash ami alumina. 

Utilization. Leucite has not been used commercially, except for the minor 

use of Italian leucite directly as a fertilizer material and as a minor source of alum. 

Inuring the First World War several attempts were nuvdc to extract potash from 

Wyjjining leucite, but little if any commercial production resulte<l. 

Recently there has been renewed interest in the commercial production of 

potash from Wyoming leucite due to the commercial development of the very 

exttfiisivc trona beds at Westvaco, Wyo.,* 20 miles west of Green River, and the 

d<!velopinent by the U.S. Rurcavi of Wine.s of a proce.'^s* for reacting wyomingite 

with trr)na to j)ro<hice pure irotiussium carbonate and jrure sodium carbonale. 

This rca«-tion depends upon the base-exchange property of leucite. With the 

clo.se juxtapo.sitiou of the trona and leucite, with the trona development in strong 

haml.s, ami with process water, fuel, and rail transportation close at hand, the 

outlook for the development of the.se deposits seems bright. 
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LIMESTONE AND LIME 

Lime has been produced since the earliest historic times and in nearly every 

country. It was the first manufactured cementing material known, and its use 

permitte<l the development of masonry in walls and buildings. Lime mortars of 

great age still exhibit excellent strength and permanence. It was the first plaster¬ 

ing medium extensively used to produce smooth interior walls. Its value as a soil 

conditioner and plant fertilizer was recognized at an early date, and oystershell 

was collected in tonnage in many coast areas for this purpose where stone was not 

available. The structural importance of lime has declined due to the rise of 

competitive materials possessing greater convenience in use. Portland cement is 

used in most mortars, with addition of some lime to increase plasticity, and gyp¬ 

sum pUister lias nearly displaced lime for interior walls. The commercial impor¬ 

tance of lime would have receded to a comparatively small figure if it had not 

been for the rise of the chemical industries. The successful application of 

cheini.stry to the jiroblems of industry has become the most conspicuous activity 

of the present century. Lime is tlie chcapc.st alkali, one of its many advantages 

to the chemical industries. It has become an essential constituent in dozens of 

activities of primary imi)ortanco in the modern world. 

Definition of Lime. By proper chemical nomenclature lime is calcium oxide 

(CaO), but, commercially, lime is understood to mean the product of complete 

calcination of a “limestone,” wliich may vary from pure calcium carbonate 

(CaCOs) to pure dolomite (CaCOa'MgCOa). Thus, commercial lime may con¬ 

tain as high as 45 per cent magnesium o.xide (MgO), as well as such impurities as 

silica, iron oxide, and alumina. The term is used loosely at times to apply to 

calcareous material. 

Lime is sold in two forms: (1) quicklime, CaO, and (2) hydrated lime, Ca(OH)2* 

Hydrated lime is formed from quicklime by adding the requisite amount of 

water. When hydrated lime is exposed to the air for some time, it gradually 

absorbs carbon dioxide (CO2) from the air and “air-slakes,” or reverts to its 
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original form of calcium carbonate (CaCOj). The same reaction takes place 

when lime plasters are exposed to the atmosphere. The reaction is 

Ca(OH), + CDs = CaCO, + HjO. 

The reaction takes place slowly, and the water evolved tends to keep the walls 

wet. This has contributed to the displacement of lime plaster by gypsum. 

Commercial limes are classified according to their relative content of CaO and 

MgO as follows: 

High-calcium lime: not less than 90 per cent CaO. 

Calcium lime: not less than 85 per cent nor more than 90 per cent CaO. 

Magiie.siun lime: Not less than 10 per cent nor more than 25 i)er cent MgO. 

High-magncsian lime: not less than 25 per cent MgO. 

Total impurities (cxchisive of carbon dioxide) should not be over 5 per cent in 

selected lime or TH per cent in run-of-kiln lime. 

Theoretically, 1 ton of pure calcium limestone should yield about 0.54 ton of 

pure lime (CaO), and 1 ton of pure dolomitic limestone should yield about 0.52 

ton of dolomitic lime (CaO-MgO). 

Quarrying Methods. Limestone deposits vary so greatly in their modes of 

occurrence, and quarrying methods differ so greatly, that it is impossible to give 

generalized descriptions that will cover all operations. Only the fundamental 

principles will be here discussed. 

The objects of limestone quarrying for lime manufacture are (1) to obtain stone 

of as high <iuality as {wssible, that is, stone low in impurities, particularly iron; 

(2) to maintain uniformity of composition; (3) to obtain the greatest possible 

proportion of the stone in the coarser sizes, that is, 4 to 8 in.; (4) to maintain a 

steady profluction under all conditions; and (5) to quarry and deliver the stone to 

the kilns jus cheaply as {xjssible. 

Since variations in the composition of limestone are usually greater between 

different beds than between the various parts of the same bed (within a small 

area), it is usually jireferable to work as thick a bed as possible and to follow that 

bed either horizontally or along the dip, rather than work across several <iifferent 

beds. Local conditions, however, may make this difficult or unduly expensive. 

Most limestone do|>osits are covered by a variable thickness of overburden 

consi.sting of clay, sand, and gravel or impure stone, which must be removed 

before the go(;d stone is quarrietl. Many methods of stri])ping are used, depend¬ 

ing upon the nature and amount of the overburden, size of the operation, etc. 

Unconsolidated overburden may be removed by hand sliovcls and carts, by 

ploiigh.s and scrapers, by steam shovels, by various types of mechanical exca¬ 

vators, or by hydraulicking. Rock overburden must be removed by drilling and 

blasting. The removal of heavy overbur<len or of clay in seams and pockets may 

be very ex{)ensive. Where the overburden is excessive, particuhirly rock over¬ 

burden, the stone mjiy be removed by underground mining methods. 

After the stripping is removed, the stone must be <lrilled and bhusted. The 

I>roblem here is different from that in cement rock quarries, for greater care must 

be taken in selecting the rock. For this rejuson in many (juarries churn-drill-hole 

blasting and steam-shovel loading arc not used. More often, probably, the rock 
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is drilled and blasted in benches, usually not over 20 ft high. If the rock is 

sufficiently pure and homogenous so that a high quarry face may be maintained, 

churn-drill-hole blasting is usually cheaper. 

After the stone is shot down the methods of handling the rock differ, depending 

upon whether hand loading or steam-shovel loading is used. If the rock contains 

impurities that must be removed by hand sorting, the large blocks are broken up, 

by mud-cap or block-hole blasting and hand sledging, into pieces easily handled 

by one man. The impure rock is then separated out and the good stone loaded 

into quarry cars or carts by hand or by the use of forks, to eliminate small pieces or 

spalls. If no sorting is needed, the cheapest method of loading, where the daily 

production is over 200 or 300 tons, is by power shovels. If shovel loading is used, 

the rock need only be broken small enough to go into the shovel dipper, provided 

that proper crushing and screening equipment is available at the plant. If a 

small crusher is used, the stone must be broken in the quarry small enough to 

enter the crusher opening. If no crushing and screening equipment is provided, 

the stone must be broken down by hand to “one-man” size, and much of the 

efficiency of shovel loading is lost. 

Transportation problems include taking the stone out of the quarry, taking it 

from the quarry to the kilns, and elevating it to the top of the kilns. Methods of 

transportation vary greatly, depending upon local conditions. The following 

methods are in use: wheelbarrows; horse-drawn carts; cars drawn by horse, cable, 

or locomotive; cars or buckets on aerial cableways; and pans or skips hoisted by 

derricks. Frequently, two or more of these methods are used in combination. 

In recent years the underground mining of limestone has become increasingly 

important whei’e large tonnage, low-cost operations are needed.A good 

exam[)le of this is the limestone mine of the Columbia Chemical Division of the 

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co. at Barberton, Ohio,»3“ probably the deepest limestone 

mine in existence. Here a limestone bed, 345 ft thick, is opened by two vertical 

shafts, IG by 7 ft in the clear, to a depth of nearly 2,300 ft. A room-and-pillar 

systeju of mining is used with rooms 40 ft wide by 50 ft high opened on 80-ft 

centers. For rock hjading in the rooms 2.’^-yd caterpillar-mounted electric 

shovels are used and hauling is done by large 8- to 16-ton diesel-powered trucks. 

Primary crushing is done underground, and fuUy automatic skip loading is used. 

The plant was designed for a capacity of 300 tons per lir. 

When the stone reuche.s the kilns, it may be charged directly into them, pro¬ 

vided that it has been sized at the quarry. If pwver-shovel loading is used, it is 

comnjonly necessary to crush the stone to a maximum size of about S in. and to 

remove the fine sizes by screening. Where there is a market for crushed stone, as 

is often the case, all the stone smaller than 3 or 4 in. may he lecrushed and sized 

by screening into the various commercial sizes of crushed stone. The disposition 

of stone by size to the most profitable market nmy become a matter of prime 

importance in deciding the success or failure of an operation. 
Lime Burning. The object of lime burning is to disassociate the carbonates, 

liberating carbon dioxide and lea\nng a residue of oxides, called quicklime. The 

disassociation temperature of calcium and magnesium carbonates is indefinite, 

depending upon conditions. Calcium carbonate is broken down completely 
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around 900*0, and magnesium carbonate around 550*0. The reaction starts at 

a much lower temperature, possibly 200° less than the maximum indicated. 

Magnesite and magnesium limestones require less heat during calcination, and 

this is reflected in an improved fuel ratio in kilns operating w’ith these materials. 

Temperatures should be controlled to produce a soft-burned, active lime, and 

extensive research has been applied to the study of conditions producing a uniform 

high-quality product.® If temperatures are too low the lime will have a core of 

the original carbonates; if too high, an overburned product will result with low 

activity due to fusion and reaction of silicates and other impurities present in the 

original stone. 
Lime has been burned in many types of kilns, but most of the kilns in use in the 

United States today may be placed in one of four general classes, namely, the 

field kiln, the pot kiln, the shaft kiln, and the rotary kiln. 

A field kiln is the crudest type, frequently built by farmers to provide a supply 

of lime for the soil. It may be built against a hillside so that it can be loaded 

conveniently from the top side. Fuel, often wood, and rock are intro<luced in 

alternate layers, and the charge is ignited from the bottom. The charge i.s 

allowed to burn out, and the contents are then extracted from the base of the 

kiln. The operation is slow and inefficient and produces an indifferent product, 

which may be perfectly suitable for its intended use. 

The pot kiln is a more permanent vertical-shaft kiln charged with .stone and 

fuel in alternate layers but oi)erated continuously. Shaft kilns have been built 

in many designs, often in rows pro^^ded with track running at the top level so 

that they may bo loaded with stone dumj)e<l from cars direct from the quarry. 

They are fired with wo<i<l, coal, or producer gas. The <‘hoiee of fuel dej>ends upon 

the variety availahle locally an<l the economy <if its use. 

The intro<luction of the rotary kiln has produced many changes in the lime 

iiulustry. Tlie kiln is identical in general construction with tho.so used in the 

portland-ceinent industry. Kilns of great length, up to .500 ft, are in operation. 

The rotary kiln calcines small stone, the tiispo.‘‘ul of which was a seriovis problem 

and the cause of great waste before its intr«)duction.® The stone is sized about 

in. maximum to 1 in. minimum. Some variation is allowable, flepeiiding 

upon local corulitions. A size ratio of 2^1:1 h:us been found desirable. Gas, oil, 

and coal are vise<l jus fuel. The use of powdered coal may be objectionable due to 

the introduction of a.sh as a contaminating agent. Calcining comlitions may be 

controlle<l by adjustment of the flame and the rpm :it wliich the kiln is turning 

over. The rotary kiln ha.s the advantage of Jibility to handle small stone Jiml 

great cajjacity. It recjuircs a high initial investment and can be operated 

economically only at a fairly high percentage of capac-ity. 

The Ellernan calc-incr i.s a more recently dc’^igned kiln capable of calcining 

small stone.*® One unit luus been <lesigned to liandle stone from ‘.i to % in. in 

size with a capa<'ity <jf 0 to 12 tons of lime jier 24 hr, and a .second for stone to 

1* 2 iu- iu Hiz« "ith a capacity of 12 to 2.5 tons of lime per day. Such kilns in 

operation in the We.st were first u.se<I for the production of higli-purity lime for 
the manufacture of iraleiuin carbide. The calciners sire continuous in operation 
with a constant feed of raw stone from a feed hopper lo<;atcd above the calcining 
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chamber and a continuous discharge of lime below. Temperatures are controlled 

by regulation of fuel, oil, or producer gas and draft. Little labor and a minimum 

of supervision are required. The use of tunnel beams in the calcining chamber 

permits the hot gases to pass through the small stone, calcining it, and then con¬ 

tinuing to preheat the raw stone. Exhaust gases are discharged at temperatures 

varying from 425 to 500®F. Lime is at ordinary temperature. Thermal effi¬ 

ciency, therefore, is high. Units may be installed in multiples to produce any 

desired daily tonnage of lime. 

A new method of calcining fine material is of recent interest.®-^® This is based 

on fluidization, which Kite and Roberts define as follows: "Fluidization is the unit 

operation in which a mass of finely divided solids is maintained during treatment 

in a turbulent dense state by being dispersed in an upwardly moving gas stream 

which imparts to the mass a turbulence resembling that of boiling liquid.”® 

Research conducted by the Dorr Co. in cooperation with the New England Lime 

Co. has shown that finely divided limestone, —6 mesh, -+-80 mesh, may be 

calcined to lime in such a condition. The fine stone is fed to a specially designed 

reactor in which it is preheated, calcined in a turbulent condition, and then 

cooled. Oil, gas, or coal may be used as a fuel. Close control of the operation 

permits the production of a soft lime. The process is particularly adapted to the 

finely prerijiitated calcium carbonate produced as a by-product in the manu¬ 

facture of paper and beet sugar and the softening of water. 

The quicklime produced by any calcining opoation will combine readily with 

water to form a liyflratc. This reaction is accompaiued by the liboratifjn of heat, 

which, if confined, may be sufficient to ignite combustible material. Quicklime 

must therefore be protected in storage and shipment from wetting or exposure to 

exce.ssively humid atmosphcjcs. 

Hydrated Lime. For many purpo.scs quicklime must be hydrated or "slaked” 

before it is use<l. This process involves adding water to quicklime (CaO), form¬ 

ing hydrated lime or calcium hydroxide (CaCOH)"]. In the past this was always 

done "on the job” immediately before use, but unless the slaking was done by an 

experienced workmaji there was always the danger of "burning” the lime by local 

overheating. To meet this and other disadvantages of the use of lump quick¬ 

lime, considerable lime is now hydrated at the lime plant and sold as a dry powder. 

The manufacture of hydrated lime involves the following steps: crushing the 

lump quicklime, hydrating, removing the coarse impurities by scrceniug or air 

separation, and packing. 

The lump lime is crushed to produce greater surface for the action of water. 

In some plants the lime is crushed only to M or 1 in., but in others it is ground as 

fine as 80 per cent through 50 mesh. Various types of crushers and grinders are 

usc<l. 
Several types of mechanical h3'drators are used, but in all of them the crushed 

lime is agitated with water in definite proportions and the product is a completely 

hydrated lime in the form of a dry powder. The process may bo continuous or 

intermittent. 
After the lime is hydrateil, it is screened or put through an air separator to 

remove the coarse impurities. Sometimes a Raymond pulverizer equipped with 
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Table 1. Lime (Quick and Hydrated) Sold by Producers in the United States, 

1945 TO 1946, BY Uses 

UBe 

Aericultur&l. 
Duildins: 

I'inifllunff lime. 
lime. 

Prepared masonry mortars 
UQS|>ccifie<l.. 

Chemical and industrial: 
Alkalies (ammonium, potassium, and 

sodium compouncls). 
AspbalUi and oilier bitumens. 
Bleach. li<|uid and jmwdcr^. 
Brick, sand-lime an<l sla«. 
Brick, silica (refractory). - . • • -. 
Calcium carbide and cynnamide... . 
Chromates an<l l>ichromaU<s. 
Coke anci ^as (ffas purification and 

plant by-products).. ... . 
Explosives. 
Food products: 

Creameries and dairies. 
Gelatin. 
SUick feed. 
Other. 

Ghw^'tworks. 
Glue. 
Grease. lubricatinR... 
In.Hertirides, fiinitici<les, and disin* 
fertuiitM. 

MaKnexia per r«*nt).. 
MedirinoH and druita. 
Metallur;ty: 

Nonforrous smelter flux. 

nace flux). 
Ore concentration^. 
Wire drawing. 
Other. 
Paints. 
Pajrt'r milU^. 
Petroleum refjmntf. 
Huhber maiitjfu'*iiiro. 
Halt refining. 
Sevvatfe arni trader was tc.i treatment 
Boap an<l fat. 
SuKar rehninK. 
Tanneries. 
Varnixh. 
Wftt4T pi I ri fir lit ion. 
Woofl di«itil1ution. 
Un<Uiitributcd^... 
Unspecified. 

Total limey 

tribution 

1945 1946 

Short ions 

Value 

Short tons 

Value 

Total Aver¬ 
age 

Total Aver- 
ago 

373,410 $2,900,844 $7.78 384.658 $3,151,613 %S. 19 

220,034 $2,131,458 $9.31 347,237 $3,535,208 $10.18 
241.802 $2,111,177 8.73 389.003 3,000,480 10.27 
27,003 193,274 G.98 45,631 352,950 7.73 
51.018 473.455 9.28 63.733 742,060 11.64 

540.54> 84.900.364 845.604 $10.20 

a • 2,572 
« 

$ 21,528 $8.37 
« 

24.712 $7.77 13,872 124,230 8.96 
12.041 8.62 18.607 8 70 
15,322 9.07 14,605 133,153 9.08 

304,044 2.534.625 G.95 377.004 7 43 
36.252 230,812 6.62 28,378 7.11 

31,173 221.576 25,675 198,076 ' 7.73 
15,531 124,933 8.04 1,570 14.309 9.12 

7.298 60,792 9.5G 3.232 11.62 
5,027! 38.091 7.58 8 38 

10,798 109,718 13.47 
4.581 43.774 9-55 9,3331 9.75 

220,853 7.39 248.093 1,049,215 7.84 
0,148 70,114 7.00 8.179 07.780 8 29 
2.008 15,282 7.39 2,722 22.346 8.21 

82,507 713.405 8 G5 00.457 888,114 9.21 
23.047 210.544 8.00 26,376 240.405 0.35 
7.807 G.78 10.517 77,345 7.35 

7.442 59.005 8.02 76,030 7.95 

1.004.005 0 71 874,243 7.31 
342.742 2.316.172 0 70 205.541 1,585,093 7.72 

10.045 8 86 13,527 125.111 9 25 
11.808 94.870 7 00 41.073 348.467 8.48 
18.050 1 130.215 7.10 25,598 230,113 0 34 

510,832 3.740.094 7.32 565.830 7.93 
53.170 448.001 8.43 48.387 440,532 0 23 

7.17(] 1 51,133 7.13 3,103 26.516 $ 30 
1.881 13,103 0. or, 4.384 7 31 

71 , lOij ; 501.010 7.8(1 05.514 563.037 8 50 
5.221 33.24fi 0.37 2,807 7 10 

21.584 279.813 11 38 20.887 345.687 12 86 
81.213 1 013.403 8 10 

304 i 3.400 » 0.51 302 3.706 12.47 
j^KESfKITi 1 7 5.: . 431.772 3.505.522 8 20 

1.20; > n.024 9 lU ' 29.660 7.74 
25,03-J l 235,843 HKE J 73.014 0 57 

289.82( ) 2.053.70r » 7 <V. > 30.5,728 ; 2,307,030 7.55 
i $27,488,54(1 * $7’21 3,684.45.: . $29. I52,4mi $7.91 

d 1.187.334] 10.013.711 KSZ 1 1.077.983 : lO.lOl,707 9.37 
. 5,020.57y|$45.018.40fc $8.52 

. 1.355.028 $11,422,254 ;j $8.43|l.r>48.30Q »|$iri.083,390 SO. 15 

Includeri under Un<lii«tributed. 
Illearh used in pn|*cr iiiillfl excluded from Bleach and included with PatM*r mills. 
Includi's idiocolale, cocoa, fruit juiccM. phosphat4* bakint: jHiwdere. ami iitiHrH.*cified food products. 
Includes Botati^m, cyarii4lation. bauxite purification, and rnaKnesiutii manufacture. 

* Jncliirles mold coatintf and un(»t>ocified metalluraicul ii.xeM. 
/ Includes acid neutralisation, alcohol, calcium carlK>nAl« (prccipita(ed), cement manufacture, polish- 

ini? cornpcitiruLH, retarder, sulfur, textiles, and wool pullers; in addition, alkalies in 11)15 nml a.Hphu(t3 and 
other bitumens in PilB. 

* Includes liroe unod by pneluccrs (captive tonnage) 
$2,210,373; 1010; 328.B27 tons. $2,210,551. 

os follows^—1114 5; 308,572 tons, valued at 
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a throwout device and air-separating equipment is used. This equipment grinds 

the hydrate, throws out the coarse unburned “core,” and air-floats the product. 

The hydrate is stored in bins to “ age ” and is then packed, by hand or by mechan¬ 

ical packers, in bags for shipment. 

The physical behavior of the lime may be altered by control during hydration, 

and pressure hydrators are used to increase the plasticity of the hydrate. 

Table 2. Hydrated Lime Sold by Producers in the United States, 1945 to 1946, 

BY Uses 

1945 1940 

Vbo 
Short 
tons 

Valuo Valuo 

Total 
Aver¬ 
age 

oQort 
tons 

Total 
Aver¬ 
age 

Aflricultur&l. 2o2.881 8 2.078.024 8 8.22 271,172 8 2.251,930 8 8.30 
Building. 
Chcinicttl and imlustrittl: 

434,020 
1 
1 

3.702.343 8.07 639,549 0,275.938 0.81 

Bleach, liquid and pow<iGr. 9,275 $ 70.422 $ 8.56 5.468 8 48.121 8 8.80 
Brick, sand-lime und alag. a * * 3.270 31.395 9.00 

Brick, silica. 12.295 116.618 0.48 12,405 115,810 0.34 

Coke and gaa. I.SIO 14.302 7.00 1.124 0,888 8.80 

Food producta. 13.889 138.138 0.95 15.215 157,333 10.34 

Glaaa. 2.83^ 23.473 8.28 a * « 

Insecticides..... 60.233 538.828 8.05 72,910 087,638 9.43 

Metallurgy. 37.000 310.028 8.42 39.700 340,430 8.80 

Paint«s. 7.590 01.050 8.04 10.400 101.657 9 77 

Fa per mills. 30.040 247,508 8.24 39,852 330.080 8 28 

Fetrolcuru. 34,857 329.502 9.45 29.349 300,250 10.43 

Sewage... ' 29.241 8.30 33,157 287,798 8.08 

Sugar. 15.717 193,037 12.32 10,477 242.003 14.09 

Tanneries. 44.841 352.034 7.80 44,507 372.910 8.37 

Water purification. 181.350 1,497.703 8.20 220,030 2.021.579 8.91 

Other uses. .. 180.180 1,425.813 7 00 180.803 1.493,627 8.00 

608.121 $ 5,580.987 8 8.3.5 737,648 8 0,555,525 $ 8.89 

Total hydrated Umo. 1,355.02$ $11,422,254 8 8.43 1.048.300 815.083,309 $ 9.15 

* Included under Other uses. 

Production of Lime. In 1948, 7,263,976 tons of lime, quick and hydrated, were 

sold in the United States, valued at $75,162,879. This is not the total production, 

since captive plants owned by the companies consuming the lime are not included. 

Lime was produced in over 40 states. Ohio, Pennsylvania, Missouri, Alabama, 

and Illinois produce nearly two-thirds the total output of the country. Although 

limestone is widely distributed, a large percentage of the total is not suitable for 

the manufacture of lime, particularly chemical lime, which is now so large a part 

of the industry. Raw stone suitable for conversion to chemical lime should be 

either a pure calcium carbonate or, in the case of dolomite, a pure calcium mag¬ 

nesium carbonate. Pure material scarcely exists, and it is necessary to use the 

nearest approximation economically available. Limestones or dolomites %vith 
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less than 2 per cent impurities are by no means abundant and frequently not 
located in the industrial areas with large lime-consuming capacity. In 1948, 

7,263,976 tons of lime were sold valued at $75,162,879. 
Consumption of Lime. Lime is consumed in three major markets: agriculture, 

building, and chemical. Its importance and potential markets are best illus¬ 

trated in Tables 1 and 2. These tables represent sales and are not truly repre¬ 

sentative of the role played by lime in industry. 
Prices. Quicklime and hydrate are low-priced commodities and sell in a range 

of from $8 to $10 per ton. Large consumers purchasing on annual contract effect 

some economies. 
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LITHIUM MINERALS 

Amblygonite, Lepidolite, «nd Spodumene 

The principal lithium minerals, together with tlieir content of lithia (LioO), are 
listed below: 

Name 
Lithia content, per cent 

Theoretical Average Range 

Amblygonite. 
1 

10.1 9 3.5-10 
Spodumene. 8.1 4-7 1.2-7.6 
Lepidolite. 6.43 4 1.13-6.06 
Dilithium sodium phosphate. 22.6 20 19-21 

Other rare or less common lithium-bearing minerals are tripkyiiie, a phosphate 

of iron and lithium containing about 9 per cent lithia; lithiophilite, a phosphate of 

manganese and lithium containing about 9 per cent lithia; petalite, a silicate of 

aluminum and lithium, containing theoretically 4.9 per cent lithia; zinnwaldite, a 

micaceous mineral resembling lepidolite, but containing about 10 per cent iron 

oxide with 3 to 5 per cent lithia. All these latter minerals have been occasionally 

mined, when found in sufficient quantities, as sources of lithium. 

Production. Lithium minerals have been mined sporadically and on a small 

scale in various countries for probably at least 75 years, but accurate production 

statistics are unavailable except for recent years and then only from the United 

States. About 1886, France began to produce amblygonite, but lithium minerals 

had previously been mined in Bohemia and Saxony (principally zinnwaldite). 

Petalite has been mined in considerable quantities at Uto, Sweden. About 1898, 

spodumene was mined regularly in South Dakota, and a few years later lepidolite 

production began in California; then amblygonite was developed in both Cali¬ 

fornia and South Dakota. Later, substantial tonnages of lepidolite were found 

near Dixon, N.Mex. A small quantity of lithium ore has been mined or deposits 

reported in a few other states, namely, Massachusetts, Maine, Connecticut, and 

Colorado. The discovery of large tonnages of spodumene in North Carolina and 

the development of a process for the recovery of lithium salts from the brines of 

Searles Lake, Calif., have opened huge reservoirs of lithium for industrial use and 

have altered all previous estimates as to reserves for future production. 

Prewar Germany was a small producer of lithium products from imported ores, 
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largely amblygonite from Tsumeb, South-West Africa. During the war produc¬ 

tion came from tungsten-tin mill tailings in Zinnwaid, Erzgebirge, near Freiberg, 

Germany, which contained 0.2 to 0.5 per cent lithium in the form of zinnwaldite.*® 

Large deposits of high-grade lepidolite occur in Karibib, South-West Africa. 

It is estimated that several hundred thousand tons of material are present, 

recoverable by open-cut mining. It contains 4 per cent lithium oxide and 2 per 

cent rubidium oxide. Petalite and amblygonite in considerable tonnage are also 

found in this area.^ 
AMBLYGONITE 

Composition. Amblygonite is a phosphate of lithium and aluminum with 

fluorine and usually contains combined water. Its formula, when the substance 
is pure, is Li(AI F)PO<, or Ali03-P305-2LiF. Its theoretical content is Li^O, 10.1 

per cent, but often sodium replaces part of the lithium. The actual content of 

LijO varies from 3.5 to 10 per cent and usually averages about 9 per cent. 

General Description. Amblygonite usually occurs as coai'se, white, cleavable 
aggregates or rounded masses; sometimes in large indistinct crystals. It contains 

the highest percentage of lithia of the common lithium minerals and is the most 

valuable ore for the manufacture of lithium chemicals. 
Physical Properties. Hardness, 6. Specific gravUy, 2.88 to 3.09. Melling 

point, 2 in scale of fusibility. Index of refraction, 1.579 to 1.597. Color, usually 
white, sometimes with brown, yellow, green, or blue tints. Streak, white. 

Luster, vitreous to pearly. Cleavage, [xjrfect in one direction, imperfect in two or 

three others; fracture uneven. Trarisparency, translucent to opaque. Tenacity, 

brittle. 
Occurrence. Amblygonite occurs chiefly in pegmatites associated with other 

lithium minerals, such as spodumcnc an<l lepi<lolitc; with other jihosphates, such 

as apatite and triplite; aiul with the typical pegmatite minerals. 
The most important commercial locality is in the Harney Peak district near 

Keystone, So^Uh Dakota. Here, with it.s associate sjiodumene, it is obtained com¬ 

mercially from open pits by simple quarrying methods. Practically all the 
present amblygonite production comes from this district. 

In Cnlifornui amblygonite is commonly a.ssoeiated with lepirlolite in the peg¬ 
matites of the I’ala district, San Diego County. It has al.so been reported at 
Dixon, New Mexico. 

In France amblygonite has been mined to a slight extent at Montebras in 
Crease. In northwestern Spain the .San Finx tin mine, in the province of 
Cacere.s, has been a small but fairly steady producer. 

Pcirause of its high lithia content and relative ejise of st)lubility amblygonite 
has be<?ii considered the most desirable mineral for the manufacture of lithium 
salts. 

Near Karibib ami Tsumeb, South-West Africa, are important deposits of 
amblygonite and petalite that have been commercial jiroduccrs for many years.^'** 

LEPIDOLITE 

Composition. I.npiflolitc, lithiiirn mica, is a complex .silicate of aluminum, 
potassium, arul lithium with fluorine and water, having the formula (Li.K)^- 
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(F,0H)2Al2Si309 or 12Si02-3Al303-3Li20-2K:20-8F or Al203-3Si02-2(K,Li)F. It 

contains small quantities of iron, manganese, and sodium; some varieties contain 

rubidium and cesium. The theoretical content of lithia (Li20) is 6.43, but the 

actual content varies from 2 to 6 per cent. Following is an analysis of a lepidolite 

mined at Pala, San Diego County, Calif.: 
Per Cent 

Silica (SiOs). 50.18 
Alumina (AI3O3).   22.81 

Lime (ChO). 0.18 
Magnesia (MgO). 0.16 
Lithia (U2O). 4.92 
Rubidium oxide (Rb20). 0.97 
Cesium oxide (CsaO). 0.30 

Potash (K2O). 17.48 
Fluorine (F). 1.20 
Manganese oxide (Mn203). 0.41 

Moisture (II2O). 2.10 

100.71 

General Description. Lepidolite usually is found as a compact aggregate of 

very small scales,'forming scaly, granular masses, but occasionally in short 

prismatic crystals; rarely in large plates or sheets. Its color is commonly pink or 

lilac. Most occurrences of lepidolite are isomorphous mixtures of the pure 

mineral with muscovite, thus accounting for a lithia content lower than the 

theoretical amount. 
Physical Properties. Hardness, 2 to 4. Specific gravity, 2.8 to 2.9. Melivng 

point, 2 in scale of fusibility. Index of refraction, 1.560 to 1.605. CoZor, com¬ 

monly pink or Ulac; also red, purple, gray, white, yellow, or brown. Streak, 

white. Lxister, pearly. Cleavage, perfect basal. Transparency, translucent to 

transparent. Tenacity, sectile. 
Occurrence. Lepidolite commonly occurs in pegmatite dikes, also m granit^ 

and gneisses. It usually is a product of pneumatolytic action and is commonly 

associated with tourmaline (especially rubellite), spodumene, amblygomte, feld¬ 

spar, quartz, and muscovite. 
It has been produced commercially from the gem pegmatites near 

Diego County, Calif.; from neat Dixon, N.Mcx.; from the Keystone, S.Dak., 

area; and from near Canon City, Colo. At Wakefield, Canada, lepidohte has 

been found in sheets up to a foot in diameter. On Mount Ilradisko, Moravia, 

Germany, a body of lepidolite 6 ft thick is reported. It is also found at Uto, 

Sweden; in Karibib, South-West Africa;^ in Western Australia; and elsewhere. 

SPODUMENE 

Composition. Spodumene is lithium aluminum silicate lLiAI(SiOa)2 or 

Li.0 A1..03-4Si02]. It usually contains sodium, iron, calcium, * 

Its theoretical composition is Li-^O, 8-1 per cent; AUO,, 27.4 per cent; biO?, 

per cent. Its actual lithia (Li20) content varies from 1 to 7.6 per cent. 

General Description. Spodumene generally occurs as white or greenish w , 

prismatic, monoclinic crystals often of great size, lliddeniie is a yeUow-green o 
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emerald-green variety found in small transparent crystals at Stony Pomt, 

Alexander County, N.C. Kumite, is a transparent, pale, lilac-pink variety found 

in the vicinity of Pala, San Diego County, Calif. Kunzite is noted as a gem stone 

and for its strong phosphorescence when exposed to radioactive substances, such 

as radium, to electric discharges, to ultra^^olet light, or to X-rays. Spodumene 

easily alters to albite and muscovite. ^ ^ ar 7 • 
Physical Properties. Hardness, 6 to 7. Specific gravity, 3.1 to 3.2. Mellxng 

point, both 1223°C and 1417 to 1428‘’C are given. Index of refraction, 1.660 to 

1.676. Color, white, pale green, yellow to emerald green, pink, and lilac. Streak, 

white. Luster, vitreous to pearly. Cleavage, perfect prismatic, also easy parting 

parallel to orthopinacoid; uneven to splintery fracture. Transparency, opaque 

to transparent. Tenacity, hr'\tt\e. 
Occurrence. Spodumene usually occurs in or associated with pegrnatite dikes, 

together with quartz, feldspar, mica, tourmaline, beryl, garnet, lepidolite, etc. 

The most important locality in the United States for common spodumene is the 

Etta mine and vicinity near Keystone, Pennington County, S.Dak. Here very 

large crystals, up to 6 ft thick and 42 ft long, are found in abundance m a very 

coarsely crystallized pegmatite associated with amblygonite, cassitente, and the 

typical pegmatite minerals. Several open cuts have been developed m this di^ 

trict, and the spodumene crystals, resembling logs, have been removed by simple 

quarrying methods. ^ is 1 i 
In Ma.ssachusetts spodumene is found at Huntington, Che.ster, Cho.sterfield, 

Goshen, I^ominster and Sterling. A small quantity was mined in 1889 for 

export. r. 1 cj 
The variety kunzite is found in small quantities in {legmatites near Pala, ban 

Diego County, Calif., associate<l with lepitlolite, amblygonite, tounnahne, beryl, 

and the typical pegmatite minerals. 
Commercial interest in the spodumene deposits of North Carolina was noted 

first in 1938. Exploration tlisclosed the pre.sence of a surprisingly large area 

mineralized with spodumene. A pcgmatitic area was found to extend from 

Grover on the South Carolina line to Lincolnton, 25 miles to the northeast. 

Kings Mountain, N.C., is centrally located in the district. Many pegmatite 

dikes are present, some of which contain spoclumene. He.ss" states that the 

pegmatites are simple in mineralogical composition, composed essentially of fe - 

spar, quartz, muscovite, spodumene, and minor amounts of tourmaline. In<li- 

vidual crystals vary in size, a large one being 2.5 ft in length; the average, finger 

size. No exceptionally hu ge crystals, such as are found in South Dakota, have 

been encountered. Parts of the pegmatite contain 15 per cent or more spodu- 

inene. Some pegmatites have been traced for as much as H mile, showing a 

width of from 20 to 100 ft. Tlic potential reserve, therefore, is very large, being 

a matter something in cxce.ss of a million tons of mineral. The spodumene 

averages 0.51 per cent lithium oxi«le and has an iron content varying from 0.18 

to 0.5 per cent FCiO*. The large size of this depo.sit suggests the use of mecha¬ 

nized mining an<l recovery of the mineral by milling methods. The limited 

markets for lithium compounds to date have not encouraged such a procedure. 

The possibility of the use of flotation has been investigated.** Fraas and 
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Ralston’^ have suggested the use of decrepitation as a means of separation of 

spodumene from its gangue minerals. In this process the ore is heated to about 

1000®C, causing the spodumene to invert from alpha to beta form. This becomes 

relatively soft and pulverulent. Gentle grinding under close control converts the 

spodumene to fine size so that it can be concentrated by particle-size separation 

and removed from the associated quartz and feldspar, which remain compara¬ 

tively unchanged during the process. Under the impetus of wartime demands 

these North Carolina deposits became a major producer in 1943. Postwar pro¬ 
duction has been negligible. 

Large deposits of spodumene were explored during the Second World War on 

the Winnijieg River, Manitoba, Canada.* These deposits near Lamprey Falls, 

Bernic, Cat, and Herb Lakes are reported to contain at least 5 million tons of 
lithium ore, some of which runs 6 to 7 per cent Li^O, but they were too remote for 
profitable development at the time. 

By-product jroin Searles Lake, Calif. Lithium is produced as a by-product in 

the treatment of the brines of Searles Lake for the recovery of potassium salts 

(see Potash). In 1923, Li2Na(PO)4 was detected in a scale that formed on heat¬ 

ing tubes of brine evaporators. This was found to contain about 20 per cent 
LiiO, or a much higher lithia content than any ore mined for the production of 

lithium. Fifteen years later recovery on a commercial basis was begun. Accord¬ 

ing to Gale® thi.s was considered a by-product until 1942, when wartime demands 

elevated it to the i-ank of coproduct. The brine, with a content of 35 per cent 
dissolved solids, contains Lid to the amount of 0.033 percent. The 17,500 tons 

of brine pumped to the plant per day contain some 10 tons of Lii.NaP04 or 2 tons 

of Li-.;0. The dilithiuin sotlium phosphate accumulates with burkeite, a double 
salt of sodium carbonate and sodium sulfate, which is a residual product from 

evaporation processes. This material is prepared properly for flotation until it 
has about 0.2 i>er cent solids in susi>ension. This liquid is conducted to flotation 

cells, and the lithium jiroiluct floated and collected as a concentrate. This is 
washed with hot water, filter j)ressed and dried, and bagged for shipment. It 
contains from 19 to 21 j>er cent LioO. 

Foreign Countries. Canada finst produced lithium ores at Bernic Lake in 1937. 

Lcpidolite and spodumene are present. Ores have been reported near Falcon 
Lake, 85 miles east of Winnipeg, and in Quebec. Spain and Portugal were at one 

time im])t)rtant producers for the European market. Production in recent years 
is not believed to be significant. France has been a small but consistent producer 
for some time. Possibly the most active mining outside of the United States has 

been carried on in South-West Africa. Both lepidolite and amblygonite are 
j)roduced. The entire output is exjxDrted to EuroiJe and the United States. 

Production. Production of lithium ores in the United States as reflected by 
sliipments is shown in the table on page 293. 

Prices. In the summer of 1950 amblj'gonite was quoted at SI 10 per ton, air- 
floated material in carload lots; lej)i<lolite, at S80 per ton, powdered in carloads, 
4 per cent Li^O; spodumene, $G to S8 i>er unit Li^O, on G per cent grade in carloads; 
lithium, 98 to 99 per cent, $15 per pound. Dilithium sodium phosphate has been 

reijortcd as sold around $230 per ton. 
• Bur, Mineral Trade February, 1947, pp. 4S-49. 
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Shipments of Lithium Ohes and Compounds from Mines in the United States, 

1935 TO 1939 (Average) and 1942 to 1946 

Year 

Ore, 
short 
tons 

Value 

Li=0, 
short 

tons 

Year 

Ore, 

short 
tons 

Value 

Li^O, 
short 
tons 

1935-1939 (avg) 1,327 S 48,280 88 1946 3,065 $303,892 323 

1944 13,319 552,977 848 1947 2,441 151,113 199 

1945 2,446 285,520 274 1948 3,191 185,952 246 

Utilization. An extraordinarily long list of uses has been developed for lithium, 

considering the small annual production. Its first noteworthy use was in the 

preparation of mineral waters, which were supposed to be beneficial in the treat¬ 

ment of arthritis and similar ills. It is used in the Edison-type storage battery. 

Lithium chloride is extremely hydroscopic and therefore useful if air-conditioned 

for the removal of humidity. Lithium compounds are employed in the manu¬ 

facture of greases for use in extremes of heat and cold. Lithium has been incor¬ 

porated in many alloys and was used in Germany in the development of bearing 

metals substituted for tin. Motock” states that the addition of a few hundredth 

per cent lithium gave a degree of hardne.ss to aluminum and its alloys not obtain¬ 

able in any other way. A number of new compounds have been manufactured 

for commercial use, including the amide, hydride, peroxide, methylate, carbide, 

nitride, and the borohydrido. The peroxide has been used as a carrier of oxygen 

and the hy«lri<lo as a carrier of hydrogen. I>uring the war the liydride was used 

as a .s<mrco of hydrogen for the inflation of small balloons and similar ]>urposes. 

Lojiiflolite and spodumcne are used in limited tonnages in the ceramic indus¬ 

tries. Lepidolitc hardens and toughens glass and lowers the coeflicient of expan- 

sitju. Spodumcne reduces shrinkage and lowers the firing temperature of white- 

wares. As summarized by Betz,* lithium exhibits the following properties in 

ceramic formulas: it is a powerful flux, particularly when used with feldspar; in 

ghusses of low thermal expansion it permits the use of less alkali; it permits the 

manufacture of glasses of high electrical resistance and desirable working proper- 

tie.s; a high lithia content aids in making glasses that transmit ultraviolet light; it 

has mineralizing effect; replacing lead monoxide by lithia reduces the tendency of 

a glaze to vaporize; maturing temperatures are lowered and the flui<lity and gloss 
of enamels and glazes are increased. 

Large crystals of lithium fluoride have been grown for use as a substitute for 
optical fluorite in the manufacture of lenses. 

A mixture of spodumcne and feldsjiar, which fuses at G or 7 pyroinetric cones 

below the fusion point of pure feldspar, is marketed under the trade name of 
Lithospar. 
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LITHOGRAPHIC STONE 

Definition and Properties. Lithographic stone is a fine-grained, compact, 

homogeneous limestone that may be either pure calcium carbonate or dolomitic. 

It is usually gray, blue, drab, or yellowish in color and has an imperfect conchoidal 

fracture. It is used by lithographers in the form of rectangular slabs, on the 

surface of which designs are engraved. The surface of the engraved slab is inked 

and the design printed on paper. The common sizes of stones marketed range 

from 16 by 22 in. up to 43 by 64 in. and from 3 to 3>$ in. in thickness. 

According to Merrill: 

A good stone must be sufTiciently porous to absorb the greasy compound which 
holds the ink and soft enough to work readily under the engraver’s tool, yet not too 
soft. It must be uniform in texture throughout and be free from all veins and inequal¬ 
ities of any kind, in order that the various reagents used may act xipon all exposed 
parts alike. It is evident, therefore, that the suitability of this stone for practical 
purposes depends more upon its physical than its chemical qualities. An actual 
test of the material by a practical lithographer is the only test of real value for stones 

of this nature.* 

Distribution. The best known deposits of lithographic lime.stonc and those 

which supply most of the w’orld’s needs for high-grade stone are at Solenhofen 

and Pappenheim on the Danube in Bavaria, Germany. Here beds of limestone 

of Upper Jurassic age form a mass some 80 ft in thickness. Certain portions of 

these be<ls are suitable for litliographic purposes. The stone breaks out in slabs 

3, 4, or 5 in. thick, which ncc<l only to Vie planed and polished. There are two 

grade.s of Bavarian stone, “yellow” or ordinary grade, and “gray” or “blue,” 

which is of better gs'adc and much more expensive. It is reported that the 

“blue” grade is produced only in two quarries. 

Limestone, which has been fouiul more or less suitable for lithographic purposes, 

has been located in many other parts of the world, but no other stone has been 

found exjual in every way to the Bavarian stone. Deposits have been reported 

near Bath and Stony Stratford, England; Ireland; Department of Indre, France; 

Silesia; India; and in Harvey Township, Peterboro County, Ontario, Canatla. 

In the Unite«l State.s, deposits have been reported at various times in Arizona, 

Alabama, Arkansas, Imliuna, Illinois, Iowa, K(*ntucky, Tenne.ssce, Texas, Utah, 

and Virginia. The only de{>osit, however, that has yielded any important com¬ 

mercial ijrfxluction is near Brandenburg, Meade County, Ky. Here are found 

three di.stinct beds of limestone that may be used for lithographic stone, two 

about 'i ft tliick and one 9 or 10 ft thi<-k. In ortier to work these beds, conshler- 

able rock ovorburrlcn imist l>c retnoveil, so that the good lithographic stone con¬ 

stitutes only about 20 per cent of the rock renxoved. No yellow stone wjis found. 

All tin* got)d .stone was of a blue-gray color. Stones of the largest size were 

obtained, and in some resi>ects this product compared favorably with the Bavar- 

• Mekkii.i., G. P.: ‘‘The Non-motaHic Minerals.” 2<1 ed., p. 147, John Wiley & Sons, 
Inc., Now York, lOlO. 
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ian stone. The quarries were worked more or less continuously from about 1900 
to 1918. 

Production and Consumption. No statistics are available to indicate world 

production or consumption. Production in the United States today is believed 

to be a matter of history. Changes in printing processes have rendered the true 

lithographic technology obsolete for common use. Photographic transfer to 

aluminum or zinc plates has been found faster and more economical. Such 

lithographic stone as is used today is employed in small amounts for special work. 

Lithographic stone continues to have some small industrial significance since 

it is used in the manufacture of deoalcomania, particularly those used in the 

decoration of chinaware. The stone is useful for this purpose because it holds 

considerable ink, which is transferred to the paper in substantial amount.®’^ 
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MAGNESITE AND MAGNESIUM COMPOUNDS 

The natural sources of magnesium and its compounds are many and varied; 

so also are the tyi>os of products made from the.se sources. The following list 

shows the principal natural sources of magnesium that are or have been used 

commercially: 

Magnesite—MgCOs 
Ilydroinagnesite—3MgO-Mg(OH)2-3H2 
Dolomite *—{Ga, Mg)COi 

Brucite—Mg (Oil) 2 

Olivine*—(Mg,FelaSiO* 
Forsterite *—MgzSiO^ 
Serpentine *—H4Mg3Si0809 
lOpsomite—MgS04*7Il20 

Kioseritc—MgSO^-IlaO 

• These materials have been noted or co 

Bloedite (astrakanite)—MgS04-Na2S04- 
I 4H20 

Sea water and residual bitterns (after 
removal of salt) 

Natural brines and bitterns 
Langbcinite*—K2S04-2MgS04 
Carnallite*—KCl-MgCl2-6H20 
Kainite*—KCl-MgS04-3H20 

ered briefly in other discussions. 

All these materials at one time or another, depending on costs, availability, and 

markets, have been used to make one or more of the following products: 
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Refractory magnesia 
Calcined magnesia 
Caustic calcined magnesia 

Dead-burned magnesite 
Dead-burned dolomite 
Precipitated magnesium carbonate 

Light calcined magnesia 

Periclase 
Basie magnesium carbonate or '^85% 

magnesia'* 
Magnesium chemicals, such as chloride, 

sulfate, and hydroxide 

Epsom salts 
Metallic magnesium 

In addition we have the use of ground dolomite as a fertilizer and soil condi¬ 

tioner; its use in making dolomitic lime; and its many uses where its physical 

properties as a stone are utilized (dolomitic marble for example), rather than its 

chemical composition. Also we have the use of serpentine and olivine, calcined 

with phosphate rock to make a magnesium-rich phosphate fertilizer. 

Langbeinite, carnallite, and kainite are used both as potash-magnesium ferti¬ 

lizers and as sources of magnesium chloride for making metallic magnesium. 

Table 1. Analyses or Typical Crude and Calcined Magnesite 

8ourco 

Per cents 

1 MkO CaO CO* FciO* AhO> SiOt HtO 

1. Atmlrio^Hungary, averaxe crude. 38-44 1-3 2-7 2-7 IS 

2. Austria-Hungary, average dead-bunicil... 85.67- 0.9G- 7.43- 0- 0.26- MniOi 

90.0 3.62 9.06 2.22 1.34 0.51- 
1 0.76 

3. Euboea, Greece, average crude. 4G.94 0.56 61.10 0.55 0.66 0.86 

91.00 2.60 2.86 2.85 2.65 1.10 

5, Euboea, Greece, overage dcod-burneil. . . . 90.62 4.10 1.67 1.57 3.00 0.71 

6. Pinch Quarry, Northwest Magiuvite Co., 

42.48 2.46 1.84 1.84 3.28 

7. NorthW4Uit Mngnesito Co., dead-burned. . . 83.04 3.11 7.02 7-02 G.78 

8. Ited Marble Quarry, Ainerit^an Mining 46.02 1.07 •10..51 (FeO) • S 4 ♦ 1 4.27 

Pro<luelicin Co., Wash, crmle. 1 
0.78 

0. Grenville diMlriet, Canada. eriKle. 30.26 7.80 40.72 1.81 1.81 1.60 

10. Ilydromagnesiu*, Atkin. British C'oUiiiihia. •U . 13 2.04 1.42 9 « 1.80 18.02 

11 Port£*rvilh** Calif., cruile.. 45.17 1.32 0.25 0.03 2.28 

12. Ui*'l SU<le. Honoiiia C*ounty, Calif., ermie. . 43.42 0 04 0.20 0.26 7 07 

13. Saletii district, India, crtidc. 10 28 0.78 BQ 0. U 0.14 1. 17 1.30 

1. AnalyKen qtioUxI Uy W. C*. IMialrn, Tin* niuitnowjUj Industry in Austria. *\fonthly Heports on 
MineraU IncenUofitionn. IT.S. Uur. Miiirs. AuRUst, 1^19. (Nottjrul fcrromiiRncHilf or hrucnnirito.) 

2. PiiAf.KN, W. C.: op. eit. 
3. Averutfe o^ 2>/i00 iotui. P. A. Zalacostos, analyst* 
4. Analyses quoUd in "Mui^nenite (Iin|>iTial Mineral Resources Bureau (Clreut 

Britain). 
6. AnulyscM <|uot«<i in *'Magnesite (1013-1019)/* Ixni>cnu) Mineral Resources Bureau (Great 

Britain). 
0. Analysis by Northwest Magnesite Co.. Chewcloh. Wash. 
7. Analysis by Northwest MuRncsitc Co., Chewclnh, Wa«h. 
8. Sample from Htook jule. AimlysU <pioted in CVol. Survey IKasA.. Buif. 25. p. 15. 
9. Dohbie mine. International MaRne^itc Co., Harrinscton Township. Grenville district, Quebec. 

Analysin by J. T. Ilonahi and Company. MontreoL (Averaxo analysis of shif^ment.) 
10. Analysis from Cnn. Orol, Survry, .Vrm. 08. 
11. (/.S, Oeol, Survey, Bull. 3.5.5, p. 50, 1008. 
12. V.S. OeoL Survey. BuB. 3.0.5. p. 20. 1008. 
13. Salem district, Madras. India, analysis 4|uoted by H. II. Davis. J. Soc, Chrm. Ind., Vol. 28. p. 503, 

1909. (Average c^rgo sample.) 
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Also combinations of two or more source materials may be used to make a single 

product or group of products; for example, sea water and dolomite, brucite and 

dolomite, magnesium chloride and dolomite, etc. 

During the Second World War, metallic magnesium was made from magnesite, 

dolomite, brucite, sea water, natural brines, and langbeinite, and from combina¬ 
tions of these materials. 

Thus, no simple, clean-cut picture of magnesium compounds can be presented. 

MAGNESITE 

Composition. Magnesite is magnesium carbonate MgCOa: MgO, 47.6 per 

cent; CO2, 52.4 per cent. Iron, magnesium, and calcium are often present. 

The analyses in Table 1 show the composition of typical magnesites mined 
commercially. 

General Description. Magnesite is most commonly found in granular, com¬ 

pact, or earthy ma-sses resembling unglazed porcelain; also in coarsely crystalline 

(or spathic variety) form resembling marble or coarse-grained dolomite in texture; 

more rarely in rhombohedral crystals or fibrous. Breunnerite is a term applied 

to the iron-bearing magnesite of Austria and elsewhere. 

Physical Properties. Hardness, 3.5 to 4.5. Specific gravity, 2.9 to 3.1. Melt¬ 

ing point, no true melting point. On heating to above 1700®C all the carbon 

dioxide is driven off. The resulting magnesia melts at about 2800®C, but softens 

far below this temperature. Index of refraction, 1.509 to 1.700. Color, white, 

yellow, bro\vn, reddish, or nearly black. Streak, white. Luster, dull and earthy 

to vitreous. Cleavage, rhombohedral in crystals. Fracture, conchoidal in massive 

varieties. Transparency, opaque to translucent. Tenacity, brittle. 

Occurrence. Magnesite deposits are of tAvo general types: massive or compact 

and crj’stalline or spathic. Massive magnesite, the most common variety, is 

usually found in veins or masses in serpentine, resulting from the alteration of 

magnesia-rich rocks of the peridotite family. To this group belong the Grecian 

depo.sits, most of the California deposits, the deposits of the Bridge River district 

of British Columbia and many other deposits. The crystalline variety of mag¬ 

nesite is usually found as massive, bedded deposits associated with limestones and 

dolomites. Important deposits of this tyj)e are tho.se of Austria; Stevens County, 

Wash.; and Grenville, Quebec, Canada. 

The three general modes of origin of magnesite are (1) alteration of serpentine, 

resulting in such massive noncrystalline deposits as tho.se of Greece; (2) sedi¬ 

mentary origin, such as the deposits of the Muddy River district near St. Thomas, 

Nev.; (3) replacement of calcareous sediments by magnesia-bearing solutions, 

forming deposits such as those of Austria-Hungary, Washington, and Quebec. 

Type 1 deposits in serpentine are usually in the form of large and small veins, 

lenses, and stockwork, and are erratic in distribution and extent. Type 2 deposits 

of sedimentary origin are more regular in occurrence, and reserves are more 

readily estimated. Type 3, or replacement deposits, are more regular than type 

1 and less regular than type 2. 

Before the Second World War Russia was by far the largest producer of mag- 
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nesite, with an average annual production for the 1934 to 1938 period of about 

534 000 short tons. Austria averaged about 403,000 tons annually for the same 

period; Manchuria, 233,000 tons; the United States, 157,000 tons; Greece, 

134 000 tons; and Czechoslovakia, 83,000 tons. Other fairly important pro¬ 

ducers were Yugoslavia, Canada, Australia (New South Wales), Korea, Germany 

(Prussia), and India. 
During the war the production of all types of magnesium compounds was 

greatly stimulated, due in part to the very large demand for refractories for the 

metallurgical industries and in part to the tremendous development of the 

metallic magnesium industry. These demands not only caused large expansions 

in the going operations but also led to the emergency development of many new 

deposits of magnesite and of new sources such as sea water, brucite, and lang- 

beinite. The war peak for magnesite production alone, reached m 1943, was 

over 750,000 tons of crude magnesite, or nearly 5 times the prewar average. 

Postwar years have seen the production .shrink back again to peacetime require¬ 

ments. but in 1946 it was still nearly twice the 1937-1939 average. 

Uniled Slates. Only three states are or have been important producers of 

magnesite: Washington. California, and Nevada. Small deposits, some of which 

have been worked to a limited extent, occur in Texas, New Mexico, and Utah. 

Until 1916, when the large deposits in Stevens County, Wash., were discovered, 

California was the only producing state and the industry was pioneered there. 

During the Second World War, when the extensive magnesite-brucite deposits 

of the Luning area in Nevada were developed on a large scale, that state became a 

very important producer, chiefly for metallic aluminum. Since the war these 

operations have been greatly curtailed and Washington has again become the 

largest producer. 
Washington. Very large deposits of coarsely crystalline magnesite occur m 

Stevens County, Wa.sh., centering about Chewelah and Valley, 60 miles north of 

Siwkane. Most of the magnesite is colored, varying from white through pink, 

red, and gray to black. It occurs as replacements of large lenses of dolomite in 

sedimentary be<is. The larger deposit-s are 200 or more ft thick and 1,000 or 

more ft long, dipping at angles of up to 45 deg. Estimates of reserves of 1 million 

tons each witliin UK) ft of the surface are roa.sonable for at least three of the 

deposits. It is consi.lered of better grade for refractory iiurposes than the 

California material, while the latter is preferre.l for caustic magnesite for struc¬ 

tural purposes. It contains very little iron, ami for refactory uses iron must be 

adfled before calcining. The rock as mined averages high in hme (from doloimte 

inclusions) and in silica, but tlic .juality is greatly improve<i by bencficiation. 

Culifarnut. This .state has probably passo<l its peak as a magnesite producer 

and some of the once important districts, such as l*ortcrville, arc now only of 

historic interest. Magnesite, almost wholly of the “ amoriihouK” or crypto- 

crystalline variety, occurs in many fleposits. usmilly of the irregular-vein, lens, or 

stockwork type, throughout the C’oa.^t llango and on the west slope of the Sierras 

from Mendocino ami Tlacer counties on the north to Hiveisi«le (dainty on the 

south. At the peak of California pnxluctioii in 1917 operations were active in 13 

counties. Dcposit-s tend to be small, though of high grade. In 1946 production 
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was reported only from the Western mine near Livermore, but the famous Bald 

Eagle mine near Gustine was operated as late as 1944.^? 

Nevada. Very extensive deposits of high-grade crystalline magnesite and 

brucite occur in the Luning district on the northwestern slope of the Paradise 

Range in northwestern Nye County, Nev., about 200 miles south of Reno. 

These deposits, now generally known as the Gabbs or Gabbs Valley deposits, 

have been described in detail by Callaghan.* During the Second World War 

there were several important operations here, the largest being the mining, flota¬ 

tion, and calcining plant to process 2,000 tons per day for the basic magnesium 

metal plant near Las Vegas. In 1946 relatively small-scale production continued 
here, chiefly for “caustic-calcined” uses. 

A very large bedded deposit of massive, fine-grained, white magnesite, rather 

high in silica and lime, occurs in the valley of the Muddy River, near St. Thomas, 

Clark County, and other deposits of high-grade magnesite are known in eastern 
Nevada. 

Other States. Caustic calcined magnesite for the fertilizer market is made at 

Llano, Texas, from low-grade deposits nearby. A very small production has 

come from Juab County, Utah, and deposits of possible commercial interest 

exist in Grant County, New Mexico. 

Russia. As the world’s largest prewar producer of magnesite Russia has 

extensive deposits of high-grade crystalline magnesite. The most important are 

7H km northeast of Satka in the western Ural Mountain district. Other large 

deposits are reported near Lake Baikal, East Siberia. In addition to supplying 

her own needs Russia exported large tonnages to England, France, Germany, and 

other countries. 

Austria and Czechoslovakia.^* Prior to the First World War the best known 

magnesite deposits in the worhl and the ones which then furnished most of the 

world’s supj)ly were those of Austria-Hungary, now belonging in part to Austria 

and in part to Czechoslovakia. These rleposits are a series of lenses in dolomite 

in a narrow belt with a general northeasterly trend, extending across these 

countries for several hundred miles. Tlie most important are at Veitsch in 

Styria and at Hadenthein. The ore is of the crystalline type, containing 2 to 5 

per cent iron oxide, 1 to 5 j)er cent silica, and 1 to 3 per cent lime. 

Manchuria. Among the world’s largest magnesite deposits are those of 

Manchuria along the line of the Manchurian Railroad between Mukden and 

Dairen. One group of deposits on the east side of Ta-shih-chiao covers an area 

50 km long by 6 km wide and is reported to contain 5 billion tons. Exports of 

dead-burned and caustic magnesite were made to Japan, Europe, and the United 

States. 

Greece. Depo.‘?its of magnesite are known in several localities in Greece, but by 

far the most important are those on the island of Euboea. The magnesite is 

amorphous, closely resembling both physically and chemically that from Cali¬ 

fornia. It occurs with serpentine as veins, masse.s, and stockworks. The most 

important deposits are those of Mantoudi, Daphnopotamous, IJmni, Pyli» 

Afrati, an<l Hajia Anna, all easily accessible to the coast. The largest deposit is 

at Mantoudi on the northeast coast. This deposit is 1,800 ft long and has a 
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maximum width of 130 ft and a dip of 35 deg. It has been mined to a depth of 

over 300 ft, with little indication of decrease in size. The product is all exported 

either in crude form or as calcined to the caustic state (most important before the 

war) or to the dead-burned state. 
Canada. Quebec. The most important magnesite deposits in Canada are in 

the Grenville district, Argenteuil County, Quebec, about halfway between 

Ottawa and Montreal. The four principal localities are about 12 miles north of 

Grenville. The magnesite occurs, closely associated with dolomite, in lenticular 

masses, intensely faulted and folded, with bands or lenses of serpentine in meta¬ 

morphosed sediments consisting of crystalline limestone, garnet gneiss, and 

quartzite. It is crystalline and cream white, milk white, or gray in color. Out¬ 

crops are as much as 1,000 ft long and 300 ft wide. While these deposits are of 

moderate size and high in lime, due to included dolomite, they have been of some 

importance because of their location. Since the discovery of the brucite tleposits 

of Quebec and Ontario and their successful commercial development (see Brucite) 

these magnesite deposits have become of less interest. 

Korea. Very large deposits of magnesite have been reported in Korea—one of 

3 billion tons in Tansengun, South Kankyo Province. Other deposits have been 

worked near Gosui, North Kankyo Province, largely for export to Japan. 

Other Countries. Deposits of known or probable commercial importance occur 

in Italy (near Livorno); in New South Wales (at Attunga and Piedmont); in 

Western Australia (near Port Pirie and Robertstown); in India (Madras); in 

Mexico (Santa Margarita Island, IwOwer California); in S'pain (Province of 

Santardes); Sweden (near Narbotten in Kvickjock parish, and in Paturkorso 

Valley between Suliteluna and the North Sea); in Russia (near Ufa in Orenburg, 

and in the Kuban district of the Caucasus); in South Africa (in the Barberton 

district of eastern Transvaal, between Ktuapmuiden and Malelane); in Portuguese 

West Africa (large deposits in North Bihe district, 200 miles east of Benguela); 

in Turkeij (Eskischir province, 75 km from Smyrna); in Neio Caledonia, (large 

deposits on west coast); in Silesia (at Baumgarten and Grochan, south of Prank- 

enstcin); in Venezuela (Margarita Island); in Macedonia (near Salonika, Greece); 

in Norway (at Snarum and near Dammen). 

Sources of Magnesium Compounds. Ilydromagncsite is a natural basic mag¬ 

nesium carbonate, 3MgC03-Mg(0II)2'3H.-0; MgO, 43.9 per cent, CO2, 30..3 per 

cent; H2O, 19.S per cent. In chemical composition tiiis is close to artificially 

precipitatcfl biusic magnesium carbonate (see Dolomite). 

Hydntmagne.site i.s a soft, white mineral found in small tufte<l crystals, but 

more usually in cbalklike masses somewhat rc.scmbling amorphous magnesite. 

It may occvir fis an alteration product of serpentine, but moie commonly is 

derived from dolomite. It is found commercially associated with dolomite and/or 

magnasite un<l sometimes brvicitc. 

Fairly large <leposits of hydromagnesitc occur in British Columbia in the 

Atlin, Williams Lake, and Clinton districts. At one time a deposit at Tattoii 

was worked and the product shipped to Vancouver for making plastic magnesia. 

In Spain hydromagnesitc lias been mine<l in the Ueinosa district of the jiroviiice 

of Santander, but it is of low grade due to contamination with dolomite. 
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Sea Water ae a Source of Magnesium Compounds. As shown in Table 2 by 

Chesney,3 next to sodium, magnesium is the most abundant solid constituent of 
sea water. 

Table 2. Composition op Sea Water 

Grams per Liter of Sp Gr 1.024 

NaCl. 27.319 
MgCli. 4.176 
MgSOi. 1.668 
MgBrj. 0.076 
CaSO*. 1.268 
Ca(HC03)2. 0.178 
K2SO4. 0.869 
B2O3. 0.029 
SiO-. 0.008 
Iron and alumina, RnOj. 0.022 

This source may be used directly or by treating the residual bitterns after the 

removal of common salt and sometimes bromine. Recovery processes dc]>cnd 

upon the almost complete insolubility of magnesium hydroxide in water. The 

raw sea water or bitterns are treated with high-calcium lime or dolomitic lime, 

precipitating the magnesium as the hydroxide. When dolomitic lime is used its 

magnesium content is added to that from the sea water, thus greatly increasing 

the recovery. The resultant product, after wasliing, thickening, and filtering, is 

used to make caustic or refractory magnesia or magnesium chemicals or, ulti¬ 

mately, metallic magnesium. Magnesia from sea-water plants are operated as 

follows: from residual bitterns, Newark and South San Francisco, Calif.; from 

sea water, Moss Landing, Calif.; Velasco and Freeport, Tex.; and Cape May, 
N.J. 

Well brines are at present the most important sources of magnesium chloride 

and sulfates in the United States. The Dow Chemical Co. pioneered the manu¬ 

facture of metallic magne.sium from magnesium chloride obtained us a by-product 

from the natural well brines at Midland, Mich., used primarily as a source of 

sodium chloride for making sodium comiK)unds and chlorine. During the 

Second World W.ar there were develojjed other sources of magnesium chloride, 

such as langbeinite from Carlsbad, N.Mcx., and sea water, but the Michigan 

brines continue to be very important sources not only of the chloride but also of 

the sulphate, the hydroxide, and even the oxide. Plants are or have been oper¬ 

ated at Midland, St. Louis, Manistee, and Ludington, Mich. A deposit of 

natural brine, high in magnesium chloride, is reported near Gail, Border County, 

Tex. 

In 1941 and 1942 a large deposit of carnallite (KCl-MgCL'OHsO) and syhdte 

(KCl) was explored by the U.S. Bureau of Mines by drilling, near Thompsons, 30 

miles north of Moab, Grand County, Utah. Here at a depth of about 3,500 ft is a 

rich zone of tiiese salts about 220 ft thick. Brine.s from these holes, nearly 30 per 

cent solids, consist of approximately 52 per cent MgCL, 27 per cent CaCL, 13 per 

cent KCl, 8 per cent NaCl, and 0.15 to 0.20 per cent bromine. It was proposed to 

erect a plant here to produce 500 tons per day of anhydrous magnesium cldoride, 

but the project was not started. 
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The magnesium sulfate brine well operation at O’Donnell, Tex., has been noted 

under Epsomite. 

Production and Consumption. The essential features of production and con¬ 

sumption of magnesite and the primary products made from it are shown in 

Tables 3 and 4. 

Table 3. Salient Statistics ok the Magnesite Industry in the United States, 

1942 to 1946 

1042 1943 1944 1945 1940 

Crude magnesite: 

Mined; 

Short tons. 407.368* 754,832 561.450 336.458 324.640 

Value-. $3,874,334 $6,071,596 $4,407,461 $2 324 957 $2,225,850 

Sold by producers: 

Short tons. 6.835 4.090 b b b 

Value. $57,350 $47,788 b b h 

Average per ton<. $8.39 $11.68 b b 

Imports for consumption: 

Short tons... 1 039 1 

Value.' $34.588 

X 

$56 
Caustic-calcined magn(*sia: | 

Sold or used by pro<lucers:^ 

Short tons. 41,880 191,792 130.243 43.270 45.178 
Value. $2,028,120 $11,407,505 $6,481,963 $2,503,544 $2,854,538 

Average i>i*r ion<. $48.42 $59.95 $46.55 $57.86 $63.18 
Imports for consumption: 

Short tons. 578 290 559 445 44! 
Value. $19,105 $13,122 $15,286 $12,134 $12,985 

Refractory magnesia: 

Sold or used by producers:* 

Short tons. 273.661 301.382 278.490 254.004 244.824 
Value. $7,823,063 $9.341.183 $8,420,049 $7,414,218 $7,231,869 

Average per ton*. $28.59 $30.09 $30.20 $29.08 $29.54 
Imports for consumption: 

Short tons. 7.728 0.233 6.170 5.506 1.873 
Value. $280,342 $310,407 $260,062 $234,519 

1 
$182,574 

* Pftrily «.-ntiinut«cl; ri>0!«t of the crude in iirocoHKvti hy the inininK companies, ami very little eiitora oi>eo 
inarkf^t. 

* liuri'AM of Minm not at liberty to publish 

* Average rocoiptM fob mine shippinK point. 

* raiiatir'calrinod maffm-Hito and reactive maicncNia from Bca-water bUtema, well briiica, and 
row aca wut*rr ari<l from prcciptlaicd matciuminrn curl>onAte obtaino<J from dolomite. 

majcneaiU: and refractory iiiaKni'aia from bniritc. dolomite, aea-wotcr bitterns, 
well bhnea. and row itca water; there waa oono from well brines in 10-14. 

World production since the start of the Second World War has been so incom¬ 

plete and fragmentary a.s to he meaningless. The general prewar picture has 

already been given (page.H 29S to 299). Since the war, production in Europe, 

Manchuria, Kortyi, and other war-area countries ha.s recovered, but very slowly, 

or has been dormant. On the other hand, a few countries that had little or no 

j)rft\\ar profluction, such a.s Australia, IBrazil, and Sweden, have reported fairly 
important prdouction chiefly for their own needs. 

Although world demands for magnesite aiul magnesium compounds have 

greatly increased, due to the development of the metallic magnesium industry, to 
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Mining and Preparation. Methods of mining and preparing magnesite vary 

cnnsiclcrably in the several important consuming districts, depending not only 

vipon the nature of the magnesite, but also upon the purposes for which it is to be 

used. Magnesite may bo shipped in either the crude or the calcined form. The 

calcined product may be cither “dead-burned” (a product from which practically 

all the carbon clioxidc has been driven off, used as a refractory) or burned to 

“caustic” magnesite (a product in w'hich 3 to 8 jicr cent carbon dioxide is left in 

the resi<lue, used in making oxychloride or Sorel cement). If the crude magnesite 

is to be dead-burned, it should contain sufficient iron oxide to make the product 

bond or set well in furnace bottoms or in brick. Some of the natural magnesite 

contains sufficient iron oxide for this purpose (the Austrian product is the best 

example) and in other cases iron oxide must be added before calcining (for 

example, the Washington magnesite). From 4.5 to 8.0 per cent iron o-vide in the 

dead-burned j)roduct is considered the most desirable content. The methods of 

mining and propar.ation used in the most important districts aie discussed below. 

Mining Methods. In Austria-Hungary and Czechoslovakia most of the mag¬ 

nesite is obtained by open (juarrjdng in benches, followed by sorting and hand 

cobbing. In Stevens County, Wash., open quarrying is most common, but glory- 

hole mining is also used. In California most of the ore is removed by under- 
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ground mining, but glory holes and other methods are sometimes used. In 

Greece the upper parts of the magnesite bodies are worked by open quarrying, 

but some of the deposits have been worked from shafts several hundred feet deep. 

The Canadian deposits have been worked chiefly by open quarrying. Careful 

sorting and cobbing are necessary. 

Beneficiation. In some magnesites, like most of those in California, the 

impurities are generally softer than the pure magnesite and thus, in grinding, 

migrate to the fines. This property has been used to effect a rough separation of 

magnesite from impurities, mainly siliceous, although alumina and iron generally 

follow the silica. By graded, crushing, and screening, the coarser products may 

be made very low in silica, and the fines, high in silica, may be used for low-grade 

purposes or wasted. 

During the period from 1936 to 1939 the U.S. Bureau of Mines developed 

methods of purifying magnesite ores by froth flotation,^ and in 1941 the North¬ 

west Magnesite Co. completed a 300 ton per day flotation plant at its Chewelah, 

Wash., operations. This process was successful, and later sink and float concen¬ 

tration w'as added to treat coarser sizes. As noted under Talc, flotation has been 

used to separate the bruennerite variety of magnesite from Vermont talc. 

Calcining Methods. Used in the early development of the industry in this 

country (and still used in some foreign countries) were two types of vertical kilns: 

small bottle-shaped kilns and kilns resembling vertical lime kilns. These handled 

only lump ore and were used, in this country, chiefly for making caustic grade. 

Where iron oxide or other agents had to be added to make refractory grades the 

rotary kiln was essential, and gradually this type of kiln was adopted for making 

all types of products. 

The object of calcination is to make either (1) caustic magne.site, for plastic 

magnesite cement, containing 3 to 8 i)er cent carbon dioxide, or (2) dead-burned 

magnesite, for refractories, containing only about per cent carbon dioxide. 

Caustic magnesite is usually sold in a finely pulverized form. Dead-burned 

magne.site is sold either (1) as dead-burned grain, which consists of granules and 

nodule.s up to or in. in diameter, or (2) as lump, which is later ground and 

u.sed for the making of magnesite brick. Dead-burned magnesite must contain 

sufficient impurities (j>erhaps 8 to 14 i>er cent), such a.s iron, silica, and lime 

(chiefly iron), so that it will bond under )ie.;it. Some crude magne.site.s naturally 

contain sufficient iron and so on for this purpose, for example, the .\ustrian prod¬ 

uct and some of the Californian magnesite. Such iron-bearing magnesites are 

sometimes called natural ferromagnesiUs. They are not so suitable for making 

caustic magne-site, but are particularly adai>ted for refractory purposes. When 

noniron-bearing ore is to be used for making the dead-burned product, iron usually 

must be added, commonly in the form of iron ore. Magne.site to be calcined to 

the cau-stic .state and ferromagnesite for the dead-burned product may be calcined 

in any of the three types of kiln noted above, but, when iron ore must be added, 
calcination is carried on only in rotary kilns. 

Caustic magnc.site is ma<le by calcining to a temperature of 700 to 1000®C. 

Dead-burned magnesite is calcined at 1450 to 1.500'’C if high in iron, but KiOO to 

1700° is required if the ore is low in iron or other impurities. In calcining to the 
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dead-burned state, not only is nearly all the carbon dioxide driven off, but also the 

particles sinter, shrink, and become hard, dense, and inert. The dead-burned 

product usually varies in color from reddish through chocolate brown to black. 

Pure magnesite is sometimes calcined in the electric furnace above 1700®C to a 

hard, flinty mass. This product, known as electrically shrunk or fused magnesia 

(artificial periclase), has a specific gravity of about 3.65 and shows no additional 

shrinkage on further heating. 

Austrian magnesite is calcined in both vertical and rotary kilns. The sintered 

product is quenched with water, crushed, screened, sorted, passed over magnetic 

separators, crushed a second time, resorted, recrushed to in., and sacked for 

shipment. The Grecian ore, used chiefly to make caustic magnesite, is burned in 

bottle-shaped, vei'tical kilns, followed by hand-sorting. Part of the Canadian 

magnesite has been calcined to the caustic state in vertical kilns, but most of it 

has been burned in rotary kilns to the dead-burned state by methods similar to 

those used in Washington, described below. 

Nearly all the California magnesite is of the compact or amorphous type. 

Part of it is low in iron and part is natural ferromagnesite. The chief product 

before the war was caustic magnesite, but during the war considerable dead- 

burned product was made both from natural ferromagnesite and from low-iron 

magnesite plus iron ore. In a few cases a low-iron magnesite has been calcined 

in vertical kilns, crushed, mixed with iron ore, and recalcined in rotary kilns. 

Refractory-grade calcined magnesite is of two types: (1) brick grade, containing 

S3 to 90 per cent magnesia, and (2) maintenance grade, containing 60 to 82 per 

cent magnesia, used principally to build up and patch the bottoms and sides of 

open-hearth steel furnaces. Analyses of typical products arc given in Table 5. 

Table 5, Analyses of Calcined Magnesite 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

MizO . 81.97 97.2 93.5 82.3 92.2 94.0 

C'aO . 3.10 1.5 1.4 4.7 1.8 1.9 

Po-Oa . 7.90 0.2 0.2 6.5 0.3 0.3 

AluOl . 7.90 0.3 0.3 1.5 0.4 0.3 

SiO. 2.91 0.6 0.6 
1 

5.0 5.3 1.9 

Mn-Oa. 0.68 
Itfiiilioii loss. 0.38 0.2 4.0 1.6 

1920, p. 14. . 
2. Cluanical magnesia, Newark, Calif., sea water; Max Y. Seaton, Production and 

Properties of the Commercial Magnesias, Am. Inat. Alining Alel. Engra., Tech. Pub. 149 , 

July. 1942. 
3. Caustic magnesia, Newark. Calif., sea water; Seaton, op. cii. 

4. Maintenance, dead-burn. Newark, Calif., sea water; Seaton, op. cii. 

5. Periclase. Newark, Calif., sea water; Seaton, op. cii. 

G. Caustic grade, Bald £agle Standard, Gustiue, Calif.; Seaton, op. cii. 

Marketing and Shipping. Crude magnesite is shipped in either open-top or 

boxcars, although little is sold in this form. Caustic or plastic calcined magnesite 
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may be shipped in lump form in boxcars to grinding plants in the central and 

eastern states, or shipped in ground form in paper or paper-lined cloth bags hold¬ 

ing 150 lb each. Dead-burned lump magnesite is shipped in bulk in boxcars. 

Dead-burned grain is preferably shipped in 200-lb cloth bags, but may be shipped 

in bulk in boxcars. 

The markets for dead-burned magnesite products are in the large steel-produc¬ 

ing centers of the East, but caustic magnesite for cement, stucco, and flooring is 

used all over the country. However, magnesite cement flooring and stucco has 

been probably more popular on the Pacific coast and in the midwestern cities 

than in the East. 

Caustic magnesite deteriorates on contact with moist air and must be carefully 

stored. 

Prices. In 1950 dead-burned grain magnesite was quoted at S33 per ton, car¬ 

load lots, bulk, fob Washington state. Caustic calcined, 85 per cent magnesia, 

oxychloride grade, was quoted at $70 per ton fob California; sea-water granular, 

$57 per ton; sea-water pcriclase, 90 per cent grade, $50.50 per ton; and sea-water 

periclase, 93 per cent grade, $75 per ton. Magnesium metal, ingot, carload lots, 

was quoted at 20.5 cents per pound. 

Specifications and Tests. Because of the somewhat confusing and interchange¬ 

able use of terms designating magnesite and its products, McDowell and Howe 

liave defined these terms as ordinarily used. Their definitions are as follows: 

Magnesite. (1) The mineral MgCOa, the crude material of the magnesite industry; 

(2) a term applied to various products manufactured from the mineral MgC’Oj, 

such as “dead-burned” and “plastic” magnesite, magnesite brick, and so forth. 

Plastic Afagnesile or Caustic-burned Magnesia. The product which results from 

calcining crude magnesite at a comparatively low temperature and which contains 

about 2 to 5 per cent CO2; called also calcined magnesite. 

Calcineti Magnesite. (1) Magne.site tluit has been calcined at any temperature, 

including both caustic- and dead-burned; (2) an intermediate product between 

caustic- and dead-burned magnesite, i.e., magnesite which has been calcined but not 

sintered, and in which llte CO- content is below 2 per cent, usually about 1 per cent. 

Dead-burned Afagnesite or Dead-burnc<l Afagnesia. A sintered product obtained by 

calcining inagnc.sitc at a high teinj>eraturc; it usually contains less than 0.5 per cent 

(’Oj and almost invariably contains 4.5 to 8 per cent FcaOj, either naturally or by 

additions of iron ore during the treatment. 

hle.ctricetUy Shrunk Magne-nia. Magne.site calcined in the electric furnace to effect 

complete shrinkage; u.sually of u liigh d<'grec of purity. 

Afagnesia or Afagnesile Brick. Brick consisting essentially of MgO, generally 

containing 4.5 to 8 p<‘r cent FejO,. It has been .suggc.sted that brick with this amount 

of iron bo called “magne.site brick,” and tho.s«? nearly free from iron “magn<*sia brick,” 
but the liitttT term is more fre(jucntly applied to both. 

.Magnesia. (I) The pure oxide of magnc.sium; (2) a term ajjplied synonymously 

with “magne.site” to brick, dead-burned mat<*rial, and so forth; (3) to certain tnagne- 

sitc i)roduets low in impurities and high in Mg(J, magnesia crucibh-s, ele<-trically 

shrunk or fuscal magnesia, and so forth; and (4) also applied to precipitated or basic 
rarboiiato of ifjaf;ru*sia. 

iiaHtr Cnrbofuilr of ytngnrHia. A powdfry niatrrial pre*pared eithor by boiling 

a solution of acid magnesium carbonate or by double decompo.sition of a soluble 
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magnesium salt and a soluble carbonate. The composition of the commercial product 

varies somewhat, but is generally given as 3MgC08-Mg(0H)2 + SH^O, the same as 
that of hydromagnesite.*® 

Little magnesite is sold to the ultimate consumer in the crude state, except to 

the manufacturers of epsom salts and other chemicals. For this purpose pure 

magnesite in 4- to 14-in. lumps is required. Today even the latter users generally 

prefer chemical calcined or caustic grade to crude magnesite. 

The requirements for all grades of calcined magnesite are very rigid and exact¬ 

ing. The value of caustic magnesite cannot be determined by chemical analysis 

alone, since its color, setting qualities, plasticity, and other physical properties 

demanded by use requirements cannot be predicted from chemical composition. 

This was found to be true when magnesite products made from sea water were 

first substituted for products made from natural magnesite. 

Caustic and chemical grades of calcined magnesite are usually ground to about 

95 per cent through a 200-mesh screen. 

Utilization. Except for the war use of magnesite for making metallic mag¬ 

nesium at Las Vegas, Nev., terminated after the war, by far the largest use for 

magnesite is for refractories. 

Dead-burned magnesite is a basic refractory and, as such, forms the principal 

refractory used in basic open-hearth steel furnaces and basic converters. It is 

also used in electric furnaces, in other types of furnaces and converters, in kilns 

for pyrite burning for sulfuric acid manufacture and in portland-cement and other 

typ>es of kilns. Use in basic open-hearth steel furnaces is by far the most impor¬ 

tant on the basis of quantity used. In the form of dead-burned grain it is used in 

making the hearth, in fettling, and in patching. In the form of brick it is used to 

line the walls, ends, ports, and crowns. 

In addition to pure magnesite brick other basic to neutral refractories are made 

from mixtures of magnesite with chromite, silica, and other refractory materials. 

In the refractory field magnesite must also compete with other magnesia refrac¬ 

tories, which include dead-burned dolomite, dead-burned mixtures of dolomite 

and magnesite (as at Kilmar, Quebec), dead-burned mixtures of dolomite and 

brucite (as at Mapleton, Ohio), and olivine-forsterite refractories. 

In the past 20 years the amount of all types of high-magnesia refractories made 

from magnesite, dolomite, and brucite used in the United States in basic open- 

hearth and electric steel production has ranged from 3 to 7.6 lb per ton of steel. 

The normal peacetime average is about 4.8 lb per ton of steel. 

Oxychloride or Sorel Cement. If finely ground caustic magnesite is mixed with a 

solution of magnesium chloride, a plastic cement is formed that will set to a hard, 

dense, tough, elastic product which can be drilled, planed, scraped, and burnished 

like wood. The composition of the product is believed to correspond to the 

formula MgCU’ShlgO-lOHaO. Nearly any strength of magnesium chloride solu¬ 

tion will produce a setting action, but a solution of 20 to 22®B4 gravity is ordi¬ 

narily used. The mixture is usually modified for various uses by the addition of 

coloring matter and such filler materials as wood fiber, cork, talc, silica, asbestos, 

marble dust, and sand. 
During the 1920's this product was popular for exterior stucco and for floors 
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and walls in residential construction, but its use gradually declined because it was 

not fully weatherproof and because it was more expensive than competitive 

materials. Because of its toughness, durability, flexibility, and resistance to 

heat, however, its use has continued as a flooring material in pullman and other 

railroad cars, hospitals, railway stations, schools, offices, kitchens, ship decks, and 

other public and semipublic places. Much research has been done to improve 

and stabilize the product, and it has been frequently predicted that its use will 

again increase. 

Other Uses. It has been recognized in recent years that many soils are defi¬ 

cient in magnesium, and there is a large and growing demand for fertilizers con¬ 

taining that element. This is being supplied by a wide variety of materials, 

including dolomite, crude and calcined magnesite, calcined mixtures of olivine or 

serpentine and phosphate rock, and potash-magnesium salts such as langbeinitc, 

carnallite, and kainite. 

Light-calcined (caustic) magnesia, finely pulverized, is used in rubber, where it 

acts mainly as an accelerator. 

Basic magnesium carbonate and epsomitc are both sometimes made from mag¬ 

nesite, but more commonly they are derived from other sources (see Dolomite 

and Epsomite). 

Activated magnesia for use as a decolorizing, neutralizing, and adsorbing agent 

is made in one process by heating precipitated magnesium hydroxide until 80 to 

85 per cent has been converted to the oxide. A typical analysis shows MgO, 

70.^ per cent; Mg(OH)i, 14.38 per cent; MgCOj, 8.78 per cent; MgSOj, 1.36 per 

cent; CaCOj, 3.42 per cent; with a minor content of SiO;, NaCl, FcjOs, and 

AI2O3. It is reported that the dry powder has 5 to 10 times the decolorizing 

power of bentonite or fuller’s earth (British Patent 483,096, Apr. 12, 1938). 

A synthetic, hydrous magnesium silicate called magnesol is a highly adsorptive 

agent used in dry cleaning, in oil refining, and in other industries as on industrial 

adsorbent. 

For many years the principal use for California magne.site was in making 

sulfite paper pulp on the Pacific coast. Magnesium bisulfite is saifl to be superior 

to calcium bisulfite because it is more stable, because it dissolves more completely 

the noncellulose matter (free resins), and because the rosiilucs left in the paper 

stock are not injurious to the sizing agents subsequently used. 

Mixture.*! of calcined magnesite and alumina have been fused together in an 

electric furnace to make a high-grade refractory product of the composition of 
the mineral spinel. 

Magnesium chloride may be recovered directly from well brines, as at Midland, 

Mich.; from kainite or carnallite a.s in Germany; fioin langbeinite'" by treating 

with sylvitc (KCl) as at Carl.sbad, N.Mex., from sea water and Ijittern.s; or by the 

direct reaction of hydrochloric acid on magnesite, magnesium oxide, or hydroxide. 
Its larg&st use i.s in making metallic magnesium. 

Magnesium hyrlroxide or milk of magnesia, may be made «lirect from sea 

water" as at South San Franci.sco, Calif., or from magnesite, calcined magnesite, 
or magne.'^ium chloride or sulfate. 

Magnesium sulfate is treated in the section on Epsomite. 
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MEERSCHAUM—SEPIOLITE 

Compositioii. Meerschaum or sepiolite is hydrous magnesium silicate, 

H4Mg-.«Si30io: SiOz, 60.8 per cent; MgO, 27.1 per cent; HzO, 12.1 per cent. 

General Description. Meerschaum occurs only in compact, finely granular, 

nodular, soft, earthy or clayey masses, white, and very lightweight when pure. 

The name “meerschaum” (German for “sea foam”) arises from the fact that 

when pure and dry it will float on water. It is highly absorbent, and when wet 

it is soft and somewhat plastic. When dried again, it becomes hard and tough. 

Some forms have a fibrous or leathery texture and in these the toughness is very 

pronounced. 

Physical Properties. Hardness, 2 to 2.5. Specific gravity, 1 to 2. Index of 

refraction, 1.519 to 1.529. Color, white, yellowish, or grayish. Streak, white. 

Luster, dull. Cleavage, none. Fracture, conchoidal to uneven. Transparency, 
opaque. Tenacity, tough. 

Occurrence. Meerschaum usually occurs as an alteration product of mag¬ 

nesite, serpentine, or possibly impure opal high in magnesium. It is generally 

found in nodular masses in serpentine or in secondary deposits. 

Foreign Countries. The most important deposits of meerschaum are in Ana- 

toliti, Asia Minor, near the town of Eskisliohr (the ancient Dorylacum) in the 

eastern part of the vilayet of Brusa. Eskishehr is on the River Brusa at the 

junction of the Angora and Konia Railway lines, about 120 miles southea.st of 

ConHtantinr)ple. Here meerschaum mining was .starte<I over 2,000 years ago by 

the early Oroek-s, who used the product for iniri)oses now unknown. Arouinl the 

town of Eskishehr is a high plateau surrounded on all sid<is but the east by 

mountains. At the foot of the m«>untains are the meerschaum deposits, princi¬ 

pally about 20 miles east of the town. The mineral is found us nodules in alluvial 

dcq>o.sits, probably of lacustrine origin. The nodules vary in size from that of an 

egg to that of a football. They occur mixed with fragments of 8eri>entinc and 
other magnesian and hornl)lcnde rocks. 

Meerschaum depo.sits have also been reported on the islands of Euboea and 

Samos in Greece; near Hrubschitz in Moravia, Czechoslovakia; in Bosnia; in 

Morocco; and near Vullecas, Madrid, and Toledo in Spain. A mineral knowii as 

aphro^tite found near Langbanshyttan in Vermland, Sweden, is closely allied to 
meer8<‘liaum. 

^ United Stales. Meerschaum i.s found in New Mexico at two localities in Grant 

County in the upper Gila River Valley. One deposit is in the Alunogen mining 
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district on the headwaters of Sapillo Creek about 23 miles by airline north of 

Silver City. The other is in the Juniper mining district in Bear Creek Canyon, 

about 12 miles northwest of Silver City. At the latter locality the meerschaum 

occurs in veins, lenses, seams, and balls, mostly in fractures in a limestone, 

together with chert, quartz, calcite, and clay. It is believed that about 1,000 

tons was produced before 1914. 

Meerschaum has also been noted in small quantities near Concord and Middle- 

town, Delaware County, and near West Nottingham, Chester County, PennsyU 

vania; at the Cheever Iron Mine, Richmond, Massachusetts; and New Rochelle, 

Westchester County, New York. 

Production. Production in Turkey has declined, in part due to the use of 

competitive materials. Before the war meerschaum was one of the principal 

exports of Turkey. Production of 9,520 kilos was reported in 1944. It is 

expected that some increase in output will be recorded. 

Mining and Preparation. In the Eskishehr district, Penzer^ states that mining 

methods are very primitive. Permits to mine anywhere may be obtained for 5 

Turkish lire. Miners work either on their owm account or for contractors, at 

wages of about 1lire |>er month. Shafts, about 3 ft square, are started in the 

upper clay stratum, using only axes and shovels as tools, and are sunk to a maxi¬ 

mum dcptli of from 60 to 100 ft. As meerschaum nodules are found, mixed with 

fragments of serpentine and other rock, they are removed by a system of drifts 

and crosscuts. The ore is hoisted in baskets by a wooden hand winch. Hori¬ 

zontal workings are untimbered, and practically no pumping is done. Workings 

are subject to frequent floods and cave-ins. 

At the surface the ore is packed in bags, sold to minor traders, and hauled in 

carts to Eskishehr. Here it is sold to wholesalers or to depots maintained by 

Viennese firms. 

Since no raw meerschaum is allowed to be exported by the Turkish government, 

it is pi epared in a preliminary way before shipment. 

The crude material as received from the mines is stored in damp cellars and 

allowed to become thoroughly moistened, for it hardens on drying so that it is 

very difficult to clean. It is then cleaned of adhering dirt, the bad places cut out, 

and the surfaces rounded. Next it is dried, in summer in the open air, but in 

winter i!i special drying chambers. Artificial drying requires about a week and 

the pr<)ces.s must be carried on very slowly and carefully so that no cracking or 

staining by smoke will result. In drying, meerschaum loses about two-thirds of 

its weight and becomes liarder and snowy white in color. However, reddish or 

yellowish material cannot be made pure white. The lumps are then smoothed 

with liorsetail grass, polished with a flannel dipped in warm water, waxed, graded, 

and packed for shipment. 
Thirteen grades of meerschaum are recognized, and each is sorted into four 

major and four minor sizes. These sizes are determined by the number of pieces 

that call be packed into standard boxes. For the three larger sizes, boxes 6M by 

\2\i by 28 in. are used; for the other sizes, boxes 7\'i by 14?i by 32 in. Each 

piece is wrapped in cotton and the box is built around the pieces, so that when the 

packing is finished no piece can be withdrawn and replaced. 
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The boxes are shipped over the Anatolia Railroad to Constantinople, thence to 

Vienna by way of Trieste or to other large markets. 

Utilization. The use of meerschaum for pipe making first started in Budapest 

in 1723. In 1767 the industry was started in Ruhia in the Thuringian Forest, in 

Germany, and this town is still the most important center for the manufacture of 

genuine and artificial meerschaum pipe bowls and cigar holders. In 1907 between 

3,000 and 4,000 workmen were employed. In 1911 it is stated that here about 

1,200,000 pipe bow’Is and cigar holders were made, and exports were valued at 

about $170,000. The production in 1911 had declined to about one-tenth of that 

in 1865 to 1866, due probably both to decreased demand and to competition 

from other centers, such as I^emgo and Nureraburg in Germany and production 

centers in the United States, England, and other countries. 

The irregular masses of meerschaum are first roughly cut to shape, then carved 

by hand or turned down on lathes, then smoothed down with glass paper atul 

dutch rushes. They are then boiled in wax, stearin, or spermaceti and polished 
mth chalk or bone ash. 

Meerschaum colors with smoking, because the mixture of the nicotine with the 

wax used in finishing permeates the pores of the mineral. As long as any wax 

remains, the color will deepen with continued smoking. Wlien the desired color 

is reached, it may be “set” by removing the remaining wax and boiling in linseed 

oil to fill the pores and harden the mineral. The details of the color-setting 
process are trade secrets. 

Meerschaum chips and dust are consolidated under pressure and the resultjiiit 

blocks used to make artificial meerschaum pipes, etc. Good imitations of meer¬ 

schaum are made by treating hardened plaster of paris with wax and coloring 
with gamboge or other pigments. 

At Vallecas, Spain, it is stated that meerschaum is found in blocks of sufficient 

size and abundance so that it may be utilized as a building material. In Algeria 

a soft variety has been used in place of soap for the whitening of linen and in the 

Moorish baths. Other suggested uses are for electrical insulation; as a mild 

abrasive (for toothpaste, etc.); and as an absorbent for oils, grea.ses, etc. 
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MICA 

The term “mica” is a group name applied to a large number of minerals that 

have certain physical and chemical characteristics in common. They all have a 

perfect basal cleavage yielding very thin, tough, more or less elastic plates or 

laminae. Chemically they are all silicates, usually orthosilieates of aluminum 

with potash and hydrogen and generally magnesium and ferrous iron. Fluorine 

may be an important constituent. Less common varieties contain ferric iron, 

sodium, and lithium, with, more rarely, rubidium and cesium. Still more uncom¬ 

mon varieties contain vanadium, barium, manganese, and chromium. All 

micas, upon heating, yield water (commonly 4 to 5 per cent, but chlorites yield 

10 to 13 per cent and vermiculite 11 to 21 per cent, although they are not con¬ 

sidered hydrosilicates). 

Micas of commercial importance may be divided into two general groups: (1) 

those used for their physical properties, including muscovite, phlogopite, biotite, 

sericite, and vermiculite; and (2) those used for their chemical content, including 

lepidolite and zinnwaUlite (lithium), and roscoelite (vanadium). In this section 

we will deal only with the first group, in which their physical or “micaceous” 

properties are important. 

Composition. Muscovite, potash mica, Il2KAl3(Si04)3, is a complex silicate of 

potassium, aluminum, and hydrogen, also often containing sodium iron, mag¬ 

nesium, calcium, and fluorine. 

Phlogojnte, amber mica, bronze mica, magnesium mica, (K,H)3Mg3Al(Si04)3. is 

a complex .silicate of magnesium, aluminum, potassium, and liydrogen, also often 

coutainiug iron, sodium, and fluorine. 

Biotite, black mica, magnesium-iron mica, (K,H)2(Mg,Fe):(Al,Fe)2(Si0.i)3. is a 

complex silicate of magnesium, iron, aluminum, potassium, and hydrogen, also 

often containing titanium, sodium, and fluorine. 

The analyses* of muscovite, phlogopite, and biotite in Table 1 are typical. 

Scriciic is a fine, scaly variety of muscovite, usually occurring in fibrous aggre¬ 

gates, often forming ne.arlj' the entire volume of a rock mass (sericite schist). 

Unlike muscovite, when finely ground it often does not develop the exceedingly 

thin plates needed for certain high-grade uses such as paint and wall paper (see 

sericite). 
Damourite is a fine-grained hyth'ous mica that has been recovered from deposits 

near Adelaide, South Australia, and marketed as ground mica. 

Chlorite is the name of a group of micaceous minerals, usually green in color and 

often callcrl the brittle micas. They resemble the true micas in appearance and 

cleavage; but they are usually opaque, and cleavage plates are not elastic, but are 

rather tough and brittle an<l sometimes almost sectilc. The chlorites and chlorite 

schists are sometimes ground to make a low grade of ground mica for prepared 

roofing, etc. 

• Ci-AiiKE, r. W., Analyses of Rocks and Minerals, U.S. Gcol. Survey, Dull. 591, PP- 330 
and 333. (.Muscovite from Alexander County, N.C.; phlogopite from Burgess, Cana , 

biotite from Auburn, Maine.) 
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Mica schist is a laminated metamorphic rock consisting largely of mica (usually 

muscovite, biotite, or chlorite) in small flakes, mixed with quartz and other 

minerals. Mica schist has been used as a refactory material and it is sometimes 

ground to make a low grade of ground mica for prepared roofing, etc. 

Vermiculite is treated in the section devoted to it. 

Lcpidolile and zinnwaldite are lithium micas discussed under Lithium Minerals. 

It is noteworthy that in one area only, Western Australia, lepidolite is found in 

large sheets. It is considered superior material for diaphragms. 

RoscoelUe is a vanadium mica used as a source of this metal. It has a theo¬ 

retical formula H8K(MgFe)(AlV)4(Si03)i2. Commerical occurrences are in sand¬ 

stones in Colorado, Utah, New Me.xico, and Arizona. 

Tabi-k 1. Analysks ok Micas 

Muscovite, 
per cent 

Phlogopite, 
per cent 

Biotito, 
per cent 

SiO*. 45.40 39.60 34 67 
TiO,. 1 10 0 56 
AhO,. 33.66 17 00 30 09 
FcjO,. 2.36 0 27 2 42 
FeO. 0 20 16 14 
IfuO. 0 62 0.85 (MnO) 

1.98 
1.67 
7.55 
4.64 
0.28 

^rgO. 1 8G 20 40 
Na.O. 1 41 GO 
KiO. 8 33 9.97 

2 90 ILf). 5 46 
!•'. O.fiO 2.21 

Oz equivalent of F. 
100.27 

0.29 
100.60 

0.94 
100.29 

0.12 

99.98 99.66 100.17 

General Description. The commeri-ial micas are complex silicates of aluminum 

and potassium containing hytlrogen, magnesium, iron, sodium, lithium, ami 

fluorine, which crystallizes in the monoclinic s5’stcm. They are characteiizctl by 

a i)erfe(;t basal cleavage and elastic cleavage laminae, are relatively soft, and fuse 

with difficulty. Thin plates are usually transparent, but thicker plates vary 

from transparent to opaque. Colors are white, yellow, amber, red, brown, green, 
gray, and black. 

Physical Properties. Mtiscovite. Hardness, 2 to 3. Specific grnvihj, 2.S to 3.1. 

Melting point, 5.7 in scale. Index of nfrnction, l.ofil to 1.594. Color, colorless, 

yellow, brown, red, green, gray. Streak, white. Luster, pearly to vitreous'. 

Cleavage, basal only, but unusually perfect. Transpnreru^j, thin plates, trans- 

Iiarent to translucent; thicker plates, transparent to opaque. Tenacity, elastic. 

I'hlogopile. Proi><?rtics arc the same as for muscovite, with the following excep¬ 

tions: Melting point, high. Index of refraction, 1.562 to 1.G06. Color, silvery 
brown, yellow, brown, green, cop|x;r, or bronze red. 
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Biotite. Properties are the same as for muscovite, with the following 
exceptions: Melting point, high. Index of refraction, 1.541 to 1.574. Color, 
black to dark brown or dark green. 

Under heat muscovite begins to lose its valuable electrical properties at about 
550®C and gives off water rapidly at 700*C. Good phlogopite will stand tem¬ 
peratures of up to 1000®C ^vithout losing either water or its electrical value. 

Occurrence. It is of the utmost importance that any discussion of the occur¬ 
rence of mica deposits of commercial interest sharply differentiate between 
deposits of high-grade sheet mica (muscovite or phlogopite) suitable for the most 
exacting electrical uses and deposits that will yield material suitable for ground 
mica. And in the ground-mica field we must further divide deposits into those 
of white mica suitable for making the best water-ground mica and the low-grade 
deposits that will yield only dry-ground mica of roofing grade. These three 
fields are distinct and noncompetitive—practically different industries. Impor¬ 
tant deposits of high-grade sheet mica are very rare; the products are of high 
value and will stand high transportation costs. Sources of white mica for wet 
grinding are distinctly not common but are far more abundant than good sheet- 
mica deposits. Deposits of mica schist and other low-grade micas for dry grind¬ 
ing arc relatively common. The product has low unit value and ores will not 

stand high transportation costs. 
Unfortunately, production statistics for all grades and types are often grouped 

together, particularly for some foreign countries. Grave errors in judging the 
workl’s mica reserves and of the value of individual mica deposits have arisen 
from lack of understanding of the basic differences between these three fields. 
Mincfulogically an<l geologically, mica is a very common mineral, but important 
deposits of sheet mica are known in but few countries in the world. Mica suit¬ 
able for grinding is much more widespread but has developed on important scale 
only in those countries which have enough industrial development to provide 
loc al market or which can profitably export grinding grade of scrap mica. 

The modes of occurrence of muscovite and biotite are much the same, but 
tliose of phlogopite are usually quite different. Geologically, commercial mus¬ 
covite and biotite occur chiefly in pegmatite dikes, associated with feldspar and 
quartz, but they also are abundant in granites, syenites, schists, and gneisses. 
Phlogopite occurs in crystalline limestones, dolomites, schists, serpentines, and 

basic dikes. e u- u 
Prior to the Second World War India was by far the largest supplier of high- 

grade sheet mica. Madagascar was an important shipper of phlogopite mica, 
brazil, Argentina, Canada, and the United States were relatively small but 
important producers. During the war, when mica was the No. 1 strategic 
mineral, very extensive and costly efforts were made by the United States 
Government to find and develop worth-while deposits all over the world then 
accessible to us. By this extensive effort, production was increased considerably 
in all the foregoing countries. Southern Rhodesia and Tanganyika became 
important producers and a few other countries such as Mexico and Peru made 
some shipments. In general, however, even with the very high prices paid, 
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government subsidies, and other stimulation very few important new deposits of 

high-grade mica were found. 

United Slates. Taking into account all grades and types of mica, North 

Carolina for a great many years before, during, and since the Second World War 

has been by far the most important mica-producing state. Although the first 

commercial mica mine in the country, the famous Ruggles mine, was opened in 

New Hampshire in 1803 to supply “isinglass” for stove windows, that state soon 

lost the lead to North Carolina and only regained it once or twice for short 

periods. Except for the w’ar periods the bulk of production has come from these 

two states, plus South Dakota and Connecticut. Mica deposits of some sort 

occur in a great many states. Under the vigorous government stimulation and 

high prices of the Second World War, a great number of deposits were opened 

and some yielded important quantities of lower grade, stained, and defective 

sheet mica suitable for less important uses. In addition, much larger quantities 

of mica were developed that were suitable only for grinding. Some of this war 

production came from previously known deposits or districts, but many new 

deposits were opened. Since much of this production was of poor quality 

and gained at impossibly high price levels, records of production for that period 

do not give a true picture of which states really should be called mica-producing 

states. In addition to the states noted above, fairly important war production 

of high-grade sheet mica came from Idaho, Virginia, Maine, Alabama, and 

|>erhaps New Mexico. At the peak of domestic activity in 1943 production was 

recorded from 16 states. 

North Carolina. Mica deposits have been opened in 18 or more countries in 

western North Carolina in a belt about 200 miles long by 75 miles wide, running 

nearly northeast and southwest. This belt has been divided into three areas: (1) 

the Cowee—Black Mountain area, embracing parts of Macon, Jackson, Transyl¬ 

vania, Haywood, Buncombe, Yancey, Mitchell, Watauga, and A.she counties; (2) 

the Piedmont area, including parts of Rutherforil, Burke, Cleveland, Gaston, 

Lincoln, Catawba, an<l Stokes counties; and (3) the Blue Kidge area, embracing 

parts of Jackson, Transylvania, McDowell, Caldwell, and Wilkes counties. At 

present, the North Carolina mica-mining industry is largely centered about 

Spruce Pine. 

New Hampshire. Mica mining in the United States first began in 1803 in New 

Hampshire and, until IHG8 when production started in North Carolina, this state 

was the only producer. Since 1868 profluction on a large scale in New Hampshire 

has only l>cen spasmodic, due to low prices on imported mica and on that produced 

by other states. During the Second World War the industry was revitalized for 

a brief period, but by 1946 was again nearly dormant. Mica deposits have been 

worked in Grafton, Cheshire, Sullivan, Merrimack, Strafford, and Coos counties, 

but the best de|xjsits lie in a belt extending from Keene tlirougli the mi<ldle of 

Cheshire County northwanl into Sullivan County and the northwestern part of 

Merrimack County and northeast to about the center of Grafton County. 

South Dakota. Production comes from the extensive pegmatites in the south¬ 
ern Black Hills, near Custer. 
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Georgia. Mica in sheets of marketable size is found in almost every county 

within the area of crystalline rocks in Georgia, but deposits of commercial 

promise are confined to comparatively few counties. Those of most importance 

are Cherokee, Lumpkin, Union, Rabun, Harts, and Elbert. Of less importance 

are Carroll, Paulding, Pickens, Oconee, Hall, Henry, Troup, Meriwether, Talbot, 

Upson, and Monroe counties. 

Other States. Mica has been mined in Virginia, in Henry, Pittsylvania, Frank¬ 

lin, and Bedford counties; in New Mexico, chiefly in the Petaca district of eastern 

Rio Arriba County; in Alabama, in Tallapoosa, Randolph, Chilton, Lee, Clay, 

Coosa, and Cleburne counties; in South Carolina, chiefly in Oconee, Anderson, 

and Greenville counties; in Idaho, from the Avon district in Latah County; and 

in Connecticut, from the pegmatite dikes near Middletown. 

India. India is the most important source of high-grade sheet mica in the 

world, normally supplying about 65 per cent or more of the world’s production. 

With her large resources of high-grade mica and cheap labor she dominates the 

world’s markets. The largest producing area is in Bengal, Provinces of Bihar 

(Kodarma district) and Orissa, which accounts for about 75 per cent of the pro¬ 

duction. Madras (Nellore district) produces about 22 per cent; Rajputana 

(Ajmere and Merwara districts), 2 per cent; and other provinces (in Punjab, 

Mysore, Coorg, Rewah, the Central Provinces, and Burma), 1 per cent. The 

mica industry in India is very old and the natives have become so proficient in 

trimming, grading, and packing mica that India mica is considered the best 

l>i'epared in the world. A small percentage of the production is used locally, but 

most of it is exported, chiefly to England, Germany, and the United States. 

In jifldition to sheet mica India is also a large exporter of scrap mica for grinding, 

largely to the United States. 

Brazil. Second in importance only to India as a producer of high-grade sheet 

mica is Brazil. Here muscovite mica occurs in a number of widely separated 

areas, but the most important proiluctioii has come from the southeastern and 

eastern jjarts of the state of Minas Geraes. In former years important produc¬ 

tion has come from the state of Sao Paulo, and deposits of problematical com¬ 

mercial value are known in several other states. Unusually large, perfectly flat 

sheets of mica for special war uses were obtained from Brazil during the last war. 

Canada. With one important exception the bulk of the mica produced in 

Canada has been phlogopite, and at one time Canada was the only significant 

producer of this type of mica. Prior to the Second World War much of this 

business was lost to Madagascar. During the war, when Madagascar was 

inaccessible, production was increased and still continues. 

The phlogopite dejxjsits of Canada are located in two districts, one with an area 

of about 1,200 square miles in the province of Quebec and the other of about 900 

square miles in the province of Ontario. The Quebec deposits lie immediately to 

the north of the city of Ottawa, county of Ottawa, near or between the Li6vre and 

Gatineau rivcjs. The principal mines are in the townships of Templeton, Wake¬ 

field, Hull, and Portlaml, but the known tleposits extend into Pontiac, Mont¬ 

morency, and Wolfe counties. The deposits in Ontario are due north of the city 

of Kingston in I'rontenac, Lenark, and Leeds counties. The principal districts 
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in Ontario are the Sydenham area (chief mines in Loughborough and Bedfoj-d 

townships) and the Stanleyville, Micaville, or Perth area (chief mines in the 

townships of North and South Burgess and North Crosby). 

In 1941 and 1942 a remarkable and probably unique deposit of high-grade sheet 

muscovite mica was discovered in the township of Mattawan, Nipissing District, 

Ontario, a few miles north of Eau Claire between Mattawa and North Bay. 

This deposit, known as the Purdy Mine, contained a single crystal of mica 9.5 ft 

by 7 ft by about 36 in. thick, which yielded rifted sheets 62 by 75 in. and a total 

yield of trimmed sheets of about 7 tons. Over 30 per cent was of No. 1 Clear 

quality. The deposit was practically exhausted in about 2 years and was closed 

down after the war. 

SouiheTn Rhodesia. Important deposits of muscovite mica occur in several 

districts in this country, of which Miami or Lomagundi field, 120 miles northwest 

of Salisbury, has been the largest producer. At one time during the last war it 

was estimated that Southern Khodesia supplied about 30 per cent of the United 

Kingdom’s requirements for “clear” and “slightly stained” qualities of mica. 

Madagascar. For some years prior to the Second World War Ma<lagascar 

was almost the sole worhl protlucer of phlogopite mica. After the recovery of 

the island by the United Nations, production was resumed eventually on a small 

scale. Due to war damages and to pricing policies, however, production has not 

yet resumed prewar prominence. Mailagascar also has muscovite deposits, but 

production has been small. 

Other Countries. Other countries that made some contribution to the mica 

needs of the last war are Mexico (largely phlogopite), Peru, Argentina, C’eylon, 

and Tanganyika. Several other countries are minor producers of mica for their 

own use or for export as scrap. 

Production and Consumption. Statistics of world production of mica are 

almost valueless, since all forms of mica are lumped together and only total 

tonnages given with no indication as to type or quality. Thus, one country 

producing only low-grade scrap mica may seem a more important producer than 

another country producing a small tonnage of high-grade sheet mica. For thi.s 

reason no attempt is given here to present a world picture of mica production. 

The principal producing countries have l>een intlicated alrea<ly. The princii)al 

countries consuming high-gra<le sheet mica are those countries which have well- 

devclopc<l electrical industrie.s. Prior to the Sec-oiul World War Gi’cat Britain 

had long been the largest factor in the mica industry <lue both to control of India 

mica and to its prominence in mica fabrication and use. As India's ties with 

Grejit Britain became weaker, British liohl on the mica industry has lc.ssencd. 

but it is still important. Before the WJir the industrialized countries, Europe 

(Germany, France, arnl Belgium), ainl .Japan were important user.s of mica. 

United SlaUs. The most imi)ortant features of the domestic mica industry aio 

shown in Tables 2 to 4 from the “Minerals Yearbook,” 1946, of the U.S. Bureau 
of Mines. 

Mining and Milling. Mica-mining operations, with but few exceptions, have 

always l>ecn conductc<l on a small .«cale and in an inelVK-ient way. In Imlia, where 

mica mining has been carried on for centuries by the natives, labor has always 
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Table 2. Salient Statistics of the Mica Industrt in the United States 

1942 TO 1946 ’ 

by producers: 

Total uncut sheet a 

punch: 

Pounds. 

Value. 

Average per lb.. . 
Scrap:* 

Short tons. 

Value. 

Average per ton. ,. 

Total sheet and scrap:* 

Short tons. 

Value. 

Total ground:* 

Short tons. 

Consumption of splittings: 

Pounds.*. 

Value. 

Imports for consumption: 

Total uncut sheet and 

punch: 

Pounds. 

Value. 

Scrap; 

Short tons. 

Value. 

Total sheet and scrap: 

Short tons. 

Value. 

Manufactured: 
Short tons. 

Value... 

Total imports: 

Short tons. 

Value. 

Kxports (all classes of mica): 

Short tons. 

Value. 

1942 1943 1944 1045 1946 

d 

d 

2,761,844 

$725.030 

$0.26 

3.448.199 

$3,228,742 

$0.04 

1.523.313 

$3,262,711 

$2.14 

1.208.587 

$737,342 

$0.57 

1.078,867 

$217,955 

$0.20 

43,262 

$071,1C5 

$15.51 

46.138 

$738,025 

$16.00 

51,727 

$1,089,072 
$21.05 

41.060t 
$812,3227 

$19.7St 

53.602 

$1,041,423 

$19.43 

44.043 

. $1,396,105 
47.862 

$3,066,767 
52.489 

$4,351,783 
41.709t 

$1,549,6647 

54.141 

$1,259,378 

46.079 

$1,653,358 
51.582 

$1,990.144 
52.713 

$1,914,709 
51.8007 

$1,995.9697 

02,113 

$2,516,018 

6.630.639 

$2,835,421 
8.413.362 

$3,518,822 
8.816.065 

$4,057,730 
7.897.402 

$3,416,695 

7,815.989 

$4,259,478 

3.244.857 

$2.141.465 
5,501.745 

$0,313,900 
5,032.983 

$3,921,078 
4,284,720 

$4,125,016 

4.499,562 

$2,288,448 

2.179 

$25,870 
2.048 

$27.102 
2.412 

$32,688 
3.567 

$41,410 

6.208 

$75,846 

3.601 

$2,167,344 
4.799 

$6,341,002 
4.928 

$3,953,766 
5.709 

$4,166,425 

8.458 

$2,364,294 

7.493 

$6,800,434 
8.960 

$0,513,004 

2.314 

$3,707,718 
3.695 

$2,172,333 

5.487 

$4,754,583 

11.294 

$9,027,778 
13.759 

$14,854,000 
7.242 

$7,661,484 
0.405 

$6,338,759 

13.045 

$7,118,877 

1.001 

$303,520 
693 

$053.889 
610 

$520,824 

981 

$377,473 

1.542 

$709,109 

♦Includes mica recovered from kaolin and mica schists as follows: 1942—20.481 tons, $315,807: 
1943—24.113 tons, 8314.851: 1944—22.107 tons. 8485.507: 1945—15,040 tons, $324,515: and 1946— 
15,197 tons. $200,540. 

t Revised 6gurc. 

been very cheap and good mica relatively abundant. This has resulted in mining 

exclusively by iiand methods, even to dewatering the mines by bucket lines 

instead of pumps; mine openings have been very small, irregular, and often 

untimbered, though some mines are several hundred feet deep. Despite this 

fact, India mica has dominated the world markets on account of its cheapness 

and its high quality. 

In the United States mica mining, except in a few unusual cases, has not been 
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Table 4. Sheet, Punch, and Scrap Mica Sold or Used bt Producers in the 

United States, 1942 to 1946, by Districts 

1942 1043 1944 1945 1946 Total 

Sheet: 

Southeastern: 

I’ounds. 220.10$ 403,257 376,757 78.510 85.525 1,164,157 
Value. $355,149 $l .804.247 $1,642,278 8201.605 $81,863 $4,085,132 

Northeastern: 

I’ounds. 7S,108 259.584 189,492 14.024 2.901 544.709 
Value. 849.411 $511,033 8745.157 $08,347 83.726 $1,408,274 

Southwestern: 

Pounds. 2.GG3 4,112 1,965 390 * 9,130t 
Value. 81.726 $18,433 $11,784 $2,660 4 $34.C03t 

Northwestern: 

Pounds. 5 5,228 38,963 14 141 58 337 
Value. 82 $25,939 $217,071 $99.655 

-mum 

Black Hills: 
w'^ r * , Uu 1 

Pounds. 35.315 84.935 80.734 24.064 3,516 228,564 
Value. 835.842 $394,535 $468,786 $168,969 $0,284 $1,974,416 

Punch: 

Southeastern: 

Pounds. 1.563.538 1,729,573 514,698 520,118 356,797 $4,684,724 
Value. 8200.326 $203,358 $72,768 $87,970 $57,720 $622,142 

Northeastern: 

Pounds.1 489.43G 700,740 240.546 580,166 015,972 2.635,860 
Value. 841.331 $216,160 $67,822 $56,839 SCO.121 $448,273 

Southwestern r 

Pounds. 8.762 2.G27 4.375 « 15 764t 
Value. $1,308 $1,596 81,750 4 84 744t 

North western: 

Pounds. G54 10.134 34,068 44 856 
V»i hn' $167 $2,055 $11,580 

■MlilliH $13,802 

Black Hills: 

Poun<la, ... 363.909 248.489 65.640 32.500 13.884 724.437 

Value. 839.845 $52,674 $3,240 $9,727 $2,148 $107,634 

Scrap: 

SouthoAAtern: 
Short tons. 30.400 33,317 37.161 ai.OGOt 40,820 173,658 

Value. $545,320 $589,485 $899,902 8933.264t $031,569 $3,899,540 

Northeastern: 

Short tons. 864 1,782 3,114 547 182 6.489 

Value. $17,473 $43,550 $74,200 $13,707 $1,311 $150,331 

Southwestern: 

Short tons. 9,453 8,730 8.456 7,082 9,794 43,515 

Value. $63,784 $61,372 $55,420 $39,749 $44,860 $265,185 

Northwestern: 

75 438 279 702 

Value.. $654 $8.145 $3,978 $12,977 

Black Hills: 

Short tons. 2.545 2.234 2.558 1.192 2.896 11,335 

Voluc. $44.570 $42,764 $51.405 $21.534 $63,692 $223,974 

* Dutii nut available for piihliration. 
t Figures for 1942 to 1945. inclusive. Data for 1946 not available for iiublication. 
t Revised figure. 
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profitable. This has been due in part to the excellent quality and low prices of 

India mica and in part to irregularity of markets and prices. These are not the 

only reasons, however. Experience during the Second World War, with very 

high prices and every conceivable government assistance in the way of subsidy, 

advances against future deliveries, rental of machinery and equipment at nominal 

rates, government mica-trimming and bu3dng stations, showed that our known 

deposits of high-grade mica are entirely inadequate to supply our needs even at 

uneconomic price levels. This experience only confirmed that of one of the 

largest electric companies who attempted systematic mica mining on a large scale 

in South Dakota in 1908 to 1911 and finally abandoned the venture. 

These conditions have not encouraged mica raining on a large scale, that is, 

with backing by adequate capital, and most of the domestic mica in the past has 

been obtained by “ground-hogging” methods. In many cases very small open¬ 

ings have been made by farmers in a most haphazard way. These “ mines” have 

been worked for a short time and then abandoned on account of lack of market, 

apparent exhaustion of ore, flooding, or other reasons. Since timbering is not 

common in such openings, they soon cave in and reopening is difficult. In these 

small mines the mica is located at the surface and followed down into the ground 

in irregular openings. Drilling is usually done by compressed-air drills with 

gasoline-<lriven air compressors, but considerable hand drilling is still done. 

Care must be exercised in drilling and shooting so as not to injure crystals of 

mica. Very few mica deposits are sufficiently large and regular that they may be 

developed by a regular system of shafts, drifts, tunnels and crosscuts. Mines of 

this tyi>e have been worked to a depth of over 500 ft. 
In Cana<la, open-pit methods are more common than underground mining 

methods. Such pits are frequently carrietl to a ilepth of 80 to 100 ft. 

In most mica <leposits (except for the phlogo|)ite deposits of Canada) feldspar 

an<l quartz occur in abuntlancc as the chief gangue minerals. In some ca.ses the 

feldspar, if sufliciently pure, may serve as a valuable by-product. In a few cases 

the situation is reversed, as at the Deer Park Mine near Spruce Pine, N.C., and 

near Middletown, Conn., where large quantities of high-grade mica are obtained 

as by-products of fchlspar mines. 
Mine-run mica, consisting of rough crystals and blocks ranging in size from a 

few inches across up to 1 or 2 ft or even more, is first roughly sorted and then 

taken to a cobbing shed, where the crystals are split and freed from rock and 

worthless mica by hammering and cutting. The further treatment of mica has 

been described briefly by the Tariff Commission,*^ from which the following is 

taken in part. Wierum®* hiis dc.scribed these processes in much greater detail in 

a later publication of the Tariff Commission. 

Tlie mica sheets are then ser>t to the triimiiiiig .shop or “culling shed,” where they 

undergo a furtlu-r cleaning and splitting. The rough edges are cut off and the plates 

are graded aerording to size and quality. The .sheets that go from the trimming 

shop arc what arc known as “thurnb-tritjiined.” Tlie proportion of “thumb- 

trimmed” mineral to the “run-of-mine ” taken to the cobbing shed is usually from 

3 to 10 per cent; 5 per cent would be a g(K>d average. 

These sheets, wliich are sometimes several inches in thickness, arc broken by a 
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hammer into plates about in. thick. The edges of the plates are then hammered 

to loosen the laminae for the insertion of the splitting knife. The mica sheets are 
split into thicknesses of about Jfe in. and their edges are trimmed off so that only 

clean plates, perfect to the edges, remain. Domestic mica preparation at the mines 
or local trimming shops usually does not go beyond this point. Where labor is 

plentiful and very cheap as in India, in Canada at times in the past, in Madagascar, 
and in Mexico during and since the last war, a further very thin splitting is done, 
particularly of the small sizes. 

In the trade, “sheet” or “block” mica may range in thickness from down 

to O.OI in.; mica “films” range from 0.009 down to 0.001 in.; and “splittings” 
must be 0.001 in. or thinner. 

The tools used in a mica shop are few and very simple. They consist of ham¬ 

mers, splitting and trimming knives, shears, and occasionally a guillotine machine. 

An inspection table provided with a translucent glass top and underneath illumi¬ 

nation is useful for detection of minor flaws and imperfections. 

Principal Products. Sheet Mica. In the trade sheet mica is divided into 10 or 

12 grades based on size. (Grade in the mica industry means size.) These grades 

range from about 1 by 1 in. up to 8 by 10 in. or even larger. Size refers to the 

largest rectangle of perfect, usable mica that can be cut from a sheet, not to the 

over-all dimensions. Each grade is divided further into four to six classes based 

on quality, and still further divisions are sometimes based on color. No uniform 

standards of grading and quality classification exist between the principal ship¬ 

ping countries. Thus, we have separate systems of grading and classification in 

the United States, Canada, Madagascar, and India (two; Bengal and Madras). 

In addition we have different stj-les of trimming (such as thumb-trimmed, knife- 

trimmed, and sickle-trimmed) and of packing (such as pan-packed for splittings). 

All this makes the mica industry an exceedingly complicated business, understood 

only by e\|>erts of long experience. 

Splittings. Both in tonnage and in value mica splittings today form the most 

iinpoj'tant segment of the mica industry, although during the war it was not so 

vital strategically as sheet mica for capacitor films. Splittings are thin mica 

sheets, not ov'er 0.001 in. thick, usually of small size (1 by 1 in. up to about 2 by 

3 ii^-). generally split by hand labor from inferior-quality block mica which, in 

the United States, probably would go into scrap. Many costly attempts have 

been made to develop a j^ractical mica-splitting machine with no real success 

until the war period, when several fairly successful macliines were developed. 

By fai‘ the bulk of splittings used today, however, are imported splittings made by 

cheap hand labor. Mica splittings are used in making built-up mica products: 
mica board, tape, and cloth. 

Mica Plate or Board. Built-up mica plate is made by scattering a uniform 

layer of splittings over a pai>cr bottom sheet or a wire screen; covering this layer 

with shellac, varnish, or a synthetic plastic binder; and repeatedly adding alter¬ 

nate layers of splittings and binder until the desired tliickness is reached. Fin¬ 

ished thickness ranges from 0.004 to over 0.500 in. The sheets, usually 18 by 36 

or 30 in. square, are then baked to set the binder, pressed in hydraulic presses 
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heated by steam, and finally sanded to uniform thickness and flatness and 

trimmed to exact size. 

Mica Paper, Cloth, and Tape. These products, used for electrical-insulation 

windings, are thin, flexible built-up mica products made, much as described 

above, from splittings plus binder between thin sheets of rice paper, cloth, or silk. 

The size of the splittings and built-up mica business is indicated by Table 5 

from the U.S. Bureau of Mines’ “Minerals Yearbook.” 

Table 5. Consumption and Stocks or Mica Splittings in the United States, 

1942 TO 1946, BY Sources, as Reported by Consumers 

Indian Canadian MadasAscan Total 

Year 

Pounds Value pounds Value Pounds Value Pounds Value 

Consumption: 

1042 5.008.614 32.415.700 117.205 $ 79,752 520,730 8339.900 6.030.630 $2,835,421 

1943 7.C40.506 3.054.003 344.000 172.074 337.000 233.788 8.413.302* 3,518.822* 

1044 7.708.253 4.002.010 GOl.GGl 324.631 371.072 251.945 8,810.005* 4,057.730* 

1045 7.085.316 2.070,013 321.216 103.658 324.383 188.530 7,807,402* 3,415,090* 

1946 7.243.835 3.030,605; 292,212 217,300 130,040 7.815.080* 4.250,478* 

Stocks in con- 

Burners' handa 

Doc. 31: 

1042 8.202.240 3,307,788 257.591 321.520 201.274 8.781.300 3,747.144 

1943 4.031.8-10 1,708.000 85,803 215.030 139.707 4,517.21P 2.032.758* 

1044 3.578.885 1,740,011 141,427 05.830 181.070 121.307 3.004.077* 2.02,5.105* 

1045 2.084.848 1,145.170 143.102 01.113 103.703 130.COL 3.004.380* 1,301.017* 

1046 5.727.015 3.030,420 275.085 150.780 .335 > 183 378.174 0,588.032* 3.015,731* 

* TotaU fur 1U43 to 1940 incUidc relatively omall uniountsiof domestic and Mexican »|dittinK». 

.Scrap an/i Ground Mica. In the United States virtually the only use for scrap 

mica is for the making of ground mica. In India, with very cheap labor, it pays 

to work over scrap and turn a part of it into splittings, but that cannot be done 

jirofitably in this country. 

For the making of ground mica the following sources are utilize<l: 

Shop scrap, resulting from punching and trimming of sheet mica for ultimate 

use, usually rifted and free from rock, of highest quality and commanding highest 

prices. 

Mine scrap, distorted an<l imjwrfect book mica not suitable for sheet mica, 

usually more or less discolored and containing adhering rock fragments and clay. 

By-product of mica or feldspar mining or <leliberutely mined as scrap. 

By-product from kaolin washing, finely divided. 

By-product from flotation of fcldsjmr. 

Mica schists, which are the lowest grade product. Often a mixture of mus¬ 

covite and biotite, or chlorite, with fehlspar and quartz graiiLS. 

Table 0 from the U.S. Bureau of Mines’ “Minerals Yearbook” shows the 

domestic production of scrap mica. In Table 0 “Reclaimed” means by-product 
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Table 6. Scrap and Reclaimed Mica Sold or Used bt Producers in the United ' 

States, 1935 to 1939 (Average) and 1943 to 1948 

Scrap Reclaimed Total 

Year 
Short 
tons 

Value 
Short 
tons 

Value 
Short 
tons 

Value 

1935-1939 (avg) 13,582 8168,688 8,404 3116,824 21,986 8 285,512 
1943 22,025 423,174 24,113 314,851 46,138 738,025 
1944 29,620 603,505 22,107 485,567 51,727 1,089,072 

1945* 26,014 487,807 15,046 324,515 41,060 812,322 

1946 38,405 750,883 15,197 290,540 53,602 1,041,423 

1947 
1948 

35,199 709,745 14,598 385,833 49,797 

52,157 

1,095,578 
1,091,698 

• Revised figures. 

mica from kaolin washing and feldspar flotation plus mica schist. In addition 

to domestic production of scrap mica there were imports totaling over 6,000 tons 

in 1948 from India, Canada, Union of South Africa, Peru, Mexico, Tanganyika, 

Portuguese East Africa, and Angola. 

The best grades of ground mica are made from selected shop scrap and are wet 

ground. This wet-ground mica is cleaner and of better luster, and consists of 

flatter, thinner plates than can be obtained in dry grinding. Dry grinding tends 

to roughen and burr up the edges of the plates and destroys some of the slip and 

luster. Also, dry-ground mica made from scrap or mica schist may contain 

more gritty impurities. 

Wet grinding is done in batches in wooden or w’ood-lined tubs containing woode^ 

grinding wheels that rotate in either a vertical or a horizontal plane. After 

grinding has been done for from 4 to 12 hr, the water is drawn off and the mica 

spread on cloths over steam pipes. The dried mica is then disintegi'ated and 

bolted, the oversize being returned for regrinding. Numerous costly attempts 

have been made to develop more efficient, continuous-grinding systems, but none 

have been successful. The only improvements have been in details of the old 

methods. 
Dry grinding is most commonly done in high-speed disintegrators or hammer 

mills, followed by screening or bolting or by close sizing in air separators, although 

ball mills are sometimes used. Mica flakes are very tough and resilient; they are 

very difficult to grind and cause high abrasive wear on grinding surfaces and 

chutes. 
By-product mica from kaolin washing and feldspar flotation may be simply 

dried, sized, and sold without grinding. 

Ground mica is sold in mesh sizes ranging from 8 to 325 mesh. 

The most important uses for ground mica are as a surfacing agent in prepared 

roofing, as an ingredient in paints, as a dusting and lubricating agent in rubber, 

and as a decorative material in wallpaper printing. In paints the tliin mica 
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flakes plate on each other, like roofing slates, and make a continuous, protective 

film. This use has become very important and is still growing. 

United States production of ground mica and distribution by uses are shown 

in Tables 7 and 8 from the U.S. Bureau of Mines’ “Minerals Yearbook.” 

Table 7. Ground Mica (Inclodinq Mica from Kaolin and Schists) Sold by 

Producers in the United States, 1944 to 1948, by Methods of Grinding 

Year 

Dry-ground 
1 

Wet-ground Total 

Short 
tons 

Value 
Short 
tons 

Value 
Short 
tons 

Value 

1944 
1945 
1946 
1947 
1948 

47,023 
43,686 
53,908 
55,731 
55,494 

$1,382,147 
1,243,075 
1,582,974 
1,852,708 

2,035,618 

5,690 
8,120 
8,205 
8,809 
9,148 

$ 532,562 

752,894 
933,044 

1,114,945 
1,197,014 

52,713 
51,806 

62,113 
64,540 
04,642 

81,914,709 
1 ,995,069 
2,416,018 
2,967,713 
3,232,632 

Table 8. Ground Mica (Including Mica from Kaolin and Schists) Sold by 

Producers in the United States to Various Industries, 1945 to 1946 

1945 1946 

Industry 
Quantity Quantity 

Short 

tons 

Percent 
of total 

Value Sliort 
tons 

1___ 

Percent 
of total 

Value 

Hoofing. 155* s 711,175* 30,102 48 $ 791,639 

Wallpapor. 4 130,719 2,827 5 240,786 

UuhhtT. 7 241.657 4,051 8 ' 381,231 

Paint. 14* 382,992 14,152 23 638.508 

Phistirs. 2 83.941 321 1 33,066 

Miscollancoust .. 9,213 ' 18* 436.485 0.4«>0 15 430,608 

51 .800^ 100 Ti ,995,060* 62,113 100 $2,5r6,018 

• Kovincd. 
t IiuOinlofl iijHu xiactl for elortrir 

htiow, louriufurture of uxic KrcaM*^ uiul oil. 

welding, und other purposc.H. 

in.sulutioh. hou>o iiiMihition. Christinus-treo 

unneuliiig. pipe-line enamel, textiles, oil-well 

Mnrkrls and PriciH. Several of the largest users of shwt mica buy a large part 

of their neeMs in the form of full-triininetl or jmrtly trimmed shoot direet from 

protlu<-ers abroad, from iiiiiK»rters, and from <hiim-stic iirodiieers, nii<l do their 

own fahrieating. Very im5K>rtaiit factr)rs in the industry, however, arc mica 

fahrieators who buy sheet iniea an«l work it up "ito fiiiislied |>arts made to si>eei- 

fu-ation for each user. These parts, consisting of waslier.s, <lisks, condenser 
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films, insulating plates, and special shapes for a multitude of uses, chiefly elec¬ 
trical, are made by punching, shearing, turning, and stamping. 

Crude mica, trimmed sheets, washers, splittings, etc., are sold by the pound, 
but all special shapes are sold by the piece. Ground mica is sold at a price per 
short ton and is shipped in bags. 

Table 9 from the Bureau of Mines shows prices realized for domestic mica in 
1946 compared with printed quotations. 

Table 9. THAOifi-JOURNAL Quotations and Average Sales Value of Domestic 

Uncut Sheet Mica per Pound in 1946 

Trade-journal 
Average value f 

Size quotations, • 

Nov. 28, 1946 Clear 
Stained or 

spotted 

Punch. $0.22 $0.13 $0.14 
IK X 2 in. 1.10 0.96 0.54 
2 X 2 in. 1.60 1.47 0.86 
2 X 3 in. 2.10 2.00 1.68 
3 X 3 in. 2.75 2.61 1.90 
3 X 4 in. 3.50 3.00 2.80 
3 X 5 in. 4.00 3.71 3.01 
4 X 6 in. 5.00 4.48 4.03 
6 X 8 in. 

8 X 10 in. 
5.67 

8.15 

5.08 

• Eng. Mining J., MeUU Mineral Afarkete quotations fob North Carolina, 
t Calculated from sales by domestic producers as reported to the Bureau of Mines. 

Clear sheet mica, dimensions 

follows: 
in inches, was quoted in 1950 per pound as 

IK X 2 

2X2 

2X3 
3X3 
3X4 
3X5 
4X6 
6X8 

SO.70-0.75 

0.95-1.00 

1.35 

1.80 

2.25 

2 50 

3.25 

4.50 

Stained or electric sheet 10 to 15 per cent less than clear. Wet ground, $120 to 

$135 per ton dependent on quality. Dry ground, $32 to $70 per ton dependent 

on quality. Scrap, $30 to $35 per ton. 

Grades, Specifications, and Tests. No generally accepted specifications exist 

for mica for various uses, but each customer usually has empii-ical standards to 

fit his own needs. Houk states: 

Block mica must be free from structural imperfections (cross-grains, cracks, reeves, 

and ribs) and mineral inclusions (black or red spots, mineral stains or streaks) to have 
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strategic importance. It must be clear, flat, hard, and capable of being separated 
easily into thin films or sheets (1 mil or 0.001 in. in thickness) of uniform thickness 
over the entire area without the development of an excessive proportion of partial 
films. Structural imperfections cause the mica to split unevenly, producing imperfect 
films, and inclusions reduce its electrical resistance and power factor. 

Mica, moderately stained with metal oxides, may be satisfactory for some dielectric 
uses, but mineral staining of any type renders it unfit for use in electrical condensers. 
The presence of numerous small air bubbles makes mica unsuitable for condenser use. 
Large air bells may be removed by careful splitting. Clay stains occur in mica only 
near the surface of deposits and render it suitable only for scrap. The chemical 
analysis of block muscovite affords no indication of its commercial value or possible 

use. 

The specifications vary with use. For high-grade condenser work a low power 
factor is the determining element. In electrical power generation dielectric strength 
and resistance to heat are important. For “cigarette" mica used in aviation spark 
plugs, flexibility is one of the deciding factors. “Cigarette” mica consists of films 
less than 1.2 mils in thickness that can be rolled around a H-ln- spindle without crack¬ 
ing or tearing and be free of pinholes and hairline cracks. Nose washers on airplane 
spark plugs are made of high-heat-resistance phlogopite mica. Good condeiuser mica 
should have a power factor of 0.03 per cent or less. A good dielectric mica should 
withstand at least 1,000 volts per mil of Ihicknc.ss of 4 to 6 mils when tested with 2-iii. 
plate electrodes. Almost any mica will withstand 500 to G00“C without appreciable 
change. 

Prior to the Second World War the quality of sheet mica was judged almost 

wholly by visual inspection. Since mica was cheap and abundant, qualification 

was very rigid and much mica was de-graded for imperfections so slight as to be 

invisible to the untrained ob.server. During the war when acute shortages made 

mica the No. 1. strategic mineral it was thought that some quick, accurate method 

of electrical testing, if it could be developed, might show that considerable mica, 

not acceptable a.s strategic mica under visual inspection te.st, might really be of 

strategic quality. Thi.s thought led eventually to the development by the Bell 

Telephone Laboratories of two iK)rtable testing machines, one for testing dielectric 

strength (absence of conducting particles) and the other to mensure dielectric loss 

or power factor. Extensive tests proved the accuracy of these machines and 

new ASTM 8|K;cifications for ca[)acitor mica ha.se*! on their use were adopted. 

It was reported that GO per cent of the staine»l and other mica formerly rejected 

by the visual test could l>e u.sed for capacitors. 

For ordinary mica washers and other low-<luty electrical uses the lower qual¬ 

ities of stained and Ie.ss {xjrfect mica are entirely acceptable. 

Classification. Grade (size) standards for sheet mica used in the principal 

[)ro<lucing countries arc not the same and cannot even be correlated aci-urately 

with each other, even by ex[)crt.s. However, Table 10 by Wieruin** gives a 

fairly accurate picture of grade cla-ssifications u.sed in the trafle. 

Classification by quality is also not standardized, but due to the fact that the 

bulk of the sheet mica used by domestic industry comes from India, the American 
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Tabx^ 10. Standard Grade Dimensions of Sheet Mica in the United States, 

Canada, India, and IMadagascar 

United 

States, 

in. 

Canada, 

in. 

India 

Madagascar 

Bengal Madras 

Grade 

1 

Sq in. Grade Sq in. 1 

1 
Grade Sq in. 

IX 96-112 

8 X 10 VIII 80-96 

Extra special' 48 and up VII 64-80 00 Over 48 
1 
1 

1 
VI 48-64 

G X 8 5X8 Specials 36-48 V 32-48 0 36-^8 

6X6 No. 1 24-36 1 24-36 

4X6 4X6 No. 2 15-24 IV 16-32 2 15-24 

3X5 3X5 No. 3 10-15 III 8-16 3 10-15 

3X4 No 4 6-10 4 6-10 

3X3 1 2X4 No. 5 3-6 II 4-8 5 3-6 

2X3 2X3 No. 5H 2H-3 

2X2 1X3 I 4 and less 

\\<i X 2 1X2 No 6 1-21^ 6 1-3 

C'lrrlo* 1 X 1 No. 7 1 and less Smaller 

Pundit 

* Lar^ior than puiirh up to 2 in. in diamotor. 
t Yield circle in. in diameter if clear, or in. in diameter if stained. 

Society for Testing Materials adopted a quality classi6cation substantially 

Indian. 
ASTM D351-33T (Mica) 

Grading for Qualilt/ Dc$cription 

Ci<‘ar . Free of all niinenil and vegetable inclusions, stains, air 

inclusions, waves, or buckles. Hard transparent sheets 

Clear and slightly stained 

((’1. SS.). Free of all mineral and vegetahJc inclusions, cracks, waves, 

and buckles, but may contain slight stains and air 

inclusions 

Fair stuiiied (F.S.). Free of mineral and vegetable inclusions and cracks. 

Hard. Contains slight air inclusions and is slightly 

wavy 

Cfood stained. Free of mineral inclusions and cracks, but contains air 

inclusions and some vegetable inclusions, and may be 

somewhat wavy 

Stained (S.). Free of mineral inclusions and cracks, but may contain 

considerable clay and vegetable stains, and may be 

more wavy and softer than the better qualities 

Black stained* or 

spotted. Same as stained but contains mineral inclusions. 

♦ In India this item is subdivided into four graduations, namely, heavy stained, black 
spotted, black stained, and badly stained. 
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North Carolina quality classification corresponds to the qualities shown in the 

foregoing table about as follows: 

North Carolina Grade Indian Equivalent 
No. 1. Equal to from Clear down to and including Good Stained 
No. 2. Equal to Stained and Black stained or spotted, subgrade Heavy 

stained 
No. 3 or Electric.. . Equal to last three qualities of Black Stained or spotted 

Utilization. By far the most important present-day uses for sheet mica and 

built-up mica products are in electrical insulation. Until or unless adequate 

substitutes for mica for critical uses, such as in capacitors, are developed mica 

will remain, in war and in peacetime, an absolute essential to the electrical 

industry in most of its ramifications. Nonelectrical uses formerly important, 

such as for stove fronts and for gas-lamp chimneys, arc today of little importance. 

The following classification of uses by Schaller,* however, is still useful since it is 

based on function. 
Electric Insulation. Sheets, films, mica board, washers, mica cloth, and tape, 

for dynamos, condensers, telephones, light sockets, spark jjlugs, and innumerable 

other electric appliances. Ground mica mixed with shellac is molded into various 

insulating forms. 

Heat Insulation. Screens in front of highly heated material, as a retarder of 

heat waves in optical lanterns and in electric heating dcv'ices. Ground mica is 

used as pipe and boiler coverings, in annealing steel, and in fireproof paints and 

coverings. 

Transparency. Glazing tlie fronts of stoves, for furnace sightholcs, lamp 

chimneys, lamp shades, military lanterns, lantern slides, spectacles, sightholcs of 

divers’ helmets, compass car<ls, gage fronts, in windows where glass would be 

broken by hea\'y shocks or vibrations, and as coverings for wounds. 

liesonance. Phonograph diaphragn^ and various sounding devices (sub¬ 

marine detectors). 
Decoration. Sheets of mica form the material on which pictures and portraits 

are painted and are also u.«c<l for inlay work. Ground mica is used extensively 

for decoration in wallpaper, processional ornaments, fancy paints, ornamental 

tiles, ami concrete. 

Lubrication. Por wooden and metal bearings, tire powder. 

Filler. Paints, patent roofing material, rubber goo<ls, buttons, Jibsorbent for 

nitroglycerin, aiul vari(jus other products. 

Miscellaneous. Calico printing, to j)revent sticking of tar jjapers, medicinal 

uses (India only). 

S3mthetic Mica and Mica Substitutes. During the Second World War the 

critical shortage of higb-gra<lc slieet mica for essential military and civilian use led 

to an intensive search for suitable substitutes. In some cases high-grade elec¬ 

trical pon-elain c-tiuhl be used, but it necessitated the complete redesign of many 

parts due to the greater bulk of p<jrcelain insulators. Eventually porcelain 

• Roc \V. 'r. .Schullor: Mica, Mineral Itcaoureea of the United Statea, I’t. 2, pp. 055-657, 
ti.K. Ocol. Sur%'«-v. HHS. Al»o <>. Howies: The Marketing of Mica, Eng. Mining J.- 
1‘rcaa. Vol. 115, No. 2. pp. 55 00, Jitn. 13, 1023. 
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replaced mica in most airplane spark plugs, although mica has been retained in 

some tjTJes of planes. For certain t3T)es of condensers paper impregnated with 

suitable plastic resins replaced mica. The difficulty with synthetic resins has 

been that they have poor resistance to high temperatures, poor dimensional 

stability, and inadequate imperviousness to moisture. Resins, improved in all 

these qualities, have been developed and with them an increasing range of mica 

substitutes. Other substitutes now available include woven glass tape with or 

without synthetic resins and ground mica bonded with glass under high heat and 

pressure. 

Alsifilm, invented and patented in 1938 by Dr. E. A. Hauser of the Massa¬ 

chusetts Institute of Technology, is a synthetic product somewhat resembling 

mica in composition and physical properties. It is made from bentonite by 

special techniques. It seemed to have distinct possibilities as a mica substitute 

at the start, but inherent defects, such as brittleness, could not be overcome and 

it never has been used commercially. 

Synthetic mica was made by Germany during the Second World War and used 

for heavy-duty condensers where natural mica had failed. It was made by melt¬ 

ing a mixture of aluminum oxide, magnesium oxide, sand, and potassium silico- 

fluoride in crucibles and very slowly cooling the melt. Sheets up to 62 sq in. in 

area of perfect mica reportedly were made at a cost of about 10 times that of 

imported natural mica. Integrated mica, produced by splitting mica under con¬ 

trolled conditions and using the natural attraction of the mica surface plus a 

plastic binder, was reported to be available in 1950 in large sheets. 

While it is improbable that mica substitutes and synthetic mica will ever 

entirely replace natural high-grade mica, our dependence on natural mica will not 

again be so complete as it w'as at the start of the last war. 
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MINERAL FILLERS AND ADSORBENTS 

Many finely divided minerals are used as fillers and adsorbents. As fillers their 

service is essentially physical. As adsorbents some chemical forces come into 

play such as are associated wth surface chemistry. Some chemical change may 

be produced in the material in contact with the adsorbent. There is a small and 

definite amount of overlap in the two functions and therefore they are treated 

together. 

MINERAL FILLERS 

In the manufacture of many industrial products, such as paper, rubber, paint, 
linoleum, and so on, finely ground materials, often of mineral origin, are intro¬ 

duced in order to give body, opacity, or some other useful property to the finished 

product. Sometimes such materials are also used as inert diluents without in any 

way impairing the quality of the finished products. Such materials are called 

“fillers” or, in paints, “inert extenders.” A very wide range of fillers are used, 

often more or less interchangeably, and fillers are used in awude range of products. 

It must be understood that the fillers generally are not adulterants but intro¬ 

duce desirable and often necessary properties in the commodities to which they 

are added. Sand and gravel may be considered as coarse mineral fillers added to 
Portland cement to produce concrete with properties superior to those of the raw 

materials of which it is composed. Similarly, the addition of carbon black or 

fumed silica to rubber in tire manufacture results in a final product of greatly 

improved performance. They also serve an important purpose as a diluent and 

distributing agent. Pure chemical compounds cannot be applied directly to the 
soil as fertilizers for fear of killing the plants that they are supposed to nourish. 

They must be diluted for ordinary use with an inert extender that aids in uniform 
distribution. A filler must be added. This increases weight and bulk and often 

freight charges to the user, but it results in the delivery of a commodity that can 
be used with common discretion wthout damage. A similar condition exists in 

insecticides in which the pure material is too toxic or wasteful in use unless reduced 

to proper dilution by the addition of inerts. A wide range of fillers may be used, 
sometimes interchangeably, and the user will buy the lowest priced material that 

will serve. The total tonnage consumed annually in the United States is not 
accurately known, but it is estimated to be substantially in excess of 1 million 

tons. 
Functions of Fillers- Most fillers, except for such very low-grade uses as 

fertilizer filler where sand may be used, are 200 mesh and finer. The lower limit 
of fineness may be carbon black (channel) with a grain size of about 0.01 This 

represents a 7,000-fold range in particle size, which may explain in part why 
fillers are not even more interchangeable. Most fillers perform several functions, 
and in developing a filler for any intended use it is of greatest importance to know 

and understand those functions and, if possible, to measure them quantitatively. 
The field of fillers overlaps that of the pigments. In fact, the finely divided fillers 

used in the rubber industry are known to that industry as rubber pigments. 
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Some of the functions performed by fillers are noted below. 

1. Filler^ simple inert diluent 

2. Reinforcing agents adding to strength and wear (rubber) 
3. Hiding and opacifying (paper filler^ paints, enamels) 
4. Tinting (paint) 

5. Coloring (paint top tone) 

6. Bodying or suspending other pigments (paint) 

7. Anticorrosion and antiwealhering (paint) 

8. Electrical functioning (electrically conducting rubber) 
9. Lubricating and heal transfer (graphite lubricant) 

10. Densifying or weighting agent (barite in well-drilling mud) 

11. Insulation^ heat, sound, and electrical (loose-fill insulation) 
12. Abrasive (soaps and polishes) 

13. Carrier (insecticides) 
14. Surface conditioner (paper coating) 

15. Absorbent (floor-treating compounds) 

This list probably could be considerably extended. 

Materials Used as Fillers. 

1. Rock dusts. By-products of the crushing and grinding of rocks: 

Limestone 

Gypsum 

Sandstone 

Granite 

Marble 

Shale 

Trap rock 

2. Natural mineral fillers. Ground to desired size: 

Aluminum flake (clay) 

Anhydrite 

Apatite 

Asbestos powder 

Asbestirio (talc) 

Barytes 

Bentonite 

(’alcite 

Client ite 

C’halk 

f'lay 

fk)al (powdered) 

DiaUjrnueeous earth 

Dolomite 

Feldspar 

Flint 

Fuller’s earth 

Graphite 

Gypsum 

Iron oxidets 

Limestone 

Magnesite 

IVIarhle dust 

Mica 

Ocher and umber 

Pumice 

Pyrophyllite 

liottenstone 

Sand 

Serpentine 

Shale 

Silica 

Slate flour 

Soapstone 

Sulfur 

Talc 

'"Talckene” (rod shale) 

Terra alba (ground gypsum) 
Triimli 

Whiling 
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3. Industrial by-products; 

Precipitated calcium carbonate 

Precipitated calcium sulfate 
Fly ash (from boiler plants) 

4. Manufactured fillers: 

Alumina, precipitated 

Blanc fixe 
Calcium carbonate, precipitated 
Calcium silicate, precipitated 

Calcium sulfate, precipitated 
Carbon black 

Flake white (basic carbonate white lead) 
Gypsum, dead-burned 
Lime, hydrated 
Lithopone 

Magnesia (basic magnesium carbonate) 

Pearl filler 
Pearl hardening 
Portland cement 
Satin white 

Silica fume 
Titanium dioxide 

lead, basic carbonate 
White lead, basic sulfate 

Zinc oxide 

5. Organic materials: 

Coal 
Shell 
Wood flour 

Practically all the natural mineral fillers and most of the manufactured fillers 

are described under various headings in this work (see index). Some of the 

manufactured fillers not elsewhere described are treated briefly below. 

Calcium sulfate (precipitated) may be made by precipitation from a solution of 

calcium chloride by means of glauber salts (sodium sulfate). It is obtained as a 

by-product in many chemical processes and may be obtained in large quantities 

at a fairly low price. It contains no water of crystallization (as does pearl 

hardening) and is thus equivalent to an artificial anhydrite. It is used in the 

manufacture of paper, as a filler in paints, and for other purposes. Dead-burned 

gypsum is used similarly. 

Pearl filler is a fine-grained filler made by grinding waste made in manufacturing 

pearl buttons from oyster shells. It is used principally as a filler in high-grade 

coated papers. 
Satin white may be regarded as a calcium aluminate mixed with hydrated 

calcium sulfate, or as a gelatinous aluminum hydroxide mixed with calcium 

sulfate and containing some free lime. It is an important white pigment of 

Ijarticular value in making coated paper and lake colors. The process of manu¬ 

facture is simple, but physical conditions must be carefully regulated in order to 

juake a high-grade product. Briefly, the process consists of slaking lime in 

boiling water, adding the correct proportion of finely pulverized aluminum sulfate, 

heating until the mass is nearly solid, adding water, and agitating thoroughly. 

Pearl hardening is a trade name used to designate an artificial crystallized 

calcium sulfate containing Avator of hydration (CaS04’2HoO), and is thus equiva¬ 

lent to an artificial gypsum. It may be produced by adding sulfuric acid or 

sodium sulfate to a solution of calcium chloride, the resulting calcium sulfato 
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cr3rstalli2mg out. It is used as a filler in the better grades of paper. Crovm filler 
is another name for pearl hardening. 

Products and Processes in Which Fillers Are Used. It would be difficult to 

give anything like a complete list of the products and industries in which fillera 

are used, and it would be still more difficult to enumerate all the fillers used in 

each product. For many and probably for most purpose.s a considerable number 

of different fillers may be used almost interchangeably. In the following list are 

some of the more important proilucts and proce&ses in which fillers are used: 

Artificial stone 
Asphalt surfacing 

Cements 

Ceramics 

Cordage 

Dry batteries 

Dynamite 

Fertilizers 

Flooring compounds 

Foundry facings 

Insecticides 

Insulating compounds 

J^^thcr 

Linoleum and oilcloth 

Lubricants 

Matches 

Oxychloride cement 

Paint 

Paper 

Phonograph records 

Pipe coverings 

Plasters 

Plastics 

Putty 

Roofing materials 

Rubber 

Soap 

Textiles 

Tooth powder and pzistc 

NVood finishing 

Specifications Md Tests. Very few standard specifications and tests have 

been devnsed for filler materials, even for the more important uses. Each con- 

fit Tuo^“h‘"’ '.‘'T “ tnaterial must pos.scss in order to 
t It for his use, but there are wide diversities of opinion among manufacturers of 

denfcal products. In examining a new filler material, the consumer firirtes 

he STv nex?'’r^r“"’ If It those tests, 
Iin3 oSbrn^rt-^^ts by screening, by working up with 

finlT i’ ^ ami testing the quality of the 

on wldcirthe'^sffit M r'** somtcoinmerc-ial plant test is the basis 
ably with thnsP I 1^ material is judged. If tlie filler eotnpares favor- 
Durat veV «eleetion is ba.scd almost wholly on the com- 
pamtive delivered costs of the competitive rnatoiials. 

puaioses only pliysioal properties are important, provided that tlie 
filler IS diemically stable and inert un<ler onlinary conditions. tlsuaUy clmmieU 

l3:;. " -- --P-Hies are LnXed 

imSirt^int^T”" P^P-i'-fi^ "f P™'^“l>ly finc^nos,, is the most 

a 3OT m it ^ ^ ^ "hich will pass throuirh 

siaeTr^ f very m,e grain 
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2 per cent is so coarse that it will not pass a 100-mesh screen. In grinding mineral 

fillers, this point must be always kept in mind. 

The physical property second in importance is usually color. For many uses, 

as in high-grade paper and paints, a pure, clear-white color is demanded. For 

other uses, as in rubber and road asphalt-surfacing mixtures, color is of little 

importance. 
In attempting to prepare and market mineral fillers, the two all-important 

factors are (1) that the product must conform to the consumers" requirements 

and not to fixed standards; and (2) that most markets for fillers are highly com¬ 

petitive and the new product must compete on a delivered-price basis not only 

with the same material produced by others but also wdth several different com¬ 

petitive materials. 
Recent efforts in research have been directed toward the production of superfine 

fillers. Fumed silica obtained by the combustion of ethyl silicate has been found 

a satisfactory substitute for carbon black, increasing tear- and abrasion-resistance 

w’ithout changing color or translucency.^ A fine form of silica, 99.9 per cent 

silica, particle size 0.01 to 0.05 n, was produced by the Linde Air Products Co. in 

1947 in pilot-plant quantities.® This material disperses readily in most liquids 

and stable, colloidal gels can be prepared. It has many industrial potentials as a 

catalyst carrier, pigment disperser, flatting agent, and in the rubber and textile 

industries. 

MINERAL ADSORBENTS 

The phenomenon of adsorption is not entirely understood. It is concerned 

with the forces active in surface chemistry that result in the concentration of 

gase.s, liquids, or dissolved substances on the surfaces of solids. Solutions or 

liquids in contact with an adsorptive solid may be clarified or othenvise benefited 

with great improvement in appearance and increase in value or dangerous gases 

may be removed from the atmosphere. Adsorption and absorption are closely 

associated, and at times it is difficult to differentiate between them. Adsorption 

deals with the effects of surface accumulations, and absorption is concerned with 

the penetration of a .solid ijroducing a change. Adsorption may be accompanied 

by chemical roat'tion, exothermic in nature, so that the amount of heat released 

may be sub.stantial. 
An efficient adsorbent should possess certain properties. It should be porou^ 

w'ith a high surface exj^sure, and the pores should be of proper size. It should 

not l>e too dense, which reduces efficiency. It should be resistant to the tem¬ 

peratures employed, which may be relatively high. A number of nunerals 

qualify, and their use and ser\'ice to industry increase. Charcoal and then ^her 

forms of carbon were among the fimt adsorbents to find industrial use. 

were employed in the purification of sugar solutions. The use of gas as a mibtary 

weapon in the First World War led to the development of gas masks whose useful¬ 

ness w'as in part due to the use of specially activated carbon. The problem ol 

purification of w'ater, solutions, and liquids such as oU became con^on to n^y 

industries. Filtering through an adsorptive medium is most effective.^ in 

filtering action is in part mechanical, that is, suspended solids are trapped m tn 
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fine spaces between the particles of filtering medium and removed. At the same 

time small percentages of objectionable materials may be removed entirely or the 

imperfectly understood chemical reactions incident to surface conditions mav 
improve the quality of the filtrate. 

The most commonly employed mineral adsorbents are the bleaching clays 
fuller s earth and bentonite; activated clays; diatomaceous earth; bauxite* and 

silica gel. These materials have been discussed in other sections and the follow¬ 
ing notes deal only with their roles as adsorbents. In the petroleum industry 

adsorbents are used to improve the quality of lubricating oils and motor fuels 

Two proc^ses are employed. In the percolation process a tall, cylindrical column 
is filled with a coarse adsorbent through which the oU, in liquid or vapor phase is 
forced to percolate. In contact filtration the clay and oil are mixed intimately 

heate<l to correct temperature, cooled, and filter-pressed. The clarified oil is 

thereby removed from the adsorbent and then conveyed to storage. Fuller’s 
«irth has been in common use for this purpose. It must be reactivated from time 
to time by heating and eventually must be discarded, llauxite has replace.1 

,-n -M "^*7 preferred .since it can bo revived almost 
indefinitely without loss of adsorbtive abUity. Similar methods arc used in the 
treatment of vegetable oils. 

The purification of water has become a problem of steadily growing importance 
Growing populations and increased industrial demands h.ave exhSustod many 
sources and the use of nver water, involving many problems of pollution lu^ 

Ucome common. Efficient filtration is a necessity, and tJiis is accomplLshed by 

h 1 remove suspended matter. Crushed and sized anthnw 
te has b(^n substituted for sand m some installations. Adsoiption on the 

surface of the anthracite ^vith removal of taste or odor is probable. Fuller’s 
earth or activated clays may be added to the water to effect the same punxisc 

ater softening with the use of glauconite or the manufactured zeolites L^con 

Mthe ^ exchange and the removal of calcium from the water 
At the same tjme some adsorj^tivo forces are active, 

indu.stry iliatomaceous earth is used as a filtering medium 

ontTdy morf.anical or some adsorptive pl.enonooa arc 
I resent is dtl atible. Diatomaceous earth possesses a most intricate microsconic 

^ e’^t'‘‘«>'-'iinarily efficient filtering medium. Sugar solutions 
re decolorized by percolation through fuller’s earth or bauxite, the cl oke b^a 

do Kmdent u|k>„ the pH of the liqui.i. Many special applicatbns of ad^rlrts 

exist, such as the deco orization of organic solvents and dry-cleaning fluids the 

*«■>" 
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MINERAL PIGMENTS 

is one of the most ancient of industries, 
and their use by primitive people is well known. The mining of mineral paints 

may well have been the first mineral industry carried on by American Indians. 
Iron-ore mining opierations in Missouri have disclosed extensive aboriginal work¬ 

ings extending to a depth of 20 ft and provided with extensive tunnels capable of 

accomodating standing workmen. Quantities of stone hammers have been 
found, and the size of the workings indicates that considerable tonnage was 

removed. Red and yellow oxides of iron were recovered; the same compounds 
that constitute the bulk of the modem mineral pigment industry. Apparently 
these pamts were transported over long distances and formed an important item 
xn early trade. 

Modem industry developed to commercial stature in Pennsylvania, due in 
part to the presence of limonitic iron ores in relative abundance in the eastern 
part of the state, and m part to the presence of beds of ocher extending from 

Easton m a soutlnvesterly direction toward Reading. Considerable pigment was 

™l»>ng of iron ore, and some operations were conducted to 
produ^ both products. The nuning of paint ores in the Lehigh \'alley ivas 

active by 1850 and shortly after the Civil War theestablishmentof mills expLded 
production and led to the development of new products and eventually the^manu- 
facture of sjmthetic pigments. Geographical location in the center of a highly 

ihe indust?^ successful development and permanence o^ 
the industry. Pennsylvania continues to maintain its leudemhip as a producer 
1 roduction is recorded also in Kew Jersey, Illinois, Virginia, Ohfo, and GeorSI' 

f properties, making them usefui 

rials In ad^t^nr ««»"ete, plaster, brick, and other mato- 

overlap m the fields of mineral pigments and mineral fillers, some commodities 
serving both industries. Natural pigments have some economic factors in their 
favor: w.de g^Rraph.c distribution, ease of preparation, reiativeirW cosU J 
production, chonneai stalrility, and perinanenco in use, so tliat tljy continue to 

acrL^‘«;trnd^:;pr btdrari;:l“rTs\:];':i- 

5=. 2^“;; “ “ EE= 
nonvarymg, uniform product. The develonincnt nf tore of a 

^i-tSSISSS— 
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Iron—Nature’s Most Useful Pigment. Iron is one of the most abundant 

elements and is found universally distributed in many forms and in many min¬ 

erals. Compounds of iron are the most important natural pigments. The iron 

pigments display many desirable characteristics, including good covering power, 

light fastness, stability, and high index of refraction. Ferric oxides are charac¬ 

teristically red, as is shown by the universal red coloration accompanying the 

mining and utilization of hematite (Fe203), the most valuable ore of iron. 

Hydrated ferric oxides display various shades of yellow, depending upon the iron 

content of the material and the nature of the associated impurities. Ocher is a 

typical pigment of this nature. The presence of small amounts of maganese 

oxide (black) or carbon as organic matter in the hydrated iron oxides masks the 

original yellow and produces various shades of brown, of which umber is a com¬ 

mon example. Magnetite {Fe304) is one of the few black minerals that grinds to 

a black powder. The use of the natural mineral as a pigment has not been 

significant. A similar product, precipitated magnetic black, is manufactured. 

Ferrous compounds are commonly green. Since they are not stable, being subject 

to oxidation w'ith color change, they have not become important as pigments. 

They are employed incidentally in some green rocks used for ornamental purposes. 

The mineral pigments vary from earth colors of low intensity and great dilution 
of iron content to almost pure iron compounds with high tinting strength and 

correspondingly greater value. 
Some connection has existed between the production of pigments and the 

mining of iron ores, although the production of colors is not carried on appreciably 

as a by-product of mining. In the early development of the industry iron mining 
was common in Pennsylvania, New York, and other eastern states. There were 

a large nrimber of small producers of hematite, limonite or bog ore, and carbonate 

ore. Some of these mines were small producers of pigments. The development 
of the Lake Superior iron ores resulted in the cessation of operations of these 

eastern producers. The knowledge of the location of these deposits and their 
possibilities as producers of pigments contributed to the development of the color 

industry after their importance as ore producers was past. 
Many iron compounds may be changed in color by calcination, with its accom¬ 

panying dehydration and oxidation. The end product is Fe203, a stable red 

oxide, and whatever impurities were associated with the original material. The 
yellow hydrated oxides may be calcined red. The gray carbonate, found in 

Carbon County, Pa., calcines to a brilliant red. Copperas (ferrous sulfate) avail¬ 
able as a by-pi-oduct of the steel industry, breaks clown under calcination to 

residual red oxide. Pigments produced by calcination possess the advantage of 

fine particle size, contributing to tinting strength and covering power, and ease of 

grinding. _ , . 
Classification of Pigments by Color. The classification of pigments by color is 

also soinew’hat indefinite, because many colors lie between the standard shades 
and may be classed with either of two groups. The nomenclature is somewhat 
confusing in that the same name is often used indiscriminately by the trade to 

apply to several distinct materials, both natural and artificial. The more impor- 
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tant colors are briefly defined below, but more extended descriptions of the chief 
natural earth pigments are also given later in this discussion. 

Mineral Blacks. Hea\’y black slate or shale is used to some extent in paint for 

buildings, but is used chiefly as black filler for ironwork. It is often toned with 

other blacks (carbon or lampblack) that are not so heavy, but the consumption is 

small l^cause of its destructive action on paint mills and because its tinctorial 

power IS not high. Quite as satisfactory results are obtained by the use of fine 

silica tinted with lampblack, and at less cost. These blacks (mineral black, slate 

black, oil black, black chalk, etc.) are perhaps more important abroad than in this 

country and are found in abundance in Bavaria, Spain, Italy, and elsewhere. 

Coal. Powdered coal of various kinds is also used in some paints. It generally 

contains sulfur compounds, which are exceedingly harmful to metal and which 

prevent its being mixed with lead pigments. The semianthracites of Sullivan 
County, Pa., grind to a black useful for certain purposes. 

Manganese Ores. Pyrolusite and hausmannite (natural oxides of manganese) 

are sometimes powdered for use as pigments, but their most important application 

m the paint trade is as driers in the preparation of boiled linseed oil 

Graphite, or crystalline carbon, both natural and artificial, is an important 

paint pigment. Its extreme lightness requires that it be diluted with a heavier 

base, often silica, to give it "tooth” and prevent it from being spread too thin. 

If used alone, 1 gal of graphite paint will cover from 1,000 to 1,600 sq ft of surface 

or two or three times as much as most other pigments. Few graphite paints 

contain as much as GO per cent graphite, since, in addition to its spreading too thin 
it IS also a slow drier. ' 

Asphalts and bitumens are frequently used in the paint trade, 
although they are not strictly pigments* 

Greens. Green earth, terre verU, green ocher, celadon green, verona green, etc., is 

the only important natural mineral green. It varies considerably in composition 

but consists principally of ferrous silicate mixed \vith silicates of the alkalies and 

magnesium. It varies in color from pale bluish green through apple green to 

ol.vc gro<.n or green,sh black. While it is a durable, inert pigment, it docs not 

have nmeh body and i, low in color Intensity. Owing to its high ateorl,™t 

capacity for certa.n and,no colors, it is u.sed extensively as ,r b,i.se for cheap lakes 

Green earth o,curs,Inefly in Ilohemia an<l Italy, a.s a rieco.npo.sition product 
of ba.salt.,- tuiTs. It ,s prepared for market l>y grin.ling, wiisl.ing, and di^ying nr 

''y-lrocliloric acid, regrinding, washing, a.^d dry- 
in^^. riic arid trratiuont i!ut>rove.s the color 

Green rm-ks are employed to produce granules for roofing arul stucco dash 

Altered volcantcs commonly called "greenstone.s.” slate, sen>entine, and epidote 

ec:::^ •::^tl;r !s:edt. ^ 
aA.1, has been used as an artist’s pigment and production in India is said to have 

been large at one tune. It has been replaced l,y its synthetic equiv.r,It 

nne. Azurite, a blue basic copper carbonate, is not stable and tends to change 
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to malachite, the green carbonate. It has been suggested that the green skies of 

some of the most valuable old Italian painting is due to the use of azurite that 

has altered during the passage of time. 

Ultramarine is the most important blue pigment. It has the same composition 

as the mineral lapis lazuli. It is of indefinite and varying composition, but is 

considered as a double silicate of sodium and aluminum, containing a little sulfur. 

The formula Na2Al3SiOrNa2S has been assigned to it, but the common blue 

variety is believed to vary from a soda ultramarine, poor in silica [4(Na2Al2- 

Si208)'Na2S4), to a modification high in silica [2(Na2Al^i30io)'Na^4]. 

Yellow, \'iolet, red, and green varieties have been produced, the green variety 

being an intermediate product in the manufacture of blue ultramarine by one 

method. None of these other colors, except green, have any commercial impor¬ 

tance, since they have little tinctorial power and are too expensive. 

Ultramarine is made from a mixture of kaolin or china clay, soda ash (sodium 

carbonate) or glauber salt (sodium sulfate), carbon (charcoal, lampblack, etc.), 

sulfur, and sometimes diatomaceous earth or other siliceous matter. 

Prussian blue, herlin blue, Chinese blue, tumbulVs blue, etc., belong to the group 

of iron blues or fcrrocyanide blues. They consist essentially of iron ferrocyanides. 

Cobalt produces the smalt blues, extensively used in the coloring of glass, 

decoration of porcelain, and other ceramic products. 

Whites. No natural white minerals are of value as white pigments since they 

are not sufficiently opaque when mixed wth oil. However, a number of ground 

minerals border on this field because they are useful as fillers or inert extenders. 

Among them may be listed clay, chalk, whiting, ground limestone and marble, 

talc, trcmolite, gypsum, barytes, and others. 

Mineral Reds. Most of the mineral reds derive their color from the presence 

of varying amounts of ferric oxide (FejOj), the mineral hematite. This may be 

present in relatively small percentages, as in the red slates and shales, or it may 

constitute as much as 90 per cent or more of the material, as in Spanish red. The 

red oxide may occur naturally or it may be produced by heating hydrous iron 

oxide ijigmcnts, such as yellow ochers, to a sufficiently high temperature to drive 

off the w.'itcr of composition. 

Persian red or crimson oxide (the original Indian red) contains 65 to 70 per cent 

Fe^Oa and comes from Ormuz Island in the Persian Gulf. 

SiHinish red is a nearly pure soft-red hematite, usually containing 80 to 90 per 

cent Fe-Oa. 
Dole, ruddle, or reddle is a ferruginous, nonplastic red, yellow, or brown clay, 

usually containing 5 to 15 per cent FejOa, used locally in India. 

Purple oxide, or indtVin red (natural) approximates Spanish or persian red in 

comjjosition, and is used straight as a cheap indian red or as an adulterant in true 

Indian red. 
Canadian red is a calcined limonite iron ore very high in ferric oxide (up to 98 

per cent) F02O3. 
Red slates and shales (as well as yellow and black types) are low in coloring 

power and arc ground and used as red pigments in linoleum and oilcloth, in mortar 

colors, in cheap paints for priming coats, etc. 
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Metallic vainU are iron oxide pigments that are higher in the oxide content than 

the ochers. “Metallic paints,” as marketed, usually contain from 33 to 64 per 

cent Fe20s. They are made (1) by grinding together a mixture of ocher and 

limonite iron ore and burning to form a red product rich in iron; or (2) by calcining 

and grinding a natural iron carbonate (siderite) paint ore found only in the Lehigh 

Gap district of Pennsylvania or grinding selected hematite. 

Burnt ocher is a red pigment made by calcining yellow ocher at a high heat, 

thus converting the yellow hydrated iron oxide (limonite) to the red ferric oxide 
(hematite). 

Red ocher is a natural pigment resembling burnt ocher. 

Indian red as the term is now used, is made by roasting copperas (iron sulfate) 

crystals produced as a by-product from pickling liquors in wire or galvanizing 
mills. It IS a very high-grade red pigment. 

Colcothar, rouge, and crocus are similar to Indian red in composition and method 
of manufacture, but are used for other purposes. 

Red oxide or oxide of iron, as the terms are generally understood, is made in tlio 

^me manner as Indian red, but is lighter in shade. This term is also used rather 

loosely to apply to various types of natural red pigments high in ferric oxide. 

Tascon red is a shade of Indian red made by toning up the color of a low grade 
of that pigment with a red coal-tar dye (alizarine lake). 

He^tite paint is made by grinding a natural, more or less pure, and usually 
soft, hematite iron ore (see “Spanish red”). 

Fenctmn Red Venetian reds are manufactured by the neutralization of 

pickhng liquors from steel mills, containing ferrous sulfate in solution, with lime 

and calcination of the mixture. The pigment forme<l by the reactions inci<lent 

to calcination is a mixture of ro<l iron oxide and calcium sulfate. The term is 

used loosely and mcludes letdown reds produced by grinding hematite, or other 

red oxide with calcium sulfate (gypsum) to produce a mechanical mixture similar 
in composition to the product of calcination. 

YeUows. Yellow ocher is the only important natural mineral yellow, and has 

been used since preh.s^nc times. It is known by many names, including mineral 

yellow, pennanent yellow, stone yellow, roman ocher, roman earth, oxford ocher 

Chinese yellow, golden ocher, etc. It consists essentially of a mixture of clay’ 

s^ceous matter, ami hydrated iron oxide (limonite), but may contain various 

teriahs as impurities. The best vurietic.s vary in color from a lemon yellow 

to a golden yellow, but it gnides into a yellow-brown (sienna) and may be gi-ivish 

due to „„pur.t.e.s. The iron oxide eontent varies from In tr, 30 per r ent or‘nn^' 

Browns .Swnna, lintnrn eurlh, Urrn di Ann, is a lli|-Ii-Eradc natural yellow- 

hr^vn oartl. piKment cnrrs.stlnK of a mixture of hy.lrous iron nxirle.s and .lays in 

ryuig proportions, with or without .silii^eou.s matter. It inav contain a little 

rmnganesc dioxide. It grado.s into ocher with decreasing iron oxi.le ci.ntont ami 
nU} umber with incroasin^; inanKanesc oxide eontent It ukipiIIv \ \ • 

t" .1:^ m,::; 
in color. 1 he color varie.s from pure brown to reddish brown 

to aright 3: “ P-re brown 
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Umber, raw umber, turkey umber, terra ombra, consists of a mixture of clay, 

hydrous iron oxide, manganese oxides, organic matter, and sometimes siliceous 

matter. It usually contains from 7 to 14 per cent manganese dioxide and often 

SO per cent ferric oxide. It is a darker shade of brown than sienna. 

Burnt umbers, velvet browns, chestnut broxvns, made by calcining umbers, have 

deeper and richer shades than the raw earths. 
Vandyke brown, cassel brown, cassel earth, rvbens brown are terms applied more 

or less indiscriminately to pigments composed of clay, iron oxides, decomposed 

wood, peat, lignite, and other organic matter. These pigments are obtained 

from bog earth, peat, or lignite deposits and arc essentially mixtures of clay or 

ocher with varying proportions of bituminous matter. Certain shades of siennas 

or umbers are sometimes called Vandyke browms. Imitation Vandyke browns are 

made artificially from charred organic substances, such as bark, cork cuttings, 

and bone dust. Mixtures of lampblack, yellow ocher, and iron oxide are also 

sold as Vandyke brown. 
The chief source of cassel brown has been Germany, and at one time imports 

to the United States valued at over 1 million dollars annually were secured from 

this source. Satisfactory material has been developed in Arkansas and North 

Dakota so that imports are no longer important. Most of the production is sold 

as Vandyke brown and is consumed as a paper stain. 

Cologne earth is a bituminous (lignitic) Vandyke brown that has been gently 

roasted, making the color darker and more permanent. 
Cappngh brown, euchrome, mineral brown is a highly ferruginous, manganiferous 

earth found at Cappagh mine. County Cork, Ireland. It is redder than raw 

umber but similar in composition. When calcined at 100°C, it changes to a rich 

reddish-brown color resembling burnt sienna and Caledonian brown. 
Caledonian brown is a raw earth pigment resembling burnt sienna in color. It 

contains hydrous oxides of iron and manganese. WTien calcined, it becomes a 

brownish black. 
Metallic brown or mineral hrovm is made by calcining an impure hydrous iron 

oxide (limonite iron ore). It usually contains from 40 to 75 per cent ferric oxide 

(average 50 per cent). It is of variable color but resembles burnt sienna. 
Miscellaneous Pigments. Color lakes or lake pigments are composed of a 

coloring principle absorbed by or precipitated on an inert and insoluble base. 
The term “color lake” originally applied only to those pigments produced by 

fixing the coloring principles on a transparent base, such as aluminum hydroxide. 
Now the term includes all pigments produced by fixing a dye on an inert base. 

The base materials are almost invariably inorganic and generally white or 
transparent. Many bases are used, among which are the following: aluminum 

liydroxide, alumina, blanc fixe, “soft” silica, lead sulfate, lithopone, ground 
barite, gypsum, whiting, china clay, precipitated chalk, barium carbonate, talc, 

diatomaccous earth, tripoli, clay, ochers, umbers, etc. The base should be inert, 
insoluble, easily pulverized to a very fine powder, and of such a color as not to 
affect adversely the color to be precipitated or fixed upon it. Bases should (1) 

have good covering power; (2) be easily worked; and (3) not be affected by light, 

alkalies, acids, etc. 
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The colors used may be natural (vegetable or animal origin) or artificial 

(chiefly coal-tar dyes). The color lakes are also generally grouped into classes, 

depending upon the method of fixing the color on the base; for example, coal-tar 

dyes precipitated by barium chloride, coal-tar dyes precipitated by tannin, etc. 

Some of ^e more important natural lake colors are rose pink, dutch pink, 

madder lake, and carmine. The coal-tar colors are far too numerous even to 

mention here, but two of the best known are scarlet lake and alizarine lake. 

Mortar Colors. Mortar colors are medium- or low-grade pigments used for 

tinting mortar, cement, and concrete; and the colors are usually the various 

shades of red, brown, puri>le, blue, and black. As marketed, most of the colors 

are blends or mixtures. A great variety of materials are used for this purp<jse, 

some of the most important being iron oxide, “blue billy” (residue left from 

roa.sting pyrite), ground slate and shale, and even culm from coal washeries. 

Gray ocher is composed chiefly of clay, silica, and organic matter. It may 

conbiin a small amount of ferrous hydroxide, which sometimes imparts a slightly 

greenish color. It is used as a filler for cheap paint. 

Cream ocher is a clay containing as low as 5 per cent hydrous iron oxide. It is 

used to some extent as a primer on wood, but is of little value. 

While ocher is ordinary white clay. 

Many other minerals and materials have been used from time to time in the 

past or arc still used in small quantities at present, but most of them are too 
unimportant to be noted here. 

Synthetics. There has been a growing trend toward the manufacture of high- 

grade synthetic compounds of great tinting strength to replace natural pigments. 

Synthoti<-s now supply nearly one-half the tonnage and three-quarters the dollar 

value of the American industry. They are manufactured from such low-pricc<l 

bases as scrai> iron or ferrous sulfate solutions produced as a by-prorluct in the 

pic kling of .steel. The iron is dis.solvetl in sulfuric acid to produ<'o ferrous sulfate 

ami the solution is then oxidized by the introduction of air, precipitating hydroius 

iron fixide, yellow, which can be converted to the ferric r)r re<l form by cahunation. 

The tinting strength of the .synthetics may be 10 times or more that of the natural 

pigment. Less weight is required, transportation costs are smaller, and the uni¬ 

formity of the product permits accurate proportioning. Since the synthetics are 

I)ro(luce<l under technical control they can compete with the highest quality of 

natural materials importe<l from foreign .sources. French ocher, once the stand¬ 

ard yellow of the American market, has lo.st much of its importance. 

Natural jiigments supply bulk as well as color. In certain markets where the 

final pnKluct Ls sold at a higher price than that paid for the pigment there may be 

a profit in the re.sale of the pigment. At this date it seems probable that the 

natural pigments have stabilized their position in some industries where they 

enjoy a jneference due to economy or do.«5irablc performance in use. New 

markets will doubtle.ss bo dominated by the more powerful synthetics. 

The Recovery of Hydrous Iron Oxide as a By-product of Coal Mining. Iron is 

present in anthracite and bituminous coal in the form of the sulfide which may 

be pyrite or man-asite, both represented by the formula FcS.. These minerals 

have been recovered m small tonnages to be used as a source of sulfur as described 
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in the section dealing with that element. These minerals are not particularly 

stable and oxidize upon exposure to the atmosphere. As mine workings advance, 

the opportunity for oxidation increases and mine waters show increasing amounts 

of sulfuric acid and ferrous sulfate. The ferrous sulfate, being a soluble salt, is 

carried away by mine drainage. This solution is clear until some oj^ation takes 

place, which occurs commonly in the tunnels near the exits to the surface and in 

the adjacent natural drainage to which the mine drainage leads. Hydrous iron 

oxides are precipitated in quantity. X-ray examination shows the material to 

be limonite (FejOs-SHaO). This material is a brilliant yellow and locally is called 

“sulfur mud.’' The collection of this material in a few favorable places has 
become the basis of a small mineral industry and has supplied a new material for 

mineral pigments. 

In a few favorable localities the topography is such as to supply a natural 

settling basin in which mine waters have been confined long enough to permit the 

accumulation of thousands of tons of material. In some places recovery of the 

limonite has been made from areas after exhaustion of the coal had led to closing 

of the mine years before. In Pennsylvania, where pigment recovery is attempted, 

logs and rocks are placed in the discharge of mine waters pumped from the mine. 

These obstacles agitate the water and aerate the solution, introducing oxygen and 

thereby accelerating the precipitation of the iron oxide. Economical recovery 

can be attained only where there is a substantial tonnage within a few hundred 

feet of sufficient thickness to permit movement by ordinary shoveling. The per¬ 

centage of the total iron content deposited in recoverable form is doubtless small. 
Much of the iron is deposited in thin films over miles of stream beds in unrecover¬ 

able foi-m, pro<lucing the yellow bedded streams common in western Pennsylvania. 

The yellow mud is shoveled from the stream, which may be diverted, or in some 

cases from the floor of the mine tunnel, with care to avoid contamination by soil 

or coal. The mud is dried in the sun and then trucked directly to the paint mill 

or to railroad cars for shipping to the mill. As shipped the material contains 

about 40 per cent moisture. Cars have been shipped analyzing 96 per cent 
hydrous iron oxides on a diy basis. Material under 80 per cent is not acceptable. 

The average price paid to the producer in the past has been around $6 per ton. 

No record of production is known, but estimates indicate that some 20,000 tons 
have been recovered. 

These yellow oxides have not been used directly as pigments to any great 
extent. Most of the material has been calcined in furnaces designed to maintain 

an oxydizing atmosphere. The calcined and dehydrated oxide is ground in buhr 
mills, rolls, Raymond mills, or other equipment. The final product is a beautiful 

red, possessing the assets of high-quality iron pigments. 
The production of mineral pigments in the United States is shown in Table 1. 
Imports. Foreign pigments occupy a preferred position in some industries, 

the preference being based on satisfactory and uniform performance in the past. 

Italian siennas, turkey and Cyprus umbers, Spanish and persian oxides, and some 
french ocher are imported in relatively small tonnages. It is expected that more 
settled conditions abroad will permit some expansion in this business. Careful 

preparation and the excellent inherent properties of color and tinting strength 
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Table 1. Natural Mineral Pigments and Manufactured Iron Oxide Pig¬ 

ments Sold by Producers in the United States, 1947 

Short tons Value 

Mineral blacks. • * 

Precioitated macpn^tJc • * 

Natural brown oxidea. 5,861 
• 

$ 308,440 
« Vandyke brown. 

Pure browns (96% or better iron oxides). 1.016 219.997 

946.997 

3,481,083 
579,603 

110,863 

2,214,358 

Natural red oxides. 20,524 

17,331 

7,127 
1,682 

18,817 
* 

Pure rod oxides (98% or better FejO*). 

Venetian rods. 

Pyrite cinder. 

Other red iron oxides. 

Natural vellow oxides (hi^h 

Pure yellows (85% or better Fe*Oj). 10,495 
9,130 

1,635,365 
213,133 

1 

Others (low Fc*0*). 

Siennas: 
Burnt. 940 

1,441 

141 04^ 
Not burnt. 201,493 

Umbers: 
Burnt. . . 3,051 

671 

17,280 

322,688 
R1 44^ Not burnt. 

Others. 
oi1aao 

730,066 
Total. 115,367 e 1 1 T 1 Ai 1fiOt,iOi 

* Included under Others. 

Table 2. Selected Mineral Pigment.s Imported for Con.sumption in the 

United States, 1943 i-o 194«» 

Pigme&t 

yj43 1044 1945 194G 

Short 
toiiA 

Vahio 
Short 

tons 
Value 

Short 

tons 
Value 

Short 

tOIlH 
Vaiijo 

Iron oxWio 
Natural. 

Syiithclir. 

Ocher, crude and refirted 

Siennaa. ertjde and rrfinrd 

581 

Si)U 
$22,051 

02.0hG 

1.810 

1.404 

080 

4 
1 

$01,231 

80.188 

221 

2.837 

439 

784 

$125,370 

58.380 
30.008 

5.423 

759 

107 

755 

3.134 

101 

$318,239 

100,.302 

0.528 

73,129 

95.815 
10 432 

Utnt>cr, crude and rcfinc^i. 

Vandyke bruwn. 
1 . 172 

d 

31.509 1.989 57.281 

1 ,450 $110,827 3.350|$I70.230 ■ $277,039 111.339 $010,445 
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ensure these pigments of a share of the American market. Imports for recent 
years are shown in Table 2. 

Prices. Finished mineral pigments are generally quoted in cents per pound in 

bags. Representative prices obtaining in 1950 follow. Reds: synthetic iron 

oxide, to 91^ cents per pound; persian gulf, 6^ to 7; Spanish oxide, 5H to 5^; 

Venetian, to 5 depending upon percentage of iron oxides. Brovm: synthetic 

iron, 121.^ cents per pound; raw sienna, 4 to 12; burnt sienna, to 14^^; turkey 

type, 5^-i to vandyke, 9^^ to 12. Yellow: american ocher, golden, to 

2^4 cents per pound. 
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MONAZITE AND THORIUM MINERALS 

Composition. Monazite is a phosphate of the rare elements, cerium, lantha¬ 

num, and didymium I(Ce, La, Di)P04]. It nearly always contains thoria (ThOz) 

as an impurity, up to nearly 20 per cent. It also usually contains some silica and 

frequently small amounts of erbium and ytterbium. Commercially, monazite is 

valuable at present chiefly for its thorium content, and the analyses in Table 1 

represent typical commercial materials. 

Table 1. Analyses of Monazite 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

ThOt. 1.43 2.32 6.49 18.60 10.05 6.49 10.22 8.65 10.29 8.38 5 03 
Ce»Oi. 131.38 16.30 32.14 31.28 31.901 ( 27.37 25 46 33.06 
(U. I«.Yt)K)i. 25.54*1 

oo. o* 
130.88 01-73 

(X/%. TTiuOe 34.70 25.99 30.S8 28.46J 1 32 27 35 52 30 35 
P.O.. 28.16 29.28 24.01 25.51 29.28 26.82 26.50 27.67 23.92 26 70 
SiOi. fi 4D 1 3.20 1.40 2.70 1.40 2.90 l.OO 1.03 0.92 1 22 
2rOi . 

nnnnii 
0.60 

TiOi. 4.67 0.61 
FeiOj. 7.83 1.79 1.50 1 09 0 81 2 78 2 21 
AliOi. 1.62 0.84' mm 0.17 0.12 0.17 0 84 0 44 
CaO. 1.20 0-20 m| 0.20 0 13 r) ii 0 61 1 1 ]< 
HjO. 0.20 0.92 0.46 0.45 1.28 0.59 
MiaceUaocoug. ■MM I.IO^ 

Total. 100 00 90.61 97.44 100.67^ 99.53 100.63 99.67 100.22 09 71 100 71 

* Including ZrCb and BH). 
* Including ZrOu BeO, nnd TstOi. 
^CaO.O.OO; MgO. 0.21. 

T^hOt. 
t. Monnsit« aand from Burk^ N.C.; not pufo moontite. Glabcb. C„J. Am. Chtm.Soc., Vol. IS, pp. 782-793. 1806. 
2. Nc^ly pure monaiitc from Sbelby, N.C.. idem. 
3. Sand from Brindletown district. Burke. N.C. PeKncLD. S. L., Am.J.Sci.,T\6rd Scries. Vol. 24, p. 252, 1882. 
4. Amelia County. Va. Pr.KFigLO, S. L.. idem. 
6. Monasite in Urge pieces from river bed; Southern Sierra dos Ay mores. Eopirito Santo. BraxU. Khkisk. F.. Z. vrakt 

Otol., Vol. 18, pp. 123-124. 1910. 

6. Brasilian monazite, analysis by F. H. Lee. GorraciULC. A. L. M.. 8^tning Eng. World, May 15. 1915. 
7. Bond from Travancore. India. Jobnatokk. S. J., J. Chrm. /nd., Vol. 33, pp. $5-59, 1914. 
8. Isolate*! from a concentrate from Travantore. India. JoBNsroMR. S. J., idem. 
9. Monazite pebble from Ratnapura, Ceyloo. Johnbto?<c. 8. J.. idem. 

10. ConcentraUsd monazite from the Sernpang Tin Co., Pahang, Malay PeninsuU, Imp. Im(. Bull., Vol. 4. pp. 301-309, 
1906. 

11. Forty pebble# from MoolyelU. Wetera AuatnUia. SiunioN. E. S.. Bull. 48, .Surjei, If. Auxlralia. 1913. 

It should be noted that most of these analyses represent concentrated monazite 

or selected samples rather than monazite sand, and that they are considered to be 

of at least possible commercial importance. Some monazite contains so little 

thoria that it is of no present value. Brown* sLites that commercial monazite 

has the following average composition: ThOz, 5 to 10 per cent; CezO,, 25 to 35 

per cent; <I..a20,, PrzOa, NdzO,), 20 to 30 per cent; YtzOs, 1 to 3 per cent; P.Os, 
25 to .30 i>cr cent; SiOz, I to 4 per cent. 

Monazite sand as found may contain too low a percentage of thoria to be 

• Bbown, j. Coouinh, Not«B on Monazite, Induin Ind. <{• Labour, Dull. 3. 1921, pj). 17 -34 
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marketable, yet when concentrated may yield a high-grade product. Thus, an 

Indian monazite sand may contain, as found, as high as 46 per cent monazite. 

When partially concentrated to 62 per cent monazite (with 26 per cent ilmenite 

and 11 per cent zircon), it may yield 5 to 6 per cent thoria; and, when concen¬ 

trated to 90 per cent monazite, it contains about 9 per cent thoria. 

In addition to monazite, the minerals thorite, ihorianUe, and axierlite are of some 
interest as a source of thoria. 

Tfwrite, a sUicate of thorium (ThSiOO, contains, theoretically, 81.5 per cent 

ThOs, but, as found, the thoria content ranges from 49 to 74 per cent. It is 

generally dark brown to black in color and may also be orange, with glassy to 

resinous luster, and shell-like fracture. It has a hardness of 4.5 to 5 and a specific 

gravity of 4.4 to 5.2. It usually occurs in irregular masses in pegmatite. It has 

been found in small quantities in Norway and Ceylon and small shipments have 
been made from these deposits. 

Thorianite is an isomorphous mixture of thoria (ThOs) with uraninite (UO2). 

The formula is sometimes given as ThOa-XJaOg. It contains from 59 to 93 per 

cent ThOj, also UO2, and often CejOs and Zr02. It is a black mineral, specific 

gravity 9.3, occurring as grains in placer deposits and disseminated in pegmatites. 

It was first discovered in 1904 in the refuse from gem washings near Delangoda, 

Ceylon, and between 1904 and 1911 from 150 to over 20,000 lb per year were 

produced, valued at from SI to S7 per pound. In 1919 the price was $7 per 

pound (or $12 per pound of contained thoria). It has been reported also in the 

United States, Madagascar, and Russia, but Ceylon alone has produced, 

Auerlite, a silicate of thorium, is a dull yellowish-white to reddish mineral 

closely related to thorite, found at the Freeman zircon mines near Zirconia, 

Henderson County, N.C. Several pounds were produced and it is stated that 

further exploration might develop a deposit of commercial interest. 

General Description. Monazite is generally found as small, heavy, brownish 

or yellowish resinous grains in sand or disseminated in rock; less often in angular 
masses. 

Physical Properties. Hardness, 5 to 5.5. Specific gravity, 4.9 to 5.3. Melting 

point, high. Index of refraction, 1.786 to 1.837. Color, reddish brown, yellow, 

reddish, and brownish gray. Streak, white. Luster, resinous. Cleavage, perfect 

basal. Fracture, conchoidal. Transparency, translucent to opaque. Tenacity, 
brittle. 

Occurrence. Monazite is Viddely distributed in igneous rocks and is found 

infrequently in gneisses intruded by pegmatites. Concentrations in place have 

never been found that would permit systematic mining. The nearest approach 

to such a condition are the masses of monazite encountered in the mining of 

Norwegian pegmatites for feldspar. The monazite is saved, but the tonnage 

accumulated has never been of commercial significance. Destruction of mona- 

zite-bearing rocks by the forces of nature has liberated the mineral. Because of 

its chemical stability it is not altered easily, and due to its high specific gravity it 

tends to accumulate ^\^th other heavy minerals. Therefore, it is an ideal placer 

mineral. It is concentrated by stream and wave action, and commercial produc¬ 

tion has been obtained from stream gravels and beach sands. Marine placers 
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have been productive due to the secondary concentration effected by the waves 

on material already concentrated by the streams that have transported the mon- 
asite from its onginal source. 

Un^d StaUs. Monazite was discovered in North Carolina in 1879 Com¬ 

mercial production began about 1886, and further exploration disclosed the 

presence of mona«te m a belt extending southwesterly from Wilkesboro, N.C., to 

derson, S.C. The monazite was found in narrow gravel concentration. Much 
^the production until 1901 was done by local farmers working in idle time, 

•^ereafter Gernaan interests installed modem concentrating equipment and 

sapped their output to Germany. Interest at the time was centered entirely in 
the use of thonum in the incandescent-mantle industry. 

in Sble*^2^^'^^*^^ history of the Carolina industry as given by Pratt" is presented 

Table 2. Production of Monazite in the United States, 1893 to 1911 

Year 
North Carolina 

Pounds Value Pounds Value 

1893 130,000 8 7,600 130,000 8 7,000 
1894 546,855 39,193 546,855 36,193 
1895 1,573,000 131,150 1,573,000 137,150 1896 30,000 1,500 30,000 1,500 1897 44,000 1,980 44,000 1.1)80 1898 250,776 13,542 250,776 13,542 
1899 350,000 20,000 350,000 20,000 1900 908.000 48,805 908,000 48,805 1901 748,730 59,262 748,736 59,262 1902 802,000 64,160 802,000 04,160 1903 862,000 64,630 773,000 58,694 1904 744,999 84,838 685,999 79.438 1005 
4 A 

1,344,418 
1 

162,308 894,308 107,324 1906 846,175 152,312 697,275 12.5,510 1907 547,948 65.754 456,863 34 824 1908 422.646 50,718 310,196 37,224 1909 541,931 65,032 391,068 46 ,928 
1010 

1911-1915 
99,301 

0 

12,006 
0 

83,454 
0 

10,104 
0 

Monazite has been produred also in small amounts in I.luho Colorado and 

ihc effect of this move is shown in Tal)le 2 in thf i 

production for that year and ,.S97. Brazil do.ll::! 

BrJa rea^died the record figure of 7,12] tons in 1907. 

:n::ir ^he 

by the government have been the principal source of the inineraT'''’ln Ilfditlon 
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there are beach deposits lying behind the government reservations and inland 

deposits. Difficulty in determining the boundaries of government holdings has 

interfered with the development of some adjacent properties. Lack of trans¬ 

portation has prevented the working of many of the inland deposits. 

India. Monazite sand with a high thorium content was discovered in India in 

1909. The sand is found in the state of Travancore along the seacoast. Four 

major deposits are kno^\Ti; the highest grade, reported to contain over 50 per cent 

monazite, is located north of Cape Comorin. Abundance of low-priced labor 

has permitted profitable exploitation, and during recent years India has become 

the chief supplier of the United States. 

Ceylon and the Netherlands East Indies are producers of some importance. 

Imports in the United States and their source are shown in Table 3. 

Table 3. Thorium Ore, Concentrates, and Compounds Imported for Con¬ 

sumption IN THE United States, 1936 to 1945“ 

Year 

Monazite sand and other thorium ore and 
concentrates Thorium com¬ 

pounds 

Short tons from 

Value 

Brazil India*’ 
Other 

countries^ 
Total Pounds'* Value 

1936 119 488 607 S25,324 4,411 85,578 

1937 330 t ♦ 330 13,579 

1938 ' no 346 ♦ ♦ « 450 18,210 

1939 54 1,330 170 1,500 52,010 

1940 201 2,760 • * * 2,907 99,827 

1941 747 2,763 » • * 
3,610 107,300 

1042 1,346 3,052 # • * 4,398 175,483 

1943 1,911 3,069 ♦ 4 • 4,980 220,480 

1944 384 ♦ 4 4 
384 13,782 

1945 437 112 549 19,581 25 5 

<» Data for 1940 not avaHablo for i>ul>lication. 
** Iiu-luilcs followinc quantities originating in India but reported by U.S. 

Coinmorco from United Kingdom: 1930. 29 tons: 193S, 7 tuns; 1943, 30 to 

1930: Cevlon; 1939: Netherlands East Indies. 
^ 1930: Franco (4,110) and Germany (1); 1945: Canada. 

Department of 

tons. 

Mining and Preparation. Since production has been restricted to placer 

tions, methods similar to those employed in gold placers have been used. The 

monazite is concentrated along with other hca^'y minerals by panning, sluicing, 

or hydraulicking. The comparatively small size of the industry has not encour¬ 

aged the employment of dredges. The concentrate is purified by electromagnetic 

or electrostatic treatment. , 
UtUization. The most important use of monazite M’as in the manufacture 

thorium nitrate used in the preparation of incandescent mantles, extensive y use 
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for illumination before electricity displaced gas as a lighting medium. These 

mantles consisted of about 99 per cent thoria and 1 per cent ceria. They are 

still manufactured for use with gasoline and kerosene and are valuable in areas 

where other sources of light are not available. A portion of the excess cerium has 

been employed in the manufacture of a pyrophoric alloy, known as ‘ ‘ misch metal.'' 

This is a mixture of about 70 per cent iron and 30 per cent cerium and other 

rare metals. When scratched with steel, sparks arc produced that will ignite 

inflammable gases. It is a common component of cigarette lighters and is sold 

under the name “flint.” Monazite is a source of mesothorium, a radioactive 

element having properties similar to radium and substituted for it in luminous 

paints on watch dials. It is also used as a source of the rare elements lanthaum, 

neodymium, didymium, and praseodymium. 

Thorium is a potential source of a nuclear fuel since it can be transmuted to 

uranium 233. At an early stage, therefore, it was part of the atomic energy 

program and data relative to its possibilities were restricted. However, it was 

decided to concentrate efforts on uranium and the government now (1950) neither 

buys nor encourages the production of monazite. It is reported that India has 

banned exports of monazite because of possible strategic importance. 

Prices. In 1950 monazite sand, 60 percent rare minerals, was quoted at 16 
cents per lb, fob Atlantic ports. 
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NEPHELINE AND NEPHELINE SYENITE 

General Description. Nepheline (or nephelite) is a sodium aluminum silicate 

that, in the natural mineral, always contains potash. Chemically it somewhat 

resembles the soda feldspar, albite, but has a much lower silica-alkali ratio. 

Nepheline syenite is a rock of which nepheline is an important and essential 

constituent. Nepheline syenite is the only form in which this mineral occurs or 

is now used on tliis continent, but the pure mineral, either natural or artificial, 

may be produced and used. Both the rock and the mineral, therefore, will be 

discussed here. 

Composition. An artificially prepared nepheline is a pure sodium aluminum 

silicate with the formula NaAJSiO^ or Na2O-Ai203’2SiO2. The natural nepheline, 

containing potash, has been given the formula K2Na&Al8Si9034 or K20-3Na20'- 

4Al203‘9Si02. It has been suggested that natural nepheline may be a molecular 

combination of KAlSi04 or K20-Al203‘2Si02 and NaAlSisOs or Na20’AJ203'- 

6Si02.8 
Table 1 shows the relation in composition between nepheline, nepheline syenite, 

and certain feldspars. 

Table 1 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

SiOs. 42.25 44.1 59.30 48.92 64.7 68.7 69.0 

AbO,. 35.92 33.2 24.70 31.09 18.4 19.5 18.0 

Fe .Oi . 0.06 0.10 0.06 

TiO^ 0,002 0.01 1 

CaO i 0.27 0.86 

MttO. 0.02 1 0.06 

Na^O. 21.83 15.1 9.91 13.70 11.8 2.0 

K^O 7.6 5.10 4.06 10.9 11.0 

Loss on Ignition. 0.44 0.43 

100.0 100.0 1 99.802 1 99.83 
1 

100.0 100.06 

1. Theoretically pure artificial soda nepheline. 
2. Theoretically pure natural soda-potash nepheline. 
3. Blue Mountain (Canada) nepheline syenite; analysis quoted by C. J. Koenig. The 

Use of Syenites in Semivitreous Ware. OAt'o Slate Univ., £ng. Exj^. Sta., Bull. 94, May, 

1937. 
4. Bancroft. Ontario nepheline syenite; analysis quoted by G. A. Bole, Nepheline 

Syenite. A Review of the Literature. Ceram. Age, November, 1939, pp. 135—J37. 
5. Theoretically pure potash feldspar (orthoclase or inicrocliiie). 
6. Theoretically pure soda feldspar (albite). 
7. Average composition of typical feldspar used by glass industry. 

Physical Properties. Nepheline. Hardness, 5.5 to 6. Specific gravity, 2.55 to 

2.65. Fusibility, 3.5 in scale. Index of refraction, 1.538 to 1.542. Color, color¬ 

less, white, grajnsh, or yellowish; when massive also dark green, greenish or 

bluish gray, brownish red, and brick red. Streak, white. Luster, vitreous to 

greasy. Cleavage, (in crj'stals) good in one direction, imperfect in second direc- 
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tion. Tra-nsparency, transparent to opaque. Tenacity, brittle with subcon- 
choidal fracture. It gelatinizes with acids. 

Occurrence. Nepheline is rather widely distributed, geologically, as a con¬ 
stituent of soda-rich alkaline rocks that have formed from a magma too low in 

silica to permit the full development of albite feldspar. Hence, nepheline syenite 

never contains free silica except perhaps as a secondary mineral. Usually it is 

accompanied by albite and microcline feldspars with small amounts of muscovite 
and biotite mica, magnetite, and hornblende. Corundum may occur in minor 

amounts. Apatite is the major constituent of the Russian deposits. Pure 

nepheline has never been found in commercial quantities and very few deposits 
of nepheline syenite, amenable to beneficiation by present methods, have ever 
been found. 

UniUd States. Although many occurrences of mineralogical interest are known 
in this country, no workable commercial deposits capable of yielding high-grade 
products for the glass and ceramic trades have ever been developed. Grinding 

mills in New York, New Hampshire, and elsewhere have operated on rock brought 
m from Canada. Deposits of nepheline syenite near Beemerville, N.J., near 

Magnet Cove, Ark., and elsewhere have been tested and found not amenable to 
beneficiation to produce high-grade products, although they have been suggested 
as sources of roofing granules. 

Canada. Nepheline syenites are widespread over two areas in central Ontario: 
the first and most important lies in Peterborough, Haliburton, and Hastings 
countie.s, and the second in Renfrew County and the Pany Sound area. In the 

former zone there are two belts; the more northerly, known as tlio Bancroft area, 
is characterized by a high nepheline content but spotty and erratic in occurrence! 
The southerly or Blue Mountain area consists of a ridge about 350 ft high by 
about 5>^ miles long in Methuen Township, Pctcrborojigh County, 26 miles 

northeast of Uakofiehl. In this mass one single block of rock containing al)out a 
million tons has been blocked out by diamond drilling. While relatively small 

tonnages have been produced from the Bancroft area the really important devel¬ 
opment has been at Blue Mountain by the American Nepheline Corp. and its 
subsidiary, Canadian Nepheline, Ltd. The average mineralogical composition 
of the rock, by volume is as follows:* 

Mineral Volume Per Cent 
Albito. ..   g.j 

MirrocUnc. 20 

Neplicline. 22 

Muscovite mica. 2 

Mafic.s (biotite, hustiiigsitc, magnetite). 2 

. ioo 

Other undeveloped dopo.sits in Canada are reported near Port Coldwell on the 
northern shore of .Superior; in the Ice River <listrict near Field, British 
<-olumbiu; and at several other localities in Ontario ami Quebec. 

Russia. Kxceedingly largo <loposits of aplite associated witli nepheline and 5 
to ^0 per cent aegente, magnetite, and titanomagnetite occur on tlie fur-northern 
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Murmansk coast of the Kola Peninsula near Khibinogorsk. These deposits are 

worked by Russia on a large scale to produce aplite for use as a fertilizer material 

with nepheline as a by-product, the separation being made by flotation. The 

nepheline product is reported to be used not only in glass and ceramics but also 

in Portland cement and as a source of alumina for making aluminum. 

Other Countries. In India nepheline syenite has been mined and used as a par¬ 

tial substitute for soda ash in glass. Deposits of nepheline syenite of possible 

commercial interest have been reported in Korea and in Norway. 

Production. As noted before, there is no United States production of cnide 

nepheline syenite. All crude ground in tliis countiy, nearly all of it at Rochester, 

N.Y., is imported from Canada. Table 2 shows the Canadian production and 
exports in recent years. Of the total exports, nearly all of which come to the 

United States, all but about 2 per cent is crude rock. 

Tabi.e 2. Canadian PnoovcTioN and Exports of Nepheline Syenite* 

Year 

Production Exports 

Short tons Value Short tons Value 

1940 20,510 $117,849 23,812 $111,357 

19-} 1 39,707 227,583 29,385 109,936 

1942 42,206 246,893 32,840 89,520 

1943 49,901 292,010 36,240 129,826 

1944 47,025 217,989 35,310 123,905 

1945 61 ,345 275,766 48,351 153,311 

194G 61,201 229,198 51,830 168,895 

1947 65,539 260,663 42,826t 135,895t 

* Mineral Trade S’otca, U.S. Bur. Mhios, February. 1948. p. 31. 

t 1947 exports are for 10 months only. 

Mining and Milling. There is only one producing operation of any importance 

on this continent and that has recently been described in detail by Deeth and 
Koenig.* The deposit is opened both by an open quany, used in the four summer 

months, and by underground operations. Underground the ore is mined by 
shrinkage sloping methods, trammed electrically to the foot of a 300-ft inclined 

shaft (10-deg dip), hoisted, and dumped directly into mill bins. 
Mills are operated at three points: (1) at the mine, where a coarse crushed, 

?4-in. material and a 24-mesh glass-grade product are made; (2) at Lakefield, 

Ontario, where 24-mcsh and crushed rock are stored for shipment and where 
200-mcsh potteiy grade is made; and (3) at Rochester, N.Y., where both glass 

and pottery grades are made from crushed rock. Crushed rock is shipped to 
].akeficld by truck and canal barge in summer, by truck in winter. Glass spar 

is shipped to Lakefield in covered tank trucks. Crushed rock is shipped by rail, 

^^a car ferry across Lake Ontario, to the Rochester, N.Y., mill. 
Primary crushing is done with a jaw crusher to 3 in., followed by a cone 

crusher to inch, which is the product shipped to Rochester. At both the 
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Rochester and the Blue Mountain mills the rock is dried in direct-fired rotary 

driers, then crushed to 28 mesh in short head cone crushers, alone or with a 

Hardinge mill, in closed circuit with vibrating screens. The granular product is 

passed through high-intensity magnetic separators, which remove all the mag¬ 
netite and even most of the feebly magnetic muscovite mica, reducing the iron 

content from about 1.5 per cent to about 0.07 per cent Fe203. The total capacity 

of all plants is about 7,250 tons per month, of which about 56 per cent is of glass 
grade; 36 per cent, No, 1 pottery; and 8 per cent, No. 2 or B grade with about 0.6 

per cent iron. Mill dust is collected at all points with cyclone and bag-type dust 
collectors. The dust collector product forms the B grade. 

Wet milling with froth flotation was tried at Rochester, but it was unsuccessful 
and the process was discarded. 

Specifications and Tests. There are no standard specifications for nepheline 
syenite but the following standards are adhered to by the producer. Glass grade'. 

0.05 to 0.07 per cent FejOj; uniform granular product, 28-mesh maximum grain 
size, low in fines. "No. 1 pottery grade, same iron content as glass grade; uniform 

grind, 97.5 per cent —200 mesh, and not less than 95 per cent —325 mesh. 

Markets and Prices. Glass-grade product is usually shipped in bulk in box¬ 
cars. Pottery grade may be shipped in bulk or in paper bags. In 1948 glass 
grade was quoted at $14.25 a ton, bulk, Rochester, N.Y.; pottery grade at $18.25 
a ton, bulk; in bags, $3 additional. 

Utilization. The first and still the largest use for nepheline syenite in this 
country and in Canada is in gla.ssmaking—particularly in container glass where a 
high-alumina content is desired. Its many a<lvantages over feldspar include 
higher alumina content and lower fusion temperature, and is high in alkalies with 
high soda and low potash. 

A large amount of research work has been done on the use of nepheline syenite 
in all types of whitewares, in both bodies and glazes, in enamels, as a ceramic bond 

in abrasive grinding wheels, in refractory cements, and in some typos of heavy 
clay products. In all of these lines important commercial use has developed. 
Its valuable properties arc attributed largely to the fact that it has a lower fusion 
point and greater fluxing action than feldspar. Its specific advantages in its 

many applications arc too numerous to be listed here. The excellent unnotato<I 
bibliography by Koenig’ li.sts the most important papers covering this subject. 

Just before and during the Second World War Juuch research was done in this 
country ami in Can.ada to develop an economical proco.ss for the commercial 
extraction of alumina from nepheline syenite, but no profluction resulted. It is 
reported, however, that Uu.ssia, under her e«'oiiomjc conditions, has done this 
Buccessfviily. It should be imted that the starting point there is more or le.ss 
pure nepheline obtaincil as a by-product from their apatite milling operations. 
Rus.sia is also reporb^d to be using iiei)lieline in making portland cement as well as 
m glass and ceramic wares. 
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NITROGEN AND NITRATES 

Adequate supplies of nitrogen are of primary importance in the economy of any 

country. Practically all explosives, until the advent of the atomic bomb, were 

nitrobodies of one type or another. All wars have been marked by sudden 
increases in the productive capacity of explosive manufacturers. The problem 

of supply of raw materials frequently has been of the utmost strategic importance. 
The less spectacular utilization of explosives in mining and construction has 

become the engineer’s most useful tool, without which few of the minerals 

described in this volume could be produced. A more fundamental use of nitrogen 
is in the maintenance of soil fertility and crop production, a problem whose 

seriousness can scarcely be exaggerated in countries faced with soil depletion and 

growing populations. Supplies of nitrogen were obtained first from organic 
sources, such as manures, fish scrap, kelp, cottonseed meal, and later from tankage 

and similar packing-house by-products. Such products are still used, although 

it is doubtful if they contribute us much as 15 per cent of the total supply of 
nitrogen. The production of organic nitrogen is now completely surpassed by 
the production of chemical nitrogen from mineral sources, fortunately present in 

almost inexhaustible amounts. The principal suppliers of nitrogen to the plant 
w’orld have been the nitrifying bacteria and microorganisms in the soil. Their 

total contribution to the world’s supply of this element exceeds all other sources. 
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SODIUM NITRATE (SODA NITER OR CHILE SALTPETER) 

Composition. Sodium nitrate has the formula NaNOa: NajO, 36.5 per cent; 
NOt, 63.5 per cent; N, 16.47 per cent. Commercial 95 per cent crude Chile 
nitrate contains about 15.6 per cent nitrogen. 

General Description. Sodium nitrate occurs as rather sectile granular masses 
or crusts, white, yellowish, or brownish in color, in arid regions or in caves pro¬ 

tected from moisture; rarely in rhombohedral crystals of the same forms as those 

of calcite, but angles are nearly 90 deg (hence the term “cubic niter” sometimes 
used). It is somewhat deliquescent. 

Physical Properties. Hardness, 1.5 to 2.0. Specific gravity, 2.1 to 2.3. Melt¬ 

ing point, on heating deflagrates (less violently than niter) and melts at 1 in scale 
of fusibility. Index of refraction, 1.336 to 1.587. Color, colorless or whitewhen 

pure; when found in nature, often bright lemon yellow, gray, or reddish brown. 
Streak, white. Lxtster, vitreous. Cleavage, rhombohedral, in crystals. Fracture, 

conchoidal. Transparenaj, transparent to nearly opaque. Tenacity, brittle. 
Very solitble in water, and solubility increases very greatly with increase of 

temperature, 100 parts of water dissolving about 70 parts sodium nitrate at 0*C, 
about 80 parts at 15 C, and 125 parts at 68°C. Taste, saline and cooling. 

POTASSIUM NITRATE (NITER OR SALTPETER) 

Composition. Potassium nitrate has the formula KNOj: KjO, 46.5 per cent; 
NOj, 53.5 per cent; N, 13.86 per cent. Commercial 90 per cent saltpeter con¬ 
tains about 12.5 per cent nitrogen. 

General Description. Pota.ssiuin nitrate occurs naturally as thin, white, 
granular crusts or mjusses, or in minute needlelike crystals, and as a thin coating 
on earth, walls, ancl rocks. It is not altered on exposure. 

Physical Properties. Hardness, 2. Specific gravity, 2.09 to 2.14. Melting 

point, on heating deflagratijs violently and melts at 1 in scale of fusibility. Index 

of rtfraclion, 1.334 to l-.^iOG. Color, colorless, white, gray. Streak, white. 
Luster, vitreous. Cleavage, prismatic. Fracture, comrhoidal. Transparertcy 

translucent. Tenacity, brittle. Uendily soluble in water. Taste, rather sharp’ 
saline, and cooling. ’ 

NITROCALCITE 

Composition. Nitrocalcite is calcium nitrate, Ca(NOs)2nir20. Artificial 
calcium nitrate is Ca(N0a)2-4Il20. 

General Description. Nitrocalcite occurs in efflorescent, silky, white or gray 
tufts and and has a sharp, bitter taste. It is very deliquescent before 
but not after, bemg desiccated by heat. It occurs in cave deposits, as in Mam’ 
mouth Cave, Ky. 

Physical Properties, //ardncs.,, very soft. Specific gravity, 1.9. Melting 

pOTnt easily fu.siblc. Index of refraction, 1.465 to 1.504. Color, colorless. 
Streak, white. Luster, silky. Cleavage, perfect in one direction. Transparency 

transparent. Tena<nly, brittle. Iteadily soluble in water, ^^ery hydroscopic. 
I (isU, sharp and bitter. ^ 
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Occurrence and Methods of Recovery. The modes of occurrence of soda niter 

and niter are briefly noted in the descriptions of deposits given below. Nitro- 

caleite occurs as an efflorescence on the floors and walls of limestone caves and in 

their residual clay. During the War of 1812 and the Civil War, some of these 

clays were leached to recover the nitrates, but such deposits can never be sources 

of important quantities of nitrates and they are of no present commercial interest. 

The source of practically all the world’s production of natural nitrates is the 

sodium field of Chile. Potassium nitrate deposits in India and low-grade sodium 

nitrate deposits in Egypt together furnish perhaps 1 per cent of the total world 
production. 

Chile. The sodium nitrate deposits of Chile are the largest deposits of natural 

nitrates known in the world. Chile enjoyed a practical monopoly in the nitrogen 

markets of the world until after 1900, when competitive sources became more 

important. The industry employed up to 60,000 workers, and an export tariff 

of around S12 per ton supplied the largest single source of revenue to the country 

and at times paid up to 68 per cent of the total cost of government. The nitrate 

deposits are found in a narrow strip, over 400 miles long and varying from 5 to 40 

miles in width. The area is essentially rainless, an important consideration in the 

preservation of this soluble mineral. Water for domestic use is piped from the 

Andes a distance of over 100 miles. The five major producing areas are served 

by the ports of Iquique, Antofagasta, Tocopilla, and Taltal. 
The sodium nitrate exists as a cement around rock fragments. The richer 

layers are called “caliche.” The geologic origin of this material is not understood 

and a number of theories, none probable, have been advanced. An analysis of 

typical material is as follows: 

Per Cent 
Sodium nitrate. 17.G 

Sodium chloride. 16.1 

Sodium sulfate. G.5 

Calcium sulfate. 5.5 

Magnesium sulfate. 3.9 

Potassium nitrate. 1.3 

Sodium borate. 0.94 

Potassium perehoratn. 0.23 

Sodium iodatc. 0.11 

SjukI, clay, and stone. 47.82 

The sodium nitr.ato content may run as high as 40 per cent. The minimum 

l)erceutage that must be present to qualify as commercial material has declined 

steadily due to the application of new methods of recovery and treatment. Two 

methods of nitrate production are followed. 
The Shanks Process. The Shanks process is the first to be established and is 

characterized by the employment of hand labor, primitive techniques, and 

inefficiency. Some two-thirds of the total recovery is still accounted for by this 
process, although 12 per cent nitrate is the minimum raw material that may be 
treated. Test pits are sunk to locate, the caliche, and quality is determined by 
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inspection by an experienced worker. If satisfactory, mining is initiated, using 
hand methods for drilling, blasting, and loading rock into cars. Careful selection 

is necessary to maintain a grade above 12 per cent. The caliche is transported to 

extraction plants and crushed. Extraction of the nitrate is effected by the use of 

hot solutions. The solubility of sodium nitrate rises with a rise in temperature 
and at a rate much higher than sodium chloride, the principal soluble salt present. 

As the temperature increases the solution will precipitate sodium chloride and 

absorb more nitrate. Nitrates ■w'ill crystallize from the solution after it is cooled 
and clarified, leaving rock fragments, insolubles, and most of the sodium chloride 

behind. The Shanks process produces a standard product running about 95.5 

per cent sodium nitrate, equal to 15.7 per cent nitrogen. By further crystalliza¬ 
tion grades up to 98 per cent are prepared. Recovery varies from 65 to 70 per 

cent of the total present in the ores. Half of the operating cost is reported to be 
for fuel, 40 to 45 per cent for labor, and the remainder for power. 

The Guggenheim Process. The Guggenheim process, developed in 1926, repre¬ 

sents the application of modern methods of mining and mineral preparation to the 
problem of nitrate rc<ovcry. The deposit is proved by cross-sectional sampling 

and analysis. The overburden is removed by electric scrapers, the ore broken by 
drilling and bla.^^ting and moved by electric shovels to trains for transportation. 
The crushed caliche is dumped in 7,500-ton concrete leaching tanks. All opera¬ 

tions are mechanized. The nitrate is extracted by solution with varying strengths 
of mother liquor at a temperature of 40*C. Crystallization is then carried out in 

stages under exact temperature control, near the freezing point. Heat recovery 
is effected wherever practical, with substantial savings. A product with a purity 
of up to 98.8 per cent is thereby produced. The advantages of this process are 
rcfluction in labor costs from 40 to 6 men per ton of nitrate, a great saving in fuel, 
an<i tlie utilization of much lower grade raw material, as low as 8 to 9 per cent. A 
final prfjfluct is prepared by melting the nitrate in an oil-fired furnace. The 

melted nitrate i.s sprayed into a cooling chamber where it consolidates into beads 
about Jo in. in diameter. This facilitates handling, bagging, and distribution. 

Iodine and jiotas.sium nitr.ate arc recovered as by-products of sodium nitrate 
production. Iodine Ls described in the section <levotod to that clement. Potas¬ 
sium nitrtite is presetit in the caliche in amounts varying from traces to 17 per 
cent. Material <’ontaining 2 or 3 per cent Ls common. Potassium nitrate is 
recov<Ted from the soluti<»n.s after the removal of the sodium nitrate hut before 
treatment for iofline. A number of methods are emjiloycd that are applicable to 

the Shanks or (hjggenheim jiroces-ses. The potassium nitrate may be recovered 
from the brine solution by fractional crystallization, by evaporation under con¬ 

trolled conditions, or by refrigeration. The product is marketed as a high-potash 
nitrate, asiially containing about 68.8 per cent sodium nitrate and 28.9 per cent 

potassium nitrate. It was reported in 1947 that a process of solar evaporation 
was to bo install«‘d whi« h would permit tlm recovery of large tonnage.s of jmtas- 
siuin nitrate as well as other products from the solutions bebig discarded. 

The re.servcs of caliche in Chile available for future use are not knoum with 
accuracy. They are believed to be adequate for many years. 

Imports of jiitrates in the United States arc .shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Sodium Nithate and Sodium Potassium Nithate Imported for Con¬ 

sumption IN THE United States, 1944 to 1948 
(Source, U.S. Bureau of Mines) 

Year 
Sodium nitrate Sodium potassium nitrate 

Short tons Value Short tons Value 

1944 713,004 $15,346,426 9,407 $278,534 
1945 849,888 18,558,959 
1946 529,677 11,448,232 4,400 146,312 
1947 556,525 15,153,889 2,500 64,968 
1948 720,963 23,411.132 

_, 

Prices. In early 1950 Chilean nitrate was quoted at $48.00 to 51.60 per ton at 
Atlantic ports. 

Sources of Nitrogen. India. India has been a source of natural potassium 
nitrate from very early times. The industry reached its height from 1861 to 
1805, when the average annual exports were over 30,000 tons. After the rise 
of the Chilean nitrate deposits the industry declined, and just prior to the First 
World War exports were only 13,000 to 14,000 tons per year. The nitrates of 
India are of organic origin. In hot countries the soil often becomes rich in niter 
in the vicinity of human habitations, especially where the population is con¬ 
gested and the climate is suitable for the action of nitrifying bacteria. Until 1850 
such deposits in India were the chief source of saltpeter used in Europe and the 
United States for the manufacture of gunpowder. 

Large deposits occur in the province of Eastern Punjab and are scattered over 
the districts of Hissar, Karnal, Rohtak, Gurgaon, and Lahore. The largest 
deposit are in Hissar and Karnal. Potassium and sodium nitrates are found in 
the soil as a white powder intimately mixed with the earth. In the village of 
Hansi (Hissar district) there is only one well to provide drinking water for 18,000 
people. All other wells contain too many soluble salts to be potable. Near 
Kaithal large earthen mounds are rich in potassium nitrate. The ground is 
excavated with spades and transported to open concrete platforms, where it is 
leached with water. The water solution is run to a tank at a lower level and sub¬ 
jected to solar evaporation. The rainfall of the district is only 10 in. annually 
and does not interfere ^vith such operations. The dried nitrate, valued at $3 
to $4 per ton, is barreled and shipped to chemical plants. Part of the production 
is converted to potassium carbonate by treatment with wood ashes. 

Egypt. Sodium nitrate apparently occurs in several localities in Egypt and is 
extracted by the natives for local use. 

United States. Many small deposits are known to exist in the United States; 
most arc located in the southwest. Abundance of rainfall in other areas has 
prohibited accumulation. Nitrates occur in caves, potassium nitrate being the 
principal mineral; in thin blankets of caliche in arid regions; and in playas, the 
dried crusts of .shallow lakes in which soluble salts have collected. Commercial 
production in significant amount is believed impossible. 
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Other Sources of Nitrogen. The first major shift in the nitrogen supply was 

initiated in 1892 when the first by-product coke oven was installed at Solvay, N.Y. 

The ammonia recovered was utilized by the Solvay process in the manufacture of 

soda ash. The installation of by-product ovens spread rapidly in the steel 

industry, displacing the wasteful beehive ovens, and substantial amounts of 

ammonia were soon available. A more profound change was effected by the 

successful fixation of atmospheric nitrogen. This was begun about 1900 and 

received great stimulation from the soaring demands for nitrogen occasioned by 

the First World War. The atmosphere is the most universally distributed of all 

mineral resources and its utilization had many unexpected results. The Chilean 

monopoly was broken, the international pattern of resources was altered, and the 

ability to produce munitions for W’ar w’as increased in countries that previously 

had been controlled by their access to nitrates from Chile. The shifts in the 

sources of nitrogen are illustrated in Table 2.* 

Nitrogen from Coal. Nitrogen from coal is recovered in the form of ammonia, 

which is an important constituent of the gases evolved during coking. The 

gaseous ammonia may be recovered by jKussago through water, converting it to 

aqua ammonia, or it may be neutralized with sulfuric acid, prodticing ammonium 

sulfate. Most ammonia is recovered as sulfate. The purity of the product has 

been improved by the use of a process in which the ammoniacal licjuor is treate<l 

with lime to liberate the ammonia, which is tlriven off by the introduction of 

steam. The steam and ammonia are introduced in containers of sulfuric acid in 

which ammonium sulfate is precipitated. Tlie crystals arc removed, drained, 

washed, and dried. Before bagging they are treated at times with a iWigent so 

that they will not coalesce to an unmanageable mass during storage. The 

average yield of ammonium sulfate per ton of coal chargcrl to the oven is 20 lb. 

In 1940 ammonium sulfate, or its c<iuivulent, was i)roduced in 81 plants located in 

21 states to the extent of 1,487.434,22.5 lb valued at $18,021,703. Pennsylvania 
iH the largest protluecr. 

A Urogenfrom the Almonphere. The cyanainklc process, developed by 1000 was 

the first process U) be commercially significant. Coke ami limesb»ne are’con¬ 

verted to calcium carbide, which is treated with nitrogen gas umler slight jiressure 
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at a temperature of 1000°C, forming calcium cyanamide according to the equation 

CaC2 + Na = CaCNz + C. The cyanamide may be used directly as a fertilizer 

or it may be treated -with water and steam under pressure to yield ammonia. 

No cyanamide is produced in the United States. Its manufacture at Niagara 

Fails, Canada, is still continued. 

The passage of lightning through the air results in the formation of nitrogen 

oxides. Millions of tons of nitrogen are fixed annually by this natural method. 

It has been duplicated in the laboratory and in industry by the use of the electric 

arc, a method developed contemporaneously with the cyanamide process. The 

process requires large amounts of cheap electricity and has been used successfully 

only in Norway. 

Processes for the Production of Ammonia. The nitrogen of the air may be 

combined with hydrogen from varied sources to produce ammonia. The ammo¬ 

nia subsequently may become a raw material for the preparation of other nitrog¬ 

enous compounds. This has become the most important process for nitrogen 

recovery. The nitrogen is obtained in part by the distillation of liquid air; a 

greater amount is produced by the controlled combustion of coal in a forced 

current of air. The carbon of the coal o.xidizes, removing the oxygen from the 

air. The discharge gas, called “producer gas,” is essentially nitrogen. Hydro¬ 

gen is produced by a numljer of methods. The largest contributor is water gas. 

This is produced by the passage of steam through a bed of incandescent carbon. 

The water forming the steam disassociates so that the water gas contains about 

48 per cent hydrogen and 42 per cent carbon monoxide, with small amounts of 

carbon dioxide and nitrogen. This gas is treated further with steam and passed 

over an iron oxide catalyst to produce more hydrogen. The gas is then cleaned 

of steam and carbon dioxide, resulting in a final product containing from 92 to 94 

per cent hydrogen. Hydrogen is also recovered from coke oven gas and prepared 

by the electrolysis of water. The last process is the most expensive but produces 

hydrogen of great purity. 

The llaber-Bosch process was the product of research conducted in Germany; it 

was placed on a sucoessful basis in 1913. Producer gas and water gas as sources 

of nitrogen and hydrogen are induced to combine to form ammonia at a pressure 

of around 200 atm and a temperature of 550°C, in the presence of iron oxide as a 

catalyst. The gases are recirculated after the recovery of ammonia, which 

amounts to about 8 per cent per pass through the converter. Changes have been 

made in this method by different operators in small details but vithout altering 

the basic ])rinciples involved. 

The Claude process developed by the French engineer, Georges Claude, operates 

at higher pressures (900 to 1,000 atm) and higher temperatures (500 to 650°C). 

Ammonia recovery of 25 per cent is reported. Purification of the gases by lique¬ 

faction is stated to reduce costs. The plants are compact and have high capacity. 

TV»e ^^ont Cents process is named for the company that built the first operating 

installation. It functions at 100 .atm and a temperature of from 400 to 420°C. 

An iron cyanide catal3'st has been used successfully. The gases are precleaned 

and fuel is saved b3'’ a s3'stcm of heat exchangers. Since this is low pressure, 

operation costs of installation and operation are reduced. 
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The Caeale Process. This Italian process operates at 500®C and about 600 atm 

pressure. Ammonia recovery of about 15 per cent is claimed per pass, and the 

gases are recirculated. A special catalyst of unusually long life is employed. 

This process was designed to use hydrogen produced by electrolysis of water. It 

is now used with hydrogen from other sources with success. 

The Fauser process, also of Italian origin, operates at SOO^C and 200 atm. 

Ammonia recovery of around 12.5 per cent is obtained. Electric energy is used 

to produce hydrogen and also to heat the converter under exact control. Recircu¬ 

lation of gases is kept at a minimum. 

Nitrogen Engineering Corporation Process. The N.E.C. installations are 

reported to be a modification of the principles underlying the Haber-Bosch 

process. Exact details as to operating pressures and temperatures are not 

released. Ammonia conversion is reported at a high figure, 20 per cent or higher. 

Preheating of the gases and the use of long-life catalysts are said to reduce costs. 

The American process was developed by the U.S. Department of Agriculture 

working through its fixed nitrogen laboratory. It operates at 300 atm and 

475®C. Efficient catalysts consisting of iron, potassium, and aluminum oxides 

are employed. All installations are in the United States. The search for new 

and efficient catalysts continues. 

In 1948 over 1 million short tons of anhydrous ammonia were produced in 

the United States in synthetic plants. 

Atmospheric nitrogen in liquid form is available in increasing amounts in the 

United States as a by-product of oxygen production. It is available at a purity 

of 99.99 per cent. It is finding many uses in the prevention of oxidation, the 

removal of entrained oxygen, and the dilution of inflammable gases. Liquid 

nitrogen is also used to produce extremely lo%v temperatures and for rapid cooling. 

Utilization. Nitrogen compounds arc essential to the fertilizer and explosive 

industries. A portion of the outjiiit is converted to nitric acid, which in turn is 

used to produce nitroglycerin, trinitrotoluol, nitrocellulose and many other nitro- 

Ixidics useful a.s exi>losivcs. Nitric acid is one of the mo.st valuable chemical 

reagents and serves many indu.stries of basic importanc-e; it is u.sed in the manu¬ 

facture of dyes and jiharinaceuticals and a.s a solvent. Amnninia, quoted in 

anhydrous form at $76 per ton fob i)«)int of iuaiiufa«'ture in IDoO, is oonv<‘i tcd 

inbj a large number of ammonium salts for u.se in industry and for incorporation 

ui fertilizers. ITic cheapness of ammonia and the ease with whi<-h it may be 

altered to prorluce other ciunpouiuls ha.s resulte<l in the luamifacturo of a laigo 

number of nitrogenous substances at i>ricc.s lower than those obtaining in the past. 
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OLIVINE 

Composition. The olivine group of minerals is represented by the common 

formula R-jSiOi. It comprises fayalite (Fe2Si04), olivine [(Mg,Fe)jSi04), and 

forstei-ite (Mg2Si04). Since olivine is tlie middle member of this series individual 

specimens may display considerable variation in composition. The typical 

composition of commercial material is MgO, 48 per cent; SiOa, 42 per cent; FeO, 

8 per cent; FesOa, 1 per cent. Small amounts of alumina, nickel, and chromium 

are often present. 

General Description. Olivine is a greenish, transparent to translucent mineral 

occurring in granular aggregates, small disseminated grains, and in places in large 

masses of great tonnage. 

Physical Properties. Hardness, 6.5 to 7. Specific gravity, 3.2 to 3.6. Melting 

point, 1413 to 1428®C. Index of refraction, 1.662 to 1.680. various shades 

of green, also yellowish, brown, reddish, grayish, or colorless. Streak, white or 

yellowish. Luster, vitreous. Cleavage, pinacoidal; conchoidal fracture. Trans¬ 

parency, transparent to translucent. Tenacity, brittle. 
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Occurrence. Fayalite has been identified in granites and in some ores. For- 

sterite is found in metamorphic limestones. Neither mineral occura in sufficient 

tonnage to excite interest. Olivine is a common constituent of basic rocks, such 

as basalt, gabbro and peridotite. Its concentration in large masses of fairly pure 

^tenal produces a rock type known as “dunite.” Industrial interest in olivine 

has been aroused by the discovery of dunite of high purity in areas of easy 

accessibility. On the Atlantic seaboard a belt of basic rocks extends from 

Canada to Georgia. In many places alteration has converted the original rocks 

^ serpentine or soapstone. An area of unaltered material extending from North 

Carolina to Georgia has become a commercial source. The reserves available 

are estimated to be a matter of hundreds of millions of tons. The state of 

W ashington has two outstanding dunite exposures. On the southeast corner of 

Cypress Island, about 80 miles northwest of Seattle, a dome called “Olivine Hill ’’ 

shows a large exposure of dunite. Considerable alteration to serpentine is 

present. A large tonnage of commercial material is reported at tidewater. The 

Twin Sisters Mountain area, near Mount Baker, less than 100 miles from Seattle 

IS known to contain a large tonnage of dunite in an area some 10 miles long by 6 

miles m breadth. The rock is conspicuous for its freshness, and while there is 

801^ weathering there is no conversion to seqientine or other secondaiy minerals 

Production. Because of favorable exposures and lack of overburden it has been 

possible to recover olivme from open-cut quarries. The material is broken from 

the ma.ss by explosives and sorted by hand, which permits rejection of weathered 

or otl envise altered rock and the shipment of uniform material. ProdueJon 
since the origin of the industry is shown in the accompanying table. 

Production or Olivine in the United States 

Year Short Tojut 
1934 3,000 
1935 6,000 
1930 5,000 
1937 4,000 
1938 2,800 
1939 3,000 
1940 3,000 
1941 4,828 
1942 5,739 
1943 5,415 
1944 3,270 
1945 Not available 
1946 7,049 
1947 10,838 
1948 4,766 

Prices. Olivine was quoted in 19.">0 fob Nortl^ v j 

Wash., at SG to S8 per ton for crude SIS for -2nn^ i ^ 
20 mesh to dust. ’ ^ mesh, and S14 for material 

j emeralds m ancient tunes were olivine. The 
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gem variety is now called peridot, chrysolite, or evening emerald. Some of the 

finest gems have been obtained from St. John’s Island in the Red Sea. The 

production of gem material has never been of economic importance. Olivine is 

not stable chemically as might be expected of a silicate. It is soluble in acids 

and therefore may be dissolved, liberating its constituents and permitting their 

conversion to forms useful in industry. Magnesium sulfate has been prepared by 

solution of the crushed olivine in sulfuric acid, removal of iron, and crystallization 

of the desired salt in commercial form. Similarly, it has been shown that the 

mineral can be converted to magnesia and magnesium metal. The most impor¬ 

tant industrial use has been in the manufacture of refractories of the forsterite 

type. Forsterite has a melting point of IQIG^C or 3470®F, higher than that of 

many other materials employed as refractories. In the process of manufacture 

magnesia is added to the olivine in order to convert impurities, serpentine or 

enstatite, into forsterite. A brick of high forsterite content is thereby produced. 

Interest in this type of brick originated about 1928. They were in use by 1930. 

According to Birch and Harvey^ these bricks show a pyrometric cone equivalent 

of about 3S and are superior to silica brick (cone 32). The volume stability is 

satisfactory, load-carrying ability excellent, spalling resistance comparable to the 

best basic brick, thermal conductivity lower than that of silica brick at high 

temperatures, and expansion rate uniform. These bricks have proved of value 

in the metallurgical industries and in portland cement and similar rotary kilns. 

Tests have shown that olivine sand may be used for sand blasting and as a 

foundry sand. The fusion of olivine with rock phosphate in the electric furnace 

produces a product containing 12 to 15 per cent magnesia and over 20 per cent 

available phosphorus pcntoxide. This is finding increasing use in the fertilizer 

industry. 
Foreign Deposits. Large tonnage deposits of olivine are reported to be present 

in Russia, Italy, Germany, Nom-ay, New Caledonia, and New Zealand, and in 

Africa, associated with chromite. Norwegian olivine has been exported to 

Germany and England for processing. 
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land; Wilcannia and White Cliflfs, New South Wales; Latah County, Idaho; 

Morrow County and Gem City, Washington; and Humboldt County, Nevada. 

Geyserite is abundant in Yellowstone National Park; also in Iceland and New 

Zealand. 

Mining.- The mining of opal is an irregular industry, erratically pursued, 

mostly by wandering prospectors. Excavations are shallow and generally 

restricted to following a high-grade streak. Months of labor may be invested 

w'ith no profit, and then with luck a small fortune may be acquired in a few hours, 

The most productive area in the United States is located in Humboldt County, 

Nev., near the Oregon line. The opal is associated with petrified wood in beds of 

volcanic ash, which apparently were the source of the silica. Opal is not a stable 

•mineral, and loss of the included water may destroy the beauty of the stone. 

Frequently the stone is buried for months or years after removal from the mine to 

allow slow drying and the production of a stable product. Similarly, care must 

be taken in the cutting and polishing of the stone to avoid heating and ruin of the 

material. The mining of opal has been a producer of substantial wealth only in 

Australia. In 1937 the all-time production of New South Wales was valued at 

£ 1,622,795. Lightning Ridge and White Cliffs have been spectacular producers. 

The total output of Qiieen.sland to 1937 was valued at £ 187,745. South Australia 

produced opal with a value of £ 160,158. The "black” opal of Australia with its 

deep shades of blue and green is a favorite in the United States and is imported 

in some quantity. Prices vary enormously. The "Pandora” opal and the 

“Flame Queen” found at Lightning Ridge are magnificient gems and are highly 

valued. Small specimens of attractive color may be purchased for a few dollars. 

Uses. The employment of opal as a gem is the only important use. Common 

opal and opalized wood are cut for paperweights, book ends, and similar objects. 
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OXYGEN 

General Description. Oxygen, one of the commonest gases in nature, forms 21 

per cent of the atmosphere by volume. The element has an atomic weight of 

16.00, a melting point of —218.4°C, and a boiling point of —183.0°C. It is the 

most common element in the crust of the earth and is a constituent in most com¬ 

mon minerals, particularly the oxides, carbonates, sulfates, and silicates. Water 

contains 88.9 per cent by weight. The supply may be said to be inexliaustible. 

Production. O.xygen became a commercial mineral in 1895 due to the develoi> 

ment of the von Linde jjrocess. This proce-ss consisted of the liquefaction of air 

from which nitrogen was distilled, leaving a liquid oxygen residue. The Claude 

process was introduced in 1902. These processes both operate at relatively high 
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pressures; they differ, however, in refrigeration techniques. The industrial use of 

oxygen grew rapidly and production increased in turn. In 1944 at the peak of 

war demand the United States produced 18,743,087,000 cu ft. This higli- 

punty material of 99 per cent grade. It was used mostly in cutting and weldfng 
metal and in medical practice. fa « wciunig 

The storage and distribution of such a fugitive material has been a problem 

18 lb ofT """f cylinder weighing 125 lb and containing 

Oxvaen !oH transportation of such a heavy container added to expensl 
0.\ygen sold at prices ranging from S50 to $90 a ton. Lower prices for larce 

border ^“-titles was 

The industrial significance of oxygen has been altered completely bv the 

development of new processes for the production of low-purity, 95 per-cent 

material. This can be i>roduced at a far lower cost than the 99 pe^ cent or betted 

oxygen used in the jiast. Costs as yet are not fully established. A price well 

below $10 per ton is assured. Estimates* Iiave indicated that operaJing clt 

v.it>mig from $3.34 per ton for a plant with a capacity 100 tons per day to $2 25 

per ton for a plant with a capacity of 1,000 tons per day are possibilitief V, .f 

thf t M oP«^^tion and may account for about two^thirds of 
the total expense. The production of cheap oxygen uses essentiallv * 

.■or" Rer.!t"r‘' i" r" imp^ovemeni recluZ^ costs. Kecent developments employ a low-nrcssure *• 

1 * 1 d 1 ^ pressure. Liquid nitrogen is used to cool the a^r t 

oxchl.'.rs te-peratures are maintained in the hea^ 

The U.S. Bureau of Mines announced on Nov. 12 1948 tint fivcf 

of ns per cent oxygen to .supply the BoUe pl-mt of f “ 

erect another for the Wheeling Steel C,,;, at s’teubenvi if T1 
journal announced on Aor IS 1040 i euocnviiie, Uhio. Ihe.same 

constructed at Winsldre Tex widt ,! « tyi« of plant would he 

cent material by Dre.s.ser Industries Inc**^^A ^ t V"* ! ^ 
«tage.s of developmetl ^ other plants are in variius 

ose^'^'-ts at me point of 

•‘Dewar flasks” for transportatioii* Th ^ n! einjiloyrnent of largo 

tainers with a capacity of 02 (K)0 lb of I insulated, iionpressure con- 
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of synthetic liquid fuels from coals, natural gas, and oU shale and the improve¬ 

ment of metallurgical processes. In the steel industry it is being used in open- 

hearth and electric furnaces and experimentally in at least one blast furnace at 

this date. In the open hearth, oxygen has the advantage of a faster heat time, 

although this time saving cannot be made effective until the flow of material 

through the mill has been accelerated correspondingly. In the electric furnace, 

oxygen is reported to improve the quality of alloy steel, shorten the time of the 

heat, and increase the number of tons per operator hour, as well as permit larger 

tonnages of stainless scrap being charged with an improved chromium recovery. 

The erection of more oxygen plants at steel mills seems assured. The metallurgy 

of other metals may be beneficiated in a similar manner. 
The mining industry has utilized liquid o.xygen explosives in a limited manner 

for years. This explosive consists of liquid oxygen mixed with a carbonaceous 

absorbent that can be detonated. There is interest at present in the use of 

oxygen to produce a hot flame by wliich rock may be pierced.« The rock is 

fu.secl, and the resulting slag is blown from the hole by the blast of the gases, 
producing a hole equivalent to that ordinarily obtained by drilling with a steel 

drill. This process lias groat significance in the future development of large-scale 

mining of ores on the Iron Range and elsewhere. Coal-mine gasification, the 
controlled combustion of unmined coal to produce a fuel gas, progresses more 

efficiently with enriched air and the gas recovered has less dilution with nitrogen 

and hence a higher Btu value. A large-scale experiment of this nature now con¬ 

ducted by the U.S. Bureau of Mines is under careful observation. 
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PERLITE 

Description. Perlite is a glassy volcanic rock of 
about the same chemical composition and appearance as obsidian but differinc 

from obsidian in that it contains 2 to 5 per cent or more dissolved or chemically 

combing water, while obsidian contains less than 1 per cent. Since it is a rock 

rather than a mineral it has no fixed theoretical composition. Also unlike 

2500“r’t'^ nT'***^ softening temperature, usually UOO t> 

Pe?m ’ ’Vk expands or “pops." increasing in volume up to 20 times 
Perhte and obsidian are apparently the glassy phases of the same magma that 

produces rhyolite under slower cooling conditions, while pumice and pumicite 

are the naturally puffed up or exploded phases of the same type of magma 

Expanded perlite, then, may be considered as an artificial pumice made from 
selected materials under controlled conditions 

appearance and composition bat 
contains 5 to 10 per cent water and has a greasy rather than a glassy luster The 

pitchstonr"® °f typical perlites, obsidian, m.d 

Analyses of Perlite, Obsidian, and Pitcustokb 
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Physical Properties. Hardness, 5.5 to 7. Specific gravity (before expansion), 

2.23 to 2.40. Melting point, 1400 to 2400®F. Index of refraction, 1.483 to 1.506. 

Color, gray to grayish black. Streak, white. Luster, pearly to dull glassy. 

Transparency, translucent (on thin edges) to opaque. Tenacity, brittle. Frac¬ 

ture, shelly, more or less concentric, or columnar, splintery, or bladed. At times 

may include loosely bonded, nearly spherical black glass (obsidian) balls up to 1 

in. or more in size, called "marekanites.” 

Occurrence. Perlite occurs in beds or irregular masses up to 100 ft or more in 

thickness and up to several square miles in area in geologically recent volcanic 

series of rocks. With increasing geologic age natural glasses tend to devitrify or 

crystallize. Thus, perlite deposits would not be expected in areas that contain 

no recent volcanics. In the United States all the known perlite deposits are in 

the far western states. 

United States. Arizona. The largest production of perlite in this country, so 

far, has come from Arizona.*-® Most important is an area 10 miles long by 2H 

miles wide, 3 to 7 miles from Superior, Pinal County. Here commercially impor¬ 

tant deposits, essentially flat lying, vary in thickness from 40 to over 100 ft, 

underlying glassy rhyolite and overlying tuff or breccia. Other deposits are 

known in the southern and middle portions of the Black Mountains of Mohave 

County. 
Oregon, A deposit of perlite 30 to 150 ft thick is being mined on the Deschutes 

River in southern Wasco County, 14 miles south of Maupin. The rock, after 

crushing and screening, is shipped to expanding plants at St. Helens, Ore., and 

Grand Rapids, Mich. 
California. Deposits of perlite have been reported in Riverside, San Ber¬ 

nardino, Inyo, Napa, Lassen, and Modoc counties. One of the most promising 

from a commercial standpoint, due to its proximity to transportation and mar¬ 

kets, is 2 miles east of Rutherford in Napa County. 
Other States. Deposits of perlite occur ne.ar Beatty and at other points in 

Nevada. Deposits are also reported in Colorado and New Mexico. 

Other Countries. Although the expansion properties of perlite and pitchstone 

were reported in Japan in 1929* and a sort of expanded obsidian was made on a 

small .scale in Germany prior to 1937, no imimrtant commercial development has 

been reported outside the United States. 
Production. Although experimental production in this country began about 

1941, commercial production started in 1946, when five companies reported a 

total production of 4,206 short tons. Four shipping mines were in the Superior, 

Ariz., district and one near Beatty, Nev. In 1947 the Oregon deposit began 

commercial production with 2,623 tons of raw rock mined and milled. Of this 

production 2,130 tons were furnaced at St. Helens, Ore., and produced 68,771 

bags of expanded perlite of 4 cu ft each. In 1948 production of 13,530 short tons 

was reported in the United States. Shipments amounted to 9,868 short tons 

valued at 8184,306. 
Mining and Processing. The industry is so new that no standardized metn 

of mining have been developed. The Deschutes River, Ore., deposit was explore 

by underground drifts and raises, but it was planned f/J operate it as an open 
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quarry. A 30-ton pilot mill was built in 1946 to crush, wash, and size the perlite 
before shipment to the expanding plant. The rock is crushed wet in a jaw 

crusher set to 1 in. and ground to 20 mesh in a rod mill in closed circuit with a 

vibrating screen. Since it is important to later processing that all fines smaller 
than 200 mesh be removed, the 20-mesh product is washed in a hydroseparator, 
settled, and dewatered for shipment. 

While all crude perlite must be crushed and sized before expanding, the opti¬ 
mum particle size depends upon the expansion characteristics of the rock, method 
of furnacing, and type of product to be made. The ratio of expansion and the 

desired size of the finished product will more or less limit the sizing of the raw 
feed. Since the freight rate on the crude ore is much less than on the expanded 
product it is usual for crushing and screening to be done at the mine and the 

expanding to be done at some point within an important market area. As in the 
case of vermiculite it is to be expected that expanding plants will be located at 
strategic points throughout the country and sized rock shipped to them. A start 

on this program has been made already with an expanding plant at Grand Ihipids, 
Mich., and another reported at Philadelphia. 

King« has presented an excellent discussion of the factors that control quality 
in the expanded perlite, as well as of the types of furnaces used. He states; 

These vuriations (in raw material] in chemical composition strongly affect the 
softening point or viscosity at a given temperature, the type and degree of exi)ansion 
the size of the bubbles, the wall thickness between bubbles, and the irorosity of the 

resulting product; as well as other physical properties of the expanded material. 
In general a perlite rock containing over 74 per cent silica and over 32 per cent alumina 
with less than 5 per cent combined alkalies (sodium and potassium oxides) and le.ss 
than 2 per cent total water (ignition loss) will actually require over 2000“F expansion 
temperature and a relatively long time (on the order of many seconds rather than 
fractions of a second) in the hot zone and will tend to yield a relatively heavy but 
strong and minutely ve.sicular product. Likewise, a perlite in the range of 70 per cent 
sihea, less than 14 per cent alumina, more than 8 per cent combined alkulie.s with 
appreciable iron and/or manganese oxides (3 or 4 per cent combined), and with over 

usually expand in a temperature range of between 1300 and 
1/00 I-: will tend to yield a relatively lightweight, coarsely vesicular and friable 
pror net; and ^nll require a relatively short time contact at maximum temperature 
(on the order of fractions of a second to a second or two). ’ 

If several different types of product are to bo made it i.s evirlent that furnace 

design must allow for accurate temixirature control and accurate hut adjustable 
timing of the raw material in the hot zone. Some i>rcconditioning may bo done 
uith a high-water i>crlite by slow preheating to permit the escaiie of part of the 
water without expansion, followed by furnacing at proper “ix)]>ping” tempera¬ 
ture. Many typos of furnaces and retorts have been built and patented, including 
horizontal or inclined stationary furnaces, horizontal or inclined rotary furnaces 
and vertical mechanical furnaces (de.scribe.1 by King). Perhaps no one type of 
furnace is adaptable to all types of ore. King notes the suggc.sted use orelec- 

tronic. h.gli.frequoncy induction heating, which ‘'heats the particles of ro<.k from 

expan.io„ a„d a product of 
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Grades and Prices. Expanded perlite products may be made with bulk 

densities ranging from as low as 2 lb to as high as 45 lb per cu ft, with grain size 

ranging from under 325 mesh to a maximum of around in. In general, the 

lower the bulk density, the lower the compressive strength when used in mortar 

or as a concrete aggregate. The heat- and sound-insulating values, however, 

increase with lower bulk density. Thus, the type of product made depends upon 

intended use, or possible uses depend upon the type of products that can be made. 

In general, perlite producers aim at a bulk density of 12.5 to 15 lb per cu ft for 
the usual run of products. 

Prices have not yet become stabilized, but late in 1947 processed perlite was 

selling in California at from 15 to over 50 cents per cubic foot. The average 

price in Los Angeles for plaster aggregate was about 35 cents per cubic foot. 

King< foresees a possible future price range for bagged goods of 16 to 35 cents per 
cubic foot, ivith lower prices for bulk shipments. 

In 1947 the Perlite Standards Association was formed in California to improve 
and standardize grades and processes. 

Utilization, The largest use for expanded perlite so far is as a wall plaster 

aggregate in partial replacement of sand. Its chief advantages are saving in 

weight, saving in labor due to ease of application, and much greater heat-insula¬ 

tion value. Other uses include lightweight concrete aggregates, lightweight 

brick and other ceramic products, lightweight insulating wallboard, acoustic 

plaster and tile, heat insulation, sound insulation, and porous supports for 
catalysts or chemicals; it is also used as a filter aid. 

In all these applications perlite must compete with other materials such as 

natural pumice, diatomite, vermiculite, and lightweight aggregates made from 
clay, shale, and other materials. Compared with pumice expanded perlite has 

several marked advantages: (1) it is a uniform product with definite, controllable 

physical properties; (2) it can be shipped to consuming centers in the crude form 
as a heavy, concentrated product and there expanded to a finished form (like 

vermiculite). One disadvantage is that^ so far, it cannot be made in large grain 
size to compete with coarse pumice aggregates. 
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PHOSPHATE ROCK 

Animal bone has been used for years as a source of phosphate, and its value in 
agriculture has been recognized universally. This supply is inadequate to satisfy 
the growing demands of the fertilizer industries, and use of the mineral product 
has become a necessity. Fortunately, mineral phosphates exist in enormous 
tonnage.s sufficient for centuries of use. Wavellite and apatite have been 

emjdoyeil a.s sources of phosphorous compoumls, as mentioned in the sections 
devoted to these minerals. Their use i.s now unimportant e.xcept in Russia, 
where apatite is the chief source of phosphates. 

Composition. Phosphate rock, sometimes called phosphorite, consists of more 
or less impure noncrystalline calcium-fluorphosphate. It is represented by the 
formula Ca:oF2(PO«)6. The term “bone phosphate of lime,” commonly abbrevi¬ 
ated to BPL, is generally u.sed to express the phosphate content of fertilizers. 
This is the equivalent of Caj(P04)2. In the analysis of phosphate rock, the 
chemist generally reports the phosphorous content in terms of phosphorus pent- 
o»de (P2O5). The average analyses of some common phosphatic material are 
given in Table 1.* In addition to the content reported, MgO, Al-Os, FeaOa, Ti02, 

MnO, CtiOz, Na20, K-O, CO2, and V2O6 are found in small varying amounts. 
Silica (Si02) is present due to introduction of sand or silicates as impurities. The 
presence of vanadium in phosphate rock and the shales associated with it in 

Montana has created an interest in the commercial possibilities of these rock-s as 
ores of vanadium. The iron and alumina content, commonly referred to as I 
and A, should be low. 

General Description and Physical Properties. Phosphate rock is an earthy 
substance varying from a hanl rock to a granular, loosely consolidated mass 
Its color may be brown, gray, bluish gray, white, or black. It varies in apparent 
hardness from 2 to 5. It occurs as a be<I(lctl rock, us concretionary masses or 
nodules, as river pcbble.s, or as a loosely consolidateil sediment. 
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Table 1. Analyses of Phosphatic Materials 

P2O6 CaO SiOz COj F 

Florida: 

Land pebble. 47.61 8.06 3.21 3.95 
Hard rock. 48.22 7.17 2.30 3.72 
Soft rock. 34.41 12.74 1.54 2.64 

Tennessee: 

Brown. 32.81 40.07 8.60 1.51 3.64 
Blue. 31.06 45.69 8.62 1.81 3.60 

IclaJio. 32.22 45.74 8.67 1.76 3.38 
Montana. 32.10 46.80 12.49 0.97 4.06 
Wyoming. 30.10 46.22 7.19 4.13 3.54 
Morocco. 35.11 53.0 0.86 4.12 4.24 
Tunis. 27.55 45.93 7.76 5.96 3.46 
Naxiru Island. 38.92 54.42 0.20 2.04 2.62 
Ocean Island. 40.32 54.08 0.40 1.06 2.97 
Bone ash. 40.36 54.04 0.45 0.70 0,05 
Wavellito. 33.62 ^ os 
Andilyconitc. 44 45 

4 ^ • 0 . uO 

4.02 

Occurrence. Phosphate rock occurs in such a wide variety of forms and under 

sucli differing conditions that it is not supposed that all deposits have a common 
motle of origin. Possibly .some of the smaller deposits re-sulted from a segregation 

by meteoric wsiters of phosphatic matter from igneous rocks. The larger deposits, 

however, are usually directly or indirectly traceable to animal remains. Merrill 
says: 

The origin of the amorphou.s, nodular, and massive rock phosphates can be trace<l 

more directly to organic agencies. All things considered, it seems most probable that 

the phosphatic matter it.sclf was contained in niimerous animal remains, which in the 

sliapo of pho.si>hatic limestones, marts, and guanos have accumulated under favorable 

conditions to form deposits of very considerable thickness. Throughout these beds 

the phosphatic matter would, in most cases, be disseminated in amounts too sparing 

to be of economic value, but it lias, since their deposition, been concentrated by a 

leaching out, by percolating waters, of the more soluble carbonate of lime. * 

The reason for the preservation of phosphate during geologic time has been 
explained ingeniously by Mansfield. He postulates that fluorine is an essential 

constituent of phosphate rock and tends to keep it stable and insoluble. This is 
confirmed by the necessity of defluorinating phosphate rock to increase its 

solubility before use in fertilizers. Volcanic activity occurred at approximately 
the same time in the United States as the deposition of primary phosphates. 

The unusual amount of fluorine associated with volcanic gases was available in 
sufficient quantities to combine with the phosphorus and produce an insoluble 
phosphate exhibiting a high degree of permanence. 

• Meriiill, Geokc.b P., “Tho Non-motailic Minerals,” 2d ed., p. 270, John Wiley & 
Sons, Inc., New York, 1910. 
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Geographically, phosphate rock is widely distributed over the earth and it 
occurs in places in exceedingly large deposits. Its value as a fertilizer is so great 

that it forms a very important item of world commerce. Availability and cost of 
transportation play a very important part, however, for phosphate rock is a low- 

priced commodity, as is illustrated by the fact that, while the largest deposits of 
phosphate in the United States are in the western states, production from this 
district until 1920 was less than 1 per cent of the total, due to the lack of markets 

in the West and high freight rates to the East. The importance of this area has 
increased and in 194C accounted for 7.2 per cent of the total production of the 

United States. The phosphate deposits of the world, in the order of their present 
importance, are briefly mentioned below. 

United States. The United States is by far the largest producer of phosphate 
rock in the world, and has the largest known reserves. Rock phosphates of sedi¬ 
mentary origin have been found in at least 18 states. Commercial production has 

been reported in Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Idaho, Kentucky, Mon¬ 
tana, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Tennessee, Utah, and 
Wyoming. Production has been irregular in some areas and not continuous. 

Florida. Florida is the leading producer, in part due to tlie large tonnages of 
easily recoverable material, and abo due to its geographical location near the 
large fertilizer-consuining centers of the south. I^nd-pebble phosphate is by far 
the most imiMirtant type recovered. The deposits occur east of Tampa in an 
area about CO miles long and 30 miles wide in Polk and Hillsboro counties. The 

princijjal commercial area lies south of the I.akelancl Hills, which are cojnposed of 
Hawthorn limestone. This is a phosphatic limestone of Miocene age. It is 
believed to be the source rock from which much of the commercial deposits of 

Ijhosphate have been derived by weathering, leaving phosphatic concentrations 
as resi<liial products. 

The i)hosphate recovered varies in size from very fine sand to pebbles up to 1.5 
in. m diameter. The bulk of the material averages around 0.5 in. in diameter. 

In comp<jsition, the HPL content varies from GO per cent to over 70 per cent! 
Hard-rock phosphate is found in small scattered areas in a belt ajiproximately 
110 by 30 miles extending from Suwannee and Columbia counties to Pa.sco 
County. Production is now centered near Hernando. Boulders of rock up to 
masses weighing many tons may compri.se from 25 to 30 per cent of the workable 

horizon. The phosphate when separated from the surrounding matrix is of the 
higlie.st grade and may contain up to 82 per cent BPL. Soft phosphate rock i.s a 
mixture of phospliatic clays and sand. It forms a large part of the matrix of hard 

rock phosphate and is recovered from the waste ponds. It is also associated with 
the land pebb e in the original sediment. Uiver-peblde phosphate has ceased to 
be comincrcially significant. The relative importance of the different types of 

s^ownTn Tabb r Bureau of Mines, is 

Tennessee. Brown, blue, and white phosphate arc found in Tennessee. The 

f'T." 1“* ^ in<lustrially important. It is found in Maury. 
Giles, Hickman, I^wis, and Sumner counties. It occuns as plates of varying 
thickness or a porous material that disintegrates to phosphatic sand, the two 
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Table 2. Floriba Phosphate Rock Sold or Used by Producers, 1944 to 1948, 

BY Kinds 

Year 

Hard rock Soft rock* 

Long tons 
Value at mines 

Long tons 
Value at mines 

Total Average Total Average 

1944 
1945 
194G 
1947 
1948 

22,500 
63.491 

100,881 
70,330 
48,108 

8138,052 
426,061 
762,127 
618.330 
368.586 

$6.18 
6-71 
7.55 
7.79 
7.65 

60,087 
71,716 
97,067 
88,620 
69,335 

8259,523 
293,433 
387,708 
326,064 
293,927 

$4.32 
4.09 
3.99 
3.68 
4.24 

Year 

Land pebble Total 

Long tons 
Value at mines 

Long tons 
Value at mines 

Total Average Total Average 

1944 
1045 
1040 
1047 
1048 

3,670,208 
4,103,022 
4,807,563 
6,314,077 
6,421,725 

$13,136,472 
15,578,980 
19,867,339 
31,075,858 
37,070,381 

$3.58 
3.80 
4.13 
5.06 
5.77 

3,752,795 
4,238,228 
5,005,511 
6,482,027 
6,539,258 

$13,534,947 
16,298,474 
21,017,174 
32,920,252 
37,732,894 

$3 61 
3.85 
4.20 
5.08 
5.77 

* Includes material from waste-pond operations. 

forms being commonly associated. The brown rock is the product of residual 

weathering and solution of phosphatic limestones. The deposits, therefore, are 
found in the limestone horizons from which they have been derived. The two 

types are recognized. The rim or collar deposits are found where the phosphatic 

limestone crops out along a hillside or in the face of a cliff. The blanket deposits 
occur where the nearly horizontal limestone has been exposed over a considerable 

area and the residual phosphate is available at or near the surface. It is reported 
that the brown rock seldom exceeds 60 per cent BPL, and much of it is lower 

grade averaging around 48 per cent. 

South Carolina. South Carolina deposits occur in a zone about 70 miles long 

by 30 miles inde along the coast from Beaufort to 20 miles north of Charleston. 

Two forms of phosphate are recognized: land rock and river rock. The land rock 
is soft and chalky and occurs in beds of an average tliickness of 8 to 13 in. The 
width expands in places to 30 in. The phosphatic horizon is found at shallow 

depths not exceeding 20 ft. It is believed to be originally a marl that has become 
phosphatized by solutions from an unknown source. The river rock consists of 

fragments introduced from the land rock and the original phosphatized marl. 

The BPL content averages around 58 per cent. Higher grade material is pro¬ 

duced at times. 
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Keniuchy. Kentucky deposits are of the brown-rock type, occurring in 
very irregular beds 1 to 6 ft thick under a cover of clay and soil 2 to 10 ft thick. 

Deposits occur near Wallace, Woodford County; and near Lexington, Fayette 
County; also in Franklin, Scott, Clark and Jessamine counties. Production in 

recent years has been unimportant. 
Arkansas, Phosphate rock has been reported in Stone, Searcy, Izard, Baxter, 

Marion, iJewton, and Independence counties in the northern part of the state. 
Phosphate is reported to occur in two horizons. The upper, from 3.5 to 6 ft 
thick, oolitic in texture, is reported to carry from 55 to 56 per cent BPI^; the 

lower, 2 to 4 ft thick, 30 to 40 per cent BPL. Iron and alumina are objectionably 
high. The deposits have been worked in a small way for local use. 

Weslern Slalts. The tonnage of phosphate rock available in Montana, Idaho, 
Utah, and Wyoming is knorni to be large. Commercial production is now 
restricted to the first three states. The rock was formed in Mississippian and 

Permian time. Only the Permian deposits are of commercial interest at present, 
the Mississippian being of much lower grade. The phosphate beds are contained 
in the phosphatic shale member of the Phosphoria formation. This has been 
fohled and faulted so that the outcrops are exposed in narrow bands along the 

flanks of the folds and the edges of faulted areas. The beds display dips varying 
from 0 to 90 deg. Underground mining is necessary. Three mines have been 
operated near Garrison, Mont. The ore horizons are 3 to 4 ft thick with some 
shale partings. The deposit is worked by tunnels, generally driven just below the 
bed. From each level stopes arc driven up the dip that are widened to 00-ft 

rooms at a maximum. The stopes are separated by 12-ft pillars. Upon com¬ 
pletion of a block of stopes, the pillars are robbed, permitting extraction of the 
rock up to 90 per cent. At Conda, Idaho, phosphate rock is found in two beds, 
each about 7 ft thick. The BPL content varies from 60 to 70 per cent. Vana¬ 
dium is found in the phosphatic beds in amounts varying from 0.01 to 1.2 per cent 

vanadium pentoxide. The deposit is worked by tunnel and sublevel stopes. 

Table 3. e.stern States Phosphate Rock Sold or Used by Produceks, 1942 

TO 1946 

Idaho* ^lontana Total 

Year Value at rrunca Value txi ininoa Value at iniiicfl 
Ia>uz Lons Lons 
tons 1 

1 

tona tOlUi 
ToUl AvcruRC Total Avoratto i 

1 

Total Average 

1012 

1 

113.203* $318,050* $4 .30* 130.402 $372,401 $3 81 2r.3. r>or> SI,001.123 $4.11 
1043 Um.910 301.030 S. 10 1 

1 

nO,7G4 488.603 4 08 228.081)' 1.030,203 4.50 
1044 112.303 38-1.400 3 10 ! 180.434 701 .713 4 00 208.OOO 1.3 ii>. 143 4.30 
1043 123.340 

1 

073.027 5.40 |l.VJ.838 010.288 ' 0 07 274.108 1 ..380,013' ' 5.80 1040 312.038* 1.803,103* 5.77* 170.044 
1 1.207.034 0 71 402.002 3.012.1.37 

1 
0. 11 

1 _ 1 \ 

• Ifirlii.lei. Utal. ii» 1042. l.i»4 lonjf tooa (S7,410); and 101.3 to 1045 none- 
Mines not ot liberty to bIiow Utah flcpnrately. In 1010 Uurcuu of 
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The crushed and dried rock is shipped to Anaconda for conversion to phosphoric 

acid and superphosphate. Part of the interest in these deposits lies in the fact 

that use of sulfuric acid in the manufacture of superphosphate supplies a market 
for this material, which is produced in large quantities in the smelting of non- 

ferrous metals carried on in Montana and British Columbia. The production of 

phosphate rock in the western states, according to the U.S. Bureau of Mines, is 
presented in Table 3. * 

Production by states is given in Table 4 and production by grade in Table 5. 

Tabus 4. Phosphate Rock Mined in the United States, 1939 to 1948, bt 

States, Long Tons 

Year Florida 
Tennce- 

see’* 
Western 

States 
United 
States 

Year Florida 
Tennes¬ 

see* 
Western 
States 

United 
States 

1939 2.791,360 1,057,570 139,040 3,087,070 3,480.482 1.413.246 300,274 5.200,002 
1040 2,782.056 1,120,551 104,570 3.814.035 1.200.840 323,055 5,300,739 
1941 3,417,900 1.301,067 203,216 5,280.402 1.316.107 572,330 7.168.839 
1942 2.984,503 1.568.1G2 200.273 4,818.038 1047 0,381.282 1.480.080 1,239,727 9,110.089 
1943 3,274.266 1.866,407 227.204 5.300,007 1048 7,184.207 1,499,547 704,316 0,388,160 

* Includes small quantity o( apatite from Virjsinia and in 1038 small quantity of phosphate rock 
from South Carolina. Includes in 1038 to 1043 some matrix of woshor grade. 

Tablb 5, Phosphate Rock Sold ob U.sed by Producers in tub United States, 

1946, BY Grades and States 

Grades—BPL* 
content (per cent) 

Florida Tennessee^ Western States United States 

Long tens 
Per 
cent 

Long ions 
Per 
cent 

I^ng tons 
Per 

cent 
Long tons 

Per 
cent 

1 

Below 60.. 100,038 2 037,053 47 2,433 1 740,424 11 
60-GG. 18,759 * 286 416 21 30^ iT'i 4 

68 basin, 06 minimum. . . . 213.550 4 32.581 
A 5 

2 203,857 
» * » 

41 
Ovw ^ 4 4 V 

449,004 7 
70 tniiuiiium. 838.2U0 17 220,200 16 357 « 1.058,046 15 
72 minimum. 1.150.740 23 184,857 14 283.899 58 1,019,505 24 
75 basis, 74 inininiiiin. . . . 1.448.156 29 . . . 2.050 1,450.212 21 
77 basis, 70 mini mum. . . . 1,077.158 22 501 • 1,077,659 16 
Above 85 (apatite). 1 
Undistributed. 

> 157.005 3 893 * 158,708 2 

5,005,511 100 1.302,000 100 402,002 100 100 

* Less than 0.5 per cent. 
> Bone phosph&te of lime. 
< Includes a small quantity from Virginia. 

Other Countries, Many countries are producers as is shown in Table 6. North- 

ern Africa, where the mining of phosphate is the largest industry next to agri¬ 

culture; Russia; and the Pacific islands are the most important. 
Morocco. Several beds associated with limestone, clay, and marl are known to 

occur, varying in thickness from 1 to 30 ft. Beds less than 3 ft in thickness are 
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not considered commercial. The rock is soft and easily mined with pick and 

shovel. The material is screened and sorted but does not require washing. 
After drying, by sun m the summer and fuel-fired driers at other times it is trans¬ 

ported to the coast for shipment by sea. Most of the production moves to 

Ji.urope. The mines at Kourigha produce rock with a BPL content of 75 per 
cent; and those at Louis Gentil, wnth a content of 70 per cent, compared to the 

phosphates of Algeria and Tunisia, which vary between 58 and 68 per cent. 

The term “TPL,” tricalcium phosphate of lime, is used in foreign trade in place of 

Algeria. The largest mine is located at Djebel Kouif near the Tunisian hor<ler 
about 165 miles by rail from the port of Bona. The mined material is han<i 

pick^, dried to 3 per cent moisture, and conveyed to Bona, where storage is 
provided as well as loading facilities for shipping. At Tocqueville an open 

quarry is operated. The rock, which is exceptionally hard, is broken, sorted 
and moved 117 miles by rail to the port of Bougie. At Djebel Onk an exception- 
aUy large and rich deposit has been found; the beds vary in thickness from 60 to 

2U0 ft and are amenable to quarrying. Completion of a railroad between Djebel 
Onk and Tebessa will permit shipment to European ports. Three superiihos- 

phate l^actories are located in Algiers with a productive capacity reported to be 
over 100,000 tons. 

Tunisia. A number of mines under different management are active in 
lunisia. The hot climate permits solar drying of the rock. Air separation is 
employed to raise the grade. Material averaging around 66 per cent BPL can be 
pri^uced readily. Sfax, Soussc, and Tunis are the shipping ports and are pro¬ 
dded with storage and loatling equipment. Superpho.sphatc is produced at 
Tunis, and ground rock for ai>plication to the soil at Sfax. 

hgypt A number of phosphate occurrences of commercial importance are 
known to occur in Egypt. The Safaga and Ko.sseir occurrences near the Red 

are the most productive. Others on the Nile are of growing importance and 
have supplied the only superpliosphate manufactured in Egyjit. 

Rus^. Apatite is an important source of phospliate (see Apatite) The 

^ miles m which nephehne associated with apatite is found in thicknesses of over 

bdhon tons of this mineral arc estimated to be in reserve. The rock is removed by 

open^ut quarrying during the .summer months and by undeigroun<i operations in 
e winter The apatite is brittle and breaks more easily and to finer sizes than 

the nephehne. It is possible to make a separation by differential ^i.^ing A 
portion of this concentrate is treated by flotation to produce a product suitable 

for the manufacture of .sui>erphosphatc. The cru.le apatite is report,tl to run 
.00 per cent pho.sphoru.s pentoxide, equivalent to 65.00 per c-ent HPI • and th^ 

~rnto. 40.22 cent phephorus 0<ppv.'i:;t t \s7.8s’,r; c ' 

P .o.,phatc rook of tl.c plio.,phorito typo are known. Tl.o mort important “arc 
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located in the Omutninsky district of Viatka province, where production up to 

100,000 tons of concentrate per year has been reported; at Egorievsk, about 50 

miles from Moscow; and at Syzran, Kineshma, and Sterlitamsk. The largest 

reserves of phosphate rock reported to date in Asia are located in the Kazak 

Republic. Total reserves in the various areas known are believed to contain 

over IH billion tons of phosphate with a BPL content running between 20 and 42 

per cent. Other deposits are kno^vm in the Kara-Kalpak Republic and the 
Tadzhik Republic, 

Islands of the Pacific. Phosphate rock of exceptionally high grade has been 

found in many islands in the Pacific. They are believed to be the product of the 

reaction of phosphatie solutions derived from bird guano with coral limestones. 

Ocean Island, Nauru Island, and Christmas Island have been the most important 

producers. Ocean Island and Nauru are British possessions. They were seized 

and held by the Japanese, resulting in destruction of equipment and curtailment 

of operation, so that production data have not been available since 1941. Nor¬ 

mally these islands ship over 1 million tons annually to Australia and New 

Zealand. Christmas Island, 200 miles south of the western end of .Java, is also a 

British possession. It was seized also by the Japanese, but destruction of mining 

and loading equipment prevented the recovery of much rock. At Ocean and 

Nauru Islands the phosphate beds lie on a hard dolomite that projects in sharp 
cones. This prevents complete mechanization of mining, and hand labor with 

pick and shovel is used extensively in the recovery of the phosphate rock. This 

is screened, dried, and loaded for shipping, wliich Is a difficult procedure due to 

poor harbors, fast ocean currents, and a steeply pitching ocean floor. Makatea 
Island, a French possession, contains valuable deposits of high-grade material. 

There arc a large number of other islands scattered over immense distances in the 

Pacific which are small producers but which may become more significant com¬ 
mercially with the passage of time. 

West Indies. Many islands in the West Indies are known to possess interesting 

deposits of phosphate. The most highly developed is located on the Dutch 

island of Curasao. In genesis it appears to be similar to the deposits of tlie 
Pacific, being derived from guano and limestone. The hard rock is blasted, 

broken down with hammers, crushed at Fuik Bay, and shipped. Most of the 
production, averaging around 100,000 tons per year, has been sliipped to Europe. 

The rock is of remarkable purity, containing less than 1 per cent iron and alumina. 
The fluorine content is exceptionally low, below 1 per cent and frequently around 

0.60 per cent. It is therefore a superior article for inclusion in cattle feed and has 

been shipped to the United States in small tonnages for this purpose. 
World production, as assembled by the U.S. Bureau of Mines, is presented in 

Table 6. 
Mining and Milling. The methods of mining and milling phosphate rock vary 

widely with the mode of occurrence, extent of operations, and location of the 
deposits. Most of the present output comes from open-cut workings, but the 

large western deposits will be worked largely by underground methods. 
P'or a detailed description of mining and concentration methods the reader 

should consult Ref. 22, which contains complete data relative to eastern open-cut 
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Table C* World Production of Phosphate Rock, 1940 to 1946, by Countries, 

Metric Tons* 

(Compiled by B. B. Mitchell) 

Couotiy^ 

Algerift. 
AiuUmlia: 

New South Wales. 
South Australia. 
Western Australia. 

Austria. 
Bel^um. 
Bra^ (apatite). 
Canada. 
Chile (apatite).. 

Cbristnuu Island. Straits SeU 
Uetseots (eiports). 
£s>'pt. 
Eire. 
Prance. 

French Oceania (exports). 
Germany. 
India. 
Indochina, French: 

Fhoephalc rock. 
Apatite . 
Italy. 
Japan< .. . 
Madagascar . 
Morocco, PfcncJi. 
Nauru and Ocean Islanilt^ 
Netherlands Indies. 
Noihcrbnds West Indies: 

('urtv^o (exports). 
New «ficsUand. 
Palestine . 
Huinunia . . 
Seychelles Inlands (exports). 
South*West Africa. 
Spain. 

Sweden (apatite) . 
Tujganyika Territory. 
Tunisia ., 
rnioti of South Africa. 
l.'.S.S*R. (apatite). 
Cnitcfl States (sold or usrd by 

produceni) . 

Id40 

Totsil^ 

370.890 

20 

254 

39 
a 

280 
a 

325 

32,000 

241.826 

183.454 
h 

24.260 

151.170 

1.548 

119 

24.340 

2.070 

274 

1.400 

495 

687,310 

1,253.385 

34.OHS 

6.047 

95 

14,513 

869 
15,781 

7.479 

9 

1.187.823 
fr 

2.600,000* 

4,066.943 

1941 

446.535 

31 

8.597 

21 
a 

36.660 
a 
2,256 

29.123 

a 
111,708 

6 

08.660 

192.235 

1.043 

81 

40.310 

30.800 

1.300 
b 

403.0ri0 
b 
b 

111.095 

10.033.000 

18.795 
b 

13.846 

31.116 

33 

1.076.118 

425 

2.000.00(K! 

1942 

334.550 

118 

14.182 

103,300 
b 
1.147 

24,909 

b 

328.440 

16.444 

113.400 

176.005 

829 

337 

29.050 

98.800 
b 
1.400 
b 

715.410 
b 

21.000* 

2.818 

22.347 

59 

15.232 

79.395 

25 

879.743 

9 
b 

4,764.921 4.718,780 

1943 

76.798 

122 
12.976 

43 
fr 

108.000 

6.111 

1.316 

37.924 

b 

315.566 

17.252 

131,020 

188.385 
b 

1,215 

19.890 

64.600 
b 

1.200 
b 

806.171 
b 

24.000* 

b 

9,389 

5,384/ 

1.849 
164 

15.722 

144.265 

269 

334.678 

5.801 
b 

5.208.506 

9.510.000 7.701.000 7,540.000 

1944 

8.674.000 

104$ 

220,349 

4.167 

2.251 
b 

52.270 

5.216 

437 

50,840 

b 

318,185 

20.300 

92.960 

203.300 
b 

232 

6.850 

300 
a 
3,000 
b 

1.444.002 
6 

24,000* 

7.813 

20.251 

4.961/ 
b 

5.941 

17.770 

160.847 

28 

522.265 

21.088 
6 

5.462.938 

401.304 

726 

8.619 
b 

17.090 
b 

271 

13,203 

b 

340.374 
6 

60,622 

259.000 
b 

532 

b 
2.000 
b 

1.154.120 
b 
b 

8.770 

8.084 

4,807/ 
b 
7,000 

27 

20.340 
b 
b 

706.401 
b 

5.809,021 

8,924.000 

1946 

584.827 

20 
b 

3.240 
b 

52 

b 
b 
b 

88.924 
b 
b 
b 

b 
b 
b 

2,783.630 
b 
b 

b 

11.224 
b 
b 

21.397 

1,665 

18.609 
b 

279 

1.309.880 
b 
b 

6,070.827 

11.885.000 

N- ..a lUpuUio of tU 
^ UiiUk not avajlable. 

♦ Kfltimate. ' 
/ Exports. 

• ToUL fepr€»c„t ody tl.ow countries for »I,ich .utistics nre shown. 
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production and western underground mining, together with numerous flow sheets 

of milling operations. The production of phosphate now involves the most 

modern applications of chemical engineering and mineral preparation with 

mechanization of every possible operation. Capital investment, therefore, is 

high and can be justified only by proved reserves of suitable material. The 

principles of exploration, production, and concentration are basically similar in 

the eastern United States, where strip mining is universal. They vary in detail, 

depending upon local conditions and the judgment of the operating and engineer¬ 

ing staff. They are designed to produce a finished product of commercial grade 

from raw materials exhibiting considerable variation in composition. A prospec¬ 

tive deposit is drilled to determine the tonnage available. The drilling samples 

are analyzed to determine the content of the rock in BPL and the amount of 

impurities. The size of the phosphate masses is also noted, particularly since the 
application of flotation has made possible the recovery of fine material, 1 mm and 

less in diameter. The locations of the washing plant, waste ponds, pumps, and 
overburden disposal are planned to allow the most efficient operation. Stream 

pollution by muddy discharge waters must be avoided. Settling ponds to allow 
only a clear effluent are necessary. 

Draglines have come into almost universal use for the removal of overburden 

and the underljnng phosphatic layers. They have displaced the hydraulic 
metliods formerly emj)Ioj'ed. Following the removal of the overburden the 

phosphate is commonly thrown into a well from which it is pumped to the washing 

plant. For many years the washing ojierution was a simple procedure consisting 

of liberation of phosj)hate jjebbles from the surrounding sand and clay with water. 

The disintegjated protluct wa.s screened, producing a coarse and fine phosphate 
concentrate, inai'ketablc after <lrying. The loss of fine phosphate was high. 

The introduction of tlie flotation process in 1927 has had a profound effect on the 

industry. It has i)ermittcil the recovery of large tonnages of fines previously 
wasted. It has incroa.sed re.serve.s, .since it allows the successful treatment of 

areas previously consUlereil to be too high in fines to be of commercial interest. 
Table agglomeration was a<lded in 1929. Either flotation or agglomeration or 

the use of both is now common practice in the treatment of fines. Spirals may 
be used in place of taljles. 

Briefly, the common treatment of the mined rock is to disintegrate it with 

water. The slurry is screened with the removal of some coarse sizes for further 
reduction in size. The coarse material is then fed to log washers, generally in a 

series of two or three with intermittent screening. The concentrate from the log 

washers is sized to + H in., dried, and stored for shipment. The overflow from 
the washers is screened to recover any coarse material carried over and then 
conveyed either to waste ponds for settling and recovery of water for reuse or, if 

l ecoverable fines are present, to a recovery plant equipped with flotation cells or 
tables. The wliole operation is under e.xact scientific control, and losses are 
reduced to a minimum with the production of a liigh-grade final concentrate. 

Utilization. By far the largest use for phosphate rock is in the manufacture of 
acid phosphate, superphosphate, or other soluble phosphatic salts for fertilizers, 

although an increasing quantity is being used in the raw state as a fertilizer. 
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phosphates depends upon the following basic reaction: 

Ca,(PO,), + 2H,SO. + 6H,0 = CaH.fPOOr + 2H,0 + 2(CaS0,-2H,0) 

Thus, phosphate rock acidulated with sulfuric acid gives calcium acid phosphate 
plus gypsum. The proportion of acid used depends upon the amount and nature 

are ““ T*“= -neZdalZ 

The raiyock is ground, by various methods, so that 80 to 95 per cent or more 
will pass through a 100-mesh sieve, and is then mixed in batches ofT to 2 t^ns^ra 

t^M o*f ®"huric acid of about SO^B^ One 

sji^ing arrp-ru^hrrtS^^ 

sr.-;. r Sttzs 
cooled to about 150'^F (12 to 48 hr) the m is completed or the mass has 

and conveying systeml w‘hich catytt by hand into elevating 

when properly made, is a dry powC subst n!: 1^10^06 I/to ^8 

=s=P“:s!“~ 

Te.n.n 7. PnosimaTC Rock Soi n oa Usnn bv PnonpcEHs .» tub United States 
___l^TO 194G. BV Uses and States states, 

Ueos 

FtoriJa 

Ix>nK 
tons 

8ui>or|>lir>jiphat«9. 
PlionphatvA. phosphoric 

phoNiaioru*. ftrrupho#- 
phoruA. 

Direct application to aoij. 
Fertilizer filler. 

Stock and poultry feed.. ! 

Drifiiiftrihuted^. . 

Ten nvsaee^ 

Per 

cent 

of 

totn) 

3.950,108 

231.358 

314.575 

32.303 

52.501 

1 »047 

414.039 

Lonit 
tona 

Per 

cent 

of 

total 

'Veatern States 

Lon«r 

tons 

5.005.611 

70 

5 

0 
1 

1 

8 
200 

I 

• UcviAcrJ. 

449.406 

653.885 

212.405 

18.454 

500 

27.800 

33 

48 

16 

1 

105.838 

9.278 

1.117 

Per 

cent 

of 

total 

40 

1.302,600 100 

2.081 

284.288 58 

492.602 100 

United States 

Loni; 

tons 

4.604.442 

894.501 

528.007 

50.757 

53.001 

30.088 
098,027 

Per 

cent 

of 

total 

.800.713 

07 

13 

8 
1 

1 
b 
10 

100 

f.rn«.e„. panin« 
A» .epoTted to tho Bureau of Mine, by Uoultic p.oauccr,. 

c<»mi>ounclB. research, defluorinated 
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Triple superphosphate has been produced by the use of phosphoric acid in place 

of sulfuric acid. The term “double superphosphate” is in more common \ise. 

Either term applies to a product manufactured by a similar process employing 

phosphoric acid and containing from 45 to 50 per cent available phosphorus 

pentoxide. The use of the electric furnace has become well established in the 

manufacture of elemental phosphorus. This product is converted into chemical 

compounds and during the war was produced in large quantity for use in smoke 

screens. The industrial importance of phosphorus compounds is increasing 

steadily; among others the sodium phosphates have shown a large gain as deter¬ 

gents and water-softening compounds. The chemical field may be expected to 

display a steadily increasing importance as a consumer in the future. Consump¬ 

tion by tonnages as reported by the U.S. Bureau of Mines is shown in Table 7. 

Marketing and Prices. Phosphate rock is sold by the long ton. In 1950, 
pebble at various grades was quoted fob Florida as follows* 

Per Cent 
77-76 $6.90 
75-74 5.80 
72-70 4.80 
70-68 4.15 
68-66 3.75 

A considerable portion of the phosphate rock produced is consumed by the miner 
and does not find its way to the open market. 

Competition. Phosphate rock has little competition in the United States 
except in a small way from animal bone. In prewar years, phosphatic slags pro¬ 

duced in the smelting of phosphatic iron ores was a valuable source of phosphorus 

compounds in European countries. The steel industry supplied much of the 

phosphate used in the maintenance of soil fertility. Total output at times 
exceeded 5 million tons annually. Germany was the largest producer, con¬ 

tributing 2,500,000 tons annually. France had an output of approximately 1 

million tons annually. This source is now greatly curtaUed due to destruction of 

steel-manufacturing capacity. In the United States the type of iron ore so far 

available has been of such high grade and so free from impurities that the evolu¬ 
tion of phosphatic slags has never reached significant proportions or furnished 
any competition to the natural rock. 

Phosphate Rock as a Source of Fluorine. The growing usefulness of fluorine 
compounds has been mentioned in the discussion of their principal source, fluor¬ 

spar. The necessity of the elimination of most of the fluorine to increase solu¬ 
bility of the phosphate has been mentioned. Some of this fluorine has been 

recovered as a by-product, mostly as sodium-fluosiiicate. The large reserves of 
phosphate available and the large tonnage treated annually, much of it carrying 

3.8 per cent fluorine, suggests that phosphate rock may become an important 

source of this element. 
Reserves. The w’orld’s largest reserves lie in the United States, Russia, and 

North Africa. Mansfield*’ has made a detailed study of the difficult problem of 
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the determination of tonnages available for future use. His report is given in 
Table 8. 

Table 8. Phosphate Reserves of the United States 

Thousand Long Tons 
East: 

Florida. . 5,081,839 
Tennessee. . 194,468 
South Carolina. . 8,798 
Kentucky. . 863 
Arkansas. . 20,000 

West: 

Idaho. . 5,736,335 
Montana. . 391,323 
Utah. . 1,741,480 
Wyoming. . 115,754 
Total. . 13,290,860 
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PINITE 

Composition and General Description. Finite is a massive, compact rock 

composed almost entirely of e.vtremely fine grains of sericite, a secondary pota.sh 

mica, associated with small amounts of andalusite and pyrophyllite. It is con¬ 

sidered to be the product of hydrothermal alteration of rhyolites or of volcanic 

ash or tuff; also of eordierite, spodumene, nepheline, scapolite, feldspar, and other 

minerals. It resembles massive talc or pyrophyllite but is somewhat harder. 

Analysis, as reported by Kerr,* shows it to be essentially a hydrous potassium 

aluminum silicate. An average analysis of four samples from the only com¬ 

mercial producer, located in Nevada, as reported by Pago, Raine, and Sullivan ^ 
18 as follows: 

Average .\nalysis of Nevada Finite 

Per Cent 
SiO,. 50.47 
AUO,. 37.41 
KjO, NutO. 5.44 
Ignition loss. 5.62 

99 34 

I otas-suim the dominant alkali and is present in greater quantity than soda. 

Physical Properties. Amorphou.'^; cryptocry.stalline to finely granular. Hard¬ 

ness, 2..> to 3.5. Speriftc gravity, 2.0 to 2.85. Melting point, inverts to mullite- 

pyrome r.c cone equivalent (PC^E) 32. Co/or, grayi.sh white, gruyi.sh green, peJ 

green, dull green, brownish, or reddLsh. Btreak, white, l.usler, dull to waxy, 

‘r^ urc, irregular to subcoiichoidal. Tran.sparency, traii.slucent to opatiue 

Occurence. The only commercial producer is located on the east side of the 

Humboldt Range near Rochester, Nev. It is about 25 miles from Oreuna, Nev 

the nearest raiboad iwint The main body of material, e.xi>osed over a width of 

kn fe. It IS renmrkably free from quartz. Silicified tuff is present above and 

belmv the pinitc. 1 lie deposit was discovered in 1933, and exploration by trench 

and .luarrying hiLs proveii the existence of a large tonnage of uniform rock. Carl 

loud shipments have been made to Pittsburgh. Calif., where it has been proces.sed 
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by calcining. Production data are not available since tonnage figures have been 
included with those for crude talc. 

Utilizatioii. Finite has one property of outstanding value: upon heating it 

inverts to muUite, a material of steadily growing importance as a refractory. 

Page, Raine, and Sullivan® list the valuable properties of pinite as follows: it is 

easily ground; it inverts to mullite at a relatively low temperature; it has a low 

firing shrinkage and a high density after firing; it mokes a snow-white product 

exhibiting extreme hardness and superior resistance to abrasion. Refractoriness 
is high (PCE 32). It has a relatively low and uniform thermal expansion; free 

silica is absent; and it is resistant to molten enamel slags. 

Pinite is used chiefly in making mullite-rich refractories. These have been 

found to be highly useful in the rotary kilns used in making poi-tland cement and 
lime. Other high-temperature refractory uses are indicated. If other extensive 

commercial deposits were found it is probable that pinite would become much 

more wdely used. 
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POTASH SALTS 

Potash is of such great economic importance and the sources of potash and 
methods of production are so numerous and so diversified that the literature of the 

subject is extensive. The field is so wide that it cannot here be covered ade¬ 
quately, even briefly. No attempt will be made to describe all the sources of 

potash or all the methods of production. A brief survey of the subject will be 
made and for further information reference should be made to the works noted m 

the bibliography at the end of this section. 
Definition of Potash. Potash, properly speaking, is potassium oxide (KiO), but 

potassium carbonate (K2COS) is also sometimes (although incorrectly) called 
“ potash.” The “potash” salts of commerce do not necessarily contain potassium 

oxide—for example, potassium chloride (KCl)—and they should more properly 
be called potassium salts. The term “ potash salts,” however, is now generally 
accepted, and all the compounds of potassium are knoum commercially as potash 

salts. 
Potash salts are usually sold on the basis of their “potash” content. In other 
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words, the potassium content is recalculated to its equivalent of K20 and 
expressed as "potash.” Thus, potassium chloride (KCl)—often called "muri¬ 

ate” commercially—^snth a theoretical content of 52 per cent potassium and 48 

per cent chlorine, has a theoretical “content” of 63 per cent "potash” (KjO). 
This mode of expression is used to afford a common basis for the commercial 
comparison of all potassium salts. 

The potassium and potash content of common salts and minerals is listed in 
Table 1. 

Table 1. Potassittm and “Potash” in Potassium Compounds 

Name Symbol 

1 

Percent¬ 
age of 
potas¬ 

sium (K) 

Chemical 
equivalent 
in terms of 
"potash” 

(K,0) 

Element: 
Potassium. K 100 120 

Potassium salts or "potash 
salts”: 

Potassium cliloridc (mineral 
sylvite). KCl 52 63 

Potassium muriate (same as 
chloride) 

Potassium sulfate. K,SO« 45 54 
Potassium nitrate (saltpeter). KNO, 39 47 
Potassium carbonate. K,CO, 57 68 
Potassium hydrate or caustic 1 

potash... KOII ' 70 84 
Potassium cyanide. KCN 60 72 

Stassfurt minerals: 
Carnallite. KMgarGHjO 14 17 
Kainitc. MgS0«KCl-3II,0 1C 19 
Sylvite (imtassiuin chloride).. KCl 52 63 
lAanuheinite K,S0«-2MgS04 9 23 
Polyhalito. 2CaSO4MgSOrK,S04-2HjO 7 16 

Sources of Potash. For some years prior to the First World War the only 

sources of potash that were of great commercial im|)ortancc were the deposit of 

soluble ixitash salts of the Sta.ssfurt district of Germany and similar dc|>osits in 

Alsace. During the war these sources were shut off and a world-wide .search was 

made to develop new sources for the pobush so vitally needed both for agriculture 

and for munitions. Many sources were developed and considerable production 

resulted. Co.sts were very high, however, and after the war when the European 

sources again became available most of the new enterprise.s were forced to sustKmd 

operations. The principal sources of i>ota.sh. of imiKirtance both under normal 

conditions and in emergencies, may be summarized briefly as follows- 
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I. Inorganic sources; 

1. Deposits of soluble salts, e.g., Stassfurt deposits 
2. Saline solutions: 

a. Salt lakes and pans, e.g., Searles Lake 
h. Sea water, e.g., at Girand, France 

3. Insoluble potash minerals: 

a. AJunite, e.g., Marysvale, Utah 

b. Greensand, e.g.. New Jersey greensand 

c. Leucitc, potash slates and shales, feldspars, and other silicates 
4. By-products in other processes: 

a. Portland-cement kiln dust 

b. Blast-furnace flue dust 
II. Organic sources: 

1. Vegetable sources: 
a. Kelp or seaweed 
b. Wood ashes 

c. Sunflower stalks, tobacco stems, sagebrush, water hyacinth, prickly pear, 
and other vegetable material 

d. Molasses distillery waste and waste liquors from beet-sugar molasses 
2. Animal sources: 

a. Wool washings 

b. Ash from animal excrement 
c. Potassium nitrate of organic origin 

Deposits of Soluble Salts. Deposits of soluble potash salts have been for 

many years tlie chief commercial sources of potash and are likely to maintain this 

position for many years to come. The largest and most important deposits of 

this class are those of the Stassfurt district in Germany. Similar but probably 

somewhat smaller deposits occur near Wittelsheim in Alsace, and in Spain, 

Canada, Poland, Russia, and possibly England. The discovery of similar 

deposits in the United States made the country independent of imports from 
foreign sources. 

Potsish deposits of minor present importance have been reported in Holland, 

Denmark, Russia, Peru, Ethiopia, and a few other countries. 

Germany. The Stassfurt potash deposits, discovered about 1857, cover an area 

of about 100 square miles in the vicinity of Stassfurt, extending to Thuringia on 

the south, Hanover on the west, and Mecklenburg on the north. It has been 

estimate<l that these deposits occupy a volume of 10,790 million cu m, containing 

20,000 million metric tons of potash salts, a quantity sufficient to supply the 

world’s needs for 2,000 years at the present rate of consumption. 

In these deposits occur over 30 saline minerals, chiefly chlorides, sulfates, and 

borates of potassium, sodium, calcium, and magnesium. In addition, varying 

but usually minor amounts of carbonates, sulfur, pyrite, bromine, iodine, ammo¬ 

nium, and nitrates are sometimes present. 

Several borates are also found, but they are relatively rare except boracite. 

The most important minerals commercially are carnallite and kainite. 

The salts are removed from the ground by underground mining methods. 

Some of the crude salts may be simply crushed and sold directly for fertilizing 
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purposes, but most of the ore is treated by a process of solution and recrystalliza¬ 

tion, maldng various products of varying degrees of purity for different uses. 

For fertilizer purposes the following grades are commonly made: 

Type 

Kainite. 
Kainitc. 
Manure salts. 
Manure salts. 

Manure salts, double 
Muriate (KCl). 
Sulfate (K,SO*). 

Grade 

14-16% KsO 
12.4% K,0 
20% K,0 
30% K*0 
48% K-O 

80-85% KCl (50-53% K,0) 
90-05% K,SO* (48-51% KjO) 

In addition, a great range of pure potassium, sodium, magnesium, an<I calcium 

chemicals is made. Epsomite, glauber salt, magnesium chloride, calcium chlo¬ 
ride, and bromine are important by-products. 

Next to coal, potjish is the most important mineral raw material protluced in 

Germany. The.sc deposits were important to the United States prior to the 

development of domestic sources. In 1948 Russia controlled 01 i>cr cent of the 
German production. 

Frarux. Alsace Deposits. Deposits of potash salts were discovered by drilling 

in 1904 at Wittelsheim, C miles northwest of Mulhouse in southern Alsace 

Ijiter developments indicated that the deposits underlie an area of about 65 

square miles, chiefly in the plain bounded by the Jura, the Vosges, and the Rhine. 

Drilling ha.s disclosed the presence of potash salts in southeast France near 
Bayonne. 

The deposits consist of two bc<ls, a lower bod averaging 10 to 10 ft in thickness 

and an upper bed, about 60 ft higher and 3 to 5 ft thick. The lower bed occupies 

a much larger area than the upi>er bed. The beds occur at an average depth of 
about 2,000 ft and are remarkably uniform* 

The ^Its consist essentially of silvinite, a mixture of sylvitc (KCl) and rock 

salt. Practi<rally no carnallite or magne.sium chlori<lc is pre.sent. Thus, the 

crude salts may be use<l directly for fertilizing puriiose.s, mul the preparation of 

pure iH>ta.s.suun chloride is very simiile and clieup. The cru<le salts are of con- 

siderably higher grade than tho.se of the Stassfurt district, averaging, in place 

alxmt 22 i>er cent iH.ta.ssium oxide. It has been e.stimated that the known 

deiKisits contain 1.472.05H,(M)0 metric tons, averaging 22 per cent potassium 

oxide, or the ecpuvalent of over 300 million tons of pure potassium oxide 

star^Tin in Spain in 1913. Production was 

sit.^. 1 40 importance, since the ileposits are 

V ch m I M 7 '"t" of Barcelona in an area between the towns of 

miles. The principal .liscovencs have I,con ma.le near the villages of Cardona 

Suria. an.l Salient. Exi>Ioration has proved the pre.sence of high-grade material 

containing up to IS cent potassium oxide at Salient. ICxploitation has bee‘n 

facilitated by the shallowness of the productive horizons, 300 to 000 ft from the 
surface, and the i)roximity of the port of Barcelona. ® 
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India. The deposits of potassium nitrate in eastern Punjab have been noted 
in the section dealing with nitrates. 

Russia. Large deposits have been reported within the U.S.S.R. Data relative 

to the extent of exploitation and reserves for future use are not available. 

The principal point of production is located at Solikamsk on the western 

slope of the northern Urals. The deposits occur in a Permian basin that 

was once part of the sea extending from the Arctic to the Caspian. Productive 

capacity was increased rapidly in the 1930’s, and the mines were mechanized 

with modern equipment. A goal of 3,000,000 tons of mine-run salts was estab¬ 

lished for 1937. A production of 1,800,000 tons was reported. The principal 

economic mineral is reported to be sylvinite, a mixture of sodium chloride and 

potassium chloride, which is present to the extent of 22 per cent, equivalent to 

14 per cent potassium oxide. Reserves of potassium salts have been estimated 

at 15 billion tons. Further discoveries have been made at Ozinki, Sagis, and 

Akjar in the southern Urals. A rapid development of these deposits was urged 

to supplement production from Solikamsk and to avoid the long haul from that 

point to central Asia and the Ukraine. Russia possesses the necessary raw 

materials to become an influential factor in the world potash situation due to 

her own resources, the acquisition of the former Polish fields, and a partial control 

of German production. 

Poland. The potash deposits are located in Galicia, formerly a part of Austria, 

which was incorporated in the Polish state as a consequence of boundary adjust¬ 

ments made after the First World War. The principal potash mineral mined is 

sylvite, which has been recovered in quantities appro.ximating million tons per 

year. The next most important mineral is kainite, followed by langbeinite. 

The area, including the district south of Lwow, with the potash mines at Kalusz, 

Stebnik, and Holyn, was ceded to the U.S.S.R. following the German conquest. 

England. The potassium salts sylvite and polyhalite were discovered during 
oil-well drilling during the war years. They were found in North Yorkshire in a 

horizon located at a depth of 4,000 ft. No commercial exploitation has been 
attempted. It is believed that the cost of mining would be too high to allow 

economic operation. 
Canada. Extensive fields of potash salt-s were found in 1946 in the province of 

Saskatchewan. They were encountered while drilling for oil and gas at a depth 

of 3,46G ft in an area about 100 miles northwest of Saskatoon. The potash beds 
are reported to range in thickness from 9 to 28 ft with a potassium chloride con¬ 

tent of up to 65.6 per cent and a potassium oxide content averaging 21.5 per cent. 
The beds are believed to exi^end to the south for hundreds of miles, possibly into 

North Dakota and beyond. Exploration as to the extent of the deposits is being 

continued by drilling. 
Palestine. The concentrated brines of the Dead Sea contain enormous quan¬ 

tities of potassium salts in solution. It is estimated that the annual input from 

the Jordan River is equivalent to 40,000 tons of potassium chloride. The potas¬ 
sium chloride content of the sea water sampled at a depth of 5 m is reported to 

be 11.8 g per 1. The potassium chloride content of the Sea is estimated at 2 
billion tons. Because of rugged terrain, choice of plant location was restricted. 
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Two plants have been constructed, one at Kallia and one at Sodom. Sea water 

IS pumpe<l from a depth of 175 ft, where it has been found that the potash and 

bromine percentage is about 50 per cent higher than at the surface. The sea 

water is treated by solar evaporation in ponds constructed on the ground. Evap¬ 

oration is rapid due to the hot and arid climate. Most of the salt, sodium 

chloride, is depo.sited in the first pond. The remaining brine is then moved to a 

second pond where carnallite. KCI-MgCU-OH^O, together with some adhering 

sodium chloride is precipitated. The carnallite is removed and washed in a series 

of brines of varjing magnesium content. The last wash using a brine low in 

magnesium chloride removes the magnesium chloride from the carnallite, and 

potassium chloride is left. This receives a number of washes from brines and 

finally water and then is filtered and dried. The average commercial product 

averages 97 per cent potassium chloride. Material of higher purity can be 

prepared by recrystallization. Suspension of operations due to unsettled 

political conditions accompanied by at least partial destruction of one plant was 
reported in 1950. 

UnUed States. The development of the potash industry in the United States 

has been (iescribed in detail by Smith.« The production of potassium carbonate 

from wood ashes was the first chemical industry in the country and was active in 

the 1600’s. Smith reports that from the War of the Revolution until after the 

Cml War, exports varied in annual valuation from $500,000 to $2,000,000 and the 

price i>er ton from $100 to $200. The material was shipped to ICngland and 

I'ranee an<l formed the first chemical export of the country. The hardwoods of 

the northern states were the most productive, and maple aiul elm were the most 

desired. The abundance of forest land and the necessity of clearing it for agri- 

cultund purposes led to an active industry. An a.shery was as common as the 

general store in most areas in New England and New York. It served as a 

collection [mint for the ashes produccil in the district and as a crude chemical 

r>lant in which the potash, mostly in the form of impure potassium carbonate was 

recovered by leaching with water that was boilc.l to cause pre<-ipitation of the 
crufle salts. 

riie fiovelopmcnt of an industry using the im[>ortcd Stassfuit salts was begun 

m IH04, and mineral iiotash soon «lisplace«I that fnmi organic sources. The 

•crinan and later the French pnidm-tion was markeU*d aggre.ssively in the United 

states and soon controlled the imlustry. The Unite.! States became totally 

' ejaindent on irnport.-d material, a position fr.un which it was rudely shaken liy 

trie embargo placed by Oc-rmany on export .shipments in 1915. The subsequent 

warch for potash which was in great .lernaml <lue to the soaring indu.strialization 

le I-irst World War, led to the temiiorury utilization of all known sources 

nearly all the iiuitcrials listed uiuler Sources of Pota.sh were used. The ino.st 

productive were the salt lakes and pans. In 1918 total domestic production 

mnountcl to 54,803 tons of potassium fixidi—a rei-ord to that time More 

Hisriiticantly it resulte.l in a .systematic survey ami exploration of the mineral 

IKitash resources of the country, which terminate.! in dise.n'erios of such 

magnitude as to make the United States iiermaneiitly independent of foreiLoi 
iniportd. ' ^ 
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Searles Lake. Searles Lake is located in the northwestern part of San Ber¬ 

nardino County, Calif. It is located at an elevation of over 1,600 ft above sea 

level but in an area of such light precipitation and high temperatures that perma¬ 

nent accumulation of water is impossible. The surface is covered with water at 

intervals. Most of the time it is a typical playa, covered with crystals of soluble 

salts precipitated from the evaporating brines. This crust of salts is of sufficient 

strength to support traffic. The void space between the individual crystals 

approximates 25 per cent. This is filled with a saturated brine of remarkable 

composition. The level of this brine is generally 6 in. below the surface of the 

playa. The brine has a specific gravity of 1.30 and a pH of 9.48. Analysis is 

shown in Table 2, according to Gale.*® 

Table 2. Typical Analysis op Seables Lake Bkine 

KCI. 4.70 

NaCl. 16.35 

NaiCOa. 4.70 
Na,S04. 6.96 

NasB^O;. 1.50 
NajPO*. 0.16 

NaT'. 0.01 

Other minor constituents. 0.30 

34.68 
Water. 65.32 

100.00 

Among the minor constituents are included bromine, lithium, iron, arsenic, 

antimony, tungsten, and iodine. The lake now covers 12 square miles. It is the 

remnant of a much larger lake that existed in earlier geologic time. The total 

reserves of soluble salts are large. 

Commercitil interest in this deposit was first aroused in the 1870’s, and the 

first product to find a market was borax. The industry progressed in a small way 

ami was finally abamloned in 1S95 wlien lx)rax production was concentrated in 

the colcmanito deposits of Death Valley. Interest in Searles Lake was resumed 

in 1905 when it was realized that salts otlier than borax could be recovered, and 

it was investigated as a source of sodium carbonate. Potassium salts were known 

to occur at an early date, and by 1910 interest in the development of domestic 

sujijilies was stimulated by the termination of contracts made between European 

producers and manufacturers of fertilizers in the United States. This interest 

grew rapidly, an<l by 1915 the war embargo placed on shipments from Europe 

made the procurement of domestic supplies a matter of prime importance to the 

national economy. Searles Lake became the leading domestic producer of potash 

until the deposits of New Mexico were in production. It still supplies a sub¬ 

stantial percentage of the country’s total. 

The major jiroblem in the recovery of ])otassIum chloride is its separation from 

sodium chloride, its most common associate. This is possible mechanically and 

chemically due to remarkable differences in the behavior of the two compounds. 

They cannot form isomorphous crystals due to differences in crystal structure 
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and size of the individual atoms. The most intimate and fine-grained mixtures of 

potassium and sodium chloride, therefore, are mechanical mi.xtures and can be 

separated by mechanical means. The solubility of the two salts varies mth 

mcr^e m temperature, potassium being much more soluble at elevated tem- 

H- 11 i'*"' potassium in solution 
while sodium chloride crystallizes and can be removed. This property is utilized 

by the American Potash and Chemical Corp. at their operation at Trona, Searles 

pumped from wells drilled to 70 ft below the surface of the salt 
body. The bnne is piped about 4 miles to the plant. Here end liquors from 

previous crystallizations are added and the mixture is conveyed to triple-effect 

evaporators. As concentration increases, the chloride, carbonate, and sulfate of 

TKJ, ""7 *-emoved, while potash and borax remains in solution. 
Tins solution is cooled and potassium chloride removed by crystallization. Upon 

bora.v and other salts are precipitated. Further treatment by 

'"t means permits the production of products of specified 

1 ^ operation is under precise, technical control. Potassium 

recovertl r* T / T u'” lithium phosphate are 
operlti^' high m tungsten has been recovered in pilot-plant 

cen?sut^h^'f I '^ult basin of New Mexico, Texas, and adja- 

sllt fn f "'dts since they were explored first, 
covered onTrT "““"jdcuous at or near the surface. Potash salts were di.s- 

of contr« t 1 of geological exploration and test drilling. Cancellation 

in 1Q1 n r. producers for <lelivery of i>otush salts to the United States 

the shLr ^uergetic search for domestic supplies. This was increased by 

was foM 1 T ? Pota.s.sium-bearing mineral to be i<Ientifie<l in 1921. It 

explortionf .T. ^ Subsequent 
ba.sin Tf . the presence of large tonnages of tliis mineral in the Permian 

oxide'contcnt"!^ ( most desirable source of potasl. due to its low potassium 

treatment ci \ ! ^■umpH.ative insolubility. whi<-h complicate.s 

areaea.st r f J ipotassium oxide, was fir.st found in 1925 in an 
iiaues of tr ^ /’"' tber <lrillinK proved tl.e presence of eommercial ton- 
Drodnrin "‘.‘"'''■ul HI laigo aiuounts. Sylvite is rno<-banieally mixed with salt, 

hlT r^l 7:" ^ processing of this 
comnanS ^ ^ Umt<*d States indciiendent of foreign sources. 7'hree 

ical 7" in production, the International Minerals and Cliem- 
rp., the Potash Comjiany of America, and the Uiiitoil States Potash Co 

Dilkr bi the sylvinito horizon by room-andl 

Pota.<«iutn "*■ f 00:40, using mechanize*! mining. Tlie separation of 
differ ^ * onde from sodium chloride is aecomplishe*! bv utilization of the 

enii.l«vedVt'T''7''^';*^ varying temperatures, similar in prim-iple to tl.e process 

tioi of tl ff ^“d'M^t^dion of the flotation i.ro«-ess to the separa- 
rnav Iw. f Zl* chlorulcs has been .succe.«*sful an<l i.s now widely use<l. Potash 

T , 1 ^d ‘'md salt <lepressed, or vice versa, as pn*ferrc<l. 

g Semite, K2S0,-2MgS04, is aLso produced in comnierciai <iuantities. The 
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mineral is prepared for market by crushing, washing with water, which removes 

the sodium chloride generally present, and drying. It is sold as potassium- 

magnesium sulfate with a 22 per cent potassium oxide content. It is also con¬ 

verted to potassium sulfate and magnesium chloride by a base-exchange process. 

This involves treatment with a solution of potassium chloride, causing an 

exchange in bases producing the desired products. 

Michigan. Some potassium chloride is obtained by treatment of the brines 
from salt wells located near Midland, Mich. 

Utah. Potassium chloride is produced from the Salduro Marsh brines at a 

plant near Wendover, Tooele County. This marsh covers over 100 square miles 

and has a solid surface of crystalline salts. The underlying brine contains 

approximately 27 per cent solids composed of the chlorides of potassium, sodium, 

and magnesium. Sodium sulfate is also present. Potash salts were encountered 

in drilling in Grand County in eastern Utah in the 1920’s. The potassium horizon 

is fairly deep, 2,800 ft and beyond. Analyses of cuttings have shown potassium 

oxide in excess of 10 per cent. Potassium chloride is common in the brines 

encountered. Potassium salts have been recovered from alunite as described in 

the discussion of that mineral. 

Production and consumption in the United States are shown in Tables 3 and 

4 (figures from the U.S. Bureau of Mines). 

Table 3. Sales of Potash in the United States for Consumption and Export, 

1944 TO 1940, Short Tons op KjO 

1944 1945 1946 

Deliveries of primary potash of domestic origin by 
major companiesi as from reports of American 
Potash Institute: 

III United States and possessions: 
Agricultural. 075,787 

82,198 
57,850 

724,900 
85,169 
58,117 

790,928 
75,797 

56,402 

Chemical. 
For export. 

Imports for consvunpUon plus sales of minor domestic 
producers. 

815,835 

5,364 

868,186 

6,435 

' 923,127 

5,048 

Total exports (estimate by Bureau of Mines). 

Actual sales for consumption in the United States., 

821,199 
08,880 

874,621 
67,583 

752,319 807,038 862,532 

Insoluble Potash Minerals. Alunite,* a hydrous sulfate of potassium and 

aluminum (K20-3Al203‘4S03*'CH20), contains, when pure, 11.4 per cent potash 

(IV2O), 37 per cent alumina (Al-Oa), and 38.6 per cent sulfur trioxide (SO3). It 

occurs in large deposits near Marysvale, Utah, La Tolfa, Italy, and elsewhere. 

While alunite is insoluble in water and acids, after calcination at a moderate heat 

(about 500°C) it is partially soluble in both water and acids and has been used as 

• See Alunite. 
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a source both of alum* and of potash. Several processes have been devised for 

the extraction of potash from alunite, and during the war several plants were in 
operation near Marysvale, Utah. 

In the ChappeU process the mineral is crushed to about H in. and roasted at 

about 750^^0 in rotary kilns to drive off the sulfur dioxide and trioxide The 

residue, containing potassium sulfate and alumina, is digested in hot water and 

filtered. The Hquid, containing the potassium sulfate, is evaporated in triple¬ 

effect vacuum pans, and a 95 per cent potassium sulfate product is recovered by 

crystallization. More or less pure alumina (AJaOa) is obtained as a by-product 

One of the difficulties in the process is the fact that the freeing of the alumina 

residue of all of the potassium sulfate is difficult and requires great quantities of 

wash water. This makes the evaporation difficult and expensive. 

Table 4. Potassium Salts Produced in the United States, 104G to 1918, by 

Grades, Short Tons 

Grade 

Muriate of potash: 

60-62% KjO minimum*. 
48-50% KjO minimum. 

Manure salts. 

Sulfate of potash and sulfate of potash-mag¬ 
nesia . 

1046 

1,251,088 

122,257 

98,333 

1947 1948 

1,394.202 1,523,937 

125,120 145,675 

174,145 260,339 

. 210.057 _212,309 208.542 

_ 1,687,735 1,905,776 2,138,493 

• Includes refined potash and some 93-96% KCJ. 

Under normal conditions it has been stated that potash can he profitably pro- 

duced from alumte only by marketing the by-product alumina in order to pay 
part of the cost of production. * ^ 

in 7h "" "^rl deposits of New .Tersey have been a small source of potasli 

from thk m if the extraction of potash 
.,r, , t chejiply enough to compete with potash from the 

Sv inTl ■ and Alsace. The potash in the greensan.l marl occurs 

iron “ hyd-us silicate of ferric 

According to Mansfield,f tlie greensand marl belt, in its easily accessible por¬ 

tions averages about 2.1 miles in width and 40 ft in thickness and extends across 

New .Jersey from near Sandy Hook to the Delaware River near Salem a distance 

of about ,00 ,„i,ea. With „„ average content of 6.6 per cent poteh ’ i,.embeds 

are conservativfdy estimated to contain 2.5f>,953,000 short tons of ix.tash that 

enuhl he mined by o^K^n-pit methods. If umierground mining inrthods were to 
he used the available (piantity of potash would he enormously increased 

ComT W 1 dejmsits of tl.e Leucitc IlL of Sw^twater 

•Z aZII” commercial interest as a 

72?;Y9;2:7 106^ N’-- J-oy. f/.,.. 
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source of potash due to the development of the very large trona deposits at 

Westvaco, Wyo., and the development of a base-exchange process for reacting 
trona with leucite to yield pure potassium and sodium carbonates.* 

Greensand was produced and sold in New Jersey in 1946 to the extent of 5,140 

tons valued at $424,900. The entire production was consumed in the manu¬ 
facture of water-softening compounds. 

Table 5. World Production of Potassium Salts and Equivalent K2O, 1944 to 

1946, BT Countries, Metric Tons* 

(Compiled by B. B. Mitchell) 

1944 1945 1040 

Country^ 

Potassium 

aalto 

Equivalent 

KsO 

Potass) UTT 

salts 

1 Equivalent 

KaO 

Potassium 

salts 

Equivalent 

KiO 

North America: United 

States. pota»fi»iuiti salta. 

South Aiuericui Chile, 

crude poiasaiutw nitrate 

Europe; 

France (Alsace), crude 

potadsiuin . 

1.431.092 

b 

2,045,346 

] 

757,103 

s 

500,700^ 

1,440.870 

b 

852,733 

1 703,096 

ft 

145,000' 

1,531,079 

ft 

845,321 

ft 

X m norv 

Gertuany, crude {>otaj)- 

slum salts: 

Carnallite^. 

, WvSJ , \J\J\J 

Kainitc. sylvanite, 

An<l hartsatx. 

Spain, cru<]c potassium 

MlitH. 

[15,861.033 

075,836' 

1,925,530 

116.000/ 

b 

b 

710,406 

b 

ft 

113,700/ 

ft 

b 

*^70 ^oria 

ft 

Asia: 

India (British), nitrate 

of potanh. ft ft 

Korea (Chosen), alu- 

III to. 12,000 

105.050 

1.598 

6 ft ft ft ft 

Palestine, crude potas¬ 

sium . 52.500 
b 

ft ft ft ft 

Australia, alunite. 22.616 ft ft ft 

Total (cstimatecl).... 3.410,000 1.410.000 
4 2,240.000 

** In addition to countries limited Cliino. Eritrea, Iran, Italy, Poland, and U.S.S.R. arc reported to prO' 
ducc potash salts, but atHtistic3 of production arc not available. 

^ Data not available. 

* Equivalent K3O content estimated at approximately 17 per cent. 
^ Includes some natural kioseritc. 

* Salable. 

^ Extracted from waterv of Dead Sea. 
^ UnufTtcial e.stlmate. 

** January to September, inclusive. 

Oilier Silicates. Many other silicates are potential sources of potash and some 

of them exist in billions of tons. Feldspar, shales, slates, sericite, and others have 
been investigated. Potash shales occur in large quantities in Georgia and are 

reported to contain 7 to 9 per cent potassium oxide. Similar shales are present 
in Illinois. The problem of the extraction of potash from silicates is much the 

* Soc Lcucite. pages 278 and 279. 
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same for all minerals. Many patents have been issued covering processes for 

been“ml^i“ibie. ™ "!“■ salts l.as 

Potash recovered from cement-kiln flue dust in a number of operations 

land"® The n I ‘bis practice fn Mary¬ 
land The pioduct recovered is a potassium sulfate of low purity. It is sold 
directly for agricultural use. ^ ” 

Prices. In 1950 muriate was quoted at 37 to 45 cents per unit fob mines 

Worid^^oducti ’ “ W 22 per cent K,0. * 

Mines is ^t" ble 5 of 

aoIubLTalte inthrutHe °f P°‘o^h in brines and 
soluble salts m the United States amount to 107 million tons of potassium oxide 

sholrin T^bfe^fl f'"'"'].!"’"" ‘o be recoverable. Distribution is 

in unexploited o'b'itional tons 

Table G. Reserves in Present Operations. Tons K,f) 

State Gross reserves Rocovc^rable reserves 

New Mexico. 
California... 
Utah (brincsl. 

85,903,000 

20,000,000 

1.000,000 

58,000,000 

14.000,000 

1,000,000 
’1 '^4 U 1 
X oiai. 

106,903,000 73,000,000 

usedh,; irrUliser I^rcertar: cro";^!^^^ «‘“‘os is 

single crop. Other crops that show tl.e grcate.st nee<lK fnl Z ^ .u ^ 
tobncco, and citru.s fruits ^ I>f>t.ish aie potatoes^ 

depends ui>on the nature of the .soil amUi^f the pota.sh fertilizers 

potash, and the price receivetl for the crop Potash iirfeVr'^^''"' 
puriK>.se for which no other fertilizer m JL: 1 . t servos a distinct 
can be substitute<l. materials, such as phosphates or nitrates, 

In 1940 around 75,000 ton.s of ,K,ta.sh chemical.s were sold Tl.e f ■ 
tant salts are the carbonate chlorate K- i I'•« most impor- 
caustic potash, and elemental ^ 7“" fen-icyanidc. 
industry. The chief uses are in «fr..yy i x . potash salts are used by 

metnllurgy, electroplating, and photograpbirchem‘ica"s.'’'"“^ tanning, dyeing, 
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PUMICE AND PUMICITE 

ally rh“ontrc in oZ^maiul'‘'''?tLdhiL“rTtructm^'“'^ Kl.'«»y voicnnic lava, usu- 

co„,i„« of atcam and ^mae, contained il the nm,r„I'l.r 

np l:“ "'8^™ Za^i: --- -r du. made 

:i,^hX;w “ rt^-^tt 
nu.y humireda or thouaanda of milea fromita urirrlrc: a^ !;? 

(GmelTuL"!' in“nin87otu'lLrrtne„”/ 

an :3dX„ir'S;: '’pp, "pp- the aa,ue composition 

l.aa about the following eompoaition: snier'fS^rrS:^ 
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(AI2O3), 12.27 per cent; potash (K2O), 4.73 per cent; soda (NajO), 4.52 per cent- 

iron oxides, 2.31 per cent; water, lime, etc., 2.47 per cent; total, 100 per cent! 
Table 1 shows the normal range in composition. 

General Description. Pumice is found near active or geologically recent 

volcanoes, in solid blocks or fragments down to sand size, or in mixtures of fines 

and moderately coarse pieces, generally nearly white or light gray in color. 

These blocks, when dry, will float on water, that is, their apparent specific gravity 

is less than 1. The cell structure varies from coarse to very fine. The degree 

of coherence varies greatly from strong and solid to friable and almost pulverulent. 

T.vbi.e 1. Analyses op Pumice and Pumicite 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 8 9 

SiO... 07.39 70.91 Gl .07 71.80 73.44 68.823 08.68 73.91 73.70 
AI.O3. 15.99 12.18 17.55 15.48 13.681 

13.316 
/12.69 13.30 12.27 

FcoO^. 0.50 0.48 2.13 0.80 0.981 \ 1.14 2.46 2.13 
FeO. 1.99 0.92 4.13 0.192 

0.900 
1.17 
1.14 MgO. 0.77 0 2.20 

• • * « 

0.53 0.57 0.37 0.29 
OaO. 1 .03 0.92 0.28 1.42 1.24 3.231 1.11 0.54 0.65 
Na-.0. 4 74 4 17 3.501 

0.98/ 
f 1.32 

1 5 88 
3.03 
4.18 

A OK 

K2O. 4.80 3.15 
5.89 5.91 3.572 

4. Zu 

0.73 
. 2.00 0.90 1.00 4.08 4.18 7.99 1.01 1.22 

TiOa. 0.18 0 47 
Miscellaneous. 0.40 2.130* 

8.223 Organic! niatler 

Total. 1){). 03 99.81 100.37 100.00 100.00 100.447 100,73 99.40' 99.82 

•SO,. 

1. Piiiuifo, Mono Lake, Culif. Melville, analyst. See U.S. Geol. Survey, Bull. 160, 
p. 148. 

2. Ptnnice. Katman Volcano. Alaska. 1912 eruption. G. Steiger, analyst, U.S. Geol. 
Survey. 

:i. Puinifc. Mount Peloe, May, 1902, eruption. See Diller: Nall. Geooraphic Mag., 
Vol. 13. p. 2S.'>. 

4. Puinirite. Orleans, Ilnrlan County. Nel,r. Analysis by University of Nebraska. 
S«“e Nfhr. Geul. Surtty. \'ol. .1. pt. 27, p. 308. 

5. Piimi«Mle, Custer County. Nehr. Analysts .same as 4. 

0. Puniic-ite from 7 iiiilos suutli of Oketnah, Okla. Aurin, analyst, Geol. Survey, Okla. 
7. Pumicite from Gallatin County, Mont. Powe, Jes.se Pehhy, Unix. Montana, Bull. 

17. 1003, pp. 0-10. 
8. Pumice, Mount Sliastn, Siskiyou County, Calif. Analysis by Commercial Electro- 

l.vtic C'orp. for Unind ami Stevens. 

9. Pumice. Lipari. Authority. Mitchell. Quoted in Tariff Brief by Brand and Stevens 
before Committee on Ways and Means, House of Representatives, Jan. 10. 1921. 

Pumicite occurs as a powder, varying from coarse to fine, usually nearly white 

or light gray in color, in irregular bedded deposits; sometimes slightly coherent. 

Tliese depo.sits may vary in thickness from a few inches up to as much as 100 ft, 

l)ut commercial deposits usually average from 6 to 10 up to 20 or 25 ft in thick¬ 

ness. Tlie bc<ls are not necessarily close to their volcanic source, but often are 

distant several liundred or even 1,000 miles from it. In general, the coarsest 

grains are found nearest the volcanic source and the finest dust on the extreme 
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edges of the zone. The pumicite is often mixed in varying proportions with 

sand, c ay, silt, or even diatomaceous earth and is sometimes partly cemented 

with ealemm cybonate The beds of pumicite are usually overlain with a Vary¬ 
ing thickness of sand, clay, loess, or other overburden. ^ 

Physic^ Properties. Hardness, varies, but is usually about 6 for individual 

grains. /Spect/ic gramiy, true (for pumicite and ground pumice), about 2 5- 

apparent (for dry block pumice), less than 1. Color, usually light gray or whit^ 

also bluish gray to dark gray, reddish, yellowish, and brownish. sJcak white’ 

lAisttr, earthy or sometimes silvery; under microscope, glassy or vitreous Clrav 

«.r^none. /Vac.nrc, irregular; under microscope immieito briklu 

gl^s. IransparcTicy, translucent. TerwcUy. brittle to pulverulent. 

Ic.vP The modes of origin and occurrence of pumice and pumicite 
have been already brierty noted. Geographically, pumice and pumicite arc 

videly distributed and are found all over the world in areas of certain types of 

olcanic activity. Commercial dejmsits, however, are not nearly so wid^lnre-ui 

properties. This is particularly true of block pumice, and such material of 

desi^rable grade is produced in very few localities. Pumicite of good grade how¬ 
ever, IS very widely distributed. ^ feraue, now- 

ab^tr'r" lightweight concrete aggregate are 
abundant in many areas in the far-western states; !>ut block pumice suitable for 

use as natural bloc^ for abrasive purposes is of uncommon occurrence A few 

eposits are known in California and depo.sits are reporteil in Oregon and Arizona 

But the most important and, in fact, almost tlie only large deposits of Iiigli cradc 

bhiek pumice are on the island of Lipari. near the north coast of SiciW3 3 t 

40 mile.s from the Italian mainland. Many other deposits are known and some 

of them have been worked in a small way. hut no material from"uch ieposhs 
has-been so satisfactory as that from Lipari. deposits 

I umicite deposits have been worked chiefly in the United Stnto« « i j'**i 

,5;“ x—r 
:=X::,X ::rx;;:£xx;£: “'x™ 

Cahfornui [noihu os both puinire and Dumicito Fn \osr ^' 

it» production wa., tor concr.^tc 
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New Mexico was the third largest producer in 1946, with operating deposits of 

pumice near Grants, Santa Fe, and elsewhere. Extensive deposits of both 

pumice and pumicite are reported at numerous localities. 

is by far the largest producer of pumicite, although at one time 

Nebraska held that position. Kansas pumicite, described in detail by Landes ** 

occurs in greatest abundance near the 100th meridian. Deposits vary from’a 

few inches to 20 ft thick and may be covered wth as much as 20 ft of overburden 

In the poorer deposits the pumice may be mixed with diatomite, silt, or calcareous 

matter. Centers of production have been in Meade, Norton, Osborne, Ellsworth 

and Haskell counties, but occurrences are widespread. Most of the production 

has been for abrasive soaps and soap powders such as Old Dutch Cleanser 

Nebraska' has very extensive deposits of pumicite, similar to those of Kansas, 

but many deposits are of too low grade to be commercial. Deposits have been 

operated in Furnas, Lincoln, Harlan, Jefferson, Custer, Greeley, Holt, Antelope 
and other counties. ’ 

Washington^ has numerous large deposits of both pumice and pumicite, and 

commercial production is beginning to be of importance. 

Other states which have been producers of either pumice or pumicite in recent 

years are Oregon, Colorado, and Texas, but deposits are known in Nevada, 

Utah, Arizona, Wyoming, Oklahoma, South Dakota, and probably other far- 
western states. 

Italy.^ Before the Second World War Italy was an important producer of 

pumice both on the mainland (Campania and Rome mining districts) and on the 

i.sland of Lipari. Of the total Italian production of 146,522 tons in 1939 about 

35 per cent was from the mainland, used chiefly as a building material, and 65 

per cent from Lipari, largely abrasive material for export. The Lipari deposits 

cover several square miles in the northeastern part of the island and are reported 

to contain at least 500 million tons. The pumice, which occurs in unconsolidated 

bedded deposits in rugged terrain, is removed by hand methods, mostly from 

open cuts. High-grade block pumice, a very small part of the output, is recovered 
from underground mines. 

The crude pumice is sorted, cleaned by screening or water-floating, and graded 

by size and quality. Standard sizes and grades are: lump, 2 in. and over; pezzame, 

H to 2 in.; chips, \i to H in.; Lapillo powder, — K in.; and waste (obsidian, lava, 

subgrade pumice). Lump pumice is graded by density, color, and te.vture. 

Best grades are light colored, fluffy, of very low apparent density, and of such 

texture that the thin cell walls are clearly distinguishable. Lower grades are 

denser and darker in color and may contain mineral impurities. Lump pumice 

is prepared for market by rounding all edges and corners by hand filing or by 

tumbling in iron cylinders. Ground pumice is made by grinding, screening, and 

air floating pezzame (better grade) and Lapillo powder. Pezzame is dried, in the 

sun or in coal-fired driers, to less than per cent water (to ensure proper grind¬ 

ing). Grinding is done in stone disk mills or in stone rolls. As shipped pezzame 

runs 80 to 90 cu ft per metric ton; and ground pezzame, 30 to 40 cu ft per ton. 

Before the war about half of the pezzame tonnage was ground locally and the 

balance shipped to the United States and the United Kingdom for grinding, 
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Other E^ensive deposits of pumicite occur in Canada in Saskatch¬ 
ewan and British Columbia. Pumicite is produced in New Zealand. Japan 

produces pumice for lightweight concrete aggregate. Pumice deposits are 
reported in and a crudely sorted mixture of pumice and pumicite has 
been mined m the Rhine Valley in Gcr- ^ ^ 

Table 2. Pumice and Pumicite Sold 

OR Used by Producers in the United 

States, 1944 to 1948 

Year 

1944 

1945 

1946 

1947 

1948 

many, chiefly as a building material. 

Undoubtedly workable deposits of 
pumice and pumicite occur in many 
other countries and development only 
awaits suitable markets. 

Production and Consumption. Ta¬ 

bles 2 and 3 and Fig. IG show the trends 

of the United States production of pum¬ 

ice and pumicite in recent years. 

Normal prewar imports average<l 
8,000 to 10,000 tons per year, most of 
which was crude Italian pumice for 

TAB.B 3. PUM.CB P™,c.Tr SOBD OR UsRO RV PRODUCERS .R TUR UNITED 

States, 1944 to 1946, by States ignited 

88,757 

157,011 

319,883 

442,552 

607,746 

Value 

8 704,110 

1,051.037 

1,585,753 

2,021.880 

2.501,906 

State 

1944 

Short 

tons 

California.... 

Colorado. 

Idaho. 

Kansas. 

Kebra-ska. 

New Mexico.. 

Oregon. 

Texas. 

Washington... 

Undistributed* 

31,109 

Value 

1945 194G 

Short 

tons Value 
Short 
tons 

$245,898 

43p034 

G,083 
* 

783 

7,4^ 
88,757 

75,238 $481,604 

163,538 

51,043 
4 
* 

8,705 

234,920 

47.484] 

6,764 
187,651 

59,735 
* m 

* 

$704,110 

584 

4,414 

22,527| 

11,680 

30,045 

274,202 

157,011$1,051,037 

89,181 

600 

108,847 

35,460 

4,772 

02,023 

3,004 

805 

14,585 

Value 

319,883 

8755,570 

1,200 
103,515 

105.084 

45,900 

432,890 

12,532 

13,054 

50,008 

SI,585,753 

• that ,nay not ho ohown ooparatoly are combined as UndLtrihutod. 

ch^fly by a ’’^Abort SO pc 
are in the form of “ pezzame ” or niimif>*>. I ^ u- ^ ^ imports 
P.RRts i„ the vicinity „t New Yol 

sizes, 
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namely, F, PF FFF, and FFFF, and is usually sold by these companies directly 

to consumers, but some of it is handled through brokers and jobbers. 

Estimates differ as to the amount of pumice used in the United States in lump 

form. Those estimates range from 100 to 400 tons per year. 

Pumcite is mined largely by the companies that use it in the manufacture of 

household cleansers, soaps, polishes, etc. A smaller amount is produced independ¬ 

ently and marketed either directly to consumers or through jobbers. It is 

generally conceded that domestic pumicite cannot be substituted, for most pur¬ 

poses, for high-grmle pulverized Italian pumice. It is apparently not so pure and 

uniform and does not have so high an abrasive efficiency. 

Pumice for concrete aggregate is either used by the producers or shipped in bulk 

to contractors and makers of concrete block and tile. Since it is a low-priced, 

bulky product it cannot stand high transportation costs, and markets are limited 
to within a fairly short shipping radius. 

In 194G the average value of all pumice and pumicite produced in California 

was about S6 per ton, fob producing point. In 1947 crude pumice aggregate from 

Siskiyou County, Calif., sold for S2 per cubic yard fob cars; pumice crushed and 

screened through in. sold for S3 per cubic yard. Ground pumice, in barrels, in 

New York and Chicago, is commonly quoted from to 4^ cents per pound; 
lump pumice, from 5 to 7^ cents per pound. 

Utilization. The largest use for pumice today is for lightweight concrete aggre¬ 

gate. The crude pumice is usually excavated from open cuts, dried, crushed (if 

necessary), ami screened into various commercial sizes, most of which are H in. or 

fmei-. C'arithofs,^ from whom the following is taken in part, suniinarizas the 
advantages of pumice as a comrrete aggregate. 

Pumii'c, when omiiluyed as a liglitwoiglit aggregate in precast masonry units 

<u- in poured concrete in jdaco of sand and gravel, considerably reduces the weight 

of the material, and concrete that commonly weighs from 140 to 150 lb per cu ft 

when made in the conventional manner can be made to weigh as little as 50 lb per 

cu ft. This lightness in weight reduces the dead load on steel framework in large 

buil<lings and bridges and permits important savings in steel. The lighter units 

are easier to handle an<i install and cost less to transport. Strength of pumice 

concrete usually varies inversely with lightness in weight. Blocks that have a 

low aji])arent density about 60 to /01b per cu ft have a crushing strength of from 

600 to 1,000 lb per sq in. Denser blocks are proportionately stronger. 

Other advantages of pumice concrete are heat and sound insulation, fire resist¬ 

ance, ease of cutting and shaping, and ability to hold nails and screws. Thermal- 

insulation efficiency varies inversely with the density. Pumice blocks of low 

density have a thermal conductivity one-third to one-ninth that of ordinary con¬ 

crete and one-third to one-sixth that of common brick. 

Grouml pumice and pumicite are used as admixtures in concrete, replacing a 

portion of the cement without impairing the strength. For example, the U.S. 

Bureau of Reclamation specified the use of 20 per cent pumicite by weight with 

the cement to be used in the Friant Dam in California. Here the specifications 

refjuired that 9S per cent pass a 325-mcsh screen; apparent density, 40 to 47 lb 

per cu ft; specific gravity, 2.4.^® Several manufacturers use ground pumicite, up 
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to 15 or 20 per cent, mixed with cement clinker and gypsum, to make pozzuolanic 
cements. 

Barbour* notes that “pozzuolana was the material used in the famous Roman 

w’alls, aqueducts, and historic buildings, and that the Pantheon, built of it about 

2,000 years ago, stands today without a crack. This remarkable cement was 

made of volcanic dust found around Vesuvius, especially of that found near the 

town of Pozzuoli, which gave the name pozzuolana to the cement.” 

Flo. 10. U8C3 of pumice and pumicite sold or used in the United States, 1934 to 1946. 

Fairly course, screened pumice is used a.s loo.sc-fill heat insulation in floor.s, walls, 

and ceilings in several types of buildings, inclu<ling eold-storuge warehouse.s. The 

thermal conductivity of loose pumice range.s from O.o to 1.0, compared with 

mineral wool of 0.20 to 0.4 and wood shavings of 0.4 to 0.5. 

Pumice is used in acou.stic tile and plasters, a.s an absorptive packing material, 

and as a carrier for catalysts in some chemical industries. 

Pure lump jiumice i.s used as an abra.sive; in silver plating anil by lithograi)hers 

for polishing various metals, such a.s copijcr and silver. l)efore jilating; for rul>bitjg 
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down wood and metal surfaces and paint and varnish finishes by manufacturers of 
furniture, pianos, phonographs, and other musical instruments, coaches and auto¬ 
mobile bodies; for rubbing down and polishing, by manufacturers of cutlery, 
surgical instruments and other fine tools; by metal spinners, art metal workers* 
etc.; and for cleaning and polishing stone and glass. A small amount of fine lump 
pumice is used as a toilet article for removing cuticle, stains, etc. 

Block pumice has been used to some extent as a building stone in localities 
where it is produced. 

Ground pumice is used in cleaning, scouring, and polishing compounds; in 
tooth pastes and powders; as an abrasive in rubber erasers; for many uses similar 
to those listed under lump pumice and pumieite; and for abrading and polishing 
hard rubber, fiber board, etc. 

Pumieite finds its largest use in making cleansing compounds such as Old 
Dutch Cleanser, manufactured by the Cudahy Packing Co., which are chiefly 
pumieite with small amounts of soap powder, soda ash, or other ingredients. It 
is also used in abrasive hand soaps, mechanics’ paste soaps, silver and other metal 
polishes; in dustless sweeping compounds (which consist primarily of sawdust 
soaked in paraffin oil to which salt has been added to render it hygroscopic); as a 
filler for paint; for some of the uses noted under lump and ground pumice; it has 
been used to a limited extent for heat insulation around boilers, pipes, etc., and 
for cold insulation in refrigerators, etc.; to a small e.xtent for filtering oils, etc. 

Table 4. Pumice ani> Pumicitb Sold or Used by Producers in the United 
States, 1944 lo 1946, by Uses 

1944 1945 1946 

Use 
Short 
tons 

V'^aluc 
Short 
tons 

Value 
Short 
tons 

Value 

Abrasive: 
Cleansing and scouring 

compounds and hand 
soaj)s. 57,833 8375,310 1 63,704$ 434,928 $ 386.593 

Otlier abrasive usi^s. G, 094 130,753 7,307 229,212 2,369 112,694 
Acoustic* j)laster. 938 29,144 3,093 78,278 4,342 139,871 
Concrete admixture and 

concrete aggrc*gate. 17,511 90,130 72,901 176,920 248,247 607,695 
Other uses*. 0,381 72,707 131,699 338,900 

Total. 88,757 8704,110 157,011 81,051,037|: 319,883 81,585,753 

* Insecticido. insulution. brick manufacture, filtration, solvents, plastics, paint filler, 
ab»ort>eiit8, nnd unspecified. 

Otlier uses for pumieite aiul pumice that have recently been developed or are in 
the experimental stage are as a filler in prepared roofing, as an inert carrier for 
insecticide dusts, as a rubber filler, as an asphalt filler, and as an ingredient in 
ceramic bodies and glazes and enamels. 

As a lightweight concrete aggregate pumice competes with perlite, vermiculite, 
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diatomite, and artmciaUy expanded clays, slates, shales, slags, and other 
materials.* 
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A|!o*^SuT\T^ hydrous aluminum .silieate, II^AUCSiO^)! or 
eeni- TT Thoorctleal compo.sitioii! AljO,, 2S.3 per eeiit; SIO,, 6G.7 per 

sidernl l'^’ ^''*»i‘"'creial pyrotihyllitc nearly alway.s contains con¬ 
siderable sericite or rpiartz or both a.s indicated in Table l.« 

• Soe alcK> bibliography under Perlite. 
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The Stem sample is from a deposit of nearly pure pyrophyllite. As noted, 
quartz and sericite are the most abundant accessory minerals. Chloritoid varies 
from infrequent to abundant. Pyrite, chlorite, feldspar, hematite, and magnetite 
are cominon but minor accessories. For some uses quartz and sericite are objec¬ 
tionable impurities; but for other uses, such as in ceramics, they may even be 
advantageous. 

General Description. Pyrophyllite (also known as agalmatolite*) is a very 
soft mineral resembling talc, usually occurring in white, yellowish or light-pink or 
gray compact or foliated masses, less commonly in radial fibrous aggregates. 

Table 1. Analyses of North Carolina Pyrophyllite 

Hemp Hemp Staloy GJondon Stem Theoretical 

SiO.. 79.25 74.40 76.27 77.61 65.16 66.7 
AljOa. 16.23 19.07 19.04 17.59 28.85 28.3 
Fe20j. 0.09 0.17 0.13 0.11 0.60 
Xi02. 0.11 0.18 0.42 0.00 0.05 
CaO. 0.08 0.00 Trace 0.34 0.00 
MgO. 0.02 0.10 0.05 0.22 0.08 
NajO. 0.20 0.22 Trace 0.12 0.03 
K 2O.. 1.64 2.77 0.04 0.40 0.05 
Ignition loss. 2 35 2.98 3.90 3.51 5.13 5.0 

99.97 99.89 99.85 99.90 99.95 100.0 

Physical Properties. Hardness, 1 to 2.5. Specific gravity, 2.8 to 2.9. Melting 

point, higli. Index of refraction, 1.552 to 1.600. Color, white, yellowish, silvery 

gray, pinkish, greenish, and brownish; also mottled. Streak, white. Lnister, 

pearly, greasy, or dull. Cleavage, foliated or uneven fracture. Transparency, 

opaque to translucent. Tenacity, slightly sectile to brittle, slightly flexible. 

For more detailed data on physical and chemical properties see Refs. 2, 3, 
and 6. 

Occurrence. Nearly all the domestic production of pyrophyllite comes from 
North Carolina, where the principal deposits are in Moore (at Hemp and Glen- 

don), Randolph (at Staley), and Alamance (at Snow Camp) counties. At Stem, 

Granville County, is a small deposit of nearly pure, radial, crystalline material. 
Other deposits of lesser importance are reported at Chesterfield, S.C.; Graves 
Mountain, Lincoln County, Ga.; Troy, Montgomery County, N.C.; and Quartz¬ 
ite, Ariz. 

In Norik Carolina the pyrophyllite occurs in irregular lenses, 100 to 500 ft wide 
by 700 to 1,500 ft or more in length. Maximum depth is unknown, but drill holes 

500 ft deep have failed to bottom the ore. Since most of the impurities are con¬ 
centrated along the walls, workings are usually confined to a width of 50 to 150 ft 
in the center of the deposit. 

• Agalmatolite and pagodite have been used to refer to compact pjTophylJite. Dana 
states that Chinese agalmatolite is in part pinitc and in part steatite or talc. Finite is a 
hydrous silicate of alumina and the alkalies, possible in part agalmatolite. 
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In California a deposit of pyrophyllite was reported to be in production in 1947 
17 miles north of Laws on the west slope of the White Mountains in Mono 

County deposit is also reported near Rancho Santa Fe, San Diego 

A pyrophyllite deposit was discovered \n Pennsylvania in 1947. It is located in 
Huntington Township, Adams County, just north of the hamlet of Gargol It 

o'f of volcanic rocks and resembles the 
deposits of North Carolina. The extent and quality of the material are being 
tletermined by exploratory drilling. ® 

In Newfoundland deposits of pyrophyllite have been worked spasmodically 
since about 1903. They occur about 6 miles south of Manuels on Conception 

nhvllitTo /southeastern part of the island. Here the pyro- 

ilThZlTorZT ' wfd pyrophyllite-qua. tz schist, requir¬ 
ing haml sorting While reserves arc rejicrted to be large the average content of 

dtfficmU.*" exploitation wouhl seem to be 

JapanMias been a substantial producer for manv vears i *■ 
eatinjatod at 5 pillion „>etrie J„s. Since th":o V^rcUca^ no" tllri"’t.,': 
country pyrophyllite has been used as a substitute in many industries The 

reported to be 55 active mines, 80 per cent of nhicb a,e Ctefhi the OWat,: 

T),e1trt P'''’'‘uction of 454,533 metric tons was reported in 1939 

St o" ¥;.et , “.'t it "P r?ne; 
mrns an,, was,.” '"The «i>>i>'-nt, gronnd in small 

“ fl^f^ 

ered zones, that it drills and l.iLks very etsilv ' D ''d " " ‘"'th- 

iron-stainod and other iin,,uro mateiial ‘'"''tent ami reject 

Bepa,an„n or in s l" I net H , h ” " I", .'''‘J”-''’'''' >■<>"«■ "■ill« " ith ai,- 

Gayco air separaf s Idni ht ’' ‘ '"-i "'' "it with 

bnik in hoxcalrs or ™ •" “■■■■ ‘^'■iPI-i in 

make fillers and d.iti.!t aKmdt''.'td forule'i'I'-posits were .leveloj.ed to 

with talc. liec au.se of U.e hiKh Ri it e,Intent I T '’'."‘’T" "'"'Ix-titive 
material important tonnage markets wi^rr^ \ \ most of the early 

Van.lcrbilt Co. began rhe intro^u^^^ ^hc U. T. 

and a few years later patentefl a flo.,r and uVuHIc "’u"' material 

pl.yll.te a.s an cs,,ontial material. Since that time there bri:;::‘'r;r';.:;t fiS'',:; 
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ceramic research on this material, studying its properties and suggesting many 

uses in whitewares, porcelain, refractories, and other ceramic products. One 

company produces a blend of feldspar and p3a'ophyllite which it sells to the glass 

industry as a source of alumina. Demand increased greatly, and by the end of 

1937 six mills were reported to be grinding pyrophyllite in North Carolina; in 
1940, however, there were only three producing companies. 

More recently the greatly increased use of insecticide dusts has further stimu¬ 

lated the demand for pyrophyllite. Other uses are more or less identical with 
those for talc and are noted on page 542. 

Table 2. Sales or North Carolina Pyrophyllite, 1942 to 1946 

Year 

Crude Ground Total 

Tons Value Tons Value Tons Value 

1942 53,060 
62,142 
66,243 
77,594 
90,551 

$414,816 
494,791 
557,082 
051.200 
998,303 

1943 
1044 
1945 
1940 

5,432 
5,683 
0,215 

10,716 

$34,306 
52,343 
38,166 
85,002 

56,710 
60,500 
71,379 
85,835 

$460,484 
504,739 
613,034 
913,301 

Prices. Because of its resemblance to talc in properties, occurrence, and pro¬ 

duction costs, pyrophyllite is sold in approximately the same price range. 
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QUARTZ AND SILICA 

The minerals that consist essentially of pure silica—SiO,, silicon dioxide—are 

among the most abundant in the earth’s crust. Of these minerals quartz is the 
most common. In abundance and economic value the types and varieties of 
quartz range from the worthless deposits of desert sand to the exceedingly scarce 

and valuable flawl^s rock crystal used for oscillator plates in radio transmitters 
and other electrical devices. Industrially, with but few exceptions, these forms 
and types of quartz fall into a few well-defined groups based on physical proper¬ 
ties, scarcity, and general type of use. These groups are as foUows: 

Qztarlz Form^ Based on Industrial Use. 

1. Rock crystal 

а. Piezoelectric quartz for oscillator plates 
б. Melting quartz for fused quartz 

c. Cutting quartz for semiprecious stones 
2. Quartz family minerals, semiprecious stones 

o. Crystalline varieties, such as amethyst and citrine quartz 

3 varieties, such as agate, carnelian, and jasper 

quartzite, and ground sand, 
used for chemical and industrial purposes 

4, Sand and Gravel 
5. Stone 

Samlstone and quartzite used for structural purposes 
u. bilica abrasives 

Grindstones, pulpstones, whetstones, etc. 

Of these types and varieties only the first three n-ill be treated in this discussion 

o tripoli. The hydrous or opalescent varieties, diatomite and opal arc also 
covered m separate sections. There is some overlapping in this classificatron 

for m“l balances and the use of high-grade tind 
for making gla.ss and silicon carbide, but in general it corresponds to • 

usage and to the grouping used by the U.S. Bureau of Mines in collecting statistiri 

QUARTZ 

63^Terccnr‘ - ^6-7 per cent; 0=, 

nnal prism.s terminating in apparently hexagonal pyramids Itl Virion- 
•nay he divideil into three main claases- (1) crv«t..i ;L , 1- 

talline or chalcedonic varieties, and (3) clastic varieties. ^ 
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Of the crystalline v’arieties the commonest form is ordinary quartz crystal, 

which, when clear and colorless, is known as rock crystal. Other weU-known 

varieties are: smoky quartz (sometimes knowm as cairngorm); citrine quartz (yellow 

in color); amethyst or amethystine quartz; rose quartz (usually massive); ruiilaied 

quartz (quartz crystal containing fine, interlaced needles of rutile); milky quartz 

(white and translucent to opaq^xe) •, ferruginous quartz (containing brown or red 
limonite or hematite, opaque); caVs-eye (grayish, brownish, or greenish and 

opalescent due to included fibers of other minerals); aycniwrine (opaque, included 
flecks of mica, hematite, etc.). 

Chalcedony, the type material of the cryptocrystalline group, is opaque, trans¬ 

lucent to transparent, has a greasy luster, and occurs in a variety of colors: white, 

gray, blue, brown, and black. Agate is usually banded and varicolored (fre¬ 

quently artificially colored). Other varieties are: carnelian or sard (reddish 

chalcedony); onyx (parallel banded chalcedony usually alternating black and 

white); sardonyx (like onyx but brown and wliite); chrysoprase (apple-green 

chalcedony, color due to small percentage of nickel salt); heliotrope, plasma or 

bloodstone (bright- or dark-green chalcedony spotted with red jasper); prase (dull 

leek-green); jasper (opaque and usually red, due to iron o.\ide);/in< (usually as 

nodules with white coating of chalk, gray, gray-brown, or brownish black, 

translucent to opaque, prominent conchoidal fracture). Buhrstone (burrstone) 
is a w'hite, gray, or yellowish, tough, chalcedonic stone, containing numerous 
small cavities due to dissolving of calcareous fossils. 

The clastic varietie.s include; sand and gravel; sandstone (sand cemented together 

with sili(!a, calcito, iron oxide, clay, etc.); quartzite (metamorphosed sandstone 

with silica cement in which original grain.s are usually not easily identified); 
itacolumite (a flexible sandstone containing .some mica). 

Physical Properties. Hardness, 7. Specific gravity, 2.G to 2.GC. Index of 
refraction, 1.544 to 1.553. Color, all colors and colorle.ss (many colors disappear 

on heating). Streak, white. Luster, vitieous to greasy. Cleavage, none, con¬ 

choidal fracture. Transparency, transparent to opaque. Tenacity, brittle to 

tough. Behavior on heati7ig, at 573*^0 low-temperature quartz inverts to high- 
temperature quartz; at about S70®C this quartz begins to invert to tridymite 

(specific gravity 2.28 to 2.33) or cristobalite with increase in volume; it begins to 
soften at about 1500"C and melts at about 1710 to 1756“C. Solubility, insoluble 
in all acids except hydrofluoric. 

Occurrence. Silica is one of the principal components of the earth’s crust and, 
in its various forms, is universally distributed. Of the most common varieties 

commercially impojtant, quartz is mined chiefly from pegmatite dikes, from 

veins, or from unconsolidated beds of residual clays (Brazilian rock crystal); 
flint, as nodules in chalk de|>osits (England, France, Belgium, etc.) and as beach 
I)ebbles; sand anfl gravel, as stream, glacial, or marine deposits. 

Rock Crystal or Crystal Quartz, Radio Grade. The most important use for 

crystal quartz depends u|>ou a proi>erty found in few natural minerals—the 
piezoelectric effect. When a thin wafer of quai-tz, cut at a critical angle with the 
vertical axis, is .subjected to pressure, a minute charge of electricity is generated. 

Conversely, when an electric current is applied to such a wafer, a minute amount 
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of bending takes place. This property, known us the piezoelectric effect, is used 
m a variety of electrical equipment but its most important api>lication is for 

^quency control m radio transmission, radar, and other electronic devices 

While over 175 substances have been reported as having piezoelectric properties 

only a few minerals, crystal tourmaline, ncpheline, 
and berlmite (a hj^lrous aluminum phosphate analogous to turquoise) being the 
most promising No deposits of these minerals suitable for this work, liowever 

f *^*-t>ficial compounds have disadvantages of easy solubility,’ 
chemical instability, softness, or other qualities that either unfit them for fr^ 

quency-control use or decidely limit their use. For many reasons quartz is the 
Ideal material. But crystal quartz of the proper quality is e.xceedingly scarce 

minion U f quantities are needed, especially in wartime Over 4 
mrnmn lb of radio-grade quartz was required between January, 1942, and V-J 

from an’^ '''‘^ter clear, perfectly transparent, and free 
from all Msible impurities or flaws, with a minimum weight of at least 100 cr- it 
must have a length parallel to the vertical axis of at least 2 in. and a diameie^ 

arieastt lf 1 in. Quartz of this size must have 
at lea.st one identifiable crystal face, though pieces of 2.000 g or larger may be 

e/ther o^r'T ^ommercmlly without any crystal faces. In addition twinning 
either optical or electrical, unfits quartz for this use. Since few natural ouartz 

crvsH ^ wT" t'vinning In ,somn portion of the 
tWs ,!^o t>-«>nendous wastage in tl.e selection and cutting of quanta for 

...... 

is "“Portant producer of radio-gratle quartz in the » hole world 
.s and has been Brazil. While production has come from numerous slacs about 

Tl.e p oport.oa of nsalde quarts to total quarts miacd is very sn.all 

.honr^“-;: « 

. f^ilognirns 
iOptical iitul piezoclc'ctric! grades. 2 0S8 8 
Cutting grade. \io t 

Fusing grad..s.uso.o 

Engl‘.r"'" that went to 
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Table 1 shows United States imports and consumption of radio-grade quartz in 
recent years. Practically all of this material came from Brazil. 

Table 1. Imports op Uncut Quartz Crystal, Consumption op Radio-qradb 

Quartz, and Production op Piezoelectric Devices in the United States, 

1944 TO 1948 

Year 

Imports of uncut quartz crystal* 
Consumption 
of radio-grade 
quartz,! lb. 

Production of 
piezoelectric 
devices,!, t 

number 
Pounds Value 

1944 2,300,50G $11,178,643 1,858,000 29,939,000 
1945 1,329,798 6,190,621 1,040,000 18,918,000 
194G 370,556 ' 2,376,598 172,400 1,744,100 
1947 473.788 1,815,468 68,100 1,052,400 
1948 1,236,520 4,206,977 61,600 1,225,400 

• Includes optical-grade quartz used in production of optical instruments, 
t 1942 to 1944, War Production Board. 

t Includes oscillators, resonators, and other piezoelectric devices. 

Specifications for the buying of radio-grade quartz are set by the National 
Bureau of Standards. Prices paid depend on size and quality and on the per¬ 

centage of usable quartz in any lot. In 1947 prices ranged from S1.50 to $36.95 
per pound. 

t^ubstitules for Natural Radio-grade Quartz. Because of the essential nature of 

our crystal-quartz requirements and the fact that none is produced in this coun¬ 
try, strenuous efforts have been and are being made to find acceptable substitutes. 

Fused quartz cannot be used since it is a glass and has no optical axes, hence no 

piezoelectric propoi ties. During the Second World War Germany partially 

developed a process for growing quartz crystals artificially, but commercial 

success was not attained.*’ Recently it has been announced*® that the Bell 

Telephone Laboratories have made quartz crystals superior in quality and per¬ 
formance to natural crystals. Their process is so successful that commercial 

manufacture in the near future seems possible. Other laboratories are working 
on the same problem; and work is being done on the commercial synthesis of 
nepheline, tourmaline, and berlinite. 

As a partial substitute for quartz used as filters in coaxial long-distance tele¬ 

phone cable circuits, Bell Laboratories are growing, on a commercial scale, ethyl¬ 
ene diamine tartrate (known as EDT) crystals. For this use, prior to the 

development of EDT, crystals of Rochelle salts and of ammonium dihydrogen 
phosphate (called ADP) were also grown commercially. 

Optical Quartz. Optical quartz is clear rock crystal, usually in pieces of 500 
g or larger, suitable for making lenses, prisms, windows, and other components of 

optical instruments such as quartz refractometers and spectrophotometers. The 

quartz must be flawless and free from strain and optical t^vinning, but not neces- 
j?arily free from electrical twinning. Since large, clear cystals unt\vinned opti- 
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cally are exceedingly scarce it is very difficult to get enough material suitable for 
large lenses to satisfy the demand. For this reason high-grade clear fused quartz 
of optical quality is being increasingly used as a substitute. 

Fxised Quartz, Fitsed Silica, or Viireotis Silica.’’These are terms applied to 
pure silica glass made by the fusion of quartz crystal or of high-grade glass sand. 

Clear fused quartz is a water-clear, colorless product made from rock crystal. 
Vitreous silica, fused silica, or translucent fused quartz are translucent or opaque 

types made from silica sand. Clear fused quartz is used for optical systems; 
ultra\dolet transmission tubes, cells, and lenses; high-tension electrical insulators; 
chemical laboratory ware; and production equipment. Translucent and opaque 
fused silica have lower density, lower mechanical strength, and greater porosity 
than the clear type and are used for less critical purposes. 

Fusing-gra<le quartz must be as clear and free from all defects and impurities, 
e.xcept twinning, as radio-grade quartz. Hence, carefully sorted discards from 

radio-grade material have been widely used in the past few years in place of 
quartz produeecl primarily for that purpose. Glass sand cannot be used to make 

clear fused quartz since air films on the surface of the grains and air or gas occluded 
within the grains cannot escape from the highly viscous glass during manufacture, 
and a cloudy, translucent or opaque product results. 

SILICA 

Definition. Silica, or silicon dioxide (SiOs), occurs in a free state chiefly &3 

cjuartz, but hydrous silica (amorphous silica carrying a variable amount of com¬ 

bined water, 2 to 13 i>er cent) occurs as opal, flint, diatomaceous earth, tripoli, 
and so on. Quartz is found in many forms, the most important of which are as 
vein quartz; quartzite; sandstone; silica sand and gravel; as cry.stals or crystalline 
grains and as masses or aggregates in igneous rocks, such as granites and 
pegmatites. 

Forms of Silica Used Industrially. The various forms in which silica is used 
commercially (other than the ordinary uses of sand and gravel and structural 
sandstone) are given below: 

1. Massive crystalline quartz (vein or pegmatite) 
2. Quartzite 
3. Sand.stone 

4. Flint or chert (massive or as rounded pebbles) 
5. Tripoli 

6. Diatomaceous earth 
7. Silica sand 

These types of silica may he used in several different ways: 

1. I n ma.ssiVC form, roughly broken to size. Example: massive quartz for acid- 
tower packing. 

2 I„ massive form cut to definite shn„c and size. Examph: grindstones and 
diatoimiceous earth brick. 

3. In original state as pebbles. Example: flint grinding pebbles. 
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4. In original state as grains. Example: glass sand and filter sand. 

5. Crushed to coarsely granular form. Exaynple: quartz grains for sandpaper. 

6. Ground to fine powder. Example: ground flint for pottery manufacture 
and ground diatomaceous earth for polishing powder. 

Gi'ound silica appears on the market under the names of silex, flint, and silica, 

regardless of the original form of the material, as well as under the true mineral- 
ogical names. 

Taui.k 2. Qu.\utz (C'rudk, Crt'shed, and Ground) * Sold or Used by Producers 

IN TiiK United States, 10-44 to 1948 

Yr^ar 

(‘ rude Crushed Ground Total 

Short 

tons 
Value 

Short 

tons 
Value 

Short 

tons 
Value 

Short 

tons 
Value 

1944 15,222 $ 35,279 61,823 $170,325 5,334 $ 80,874 82.379 $286,478 
1945 24,392 72,392 28,718 93,631 4,654 70,780 1 57,764 236,803 
1946 38,587 107,069 29,228 109,437 5,364 77,346 73,179 293,852 
1947 21,940 118,231 62,169 170,254 17,208 136,040 101,317 424,525 
19-18 41,081 2.70,184 104,496 374,781 16,284 125,702 161,861 750,667 

* To avoid dui)iicatiQn, the ground material shown here is only that ground by the 
original pro<luccrs of the crude quartz or by grinders who purchase from small miners not 
reporting their production. 

Tabi-e 3. (Quartz (Cri’'i>e, Crushed, and Groitnd)* Sold or Used by Producers 

IS THE Unite!> States, 1944 to 1946, by States 

1944 1945 1946 

State 
Short 

tons 
Value 

1 
Short 

tons 
Value 

Short 

tons 
Value 

1 

Arizona.V 

('alifornia.1 

\\'ashinglon.j 

()r<*gun./ 

Muuio . 

V 

$206,477 

203 

' 

36,044 

. 1,-162 

4 

$99,113 

16,26oJ 

10 

|41,S44 $160,266 

Massaehiisot Is 696 6,34!) 
t 

829 7,615 

\ irginia . Til 303 t 
19.558 Other states J. CTBB 79.405 

1 
115.071 30.506 125,871 

82,371) S286,478~ 57,764 $236,803 73,719 $293,852 

* To avoid diiplicntion, the grotuid nmtoriul int*)udod is only that ground by the original 
producers of the < rude <|Ufirtz or \>y grinders who purchase from small miners not reporting 
tlicir prodiK*!iou. 

t Included with Otlicr stutes. 
t 194 1: Alar>dund, Now Jorsc>', North Cnrolina, Tennessee, and Wisconsin; 19453 

Mar>*laiKl, New Jersey, North Carolina, South l3>akota, Virginia, and Wisconsin; 1946: 
Miirvhiud, North Carolina, South Dakota, Tounesseo, and Wisconsin. 
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Tabi>e 4. Ground Sand and Sani>- 

STONE SOUD OR UsED BY PRODUCERS IN 

THE United States, 1914 to 1948, by 

States 

Occurrence and Production. Free silica, in its varied forms, is widely dis- 

tribute<l, forming one of the most abundant constituents of tlie earth’s crust; but 
deposits of commercial value are far less common. Except for such relatively 
scarce materials as tripoli and flint 

grinding pebbles, however, most forms 
of silica are sold for such low prices that 
economic factors, such as proximity to 

railroads and to local markets, govern 
the value of a deposit. Thus, dejiosits 

of glass sand may be valueless if located 
far from sujjplies of cheap fuel and far 
from large centers of consumption for 
glass. 

Tables 2 to 5 show the United States 
prorluction and consumption of several 
forms of silica. 

Prices. Wet-ground, air-floated, 
325-mc,sh material, 92 to 99J-$ per cent silica was quoted in 1950 at from $21 to 
$40 jier ton in bugs fob Illinois; dry-ground, air-floated, 32.5-mcsh material, same 
grade, at $18 to $30 per ton. 

Year Short tons Value 

1944 558,COG $3,989,981 
1945 533,656 3,709,597 
1946 575,888 4,125,398 
1947 651,120 5,181,113 
1948 702,572 5,814,664 

Table 5. Ground Sand and Sanu-stone Sold on Used nv Pkoduuers in tub 

United States, 1944 to 194(>, by States 

1944 1945 lOlG 

State 

Short 

Uitis 
Value 

Short 

tons 

1 

Vultio 
Sfiort 

tons 
Valuft 

Arizona. 20.010 

{ • 

$ 225.450 

• 1 
j 

C'lilifurnla.. 1 

WoAhinKtori. f 
20,872 

1 

$ 208.925 * 39,401 $ 215,889 

O^*o^^5ia. 3.090 

1 r,g 07^4 

39.823 

3 .(K»H.275 

21 ,Wi0 

7.190 

111 ‘>1 •* 

27,858 

1.003.273 

\ 1 .0(81 

A .irtr. •>fL 0<1*} 

IMinoiH.... 

*1. *1 1 

144,753 

*2 00(1 

. 994 

3,001.910 

lo (UlO MoMHaphiiArttA. 2.51K> 2,350 

New Jorney . 1 

I'ennAyl vttfiia. 1 

Ohio, Viri^ifiiu. and We.nt Vir* 

173.5.51 1,339.818 181.070 1.081.284 
1 105,985 0I9.82S 

gitiui. 3 52,5M 1.182.255 112.002 1.102.135 

254.097 

109.730 

HK).ri33 

1 *^<10 \ % 1 

Other atat<»t. 47.400 328.885 30.210 7(»0.49l 

1 
558.000 $3,989.98! 533.050 S3.709.597 575.888 SI.125.398 

* IncUidcd under Other AtatoM. 

t 1044; Louifliana. Misaouri. North Carolitin. nn<l WUconain; 1945: MiAAOuri. \Vaehitii;ton. nnd Wis 

conain; 1940: MiMouri. Pennsylvania, and Wiseonnin. 

Mining and Milling. Methods of mining the various siliceous matorisils vary 
widely, depending on the form of the material, the nature and the location of 
deposits, anfl the type of product to be made. However, most of the deposits 
are worked by open-pit or tpiarrying methods, often in a verj- enule way. Sand 
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deposits may be worked by hydraulieking, by dredging, or by the use of a steam 

shoveL Vein quartz is often obtained as a by-pioduct in the mining of other 

materials. Pegmatite quartz is almost always obtained as by-product in working 
pegmatite dikes for feldspar or mica. 

Little true flint is mined in this country either for grinding pebbles or for ground 

flint, and all flint marketed is imported, chiefly from Europe. Much of the 

material sold to the pottery trade as ground flint is either ground quartz, pulver¬ 

ized white tripoli, or ground sand, although considerable true flint is ground in 
this country, chiefly for ceramic purposes. 

In the grinding and preparation of silica for market, several methods are used, 

depending upon the type of raw material, the character of the product desired,' 

and the progressiveness of the producer. For ceramic use, silica is ordinarily 

ground to pass through a 140-mesh sieve, but for paint, polishes, fillers, etc., much 

finer grinding is necessary, a 325-mesh or even finer product being required. For 

sandpaper much coarser grains are needed, and these grains must be carefully 
graded by size. 

Massive flint and crystalline quartz are very hard and tough. Crushing the 

crude rock is difficult and expensive, and to obviate this it may be calcined before 

crushing. Calcination has been done in a small vertical kiln resembling a lime 

kiln, fired with wood or coal, in which alternate layers of rock and fuel are placed. 

As the fuel burns away, the charge slowly sinks in the kiln, the heated rock being 

removed at the bottom and quenched with water. The calcined rock may then 

be broken down by hand and fed to “chaser mills” or crushed in jaw crushers, 

j>ossibly followed by chaser mills. Fine grinding may be done either wet or dry. 

Wet grinding may be accomplished in conical mills, in short-tube mills, in long- 

tube mills, or in wet-grinding pans. If a w'et-grinding process is used, the finished 

protluce is usually sized by some system of water classification. Dry grinding 

may be done in conical mills, in short pebble mills of the intermittent type, or in 

long-tube mills. In dry-grinding methods, sizing of the finished product by air 

.separation is common. The wet-ground product may be dried by steam in open 

tanks or over steam-pipe racks or in rotary driers. 

The pj-esent teiulency is to grind less flint and vein quartz and more glass sand, 

loosely consolidated sandstone, and trii>oli, on account of the high cost of pulver¬ 
izing the massive forms of silica. 

Increasing demands for fillers and pigments of extremely fine particle size have 

led to efforts to grind silica down to the lower micron sizes by micronizing and by 

wet gi-inding in ball or j^cbble mills in closed circuit with a centrifuge. Because 

of the hanlness of quartz these efforts have not been very successful. By chemi¬ 

cal means, liow'ev’er, several companies have made, at least on a pilot-plant scale, 

pure silica pigments of a particle size close to that of carbon black, that is 0.01 to 

0.05 p. By one method ethyl silicate, a light-brown, volatile, and combustible 

liquid, is burned and the resultant fume or smoke of pure silica is collected. 

Suggested uses are as a filler in rubber and paint, as a catalyst carrier in chemical 

procc.sses, and in the preparation of certain chemicals.^® 

Silica gel, made by reacting sodium silicate with an acid and drying and granu- 
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lating the resultant gelatinous silica, is an extremely porous, hard, adsorbent 

solid, used for many industrial processes of dehydration and adsorption. 

Silicones are compounds of silicon and oxygen that contain hydrocarbon 

groups bound directly to silicon atoms. They are made from silicon tetra¬ 

chloride (from silica sand and sodium chloride) plus organic chlorides and other 

organic compounds. Silicones cover a wide range in composition and physical 

properties—from liquids through semisolids to solids. Their usefulness depends 

in part upon their resistance to high temperatures, as in high-temperature varnish 

for electrical insulation and high-temj>erature-resistant greases. 

Specifications and Tests. Very few standard specifications and tests exist for 

finely ground silica, but most products are sold on sample. For ceramic use, 

most consumers require a product 99 per cent of which \riU pass through a 140- 

mesh screen. They also require that the iron content be very low (sometimes 

less than 0.05 per cent). Amorphous silica in the form of ground flint or tripoli is 

often preferred by the pottery trade. For paint and for fillers, a 325-mesh prod¬ 

uct is usually required, although for some uses a still finer product is demanded. 

Angular grains arc often preferred to rounded grains for use in paint and fillers. 

For abrasive purposes the grain size varies from a coarse, sharp sand (for 

coarse samlpaper) down to an impalpable dust (for fine polishes). It is 

important that abrasive silica have sharp angular grains rather than rounded 
grains. 

Utilization. Table 6 shows the distribution of ground silica production by uses 

in the United States. 

Tablb 6. Ground Sand and Sand.stone Soi.d or Used by Producers in the 

United States i.n 1916, by Uses* 

Value 

Use Short tons 

Total 
Average 

per ton 

Abraflivc: 

C/leansitig and m'otiring compound. 103,247 8 026,158 $6.06 
Other. 410 2,784 6.79 

Knurne] 21.723 167,537 6.78 
Filler. 2f), 204 204,531 7.81 
Foundry. 73,277 514,144 7.02 
Gla.s8. 56,138 365,075 6.50 
PotU'ry, porcelain, and til<?. 210,729 1,705,525 8.09 
Othc^r US08. 26.328 197,085 7.49 

Total reported {>y uses. 521,050 $3,782,839 $7.26 

• Data represorit 90 per cent of tlic industry. 

The principtil uses for silica, together witli the more common forms of silica 

now used for each, are shown in Table 7. 
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Uses of Silica 
Abrasive uses: 

In scouring and polishing soaps and 
powders 

Types of Silica Used 

Quartz, quartzite, flint, chert, sandstone; 

sand, tripoli, and diatomaceous earth: 
all in finely ground state 

In sandpaper 

In sand-blast work 

Metal buffing, burnishing, and polishing 

For sawing and polishing marble, gran* 
itc, etc. 

As whetstones, grindstones, buhrstoncs, 
pulpstones, oilstones, etc. 

Tube-mill lining 

Litliographors* graining sand 

Tul>o-nnll grinding pebbles 

In tootli pow<lers and pastes 

Wood polishing and finishing 

Refractory uses: 

In making silica firebrick and other 
refractories 

.M(*laMurgical uses: 

In making silicon, ferrosilicon, and 

silicon alloys of other metals, such as 
coj^por 

As a Ilux smelting basic ores 
Foutulry-niold wash 
Foundry parting sand 

Chemical industries: 

As a lining for acid towers 
As a filtering medium 

In the manufacture of sodium silicate 
and other chemicals 

In the manufacture of silicon carbide 
Paint: 

As an inert extender 

Quartz, quartzite, flint, sandstone, and 
sand; coarsely groimd and closely sized 

Quartz, quartzite, sandstone and sand, 
crushed into sharp angular grains 
uniform in size 

Ground tripoli and other forms of ground 
silica 

Sharp, clean sand graded into various 
sizes 

Massive sandstone from very fine to 
moderately course grained 

Chert, flint, and quartzite in dense, solid 
blocks 

IVIcdium to fine sand or rather coarsely 
ground silica and tripoli 

Rounded flint pebbles 

Various forms of pure silica finely ground 
All forms of silica ground to medium 

fineness 

Fairly pure quartzite known as gannister; 
not less than 97 % SiO? nor more than 
0.40 % alkalies, tightly interlocking 
grains desired 

Moderately pure sand, massive crystal¬ 
line quartz, sandstone, quartzite, or 
chert 

Massive quartz and quartzite 
Ground sandstone, quartz, and tripoli 
Fine sand and ground tripoli 

Massive quartz or quartzite 
Massive diatomaceous earth and tripoli, 

sand, finely granular quartz or quartz¬ 
ite, finely ground tripoli, diatomaceous 
earth, and other forms of silica 

Pure pulverized quartz sand, pure tripoli, 

and diatomaceous earth 
Pure quartz sand 

Finely ground crystalline quartz, quartz¬ 
ite and flint, also finely ground sand¬ 
stone, sand, and tripoli 
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Tabi£ 7. 

Uaea of Silica 

Mineral fillers: 

As a wood filler 

In fertilizers 

In insecticides 

As a filler in rubber, hard rubber, 

pressed and molded goods, phono¬ 

graph records, etc. 

In road asphalt surfacing mixtures 

Ceramic uses: 

In the pottery industry as an ingredient 

of bodies, glazes, and enamels 

In the manufacture of ordinary gla.ss 

In the manufacture of fused-quartz 

chemical apparatus, such as ttibes, 

crucibles, and dishes 

Decorative materials: 

In the manufacture of g«uns, crystal 

balls, table tops, vases, statues, etc. 

Insulation: 

Heat insulation for pipes, boilers, fur¬ 

naces, kilns, etc. 

Sound insulation in walks, between 
floor.s, etc. 

Structural materials: 

Sand-lime brick 

Optical quartz: 

P'or the manufacture of hsnsos and 

accos-sories for optica! apparatus 

Fused quartz, cl<*ar 

Fused quartz, truii.slucent or opatiue 
Oscillator plates 

{Conlinued) 

Types of ASfib’ca Used 

Finely ground crystalline quartz, quartz¬ 

ite, flint, tripoli, and other types of 

ground silica 

Finely ground silica of all types 

Flint, tripoli, and chert, and other amor¬ 

phous silica preferred; also all other 

forms of very pure silica, all finely 
ground 

Pure quartz sand 

Very pure massive quartz preferred 

Hock crystal, amethyst, rose quartz, 

citrine quartz, smoky quartz, chryso- 

prase, agate, chalcedony, opal, onyx, 

sardonyx, ja.spcr, etc. 

Ma.sslvc and ground <liutomnceous earth 

Mas-sive and ground diatomaceous earth 

Mo«lerateIy pure, sharp, angular sand, 

preferably finer than 20 mesh, t()gether 

with a small percentage of finely 

pulverized silica 

Clear, colorless, flawless rock <Ty.stal 

(Mear, colorles.s, flawle.ss crystal quartz 

High-grade gl.-iss sand 

( Icar, colorless, flawless, uritwiiined crys¬ 
tal quartz 
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REFRACTORIES 

Refractories are materials used to resist high heat. Their use in industry is 

essential to most high-temperature proce-sses. They are of primary importance, 

therefore, to the metallurgical industries, the ceramic industries, the by-product 

coke industry, and the large number of operations concerned with the combustion 

of fuels. The general trend in many processes has been toward the employment 

of higher temperatures. This luis been accelerated by the growing use of oxygen 

with fuels, the development of jet propulsion and rockets, the gas turbine, and the 

unusual problems associated with atomic energy. The demands for super- 

refractories therefore increase, and the possible use of temperatures thousands of 

degrees above those now employed has become the object of speculation in 
research. 

Many materials arc used for refractory purpo.ses, each with its own character¬ 

istics and each particularly well adapted to certain specific use.s. Some of these 

refractories are made from natural minerals, some from products directly deriveil 

from minerals, and some are made synthetically, usually in the electric furnace. 

Materials Used for Refractories. In the following list are noted the most 

important refractory materials, nearly all of which arc treated elsewhere in this 
l>ook. 

Anduliisite 

Bauxite 

Natural Atinerals and Derived Privliicls 

Olivine, forsleritc 

Pinite 
Beryl 

t^hrornite 

Dia.sporc> 

Dolomite, d<‘ad-biirncd or specially trcaUid 
Fire clay 

Ganiiister 

Graphite 

Kyanite 

Magiic-.sitf, dead-burned 

Mica schist 

Serieito 

Silica, .sand, and oIIict forms 

Silliiiiaiiite 

•Soapstone 

Spinel 

Talc 

Topaz 

Tripoli 

Zircon and zirkitc 
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Arlificial {EUctrio-furnace Products) 
Mxjmma (as alundutn, etc.) Silicon carbide (as carborundum etc ) 
<^^raphitc Sillimaiiite 
Penclase Spinel 

Forms in Which Refractories Are Used. Although refractories are used in 

many forms and for many purpo.ses, tlje most important form from the stand¬ 

point of quantity used is ordinary firebrick. In the following list are noted some 

of the principal forms in which refractories are used: 

Assaying equipment, such as scorifiers 
C’emeuts 

Chemical equipment 
Condensers 
C’rucibles 

Electrodes 

Firebrick, standard and special shapes 
Flues 

Foundry facings 

Glass-house refractories, pots, tank blocks, 
etc. 

Grains, for example, dead-burned grain 
magnesite 

Kiln muffles 
Molds 

Pyrometer tubes 
Retorts 

Saggers and other potters’ equipment 
Stove linings 

Desirable Properties of Refractory ]\Saterials. An ideal refractory material 
has the following properties: 

1. 

2. 
3. 

4. 

■■ 

/. 

S. 
0. 

10. 

Has a very high melting point and a very high softening temperature 

Is capable of being formed into the ordinary standard shapes 

Is neutral in its chemical reaction, that is, not attacked by acid or basic 
slags, fumes, etc. 

Exhibits little or no shrinkage or expansion upon heating to a high 

temperature 

Has a liigli comjiressive and transverse stiength both when cold and at 
high temperatures 

Does not crack or spall upon sinlden or slow licating or cooling 

Is sullieiently lianl and tough so that it is not easily worn away by abrasion 

or by tlie action of liot metal or sl:ig 

Is not undidy lioavj' 

Is obtainable in f|uantity at motlerate cost 

.Sluiws low slag penetration 

Tlicre is no single refractory material in which all those desirable properties 

are combined. Fortunately, however, there are few uses for which all these 

pr(}p<‘rtie.s are of prime importance, and for each use there are generally several 

rofraetories tliut are more or less suitable. As working temperatures increase, 

ti)e choice of available refractories becomes narrowed, until at very high tem¬ 

peratures there are but few suitable refractories. 

The field of refractories is ;iii imporbint one, and efforts are constantly being 

made to develop new and better refractories. The progress of very high-tem¬ 

perature electrometullurgj'^ is dependent upon the development of refractories 
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that svin withstand such temperatures. Some of the newer high-temperature 

refractories, sometimes callc<i superrefractories, are those made from sillimanite, 

spinel, silicon carbide, alumina, zircon, zirkite (zirconium oxide), and periclase 
(electrically fused magnesium oxide). 

Types of Refractories. Silica Refractories. Sandstone or Quartzite, commonly 

called ganister, when used for refractory purposes is utilized in the manufacture 

of silica brick. In 1946, 1,034,2/0 short tons of such siliceous materials were used 

for refractory purposes. The best ganister should be a pure quartzite with over 

97 per cent silica content. Alkalies and alumina should be low: alkalies not over 

0.40 per cent and alumina below 1 per cent if such high-grade material can be 

obtained. The rock is crushed coarsely and ground for a short period with about 

2 i)er cent by weight of hydrated lime. The bricks are pressed, <lried, and fired 

to about 2625®F, which produces considerable conversion of the quartz to cristo- 

balite and tridymite. These bricks are particularly useful in the roof of the basic 
open-hearth furnace and in by-product coke ovens. 

Fire Clay.^ Fire-clay refractories make up SO per cent of the dollar value of 

tlie entire industry and about two-thirds of the volume. Clays of varying quality 

are found in many arejis. Two-thirds of the production commonly originates in 

Ohio, Pennsylvania, and Missouri. A con.siderable tonnage of low-grade fire 

clay is used in Ohio in the manufacture of hejiv'y clay products. The leadership 

of the state as a fire-clay producer is not reflected corresjrondingly in its impor¬ 

tance as producer of refractories. In 1940, the total output of fire clay in the 

United States amounted to 7.907,974 tons. Fire clays are associated commonly 

with coal measures, and in some cases clay and coal have been produce/! at one 

operation. The jiroperties of the finished refractory may be controlled by varia¬ 

tions m composition, grinding, particle size, method of processing, and firing 

temperature. A considerable range of products may be secured, suitable for use 

HI varying environments. Superduty fire-clay refractories are manufactured by 

the ad/htion of api>roximateIy 10 per cent additional alumina. Their softening 
point is exteruled from 75 to 100®F. ^ 

Iliyh Alumina. High-alumina brick is more refractory than brick made from 

kaolin or fire clay. The higher the alumina content, the greater the refractori- 

ness. Such f>rick is made with diaspore with a high-alurnina content. The clays 

arc blended with alumina to produce composition.s with an alumina content 
varying from 50 to SO per cent. 

Magnenle and Chrome. Dea<l-burned magnesite is prepared from the mineral 

magnesite, and of late years from magnesium hydroxide recovered from sea water 

or other brines. Calcination is carried on at a temperature high enough to con¬ 

vert mo.st of the inagnesia to periclase. This appears in hard, inert nodules. 

Magnesite brick is molded from a dead-burned composition, with a magnesia 

content of around 85 i>er cent. They are fired at a high temperature to produce 

a strong brick. Pericla.se brick contains 90 per cent periclase and supplies a 

superior product with great refractoriness, high mechanical strength and resist¬ 
ance to spalling. 

Chrome brick 

chromic oxide. 
Ls made from importe/l chrome ores 

This is a lower grade ore than that 
averaging about 34 per cent 

employed for metallurgical 
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to brick, and fired at high temperature. The bricks are strong and constant in 

\ olume, and exhibit great resistance to chemical attack by slags. They are useful 

as a separating medium between materials that might react at furnace tempera- 

tures. They are used to separate magnesite brick from silica brick or fire clay. 

Blends of magnesite and chrome are being used for certain purposes, which is 
believed to be superior to the use of one constituent alone. 

Proddction and Shipments op Refractories in the United States, by Kind 

in 1945* ' 
(Bureau of the Census) 

Product 

Clay aod nonclay refractories* total. 
Clay refractories, total. 

iirO'clay brick and standard sLapea except 
superduty. 

Superduty fire-clay brick and Vtandard 
ehapes. 

High-alumina brick ond shapes (50% Al’jQi 
and over, except fused alumina).. 

Insulating firebrick, standards, and special 
shapes. 

Ladle brick. 
lloWtop refractories. 
Sleeves, nozzles, runner brick, and tuydrcsl 

tank blocks, upper structure, 
and floaters. 

Gla^house pots (open and covered). 
High-temperature bonding mortars. 
Plastic refractories. 
Cast and castables (bydrauUe setting). 
Other clay refractories, including kiln furnU 

ture and laboratory refractories (except 
porcelain). 

Nonclay refractories, total.!!!!!,.!*! 
Silica brick and shapes. 
Magnesite and magnesite-chrome brick and 
shapes. 

Chrome and chromc-inagncsite brick and 
shapes. 

Graphite and other carbon crucibles and 
retorts. 

graphite and carbon refractories. . . . 
Klin furniture (saggers, posts anilslabs.eto.) 
Laboratory refractories (iiiutflcs, crucibles, 

tubes, trays, etc.). 
Other nonelay brick and shapes (of such 

material as silicon carbide, fused alumina, 
silUrnanitc, mullite, kyanitc. forsterite. 
and zirconia). 

High-temperature bomling mortars. 
Plastic refractories (including ramming 
mixtures). 

Cost and castables (hydraulic setting). 
Dead-burned dolomitcf. 
Nonclay refractory iiiateriaU. sold in lump 

or ground form except dead-burned mag¬ 
nesia or magnesite. 

Other nonelay refractories... 

• Data revised. 

Pro¬ 
Shipmeoia 

No. ol 
plants 

t 
1 Unit of measure 

duc¬ 
tion. 

quan¬ 
tity Quantity 

Value, 
, thou¬ 

sands of 
dollars 

275 I*)! HAT 
213 

IP1,OOl 
AT TT<v 

118 1,000 0-in. cQUiv 514,04( 532,25«; 

Ol I/# O 

1 32,732 

27 1,000 9-iii. equiv G4.7K 08,65) 1 5.852 

13 1,000 9-in* oqulv I5.71C » 16,292 t 2.523 

13 
21 
17 
IS 

1,000 9-m. equiv 
1,000 9-in. e<iuiv 
t ,000 9-in. c<iuiv 
1.000 9-in. equiv 

16.877 
15G.184 
48.407 
55,543 

17,74C 
157.723 
48.949 
55,399 

1,948 
5,065 
3,050 
3,825 

6 
4 

58 
47 
33 

Short ton 
Short ton 
Short ton 
Short ton 
Short ton 

21.359 
2,171 

63.067 
79.070 
34.093 

21.503 
2.151 

02.030 
60.109 
34,900 

1.835 
291 

3.426 
2,744 
1,560 

47 
89 

Short ton 77.003 77,739 2.918 
Aft TfiA 

28 1,000 9-in. equiv 266.033 270.830 
ue,/eu 
18,476 

4 ],000 9-in. equiv 16.001 16.642 6,405 

4 1.000 0-in. cquiv 30.537 30.384 9.688 

8 
3 
7 

Short ton 
Short ton 
Short ton 

12.837 
1.218 
4.738 

12.781 
1.291 
4.8-11 

5,288 
497 

1,601 

4 Short ton 107 198 286 

1C T noi 
20 Short ton 26,018 26,052 1,431 

15 
8 

17 

Short ton 
Short ton 
Short ton 

89.088 
4.888 

88,030 
4,855 

.187.334 

66,325 
8.890 

4.358 
01 

10.014 

2,169 
791 

16 
11 

Short ton 
Short ton 

66.840 
8,044 

larE^’ ,Varto7;uchm?ttH^U«as‘'ih;p^^?^ to avoid duplication: a 

t Reprcaonta dcad-barnad dolomite sold in lOrif'aS ^^pofed by^^h^B^reau o7A^i^"r'‘“- 



--refractories 

An Increasing number of mineral products are being used 

as refractories. Among them is forsterite derived from olivine. Forsterite has 

the composition 2MEO SiOr n-ith a melting point of 19tO<>C Additions of 

magnesia must be made to the oUvine to^eombine with se^penut or talf 

oornmonly associated ivith olivine. Brick made from this com^^osition irstaWo 

and competent to carry a heavy load at high temperatures. Zircon the silicate 

of sircoiiium is used m appreciable tonnage for the manufacture of brick and sirk 

or o ' d “ laboratory ware for special research. SlHe refrat 

whiTLy te“y“l" 'induS^'a^d i^tL^speriTortwnfi’u’ 

spe^c"rt:^,o^“ncTeasr' ThTllTtt m^nx”' 

E - z-r;;"; £SF= rr “■ 

I)ossess a melting point above lSOO°r Tr. • • * ^ elements hose oxides 

refmctories, and in the carbides and nitrides of’various elem™^'''’'' 

taUron“rg"e refractories in the United States are shown in the 
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SALT (HALITE) 

Composition. Salt is halite, or sodium chloride, NaCl: Nn, 60.6 per cent; Cl, 

39.4 per cent. Sometimes it is found very pure, but is commonly mixed with 

small quantities of calcium chloride, magnesium chloride, and calcium sulfate; 

less often with sodium sulfate, magnesium bromide or iodide, and magnesium 

sulfate. It is also often mixed with gypsum, anhydrite, organic matter, clay, 
and so on. 

General Description. Salt is a soft, water-soluble mineral occurring as granu¬ 

lar, crystalline or fibrous, often cleavable, masses, white, gray, brown, blue, or red 

in color. Crystals are cubical. It is easily determined by its characteristic taste. 

Physical Properties. Hardness, 2 to 2.5. Specific gravity, 2.\ to 2.Q>. Melting 

point, 801*C. Index of refraction, 1.544. Color, white, colorless, yellow, brown, 

gray, blue, or reddish. Streak, white. Luster, ^^treous. Cleai'age, excellent 

cubical. Fracture, conchoiclal. Transparency, transparent to translucent. 

Tenacity, brittle. 'Taste, characteristically salty. Easily soh/fefc in cold water (1 

part in 2.8 parts of w.at-er). 

Occurrence. Salt, one of the commonest and most widely distributed minerals, 

has four distinct modes of occurrence: (1) extensive deposits of rock salt; (2) salt 

solutions; (3) as sublimation products near volcanoes; and (4) as efflorescent, 

earthy crusts in arid regions. Of these types only the first two are of commercial 

importance. 

Salt deposits occur in sedimentary rocks of nearly all geologic ages since the 
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early Cambrian, and salt deposition is going on at present. It often occurs in 
very extensive deposits either as single beds of salt or interbedded with gypsum, 

anhydrite, clay, dolomite, and so on. Single beds of salt several hundred feet 

thick are common, for example, in Louisiana, wliere a thickness of over 2,700 ft is 
reported at one point. The great Permian salt deposit of the south-central 
United States is estimated to have an area of about 100,000 square miles and an 
average thickness of at least 200 ft. Several theories have been advanced to 

explain the origin of such very large salt deposits, but the so-called “bar theory’" 
of Ochsenius is most generally accepted. This theory, which has been sum- 
marize<l by Phalen,*^ presupposes an inland lake or shallow lagoon of sea water, 
separated from the ocean by a bar of such a height and width that only so much 

sea water could flow into the lake as could be evaporated from its surface. Thus 
the salinity of the lake would gradually increase until the saturation point would 
be reached and the salts would crystallize out, building up a bed of salts on the 
lake bottom until something interrupted the process. 

Saline solutions include the oceans, salt seas and lakes, and saline springs and 
wells. Such solutions, together with artificial brines, form the largest present 
commercial sources of 

Geographically, salt dej>osits or sources of saline solutions are common in 
practically every country of the world and only the more noted localities will be 
mentioned here. 

For many years the United States has been the largest salt-producing country 
of the world, with China, Russia, Germany, and Great Britain close contenders for 
second place. France and India are very large producers, with Italy, S]>ain, 
Austria, Canada, Brazil, and Argentina following more or less in order of impor- 
Uincc and with dozens of smaller producing countries* 

UniUd For many yejirs Michigan has usually been the largest 
domestic producer, with New York second and Ohio a close third. Other state.s 
with 5 jHJr cent or more of the total production in recent years have boon Louisiana, 
Texas, Kansas, and California. Other producing states are West Virginia, Utah 
Virginia, Nevada, Oklahoma, and Now Mexico. 

Michigan. The salt produccfl in Michigan is obtained from (I) rock salt and 
(2) natural brines. The rock-salt indu.stry is of much greater importance than 
the nuturaUbrine industry. 

The rock-salt ureas are (1) in the southeastern part of the state along the 
petroit and St. Clair rivers; (2) along the western shore of the Ixnver Peninsula 
(Manistee and Ma.son counties); (li) near Al|H>na on Thunder Bay (undeveloj>cd). 
Ihe rock-s,'ilt beds are in the Salina formation, underlying the Munroe group 
(Silurian), ocamrring at usual deiiths of 1.000 to 1,700 ft. The rock-.salt doiiosits 
are workc<l both as mines and as sources of artificial lirincs. 

Natural brines, ijroduccd only in Saginaw Valley, ocimr in the Marshall saml- 
Kbmc of the Mi.ssissipjiian scries, chiefly myir Bay City, Saginaw, Midland, 

lount Pleasant, an<l St. Charles. These brines jneld not only salt, but also 
bromine and calcium and inagncsiuin clilorides. 

New } orh salt {iroductifjii all comes from «le|)osits of rock salt that are either 
mined as such or used as sources of artificial brines. The salt field of New York 
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IS conened to the area underlain by the salt^bearing SaUna formation. This out¬ 

crops as a belt 12 miles wide at Niagara River, extends eastward across parts of 

Genesee. Monroe, Wayne Ontario, Seneca, Cayuga, and Onondaga countL to a 

point just south of Oneida Lake. There it turns sHghtly southward, gradually 

getting narrower, until it terminates at Schoharie. Its greatest width, about 20 

mil^, IS at the foot of Cayuga and Seneca lakes. This series of beds dips gently 

to the south and, as the salt has been leached from the outcrop, salt production all 

^mes from the south side of the outcrop. The principal producing counties are 
Wyoming, Livingston, Genesee, Onondaga, Tompkins, and Schuyler. Rock salt 

IS mined at a few places in Livingston County (as at Retsof), but most of the salt 

produced is from artificial brines, made by allowing water to come in contact with 
the rock salt in place. 

Ohio No rock salt is produced in Ohio by mining, but the entire production is 
derived from either natural or artificial brines. There are two producing dis¬ 

tricts, one in northeastern Ohio and one in the southeastern part of the state. 

The nortlieastern area, consisting of beds of rock salt, is large, but production 

has been restricted to Cuyahoga, Summit. Medina, Lake, and Wayne counties. 

Part of the artificial brines produced is not used as sources of salt, but other 
sodium cornpoun<ls are ma<le directly from it. 

The southeastern area centers about Pomeroy, Meigs County, where natural 

brines, in sands and sandstones, arc worked for bromine, calcium chloride, and 
common salt. • ’ 

Kansas is a large producer of salt, both mined rock salt and evaporated salt 

made from artificial brines. The salt deposits of Kansas are a northerly extension 

of the great Permian salt deposits that are known to underlie parts of Kansas, 

Oklahoma, Texas, and New Me.xico and may extend into the southeast corner of 

Colorailo ami into southern Nebraska. The limits of this deposit are not fully 

known, but, in general, the area of thick salt beds extends fully 650 miles north 

and south and 150 to 250 miles east and west. The thickness is very variable, 
hut 200 ft is reported at one locality and in many places the aggregate is more than 
300 ft. 

It has been estimated that the total area is about 100,000 square miles, which, 

with an assumed average thickness of 200 ft, represents a gross quantity of about 
30,000 billion tons. This is the largest known salt deposit in the world.* 

Most of the deposits now being worked are in central and south-central Kansas. 

Rock salt is mined at Lyons and Kanopolis, and salt is produced from artificial 
brines at Ellsworth, Hutchinson, Sterling, Lyons, Anthony, and elsewhere. 

Louisiana. All the salt j)roduced in Louisiana is mined as rock salt. Salt 

deposits occur in the north and north-central parts of the state, but the most 

important deposits, and those now worked, are in the southern part close to the 
Gulf of Mexico. The most important deposits of the southern area are on the 

Five Islands or Salt Islands, namely Petite Anse (Averys Island), Grande Cote 

(Weeks Island), Belle Isle, Cote Blanche, and Cote Carline (Jefferson Island). 
Rock salt is now being mined on an extensive scale on the first two of these 
islands, and on Jefferson Island. 

All these deposits are domes of the typical salt-gypsum-sulfur dome structure 
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of the Gulf section of Texas and Louisiana. In the tops of the domes the salt 
comes to within 100 to 400 ft of the surface and is overlain by clay, sand and 

gravel but on the flanks of the domes the overburden is much greater. ' The 

Sevemfdriirri‘^^^°^t‘r diameter and of an unknown depth. 
Se^ral drill hol^ put down m these deposits have shown a thickness of from 
2,(m to over 2,700 ft. The salt in these deposits is very pure. 

Cahforni^. All forms of .salt occurrences are found in California, but more than 
97 per cent of the salt produced in the state is made by the solar evaporation of 

Alame I*"" Af ”»dustry centers about San Francisco Bay in 

sirDt;:t.y:L"n 
Owens ^ke and Searles Lake and other smaller alkaline lakes and lake beds in 

Inyo and San Bernarthno counties contain very large quantities of salines Lth 
so ids and brines of which common .salt usually forms a large proportion Thele 
salines also contain other salts of sodium, such as carbonates sulfaL Zi'bomtes 

. well ns potassium salts. The deposits have been worked to a very small 

"ee"poth~ of potash 

Texas. Most of ^e salt produced in Texas in recent years has come from 

pa‘ t o^ihe^sSr eastern 

^le evaporation of artificially made brines. Sait occurs in large quantitieZn the 
Gulf Coast domes of southeastern Texas. quani,ities in the 

Utah The greater part of the salt jiroducod in Utah is made bv the solar 

Salt I^ke, principally at Saltair^ about 15 

at several other 

the van;y of''the‘-'n::u; ^o^k'oftL^7,;Z„‘'"re:’ “'‘^^7:7177 f 7'"^ 

^ JTrr irie^rTi ^r^tuierf t7,r77:::i:::.r7^:;:l jt 
years! ‘'*o more important producing countries in recent 

:rss; 
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being concentrated into the solid state, was produced in 1946 in 15 plants in 7 
states. 

Mining and MUling.6-^'2.i3.i6.2o.«.26 The methods of salt production vary 

widely in different parts of the world, depending not only upon the source of the 

salt (rock salt or brines), but also upon the nature and the cost of the fuel avail¬ 

able, climate, costs of labor, quality of product desired, size of output, and so on. 

Salt has been manufactured since the dawn of history, and early processes were 

Table 1, World Salt Production in Recent Years, Metric Tons 

Area Metric tons Year 

United States. 13,727,579 1946 
China. 5,197,914 1942* 
Russia. over 4,500,000 t 
Germany. 4,020,000 1944* 
Great Britain. 3,285,135 1946 
India. 2,231,154 1945 
Franco 2.134.350 1939* 
Italy. 1,476,644 1941* 
Soain. 772,772 1946 
Janan. 636,382 1939* 
Canada...... 481,032 1946 
Brazil. 453,601 1944* 
Argentina. 400,000 1946t 
Korea. 350,000 1943*'t 
Poland 271.000 1939*-t 
Austria. 262,719 1939* 
Egypt. 226,090 1946 
Turkov... 225,917 1946 

Total world production. 35,545,000 1946t 

* I^or various reasons, such as disruptions in normal production duo to war or non¬ 
availability of statistics, more recent production statistics, even where available, arc not 
considercfl typical of productive capacity, 

t Estimate. 

not greatly improved upon until the beginning of the nineteenth century- 

improvement then was gradual until the development of modern methods of 

steam evaporation in the “grainer” process and the vacuum-jmn process. The 

introduction of these methods greatly increased both production and efficiency. 

A general outline of the various methods of salt recovery, as given by Cole,^ is 

shown in Fig. 11. 

The distribution of United States production by methods of recovery is shown 
in Table 4. 

Rock Salt. Rock salt is recovered by mining or quarrying and by solution in 

water with subsequent evaporation of the resulting artificial brine, or with direct 

use of such brines for the manufacture of chemicals. In the United States nearly 

23 per cent of the production is now mined rock salt. 
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Table 4. Salt Sold or Used by* Producers in the United States, 1945 to 1946, 

BY Method of Recovery 

Method of recovery 
1945 1946 

Short tons Value Short tons Value 

Evaporated: 
Bulk: 

Open pans or grainera. 637,529 $ 5,961.143 558.026 « 5.905 704 

Vacuum pans. 1,846,011 14,144,622 1.840,061 14,165.778 

,. 446,112 1,712,171 553,056 1,971,947 
Pressed blocks. 252.918 2,553,161 298,314 2,942.966 

Ivock: * 

. 3,410,929 12.115,237 3,314,948 12,479,589 
Pressed blocks.  94,811 849,154 97,060 828,412 

feultinlmne (sold or used as such) 8,705,831 6,578.918 8,470,680 6,618.190 

. 15.394.141 $43,914,406 15,132.145 S44.912!586 

InlV'Jm **"®*’' quantity and value of rock salt and total quantity (but 
value) sold or used. 

Nofurcl brines 

not 

See woier 

Rock self 

Brine springs 

, j--- 
VVtnd Freezing 

^ncenfrgtion concentrgtion concentration 

Artificlol brines 
{formed by dissolving 
rock solt in situ) 

Mined or quorried 

Impure 

Dissolved for 
puHficotron 

Pure ond cleon 

N oturol 
or solor 

evoporotion 

Artificiol evoporotion 

Direct fire Steam evoporotion 

Kettle 
process 

Pon Kettle with 
process steom jacket 

GfOiner Vacuum 
process pon evoporotion 

Commerciol solf 

Fto. 11. Flow ehoot showinfi method of salt recovery. 

Rock-aaU Mining and Milling. Rock salt is mined in the United States chiefly 

m New York (at Retsof and Halite), in Michigan (near Detroit), in Kansjus 

noixdl.s, Hutchinson, Lyons, and Kingman), in Louisiana (Weeks, Averys, 

ami Jefferson Lslands), in Texas (near Hockley), and in Utah (Axtell an<i 
Redmond). 

The mines are usually opened l»y vertical sliafts varying in depth from 500 to 

about 1.200 ft. In most of the mines salt is first encountered at a depth greater 

than oW ft. I>ut in Ix.iiisiaiia, in the top.s of the domes, salt is reached within 40 to 

bO ft of the surface, although the working shafts are 500 to 750 ft deei>. 
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The mines are systematically developed by a room-and-pillar system. The 
^It IS drilled by compressed air or electric augers, shot down with low-strength 
djmamite, oaded into cars, and hoisted to the surface. The lump salt is then 

mlled by alternate crushing (usually in toothed or corrugated rolls) and screening 

to the desired sizes (in revolving, or inclined impact or vibrating screens) and is 
then packed for shipment* 

In some cases the rock salt as mined is not pure enough to be marketed. In 

such cases it is dissolved in water and evaporated by one of the methods described 

later. If the chief impurity is glauber salt (sodium sulfate) it may be purified bv 

heating in a kiln to 300®F, at which temperature the sodium sulfate is dehydrated 
and blown out by the air current in the drier*^ 

Ar^cial Brines. Where the rock-salt beds are too far below the surface to 

permit economical mining, or where the salt contains impurities that must be 

removed by recrystallization. the common practice is to drill holes down to the 

salt beds, dissolve the salt with water and pump the brines to the surface. Drill 

hol^, usually 8 to 10 in. in diameter at the collar, are put down by means of churn 

drills. Usually the holes are continued several feet through the salt bed and then 

sjirung or blasted to form a collecting chamber for the brine. The holes are then 

cased to prevent leakage of brine. These drill holes are usually several hundred 
feet deep—in places as much as 2,300 ft. 

Water from any convenient source is introduced into the well. There are 

several methods of raising the resultant brine, of which the following are the more 
common: 

1. Uy pumping with an ordinary air-lift pump. Compressed air is introduced 

at the liottom of tlie well through a pipe down the center of the casing, which is 

filled with brine. The air, ri.sing in hubbies, raises the brine to tlie surface and 

then escapes as the brine leaves tlie pipes to enter the first settling tonks. 

2. By the hydraulic method. In this method pure water, uiulor great pressure 

is fo3co(l <lown to the bottom of the well through the annular space about an inner 

l)i])e. The brine formed is force<l uj) to the surface through tl.o inner pipe. 

Sometimes, when two or more wells are connected underground, the water is 
jjum])ed down one well and the brine rises in another well. 

3. By means of a plunger pump or “sucker rod” and walking beam, of the 

cornish-pump type. This method is now largely superseded by one of the other 
methods noted above. 

The artificial brines are either used directly in the manufacture of other sodium 

salts or evaporated by one of the methods later described. 

Natural Brines. Natural brines may be divided into three classes: (1) sea 
water, (2) salt lakes, and (3) brine springs. 

Sea water, from the earliest times, has been one of the commonest sources of 

salt. Since the discovery of large deposits of rock salt and the development of 

efficient methods of artificial evaporation, this source has declined in importance, 

hut it is still used where climatic conditions are favoral)le. For example, nearly 

all the salt produced in California is made by the solar evaporation of sea water, 

and the solar sea-salt industries of Spain and Italy still flourish 
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Salt lakes and inland seas, such as Great Salt Lake in Utah, Owens and Searles 

lakes in California, the Dead Sea of Palestine, and so on, are still important 

sources of salt made by solar evaporation. 

Brine springs have been important sources of salt in many countries in the past, 
but at present they are of little importance. 

Solar Evaporation of Brines. In Ponds. Natural evaporation, using wind and 

the heat of the sun, is used chiefly for the recovery of salt from sea water and salt 

lakes, but it may also be used to recover salt from rather weak brine springs or 

even from artiflcial brines. Martin*^ gives the composition of sea water shown 
in Table 5. 

Table 5. Composition of Sea Water 

(No. of grams in 100 g of sea water) 

Ocean 
1 

IVlediterrancan Dead Sea 

NaCI. 2.723 3.007 8.79 
MgCb. 0.334 0.385 8.99 
MgSO«. 0.225 0.249 

CaS04. 0.126 0.140 0.14 
KCl. 0.077 0 086 1.36 
MgBrj. 0.008 0.008 0.37 
CaCO,. 0 012 0.012 2.38 

Total salts. 3.505 3.887 22.03 

To every 100 g of sodium chloride (NaCl) in ocean salt there are: 

NaCI. 

Grams 

. 100.00 

MgCl,. . 12 27 

MgSO,. . 8.26 

CaSO<. . 4.62 

KCl. . 2,83 

MgBr,. . 0.29 

CaCO,. . 0.44 

The salinity of the waters of Great Salt Lake, Utah, varies from about 14 to 

about 28 per cent; thus the concentration is from four to seven times that of sea 

water. The magnesium and calcium salts are also proportionately lower than in 
sea water. 

Solar evaporation is carried on in shallow ponds or in .shallow wooden vats, 
called “rooms." The latter method is not now in common use. 

Salt ponds or “salt gur<lcns" or “.salt meadows" are large shallow i)onds, 

divided into .several sections by low walls or embankments, locatoci well above 

high-water level. At individual plants the total area of ponds may vary from 

less than 500 acres in small plants to over 2,000 acres in large jdants. The divid¬ 

ing dikes may be as high as 3 ft, and 1 or 2 ft above the brine level. The imlivid- 

ual ponds may be so arranged that the brine may flow by gravity from the intake 
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pond to each succeeding pond; or the brine may be pumped from one to another 

The crade brine is pumped from the ocean or lake into the intake ponds 

At the beginmng of the salt-making season, the brine (of an average density in 

Tan? r f -"o-d 
evaporate for a variable length of time. The partly concentrated brine is then 

passed on to succeeding ponds, where the concentration is gradually increased 

until the density reaches about 25'>Bd, or nearly the saturation point. Crude 

brine is again admitted to the intake ponds and the process continues. The 

saturated brine is then run into the crystallizing ponds to a depth of about 6 in 

where It evaporates to a density of from 27 to 2rB«. Here the salt crystallizes 

out. The mother liquor is then run into other ponds, where crystallization con¬ 

tinues and the concentration rises to about 32“B«. In these ponds salt of an 

inferior quality is obtained. The residual bittern, carrying calcium, magnesium, 

th’i" salts. of 

Mechanically held impurities, such as clay, in the crude brine usually settle 

out in the intake or settling ponds. In the first few ponds the calcium carbonate 
gypsum (CaSO^) also separate out. 

The crptalhzed salt is raked into heaps and allowed to drain. It is then 

shoveled into small cars and trammed to the storage yards, where it is stacked. 

In more modern and efficient operations the salt may be harvested mechanically. 

I he salt yield per season varies with the climate. In the San Francisco Bay 

<Iistnct the yield per .season averages 5 or C in. of salt, but at San Diego two 6-in. 
croj)s may be made eacli season. 

The salt, as harvested, contains adhering bittern and dirt and must be washed 

before milling. It is usually washed in saturated brine, either concentrated sea 

water or pure salt brine. It is then crushed, rowashed, drained, and either 

allowed to dry as coai-se salt or dried in various forms of centrifugal machines and 

J recrushecl and screened into the market sizes 

n tnd Concentration or Graduation Method. In some parts of Europe, cliiefly in 

France and Germany, weak brines from brine springs have sometimes been 

partly concentrated by allowing them to trickle slowly over walls of thorns or 

brushwood exposed to the sun and wind. This process is called “graduation" 

and IS carried on in “graduation houses." The distribution of the brine over the 

brushwood exposes a very large area to the evaporating action of the wind The 

concentrated solutions are of sufficient strength to be treated by one of the 
methods of artificial evaporation. 

Concentration by Freezing. When a salt brine is cooled to the freezing point of 

water, pure water will freeze out, forming ice and leaving the salt in solution until 

a dofinite concentration of tlie residual salt brine is reached. Then the residual 

brine will also freeze. If a weak brine, such as sea water, is subjected to a freezing 

temperature, and the nearly pure ice removed as fast as it is formed, a concen¬ 

trated brine can be obtained, containing about 23.6 per cent sodium chloride 

(theoreticully). This brine may then be evaporated by one of the methods of 

r A X * I ) . in northern Europe, this method 
of concentration has been used to some extent 
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Evaporation of Brines by Artificial Heat. The methods of recovery of salt by 

evaporation using artificial heat may be classified as follows: 

1. Direct-heat evaporation 

a. In open kettles 

b. In open pans 

2. Steam evaporation 

а. In jacketed kettles 

б. In grainers 

c. In vacuum pans 

The brines evaporated by these processes may be either natural or artificial, 

but, in order that the recovery may be economical, the solutions must be fairly 
concentrated. 

In the open~kettle process, as ultimately developed, iron kettles about 2 ft deep 

by 4 ft in diameter were set, in groups or “blocks” of 30 to 100 kettles each, in 

parallel lines within flues or arches terminating in chimneys. At the end of the 

block opposite the chimney end was a grate or firebox in which a wood fire was 

maintained. The brine, from which the iron had been previously precipitated by 

milk of lime, was placed in the kettles and allowed to boil. During evaporation 

the sediment, which collected before saturation, was removed several times. 

The salt was removed by hand and drained. This method has been gradually 
abandoned. 

In the open^pan process the brine is first settled; then milk of lime is added and 

the solution is stirred mechanically or by hand to remove iron compounds. In 

some cases soda ash is also added to remove any excess of lime. The solution is 

then allowed to stand for some time until i>erfectly clear. Next it is run into the 
evaporating pans, either with or without preheating. 

The pans u.sed are usually made of riveted, wrought-iron plates, 12 to 18 in. 

deep, 100 to 115 ft long, and 23 to 30 ft wi<le, with flaring sides. They may be 

divided into front pans and back, or preheating, pans. A firebox is located at 

one end and a flue or stack at the other. The fuel may be coal, crude oil, or 
natural gas. A typical pan is illustrated by Phalen.‘® 

The brine is first run into the back pan, where it is preheated, and then siphoned 

into the front pan. When sufficient salt has crystallized out, it is removed to the 

drainboards, usually by hand rakes, and there allosved to drain. The front pun 

is refilled from the back pan, the latter refilled with brine, and the proce.ss 
continued. 

Thi.s j)rocess is now less exten-sively used than the grainer and vacuum-j>an 
processes. 

Kvaporation in stcam-jnckctcd kettles resembles the process of oi)cn-kettle 

evaporation, but the kettles in the blocks are heate<l by steam jacket-s instead of 

by direct heat. Thi.s process is now practically superseded by the grainer and 
vucuutn-paii processes. 

'Ihe grainer process is tlistinctly an Atnerican j)ro<'e.ss, having been deveIoi)ed in 

Michigan, where salt making for many years was merely an adjunct to the lumber 
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business. The method was designed primarily to utilize waste lumber and waste 

st^m, and in some places salt making is still a minor phase of some other industry. 

The gramers used in different districts vary considerably in detail, but in 

essential principles they are very similar. In general, they consist of wood, metal 

or concrete vats 100 to 160 ft long, 10 to 24 ft «ide, and 18 to 24 in. deep. Coils 

of galvanized iron pipes, 2},i to 5 in. in diameter, are suspended in these vats 

possibly a foot or less above the bottoms of the vats. Through the coils live or 

exhaust steam or “tail water” (waste hot water) circulates. The salt is removed 

either by hand rakes or by some form of continuous or intermittent mechanical 

rakes or scraper conveyors. Sometimes the grainer is of V-shaped section in 

order to facilitate the removal of salt by a continuous-scraper conveyor. 

The crude brines are first settled and purified, as described above under the 

open-pan process, and then are usually run into preheating tanks. These tanks 

in a general way. resemble grainers, but are usually 6 to 8 ft deep and have no 

rakes. The preheated brine is run slowly but continuously into the grainers, 

where the solutions slowly evaporate; salt crystallizes out and is continuously 

removed to drainboards. The process must be interrupted and the bitterns 

removed once in 24 to 72 hr, depending on the quality of the salt being made. 

These bitterns may be wasted or used as sources of magnesium chloride and 

bromine. Sometimes they are first reworked in other grainers to obtain lower 
grades of salt. 

The speed of crystallization, and therefore the grain size and purity of product, 
may be easily regulated in this process. 

The vacuum-pan process^-^^ is based on the principle that when the pressure on 

the surface of a liquid is decreased the boiling point is correspondingly decreased. 

This process thus results in greater fuel efficiency and is used in nearly all the 

most modern and efficient salt plants in the United States. Heat is always 
furnished by live or e.xhaust steam. 

Vacuum pans are large, conical-shaped metal tanks that consist of four essential 

elements, namely, tfie evaporating and condensing chambers, the heating element 

(steam chamber or coil), the coned bottom (in which the salt collects), and the salt 

filter or barometric leg (by means of which the crystallized salt may be removed 

without interrupting the process). Several such pans are used in series (double, 
triple, or quadruple effects). 

Salt made by the vacuum-pan process is mostly of very fine grain, and the grain 

size cannot be so easily regulated as in the grainer process. 

The sketch (Fig. 12) by Phalen‘® shows the essential parts of a vacuum pan. 

Vacuum pans vary considerably in size. The most common range in diameter 

is from 10 to 20 ft, but 30-ft pans have been made. Pans 10 to 20 ft in diameter 

usually measure 30 to 50 ft vertically from tip to tip of the end cones and there¬ 
fore have to be tended from different floors. 

Preparation of Salt for the Market.® All .salt, whether manufactured in the 

vacuum or open pan, is generally allowed to age or season for at least 2 weeks 

before being shipped, either in bulk or in barrels. This seasoning gives time for 

the salt to become thoroughly drained and free from excess brine. 

For table and dairy salt, a further treatment is carried on before the salt is 
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placed on the market. The crude salt is passed through long, cylindrical, 

rotating driers, in which a current of hot air is blown through in the opposite 

direction to that in which the salt is moving, i.e., in a direction opposite to the 

inclination of the drier. After being thoroughly dried, it is passed through a 

series of screens of various sizes, and is then automatically bagged and sold as 

dairy, table, and cheese salt. Each company has a special trade name under 
which it markets its product. 

Frequently, small amounts of other chemicals are added to the salt to impart 

special properties. In order to make table salt free-running, small amounts 

(usually less than 1 per cent) of some nonhygroscopic salt, such as magnesium or 

calcium carbonates or phosphates, arc added to coat the salt grains. In areas 

where goiter is prevalent, us in the Groat Lakes region, iodized salt is made by 

adding very small quantities of potassium iodide. To pressed salt blocks used 
for salting cattle sulfur may be added. 

Recovery of By-products.* Sea water and most other natural and artificial 

brines, in addition to NaCl, contain in varying proportions, some or all of the 

w * '"®‘hod8 of recovery of bromine, c alcium c hloride, and so on. see 
^*“king in the United Stales. U.S. Bur. Muxte. Bull. 

140, 1017 pp- 80 97; also general inorganic industrial ehcmistrics. such as Geoffrey 
Martin, Industrial and Manufacturing Chemistry.” Pt. 2. Inorganic. Vol. 1. n. 202 
Edward L(«kwood 4 Son. London. 1917; Allen Ilogers "Industrial Chemistry ” D Vari 
Nostrand Company. Inc.. New York; and Edward Thorpe, "Dictionary of Applied 
Chemistry, Longmans. Green & Co., London, ^ * 
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following salts: MgCU, MgSO., CaS04, CaCI., KCI, MgBr*, and CaCOa. After 

the removal of the sodium chloride by evaporation and crystallization, the result¬ 

ing bitterns are concentrated solutions of these other salts. Often they are 

wasted, but in recent years they have been used to an increasing extent as sources 

of calcium chloride, bromine, magnesium chloride, epsom salts (MgS04'7H20) 

glauber salts {Na2SO4-10H2O), and potash salts. In the United States the chief 

products that have been recovered have been calcium chloride, bromine, iodine 
and magnesium salts. ’ ’ 

Bromine recovery is discussed under Bromine. Magnesium salts recovery is 
covered under Magnesite and Magnesium Salts. 

Calcium chloride, recovered from natural brines, in recent years has ranged 

from 200,000 to over 202,000 tons per year in the United States, with an average 

value of a little over $8 per ton at producing plants. It competes with a much 

larger tonnage of by-jiroduct calcium chloride produced in the ammonia-soda 

process. In 1946, 10 plants in California, Michigan, and West Virginia produced 

calcium chloride and calcium-magnesium chloride from natural bitterns. 

Marketing, Shipping, and Prices. Salt is marketed or used chiefly in the 

following forms: (1) table salt, (2) dairy salt, (3) packers’ salt (common fine and 

common coarse), (4) coarse solar salt, (5) pressed blocks and coarse lumps (for 

salting cattle), and (6) as brine (used for manufacture of other sodium salts, 

chlorine, hydrochloric acid, and so on). 

The finest table salt is usually packed in 2-lb cardboard cartons. Ordinary 

grades are shipped in 2-, 5-, 10-, 25-, or 50-lb cloth sacks and in the standard 

280-lb barrel. A considerable quantity is also sold in bulk. 

Salt is sold both directly to large consumers and indirectly through wholesalers, 
jobbers, and retailers. 

Since salt is sokl on a <lclivered-price basis and since there are so many different 

types of packing as well .as bulk shipments and sales in brine form, no simple 

statement of j)rices is possible. In 1946 the average value at the i>oint of produc¬ 

tion of all salt i)roduced was under S3 per ton; rock salt averaged about S4; 

evaporated salt, ncaily $H per ton; and pressed blocks, nearly S9. The low total 

average was due to the low price realized from the value of salt sold or used in 

brine form. Details of marketing ami pjicing are given by Phaleu>» and Harris." 

Specifications and Tests. The grades, sizes, and specifications for salt for 

various uses have been discussed by Phaleu, from whose work the following is 
quoted: 

Tlic different kinds of salt are vacuum-pan, grainor, open-pan, solar, and rock salt, 

dcpi'iuling on the method of production or origin. Tlwse different types of salt may 

bo iisc<l for the same purpos(*.s, hut obviously eertain types arc better adapted for a 

specific purpose than arc others. Vaeuum-paii .s.nlt. by virtue of its fineno.ss and 

purity, is partieiilnrly suitable for table anti tlairi' iiurjxisos. It is better known in the 

trade as “granulated.” 

The salt produced according to the other methods nu-ntioned may hi* graded and 

sold in the two most common sizes, known as common fine (C\F.) and common coarse 

(C.C.). Lhulried salt, wliether made in vacuum pan or grainor, is usually termed 

common fine, and salt produc-cd by these two methods when dried and sifted is classed 
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as dairy salt. . . . Important factors entering into sales are color and moisture con¬ 
tent. Moist salt may contain 4 to 5 per cent moisture. The four common grades 
in the eastern market are No. 1 common fine (C.F.), medium coarse (C.C.) coarse 
and rock. ’ 

In Nesv York, rock salt is produced in four market sizes, in addition to the large 
lumps direct from the mine. These, beginning with the coarsest, are known as No. 2 
Hto H in.; No. 1, to in.; C.C., Ke to in.; and C.F., under Ms in. The 
C*C, and C.F, salt produced by the different methods generally correspond in size,** 

Phalen and Harris give the commercial grading used in other parts of the 

country, but they are similar to those noted above. They also give specifications 
for a few of the most important uses. 

Utilization. The largest single use for salt is in the manufacture of other 

sodium salts, such as soda ash and caustic soda, and in making chlorine, hydro¬ 

chloric acid, and other chlorine chemicals. Brine, rather than evaporated or 
rock salt, is generally used for this purpose. In 1946 over 55 per cent of the total 

United States salt production in all forms was brine used or sold for making these 
chemicals. 

Table G shows the domestic salt production distributed by most important 
uses. 
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SAND AND GRAVEL 

Definition. Sand and gravel are unconsolidated aggregates of highly siliceous, 
usually quartzo.se grains, ranging in size from material as fine as clay to material 
ordinarily callefi boulders. The finer aggregates are known as saml and the 

coarser as gravel. It is apparent that there is a continuous gra<lation in size 
from the finest silt to the largest bouhlens, anri various authorities differ ns to 
just where the dividing lines should be drawn. The di\nding line between sjiiid 
and gravel is variously placed at from 0.1 to 0.25 in. There seeiiLs to be no 
definite upper limit to the size of gravel, but commercial gravels do not usually 

contain jrcbbles much larger than or 3 in. Siliceous aggregates of such fine 
pain size that indi\'idual grains cannot be distinguished by the unaide<l eye and 
in which the characteristic .sandy texture is not evident are usually called .silts. 

There is a complete gra«lation in coherence from unconsolidated saiitls and 
gravels through jjartly indurated aggregates, friable samistones, firm sandstones, 
and conglomerates, to metainorphosofl .samistones or quartzites. 

Composition. Most .sands .-ind gravels (consist largely of quartz grains and 
pebbles, but commercial sands and gravels usually contain from very small to 
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considerable quantities of impurities, such as feldspar, mica, limonite and other 

iron oxides, tourmaline, garnet, titanite, zircon, calcite, dolomite, hornblende 

and other minerals. For many purposes such impurities are not harmful but 

sands for certain purposes, such as glass sand and molding sands, must conform 
to rather rigid chemical specifications. 

Although the common sands of commerce are highly siliceous, there are other 

types that contain very little silica. Thus, there are garnet sands, black sands 

(consisting largely of heavy and often iron-bearing minerals, such as magnetite, 

chromite, titanite, rutile, spinel, and so on), monazite sands, glauconitic or 
"greensands,” and so on. 

Origin and Classification. Sands and gravels are always of secondary origin. 

They are formed by the disintegration of rocks, accomplished by both chemical 

and mechanical means. Some of the chief agencies are frost, rain, the sun’s 

heat, the solvent action of acid or alkaline ground waters, and stream and wave 

action. Since silica is one of the most inert minerals, many of the other rock 

components are gradually dissolved or broken down to fine silt and carried away 

by flowing water, leaving deposits of more or less pure silica sand and gravel. 

This material is then usually transported, often over great distances; abraded; 

washed, sorted and classified by the action of streams, glaciers, waves, or winds; 

and finally redeposited in the forms in which they now occur. Most sands laid 

down by water in stream bed, lake, and beach deposits and most wind-blown 

cleposits are beilded or stratified. Glacial deposits often show’ no bedding and 
little sorting, but certain tyjies closely resemble stream or lake deposits. 

Rands may be classifietl in many different ways, for example, by origin, by 

<-liomical or mineralogical composition, by geological or geographic distribution, 

by grain size, by u.ses, or hy combinations of two or more of these methods. For 

tlio purposes of this di.scu.ssion probably the classifications by origin, sizes, and 
uses are the most valuable. 

The princijjal type.s of deposits base<l on origin are (1) iver; (2) lake; (3) glacial; 

(4) beach; (5) aeolian (wind-blowt>)« Coral sand consists of small fragments of 
corals and shells broken down and sorted by wave action. Volcanic sand or 

volcanic ash consists of finely divided material ejected from volcanoes (see 
Pumicite). 

Various classifications of sands and gravels by size have been suggested. The 
classifications in Tables 1 to 3 are given by Condra, Dake, and Boswell. 

Tabue 1. Sizes of Sanp* 

Fine sand. 0.5 mm or 0.02 in. in diameter 

Medium sand. 2.0 mm or 0.08 in. in diameter 

f'oar.se .sand. 5,0 min or 0.20 in. in diameter 

• CoNDR.i, G. E.: Sand and Gravel Resources and Industries of Nebraska. Vol. 3. Pt. 1, 
p. 29. Nebr. Geol. Survey. 1908. 

Classification by Uses. In any clas.sification of sand and gravel by uses it 
.should be noted that a sand or gravel may be suitable for a variety of uses and 
may be shipped and sold under several names. Stone* notes: 

• Stone, R. W.. Sand and Gravel, Mineral Resources of the United States. Pt. 2, p. 630, 
U.S. Geol. Survey, 1912. 
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Table 2. Sizes of Sand and Gravel Used in Missouri* 

Sand. Through ^ in. 

Torpedo gravel (or sand). Through ^\n.on H in. 

Roofing gravel. Through H in. on H in. 

Binder gravel. Through in. on ^ in. 

Concrete gravel. Through 2H in. on in. 

* 9’Gravel Resources of Missouri. Vol. 25, Second Series, p. 7. Mo 
13ur. Cxool. & MlDCS. 

Tablk 3. Sizes ok Sani> and Ghavee* 

Grade Sizes C’lass 

A Greater than 2.0-inTn diameter Gravel 
It Greater tliau I.O-inm diameter and loss than 

2.0-mm 
Very coarse sand 

f’ Greater than 0.5-mm diameter and less than 
1.0-min 

Coarse sand 

D Greater than 0.25-mm diameter and less than 
0.5-mm 

Medium sand 

K Greater than 0. l-mrn diameter and less than 
0.25-mm 

' Fine sand 

Greater than 0.05-mm diameter and less than Superfine sand or coarse 
0.1-mm silt 

F Greater than 0.01-inin diameter and less than 
0.05-mm 

Silt 

G Less than 0.01-mm 

« V . . m ^ _ 

Clay or mud 

a. *1.. .••vinvira on lyrmsn of »andb Suitable for Glus.s 
tnakinft, Longmans, Green & Co., London, lUlG. p, IG. 

As an c.xainplc, a New Jersey' dune .sand is sold to filtration plants for filter Ix-ds 

to local masons for building or mortar saiul, to foundrymeii for core sand, and might 

be used for engine sand, paving sand, or other purposes. Gravel also nssuine.s various 

names, depcnihng on its use. One size of gravel i.s .shipped from one plant for filter 

beds, sand blast, roofing, concrete, and asphalt paving. A high-gratle silica sand is 

glai« sand to a glassrnaker, steel sand to a steel inolder, grinding sand to a stonecutter 

^phalt sand to a pavement contractor, facing sand to a concrete-block maker and 
furnace sand to a foundrymoii. * 

The following classification of sands by uses is mainly that given by Stone,* 
but with several addition.s: 

AsphfiU sarul i.s the term used l)y some producers to ile.signate a clean siliceou.s 

sand of medium grain an<l .sharpnes.s used for mi.xing in the body and making tins 
face of asphalt pavement and a.sphalt paving blocks. 

lieddimj natifl is 8catter<-d over the floor of cattle cars for .sanitary purpo.ses. Any 
fine, clean sand Ls 

BUist sand is clean, tough, .sized .san<l, either roiiml or angular grains, used by 

means of compressed air for such purposes us cleaning metal castings and dr<'ssimr 
Stone. ^ 

• Op, cU, 
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Brass sand is an excRcdingly fine sand used in making molds for casting aluminum 

brass, and bronze on which a very smooth surface is desired. It has a strong bond' 
but IS so fine-grained that its permeability is slight and care has to be taken to avoid 

blowing/^ 

Building sand is used for making mortar and concrete and sand-lime brick. For 
best results it should be siliceous, clean, free from salts, as sharp as can be obtained 
at a reasonable cost, and dry; and it should not contain more than 10 per cent by 

weight of clay or loamy material. Sand used for mortar should pass a No. 10 sieve 
and 80 per cent of it should be retained on a No. 74 sieve. 

Burnishing sand is a fine-grained, clean, tough, silica sand, with grains as nearly 
round as possible, used in rolluig down and burnishing gold decorations on chinaware 

and porcelain. It should be very uniform in size; a sand in successful use practically 
all passes a ()5-mcsh screen and is retained on a 100-mesh screen. 

Core sand is a coarse molding sand used to make a solid form, usually porous, to be 
placed in a mol<l, about which the metal is poured, so as to be cast hollow. Perme¬ 
ability is the special quality required. 

Engine sand is used on locomotives and streetcars to keep the wheels from slipping 
on wet or slick rails. The principal requirements are that the sand be of hard minerals, 
preferably quartz—sharp, clean, dry and fairly fine and even-grained, so that it will 
run freely through the conductor pipe. 

Facing sand is a molding sand used to make the face of the mold, the term being 
used when the material composing the face is different from the body of the mold. 
Sand used for facing the mold of a heavy casting may be equally well adapted for 
making the entire mold for a lighter casting. 

Mortar sand is building sand used particularly for making mortar. 

Filler sand is used as an inert filler in certain types of prepared fertilizer. Any 
finc-graine<l clean sand may be used. 

Filter sand is clean silica sand in sorted sizes, xjsed for beds in water-filtration plants 

and in small mechanical filtcr.s. It must be free from lime, clay, an<l organic matter. 
Fire sand is a highly refractory silica sand for lining furnaces and ladles used to 

contain molten metal. 

French sand is a very fine, open, sharp, yellow sand imported from France for 
making molds for statuary, brass, and bronze work. 

Furnace sand is a highly refractory silica sand used for lining and patching rever¬ 
beratory and other furnaces, cupolas, and ladles u.sccl to contain molten nndal. Since 
pure silica sand is nonoohesive, some binder is added to give bond. Furnace sand is 
also uscil for making runners for pig-iron casting. 

Glass sand is the major constituent of glass, constituting from 52 to 65 per cent of 
the original mixture. Since the quality of the glass depend.s largely on the quality 
of the sand, high-grade glass sands are over 95) per cent silica (SiOj). Glass sand 
should be nearly white in color, of medium fineness (passing a 20- to 50-mesh horizontal 
sicviO, the grains should be uniform in size, even, and angular; or, less preferably, they 
may bo rounded. 

Grinding and polishing sands are sharp, tough, hard sands free from clay or foreign 
material and sized, for u.sc in sawing, cutting, ami puli.shing stone and for grinding 
ami etching glass. The size of the saiul varies with the character of the material to 
be worked on and the kind of work to be done. 

Molding sands are siliceous sandy materials xi.scd in foundries for making molds and 
cores for casting metal. They vary from loamy clay to clean silica sand or gravel, 
the character of tlie material used depending on tlie kiml of metal to be poured, the 
size of the casting, the surface desired, and the place in the mold where the sand is to 
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be used. IVIoIding sands should be high in silica to be sufficiently refractory, should 

have a strong bond when moist, and should have less than 1 per cent of iron oxide. 

Some molding sands lack bond and are tempered by the addition of a small amount of 

clay or other binding material. Sand used for dusting brick molds to aid in separat¬ 

ing the brick from the form is called molding sand, but should more properly be 

termed a “parting saiul" to distinguish it from foundry molding sands. 

Parting sand is a noncohesive sand with which the meeting faces of a mold arc 

dusted to prevent their sticking together and with wliich brick molds arc dusted to aid 

in separating the form from the mold. It is a fine sand free from clay. 

Paving sand is a designation applied to sand used in various ways in road and walk 

making. Besides the common use on country roads, sand is used for the cushion 

foundation for brick pavement, as the body and facing of asphalt paving, as part of 

the composition of concrete and cement walks, as bedding for cobble pavement, and 

in other ways. For some of the uses almost any convenient sand is suitable, but for 

others special properties are required (see paragraphs on asphalt and building sand). 

Railroatl-ballast sand and gravel have usually but one requirement: bulk, although 

coherence is a desirable quality. Sand and gravel that will pack and set are preferable. 

For surfacing tracks, gravel or cru.shcd stone is used to reduce the amount of dust 

raised by passing trains, and in some places to keep the material from being carried 

away by high winds. 

Sand-blast sand. See blast sand. 

Silica sanri is compo.sed largely of quartz and is obtained from banks of unconsoli¬ 

dated material and by crushing sandstone. It is used for many purposes, including 

making glas.s; lining furnaces and ladles; molding steel; filters; facing concrete an<l 

a.splmlt; as an abrasive (both sand blast and sandpuper); and for firebrick, scouring 

soap, etc. 

Silver sand is a term used in England for a fairly pure, fine, white sand used mainly 

for scouring and for lightening soil. 

Steel sand is a tnohling saiul used for cjuiting steel. A high degree of refractoriness 

i.s required, and therefore a white, clean quartz sand about 99^ ppi* silica is used. 

Since sand of this character has no l>ond, in order to mnk«* a mold with it a small 

quantity of siliceou.s clay, molasses, or other mati*riul is a<lded for binder. The .size 

of grain u.s<'d varies with the weight of the ca.sting un«l the place occupied in the mold. 

Torpedo sarut is a traile t«*rm used locally in the central states for a coarse building 
sand. 

Other use.s to which .sand and gravel are put are for chicken grit, pebble da.sh, sand¬ 

paper,* .samliiig woodwork, .sand-lime bri<'k, etc. 

Standard saml is a clean, even-graiiie<l, uniform, high-grade silica saiul used as 

a laboratoi-y staiulurd in physical tests of other saiul.s or cements. For example, 

in testing the value of a sand for concrete aggregate, the unknown sand and the 

standard sand are tested under the same coiuHtions, and the results are compared. 

8uch a testing .s;in<l must po.s.sess absolute uniformity of physical characteristics 

over a long period of years. In the United States, high-grarle sand from Ottawa, 
Ill., is used for this purpose. 

Artificial or manufactunul samls and gravels are of importance in some locali- 

tie.s. These may consist of mill tailings from ore-concentrating plants, such as 

Sand is now little tiscd for sandi)ai>cr. becau&e the (trains are not aufTicictiily sharp. 
Crusl>ed quartz or flint is generally used for this purpose. 
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7^4^ o'''' °« Used by Producers in the United States 
1945 TO 1946, BY Commercial and Government-and-contractor Operations and 

BY Uses 

Sund: 
Comnicrciai Operations 

Molding.. 
Building. 
Paving. 

Grinding and polishing^ 
Fire or furnace. 
Engijie. 
Filter. 

Rsiilroad ballast^. 
Otiicr <■. 

Gravel: 
Building. 
I\ivitig. 

Ibnlroad bdllast*^. 
Other *.. 

Total cornmereinl gravel. 

Total connncrcial sand and gmvel. 
0 o vern ment *a nd-con t ractor 

Operations/ 
f>aiid: 

Building. 
Paving. 

TotjiJ govemnient-and*corjtrActor 
sutid. 

O ravel: 
Building. 
Paving. 

Total govrriitncrit>niid<ontrAclor 
gravel. 

Total governmeiit-and-contructor 
aaiicl and gravel . 

Coinmproial and Ooveninien(-:ind« 
con true tor Operations 

Sand. 
Gravel. 

Grand total. 

1945 1946 

Value Value 

Short tone Short tons 
Total Avg Total Avg 

4,681.924 )S 8.374,21 8 11.71 1 4,848.60: 9,541,40 5 $1.97 
7.190.85t 1 9,724,75 0 1.3j » 6,973,901 1 9.531,26 3 1.37 

. 30,490.14t 19,812.20; 8 0.6$ 1 48,237.941 ) 31.653.52! 9 0.66- 
• 16.681,521 10.428,37 1 0.63 ( 24.360.04^ 1 16.373.86: 2 0.67 - 

542.511 1.020,50 1 1.6C 906.8SC » 1.379,95 1 1.62- 
308.097 387,87: 1 1.26 248,866 i 333.^! 1 1.34 - 

2.771.896 1.924,72^ } 0.00 2,797.132 : 1,924,771 1 0.69 
109,845 231,02t i 2.10 157,511 284,991 ! 1.81 H 

1.082.626 400.76$ 1 0.37 714,884 262.08$ 0.37 - 
1,116.353 M17.1$3 1 00 1.548,620 1.747.921 1 13 d 

. . 65.076,671 * 52.430.580 10.81 90,794,403 * 73,033,400 $0.80 - 

. 27.910.042 * 21,735.554 $0.78 40.424,515 t 32,053.822 $0.82 4 
36.759.164 25.693.994 0-70 46.804,010 34.325.134 0.73 4 
20.657.982 9.518.328 0 40 12.009.960 C.341.133 0-53 - 
1,734.439 1.043.910 0 60 1,969.678 1.438.147 0.73 + 

87.001.627 1 57,991,786 SO. 67 101,298.163 $ 75.063.236 $0.74 + 
152,138,298 110.422.372 0.73 192,092,566 148.096,702 0.77 + 

1.018,000: 1 428.000 $0.42 894.000 \ S 313.000 $0.35 
5.631.000 1.998.000 0.35 4.752.000 1.629.000| 0.34 -: 

G.610.000 \ \ 2,426.000 SO.36 5 646 000 1 tn — 1 

2.115.000 \ ; 1.225.000 i 10.57 2.752.000 1 

f a, 9HA tUKfy/ « 

' t.416.000 1 10 51 42 
34.592.000 14.704,000 0.43 53.641.000 19.932.000 0.37 +5 

36.737.000 1 : 15,989.000 1 10.44 56.393,000 $ 21,348.000 1 0.38 +5 

43.386,000 18,415.000 0.42 i ̂ 2.039.000 23,290.000 0 38 +4: 

71.726.000 $ 54.850.000 1 0.76 < 16.440,000 $ 74.075.000 $1 !).78 +3^ 
123.798.000 73,981.000 ' 0.60 n i7.691.000 96.441,000 i ).6] +21 
195.524.000 $1 128,837.000 5 0.66 2^ ̂ ,131.000 %] 171.380.0001*1 >.67 +3<: 

Per cent of 
change in 

Ton¬ 
nage 

+3.$ 

-3.0 

Ayg 
value 

+0.3 

-39.5 

+10.1 
+1.6 
+6.5 
+6.3 
-6.0 
+6.3 

-13.8 

+13.0 

-1.2 

+5.1 
+4.3 

+15.2 
+13.61+21.7 

+10.4 
+5.5 

-16.7 
-2.9 

-5.0 

-10.5 
-14.0 

-13.0 

-9 6 

+2.6 
+17 

+1-5 

- --7 .,-:: «v tons. 97e0.8I9. 
to produced by ruiJroada for tlieir own use as foUows—I945r 17.792 tons valued at $2,429; 1946: 83,422 

164,0M mb'* for fills and similar purposes as follows—1Q45; 220.244 tons valued at *44.356: 194B: 

lO^rtoTruftons^sTelo^m'’'""' ““ “s follows—1345; 8.537.465 tons valued at *2.987.940; 

194^''730^«rtons*7l07 ^ railroads for fills and similar purposes as folIows-1945: 843,960 tons valued at *133,494; 

/ Approximate figures for states, counties, municipalities, and other government agencies directly or under lease. 
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“chats” from the Tristate zinc district, screened and graded fines from crushed 
stone plants, and granulated slag from smelters and blast furnaces. 

Distribution and Production. Deposits of sand and gravel occur in practically 
every state in the United States and in every country in the world. Sands of the 
lower grades are so abundant and so widespread that they are usually mined very 

close to the point of consumption. Higher grades of sand, however, such as glass 
sand, molding sand, filter sand, and special types for other purposes, are not so 

widely distributed and occasionally may be transported consitlerable distances. 
As an example the use of Belgian glass sand in California glass plants may be 
noted. Even the higher grades of sand are of relatively low unit value, however, 
and only under exceptional circumstances can high transportation charges be 
paid. 

Thus, sands and gravels do not enter largely into import or export trade. 
Glass sands are sometimes imported, as well as certain types of foreign molding 
san<ls, which are still preferred by some conservative users, despite the fact that 
doinc.stic sands of equal or better grades are available. Low-grade sands of 
foreign origin sometimes enter the ports of this country as ballast, and there is 

some local movement of sands across the Canadian border in both directions. 
Generally speaking, international trade in sand and gravel is of little importance. 
Production is governed chiefly by local demand an<l car supply, and the shipping 

radius is determined by freight rates. There is little need, therefore, of even 
noting producing localities, except for certain special grades of sand. 

Tables 4 and 5 from the U.S. Bureau of Mines “Minerals Yearbook” show the 
most important facts of these industries in recent years. 

Table 5. Sand and Gravel Sold or Used by Commercial and Governmkni'- 

ANI>-CONTRACTOR PRODUCERS IN TUB UNITED STATES, 1044 TO 1048 

Year 

Sand Gravel (mrhidin^ railroad 

balloAt) Total 

Shortlonn Value Short toiD* Value Short tons Value 

1041 

loi:^ 
1040 

1047 

1048 

C8.07S.(KK) 

71 .720.#K)0 

00.440.000 
108,7IO.O(Jfl 

itS.CCl.000 

$M .O'l 1.000 

.*>1.8o0.000 
74 
04 . |.>4 .<i0ri 

107,015.000 

125.SO.J.OOO 

123.708.000 

157.001.000 

178.040,000 

2OO.GO,>,CKJ0 

$71.I10,000 

73.081.000 
1 W .411. (HH) 

122,715.0< 10 

144.583,000 

101.783.000 

105,524.000 
254.1.31 .000 

287.0.VJ,000 

310,200.000 

$125.104.000 

128.8:17. (K>0 

171.380.000 

210,800.000 

252.408,000 

TIh; production of snnd jin<l gnivol in 1040 roacliod 251,131,000 sJiort tons vjiluc<l 

at 8171,380,000, an incrciiso of 30 per roof in (piantity and 33 porrent in value (»vcr the 

10.5,52-1,000 tons valued at 8128.8.37,000 reportcal in 101.5. The larg<-.st incroa.scs wen. 

reported for .sand and gravel utilized in building, whi.-I» reflect the great expansion 
of tho uonstrurtion iruiustrv. 

California in 1010, a.s in 1045, was tin* largest prothi<*er, and Illinnis, .Miehigan, 

WiBcojiairi, Ohio, New ^ork, Texas, .Minnesota, and Pennsylvania follow in that 
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order. These nine states, each with an output of more than 10 billion 
for 52 per cent of the total production. Table 5 shows detaUs of 
states and uses, in 1946. 

tons, accounted 
production, by 

* ranged from 276,000 
to 701 000 short tons, nearly all of which came from Canada. Glass sand imports 

dmndled from about 51,000 tons in 1937 to zero in 1941. Imports were resumed 
in 1946 with about 5,000 tons, all from Belgium and Luxembourg. 

Some of the best known localities in which deposits of high-grade sand for 

glassmaking and other purposes occur are as follows: lUiru^, Ottawa and Utica- 

Ii^iana, Michigan City; Maryland, Hancock; Michigan, Rockwood (optical- 
glass sand); Missowi, Crystal City, Klondike, and Pacific; New Jersey, Cedar- 

^lle, Millville, and South Vineland; Ohio, Austintown, Chalfonts, Massillon, and 

Toboso; Pennsylvania, Falls Creek, Lewisto\vn, Mapleton, Parrish, and St 

Marys; Virginia, Kermit and Mendota; West Virginia, Berkeley Springs, Great 
Cacapon, Hancock, Sturgisson, and Thayer. 

A few of the famous foreign localities are noted below. In France at Fon¬ 

tainebleau near Paris, there are deposits of very high-grade glass sand, which 

have been noted throughout the world for its high quality for many years. At 

Fontenay aux Roses, near Paris, there has been produced for many years a high- 

grade molding sand peculiarly well adajitcd for the making of molds for fine brass 
and bronze castings. 

In Gerrnariy the famous Lippe glass sand, one of the purest known, occurs near 

Dbrentrup in Saxony. High-grade glass sand also occurs at Hohenbocka in 
Prussia. 

General Aspects of the Sand and Gravel Industry. Sand and gravel are very 

common, l>ulky materials of low unit value. Nearly aU varieties of sand occur in 

large quantities. Thus, with but few exceptions, sands and gravels in the ground 

have relatively little intrinsic value. Market values are derived from tlie costs 
of mining, prejiaring and transporting the material to the point of consumption. 

Even deposits of high-grade glass sand are of little value if they are situated far 
from actual or potential centers of glas.s production that may be supplie<l from 

nearer sources, or if the deposit is in a district where sands of equal grade are very 
ahuntlant. 

The important factoi's that should be carefully considered before dcv’'eIoj)ing a 
new deposit of sand or gravel are (1) purity of the sand; (2) its physical character¬ 

istics; (3) uses for which it is .suited; (4) conditions of mining or quarrying; (5) 

need for washing or other preparation; (C) availability aiul price of fuel if drying 

is necessary; (7) availability of water for washing; (8) location of deposit with 

respect to good transportation facilities; (9) distance to important consuming 
centers not already adequately supplied. 

For most sands and gravels pi*obably the last two factors are of greatest impor¬ 

tance, Adeejuute transj>ortation facilities are vital, for high freight rates, car 
shortages, and poor railroad equipment have often made the operation of sand 

plants almost impossible. It is very desirable that deposits bo served by two or 
more transportation routes, the more the better, in order that competition may 

assist in providing favorable freight rates and reduce the severity of car shortages, 
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When prices become too high, due to freight rates, and deliveries are held up, due 
to car shortages, many small roadside pits served by wagons or motor trucks are 
placed in operation, and the large, well-equipped plants lose their markets. 

Sand and gravel operations today, particularly those which furnish building 

sands and concrete aggregates for structural purposes in the large cities, are often 
conducted on a very large scale. Investment for machinery and equipment is 
heavy and daily production is large. Competition is often keen, and prices are 

held down so that efficient operation is necessary if the operations are to be 
profitable. 

Mining and Milling. Sands and gravels are removed from the ground and 

prepared for market by such a great number and variety of methods that detailed 
descriptions cannot be given here. Mining and milling operations vary in size 
and complexity from the simple roadside pit, where a few tons a day are loaded 
by hand metho<ls without any form of milling, to very large plants, where thou¬ 
sands of tons of sand and gravel are excavated, washed, and sized each day. 
Some of the largest milling plants in the country are at sand and gravel operations. 

For example, in 1946 there were 12 plants in the United States that produced over 
1 million tons each and 48 plants producing over 500,000 tons per year (22 per 
cent of total United States tonnage). 

Sands and gravels occur in unconsolidate<l surface deposits with or without 
overburden, in river and lake deposits under varying depths of water, in beach 
deposits, in bars in shallow water in rivers, and along sea coasts as loosely con¬ 
solidated sands or as friable sandstones. 

Methods of excavation are many and varied, depending upon the nature of the 
deposit and the size of the operation. Equipment used includes hydraulic giant; 
power shovel; excavator crane; dragline ancl power scrapers; hydraulic, grapple, 
ladder, and dipiier dredges; and bulldozers. If either the overburden or the 
<lei>osit itself are indurated they may have to be drilled and blasted. The 

excavated nuiterial may be transported to the preparation plant by motor 
truck, conveyor belt, pump and pipe line, sluice, barge and tug, ears an<l loco¬ 
motive, or cars and cable. Since the literature of the subject is extensive and 
easily accessible no attempt will be made to cover it here.** ” ®® 

Milling operations -vary almost as widely as mining methods. Some <loposits 
contain material sufficiently pure and uniform so that it may be shipped and used 
without washing or screening. This is often the case where sand or gravel is 

produce<i for some of the low-grade uses. Where milling is necessary, the 
methods use«l range from simple hand screening at small oj)erations to very large 
washing, sizing, and di jong plants where many sizes an<l grades of sand and 
gravel are produced in large ciuantities. At most large oi)crations the product i.s 
at least sized an<l is often both washed and sized, in order that uniform, high- 
grade products may he shipped. 

Where the material is mined dry and only sizing is ne<'e.<sary, the milling j>lnnt 
consists simply of a series of revolving screens (trommels), shaking screens, or 
inclined vibrating or impact screens, 

Specifications for saiul a:ul gravel for important uses have become increasingly 
rigid, esjjccially for such concrete structures as the Grand Coulee Dam, and the 
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preparation of these materials has become increasingly elaborate. Thus most 

W and gravel produced in large plants is wet miUed. Sand is separated from 

gravel by ^et screemng m trommels or electrically vibrated or mechanicallv 

shaken screens Fine sand is separated from clay and from coarser sand bv 

anous types of intermittent or continuous wet classifiers. Strongly adherine 

clay IS removed in screw washers resembling log washers or in cylindriLTor conical 

revchnng washers called “scrubbers." Gravel must be freed from soft 

sandstone coal and other structuraUy weak materials. This may be done bv 

bieaking the soft materials without crushing the harder pebbles, in various types 
of special crushers, and remo^nng them by waslxing or screening. They may a^so 
be removed by jigging or tabling, as in coal practice. ^ ^ 

folT"* separated into commercial sizes, sometimes 
followed by blending of sizes to produce specification materials 

Fn. draining, may be shipped wet. 
For other uses such as glass sand and engine sand, the product must L dried 

tviie^ ^ jndirect^heat 
mav alsoT S giavity flow, steam-coil driers 

foUows^ Slass-sand plants. Fettke has described this drier 

Steam driers are usually built in sections about 20 ft long, 8 ft wide, and 6 ft high 
with hopper-shaped bottoms. The walls of the drier are built of ordinary red brick’ 

arran^ restuig on inverted angle irons. Thes^ pipes are 

Lw^rds th^ h"’ closer and closer together 
convevor ^rnn, ' drier. The sand is discharged onto these pipes from a bolt 
conveyor running over the drier, gradually drops down between them, and finally 
IS discharged onto another belt conveyor at the bottom of the drier. The pipes are 
heated by passing steam through them. ^ 

The evaporated moisture is drawn off by means of an exhaust fan. After the 
glass sand is dried, it is screened so that the final product will pass a 14- to 22-mesh 

seller. (IS-mesh most common) and elevated to storage bins ready for shipment. 

In the preparation of glass sand, where very low iron is essential, high-intensity 
magnetic separation concentratmg tables and flotation have been used. High- 

glas.s-sand grade is finely ground in tube or Hardinge conical 
mil s with air separation to make potter’s flint and fine-ground silica for filler 
and other uses (see Quartz and Silica). 

Markets and J^ces. In commercial sand and gravel operations 85 to 90 per 
cent or more of the total product sold has been prepared by screening or washing 

or both, while in government-and-contractor operations over 80 per cent is used 
in unprepared condition. Preparation adds from 60 to over 100 per cent to the 

sales value. Thus, in 1946 the average value of commercial unprepared sands 

and gravels was 50 cents per ton and that of prepared material 80 cents per ton. 

In government-and-contractor operations those values were 30 cents and 70 cents, 
respectively. 

Sands and gravels in large quantities are usually either mined by the consumer 
or marketed directly from the producer to the consumer. The chief exception to 

this IS the handling of building sand and gravel by retail dealers in building sup- 
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plies in small cities. Since most sands and nearly all gravels are widely dis¬ 
tributed and of low unit value, they cannot stand high transportation charges, 

and markets close to the deposits must be sought. High-grade sands, such as 
glass, molding, and filter sands, however, may sometimes be shipped long dis¬ 

tances. For example, deposits of high-grade glass sand are scarce in California, 
and Belgian glass sand is the cheapest high-gra<le material available. 

The prices received for sand and gravel vary considerably accortling to grade 
and type, extent of comijetition, distance to markets, and so on. 

Specifications and Tests. For nearly all the important uses of sand and gravel 

today there are definite specifications, often involving special testing methods. 
These specifications and tests are usually set up by the producing or consuming 

industries through their associations, such as the American Foundrymen’s 
Association and the National Sand and Gravel Association, often in cooperation 
with the American Society for Testing Materials and the National Bureau of 

Standards. Other governmental and state bureaus and commissions that are 
large users of sand and gravel also do much research on the properties of these 

materials and set up their own specifications ami methods of testing. The sub¬ 
ject, with all its ramifications, is far too c.xtensive to be covered adeciuately here. 

For many uses the chemical composition of sand and giavel is not important, 
as for railway ballast and fill. For some special samls, such as glas.s sand, 
foundry sand, and filter s:ind, chemical composition is of groat importance. For 

gravel for concrete aggregate the presence of chemically reactive impurities i.s 
objectionable. For most tonnage uses, however, physical properties are of 
greatest importance. 

The most important phy.sical properties and tests of sand ami gravel are noted 
below (see also Refs. 10, 12, 20, and 23): 

Color is usually not an important factor except in glass .sands, where it is an 
index of purity. 

Cleanness usually means relative freedom from clay, silt, and organic in.attcr. 
It is controlled largely by washing. 

Grain size, a very important factor, is determined by sizing on a series of 
standard wire sieves. Stamlanl screen-opening ratios ami methods of testing 
are specified for materi.als for variojis uses. 

Effective size is the term used t<j denote a certain grain size when 10 j)er cent 4if 
the sajid grains are smaller and 90 |>or cent .are larger than tliat .‘«-iz<*. It is 
determined by i>lottlng the curve of the sneen analysis or by (■jilcnlation and 
interpolation In such screen aiialy.sis expressed in percentages. The effective 
size IS used in determining the uniformity coefficient and it also serve.s as an imlex 
of the coarseness of a sand. 

Unijormiiy coefficient is a term used to oxpre.ss the uniformity or variation in 
gram size of a .saiul. It is determined by making a screen analysis of a sand ami 
then finding the certain size of grain, comj)are<l with which 00 |K*r rent of the .saiul 
grain.s are smaller and 40 per cent arc larger. This may be done by j>lotting a 
curve of the screen analysi.s or by intoriiolation. 'I'liis grain size is then divitled 

by the effective size of the sami)le and tin* result is the unifoiinity coefficient. 
A coefficient only slightly greater than 1.0 indicates that nearly oO per cent of the 
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ZfjTX ZV ® considerable 

Shape of grain is important for many purposes. Sand grains may vary from 
very sharp and angular to almost perfectly round y v ry irom 

f"-- most uses. Grains should be sound and 
tough and show no evidences of disintegration. 

Specif painty of pure quartz sands is usually about 2.60 to 2.65. It may be 
detemmed by any of the standard methods. A low specific gravity usually 
denotes impurities or porosity of individual grains. S y ly 

Voi^. The percentage of voids or pore spaces between grains is dependent 
uf^n the shape of grams, the relative proportions of grains of different sizes and 
the degree of compactness and of grading. It may be determined in several 
ways. Such determinations are important for sands and gravels used for con¬ 
crete, for molding sands, and so on. 

^ Weight of sand is dependent upon specific gravity and percentage of voids. It 
IS usually expressed in pounds per cubic foot or per cubic yard. The weights of 
sand vajy ^om 2,200 to 4,000 lb per cu yd (average about 2,665 lb); and of gravel 
fi om 2,200 to 4,200 lb per cu yd (average about 2,820 Ib). Probably most of the 
values reported over 3,000 lb represent weights of wet material 

Refractoriness is that property which enables a sand to undergo high tempera¬ 
tures without fusing or breaking down. Refractoriness is lowered by the presence 
of such fluxes as lime, iron o.vide, magnesia, and the alkalies. It is important in 
foundry sands, furnace sands, core sands, and other sands subjected to heat. 

Other Propert^s. In addition to the properties noted above, sands for certain 
uses arc subjected to other special tests. 

Properties of Sands for Certain Important Uses. Glass Sands. Glass sands 
must be thoroughly dried before use. They must consist essentially of pure- 
white quartz grams free from clay, organic matter, and similar impurities. They 
must be uniform m chemical comiiosition, and uniformity in size and shape of 
giains IS very <lcsirahle. Glass sands should not be coarser than 20 or 30 mesh 
nor finer than 100 to 120 mesh. Coai-se sand requires too high a temperature 
and too much time for fusion; very fine sand may be carried away by the draft in 
the melting furnace; silica dust does not melt readily but “balls up" and causes 

seeds and similar imperfections in the glass. Some glassinakers prefer sand 
giains of angular shape, for such sands melt more readily than those with well- 
rounded grains; this requirement is not always insisted upon. Freedom from 
clay and .silt is necessary, since such impurities cloud the glass. 

The percentage of iron which may be allowed in a glass sand depends upon the 
quality of glass to be produced. In general the tendency is for users to require 
lower and lower iron content in their raw materials, both because quality stand¬ 
ards for their own products have risen and because the better producers of glass 
sand have been able to make products of increasing purity. Thus, older speci¬ 
fications are often no longer considered adequate. Some of the container glass 
today is m many respects equal in quality to some of the older high-grade 
ttiblew arc. 

Indi\nclual consumers have their own standards of quality and sometimes use 
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grades of sand that do not conform to the highest standards because of price and 

availability. Thus, glass-container plants in California use local sands that are 

higher in iron and alumina than is acceptable by eastern standards. 

Weigel” has determined the composition of several well-known glass sands as 

given in Table 6 with one addition. The analyses in Table 6 are old, and it is 
probable that present products .are somewhat purer. 

Table 6. Ciiemicai, Composition* of Glass Sands 

Per cent 

Source 

SiO, AUOa FojOj CaO MgO 
Igni- 

tion 

loss 

Oystal City, Mo.: 
Crude. 99 105 

99 78 
0.210 n ^ A A** A 

0.008 0.170 
Washed. 

U .U/ o U .U/2 

Manloton. Pa 99 82 0.12 
0.17 

0.160 
0.17 

n n 1T Trace 
A AA 

Trace 
0.00 
0.03 

Trace 

Hancock, W.Va. 99 81 0.014 
n no 1 Ottawa, Ill. 99 607 

o, uo 

0.050 0.08 
West Vienna, N.Y.. 98.6 0.23 
C’orona, Calif. (16). 94.5-96 n rk rfc r 1.8-2.3* A • W O . M U . .U4j 

• KiO, No,0. etc. 

Some years ago the National Bureau of Standards and the American Ceramic 

Society proposed standard speciBcations for glass sand. These were not gen¬ 

eral y accepted or used by the industry but are of some value to indicate aeneral 
temlencies. They are here included as Table 7, 

In or<ler to neutralize the color of the small amount of Iron always present in 

kUiss san.l ami other raw matenals, small amounts of " tlecolorizers” are mhlecl to 

the ghifw hatch. These clecolorizcrs are o.xidizing agents ami their action is to 

oxahze the iron com,Kiun<ls from the ferrous state (which imparts a hluish-green 

c olor to K a.s.,) to the ferric state (which imparts a light-yellow color) The 

principal clecolorizer used is high-grade inanganesc dioxide; this can he used to 

neutralize not oyer 0.1 per cent iron oxide. Selenium is also used as a decolorizer 
in some typos of gla.s.s. 

Aluiniiia axis formerly considered an objectionable impurity in glass sands, but 

t IS now intentionally added to some glcss batches in the form of feldspar 

leiadohte, and other minerals. If present in sand, its content should be uiiiforin’ 

Calcium and magnesium oxides (CaO and MgO) are not objectionable if their 

content is small and docs not vary much, for lime is one of the common con- 
stjtuents of most glasses. 

waw" f f ” ■" fot purification of 
aatc^r. I he sands are placed in uniform layers over layers of properly sized 

ilants it S, Tl-n following specifications have heen used for 
jjUiits at bprmgficld, Mass., and Toronto, Ontario: 
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The filter sand shall be clean sand, with either sharp or rounded grains. It shall bo 

entirely free from clay, dust, or organic impurities, and shall, if necessary, be washed 

to remove such materials from it. The grains shall, all of them, be of hard material 

that will not disintegrate. The effective size shall not be less than 0.25 mm nor more 

than 0.35 mm. The uniformity coefficient shall not bo more than 3.0. The sand 

shall be free from dust and shall not contain more than 1 per cent finer than 0.13 inin, 

and shall be entirely free from particles over 5 mm in diameter. The sand shall not 

contain more than 2 per cent by weight of lime and magnesia taken together as car¬ 

bonates. In all other respects the sand shall be of a quality satisfactory to the 
engineer. 

Foundry or Moldirtg Sands. Foundry sands vary greatly in chemical composi¬ 

tion and in grain size, uniformity, grain shape, and other physical characteri.stics, 

depending upon the mode of utilization. Thus, entirely different types of sand 

are neetled for the casting of brass, aluminum, and steel. Much attention is now 

being given to the resources, production, preparation, and utilization of the 

different types of molding sands, by various technical societies, governmental 

ugencie.s, and private laboratories, in order to develop larger and better sources of 

such sands and to promote more efficient preparation and use. 

This is a very broad subject and can only be treated very briefly here. The 
following summary is given by Stone. 

Foundry sand is an inclusive term for molding, core, and steel sands, all of which 

are properly de.scribcd as molding sand because they arc used in making molds for 

castmg metal. Sand used to make a core in any particular mold differs so much from 

that employed m the rest of the mold that it is distuiguishcd as core sand, while san<l 

used as the core for a light casting may be equally well used for the mold of a heavier 

casting. Steel sands are so very different from ordinary molding sands that, although 

used for makmg a mold, they arc given the more distinctive name. 

The principal requisites of a molding sand are cohe.siveness, refractoriness, textun' 

permeability, and durabUity. They may be discussed briefly as follows: 

Rondiny strength or cohesivencss is the quality of holding together. A slightly 

inoistened molding sand tamped into a mold mu.st hold together so .strongly that when 

thf? pattern i.s removed the grains will stick together and preserve the .shajic of the 

pattern aiul also will resi-st the pressure of the molten metal when poured into the mold 

and Its corrosive action while flowing in. Many core sands and all steel sarnhs arc defi¬ 

cient m cohesivencss or bond, and binder i.s supplied by the addition of clay, molasses, 

flour, or other material. Molding sands get their eohesiveness largely from the 
clayey material which they contain. 

lUtfractoriiiess i.s infiisibility or not melting when subjertoil to a high ilegree of heat 

A molding sand must bo so refractory that it will not melt or fuse and close the pore.s 

when molten m<tal comes in contact with it. The sand must remain sufficiently 

open to allow the ga.scs to escape. Steel sand is subjected to so miieh higher heat 

than other molding sand.s that a very siliceous material is required, and tlierefore 
«arid runnini; above 07 per cent silira is used. 

Icxture m snn<l refer.s to the size of grain or percentage of grains of different sizes, 

ihis IS an important quality in foundry .sand, for it affects the coh.-.sivene.ss and 

perineahihty, as well as determining to some extent the size and weight of easting 

tnat can bo made and the character of the surface produced. 
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Permeability is the property which a sand possesses of allowing a gas or liquid 

between the sand grams. Porosity is the volume of pore space. This is not the 

same as permeability, for a sand having a few large open spaces through which a liquid 
or gas could easily escape may have only a small total pore space; on the other hand 

a sand may have a large total pore space but be almost impermeable on account of 
the small size of the pores Permeability is decreased by tamping, and sands of 

di^rent-sized grains pack closer than those in which the grains are of the same size 

Durability m a molding sand is a desirable quality, especially when the sand used 
is expensive. A sand which dehydrates and loses its bond slowly or only after beine 

used several times is preferred to one which burns out or becomes “dead” with one 

heatmg. Some sands can be used several times without treatment, and others can 
be used repeatedly by the addition of a small quantity of fresh sand. 

Chommally, molding sands are siliceous and those used for ironwork commonly 

contain to 85 per cent silica, 5 to 13 per cent alumina, loss than 5 per cent iron oxide 

rarely more than 4 per cent combined water, and usually loss than 2^ per cent lime 

and magn,..sm A higher percentage of iron and lime is not objectionable in a sand 
for brabs molding. 

Since the principal requirement of a core sand is permeability and since a high 

alumina or clay .sand fuses readily and stops the pa.s.sage of gas or steam generated 

in casting, it follows that a core sand, as a rule, should bo high in silica and low in 

a uininn. W hile .some sand.s and gr.avels in the raw state arc adapted to use in cores 

of various .size.s, it is eoinmon practice to make core sand hv mi.xing ingredients. In 

many eases a highly refractory material .suitable for a core sand is readily available 

aiKl needs only the addition of a binder to make it usable. In the case of gravels for 

large cores, such as iron pipe, coherence or bond is obtained by the addition of loam, 

cLy, or molding sand of strong bond. The permeability is sometimes increased by 

mixing rye straw in the core sand or by winding the core with rope made of swamp 

hay. In small cores it is customary to use coarse sand, wliich ensures sufficient per¬ 

meability, and to add to it a small quantity’ of clay or molasses water for bond. 

The principal requirement of steel sand is refractoriness because the temperature 

of molten steel is considerably in excess of the temperature of molten iron or brass. 

In order lo obtain sunicient refractoriness, it is necessary to use almost chemically 

pure silica .sand. The grain of the sand varies with the size of the casting and with 

the smoothness of surface desired. Ordinary glass saiul, silica sand, and some fur¬ 

nace sands are a<laptal)le to u.se in steel molding by the addition of a hinder. 

From the foregoing stalimients it will be seen that it is difficult to formulate u com¬ 

prehensive definition of molding sand. The variety is great, ranging through many 

ilegrees of each of the required properties. Most molding sands are cohesive, some 

strongly so, but others are wholly lacking in this property and require the artificial 

addition of b<>ii<ling material. Hefraetorincss varies from so low that a sand burns 

out will, one using to so high that the .saml can be used repeatedly. Permeability 

ranges widely and inoUling saiul.s difTer from coarse to exceedingli' fine. The colors 
vary from while and yellow to brown and re«l. 

Molding sand in place possossc.s for the most part relatively little intrinsic value. 

The cost of excavation and preparation makes the market value, to which must be 

added freight rati-s. Altlmngh many iiioltler.s insist on sand from a particular locality, 

others are h-arning that sand otpially w.ul adapt.-d to a special purpose can bo obtained 

at several placc.s. As a single examide. molding sand for stove-plate work, which 

requires a smooth surface, is produced not only in the famous region of .Albany, N.Y., 

hut also at Zanesville, Ohio, Xew|)oit, Ky., and elsewhere. In some cases it is 
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cheaper to screen or bolt a local sand to get the desired grade than it is to pay freight 
on sand from a distance locality,* 

Foundry sands are designated by grain fineness number, which is the screen 

mesh that all the grains would just pass if they were of uniform size—in other 

words, the weighted average fineness. Details of the methods of making this 

test are given m Refs. 10 and 20, and the classification of sands by this method is 
given in Table 8. 

Table 8. 

Grain Class 

No. 1_ 

No. 2... 

No. 3... 

No. 4.... 

No. 5_ 

No. 6.... 

No. 7... 

No. 8. 

No. 9. 

No. 10. 

Grain Fineness Classification 

Sands nntK Grain Fineness Number 

. 200 to and including 300 

. 140 to but not including 200 

. 100 to but not including 140 

. 70 to but not including 100 

. 50 to but not including 70 

. 40 to but not including 50 

. 30 to but not including 40 

. 20 to but not including 30 

. 15 to but not including 20 

... 10 to but not including 15 

With the progrc.ss in scientific methods in fouiulry practice less emphasis is now 

placed in getting a perfect natural molding sand for each purpo.se. Siiccification 

sands with the required properties arc made from sand.s of the correct purity and 

grain size distribution by adding calculated amounts of bentonite or other suitable 

bonding clays. For the most recent and authoritative information on this subject 

the publications of the American Foundrymen’s Association should be consulted. 
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SAND-LIME BRICK 

Definition* Sand-lime brick consists of sand bound together with a hydrated 

calcium silicate. It is made by mixing common silica sand with sufficient 

hydrated lime to coat each sand grain, mohling into bricks under great pressure, 

and subjecting the bricks to a chemical “curing"' process in contact with live 
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steam under pressure in hardening cylinders. Unless artificially colored, they are 
white in color, or nearly so, and have about the same hardness and porosity as 

common-clay building brick. They are characterized by unusually straight, 
uniform edges and plane, smooth surfaces. Sand constitutes about 85 to 95 
per cent of the weight of the brick. An ordinary standard brick (size of common 
red brick) weighs about 5 lb. 

Sand-lime products are not confined to common and face brick. An artificial 
stone (called “ limestone”) is made by the same process and is used for keystones, 
door and window sills, columns, capitals, and so on, and for decorative products,* 
such as fountains and lawn ornaments. Sand-lime brick have also been used for 
enameled brick. 

Raw Materials. Sand. The raw materials for sand-lime brick consist of 
silica sand and hydrat^ lime. The bond in the finished brick consists of amor¬ 
phous monocalcium silicate containing a variable amount of water. This is 
formed by the action of steam on an intimate mixture of finely ground silica and 
calcium hydrate. The sand, therefore, has two functions: first, it must provide 

the aggregate; and, second, it must provide the fine-grained silica to enter into 
chemical combination with the lime to form the calcium silicate bond. The 

relative proportions of the fine and the coarse sand vary somewhat in practice 
but, in general, about 15 per cent of the sand should pass a 100-mesh screen, and 
should be as much finer than 100-mesh as is economically possible. Few natural 
sands contain sufficient very fine material and usually at least part of the sand 
must l>e ground. 

The remaining 85 per cent of the sand should so range in grain size that the 
percentage of voids be as low as possible. A relatively coarse sand is desirable 
and the upper limit in size for the large grains is about H in. The coarse sand 
may be screened to remove large pebbles, and the screen oversize eitlier discarded 
or cru.shed and returned to the screen. The sand should be reasonably clean and 
preferably angular in shape. The deposit should be near a market for brick and 
so situated that the sand may be cheajily mined. Dry deposits are preferable 
for the siind must be fairly dry before use. * 

Lime. While a relatively small jiroportion of lime is u.sed in sand-lime brick 
Its quality is of great imjjortunce. Emley state.s: 

The lime mu.st l)e perfectly hydrateil before the bricks are presseil. Otherwise it 

will expand «liiring the stentn treatment and pro<bicc inti-rnal stniiiw, whi<-h are 

fre<,uently .sufficient to di-snipt the brick. The lime must also bo sufliciently caustic 
to enter readily into combination with the sand.* 

A high-calcium lime containing not over 5 per cent magnesia is re<juire<l. The 
lime IS used in the form of the hydrate and can be purchuscil as such, but most 
manufacturers prefer to buy lump lime and hydrate (slake) it themselves. This 
IS due to the fact that jiorfcct and comjilete hydration must be assured, and that 
It is generally cheai>er to buy lime and hydrate it than to buy hyilrated lime 

The liinc may be hydrated either before or after mixing with the .sand. Each 

Na.f Uu^Staud^rcir. '‘lon.'TlT Brick.- l>ap,r 85. 
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method has its advantages and its advocates, but more commonly the lime is 
hydrated alone before the sand is added. Great care must be taken in the hydra¬ 
tion, and, while hydrators of the standard types are used in some plants, manu¬ 
facturers sometimes prefer to use hydrators of their own design. 

Proportions of Sand and Lime. The relative proportions of sand and lime used 
m practice vary .somewhat, depending upon the percentage of voids and other 
physical properties of the .santl and upon methods of manufacture. Up to a 
certain limit the greater the proportion of lime, the stronger the finished brick. 

i 
BricK press 

I — 

Rack core 
-1- 

Hardening cylinder^ 
where bricks are 
cured wiih steom. 
-1- 

Finished brick 

Flo. 13. Flow sheet of manufacture of sand'^lime brick 

In actual practice, as little lime is used as is possible and still obtain the desired 
quality of biick, for lime is much more expensive than sand. 

Experience has shown that small variations in the proportion of lime have little 
effect on the quality of the brick and often very crude methods of proportioning 
have been used. Emley states that: 

The proportions of lime and sand actually put into the brick at different factories 

are usually one shovelful or wheelbarrow load of hydrated lime to four similar volumes 

of sand. The hydrate is therefore 25 per cent by volume of the sand. Assuming 
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that sand weighs 100 lb per cu ft and hydrated lime weighs 40, the hydrate is about 

10 per cent by weight of the sand. If the hydrate carries 24 per cent water, the above 

proportions are equivalent to 7.6 parts of quicklime to 100 parts of sand by weight.* 

Methods of Manufacture. The methods of manufacture used at various plants 
differ considerably in detail, but in general they follow the system outlined in the 
flow sheet shown in Fig. 13.f 

Although sand-lime bricks made in different i)lants vary considerably in qtiality 
—that is, in comprc.ssive .strength, absorption, behavior under heat, siiid so on— 
this is aLso true of clay brick. In general, it may be said that they are equal in 
(juality to most clay brick and may be used for about the .same purpo.se.s. 

Sand-lime brick may often Ikj made econoniiciilly in localities where no brick is 
available and where freight nttes on clay brick from <listant producing centers are 

prohibitive. These are the most favorable conditions under which sjuirl-liino 
brick nuinufacture nmy be conducted. In many <listricts where clay brick is 
readily available, sand-lime brick should compete on an ccjual basis. The 
capital invc.stment recpiire<l is comparatively small and the brick possesses the 
advantage of light color with good reflecting characteristics ami little tciulency to 
effloresce. It can be use<l as a substitute for the more expensive glazed brick for 
interiors. The regularity of color and the monotony of large walls may at time be 
unattractive. Cru.shed slate has been employed experimentally as a substitute 
for sand as described under Slate. 
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SERICITE 

Seri cite is a form of muscovite mica, produced as a secondary product by the 

alteration of alumina-containing minerals. It is characterized by the very fine 

silky scales in which it occurs. Massive aggregates in which the true nature of 

the mineral is obscured are common. Chemical composition and physical 

properties are similar to those of muscovite except that it does not occur in large 

sheets and grains may be podlike instead of appearing as plates of uniform 
thickness. 

Composition. Sericite has the theoretical formula H2KAl3(SiOi)3. Its per¬ 
centage composition is SiOz, 45.2 per cent; AI2O3, 38.5 per cent; K^O, 11.8 per 

cent; H2O, 4.5 per cent. Due to the ease with which other elements may be 

introduced in the crystal structure, material with a composition approaching the 
theoretical is rare. 

Physical Properties. Hardness, 2 to 3. Specific grmUy, 2.8 to 3.1. l-ndex of 

refraction, 1.661 to 1.590. Color, colorless, grayish, yellowish, or reddish. Luster, 
silky. Cleavage, basal. 

Occurrence. Sericite is a common constituent of metamorphic rocks. It is 
easily confused with illite and similar members of the mica family. It may be 

found in any environment where aluminous minerals, particularly the feldspars, 

have undergone alteration. It is frequently encountered as a selvage mineral 

associated with ore veins produced by hydrothermal waters. Because of its 

soapy nature it is often incorrectly identified as talc. A special type of sericite of 

unusual purity, found in Nevada, is described under Finite. Extensive bodies of 

sericite schist occur in Lancaster County, Pa., and in many other areas. 

Utilization. Sericite has been used in the manufacture of mullite refractories 

as noted under Finite. Some of the material from Pennsylvania and other states 

has been washed, sized, and dried for use as gi’ound mica. Ground sericite may 

not be considered an acceptable substitute for ground muscovite mica, even 

though it is of good color and free from grit and other impurities. While sericite, 

mineralogically, is a form of muscovite, it may grind to a thick, podlike flake 

that will not “plate” down in paint and wallpaper like the thin, flat, scaly flakes 

of true, water-ground mica. The presence of undesirable amounts of iron has 
excluded some sericites from use in the ceramic industries. 
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SERPENTINE 

Composition. Serpentine is a hydrous silicate of magnesium (H^MgjSi-Os), 

3MgO-2Si02-2H20„ and may contain iron and nickel. Its percentage composition 
is MgO, 44 per cent; SiOj, 44 per cent; HaO, 12 per cent. Commercial deposits 
may run 37 to over 40 per cent MgO. 

General Description. Serpentine is a common soft granular or fibrous mineral 
or rock mass, usually green in color; crystals unknown. A fibrous variety, 
chrysotile, is the most valuable type of asbestos (see page 39). An impure 

massive variety, verd antique, contains irregularly intermixed veins and patches 
of calcite, dolomite, or magnesite. 

Physical Properties. Hardness, 2.5 to 4. Specific gravity, 2.5 to 2.8. Index of 

refraction, 1.508 to 1.590. Color, various shades of green to black, also yellowish, 
brownish, grajdsh, and reddish—often mottled. Streak, white. Luster, greasy^ 
waxy, or silky. Cleavage, conchoidal to splintery fr.acture. Transparency, trans¬ 
lucent to opaque. Tenacity, brittle except in chrysotile, the fibei-s of which are 
flexible and strong. 

Occurrence and Production. Serpentine is a secondary mineral resulting from 
the alteration of magnesian rocks and minerals, such as olivine, enstatite, horn¬ 
blende, tremolite, augite, and peridotite. 

Occurrences of serpentine asbestos are noted under Asbestos. Massive ser¬ 
pentine, i>recious serpentine, or verd antique usually accompanies chry.sotile 
asbe.stos. These varieties have also been quarried at Easton, Pa., at Milford, 
Conn., and in other localities. Serpentine is very abundant in many states and 
often accompanies commercial depo.sits of talc and soapstone. An extensive area 
reache.s from Lancaster County in Penn.sylvania into Baltimore Coimty, Md. 
The tonnage available is very large. A number of quarries have been active in 
the past, but i)roduction of late years has been re.stricted to one producer. Under¬ 

ground mining has been emfdoyed to obtain sound blocks of de.sirablc material 
overlain by heavy overburden. Production was started in California in 194G to 
obtain serpentine for the manufacture of fertilizer. 

Utilization. Tran-slucent material of attractive color has been cut an<l polished 
and employed as a gem stone in a small way. It is too soft for general use. 
I.arge quantities of the massive dark-green variety have been quarried, cait, and 

polished in many forms ami sold as green marble. The veined variety, verd 
anti<|uo, ha.s been jwpular for mantles, table tops, vases, columns, and panels for 
exterior ami interior ornamental purposes. It has been ground and sold as tale 
or “mineral pulp” for filler use. It <loes not exhibit upon prolongcrl exposure 
the permanence necessary in a building stone for exteriors. At the |uc‘scnt time 
it i.s crushed and sized to proper dimension for use in terrazzo fillers and for 
roofing graiuile.s. 

Consnlcrable interest has been shown in the use of serpentine in the manufac¬ 
ture of refractoric.s, and some tonnage is now so employed. The magnesia con¬ 

tent is t)n the low side, for the production of refractories of tin; forsterite type and 
olivine has been considered more suitable. The production of fused phosphate 
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rock-serpentine fertilizers was begun on the west coast in 1946. The product 

“Thermo-Phos” is produced by the fusion of serpentine, of local origin, with 

phosphate rock from Idaho. It is reported to be suitable for direct appUcation 

to the soil or for incorporation in mixed fertilizers. It provides in a readily 

available form a source of magnesia, an essential plant food lacking in some areas. 

Much work has been done on serpentine as a source of metallic magnesium and as 
the raw material for making epsom salts and other magnesium chemicals. 
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SLATE 

Definition. Slate is a fine-grained, met.amorphic rock characterized by a more 

or le.ss perfect cleavage in one direction, varying widely in color and mineralogical 

and chemical composition. It is differentiated from shale by greater hardness 

and coherence, by containing characteristic metamorphic minerals, and by the 

fact that the cleavage of slate bears no relation to the original bedding planes, 

while the cleavage of shale is usually parallel to the bedding planes. 

Composition. Slate i.s not a mineral, but a rock of variable composition, con¬ 

taining several minerals, the most abundant of which are quartz, sericite mica, 

and chlorite mica. The mineralogical composition of an average slate, as given 
by Dale,® is as follows: 

Mineral Composition of Average Slate 

Per Cent 
Mica (scricito). 38-40 

Chlorite. 6-18 

Quartz. 31-45 

Hematite. 3-6 

Rutile. 1- 

Clay or kaolin is usually present in small amounts in mica slates and may be 

quite abundant in clay slates. Other minerals of minor importance are rutile, 

hematite, pyrite, caibonaceous matter, grapliite, feldspar, zircon, tourmaline, 

calcite, dolomite, and siderite. 
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The chemical compositions of typical slates are shown in Table 1, quoted from 

Dale. 
Origin. Nearly all deposits of slate have originated from sedimentary deposits 

consisting largely of clay. In a few instances slates have been formed from 

volcanic ash beds (for example, the green ash slates of the English lake district 

at Buttermere, Tilbertwaite, etc.) and from dikes of igneous rock (as at the 

Table 1. Summarized Analyses of Roofing Slates from New York, Vermont, 

AND Pennsylvania 

New York Vermont 

l<ohi(rh 

County. 

Pa. 
Goa- 

oral 

aver¬ 

age Brisht 

(treen 

(!)• 

Red 

(4) 

Sea 

erreen 

(3) 

Unfad¬ 

ing 

i^cen 

(2) 

Variiv 

(rated 

(Eure¬ 

ka) (1) 

Purple 

(2) ; 

Black 

(1) 

Black 

(1) 

Silica (SiOj). 67.80 03.80 63.33 59.37 00.24 

1 

61 20: 50 70 56 38 61 51 

Titanium dioxide (TiO»). . . 0.40 0.52 0.73 1.00 0,92 

1 a • 4^ 1 

0.77 0.70 0 78 

w 4 * V fi 

0.75 

Alumina (AlsOi). 11.03 11.80 14.SG 18.51 18.46 10 24 10.08 15 27 15.39 
Ferric oxide (KetOi). 1.47 4.56 1.12 1.18 2.56 4.63 0.52 1-67* 2.21 

PerroiiA oxido (FeO). 3.81 1.33 4.03 0.69 5.18 2.02 4,88 3 23* 4.08 
Lime (CaO). 1.43 1.20 0.40 0.33 0.60 1-27 4.23 1 47 
^lasnptfia (NlftO). 4.57 2.98 2.30 •2 aa 2 09 3 23 2 84 3 *>3 

Potaaaa (KsO). 2.82 3.05 4.06 3.78 5 27 3 77 3 51 3.00 
Soda (NajO). 0.77 0.50 1.22 1.71 1-57 1.38 1.35 1 30 1 22 
Carbon dioxide (COj). t .80 3 15 1.41 0.30 0 08 0.54 1.40 3.67 1 55 

Pyrite (KeS*). 0 04 0.02 0.11 0.14 0. 16 0.04 1. 18 1.72 0.42 

Water qIkjvc 1 lO^C <11*0)., 3.2) 2.82 3.27 4.01 3.8) 3.16 3.82 4 09 3.53 

Carbon (C). ... Trace 0.46 0.59 

Sundry others and water 1 

present below IIO^C. 0 CG ■EB 0 00 0.51 0 30 0 56 0 70 1 U 0 67 

ToUl. 100 08 100.13 100.05 lOO 12 ' 100.00 1<X).05 100.30 

Specific jcravityt. 2.717 2.700 2 776 2.795 2.805 2 806 

1_ 

2.774 2.783 2.783 

* Fifcurca in parontheHcn incijcaU: the numl>cr of unnlyHca avontKcd. 
t Approximate. 

Eureka quarry, Slatington, Calif.), hut these inotlc.s of origin are of too rare 

occurrence to be considere<l here. 

Clays, together with minor amounts of quartz, mica, zircon, carbonaceous 

matter, carbonates of calcium, magnesium, ami iron, feldspar and other silicates 

in a fine state of Kub<li\nsion, were slowly precipitated from suspension in water in 

succe-ssive beds differing somewhat in comix)sition. These be<ls were later buried 

by a great depth of other sediments, the weight of which imposed sufheient pres¬ 

sure to consolidate the clay be<ls, forming sliale. These bo<ls of shale were then 

subjected to high temperature and intense pressure, crumpling and fohling the 

bed.s and recry.staHizing an<l changing the original minerals into new minerals, 

such as sericite, chlorite, quartz, and so on. Moreover, the intense pres.surc 

caused the new minerals to crystallize in parallel positions with their long axis 
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k parallelism of grains 
IS tn6 cfiusG of th© sliLty clGiivcigc, ^ 

The intensities of pressure and temperature vary considerably in different 

deposits, and lienee the degree of metamorphism. Therefore there are complete 

gradations from unmetamorphosed shale, through partly metamorphosed sLies 

galled clay slates), to highly altered “shales" or true slates. As the meta- 

morphisin increases m intensity, more clay and other minerals are chanaed to 

delhon twtt the mica slates 
dej^elop schistosity, forming phyllite and finally mica schists. 

Thev?r?t^^ 7^ resistant to absorption and are stronger than clay slates. 
Tl^y are Ui^efore more desirable and form the chief slates of commerce 

cleatlbihfv r properties of commercial slate are 
c eavabihty, color, permanence of color, hardness, strength, density, porosity 

electrical resistance, and freedom from impurities or color bands tLt detract 

horn the strength, pennanence, or appearance of the slate. Many of these 

proiierties are discussed elsewhere under Structure. Testing, and other headings, 
but a few important properties are noted here. ^ 

Color. The more common colors are various shades of gray, blue-gray, black, 

red, various shades of green, and variegated; purple is less common; yellowish- 

blown, b^wn. and buff colors are usually due to weathering of outcrops or to 

fad ng. Colors other than gray or bluish gray are due chiefly to the presence of 

caibonacoous material (black) or of iron compounds. The market value of a 

s ate depoiuls largely upon its color and on the permanence of the color. Some 

slates fade or duscolor rapirlly, while others retain their original colors for many 

ycai.s. fepots and irregular fading colors are very objectionable 

, iT'oi Wsl-ly micaceous. Specific gracily, usually about 
2 7 0, 2.8. Melting point, varies with composition. Bowles* states that a ground 

slate tested as a ceramic glaze melted much below cone 9 (1310‘^C) 

OHur ProperHee. Dalof gives tl.e results of pl.ysical tests made on numerous 

slates I,ut, unfortunately, .some of tlie values given are not in terms used in 

|)io.-.ent-day stamiarcl to.sts. Boivlest quotes tests made at Lehigh University on 
electrical slate from the soft-vein slate belt of Pennsylvania 

Stmetru-e and Imperfections in Slate. § Beddi„g. Because of changes in the 

c laiactei of tlie .sediments during deposition, the slate beds may vary in color, 

chemical coin|)osition, and physical properties. The original beds have been 

compressed and metamorphosed to form slate, but the original inherent differ¬ 

ences in tlie beds are ,,reserved in differences of color, te.xture, and physical 

properties. The original shaly cleavage jiarallel to the bedding planes is replaced 

by a s aty cleavage that is independent of tlie plane of bedding. Bands or beds 
ol duiker color are known to ([uarry men as “ribbons." 

U.sually not all bods in a slate deposit are of commercial value, and the best 

beds, traceable by ribbons or other features, must be followed in quarrying. 

• Bowr.E^ Oi.iVEn The Technology of Slato, U.S. Bur. Mines Bull 218 1922 o 101 

t Bowi.es. Oliver, op. cit., p. 7. 

See Oliver Bowles, op. dt.. pp. 8-14; aUo T. N. Dale, ei al.. op. dt.. pp. 27-49. 
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Thus the widths, dips, and changes in dip of the beds are important factors in the 

development and operation of a quarry. 

SUit%j Cleavage. Slaty cleavage is the most characteristic and, commercially, 

the most important slate structure. A good slate may be split in one direction 

into flat sheets, with smooth to fairly smooth surfaces, as thin as H2 in. or even 

thinner. Uniform smooth slabs, 4 by 6 ft or even larger, are commonly split to a 

thickness of in. in making blackboards. This cleavage varies in j)erfection in 

different slates and is usually less i>erfect in weathered or dried slates. 

Grain. In many slates there is a second, but far less pronounce<l, direction of 

splitting. This direction is known as the “grain.” It is usually at approxi¬ 

mately right angles to the slaty cleavage and usually follows a direction nearly at 
right angles to the strike of the slaty cleavage. 

Curved Cleavage. Curved cleavage sometimes occurs, and, while it has been 

used to a limited extent as a source of curved slates for special purposes, it is to be 

regarded as an undesirable imperfection. 

Slip cleavage or false cleavage is the property, occurring in certain 20nes of .some 

slate deposits, that causes the slate to tend to part along parallel incipient joints, 

although there is usually no actual fracturing of the mass. It is a serious defect 

and may even cause the abandonment of a quarry. 

Shear zones arc sharp folds or series of folds due to shearing pressure on some¬ 

what rigid material. They often intersect cleavage planes diagonally, producing 

angular blocks, and thus resulting in waste. Usually they are of minor 
importance. 

Ribbons, as noted previously, are narrow bands representing original bedding 

pianos and differing from the main body of the slate in color, texture, and com¬ 

position. If they contain no injurious impurities or are not conspicuous, they 

may not be objectionable. They may be high in c.arbonates or other impurities, 

however, so that they weather more rapidly than the rest of the slate; or the 

ribbons may be so conspicuous as to be undesirable for many purposes. 

Faults, or dislocations along fractures, are usually of little importance in slate 
quarries. 

Veins of quartz (called "flints” by quarryrnen) or calcite ("spar”) or mixtures 

of quartz, calcite, dolomite, and perhaps chlorite and biotitc are common in slate 

quarries. They occur at all angles and may be very irregular; they constitute 
objectionable imperfections. 

Dikes, or intrusions of igneous rocks, usually parallel to joints, are common in 

slate deposits, but le.s.s common than veins. They are objectionable in that they 

cause waste and are planes of weakness that may cause rock slides. 

Nodules. In some slates lenslike nodules of (piartz, cahrite, pvrito, and mus- 

covdte are found along he.hling planes. They arc objectionable defects, but 

quartz nodule.s arc called "purifiers” by quarryrnen, for they claim that the .slate 
surrounding such no<luIc.s is unusu.'illy pure ami iinifonn. 

Other Impurities. In addition to the imi>erfections and impurities note<l above, 

slates may contain pyrite, murcasitc, carbon, and the carbonates Tuore or less 

disjseminuted throughout certain portions or segregated in certain .areas. Mar- 

casite or mixtures of marcasite and pyrite decompose with comparative rajiidity 
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and form spots and stains of iron oxide. Pure crystalline pyrite, however is 

fairly stable. Carbonates are objectionable, for they decomj^se rapidly ion 
catenate being particularly detrimental, for it both decomposes and stai^ 

Table 2. Slate Sold bv Prodocebs in the United States, 1944 to 1948 

Dimension Slate 

Year 

Roofing Mill stock 

1944 
1945 
1946 
J947 

1948 

Squares 

Approx 
equiva¬ 

lent 

abort 

tons 

Value 

89.090 
101.300 
140.790 
170.590 
218.G50 

32.750 

38.240 
56.240 
64.350 
82,090 

% 802.179 
976.122 

1.982.928 
3.094,780 
4.566,050 

Approx 

short 

tons 
Value 

Other* 

12,440 
11.520 
12.150 
13.550 
11.950 

$ 715.689 

Approx 

short 

tons 

Total 

15.700 

Value 

742,345 19.900 
1.032.584 
1.444.835 

1.600.019 

27,860 
34.010 

46,490 

S203.090 

253,273 
403.090 
537,705 
700,477 

Approx 

short 

tons 
Value 

60,950 

69,660 
96,250 

112.510 
140.530 

Crushed Slate (Granules and Flour) 

SI.720,968 

1.971,740 
3,419.502 
5,077.320 
6.866,552 

Year 

1944 
1945 
1946 
2947 
1948 

Granules Flour 

Short tons Value Short tons Value 

309.170 S2.8G1.014 107.720 $422,223 
374.800 3,299.503 107.430 387.580 
513.780 4.851,314 149.740 573.200 
593. .500 5.on. 151 160.040 097,083 
499.440 

^ ^ A A 1 1 A A ^ ^ ^ 

5.306.568 

_ A • 

150.430 707,809 

Total 

Short tons Value 

416.890 

482.230 
603.520 
763,500 
658.870 

$3,283,237 
3,687.173 
5,424.604 
6.608,234 
6.014,377 

Production by states and its value arc shoivn in Table 3. Note that production 

.8 limited to a few states and that amonR them Pennsylvania is the most impor- 

tant Dimension stock is produced in bcluKh and Northampton counties. The 

Peacl. Bottom district m York and Lancaster counties, and extending into 

Maryland, of ate years lias produced only grannies. All slate is of a typical 

gray coloi Phe ^ew 1 oi k-Vcrmnnt area lias the advantage of containing beds 

of slate of re,I green. p„r,,le, and mixed colors. Imports iisuallv arc small in 

value ami rarely exceed a few thousand dollars annually in value. ' Exports with 

'nillion dollars have been recorded from 
^942 to 1947. Most of the material exported consisted of granules and flour. 
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Slate is produced in a number of foreign countries, the most significant being 

Wales, a producer for centuries and the principal source for Great Britain. 

Table 3. Slate Sold by Producers in the United States in 1946, by States 

AND Uses 

StAt49 
Opertt- 

toro 

Roofing; Mill stock 

Other uses 
(value)* Squares 

(lOOsq ft) Valiio 

1 

Square 
feet Value 

Arkansaa. 1 A 
California. 1 

T 
A 

Georgia. 1 
t 
A 

Maryland. 1 
T 
A 

New York. 13 
T 

At % A O 4 
Penni^yl vania. 20 113.490 51,410.427 ,2,010.650 5 652.045 

9i « JOU,434 
1.134.273 

Vermont and Maine.. . 19 20,010 348.101 361,170 370,530 2,171.093 
Viridnia. 5 13,290 233.340 
Undiatributed. 

* • 

T 
I.362.824 

Total, 1940. 51 146,790 1.982,928 2.371,820 1.032.584 5.828.504 
Total, 1945. 46 101,300 976.122 2,107.780 742.345 3,940.446 

Total value 

T 
t 
t 
t 

n,iCiO,4M 
3,197.745 
2.S89.793 

t 
1.590,104 

8.S44.100 
5.058.913 

. <»MV4 okiMunr prouucM, granules, and Hour, 
t IncliKlcd under “ Undiatnbuted/* 

Quarrying and Mining. Slate is mined underground in Wales and France and 

has been procured by this technique in Maine and Pennsylvania. Tiie bulk of 

domestic slate is now obtained by quarrying. Since the beds of commercial 

material may stand at a high angle, up to 90 deg, quarries have been developed 

with vertical walls to great depth, such as are found in the Lehigh <listrict in 

Pennsylvania. The problem of disposal of overburilen and noncommercial rock 

may be serious, and the storage of such material in areas containing good rock 

may complicate the oiieration and render future u.se impossible. Common 

quarrying prac tice in the past consisted of the use of channeling machines for the 

freeing of blocks of slate from the quarry mass. Advantage was taken ns much 

as possible of all natural partings, such as joints, loose ribbons, loose veins, and 

cleavage. Blocks were freed on four sides to permit removal. Holes in proper 

alignment were frequently drilled and wedged with the use of plugs and feathers. 

These methods had the disadvantages of high costs, the production of blocks of 

slate with rough edges rocpiiring further treatment, and the loss of largo tonnages 

of acceptalde material by the “stunning” or shattering of rock adjacent to the 

channel c-ut. It has been estimated that while these methods were in common 

use 70 to 00 i)cr cent of ejuarry output was rejected as waste. 

The introduction of the wire saw in 1920 revolutionize<l the ciuanying of slate. 

Ihm equipment had been in use in Europe l)ut was not applied in the United 

btates until tin.s recent date. It consists essentially of a power-driven loop of 

three-ply steel cable fed with a mixture of sand and water. The sand sujiplie.s 

the teeth c^f the saw and abraile.s the? slate with ease as it is pulled across the face 

ol tlic rock by the rapidly moving cable. The saw produces a .smooth, narrow 
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cut ^Mth mimmuin waste. Since there is no shattering of the adjacent slate the 

percentage of waste connected with quarrying operations has been reduced sub¬ 

stantially. The smooth blocks of slate may be split with little or no waste It 

has been estimated that during the first year of its use this saw saved a quarter of 
a million dollars. 

utilization of Slate. The utiUzation of slate is based on its one most conspiou- 

ous property: it can be spUt readily into thin, flat flakes or slabs. These may be 

ground to a plane surface, suitable for billiard tables, blackboards, and sim^ilar 

uses. The rejects may be crushed and sized for granules of finely ground material 
lor use as a filler. Distribution by use is shown in Table 4. 

Economics of the Industry. Slate has encountered increasing competition in 

Its major markets. Through hundreds of years slate has proved a superior 

roofing material, but in the past 30 years the asphalt shingle has become the most 

widely used roofing on the common home. The asphalt shingle can be applied 

with common labor; it comes in attractive colors; it has high fire resistance and is 

reasonably permanent. To some extent this loss has been compensated by the 

use of slate granules for surfacing the asphalt shingle. Pennsylvania is at a 

disadvantage in this market since its slate is available only in its natural slate 

CO or. The red, green, and purple slates of New York and Vermont supply a 

colorful granule in wide use. The artificially colored granule, essentially a 

ceramic product, is available in a wide range of colors and has been marketed in 

hundreds of thousands of tons, capturing a substantial portion of the market 

from slate and possessing such advantages as to retain it. The white “black¬ 

board, ’’ a sheet of white or light-green glass with a ground surface, has displaced 

slate partially m the public-school market. Slate is basically a construction 

material, and during periods of activity in building such as may be expected to 

endure for several years after 1948 it is probable that it will enjoy an improved 

One of tlie most pressing problems in the slate industry is the disposal of the 

large tonnages of w.astc material accumulated over years of quarry operation, 

buch waste IS available in hunclre<ls of thousands of tons. It possesses the 

advantage that no further expense need be encountered in extraction. It has 

been broken from the rock, removed from the quarry, and lies ready for conver- 

Sion to useful form. This problem has been the subject of extensive research.® 

As noted in the first part of this discussion, the mineral composition and chemical 

analysis of slate do not present any particular minerals or elements that are 

not available elsewhere more economically. The physical properties of ease of 

splitting, strength, fire resistance, dielectric strength, and color have been 

exploited to their commercial limits. Research has demonstrated that a number 

of new products may be manufactured from waste slate. Lightweight aggregate 

IS one of the most promising. The use of lightweight aggregate in concrete is 

glowing steadily. It was found that Pennsylvania slates contain enough car¬ 

bonates and carbon to bloat upon heating without the addition of any extraneous 

materials. Pilot-plant operations in a rotary kiln employing temperatures of 

up to 2300'’F turned out an aggregate weighing from 32 to 39 lb per cu ft. This 

compares with gravel at approximately 100 lb per cu ft and sand at 105 lb. The 
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working properties of the aggregate may be improved by pelletizing before 

su tlbf T* ^ suggested that small pellets after bloating would be 
suitable for use in the increasing field of home insulation. It was proved also 

that slate could be used in the manufacture of mineral ^vool, improved ganules 

rlat ith"" H n u sufficient quartz in a fine state of subdivision 
so that It bonds well when treated ivith lime and steam as described in the process 

^ondT be finely ground and the powder 
onded with suitable plastics and pressed into sheets for use as a blackboard or in 

liar capacity. Blocks of waste may be sawed into tiles or bricks. The fact 

Net YlT^nd''Tf 11 area.s near 
New York and Philadelphia lends interest to the research efforts to discover 
industrial use for this material. uiacover 
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SOAPSTONE* 

Composition and Physical Properties. Properly speaking, soapstone is a 

m^sive rock the cluef mineral component of which is talc, usually present in 

sufficient nuantlty to give tlie rock a soapy feel. The term “soapstone” is 

sometimes incorrectly np,,lied to massive tale. The composition of soapstone is 

exceedingly variable and its talc content may be as low as 50 per cent. In fact, 

niany soft, easily cut rocks m which chlorite predominates over tale are loosely 

called soapstone. Ordinarily, a soapstone of good quality contains, in addition 
• Soe also Talc, 
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to talc, varying amounts of chlorite, tremolite, pyroxene, magnetite, quartz, 

calcite, and dolomite. Melting point, 1350 to 1400*C. 

Analyses of Soapstone 

1 
1 2 3 4 

SiO,. 46.15 39.06 51.20 63.5 
A1,0,. 8.12 12.84 5.22 
FojOj. 2.04 

FeO. 6.62 12.93 8.45 
MgO. 28.73 22.76 26.79 31.7 
CaO. Trace 5.98 1.17 
Na^O. 0.45 
K,0. 1.75 
H*0-. 0.08 
H,0+. 5.20 6.56 6.90 4.8 
TiO,. ' 0.10 

p,o.. 0 24 
S. Trace 

MnO. Trace 1 1 

Total. 99.48 100.13 100.05 100.0 

1. Cliloritic goapatonc, Calhoun estate. 15 miles east of KUwton. Oa. Asbestos. Talc 
and Soapstone Deposits of Goorfda. Georgia Geot. Survey^ DuU, 29, p. 192, Oliver B. 
Hopkins, authority. 

2. Soapstone. Alhcrniarlo County, Va. Proc. V.S. Nad. Afueeum. p. 287, 1895. 
3. Soapstofie. Grafton, Vt. U.S, Natl, il/nsewm. Annual 1899, p. 31G G P 

Morrill, authority, 
4. Theorcti<raI composition of pure talc. 

Soapstone is greenish gray in color. It is characterized by its .soapy feel, the 

ease with which it may be sawed into slabs or structural shapc.s, liigli electrical 

resistance, resistance to heat an<l to acids, and slow radiation of heat. 

Occurrence. Soapstone is usually derived from the alteration of a basic, 
igneous rock such as pyroxenite. Diller says: 

The long narrow belts which it forms approximately parallel to tlie gcnorul trcn<l 

of the neighboring rocks may suggest derivation by allcrution from sedimentary 

rocks, but it is believed more probable that such rocks arc intrusive and that the rock 
bodies are dikes rather tlian strata. 

Where the alteration is complete and the pyroxene ha.H changed to talc, the soap¬ 

stone is softest, mo.st ea.sily worked, and best for certain pxirposes. Remnants of 

unaltered pyroxene render the rock harder and suseoptible of a clegree of polish that 

gives it a more attractive appearance. Tlie pyroxene remnants may be partly .soluble 

in acid, and the soapstone from such quarries is not desirable for purposes in which 
acids are employed.* 

Soapstone of commercial value docs not .seem to be widely distributed, although 

its relatively limited use may be responsible for more rieiiosits not being explored 

and reported. The confusion that exists in the use of the torims “soapstone,” 

steatite, and “talc” makes it difficult to interpret correctly tJie reported 
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occurrence of soapstone, particularly in foreign countries. It seems certain 

however, that soapstone has been quarried for centuries by natives of India' 

China, Brazil, and other foreign countries for the manufacture of crude utensils 

such as bowls and pots. In the United States, Indians used to quarry soapstone 

and from it fashion various utensils. In later years deposits have been worked 

in many states to obtain soapstone for local use for foot warmers, Hreplace lining, 

In the United States production has come chiefly from Virginia, but Washing¬ 

ton is also a producer and, at times, one or two other states, such as California 

Former small producers were Vermont, Maryland, North Carolina, Rhode 

Island, and New Hampshire. Maryland’s recent production of steatite-type 

material and low-grade ground soapstone may perhaps more properly be classified 

The principal deposits in Virginia occur in a belt over 200 miles long extending 

across Nelson, Albemarle, and Orange counties, though deposits have been 

worked to some extent in many other counties, notably Fairfax, Franklin, Amelia, 

and Henry. By far the largest operations are and have been those of the Alberene 

Stone Corp. at Schuyler, Nelson County. Spence describes the Virginia soap¬ 
stone as follows: 

Tlie Virginia soapstone is a medium- to fine-grained, gray-green rock, sometimes 

showing schistose structure or grain, and it is this schistose typo that is best adapted 

for manufacturing. Throe degrees of hardness are recognized, classified respectively 

ns soft stone,” “tough stone,” and “hard stone.” The first contains the most talc 

and IS the preferred typo. .Mineral constituents of the rook include talc, 5 to 85 

per cent; <0ilorito, 5 to 50 per cent; serpentine, trace to 25 per cent; amphibolo, trace 

to 50 per cent; carbonates, trace to 25 per cent; magnetite, trace to 25 per cent; 

pyrito, trace to 2 per cent. The “hard” stone contains the most chlorite and amphi- 

bole and (he least tale, witli the proportions reversed in the “soft” stone, and inter¬ 

mediate in the “tough” stone. The stone occurs in irregular lenses along the mar¬ 

gins ()f the original basic rocks, with similar strike and dip to the latter. The lenses 

attain very large size, as in the Schuyler and Alberene quarri<«s. where the soapstone 

bodies range up to 300 ft in width, with lengths of 1,200 and 2,000 ft, respectively.^ 

In Washington deposits of massive soapstone are worked in Skagit County, 

chiefly near Marblemount and Rockport. The operations at Rockport are the 

largest in the state. Here cut furnace stone for refractory-kiln lining and for 

kraft paper mills is the cliief product, but some slab stone for architectural and 

other uses is produced, as well as talc crayons. The deposit,- consisting of six 

beds or ledges exposed on a mountainside, is opened by an adit tunnel and mined 

by special underground metliods. Rooms arc first outlined by a coal cutting 
machine; then blocks, 8 ft long by 18 in. square, are cut out by a 40-in. circular 

saw with carboriuulum teeth. These blocks are then trammed and lowered to 
the mill 100 ft below the adit entrance. 

In Vermont, quarries have Ijeen worked at Chester and Perkinsville; in Mary¬ 
land, near Marriotsville, Carroll County, and near Dublin, Harford County, but 

deposits are also report^ in Cecil ami Montgomery counties; in North Carolina, 

in Alleghany County; in Rhode Island at Manville in Providence County; in 
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Georgia, in Elbert, Stephens, and Lumpkin counties; in California, near Shingle, 
El Dorado County. 

In Canada practically all the production comes from the Eastern Townships 
in Quebec, mainly from the Thetford Mines area. The principal producer 
operates quarries and a mill near Leeds station in Broughton Township. The 

chief products are sawed blocks and bricks for kraft-i)aper-mill furnace linings, 

but some crayons and ground soapstone are produced. A large deposit of soap^ 
stone of excellent quality occurs in the Lake of the Woods region 1 mile west of 

Wabigoon station on the Canadian Pacific l^ailroad near Dryden, Ontario, but 
attempts to exploit it commercially have so far been unsucce-ssful. 

In other countries mas.sive soapstone production is noted in Norway, Sweden, 
I'inland, Russia, Switzerlaiul, and India, for use largely as local building stone! 

but to some extent, as in the Scandinavian countries, for kraft-paper furnace 
linings. A large part of the world demand for slab soapstone has been met by 
exports from the United States. 

Production. Separate stjitistics of soapstone production for the United States 
have not been published since 1924, when production of 25,630 tons valued at 
Sl,288,885 was reported. In the decade before 1924 production ranged from 
15,000 to 26,000 tons, valued at from about $490,000 to $740,000. No satis¬ 

factory figures for world production are available, due in part to poor collection 
of statistics and in part to confusion in terms between talc, soapstone, and pyro- 

phyllite. A very large part of both United States and world production of slab 
soapstone comes from one producer in Virginia, 

Mining and Milling. With one exception soapstone deposits worked for slab 
soapstone arc operated by opcn-tiuarrying methods. A fesv small companio.s 
remove the stone from the ground by drilling and blasting, but, since the method 
tends to shatter the rock aixl de.stroy many good blocks, its use has been 
abandoned by large an<l i>rogressive jjroducers. 

The aim of soap.stone quarrying is to produce large, sound, rectangular blocks 
with a minimum of waste. The problems are almo.st identical to those of marble 
quarrying, excci>t that soaiistone is usually softer than marble and that no 
account need be taken of the figures or patterns which add to the value of polished 
marlile. The methods of quarrjnng, handling, sawing, ilressing, rubbing, and 
polishing soapstone, therefore, follow very closely tliose described in a publica¬ 
tion of the U.S. Bureau of Mines (Bulletin 106, 1916) entitled “The Technology 

of Marble (Quarrying,'’ by Oliver Bowles and will not be rejieated here in detail. 
The mo.st important soapstone deposits of Virginia, those of the Nelson- 

Albennarle County belt, occur as separate parallel beds, 30 to 1()5 ft in thiitkness 
and spaccfl up to 800 ft apart. The dij) v.-iries in eonformity with tlic cncl<».sing 
rocks, but at one point is about GO deg. The total thickness of the beds is rarely 
miruible <luc to imperfeeti«>ns in the stone, the ininable tbiekne.ss varying from 50 
to 8o per cent of tiie total thickness. Tew seams are cmcoimtored, and the joint 
planes are suflicicntly far apart so that large blocks arc easily obtainable. 

Ihe principal quarries are worke<l on a large scale, and the openings closely 
resemble marble (luarries. I.arge blocks are cut out by clianncling machines, 
hoisted to the surface, and loa<led on cars for transportation to the mill. 
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It is reported that 80 to 90 per cent of the soapstone removed is waste, partly 

on account of pyrite, which may become oxidized and discolor the stone; partly 

on account of hard spots, which make sawing difficult; but chiefly because of 

small cracks that may cause the slabs to break. In the milling operations addi¬ 

tional waste is made. Soapstone waste has not generally been utilized except in 
a limited way. 

At the mills there are large storage yards for block stone, provided with travel¬ 

ing cranes for handling the blocks. In the mills the blocks are sawed into thin 

slabs by gang saws and the slabs are dressed, rubbed, and polished by typical 

marble-working machinery. Some soapstone is sold in blocks or in rough slabs, 

but most of it is fabricated at the mills into laundry tubs, laboratory hoods and 
tal)les, switchboards, etc. 

Utilization. In the past soapstone has been used extensively for pots and 

kettles, stoves, fii*eplace linings, and foot warmers; as a building stone; and for 

firebrick. A few of these uses still persist to a certain extent, especially among 

l)rimitive i:)eoples, as in India. As a refactory, the resistance of soapstone to 

both liigh heat and chemical attack has made it an essential material with no 

known substitute for the lining of Some types of alkali recovery furnaces in kraft 
pulp mills.*'^ 

The principal uses for soapstone today, from both tonnage and value stand¬ 

points, are for slab soapstone. Relatively thin (1 to 2 in.) slabs, sawn from large 

blocks, are fabricated into laboratory sinks, hoods, and tabletops, acid-resisting 

tanks, kitchen sinks, laundry tubs, lavatories, structural units, electrical switch¬ 

boards, griddles, heating stones for fireless cookers, and cores for electrical heating 

elements such as electric flatirons. 

Ground soapstone is used to some extent in foundry facings, as a lubricant, as a 

dusting agent in making prepared roofing, in low-grade paints, and for a few other 
minor uses as a substitute for low-grade talc. 
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Sodium salts, in addition to sodium chloride or common salt, are produced and 
used in very large quantities, but most of them are manufactured from some other 

salt, chiefly sodium chloride, rather than mined in the natural state. Table 1 
lists the chief sodium salts of commerce, giving both the common and the chemi¬ 
cal names. 

Table 1. Names and Formulas ok Sodiitm Compounds* 

Trade name 

Soda aeh 

Formula 

Sodium seaquicarhonato. 

trona 

Sal soda, waaliin^ 8oda« 

crystal carbonate 

liicarbonato ol soda, bak¬ 

ing soda, aaleratua 

Caustio soda. 

Soda lime... 

Borax. 

Tincal. 

Sodium hypoauifite. 

•• Hypo*'. 

Yellow pruftHiate of soda. . 

Red pniaaiato of soda. 

Sodium Ditropruaside. 

Salt cako. 

Niter cake. 

CJaulH*r*8 salt. 

Chile (iuU|>oter.I 
Hoda niter.I 
Water idaas. 

Sodium carbonate mono- 

liydruto 

NaiCOj 

NasCOrNanCO«-2It}0 

NasCOslOFIsO 

NaHCOi 

NaOn 
NaOH + CaO 

NatB4Orl0HiO 

NasStOiSHaO 

Na4Fc(CN)ilOH,0 

Na,F«(CN)4H,0 

NasFe(CN)4NO-2HiO 

NaiS04 
Nall$04 

NatSOilOH.O 

NaNO) 

NatO*4SiOj (approx) 

NatCOriliO 

Percentage 

Og-IOONaiCO* 
47NaaCOr37NaHCOj 

37.1Nq,CO« 

99.5-90.7NaHCOi 

7&-OONaOH 

52.7NasB407 

G4NatSsOi 

62.7Na4Fe(CN)« 

94NaiFe(CN)4 

$8Ka}Fo(CN)4NO 

9S-10ONatSO4 

Ol-SCNaliSOi 

41.1Na}S04 
U&“9GNaNOj 

NaiOOs 

Chemical name 

Sodium carbonate 

Hydrated aodium car¬ 

bonate-sodium bicar¬ 

bonate 

Hydrated aodium car- 

l>onate 

Sodium bicarbonate or 

acid sodium carbonate 

Sodium hydroxide 

Sodium hydroxide and 

calcium oxide 

Sodium tetral>orate 

Sodium thiosulphate 

Sodium fcrrocyanide 

Sodium ferricyanide 

Sodium nitroprussido 

Sodium sulfate 

Sodium biaulfatc or 

sodium acid sulfate 

Hydrated sodium aulfate 

Sodium nitrate 

Sodium Kilicate 

Sodium carbonate mono- 

hydrate 

• U. C., Sodium Compounds in 1919, Mineral Rtsour^rs of (hr Uniird Sfniett, Ft. 2. p. 65. U.S 
Geol. Survey, IU19. 

Many Rodium compounds exist as minerals, often occurring in large (luantities. 
Some of these minerals, such as halite or common salt and sodium nitrate, are 
mined in large quantities. Other minerals, such as natural sodium sulfates and 

carbonates, are mined in limited quantities, but at present these salts are manu¬ 
factured chiefly from sodium chloride. All the natural sodium salts are more or 

less soluble in water and consequently cannot exist as solid substances at or near 
the earth’s surface, except in very arid climates. In other localities, somewhat 
less arid, those salts exist as more or less saturatetl brines ami bitterns in salt lakes 
an<l saline springs. In regions of moflerato or excessive rainfall, no oiJimitunity 
is afforded for natural, solar concentration of brines, and commercial dcjjosits of 
sodium salts do not occur except in dei)th. Table 2 contains the names of the 
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more important natural sodium salts, together with a few of the less common 

Several of these minerals are treated elsewhere in this book, halite under Saif 

natural sodium nitrate under Nitrates; borax and kernite under Borax and 

Borates. The following brief accounts of some of the more important minerals 

listed in Table 2 are somewhat abbreviated from descriptions by Gale.® 

Table 2. Natural Sodium Salts 

Mineral name 

Halite. 

Mirabilite.. 

Thonardite. 
Trona (urao 
Natron. 

Burkeite. . , 

Kernite.. . . 

Borax (tinea 
Ulexite. 

Glauboritc.. 

Hanksite.... 

Northupite.. 
Pirssonite. . . 

Gaylijssite.. 
Siilfohalito.. 
Tyehite. 

Scarlesitc.... 
Astrakanite. 
Glaseritc. 

Formula 

NaCl 

NaoSOrlOIIjO 

Na,S04 

Na,C03NaHC0,-2H20 
NaaCOalOIIsO 
NajGOa'NajSO* 
NasB«07 4H2O 
Na2B4O7l0HsO 
NaCaBsOs-SHiO 
Na2S04-CaS04 
9Na2S04-2Na2C0, KCl 
NajCOsNaCI-MgCO, 
Na2C0j-CaC0j-2H20 
NajCOj CaCOs 5H2O 
2Na2S04-NaC]-NaF 
2Na2C03Na,SO4-2MgCO3 
NajOBjOs-lSIOs^H.O 
Na2S04-MgS04-4H20 

NaKS04 or KjNaCSO*)* (K2SO4 

“8.6 — 61.8 per cent) 

Relative solubility in 

water 

Very soluble 
Very soluble 

Very soluble 

Readily soluble 
Very soluble 

Slowly cold, readily hot 

Slowly cold, readily hot 
Very soluble 

Insoluble in cold water 
Slightly soluble 
Readily soluble 
Slightly soluble 

Slightly soluble 
Slightly soluble 

Slightly soluble 

Almost insoluble 
Almost insoluble 
Readily soluble 
Fairly soluble 

MirabiUte (Glauber Salt). Decahydrated sodium sulfate, or mirabilite, 

Na-SO.-lOH .O (.sulfur trioxide (SO3), 24.8 per cent; soda (Na.O), 19.3 per cent; 

water (II2O), 55.9 jier cent), is a colorle.s.s, tiaiusparent crystalline salt, which 

separates from its .solutions by evaporation in the open air or by chilling of its 

saturated solutions below SS^C, the sejmjation being accompanied by evolution 

of heat. It forms in large crystals, often needlelike, with the development of 

many faces in a long, prismatic form. Its hardness is 1.5 to 2 and its specific 

gravity, 1.5. It crystallizes in the monoclinic system. The crystals are readily 

efflorescent in dry air, losing their water and falling to a white powder. Its 

common occurrence in nature is therefore in standing saturated solutions or mixed 

in otlier salts. It is very soluble in water and its solubility increases markedly 

with a rise in temperature. At 0°C, 100 parts of water dissolve 5.02 parts sodium 

sulfate, while at 33®C, the point of its greatest solubility, the same quantity of 

water dissolves 50 parts sodium sulfate. Taste, cool, then feebly saline, with a 
bitter aftereffect. 
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Thenardite. Anhydrous sodium sulfate, or thenardite, NajSO^ [soda (Na20), 

43.68 per cent; sulphur trioxide (SOs), 56.32 per cent], occurs in crystalline form 

or finely powdered as a result of dehydrating crystallized mirabilite. It forms 

clear transparent to brownish crystals, the color being due to included impurities. 

It crystallizes in the orthorhombic system in pointed pyramids, combined into 

crusts, with surface rough. The crystals are commonly twinned, as in some 

8i>ecimens from Searles Lake. In the air it becomes dull by absorbing water. 

Its specific gra\nty is 2.655. It results from the evaporation of solutions above 

33®C or from strongly alkaline solutions, as by the addition of sodium carbonate, 

at ordinary temperatures. It is very soluble in water and has a faintly saline 

taste. 

Trona. Trona, or urao, Na2C0s‘NaHC08*2H20 [sodium carbonate (NajCOa), 

46.90 per cent; sodium bicarbonate (NaHCOa), 37.17 per cent; water (H2O), 

15.93 per cent—or in the other form carbon dioxide (CO2), 38.9 per cent; soda 

(NajO), 41.2 per cent; water (H2O), 19.9 per cent], is undoubtedly the most 

important of the natural soda minerals and constitutes the greater part of most 

natural soda deposits. It occurs as beds of white cavernous material with acicular 

or bladed crystals lining the cavities, commonly intermixed with more or less 

earthy material and other salts. It is a glassy or translucent salt, white or 

stained by impurities. It crystallizes in the monoclinic system, fibrous or 

columnar massive. It has one perfect cleavage. Its hardness is 2.5 to 3 and its 

specific gravity about 2.15 in specimens of naturally deposited crystals from 

Owens Liike examined by Chatard.’ It appears to be permanent in dry air, is 

very soluble in water and effervesces with acids. Its taste is alkaline. 

This mineral was shown by Chatard to be among the first of the more soluble 

constituents to crystallize on concentration of such saline solutions as the waters 

of Owens and Mono lakes. In the lower part of the main deposit at Searles Lake 

it occurs as a yellowish caked granular mass, always saturated with the dense 

mother-li<pior brine. 

Natron. Dccahydratetl sodium carbonate, or natron, Na2CO3 l0H2O (soda 

(Na20), 21.69 per cent; carbon dioxitle (CO2), 15.37 per cent; water (H2O), 

62.94 per cent], is the ordinary crystal soda of commerce. It forms transparent 

colorless crystals, as clear as water, of the monoclinic system. It has one good 

cleavage and another less perfect. According to Thorpe,* it crystallizes only at 

ternj>eratures below 20°C, and thus only under excejjtional conditions is it likely 

to be fouiul in the soda lakes of <lesert regions; and, if formed and exposed, it 

woulel soon effloresce into the monohydrute (Na2C03'Il20) known as thermo- 

nittritc. It li<piefies at 34®Ct in its water of crystallization, secreting mono- 

hydrated salt and leaving a Iiciui<l portion containing over 10 molecules of water, 

and again sc)lidifying when the tem{>erature is reduced to 331-«j''C. It effloresces 

quickly in the air and so <loos not naturally occur in cry.stal form excej>t as 

irnmersctl in saturate*! solution.s. Its s|>ccific gravity has been variously tleter- 

inincrl as 1.423 to 1.475. Its taster is strongly alkaline. 

As stated by Chatartl, so<liuni carbonate is most soluble in pure water at 32.5'’C, 

•Thoui'e, K., **A Dic tionary of ApplierJ Chemistry.” Vol. 3. p. GG2. 1912. 

t Lunue, Geoboe. “Sulphuric Acid aud Alkuli," Vol. 2, Pt. 1, p. 47. 1909. 
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the solution then containing 59 parts sodium carbonate to 100 parts water. 

Hence a solution that has deposited crystals at the boiling point redissolves them* 

while cooling till the temperature sinks below 32.5®C, when recrystallization 

begins. The solubility varies greatly with the temperature. Thus, at 15.5*C 

the saturated solution contains 14.53 per cent; at Sl.SX, 30.04 per cent- and at 
32°C, 31.78 per cent. 

Borax. Borax, the sodium tetraborate, NasB^Oj-lOHsO [boron trioxide 

(B2O3), 36.6 per cent; soda (NajO), 16.2 per cent; water (H2O), 47.2 per cent], 

occurs in crystalline form in the Searles Lake deposits, having been extensively 

worked from the saline crusts in the marshy deposits about the margins of the 

flat. Borax or some similar compound of boron is also one of the more important 

constituents of the brine. It has been obtained in drilling as isolated and com¬ 

pletely terminated crystals, some of them associated with the crystallized hanks- 

ite. It forms in large transparent monoclinic prisms, with truncated lateral 

edges. The crystals effloresce to an opaque white on the surface when brought 

into the air, but retain their form. Borax crystallizes in the monoclinic system. 

It has one i)erfect cleavage and others less distinct, is rather brittle, and has 

conchoidul fracture. Its hardness is 2 to 2.5 and its specifle gravity 1.7. It is 

soluble in water, especially in hot water, which dissolves double its weight of the 

salt. It has a sweetish, cooling, alkaline taste. 

Borax forms artificially two varieties of crystals: (1) ordinary or prismatic 

l)orax, the decahydrate that is produced by allowing solutions of borax to crystal¬ 

lize by cooling down to the ordinary temperature; and (2) octahedral borax, a 

Ijcntuhydrate that seiJarates when a solution crystallizes above 50®C. 

Glauberite. Glauborite, Na2S04-CaS04 [sulfur trioxide (SO3), 57.6 per cent; 

lime (CaO), 20.1 per cent; soda (Na20), 22.3 per cent], occurs commonly in playa 

mud deposits in the form of transparent colorless crystals, in thin rhomboids (of 

plowshare .sha[)e) ranging from to I in. or more in length. It also occurs in 

more or less missive aggregates of thin rhombic crystals intergrown. It crystal- 

lizc.s in the monoclinic system. It is brittle, with one perfect cleavage, and has a 

conchoitlal fracture. Its hardness is 2.5 to 3; its specific gravity 2.7 to 2.85. It is 

solul)le in hydrochloi’ic acid. In water it loses its transparency and is partly 

ilissolved, tlie crystal becoming coated with white calcium sulfate. It has a 
fait\tly salitic taste. 

Hanksite, Hank.sitc, 9Xa.iS04-2Na2C03-KCl [sodium sulfate (Na^SOH), 81.7 

per cent; sodium carbonate (NazCOa), 13.5 per cent; potassium chloride (KCl), 

4.8 per cent], was first identified in 1885 by W. E. Hidden in collections from 

Searles Lake, where it is found in large amounts, chiefly in isolated crystals, com¬ 

monly of quartzoid form, although found also in flattened tabloids. ' 

The mineral is clear, transparent, and almost colorless, inclining to a more or 

less cleci<lecl yellow, but often clouded by impurity. It crystallizes in the he.x- 

agonal systein. It has one distinct cleavage and is brittle, uneven fracture. 

Its haidnoss is 3 to 3.5; its sj)ecific gravity, 2.55. It is readily soluble in water, 

elTcrvesccs with aci<l, and ha.s a strongly alkaline taste. 

Northupite. Northupite, MgCOa Xa^COs NaCI [magnesium carbonate (Mg- 

CO3), 33.9 per cent; sodium carbonate (Xa .COs), 42.6 per cent; sodium chloride 
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(NaCl), 23.5 per cent], has been found only among materials brought from the 

deep well at Searles Lake, where it was reported as occurring in a stratum of clay 

encountered at a depth of about 450 ft. It is colorless, transparent, or glassy 

when pure, but often clouded by impurities. It apparently suffers no decomposi¬ 

tion on exposure to the air. Except for two crystals attached to pirssonite, 

northupite has been observed only in detached crystals. It crystallizes in the 

isometric system, the octahedron being the only form observed. 

The crystals are small, being from less than 1 mm to nearly 1 cm in diameter. 

There is no apparent cleavage. The crystals are e.xtremely brittle and show 

conchoidal fracture. Its hardness is 3.5 to 4; its specific gravity, 2.38. It is very 

slightly soluble in cold water, although rapidly decomposed by hot water, with 

separation of magne.sium carbonate; and it is easily soluble and effervesces in 

dilute hydrochloric acid. 

PiTssonite. Pirssonite, CaC03 Na2C03-2H20 [calcium carbonate (CaCOa), 

41.3 per cent; sodium carbonate (NajCOj), 43.8 per cent; water (H2O), 14.9 per 

cent], was first recognized among some crjTstals of gaylussitc found in the deep 

well at Searles Lake, and has been reported only from that locality. With the 

exception of two crystals that were attached to northupite crystals, pirssonite was 

at first observed only in detached crystals. It has, however, been found among 

the well samples in fragment form, presumably ha\ing been pounded up by the 

tlrill, and also in a massive aggregate acting as a sort of cement in more or le.ss 

consolidated muddy layers of the deposit. The mineral crystallizes in the 

orthorhombic system and is hemimorphic in its development. The crystals are 

colorlcs.s, transj)arent, or darkened by impurities. It is extremely brittle, having 

a conchoidal fracture with no apparent cleavage. Its hardness is 3 to 3.5 and its 
specific gravity 2.35. 

Gaylussite. Gaylussite, a hydrous carbonate of calcium and sodium, CaCOa-- 

Na2C03-5H20 [calcium carbonate (CaCOj), 33 per cent; sodium carbonate 

(Na2C03), 35.8 per cent; water (II2O), 30.4 per cent], is a colorless tran.sparent 

mineral occurring in small glassy crystals, many cloiuled by impuritie.s, usually 

found embedded in mud or clay. It crystallizes in the monoclinic system. It 

has one perfect cleavage and a conchoidal fracture. Its hanlness is 2 to 3; its 

8i)ecific gravity, 1.9 to 1.95. It is slightly soluble in water, the sodium carbonate 

going into solution and leaving a white coating of calcium carbonate on the 

crystal surface. It efferve,sces briskly with acids. 

Sulfobalite. .Sulfohalite, a sodium sulfate, chlori<lo, anti fluoride, 2X0280^-- 

NaCl-NaF (sodium sulfate (Xa280i), 73.9 per cent; sodium chloride (NaCl), 15.2 

l)er cent; sodium fluoritle (XaF), II).9 per cent], is a rare, tran.sparent mineral 

ha\'ing a faint greenish-yellow color anti occurs in distinct crystals in association 

with lianksite at 8earlcs Lake. The crystals arc i.sometric, simple rhombic 

dodecahedrons, and octahetlrons in fortn. The crystals vary in size from 0.5 tt) 

2.5 cm in diameter. The specific gravity is 2.5 aiul the hardness about 3.5. Tlie 

mineral is very slowly .soluble in water and remains iinaltercti in a moderately 

dry atmosphere. The occurrence <if fluorine is notable in tlu* stn ics of saline 

minerals tleposited from c«»ncentrate«l l.tko waters, fluorine, like borax, being 

generally considercfl an index of fuinarole or solfataric action. 
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r-n Tychite, 2MgC03-2Na2C03-Na2S04 [magnesium carbonate (Mg- 

.xV Q/? ; ofi ’ carbonate (Na^COa), 40.5 per cent; sodium sulfate 
(JNaabU^;, 27.2 per cent], was discovered by the merest chance in 1896, when some 

northupite crystals from Searles Lake were being studied in the mineralogic 

laboratory of the Sheffield Scientific School at New Haven, Conn. 

The individual crystals are transparent and colorless, effervesce readily with 

acid, and were distinguished from northupite by the fact that they gave no 

chloride test but a sulfate reaction instead. The composition was later deter¬ 

mined from similar material prepared syntheticaUy, which is supposed, however, 

to be the true mineral. Its specific gravity is about 2.45; its hardness, about 3.5 

Table 3. United States Annual Production, Short Tons 

1942 1943 1944 1946 

Sodium carbonates: 
Natural". 150,019 

3,788.583 
165,993 

4 4A7 nnn 
184,826 

4.538,398 
215.625 

4.284.23 Am-soda process. 

Total. 
^ * •tV/# , uuu 

3,939,202 ! 4,723,224 4,499,856 
Sodium sulfates: 

4,0/0,OUO 

Natural* chemical products. . . 
Crude" chemical products. .. . 
Refined**. 

169,870 

601,130 
71,784 

160,622 

616,386 
76.608 

168,923 
627,166 
69,997 

198,781 
496,118 
122,573 

Total. 842,615 1 A/s 866,086 817,472 
Imports: 

ODO,iOu 

Crude*. 93,661 ^9 7nn 31.305 22,446 
Total. 

, / IfU 

936,276 j 

• • • X 

886,406 897,391 839,918 

O ....Lx ^1.2 . a 
xt"* 5.*^“ hut some trona and bicarbonate. For 1946, reduced to equivalent 

* Includes clauber salt converted to 100 per cent Nu^SOi basis. 
Glauber salt and salt cake. 
Anliydrous 100 per cent NuiSO*. 

* Salt cuke. 

to 4. It is almost insoluble, even in hot water. It crystallizes in the isometric 

system in octahedrons. Only four natural ciystals have ever been found. 

Searlesite. Seai lesite, a hydrous sodium borosilicate, Na20-B203-4SI02'2H20, 

in spherulites of radiating fibers, was found embedded in the muds in the Searles 

deep well at a depth of 540 ft. It is colorless or white. It is soft, and its gravity 

has not been determined on account of lack of material. It is intimately associ¬ 

ated with calcite and less intimately with pirssonite. It may prove of particular 

interest if found more abundant, since it contains theoretically about 17.15 per 
cent of boric acid. 

Production and Consumption. The United States production of sodium 

carbonate and sodium sulfate for recent years is shown in Table 3, from statistics 

of the Bureau of Mines and the Bureau of the Census, in part recalculated. 

In recent years (1946 to 1949) sodium carbonate has been produced in Cali¬ 

fornia (Searles Lake, two producers; and Owens Lake, one producer) and from the 
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trona deposit at Westvaco, Wyo. Sodium sulfate has been produced in these 

years in California (at Trona, Searles Lake, and near Amboy at Dale Lake); in 

Texas at Monahans, Brownfield, and O’Donnell; and in Wyoming from near 

Casper and near Rawlins. 

Occurrence. Although natural sodium salts are known to occur in many 

localities in the world, often in large deposits, production has not been large, 

(except for common salt, the nitrates, and borates), until fairly recent years. 

This has been due chiefly to economic reasons. They are low-priced commod¬ 

ities, the principal deposits have been at considerable distances from important 

Table 4. Analyses of Incrustations Deposited from Playa Lakes in Cali¬ 

fornia, Nevada, and Wyoming 

1 2 3 4 5 

... 72.69 ; 75.95 45.05 44.25 
NallCOa. 34 66 34 no 
NajSO*. 17.49 4.67 1.29 0.99 25.75 
NaCl. 2.53 1.46 1.61 1.10 2.13 
NaNO,. 12.98 
NaHjPO«. 4 94 
Na2B407. 4.15 
KOI. 1.18 
SiOj. 1.96 
Insoluble. .. 0 80 2 81 
H*0. 16.10 16.95 

M . V A 

0 ni ^ . V/l 

100.00 100.00 99.60 100.00 ioo.21 

1. Soluble part from surface of playa, north arm of Old Walker Lake, Nev. U.S. Geol. 
Survey, BuU. 010, 1910, p. 237. T. M. Chatard, analyst. 

2. From the Merced bottoms, Merced County, Calif. Report, Experiment Station, 
University of California. App.. 1890. Analysis reported by E. \V. Hillard. 

3. Big So<]a Lake, Hagtown, Nev. Forlicik Far. Report, Vol. 2, p. 748, U.S. Gcal. 
Explorutioii. 1877. O. I>. Allen, analyst. 

4. Little Soda Luke, llagtown. Nev., Idem, p. 7.59. 

6. .Surface soda from Carbon County, Wyo. Mineral Reeourcea of the United Statca, 
1885, U.S. Geol. Survey, 1880, p. 553. Analysis reported by J. D. Weeks. 

markets, and the salts could be made chemically or importeil more cheaply than 

they could be mined and .shipi>cd long <listancos. 

The chief an<l almost only .sources of iiaturid sodium cjirbonates and sulfates 

are (1) dry or nearly dry salt lakes in closed basins, called playas or playa lakes, 

in arid regions like Searles an<l Owens lakes, Calif.; (2) salt lakes such as Great 

Salt Like, Utah; (.3) deeply buried bedded depo.sits, as the trona be<l at Westvaco, 

Wyo.; and (4) deo[>-seated natural brines as in Texas. Until the very recent 

tlcvelopmcnt of the Wyoming trona the playa lake deposits have been by far the 

most productive sources. Table 4 gives the analyses of tyjjical j)laya lake 

incrustations quoted by Wells.* 

• WKi.La, II. C.. Sodium anti Sodium Compounds, Mineral Rceourcca of the United Stedee, 
Pt. 2. pp. 17U-178. U.S. Geol. Survey, 1918. 
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Table 5. Analyses of Alkaline Lake Waters 

opecinr prnvu.y. at -- - 

AJouMie? aimlvS’s bv F ^"'■*'7.^“"- «0- 1890. p. 55. T. M. Clmtard. analyst. 

The analyses of alkaline lake waters given in Table 5 are mostly selected from 
Water Supphj Paper 364, U.S. Geological Survey. 

Sodium Carbonates. United States. California. Playa lake deposits of 

alkaline s^ts are numerous in California in San Bernardino, Inyo, Mono, Lake, 

San Luis Obispo Imperial, and Kern counties. King*'* has made an exceUent 
letent study of those deposits of greatest commercial value. Dub* has described 
the operations at Owens Lake. 

At Scailes Lake there are two prorlucers: the American Potash & Chemical 
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Corp. at Trona, which recovers sodium carbonate and sulfate, borax, bromine, 

and lithium-sodium phosphate; and the West End Chemical Co. at West End, 

which produces soda ash and borax. At Owens Lake there are three producers of 

soda ash. The process here is essentially as follows: partial concentration by 

solar evaporation in ponds; heating by steam to 100 to 110®F and carbonation 

with boiler flue gas, precipitating sodium sesquicarbonate (trona); settling and 

thickening; dewatering of sludge in centrifuges; and calcining to soda ash. The 

solution may be run to waste or used as feed in a borax recovery process. At 

Trona on Searles Lake the process is much more complicated because of the 

recovery of so many different products. 

Owens Lake in southern Inyo County has an area of about 100 square miles, 

5 to 9 ft deep in the deepest portions. It is a mixture of crystalline solids with 

30 to 35 per cent brines containing up to 35 per cent anhydrous salts. At most 

seasons it is dry on the surface. From an analysis (see Table 5) made in 1913, 

Dub® has calculated the tonnages of commercial salts in the lake at that time 

(see Table 6). 

Table 6. Owens Lake Reserves op Comuercial Salts 

Short Tons 

Salt (NaCl). 64,000,000 
Sodium sxilfate (NasSO*). 24,000,000 
Sodium carbonate (Na*COa). 58,400,000 
Sodium borate (NajB407). 3,800,000 
Potassium chloride (KCl). 6,500,000 
SUica (SiO,). 340,000 

Total. 157,040,000 

Searles Lake, in the Mojave Desert, San Bernardino County, has an area of 

about 12 square miles with a top layer of salts 60 to 90 ft thick. It is similar to 

Owens Lake but has a much higher salinity, higher potash content, and a wider 

range of commercial salts (see analysis under Potash). In 1948 the American 

I’otash & Chemical Corp. at Trona recovered the following tonnages (annual 

report of the company): 

Short Tons 
Potash. 230,223 
Borax. 113,893 
Soda ash. 90,202 
Salt cake. 196,149 
Miscellaneous*. 1,601 

Total. 641,068 
* Includes bromine and lithium compounds. 

Brine has been pumped from W'ells in the salt body 60 to 70 ft deep, but in 1948 a 

new plant was completed to treat brines from lower level beds, higher in soda 

a.sli and borax and lower in potash than the upi>er beds. This plant will add 

60,000 tons of soda ash per year and 30,000 tons of borax to previous production. 

Wyoming may l>e potentially one of tlie largest producers of natural sodium 

carbonate in the country from the depo.sits of very pure trona*® at Westvaco, 18 

miles west of Green River. These deposits, crossed by the main line of the 
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Umon Paciac lUilroad, were discovered at a depth of 1,500 to 1,600 ft while 

dnmng or gas m 1938. Later drilling showed that the iearly hoksontal bet 

estimated Ss'^-ir"' t 'V‘ 7 
nf„,bre^ rh 5 J" *’'= Westvaco Chlorine Products Corp. 
acquired the deposits sank a shaft, and built a refining plant reported to be for a 

capacity of about 60,000 tons per year. Not only is this becoming an important 

source of soda ash but also it may be instrumental in developing the large deposits 

of wyommgite, containing 11 per cent potash as leucite, less than 70 miles to the 

northeast. By a process developed by the U.S. Bureau of Mines wyomingite 

may be reacted with trona to produce soda ash and potassium carbonate as 
coproducts (see Potash). 

OlAer localilies in the United States that have produced soda ash commercially 
but are no longer active are ^ 

“Union Pacific Lakes,” 13 miles south of 
Laramie, Wyo. 

Downey Lakes, 18 miles southwest of 
Laramie, Wyo. 

Soda Lakes, Ragtown, Ncv. 

Long Valley, southeast of Mono Lake 
Calif. 

Owens Lake, Inyo County, Calif. 
Grant County, Wash. 
Green River, Wyo. 
Vernon, Calif. 

Dorris, Calif. 

Antioch, Neb. 

A/ej;ico. At Ecatepec de Morelos,“ 18 miles west of Mexico City, a new plant 

of the Sosa Texcoco, was started in 1948 to recover soda ash from the natural 

brines of Lake Texcoco. These brines contain 1 to 2 per cent salts, mainly 

carbonate, and bicarbonate, and overlie solid deposits, 50 

to 60 ft below the surface, reported to contain over 100 million tons. The 

brine is first concentrated by solar evaporation to about 20 per cent solids, the 

sodiurn carbonate further carbonated to the less soluble bicarbonate, separated 

from the salt mother liquor by thickening and centrifuging, dried, and calcined to 

commercial soda ash. Common salt may be recovered later. Part of the 100 

ton per day soda-ash proiluction will be used to make about 30 tons per day of 

caustic soda. It is estimated that this plant wdll supply about 30 per cent of 
Mexican requirements for the.<5c chemicals. 

East Africa. At Kajrarlo, British East Africa, Lake Magadi, covering about 6 

square mi es, is said to contain at least 200 million tons of natural .soda. This 

lake, which is on the borders of Tanganyiki Territorv and Kenya Colony, is con- 

nected by a railway with the main line of the Uganda Railway at a point called 

Magadi Station, about 40 miles east of Nairobi. These deposits have been 

worked extensively both to supply local requirements and for export. 

SovXh Africa. In Pretoria, South Africa, natural soda is found in the Pretoria 

Sa t Pan, near Hamaan’s Kraal. This is a eraterlike depression about 200 ft 

below the level of the suiToiinding country, covering about 28 acres. 

Egypt. The natron lakes of Egypt are located in Wadi Natron, in Lower 

Egypt, southwest of the delta, in the desert of St. Macarius, about 60 miles north¬ 
west of Cairo and about 30 miles from the Nile. 

Other deposits are in the Province of Tripoli near Fezzan 
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Canada. There are a number of small shallow soda lakes in British Columbia 

north of Clinton that have occasionally produced very small tonnages of soda ash 
per year. 

Other Countries. Alkaline lakes and other sources which yield sodium carbon¬ 

ate, but which are chiefly of local importance, have been noted in many other 

countries, some of wliich are listed below. Most of these are described either by 
Chatard or by Grabau or by both authorities. 

Venezuela. In the valley La Lagunilla in the Province of Maracaibo, 48 miles 
from the city of Merida. 

Chile and Peru. Arid plateau regions. 

Armenia. Lakes of the Araxes Plain near Mt. Ararat. 

Hungary. Many deposits, but that near Szegedin is the most important. 

Germany. Waters of the Laacher See; of low salinity, 

India. A number of deposits, but particularly in Burma, near Moulmein. 

Sodium Sulfate. Lnited States. There are important deposits of sodium 

sulfate in most of the western states, including Arizona, California, Colorado 

Idaho, Nevada, New Mexico, North Dakota, Oregon, Texas, Utah, Washington' 

and Wyoming. In recent years production has come largely from California,' 
with minor production from Texas and Wyoming. 

California. In addition to the important production at Trona, Searles Lake, 

sodium sulfate is also produced at Dale Lake near Twentynine Palms Some 

years ago production also came from Soda Lake, in Carrizo Plain, southwest of 

McKittrick, San Luis Obispo County. King*® lists five other deposits that he 
considers most promising for commercial development. 

Arizona. The U.S. Tariff Commission states** that the largest deposits of 

vrude anhydrous sodium sulfate in the United States occur in Yavapai County, 

Anz., about 21 miles from the nearest railroad at Clemenceau. These dei>osits’, 

150 ft deep, consist of anhydrous sodium sulfate, glauber salts, other sodium salts' 

gypsum, and rock salt intcrbeddetl with clay. These deposits, now idle, were 

worked as underground mines and when in production were the largest soiirce of 
natural sodium sulfate in the country. 

Wyomiy. There are many deposits of sodium salts, predominantly sulfates, 

m Wyoming, the most important being in Albany, Carbon, and Natrona counties! 
Some of the largest and best known deposits are listed below: 

Downey Lakes, Albany County, 22 miles southwest of Laramie. Three lakes 

covering about 100 acres and having a thickness of 0 to 10 ft. Have been worked. 

Union Pacific Lakes. Albany County, 13 miles southwest of Laramie. Four 

lakes covering about GO acres and liaving a tliickness ranging from 0 to 40 ft. 
Have been worked. 

Independence Group, Sweetwater Valley, near Indeijendence Rock, Natrona 

County. Large numbers of lakes in several groups, over a total area aggregating 

more than 1K)0 acre.s, and having a thickness ranging from 0 to over 40 ft Have 
been workc<l. 

Gill Lakes. K miles northeast of Casi>er. Natrona County. Four hikes h 
thi(;kne.«s of ov<*r 20 ft in jilaces. Deposit.s now worked. 

It is stated that the Downey Lake deposits contain about 4 million 

nving a 

tons of 
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sodium sulfate and that the product, after calcining, contains over 95 per cent 

sodium sulfate, is iron-free, and contains only traces of calcium and magnesium 
chlorides. 

Nevada. Large deposits of sodium sulfate at Rhodes Marsh, 8 miles south of 

Mina, Nev., worked many years ago are now being exploited by the Nevada 

Chemical Co., a subsidiary of the Florida Pulp & Paper Co.; and a plant to pro¬ 

duce 500 tons per day was reported to be under construction in 1948. Other 

deposits are known, some of which have been worked. A deposit near Hoover 

Dam, about 4 miles from St. Thomas, is reported to contain 2 to 4 million tons 
of glauberite. 

North Dakota. Very extensive deposits, the best of which run nearly 95 per 

cent pure sodium sulfate, were discovered in 1934 in Williams, Divide, and 

Mountrail counties in northwestern North Dakota. Seven of these deposits 

contain over 20 million tons of sodium sulfate. They range from IH to 7 miles 

from railroads. There has been no commercial production. 

Utah. The brines of Great Salt Lake are estimated to contain 30 million tons 

of sodium sulfate, and deposits of solid salts, 2 to 30 ft thick and under 18 to 48 in. 

of overburden, occur on the southern shores of the lake. Some production has 

been made in past years, but there is none at present. 

Texas. Soda Lake, 11 miles south of Monahans in western Texas, is a dry lake 

bed of about 120 acres with a surface layer of crude glauber salt, 3 to 6 ft thick. 

Adjacent to it are sources of brines containing sodium sulfate, chloride, and other 

salts. These sources are reported to contain at least 1 million tons of recoverable 

sodium sulfate. They have been worked in recent years. Other Texas produc¬ 

tion has come from Brownfield and O’Donnell. 

Washington has numerous deposits of sodium sulfate, both solids and brines, in 

Grant and Okanogan counties, with an aggregate tonnage of perhaps IH million 

tons. Some of them have been worked in a small way. 

Canada.^ Large lake deposits consisting chiefly of sodium sulfate, but with 

minor amounts of sodium chloride, magnesium sulfate and carbonate, and other 

compounds, occur in the provinces of Saskatchewan and Alberta, Canada. Some 

of the most important of the.se deposits that have been carefully examined are 

located at or near the following points in Saskatchewan: Frederick Lake, at 

Expanse; Fusilier; Whiteside Lake, near Oban and Palo; Muskiki Lake, near 

Dana; Ingebright district, near Maple Creek and Prelate; Horseshoe Lake, near 

Viceroy; Chaplin Lake, 60 miles west of Moosejaw. These deposits contain 

solid crystal beds and nearly saturated brines that, in the dry season, deposit solid 

crystals, consisting of from 70 to about 95 per cent pure, hydrous sodium sulfate. 

It is estimated that the deposits so far examined in detail contain 50 million tons 

of hydrous sodium and magnesium salts, chiefly sodium sulfate, and that other 

deposits may contain many million tons in addition. 

Six recovery plants were in operation in 1948 with an estimated production of 

228,000 tons. The latest of those plants was built by the Saskatchewan govern¬ 

ment in 1946 and 1947 at Chaplin Lake. Designed for a capacity of 150,000 tons 

per year, it produced a little less than one-third that tonnage, from a single unit, 

in 1948. The deposit covers about 18.6 square miles, 14 to 24 in. thick, and 
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contains an estimated 15 million tons of glauber salt. The recovery here is from 

pumped brines rather than the usual method in Saskatchewan of digging solid 

crystal with shovels or drag scrapers. Other plants, located at Ormiston, Palo, 

Bishopric, Alsask, and Gladmar, have annual capacities of from 20,000 to 55,000 
tons per year. 

Russia.^ ’’ In the vicinity of Minussinsk and Abakansk, in the government of 

Yeniseisk, Siberia, there are a number of saline lakes that deposit mainly sodium 

sulfate. The salinity of the waters in these lakes varies from 1 to 15 per cent. 

The salts are a mixture of sodium sulfate and chloride, with minor amounts of 

magnesium and other elements, but sodium sulfate predominates. Some of these 

lake deposits, for example, Lake Altai, have been worked, and the crude glauber 

salts obtained have been used extensively in neighboring glass factories. 

In addition to the lakes noted above, there are other saline lakes in Sil>eria and 

elsewhere in Asia containing sulfates, but they are mostly of comparatively low 
salinity. 

Other Countries.^ "^ In the State of Yucatan, Mexico, Lake Chicken Kanab 

(Little Sea) contains both sodium and calcium sulfates, but its salinity is low 

(4.446 parts per thousand). In Ru7nania, Lacu Sarat deposits largo crystals of 

mirabiiite in winter, which redissolve, at least in part, when the weather becomes 

warm. In TPesi Central Asia the waters of K;irabugas Gulf, on the ea.stern side of 

the Caspian Sea (with a salinity of 16 to 2S per cent), deposit in winter a layer of 

mirabiiite along the shores. This deposit <loes not wholly dissolve in summer, 

but a layer about 0.33 m thick covering 3,500 sq km remains. This deposit is 

estimated to contain 1,000 million metric tons in round numbers, but its exploita¬ 

tion is hindered by its remote location and unwholesome climatic conditions. 

Manufactured Sodium Salts. In 1946 out of the total United States consump¬ 

tion (production plus imports) chemically manufactured salts accounted for 

about 95 iier cent of the sodium carbonate and 76 per cent of the sodium sulfate. 

Soda ash or sodium carbonate is produce<l by the ammonia-soda (Solvay) 

process, in which the raw materials are common salt (originating in either solid or 

brine form), limestone, ammonia, and water. Ammonia gas and carbon dio.xide 

(from burning limestone) are bubbled through water, forming ammonium bicar¬ 

bonate, NH^HCOa. This is reacted with salt, forming sodium bicarbonate, 

NaHCOs, which is calcined to form soda ash. The ammonia, as the chloride, 

I'^H^Cl, is reacted with lime to form ammonia gas for reuse. 

Sodium sulfate is manufactured mainly (over 80 per cent in 1939) as a by¬ 

product from making hydrochloric acid by reacting common salt and sulfuric 

acid. Another method, the Hargreaves process, which originated in Evirope, 

reacts lump salt with sulfur dioxi<le gas, air, and water. It has been made in 

the sulfate pa|>er-pulp process by calcining soda ash and gypsum with black ash. 

A so-called “synthetic salt cake” has been made by sintering soda ash and sulfur 

together as a rather unsatisfactory substitute for true salt for the kraft-paj)cr 

industry. It is made as a by-product in the viscose process for making rayon, 

where cellulose is di.s.solved in caustic soda, which is later neutralized with sulfuric 

acid. This forms a dilute solution of sodium sulfate that may be recovered by 
evaporation. 
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Niter cake, sodium bisulfate, NaHSO,, was formerly obtained by the almost 

obsolete reaction of sodium nitrate vnth sulfuric acid. This niter cake was once 

reacted with, common salt to form sodium sulfate, but the process is not now 
operated in this country. 

At one time, before the Second World War, imports of manufactured salt cake 

chiefly from Germany (reaching a peak of nearly 237,000 tons in 1937) formed a 

very important part of total United States consumption. Most of this was a 

coproduct from making hydrochloric acid, but part of it came from the recovery 

of potash at Stassfurt (see Potash). These imports have not yet (1949) been 

resumed but they, plus the Canadian production, form a potential threat to the 
domestic natural sodium sulfate industry. 

Glauber salt is the hydrated sodium sulfate made by recrystallization of the salt 

below Z2A°C. Sodium sulfate crystallizes with 1, 2, 7, and 10 molecules of water, 

but the crystals with 10 molecules of water are the most common and form the 

glauber salt of commerce. When pure, glauber salt contains 14.3 per cent Na, 

29.8 per cent S04, and 55.9 per cent H20. It crystallizes in large transparent 

crystals having a speciflc gravity of 1.471, and also in small fine crystals resem¬ 

bling cpsom salts. The size of the crystals produced depends upon the conditions 

maintained during crystallization. If crystallized above 33°C, the anhydrous 
salt or the monohydrate forms. 

Glauber salt has a cooling, bitter, salty taste and is neutral in its chemical 

reaction. The crystals on exposure to the air lose part or all of their water of 

crystallization (effloresce). When the salt crystals are dissolved in water, there is 
a decrease in temperature. 

Most of the sodium sulfate is prepared for market in the anhydrous form, and 

only a small part is converted into glauber salt. This is done to obviate the ship¬ 

ment of the large amount of water of crystallization. 

Caustie soda, NaOII, is not found as a natural mineral but is made chemically 

by one of two processes. The United States production in 1945 was 2,321,769 

short tons, a drop of about 6,000 tons from the peak of 1944. Of this total, 57.8 

per cent was made by the electrolytic process from common salt and the balance 

by the lime-soda process from soda ash. Part of the production is shipped in 

liquid form (or used in producing plants), and part is evaporated and soldasasolid. 

In the electrolytic -process salt brine is treated in an electrolytic cell, producing 

caustic soda and chlorine gas as coproducts. The one disadvantage of this 

process is that the production of caustic soda and chlorine are tied together. A 

decline in demand for either product forces reduced production, perhaps when 

there is a strong demand for the coproduct. 

In the lime-soda process soda ash, in solution, is treated with hydrated lime, 

Ca(OH)2, forming caustic soda and calcium carbonate. The calcium carbonate 

may be washed, dried, and sold as a commercial product or recalcined and reused 
in the process. 

In 1945 there were in the United States 39 plants making electrolytic caustic 

and 9 lime-soda process plants. Caustic soda is used in pulp and paper, deter¬ 

gents, synthetic resins and rubber, the refining of vegetable and mineral oils; and 
as a base for making many chemicals. 
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Utilization. Soda Ash. The largest single use for soda ash is in glassmaking. 

On an average, about 1 ton of soda ash is used in making 5 tons of glass. It is 

estimated tliat in 1945 this use alone took 1,320,000 tons of soda ash. The 

estimated distribution of United States consumption in 1945 is shown in 
Table 7.»» 

Table 7. Uses for Soda Ash, 1946 

Use ' Per Cent of Total 

Glass. 29.3 

Caustic and bicarbonate. 24.0 

Other chemicals. 21.3 

Nonferrous metallurgy. 4.9 

Pulp and paper. 3.7 

Soap. 3.1 

Water softeners. 2.2 

Cleaners and modified sodas. 2.0 

Textiles. 1.3 

Miscellaneous*. 8.2 

100 0 
• The miscellaneous group includes some minor but essential uses, for example, the 

recovery of alurniua from bauxite in the aluminum industry. 

Table 8. Estimated Na2S04 End-use Distribution, 1946 

Vse Tons 
Paper and pulp. 710,000 

TextUe. 75,000 

Glass and ceramics. 50,000 

Heavy chemicals. 50,000 

Other. 45,000 

Total. 930,000 

Tabi.e 9. Estimated Consumption of Salt Cake, Tons 

Consumer 1947 1918 1949 • 

Unit<;d States, sulfate pulp mills... . 

('fitiacliiin sulfate nuin rnilK 
705.700 

106,.500 

0.500 
151 ,.500 

Ntexican and S<^uth Arnerienn f^nlp mtlU 

Total sulfate mills. 

IX'lerirent irulustrv 

Ulass» tannim; utul dveiiu^ 

Total requirements.... 

818.800 

100,000 

150,000 

933.300 

250.000 

175.000 

997,800 

300,000 

175,000 

1,008,000 1.358,300 1,172,800 

• Estimated of Nfar. 10. 1948. 

Sodium Sulfate. The largest use for sodium sulfate is in making kraft or 

sulfate-proce.ss paijer pulp, which uses around 80 |>er cent of the domestic con¬ 

sumption. All important and growing u.se is a.s an ionizablo bulking agent with 

synthetic tletergcnts in houselioltl powdered “soar)s.” Table shows the 

estimated end use pattern for United States consumption in 1946. 
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Holland® estimates the end use pattern for more recent years, as shown in 
Table 9. 

Prices. In 1950, soda ash was quoted at $1.35 per 100 lb for 58 per cent 

grade in paper bags; crude niter cake, at $20 per ton; crude salt cake, at $22 

per ton fob works; glauber salt, crystals, in bags, carload lots, atJs 1.60 per 100 lb. 
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SPINEL 

Composition. Spinel is magnesium aluminate, Mg(A102)2 or MgO-ALOj; 
MgO, 2H.2 per cent; AUOj, 71.8 per cent. It often contains iron, manganese, and 

chromium. 
General Description. Spinel is usually found in simple or twinned octahedral 

crystals cither as loose grains or pebbles or in solid rock. There are several 
important varieties: (1) rttby spinel or halas Tvhy, usually transparent; (2) 
Tubicelle, yellow or orange-red in color; (3) blue spinel, light-blue color; (4) 
pleonaste or ccltmile, an iron-magnesium spinel, dark green, brown or black, and 
usually opaque; (6) picotUe, a chrome spinel, black, yellow or greenish brown; 
translucent to nearly opaque; (C) gahnxie, which contains zinc; green, brown or 
black; translucent to opaque; (7) spinel emery, which resembles corundum emery. 

Physical Properties. Hardness, 7.5 to 8. Specific gravity, Z.5 to 4.5. Melting 

point, 2117‘’C (for pure material). Index of refraction, 1.723 ± to 2.36 ± , depend¬ 

ing on composition (1.723± for pure Mg(A105)2l. Color, red, green, blue, black, 
brown, yellow. Streak, white. Luster, vitreous to nearly dull. Cleavage, 

imperfect octahedral. Transparency, transparent to opaque. Tenacity, brittle. 
Occurrence. Spinel is a common mineral, usually of metamorphic origin, but 

also a constituent of basic igneous rocks. It is usually found in granular lime¬ 
stone, serpentine, gneiss, etc., often associated with corundum, calcite, olivine, 
graphite, chondrodite, etc. Spinel is also found as grains and rounded crystals in 
pla<ter deposits. Gem spinels occur in Ceylon, Burma, and Siam. They are also 
found in many localities in North Carolina, particularly Macon County; at 
Franklin Furnace, N.J.; and Orange and St. Lawrence counties, N.Y. Spinel 
emery has been mined near Whittles, Pittsylvania County, Va. 

Utilization. The transparent varieties, jiarticularly the red and blue ones, are 
highly prized as gems. Scientific e.xaniination of some of the large rubies of 
historic interest has disclosed that they are spinels. The spinel emery of Whittles, 
Va., has been used as an abrasive and is said to be equal in <juality to medium- 

grade Naxos emery. Considerable interest has been displayed in the use of 
synthetic spinel as a refractory. Such a material was manufactured in California 

from calcined magnesite and AUOa derive<l from alunite.* These materials were 
fuso<l in an electric furnace anti crushed and sized to desired tlimensions, anti the 
grains bonded into brick or other .shai>es and burned in kilns. Synthetic spinel of 
gem tiuality has been made in quantity by the Verncuil proces.s by which the 
purified raw materials, MgO and AI..O3, are fused in an oxygen-hytlrogcn flame 
and allowed to crystallize on a projierly prcparctl mount forming a boule several 
inches in length. This boule is crystalline, and .since its optical and other jihysical 
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properties are essentially identical to crystals formed by nature it suppUes a 

addition of pigments, cobalt or chromium Sdes 

fdw!hl f ^“"^^cture of blue or green synthetic spinel in beautiful colors 

agents TV be produced by variation in coloring 

ments* tT ^ ^ ^^tches and instru¬ 
ments. It has been reported’-^ that during the war German scientists evolved 

wo^uTd Tn f jewel bearings could be hardened untU they 
ould approxim^e sapphire bearings in performance. Synthetic spinel contains 

n excess of Al.Os above the theoretical amount. Upon heating^for 12 hr to 
temperatures varying from 1700 to 1920“F it was found that the excess A1 O 

precipitated in another form and the spinel became cloudy. Hardness increased 

o such a point that a satisfactory substitute for corundum was available The 

expense of production was substantially decreased, for the lower hardness of the 

spinel made possible its fabrication in one-half the time and with a reducrion of 

IrhigT^rom manufacture of jewel 
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STONE 

In this section mil be discussed briefly the types of stone that are used for 

distrd''?d’.TTr’ ^ ’’“■'‘“"S. ond so on. Stones of all types are so widely 
distributed that for many purposes, stones are used close to their source, with 
l.tt e regard for their mincralogieal nature. Thus, for concrete aggregate, roa<l 

atonal, and so on a great many types and varieties of stone are used almost 

nterchangeably A discussion of all the kinds of stone used would require a very 

arge amount of sj,ace and would serve no useful purpose. Furthermore, ade¬ 

quate descriptmns of a 1 the important phase., of the stone industries cannot be 

H^ik fi n' r' "'‘‘ten covering different pliases of 
this field (see Bibliography) and only a very brief outline will be included in this 
W 01 xC« 

Varieties of Stone. As noted above, nearly all types and varieties of stone are 
used commercially, but a few varieties are used much more commonly than others. 
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These varieties are granite, marble, limestone, sandstone, and basalt or “trap.” 
Petrographically, these variety names have an exact significance, but, com¬ 

mercially, they are often used very loosely. Thus, any light-colored, hard, 
igneous rock with a texture resembling that of granite is often called granite 
commercially, regardless of whether it is a true granite or more properly a syenite 
or porphyry. In the same way, limestone is used to include dolomite, and marble 
to include serpentine. 

Slate is described in a separate section elsewhere in this book. Limestones used 
for cement manufacture, for lime, and for whiting substitutes are also described 
in separate sections. 

The most common varieties of stone used commercially are briefly defined as 
follows: 

Granite is an igneous, completely crystalline rock of fairly uniform texture, 
containing distinctly visible grains. It consists essentially of quartz and feldspar, 
but also usually contains mica or hornblende and numerous minor accessory 
minerals. The texture varies from fine to coarse grained. 

Basalt is a very fine-grained, dark-colored igneous rock consisting es.sentially of 
plagioclase feldspar and augite. Basalt and other similar fine-grained, dark- 
colored, igneous rocks are known commercially as trap. 

Sandstone is a sedimentary rock consisting essentially of grains of quartz sand, 
cemented more or less firmly together with clay, silica, calcium carbonate, or iron 
oxide. Sumlstones \vith a silica cement are usually the strongest and most 
<le.sired for structural purposes. Some sandstones also contain feldspar (arkose) 
and mica. 

Conglomerate is similar to sandstone in origin and composition, but is made up 
of cemented gravel, pebbles, and even large boulders instead of sand. 

Limestone when pure, consists of calcium carbonate. Commercial limestone 
often grades into dolomite (calcium-magnesium carbonate) and also usually con¬ 
tains more or fewer impurities such as sand and clay. Sometimes the structure 
of shells and other marine organisms from which the limestone was derived is 
more or less preserved in the limestone. 

Gneiss is a crystalline, more or less banded rock formed from granite or related 
rocks by intense pressure and heat. This process is known as “motamorphism.” 

Schists are finely banded, foliated metamorphic rocks. 

Quartzite is a metamorphosed sandstone. Frequently the individual grains of 
sand have been cemented by the introduction of secondary silica, producing a rock 
stronger than the original. 

Marble is crystalline rock formed by the motamorphism of limestone or 
dolomite. 

Types of Stone Products. Stone is marketed and u.sed in a great variety of 
forms; some of the more important arc listed below. It should be noted that all 
varieties of stone arc not, and cannot, be used in all these forms. 

I. Rough stone 
1. Large blocks 

a. Riprap 
b. Rubble 
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c. Fluxing stone 
d. Ref Factories 

2. Crushed stone 
a. Road material 
b. Railroad ballast 
c. Concrete aggregate 
d. Terrazzo 

e. Stucco dash^ concrete facing 
/. Chicken grit 

3. Pulverized stone 
a. Mineral fillers 
b. Fertilizers 
c. Rock dusting 

II. Dimension stone 
1. Building blocks 

2. Monumental stone 
3. Flagging and curbing 
4. Paving blocks 
5. Refractories 

III. Ornamental stone 
Tabletops, urns, benches, vases 

Riprap consists of large irregular blocks of stone used in rough heaps or walls 
for breakwaters, railroad fills, and similar purposes. 

RMlc consists of unsquared blocks of stone used in irregular courses in 
masonry walls and foundations. 

fluxing stone for iron blast furnaces, foundries, and so on consists of pure lime¬ 

stone or, les.s often, rlolomite, broken or crushed to “one-man” size or smaller. 

Usually, fines smaller than 2 in. are eliminated, and the most desirable size is 
between 4 and S in. 

Rcfractoru ^orK consists of sandstone, ganister, mica schist, soapstone, or other 

rock that will withstand a moderately high temperature without fusing, cracking, 
or disintegrating. Such stone may be used in the form of rough blocks; dimen¬ 

sion blocks, .sawed or otherwise cut to size; or crushed grains; or it may be crushed, 
mixed with a bond, and made into bricks. 

Crvs^d stone for road material, railroad ballast, and concrete aggregate con¬ 

sists of various types of stone, such as granite, limestone, and trap rock, which 

have been crushed and sized by screening into various sizes, usually ranging from 

.4 to 2\i or 3 in. A hard, tough stone is preferred, but availability and cost 
usually govern the selection. 

Terrazzo consists of small chips or pieces of stone, usually marble or limestone, 

about A to H m. m diameter, made by crushing and screening. Terrazzo chips 
are used with portland cement in making floors, which are smoothed down and 
polished after the cement has hardened. 

SIXKCO dmh and concrete block facing material consists of various types of stone, 
usually wh.te or brilliantly colored, which have been crushed and screened to 

sizes ranging from to about % in. Many types and colors of stone are used to 
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produce different color effects. For surfacing concrete face brick, granules as 

small as Hs often used. 
Chicken grit consists of stone, commonly limestone or marble (but other 

materials, such as feldspar, are often used), crushed and screened to sizes from 

H« to in. in diameter. 
Pviverized sto7ie, used as mineral filler, is discussed under Mineral Fillers and 

Adsorbents. Limestone, marble, gypsum, phosphate rock, and to a much smaller 
extent certain other materials, such as potash shales and feldspars, are crushed 

and ground to 10 mesh or considerably finer and used for fertilizer purposes. 
Building stones, sawed or otherwise, cut to regular sizes and shapes, are made 

chiefly from limestone, marble, sandstone, and granite. 
Monumental Stone. Granite and marble arc the chief stones now used for 

monumental purposes. Probably about 10 times as much granite as marble is 
used for this purpose. Monumental granite is now the most important branch 

(by value) of the granite industry. 
Flagging and Curbing. Various types of stone, but chiefly sandstone and 

granite, are split into large thin slabs called flagging and used for sidewalks and 
so on. The same varieties of stone are also split into thicker slabs and set on 

edge for curbings. 
Paving blocks are usually split by hand from granite, but sandstone blocks are 

also used to some extent. Limestone paving blocks are now little used. 
Ornamental stone includes a considerable number of varieties of stone, usually 

highly colored or of unusual markings, such as marble, serpentine, and alabaster, 
which are cut, carved, turned, and polished, forming a great variety of orna¬ 

mental objects. 
Properties upon Which Uses Depend. The properties that stone must possess 

to adapt it for different uses differ greatly, depending upon the exact nature of the 
intended use. Thus, stone to be crushed for road-building purposes should be 
hard and tough and should be obtainable at low cost. For monumental purposes 
a pleasing api>earance, adaptability to carving, polishing, and lettering, and 
resistance to weathering are most imix>rtant. 

The most important projicrties upon which uses of a stone depend are its 
inineralogical and chemical comix>sition, texture, color, strength, hardness, 
toughness, porosity, sj>ecific gra\'ity, and resistance to weathering. 

Mineralogical and chemical composition are very im{x>rtunt, for upon these 
properties dc|x;nd many of the other physical properties, such as har<lness, 

specific gravity, and resistance to weathering. 
For structural and ornamental jmrposes, the general appearance of a stone is of 

great commercial importance. Api>earance dei)ends upon color, texture, and 
uniformity. Poj)ular tastes in stone change gradually so that a particular color 
and texture of stone, popular at the present time, may be little used some years 
hence. Thus, the “brownstone fronts” once so popular for city residences are 
no longer in vogue. 

Strength, in structural stone, is usually not <»f great importance, for most build¬ 
ing stones, when unweuthered, are sufliciently strong for all ordinary purposes. 
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For most uses a crushing strength of 5,000 psi is considered satisfactory Most 

fresh granites have a crushing strength of 20,000 to 35,000 psi, and many lime¬ 

stones are nearly as strong. Where a stone is to be used in the form of a weighted 

veteTrrgth is” ne^edL‘‘' “ ' “ ” 

Hardness or resistance to abrasion, depends upon the hardness of the com¬ 

ponent crystals or grains, texture, and, in sandstones, upon the nature of its 

cement and state of aggregation. Hard stones, such as granite, are difficult to 

cut and polish, but are not easily worn away. Superior hardness is desirable in 
stones used for paving blocks and for road material 

Toughness, or resistance to impact, is of particular importonce for paving-block 
and road material. ® 

Poros^jj affects the durability of a stone or its resistance to weathering. Not 

only IS total porosity important, but also the size of the pores and the degree of 

permeabihty affect the resistance of a stone to the action of gases, acid water 
freezing, and so on. & » *va,i,er, 

The gravity of common rocks ranges from 2.2 to 2.7, and the weight per 
cubic foot ranges from 150 to 190 lb, depending upon the nature of the constituent 
minerals and the porosity. 

Another important factor is determining the value and possible uses of a stone 

is the me of blocks that can be readily obtained. This factor is of little impor¬ 
tance if a stone is to be used only for crushed stone, except insofar as it affects 

costs of quarrying; but for structural and monumental purposes it is necessary to 

be able to obtain a large projiortion of big, sound, rectangular blocks. Many 

structural stone quarries have been abandoned after large expenditures for equip¬ 

ment and development have been made, due to the small proportion of large 
sound blocks that could be obtained. ’ 

For most uses of stone the item of cost is all-important. Stones of various types 

are so abundant and of such relatively low unit value that high costs may mean 

inabihty to compete, and hence failure. Certain types of high-grade ornamental 

and monumental stones are sometimes marketed successfully, even where costs 

aie high, but in producing rough stone for low-grade uses cost is often the govern¬ 

ing factor. For low-grade uses proximity of markets and transportation costs 

are often more important than the quality of the stone. Stone used for chemical 

pui poses usually must meet exact specifications, and aUowances for impurities 
may be very low, 

Oraamen^ and BuUding Stone. Ornamental stones display a combination of 
pleasing pattern and color and are capable of taking a good polish. As noted by 

Bowles, the stone industries do not use the tei-m “marble” in the strict sense of 

being a metamorph.c rock. The term is applied to any calcareous rock capable 

of taking a polish Susceptibility to polish, therefore, is an important commercial 
asset. A selected portion of almost any building stone may be used for orna¬ 

mental purposes. Certain materials are imported from foreign sources. Marble, 
alabaster, breccia, and onyx from Italy are well known. Without doubt, many 

stone deposits in the United States are capable of supplying excellent material 
but are not developed due to the absence of a ready market. The marbles of 
3 I w 
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Vermont the granite of Vermont, the marbles of Tennessee and the 
limestone of the Bedford Ind.. district are in extensive use over a Ce porrion tf 

the inr r* ^ well-established productive capacity of 
the industry, pubhcity on a nationwide basis, and general knowledge by the 

arcMtectural profession of the merits of these materials. A number of pubhc 

buildings in Wasl^gton are outstanding examples of the use of ornamentS and 

budding stones The National Art Gallery with its exterior of Tennessee marble 

exLple."'”' and Indiana limestone is a noteworthy 

prepared in large tonnages from a variety of 
rocks. Its use as an aggregate in concrete is the most important market The 

absence of natural aggregates, sand and gravel, in many areas makes the use of 

crushed stone a necessity, and the widespread use of concrete in road building and 

coMtruction has created a huge market for stone. Crushed stone includes the 

material sold to industry for use as a raw material. Crushed and sized granules 

Table 2. Stone Sold or Used by Producers in the United States, 1945 to 1946 

BY Uses * 

Uee 

DizneDsion stone: 
Building stone: 

Rough coDstructlon. short tons 

Approx eguivolcnt ia short tong 

Hubble, short tons. 

Monumental stone, cu ft. 

Approx equivalent in short tons. 

Paving blocks, number. 

Approx equivalent in short tons. 
Curbing, cu ft. 

Approx equivalent in short tons... 

Flagging, cu ft. 

Approx equivalent in short tons... 

stone (quantities Total dimension 

approx) short tons. 

Crushed and broken stone: 

Riprap, short tons. 

Crushed stone, short tons. 

Furnoce flux (limestone), short tons. 

Refractory stone*, short tons.. 

Agricultural (limestone), short tons. 

Other uses, short tons. 

Total crushed and broken atone, short tons. 

Grand total (quantities approx), short tons. 

1045 

Quantity Value 

155,75C •8 926.402 

3.038.12C 4.558.609 
225.870 

300.430 548.645 

3.038.870 11,300.627 

250.850 

212.570 22.336 

1.560 

158.260 

12,760 

203,797 

268.480 228,222 

21.470 

1.058,090 8 17.848,638 

4.801.170; 5 5,589.584 
85.373.200 80.429.019 10 

27,039..520 22.070.393 2 
2.520.050 4.545..1.39 

17.393..570 25.892.117 2; 
14.010.350 22.920.012 II 

152,346.520 3 !1G1.459.204 17^ 

153,405.210 179.307.902 171 

1046 

Quantity Value 

20$.170 

0.654.340 

490,05C 

203.430 

3.677.020 

300.700 

578,750 

5.270 

374,000 

30.400 

470.620 

38.130 

1,374.580 

3,847.550 

S 1,578.668 

12.180.205 

640,604 

17.434.556 

50,346 

544,477 

525.364 

$ 32.972.220 

$ 5,010.207 

110.892.504 

20.701.833 

4,157,179 

32.482.007 

28.032.636 

$201,367,260 

234.339.486 
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Table 3. Crushed and Broken Stone Sold or Used bt Producers in the 

United States, 1945 to 1946, bt Principal Uses 

Use 

, 1945 

i 

Short ions 

Value 

Toul Avg 

Concrete and road metal.. 64.108.190 8 65.535.403 81.02 

Railroad ballast. 21.265.070 14.894.216 0.70 

Metallurgical. 27,639,620 22.076.303 O.SO 

Alkali works. 7,076.330 4.068.060 0.57 

Riprap. 4,801,170 5.589.684 1.16 

Agricultural... 17.396.670 25.892,317 1.40 

Refractory (ganister, mica 

echist, dolomite, soap¬ 

stone).*,,. 2.626.650 4,545.339 

Asphalt filler. 455.360 971.570 

Calcium carbide works.«. 549.510* 639.833- 

Sugar factoriee, •. ... • 340.310- 691,922- 2.03- 

Glass factories... 656.610- 937,615- 1.68- 

Paper miUa. 352,990 620.943 1.76 

Other uses. 5,279.240 14.990.069 2.84 
1 

152,346.520 8161.450,254 81.06 

Portland and natural 

ment and cement rockt. 27,332.000 4 

Lime^. 11.841.000 4 nm 
191,520.000 0 BBSS 

Asphaltic stone. 642.600 8 2.565.925 3.99 

Slate granules and fiour. . 482.230 3.687.173 
1 

7.65 

1Q46 

Short tonA 

00.358.900 

16.008.350 

25.157.7G0 

7.418.690 

3.847.550 

22.781.750 

2.088.080 

459.020 

411,660 

378.720 

648.250 

385.620 

6.633.430 

177.477,780 

43.877.000 

11.965.000 

233.340.000 

777.457 

603.520 

Value 

Total 

97.765.446 

13.127.058 

20.791.833 

5.230.8(M 

5.010.207 

32.482,907 

4.167,179 

1.270.734 

437.231 

693.058 

1.163,161 

685,012 

18.551.736 

8201.367,266 

2.801.591 

5.424.604 

Avg 

81 OS 

0.78 

0.83 

0.71 

1.30 

1.43 

1.99 

2.77 

1.06 

1.83 

1.79 

1.78 

2 80 

81.13 

3.68 

8.18 

* RevUed figure. 
^ Value report«d ae cement in section on Cement. 

* No value available for stone used in manufacture of cement and lime. 
^ Value reported as lime in section on Lime. 

Tabl.is 4. Roofing Granules* Solo or Used in the United States, 1944 to 1048, 

BY Kinds 

Natural Artificially colored Brick Total 

Year 

Short 

ions 
Value 

Short 

tons 
Value 

Short 

tons 
Value 

Short 

tons 
Value 

1944 287.080 82.210.379 637,090 8 0.313.356 65.830 81.005.904 990.000 812.520.699 

1945 355.840 2.628.052 628.220 0,124.801 61.220 017,637 1.01.5,280 12.700.580 

1946 447.010 3.470.411 877,990 12.939.512 .54.660 866.174 1.380,560 17.276.097 
1047 .504.980 4. tOO.Slo' 1.133.870 17.559.227 66.570 988.434 1.605.420 22.724,471 

1948 448.150 3.828,307 1,002,430 16.663.361 35,110 580.173 t .485.090 20,977.831 

* Manufactured from etone, slate, slag, and bricic. 
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The tonnages of various types of stone are shown in Table 1. The tonnage 
distributed by use for the last two years for which figures are available is shown 
m iable 2* The distribution of crushed stone by industrial use is given in Table 
3, and Table 4 shows the tonnage and value of granules in recent years. 

Chemical Stone. Limestone is the most useful industrial stone, and its use in 
the chemical industries is of growing importance.® Besides its importance in the 
cement and lime industries as reported in the sections concerned with those 
subjects, It IS indispensable in the manufacture of glass and calcium carbide and 
m many other industries. It also supplies the carbon dioxide for the alkali 
works engaged m the production of sodium carbonate. Quarries operated for 

Table 5. I.imkstone (Crushed and Broken Stone) Sold or Used by Producers 

_iNTHB United States for Miscellaneous Uses, 1945 to 1946 

Use 
1945 1946 

Short tons Value 1 Short tons Value 

Alkali works. 7,076,330 $4,068,060 7,418,69C 1 $5,230,804 
C?alcium carbide works... . 549,510 639,833 411,66C 1 437,231 
K oai-minc dusting... 

Filler (not whiting sulistitutc): 
216,160 680,723 208,83C 632,729 

Asphalt. 455,360 971,570 459,020 1,270,734 
rertilizor. 410,160 661,348 553,680 1,076,728 
Other. . . 138,750 428,991 220,370 645,440 

I* liter beds. 20,920 38,322 16,410 33,324 
vila.ss factories. 556,610» 937,615<* 648,250 1,163,161 
ijimestono sand 615,400 482,093 622,230 437,882 
Limestone whiting*. . . 343,220 2,905,637 405,380 3,523,025 
Magnesia works (dolomite)*. . 295.540 373,919 ' 294,360 464,730 
Mineral fon<l 291,580 1,310,757 373,630 1,697,507 
Mineral frock! wool 39,170 39,575 22,200 23,400 
Paper mills. 352,990 620,943 385,620 685,912 
Poultry crrit 114,670 751,469 117,630 822,985 
Refractory (dolomite).. 1.027,099 1,120,136 1,035,110 1,146,864 
Hoad base 

Stucco, terrazzo, and artificial 
298,930 233,979 283,820 252,806 

stone. 25,500 148,332 25,830 171,113 
Smrar factories 340.310'* 691,922'* 378.720 693,058 
Other IISes'^. 199.800 300,319 147,350 543,291 
Use unspecified. 305.250 423,321 753.930 1.010,884 

13,664,340 $17,828,864 j 15,082,7205 >22,054,628 

maencsia. 

Inrliiflos stone for arid neutralization, athletic-fiold marking, carbon dioxide, chemicals 
(unspecifiod). oonercto blocks and pipes, dyes, electric products, fill material, magnesium 
»net.al. motion-iucture snow, oil-well drilling, rayon, spalls, waste rock, and water treatment. 
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this market actually should be called carbon dioxide quarries, since this is the 

product desired and the lime is incidental. Silica from sandstone or glass sand 
is of growing importance as a chemical raw material. In addition to its role in 

glassmaking it is used in the manufacture of sodium silicates, silicon carbide, and 
the remarkable silicones whose properties are just beginning to be appreciated. 

The industrial distribution of limestone is illustrated in Table 5. 
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STRONTIUM MINERALS 

The only strontium minerals that occur in sufficient abuiKlanee to bo of com¬ 

mercial interest are celestite and strontianitc. Celestitc is by fur the more com¬ 

mon and is the principal mineral mined for conversion into .strontium s:ilts ami 

use without alteration. In spite of the fact that largo deposits of struatium 
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minerals are known in the United States, production has never been important- 

first because there is little domestic demand other than the abnormal periods 

associated with war, when normal commerce is impossible; second; because the 

more important domestic deposits are not readily accessible; third; the low price 

at which imported ores and salts may be laid down on the Atlantic coast has 
discouraged mining in this country. 

CELESTITE 

Composition. Celestite is strontium sulfate, SrSO^: SrO, 56.4 per cent; SO,, 

43.6 per cent. In commercial deposits it is rarely pure, often containing more or 
less barium, calcium, and sodium. 

General Description. Celestite is a heavy, white to bluish mineral resembling 

barite. It usually occurs in tabular or prismatic orthorhombic crystals or as 

fibrous, cleavable masses. Sometimes it occurs as a massive fine-grained crystal¬ 

line rock resembling buff-gray limestone, except that it is heavier. It was first 

discovered near Bellwood. Pa., where it occurs in the partings of a shaly limestone 

m thin seams. It is pale blue in color and fibrous in structure, resembling the 
variety of gypsum known as “satin spar.” 

Physical Properties. Hardness, 3 to 3.5. Specific gramly, 3.9 to 4.0. MeUing 

point, 3 in scale of fusibility. Index of refraction, 1.622 to 1.631. Color, generally 

white with bluish tinge, also yellowish or reddish. Streak, white. Luster, 

vitreous to pearly. Cleavage, perfect basal and prismatic (angles about 104 and 

76 deg). Fracture, uneven. Transparency, translucent to opaque; rarely nearly 
transparent. Tenacity, brittle. 

STRONTIANITE 

Composition. Strontianite is strontium carbonate, SrCO,: SrO, 70.1 percent; 

CO2, 29.9 per cent. It usually contains some calcium and barium. 

General Description. Strontianite is typically found in white, pale-green, or 

yellowish groups of radiating, needle-shaped crystals and also in fibrous or, more 
rarely, granular masses* 

Physical Properties. Hardness, 3.5 to 4.0. Specific gravity, 3.6 to 3.8. Melt¬ 
ing point, 5 in scale of fusibility. Index of refraction, 1.520 to 1.667. Color, 

white, gray, pale green, or yellowish; also colorless. Streak, white. Luster, 

vitreous. Cleavage, imperfect prismatic. Fracture, conchoidal. Transparency, 
translucent to transjiarent. Tenacity, brittle. 

Table 1 shows the analyses of typical material as given by Harness.^ 

Occurrence. United States. Details of the occurrences of celestite in Cali¬ 

fornia and Arizona are presented in Kefs. 4 and 5. Much of the domestic produc¬ 

tion of the war years was shipped from Westmorland and Ludlow, Calif. 

California. In California, very large deposits of celestite are reported on the 

northeast side of the Avawatz Mountains, about 10 miles west of the Tonopah 

and Tidewater Railroad and about 15 miles southwest of the Tecopa station, 

San Bernardino County. Here occur a tilted series of old lake beds, consisting 

of rock salt, ppsum, and celestite dipping 45 to 70 deg. The celesite zone has a 

maximum thickness of 75 or 80 ft. In this zone are beds of celestite interlain and 
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Table 1 

Celestite (England) Strontianite 

Per cent Per cent 

SrS04 96.55 SrCO,. 90.9 

SrCOs 0.17 CaCO,. 7.5 

0.25 PftCOi. 0.1 

0.54 FeiOj. 0.05 

MffCOi 0.15 AUOi. 0.1 

Fe*0,) f\ nn SiO,.' 0.04 

AUOzf. S. 0.1 

SiO^ . 1.38 P. 0.005 

sometimes intermixed with beds of sandstone, gypsum, or igneous flows. Celes- 

tite varies in color from white through pink to a very dark brown. Sandy and 

clayey impurities are present, but ore analyzing 85 to 91 per cent SrS04 may be 

obtained. 

About 31 miles west of Brawley on the Southern Pacific Railroad, near the 

line between Imperial and San Diego counties, occurs a deposit of celestite above 

a thick bed of gypsum. It is reported that the ore is low in calcium and barium, 

and analyses show 94 to 97 per cent SrS04. 

Strontianite occurs in im])ortant quantities about 10 miles north of Barstow, 

San Bernardino County, in a group of hills locally known as Mud Hills. It is 

found in thin layers (up to 3 ft thick) and masses, together with beds of limestone 

and shale in thick beds of grayish-green, gypsiferous, calcareous clay, which are 

overlain by highly indurated beds of calcareous tuffs, rhyolite tuffs, sandstone, 

and liniestone. The strontianite occurs in two forms: first, as fibrous, radial, or 

sphcrulitic masses of resinous color and luster; and, second, as tlensc, exceetlingly 

fine-grained, gray or drab material resembling limestone. Some of the ore is of 

very low grade, but a product running 78 to 87 per cent SrCOa can he produced. 

It is state<l that deep mining is impractical, clue to the loose, unconsolidated con¬ 

dition of the clays, but that a considerable cjuantity of ore may be obtained by 

open-cut mining. 

Celestite has also been found north of La vie and Stagg stations of the Atchison, 

Topeka and SanLa Fd Railroad in San Bernardino County. 

Arizona. Deposits of celestite occur about 15 miles south of Gila Bond, 

Maricopa County, Ariz. Here se<liinentary beds of conglomerate, saiul.stone 

and gypsum, dipping 45 to 70 deg, contain celcstite-bearing beds 40 to 50 ft 

thick, of which the ujjper 8 or 10 ft are the richest in strontium minerals. Some 

of the best ore contains 80 to 87 per cent SrS04, but it is reported that much of the 

material is too high in barium an<l calcium to be of commercial value. 

Texas. Celestite has been reported near Strickbng, Burnet County, near 

Lampasas, Lampasas County, and near Austin an<l Mount Bonnell, Travis 

County. Strontianite is, in places, foutul with the celestite. Celestite, in small 

quantities, has been shipped from the Mount Bonnell district. It is reported 
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that the richest ores do not contain more than 10 per cent SrSO^, and many of 

them contain only 1 to 5 per cent. When properly concentrated, however, a 
marketable grade can be produced, 

VUih. Deposits of celestite occur in Emery County about 50 miles from the 

Denver and Rio Grande Railroad at Green River, Utah. Another deposit is 

leported in Grand County, about 25 miles southeast of Green River. 

Washington. Celestite and strontianite of commercial grade and in deposits 

of uwkable size are reported 1 mile southwest of La Conner, Skagit County 

Another deposit IS stated to occur just above the gorge of Skagit River near the 
mouth of Ruby Creek, 

Other States. Celestite is a common constituent of many of the limestones and 

dolomites of Ohio, Michigan, New York, and Pennsylvania. Shipments have 

been made from Ohio, frequently it is found altered in part to elemental 
sulfur, probably by bacterial action. 

Great Britain. Great Britain normally is the most important miner of stron¬ 

tium minerals. Most of the production is located in Gloucestershire, and exports 

leave the port of Bristol, Mining consists of small open pits seldom over 20 ft 

m depth. The celestite is removed and hand trimmed to lump size, which is 

general y preferred by the trade. The entire operation is small, sporadic, and so 

conducted as not to interfere with the agricultural use of the surface 

Germany Strontianite is found in Westphalia in veins varying in thickness 

from 1 in. to 7 ft. The veins are nearly vertical and are worked by overhead 

stoping. The crude run-of-mine rock contains from 10 to 15 per cent strontianite. 

Haiul sorting and ^concentration are necessary to produce commercial material. 

I Ins runs about So per cent SrCOa. Strontianite is preferred for some uses due 

to the ease with which it can be ilissolvod. However, it tends to contain a liigh 

percentage of calcium carbonate and this is objectionable for some uses 

Canada. Strontium ores, both celestite and strontianite. occur at a number of 

localities in Canada, but only four occurrences, all of celestite, are known of 

possible commercial importance.^ These deposits are all in Ontario, the largest 

being in the township of Bagot, Renfrew County. Except for a small production 

from a deposit in Lansdowne, Leeds County, many years ago, the entire Canadian 

production of strontium ores, all celestite, was obtained from the Bagot deposit 
during 1919 to 1920. 

This deposit is 5 miles by road southeast of Calabogie station on the Kingston 

an embrokc branch of the Canadian Pacific Rjiilway. The celestite occurs in 

irregular slablike masses of radiated, columnar or fibrous crystals enclosed in 

brown dolomite, between limestone walls that dip 45 to 60 deg southwest. The 

celestite masses average from a few inches to a foot in thickness, but sometimes 

reach 2 or 3 ft. The dolomite-celestite breccia shows a thickness of about 45 ft 

at the mam pit. The length and depth are unknown, but seem to be of con¬ 

siderable extent. Over the whole width of the dolomite-celestite breccia the 

celestite content seems to be not over 10 per cent, but of the 15 ft worked on the 

hanging-wall contact the content may be as high as 20 per cent. Probably 30 

per cent of the celestite cun be recovered by hand sorting, but the other 70 per 
cent requiies milling. 
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Table 2 shows that the celestite contains considerable barite and might more 

properly be termed baryto-celestite. 

Table 2. Analyses of Celestite from Baoot, Ontario, Canada 

1 2 

Strontium sulfate. 85.63 
14.38 

Trace 

78.50 
18.61 
0.73 

Barium sulfate. 
Oalcium sulfate. 

100.01 97.81 

1. Selected material. Analyzed by R. A. A. Johnson, Gcol. Survey. 
2. Representative sample from stock pile. Analyzed by K. A. Thompson, Mines Branch. 

Other Counirics. Mexico and Spain are commercial producers. A discovery 

of large tonnage has been reported recently in India. It is probable that the 

total world reserves are large and may become of greater value if more important 

uses are found for strontium. 

Production and Consumption. According to the U.S. Bureau of Mines in 1940 

there had been no production of strontium minerals in the United States since 

1918 except for a small quantity produced in Texas and used in the petroleum 

industry for drilling mud. This was altered by the war, which interfereil with 

imports wliile the demand was increasing. Mines were opened in the United 

States; most of the production came from California, Texas, Wjishington, and 

Ohio. The industry was active for a few years, but by 194() had nearly dis¬ 

appeared. The record of production is shown in Table 3. 

Table 3. Shipments of Celestite from Mines in the United States and 

Imports 

Year Tons Value 1 Imports, short tons 

1940 243 $ 3,726 4,507 
1945 2,784 27,740 3,691 
1944 3,005 48,165 5,793 
1943 7,566 114.526 16,881 
1942 4,011 55.52!) 4 .041 
1941 4,724 09,054 4.724 
1940 

1 
3.50 or lcs.s 2.751 

Postwar con.sumption of strontium minerals tends to increase. In 194S 

imports of 21,771 short tons wore reported, Two-thir<ls of this tonnage (^aine 

from Spain. 

Utilization. The most imiMjrtant single use of strontium is in the maaufueturc 

of red signal flares or fusees. These are iise<l as a warning signal by trains, 

trucks, sliip.s, and aircraft. Harness® gives the following formula for the com¬ 

position of a red fusee: 
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Strontium nitrate. .. . 

Potassium perchlorate 
Sxilfur. 

Sawdust. 

Charcoal. 

Per Cent 

71.1 

13.1 

11.1 
4.2 

0.5 

100.0 

Strontium salts are used in the preparation of tracer bullets, and this use 

accounts in part for the increased demands characteristic of the war years 

Many chemical compounds are prepared that find their way into many useful 

industrial .applications. Refs. 1, 2, and 8 describe a process by which celestite is 

converted to the carbonate. The mineral is crushed, dried, ground, and heated 

With a sodium carbonate solution. The strontium carbonate produced by the 

reaction is filtered from the sodium sulfate liquor, purified to remove traces of 

barium and calcium salts, and then may be converted to other strontium salts. 

btrontium greases are reported to be stable from 300 to 400^F and water and 

hydrocarbon resistant.« Small amounts of celestite are used in ceramic glazes 

and as a flux on welding rods. The largest use for crude celestite has been in the 

preparation of od-well drilling muds. Its gravity, 3.9 to 4.0, is slightly under 

that of barite. During the war considerable tonnage of celestite was substituted 
for barite for this use. 

In the past the greatest industrial use for strontium minerals has been in the 

German beet-sugar industry where strontium hydrate is used in desaccharizing 

beet-sugar molasses by the Scheibler process. Ground celestite has been used in 

fairly large quantities for purifying caustic soda in the rayon industry. Stron- 

tianite has been used on a semicommercial scale in Europe for desulfurizing and 

dephospliorizing steel. The use of strontium chloride in gas refrigeration was 
attempted some years ago but failed to develop. 

Prices. In 1950 celestite was quoted at $54 per ton in carload lots for 92 per 

cent material, finely imwdered; strontianite, $55 per ton for lump material 
averaging 84 to 86 per cent strontium carbonate. 
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SULFUR 

Elemental Sulfur, Pyrite, and Other Sources 

Elemental sulfur encounters increasing competition from by-product material 

recovered mostly during the smelting of pyritic copper ores or the sulfides of lead 

and zinc. In addition, pyrite is mined in large tonnages as a source of sulfur 

alone. Since all sources of sulfur tend to compete mutually and their economic 

problems are shared in common, it seems desirable to combine the discussion of 

the various sources in one discussion. 

ELEMENTAL SULFUR 

Composition. Sulfur (also known as brimstone) is elemental sulfur (S), some¬ 

times containing traces of arsenic, selenium, or tellurium and often mixed with 

clay or bitumen. 
General Description. Sulfur is a relatively soft mineral, usually of a charac¬ 

teristic yellow color, but sometimes greenish or grayish due to impurities. It 

occurs in transparent to translucent orthorhombic pyramidal crystals, also in 

granular, fibrous, earthy, powdery, or stalactitic masses. 

Sulfur crystallizes from a molten condition in monoclinic forms. 

Physical Properties. Hardness, 1.5 to 2.5. Specific gravity, 1.9 to 2.1. Melt¬ 

ing point, 110.2 to 119.25®C, depending on conditions. Boiling point, 444.f>°C. 

Ignition temperature, 248*C. Index of refraction, 1.950 to 2.240. Color, yellow 

to yellow-brown, also reddish, greenish, brownish, or grayish, <iue to impurities. 

Streak, white to yellow. Luster, adamantine on crystal faces; otherwise resinous 

to grea.sy. Cleavage, iiulistinct parallel to base, prism and pyramid, h racture, 

conclioidal to uneven. Trans^iarency, transparent to translucent. Tenacity, 

brittle. Soiufnliiy, insoluble in water and acids; soluble in carbon disulfide. 

Nonconductor of heat aiul electricity. 
Occurrence* The most important commercial deposits of sulfur occur in 

sedimentary beds with Kypsuin, anhydrite, and limestone associated with hydro- 

carlM)ns, carbonates, and sulfates. The sulfur is believed to rc.sult from the 

reduction of sulfates, although the i<lentity of the reducing medium is not clearly 

understood. It is commonly believed to be bacteria, although chemical reduc¬ 

tion by other mciins is possible. Dejiosits of this typo arc those of Texas and 

Louisiana; Sicily; Conil (near Cadiz), Spain; Bex, Switzerland; and Cracow, 

I’oland. 
Superficial deposits of sulfur are found near hot springs, formed by the oxida- 
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is raised to a temperature above the melting point of sulfur. The liquid sulfur, being 
heavier than water, makes its way downward to form a pool and displaces water 

around the foot of the well, and rises in the well column through the lower perfora¬ 

tions into a 3-in. pipe, which is the sulfur discharge pipe. Compressed air released 
at the bottom of still another pipe fitted inside the 3-in. pipe rises and mixes with the 

sulfur column, forming an air lift that raises the liquid sulfur free of water to the 

surface.* 

The Frasch process requires a substantial capital investment before recovery of 

marketable material. The deposits must have a certain minimum content of 

recoverable sulfur, the rock structure must possess sufficient permeability to 

allow penetration of water and flow of molten sulfur, and the hot water must be 

in contact with the sulfur long enough to produce fusion. Tlie accumulation of 

water in quantity sufficient for operation, at times millions of gallons per day, may 

be a serious problem. Supplies are secured from wells and storage of surface 

water. The molten sulfur is pumped into large vats up to 1,220 ft long, 200 ft 

wide, and 50 ft high. The solidified sulfur is blasted into fragments for loading 

to cars for shipping. It exhibits a remarkable purity, 99.5 to 99.9 per cent. The 

disposal of spent water is a i>roblem, since it cannot be draine<l into streams 

orflinarily. At times it must be store<l, treated to remove sulfides, and wasted 

to streams during periods of rain and high water. In some cases it is treated and 

then conveyed by ditch to tidewater, a distance of miles. The Frasch process is 

illustrated in Fig. 14. 

Some sulfur is j)roduce<l in California, Colorado, and Nevada. The domina¬ 

tion of production from the domes of Louisiana ami Texas is exhibited in Table 1. 

Table 1. Sulfur Produced and Shipped in the United States, 1944 to 1948* 

Produced^ long tons Shipped 

Vear 

Texas IxMtisianu 
California 
and Utah 

Total I.iOng tons 
Approxi- 

tnato vuhio 

H)44 

1945 
1946 
1947 

1948 

2. rjR2,238 ! 
2,969,778 
2,970.472 

3,.'i61 ,214 
3, «67..'>45 

635.920 
783.410 

881,170 
1 880,000 

1,001.665 
1 1 . 

3,218,158 

3,753,188 
3,859,642 
4 ,441 ,214 

4,869,210 

3.519,083 
3,833,294 
4,128,212 

1,828,103 
4,978,912 

$56,300,000 
61,300,000 

66,100,000 
85,200,000 
89,GOO.000 

• In rttlfiition to llio rcfiiictl Mullur show»i. aiutive sulfur ore (10-70 per rent S) for UKrirul^ 
turc use wu» produreci in C'olorudo uiul Texas in HM2—1048 unci in CalifonuH and Nevada 
in 1040. Total shipments of thi.n it i uteri a I were as follows, in lon^ ton.s: 1042. I.OOO 
($10,000); 1043, 2.572 (S20.215): 1044. 1,030 ($8,050): 1045. 1,420 ($12,170); 1040, 0.344 
($05,631). 

Utilization. The roii.sutnption of sulfur in tlic Ignited Stntos is in Tuldo 2. 

The very i)ro|>crty of sulfur has never been use<l appreciably, due 

to the Ci'ise with wliieh the matcriu! Ignites. 

* Advcrtiecincnt of the Tc*xa» Gulf Sulphur Co., June. 1010. 
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The largest use for sulfur, whether elemental or derived from pyrite or other 

sources, is in the making of sulfuric acid. It is estimated that about 75 per cent 

of the elemental sulfur produced and a much larger percentage of sulfur from 

other sources is converted to sulfuric acid. Table 3 shows the approximate con¬ 

sumption of sulfuric acid by major consuming industries. 

Price. 

market. 
In 1950 sulfur was quoted per long ton fob Texas at $18 for the domestic 

^oduction. iMy. Until the extensive development of the sulfur deposits 

of I^uisiana and Texas the Italian production of sulfur dominated the world 

markets. From 1860 to 1905 ItaUan production showed an almost con- 
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slant increase, reaching a maximum of 568,927 metric tons in 1905. From 

1906 to 1917 production almost steadily decreased to 211,847 tons in that year. 

From 1918 to 1921 production again slowly increased to 284,600 tons in 1921. 

This great decline has been due to several causes, the most important of which 

Table 2. SuLFxm Consumed in the United States, 1944 to 1948, bt Uses, Long 

Tons 

(Chemical Enffineering) 

Use 1944 1945 1946 1947 1048 

Chemicals*. 
Fertilizer and insecticides. 

Pulp and paper. 
Explosives*. 
Dyes and coal-tar products. . . 

Rubber. 
Paint and varnish. 

Food products. 
Miscellaneous. 

1,585,000 
580,000 

300,000 
8^,000 

75,000 
55,000 
90,000 

7,000 
140,000 

1,605,000 

600,000 

297,000 
90.000 
75,000 

58,000 
94,000 

7,000 

135,000 

1,460,000 

620,000 
305,000 
90,000 
80,000 

65,000 

105,000 
7,000 

175,000 

1,760,000 
740,000 
370,000 

100,000 
95,000 

65,000 
190,000 

8,000 

212,000 

1,790,000 
800,000 
380,000 

110,000 
98,000 

63,000 
240,000 

8,000 
211,000 

Total. 2,920,000 2,961,000 2,907,000 3.540,000 

& * « » 

3,700,000 

• 

• To avoid disclosing estimated consumption of sulfur in direct war applications, such as 

military explosives, sulfur so used is included under Chemicals. 

Table 3. Sulfuric Acid (Basis, 100 Per Cent) Consumed in the United States, 

1944 TO 1946, BY Industries, Short Tons 

(Chemical Engineering) _ 

Industry 1944 1945 1946 

o
 

c
 

o
 A 

o
 2,850,000 3,020,000 

Poimlenm refininir. 1,020,000 1,020,000 1,000.000 

ftnfl do^erkSI! * . • 2,490,000 
625,000 

2,22‘J,000 1,780,000 

. 600,000 510,000 

Tmn fLnrl fltenl. 660,000 570,000 475,000 

fnntAlliircfleal. 350,000 330,000 280,000 

X>r»W»4«* r%i^rr» t M 510.000 520,000 550.000 

120,000 100,000 105,000 

Anri film •150,000 4‘J5,000 556.000 

Toxtilofl . 75,000 70,000 75,000 

Miscell .. 350,000 400,000 345,000 

Total. 9,1 ‘JO, 000 9,175,000 8,6‘JO,000 

• To avoid disclosing estimated consumption of acid in direct war applications, such as 
military explosives, acid so used is combined with Chemicals. 

have been tl»e enormously increased production and the low costs of production 

in the Unite<l States. Other causes have been (1) a rather short-sighted policy 

regarding prices, which caused extensive stibstitution of pyrite for sulfur in the 

manufacture of sulfuric acid; (2) the failure to discover new deposits; (3) the 
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continual deepening of nearly all the mines, with the consequent increase in costs 

of mining; (4) exhaustion of ore, inundations, and fires in several mines; (5) laws 

restricting the granting of sulfur-mining concessions (in 1910); (G) labor shortage 

and the consequent high cost of labor, due formerly to emigration and later to the 

First World War. 
Sicily. The minable sulfur deposits of Sicily are located between Gibellina 

(Province of Trapani) on the west and Centuripe (Province of Catania) near 

Mount Etna on the cast. They extend as far as the coast near Girgenti in a 

southerly direction and the most important deposits center about Caltanissetta. 

The greatest length of the whole district is 99 to 105 miles and the greatest width 

is 53 to 66 miles. Production techniques are crude and wasteful. Tonnage was 

reduced to a trifling figure by the war. Improvement since the close of the war 

has resulted in opening the shafts employed in mining and a larger tonnage has 

been made available for European markets. 

Japan. Japan has been an important producer of sulfur and at times has had 

an exportable surplus due in part to a large domestic production of pyrite. The 

Japanese deposits are of volcanic origin and occur as sulfur-bearing clays or as 

sulfur-bearing muds, ejected during periods of volcanic activity. The most 

important deposits are in Hokkaido. 

As shown in Table 4 the United Stales is producing over 90 per cent of the 

world’s sulfur, and production other than in Italy and Japan does not attain a 

large figure. 
PyRITE 

Pyrite is the only sulfide mined directly and intentionally for the production of 

sulfur. 
Composition. Pyrite, iron pyrites or “fool’s gold,” consists of iron sulfide, 

FeS2: Fe, 46.7 per cent; S, 53.3 per cent. It often contains small amounts of 

copper, arsenic, nickel, cobalt, or gold. 

General Description. Pyrite is a brass-colored mineral usvially foutul in 

crystals or crystalline mas.ses. The crystals may be cubic, octahedral, pyrito- 

hedral, or other isometric forms. It also occurs as inas-sive, disseminated, 

granular, stalactitic, botryoidal, and so on. It is often found in bituminous coal 

and known as “coal brasses.” Marcasite has the same composition ami nearly 

the same properties, but crystallizes in the orthorhombic system, often with 

radial .structure. 
Physical Properties. Hardness, 6 to 6.5. Specific gravity, 4.9 to 5.2. Melting 

point, upon heating it br&iks up, liberating sulfur. Color, pale brass to golden 

yellow. Streak, greenish to brownish black. Luster, metallic. Cleavage, none. 

Fracture, uneven. Transparency, opaque. Tenacity, brittle. 

Occurrence. Pyrite is the commonest sulfide mineral and it is ^videly dis¬ 

tributed. It is found in a great variety of ways and often occurs in large quan¬ 

tities. It is mine<I in many countries and nearly all countries contain pyrite in 

some form, although not always of commercial interest. Pyrite occurs abund¬ 

antly in veins or as disseminated crystals or nodules, but the deposits of chief 

economic imjjortance usually occur as lenticular masses of great size in crystalline 

or sedimentary rocks of all ages. 
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The largest pynte deposits in the world are in Spain and Portugal and these 

two countries together produce nearly three-quarters of the world's requirements 

Other l^ge producing countries have been Norway, the United States, Italy 

France, Germany, Canada, Greece, Japan and Hungary. The following countries 

have also produced pynte commercially: United Kingdom, Union of South 

Africa, Australia, Belgium, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Sweden, Algeria, Peru 
Cuba, Russia, Austria, Armenia, Serbia, and Finland. 

Spain and Portugal. The pyrite deposits of Spain and Portugal occupy a belt 

about 100 mi es long by 12 to 18 miles wde, extending from Anzalcollar in Sevilla 

through Huelva m Spain to Aljustrel in Alemtejo in Portugal. These deposits 

have been estimated to contain about 1,000 million tons of pyrite ore. The 

annual production from this area be- 
A ^ Table 5. Pyrites (Ores and Concen¬ 

trates) Produced in the United 

States, 1944 to 1948 

Quantity 

Year Gross 
weight, 

long tons 

Sulfur 

content, 
per cent 

Value 

1944 788,530 42.2 $2,598,000 
1945 722,596 41.0 2,700,000 
1946 813,372 41.5 3,228,000 
1047 940,652 41.7 4,070,000 
1948 928,531 41.8 3,950,000 

fore the war was nearly 4 million tons, 

of which about 400,000 tons came 

from Portugal and the remainder from 

Spain. Most of the output was ex¬ 

ported to the United States, Germany, 

England, France, and Belgium. The 

largest and best known lens is the San 

Dionisio lode of Rio Tinto, Spain, 

which has a length of 4>^ miles and a 

maximum thickness of about 800 ft. 

Much of the ore contains copper, for 

which it was originally worked, and 

which is still e.xtracted commercially. 

_ The sulfur content of the ore ranges 

from 44 to 52 per cent and averages 
about 48 per cent. Both lump ore and fines are shipped. 

Norway. Most of the Norwegian pyrite occurs in lenses varying from a few 

feet uj) to 60 ft in thiijkness and often carrying copper. Ores containing 4 to 8 

per cent copper are smelted locally; ore lower than 4 per cent copper and contain¬ 

ing about 45 per cent sulfur are exported. The most important deposits are 
situated at Sulitjclma near Salton in Nordland. 

Japan. I.arge reserves of pyrite are known to exist in Japan, and the country 

generally ranks second to Spain as a producer. The largest deposits are on 

Honshu and Shikoku. Production of up to 2 million metric tons per year is con- 

.sidei cd normal. The mineral is used in the manufacture of sulfuric acid, most of 

which IS consumed in the fertilizer industry. Two mines produce about one-half 

the national total. Tliese are equipped with modern methods of mining and 

prejiaration. Many small operations are conducted with hand labor. 

United Stales. Pyrite is produced in California, Montana, New York, Pennsyl¬ 

vania, Tennessee, Virginia, and Wisconsin. Tennessee is the most important 

producer. The output is converted to sulfuric acid and iron sinter. Pyrite in 

the form of coal brass is recovered from coal mines in Illinois and Indiana. 

World production in 1946 was estimated to total 7 million metric tons. The 

United States was the leading producer, 826,427 tons, followed by Spain, Norway, 
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Japan, Italy, Portugal, Cyprus, and France, Small production was scattered in 

many other countries. 

Price. Imported pyrite was quote<l in 1950 per long ton, cif United States 

ports at 14 to 16 cents per unit for material running 48 per cent sulfur, or about 

$7 per long ton. 

Table 5 illustrates the magnitude of the pyrite industry in the United States. 

OTHER SOURCES OF SULFUR 

The recovery of sulfur compounds from flue gases is a necessity in areas where 

such gases are objectionable to industry or hunianity. In addition, the con¬ 

version of sulfur to sulfuric acid provides a marketable commodity with a reason¬ 

able dollar return. The recovery of by-product sulfuric acid from smelters 

treating copper, lead, and zinc ores is a prolific source of this primary agent. 

Since smelters tend to be located close to the ore they are located frequently in 

western areas remote from acid markets. Complete recovery of sulfur cannot be 

practised due to lack of a market within shipping radius of production. 

The amount of sulfuric acid recovered in recent years from nonferrous smelting 

appears in Table 6. 

Table 6. By-product Sulfuric Acid Expressed as 60®B£ Proditced at Copper, 

Zinc, and Lead Plants in the United States, 1942 to 1946, Short Tons 

1942 1943 1944 1945 1946 

Chopper plants*.... 

Zinc plants. 

265,522 

695.242 
348,832 
879,266 

320,572 

839,451 
298,309 

786.582 
221,047 
701,080 

960,704 1,228,098 1,160,023 1,084,891 922,127 

* Includes sulfuric acid produced as by-product at a lead smelter. 

The recovery of coal brasses from coal mines located in Indiana and Illinois has 

been mentioned. This source will increase in importance due to the growing 

scarcity of low-sidfur coals and the nece.ssity of cleaning coal for it.s improvement 

alone. Some clcmenial sulfur is now recovered from industrial gases, such as is 

jiroduced by coke ovens nn<I oil refineries. In 194(>, 10 recovery plants were 

rejiortcd to l)e in operation in the Unitetl States, producing over 30,000 tons of 

sulfur. Sulfur is also recovered from fuel gases, to their improvement for many 

u.se.s, as hydrogen sulfide. This can be converted to sulfuric acid or burned as a 

fuel. Sulfur exists in the form of calcium sulfate in untold millions of tons in the 

minerals anhydrite and gypsum. These mineral-s have been employed as a source 

of sulfur, particularly in the manufacture of ammonium sulfate, in England and 

Germany. They have not been .so u.sed in the United States as yet. Because of 

their widespread occurrence in the United States in great tonnage they .supply a 

potential re.serve of primary importance. 

Crude petroleum and natural gas arc very large jiotential sources of sulfur. In 

this country petroleum crude.s contain from nearly 0 to over 5 per cent sulfur. 
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During the past 30 years or more the percentage of total oil production containing 

0.5 per cent or more sulfur has ranged from 30 to 44 per cent. High-sulfur or 

sour-crude production has tended to increase faster than that of low-sulfur 

crudes. Natural gas containing relatively large percentages of sulfur is abundant. 

Xhe lemoval of sulfur from these sources is becoming of increasing importance 

both to improve the products and as basic sources of sulfur. One or more of the 

large sulfur-producing companies is planning the production of sulfur from such 

sources as a hedge against the future exhaustion of economically workable 

deposits of native sulfur in the Gulf Coast area. 
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TALC (STEATITE) 

Composition. Talc is a hydrous magnesium silicate, H2Mg3(Si03)4: SiOa, 63.SO 

per cent; MgO, 31.70 per cent; HjO, 4.H0 per cent. Most talcs rained com¬ 

mercially contain more or fewer of such impurities as quartz, calcite, dolomite, 

magnesite tremolitc, and iron oxide. 

General Description. Talc usually occurs in soft, foliated or compact, massive 

aggregates, white, gray, or green in color; less often it occurs in apple-green platy, 

crystalline aggregates; sometimes micaceous or fibrous. 

Physical Properties. Hardness, 1 to 3.5. Specific gravity, 2.6 to 2.8. Melting 

point, G in scale of fusibility, or about Seger cone 17 or 18. Index of refraction, 

1.539 to 1.5H9. Color, pure white, silvery white, gray, various shades of green, to 

nearly black; also yellow, brown, or reddish when impure. Streak, white. 

Luster, greasy to pearly. Cleavage, in crystalline varieties, micaceous. Fracture, 

in ma.s.sivc varieties, irregular. Transparency, translucent to oi>aque. Tenacity, 

sectilo to nearly brittle. Feel, gica.sy. 

Varieties. The most common variety, commercially, is the massive, cither 

foliated or gninular, type. 

Soapstone is a rock usually containing more or less talc (see page 484). 

Steatite was originally an alternative mincralogical name, often rostiicted to 

massive talc. In recent years the term has come to mean a liigh-gra«lc talc stiit- 

able for making either block “lava” (see below) or ceramic bodies used for high- 

gratle electrical insulators (see also umler Utiliz.ation and lief. 1). 

Rensselaerite. is a mineral name once applied to a hard, fibrous, waxlike mineral 

supposed to have the same chemical cornjjosition as talc but lacking its softness 

and its peculiar greasy feel. New York fibrous talc was supposed to consist 

largely of rensselaeritc, but it is genersilly c<uicedc«l to<lay that the liaid fiber.s in 

New York talc arc tremolitc and not a special variety of talc. 
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French chalk is a soft, compact variety that will mark cloth. 

Pyrophyllife is a hydrous aluminum silicate, closely resembling talc, that is 
mined, sold, and used commercially as talc for many purposes (see page 415). 

Asbestine is a trade name applied to New York fibrous talc. 

Agaliie, talclay, talcose, verdolite, mineral pulp, etc., are trade names applied to 
various types of talc. 

Lava is a trade name applied to baked talc used for gas-burner tips, electrical 
insulation, etc. (see under Utilization, page 543), 

Occurrence. Talc is usually a secondary mineral resulting from the alteration 
of other magnesium-containing silicates or, occasionally, carbonates. The orig¬ 
inal rocks may have been either sedimentary or igneous, types of each being com¬ 
mon. Serpentine, tremolite, pjToxenite, and many other rocks have been 
recognized as constituting the original sources of talcs. In many deposits the 
alteration is not complete and the talc, as mined and ground, often contains some 
of these original constituents. Many talc deposits are in the form of irregular, 
more or less lenticular bodies. 

Deposits of talc are rather widely distributed over the earth and are found, to a 
greater or lesser extent, in nearly every country. Commercial development has 
been confined mostly to the countries having the greatest industrial development. 
It has been roughly estimated that just prior to the Second World War the United 
States produced about 42 per cent of the world’s output; Manchuria, 17 per cent; 
France, 11 percent; Italy, 13 per cent; Norway, 6 per cent; India, 5 per cent; and 
Canada, 3 per cent. 

United States. It is unfortunate that since 1931 United States production 
statistics for talc, pyrophyllite, and ground soapstone have been combined so 
tliat it is not easy to get a clear picture of the relative importance of talc produc¬ 
tion from individual states. Total production for these tlu-ee items has about 
doubled in the past 20 years, and much of the great increase has come since the 
start of the Second World War—in part from increased production from former 
producers and in part from new or reopened mines. This has greatly changed 
the pattern of domestic production. New York is by far the largest producer of 
talc. North Carolina, second in the U.S. Bureau of Mines statistical table, 
produces mainly pyrophyllite with a very small production of true talc. Cali¬ 
fornia is the second largest talc prorlucer; Vermont, third; Georgia, fourth. 
Other states producing a few thousands tons each are Nevada, Washington, 
Montana, and Te.xas, Pennsylvania produces a small tonnage of low-grade talc. 
Maryland and Virginia produce mainly ground soapstone. 

New York.* For a great many j'oars New York either has been the leading 
talc producer or lias stood second. As recently as 1943 it sold over twice as 
much as its nearest competitor (California), but that percentage lead has since 
been cut down by great increases in other states. Most of the New York produc¬ 
tion comes from St. Lawrence County in an area near Gouverneur. Here is pro¬ 
duced a fibrous, tremolitic talc of clear, brilliant white color, used chiefly in the 
paint and ceramic industries. Less important deposits of granular talc occur 
near Natural Bridge in Jefferson County. 

California. From very small beginnings during the First World War the 
production of talc in California has risen very rapidly, putting the state in second 
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place during the past few years. Many excellent deposits are known of all types 

of foliated, fibrous, and massive talcs suitable for every talc use. Most of the 

steatite grade of talc for war use came from deposits in Inyo County. Although 

the bulk of present production comes from deposits in Inyo County (near Keeler, 

Darwin, Death Valley, and Tecopa) and San Bernardino County (Barstow and 

Baker), many deposits are known and some are being worked in other counties. 

Vermont. At one time the largest producing state, Vermont has its most 

important working deposits near Johnson, Waterbury, Chester, and Windham. 

Vermont talcs are of the foliated and granular types—not at all like the New York 

fibrous talcs in appearance, physical properties, or uses. Talc crayons as well as 

ground talc are made at Waterbury. 

Georgia. The most important talc-producing center in Georgia is Chatsworth, 

Murray County, where both ground talc and crayons are j)roduced. Other 

producing deposits in recent years are near Jasper, Pickens County, and Dawson- 

ville, Dawson County. Most of the Georgia talc is of the foliated type with a 

good slip. 

Other states which have shipped apj)reciablc tonnages of talc in recent years are 

as follows: Washington, from near Marblemount an<l Clear Lake, .Slmgit County; 

Nevada, Esmeralda County; Montana, near Ennis, Mu<lison County; New 

Mexico, Dona Ana County; North Carolina, Murphy, Cherokee County, and 

Nantahala, Swain County; Alabama, near Winterboro, Talladega County; 

Texas, Gillespie County. Relatively small production from Maryland, Virginia, 

and Pennsylvania has been chiefly low grade tjilc or ground soapstone. An 

important exception, perhaps, is the massive lava- and pencil-grade talc from 

Harford and Cecil Counties, Md. The pyrophylUte production of North Caro¬ 

lina is noted under Pyrophyllite. 

Canada. Canada's production of high-grade white talc all comes from near 

Madoc, Hastings County, Ontario. This talc is whiter than most of the talcs 

from the eastern United States and usually commands a little better price where 

this quality is important. Dej)Osits in Quebec, mainly in the Thetfonl Mines 

area and at Highwater near the Vermont line, produce soapstone refractory 

blocks, crayons, and off-color ground soaj)stoiie for roofing and other low-grade 

uses. Mjrssive, steatite-type talc from Re«i Earth Creek in Kootenay Park, 

British Columbia, was tested during the Second World War for insulator use but 

was found unsuitable. 

China. Prior to Pearl Harbor, Manchuria reported the sec^ond large.st world 

production of talc, over 111,000 tons being ex|)orted in 19.37—j>rol>al)ly mostly to 

Japan, since little reached this country. At least some of thi.s was of high <iuality, 

suitable for toilet uses, but little has been piiblishefl as to the nature or the extent 

of the deposits. It is reporte<l that most of the production ha.s come from south¬ 

ern Manchuria, one of the largest mines being in Fengtien at Talin near the 

Tashichiao station on the P. M. Ibiilway. In China i)roper tleposits are reported 

to have l>cen oi>crated in Chekiang, Fukien, Shantung, Kweichow, and Shensi 

provinces. 

Germany. Important talc deposits occur in Germany, particularly in Bavaria, 

at Gbpfersgriin near Wunsiedel in the Firhtelgebirge. Most of the German talc 

seems to be of industrial grade, but excellent lava-grade talc is also produced. 
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Italy. The highest grade talcs in the world are mined in Italy. Their superior 

color, freedom from grit and impurities, and fineness of grain make them espe¬ 

cially suited for toilet and medicinal uses and for lava blanks. The main producing 

district is in the Italian Alps in the neighborhood of Perosa, south of Turin in the 

Valle di Chisone. Talc is mined also near Pinerolo and in the valleys of San 
Martino, Susa, and Lanzo. 

France. France is an important producer of toilet and lava grades of talc 

Most of the output comes from deposits in the Department of Ariege, but other 

important deposits are at Montferrier in the Pyrenees, at Luzech, and at Luzenac 

near the port of Cette. French, or tailor’s, chalk is produced mainly in the ‘ 
Department of Card, near the port of Toulon. 

Other countries which have reported production in recent years of over 1,000 

tons per year are Egypt, Greece, British India (important wartime source of 

steatite talc), French Morocco, Norway, Rumania, Spain, Sweden, Transvaal 
(Union of South Africa), and Uruguay. 

^oduction and Consumption. World Production. Table 1 is taken from the 
Minerals Yearbook,” 1946 (U.S. Bureau of Mines). 

United States pro,luction (sales) of talc, pyrophyllite, and ground soapstone in 

recent years is shown m Table 2, compiled from statistics published by the U.S. 

Prewar imports reached a peak of nearly 27,000 tons in 1937. Most of this 

was ground talc, chiefly from Canada, Italy, France, and China, crude imports 

amounting to only 324 tons. In the same year our exports were around 9,000 

^ns, leaving a net balance for domestic consumption of about 18,000 tons. 

During the war imijorts dropped to a minimum of about 6,600 tons in 1943 and 

had not mcreased by 1945. During the war years and in 1945 our exports aver- ’ 

aged about 11,000 tons per year. Thus, in 1945 there was a net loss to domestic 

consumption of around 5.000 tons. In 1946 exports rose to about 16,000 tons 
and imports to about 18,000 tons. 

production total of over 457,000 tons (which included 
about 96.O00 tons of pyropliyllito) was by far the largest on record. Since our 

imports and exports are nearly in balance this must represent close to our domestic 
con.sumption. 

Mining Mmng ?.e,,rly all the talc produced is obtained by underground 

^rh ‘r ^ 1 different districts. Many, 

bttle attent on has been g.vcn to the development of systemaiie mining methods. 

defi^, .ran, ‘ffi H<^"derso„ mine at Madoc, Ontario, Canada, a 
stf sIn evolved. This mine is opened by vertical 

In V^rm t T V V f ''^‘■’"vtcd by a method of shrinkage stoping. 

the .rr F t. r "'r' >>l>ened by inclined shafts in 
vcrtlTi T 'liioction along the vein at 

ft V . a ■'“"‘’'‘"f ? f ’"■'.ere the vein is not over 15 or 20 

h^n 20 o i'-r '-ein. If the veins are adder 

betoeen them tT Z and frequent connections made 
betaeen them, thus resulting a sort of room-and-pillar method. Raises are 
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Table 1. World Production or Talc, Pyrophyllitb, and Soapstone, 1940 to 

1946, BY Countries, Metric Tons® 

(CompUcd by P. Roberts) 

Country® 1940 1941 1942 1943 1944 1945 1946 

Argentina. 1,168 1,975 4,770 3,557 3,421 b b 

Australia: 
New South Wales.,. 754 1,153 1,454 1,814 1,874 1,776 
South Australia. 1,349 2,972 2,577 3,336 3,930 3,037 3,727 
Tasmania. 4 155 50 
Western Australia. . 7A 266 6 

Austria. 26,913 35,956 42,933 44,628 4,470 21,429 
Canada. 21,583 31,417 SIRS 29,571 24,574 29,167 
Chile. b ft > 276 935 477 6 
China. 76,000 6 ft ft a 
Egypt. 2,212 5,229 1,875 2,054 4,265 3,868 4,760 
Finland. ft ft 6 ft ft 75 6 
France. ft ft 48,300 26,720 42,461 66,477 
Germany. 9.449 12,170 13,526 6 ft ft 6 
India. 30,186 26,571 32,262 16,700 21,735 22,704 6 
Indochina, FVcnch.. . . 305 370 260 360 530 ft b 

Italy. 71,443 73,475 80,462 ft 6 46,287 6 
Japan. 9nn 
Kenya. 6 6 h 6 123 67 b 

Korea (Chosen). 60,227 ft b ft 50,226 6 b 

Madagascar. 6 e « 39 e 6 6 
Morocco, French. 6 ft b 6 ' 6 
Newfoundland. 284 508 1.580 2,439 224 711 660 
New Zealand. ft ft 15 63 25 
Norway. 17,028 29,059 30,454 6 b 6 
Rumania. 1,556 3,347 1,609 ft b b 

Spain‘S. 28,643 29,148 36,497 14,238 10,470 19.319 b 

Sweden. 7,569 5,233 6,153 5.335 5,512 b 

Tanganyika. 6 6 ft ft ft t 6 

Union of South Africa. 1,671 2,458 1,985 5,341 2,875 1,917 2.009 
United Kingdom. 1 ,074 4,532 2,231 2,815 2,829 b a 
United States*. 255,258 377,722 351,952 374,450 301 ,841 414,641 
Uruguay. 1,61)1)/ 2,111 4,588 1 ,985 2,257 1,823 1 .818 
Total*. 064,000 822,000 826,000 747,000 

o
 

o
 

o
 

o
 090,000 770,000 

• In addition to countries listed, talc or pyroiihyllitc is reported produced in Brazil 
Bulgaria, Greece, and U.S.S.K,, but data on production are not available, 

^ Data not available. 
* Less than 1 ton. 

^Includes steatite, os follows—1940: 17,191; 1941: 18,948; 1942: 24 850- 1043' 9 741* 
1944: 7.399; 1945: 15,577. 

• Talc, pyropliyilite, and ground soapstone sold by producers; includes also pinito in 
1940 to 1942 and 1044. 

^ Exports. 

^ Excludes estimates for countries listed in footnote ®. 
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put up at more or less regular intervals, at such an angle that the broken ore will 
run to the level below. These raises may be cut as large as 20 ft square and arc 
often connected at the top. Thus, as much of the ore as possible is recovered in 
large development openings. When the limits of the ore body are reached on a 
given level, part of the pillars may be recovered, but enough ore or waste is left 
standing in pillars to hold the walls. Then the shaft is deepened and another 
level is start^. When the ore body has been worked out by this method, the 

pillars farthest from the shaft on each level are mined out and as much ore as 
possible is recovered, retreating toward the shaft from both directions, until the 

walls cave so badly that the mine must be abandoned. Little timber is used in 
mining. Drilling is usually easy and is commonly done with light compresse<l-air 
hammer drills of the jackhammer type or with sloping drills. 

In small mines in the southern states mining is usually unsystematic, and mu<di 

of the ore is recovere<l in development openings. 
Prior to the development of the first commercial froth flotation of talc by the 

Eastern Magnesia Talc Co. at Johnson, Vt., in 1937, little had been done to 

beneficiate talc. Such improvement in quality as had been achieved was done 
by hand selection of ore, screening, "throwout” devices to remove coarse imj>uri- 
ties, and partial division into quality factions by air separation. Wet gnnding 
and froth flotation enabled the separation of pure talc from its associated minerals, 
and this necessitated detailed mineralogical studies of the crude talcs. In some 
cases, it was found that some of the accessory minerals could probably be 
recovered as salable commercial products. Thus, at Johnson, Vt., the ore con¬ 
tains magnesite [var. bruennerite (MgFeCOa)] and nickel [in the minerals pyr- 
rhotite (FeS) and gersdorffite (NiAsS)]. While, to date, the only flotation plant 
in operation in the industry is that at Johnson, the means arc now available for 
making relatively pure talc products from impure ores. 

Dry-milling methods in use today vary more in detail an<l in size than in funda¬ 

mental principles. The crude ore is reduced in jaw crushers followed by rolls or 
rotary crushers. Dry, mined rock is usually kept separate from wet fines, and 

the latter are dried in rotary driers. The dry or dried ore is then ground in 
Raymond roller mills with whizzer air separators or Hardinge conical |>el)ble 
mills, followed by Raymond or Gay Co. air separators. The finished prtxlucts 
are binned and packed in 100-lb paper bags. Coarse, granular j)roducts for 
roofing are made by screening air-separator tailings on vibrating screens. When 
making the finer grades or grinding hard ones (such as Kew York fibrous talc) 
Raymond or pebble mills in tandem may be used with a double air separation 
(reseparation of tailings from first separation). The finest gratlcs (99.9S per 

cent through 325 mesh) come from secondary stocking collectors on air separators 
or are made in micronizers. 

The abbrCNnatcd flow sheets* (Figs. 15 to 18) illustrate the general methods 
used in the indu.stries. 

In the flotation plant flow shcott (Fig. lb) the nickel concentrate (with about 

• CourtoH.v of Joscpli M. Smith, Pros., Kafstorii Musuo.sia Tai<* C'o., Bui liiiKtoii, Vt. 

t For a detailed description of this plant oqq Deco Trefoil, Deliver Kquipinont Co.* 
Denver, Colo., February, 1940* pp. o-8. 
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Crucfe 

fio. IS. 

Bates. 
pocher 

Flow sheet of Eastern Magnesia Talc Co., 

Bates Botes 
packer pocNer 

Inc., Mill No. 2. Waterbury. Vt. 

^ • M. X A 

Johnson^ Vt. 
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11 per cent nickel made from crude ore with about 0.1 per cent nickel) is obtained 

from the tables. The bruennerite (magnesite) product is the tailing from the 

flotation machines. At the present (1948) there is little market for either product 
due to too high iron content in each, and marketing efforts have temporarily 
ceased. 

Rock 

Experimental work** on the foliated talc-quartz ores and the fibrous talc- 
tremolite ores of St. Lawrence County, N.Y., has demonstrated that they can be 
iMsneficiated by flotation, in the latter case imiking a treraolite tailing j>roduct 
which can be used in ceramics. 

In addition to ground talc, a few mills in this country make talc crayons, used 
chiefly for marking steel plates, castings, and so on. It is one of the few materijils 
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cool‘el"‘ ^ ^ible when reheated or 

Crayons are made in several sizes, for example, S by K by « in.. 5 by IK by 

w'^h 3^ the most common size is probably S by 

Crayons afe made from selected stock, of medium-hard, massive compact talc 

strenatr Ad U “ d""" °f ‘he crayon in order to increase its 
sti ength. All the sawing is done with circular saws resembling ordinary circular 

Wet fines Rock from 

Fio. 18. Flow shoot of W. H. Loomis Talc Corp., Gouverneur, N.Y. 

saws u.sed in wood working. The blocks of crude talc are first squared up mth 

large saw.s (18 to 24 in in diameter). Next, these blocks are sawed into thin 
slabs of a thickness equal to the width of the crayons to be made. The thin slabs 

are then further subdivided with smaller saws (6 to 12 in. in diameter) to the 
final sizes desired, and the crayons sorted and packed in small wooden boxes for 
shipment. 

Marketing and Shipping Talc ia marketed chiefly as a finely ground powder, 

180 mesh or finer; but considerable talc of coarser sizes, for a.-tample, thr^gh 40 
on bO mesh or through 30 on SO mesh, is sold for use as a surfacing material for 

I)ieiw.ed asphalt-felt roofing. Massive talc is marketed in the form of metal 

workers crayon., and tailor's chalk and as blanks for the manufacture of Lava 
gas-burner tips and so on. 
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The largest markets for talc are in the great industrial districts east of the 

Mississippi, north of Virginia and Kentucky, and in California. Most talc in 

carlots is sold directly by the producer to the consumer, but less-than-carlot 

business is often handled by brokers and jobbers. 

The coarser grades of talc may be shipped in bulk in paper-lined boxcars, but 

most of the 200-mesh and finer talc is packed in 50-lb paper bags or 200-lb burlap 

bags, though other containers are sometimes used. 

Prices. Prices are generally quoted on the short-ton basis, fob cars grinding 

mill, and vary according to the type of talc, fineness of grinding, and purity. In 

general, due to keen competition, prices of domestic talc have been relatively 

low, with the possible exception of New York fibrous talc. In some cases certain 

grades of talc have been sold below the cost of production in an effort to market a 

surplus of a highly competitive product. 

In early 1950 prices quoted by the Engineering and Mining Journal, Metal and 

Mineral Markets, were as follows: 
Georgia: 98 per cent through 200 mesh, $10; white, $12.50 to $15.00, packed in 

paper bags 
New Jersey: Mineral pulp, ground, $10.50 to $12.50, bags extra 

New York: Double air-floated, short fiber, 325 mesh, $18.50 to $20.00 

Vermont: 100 per cent through 200 mesh, extra white, bulk basis, $12.50; 

99H per cent through 200 mesh, medium white, $11.50 to $12.50; packed in 

paper bags, $1.75 per ton extra 

Specifications and Tests. Although there are no general over-all specifications 

for talc, most of the important consuming industries today are very exacting in 

their requirements ami have tljeir own tests and specifications. Some of the 

larger and more alert talc producers today have very able research and control 

laboratories and publish detailed data on the physical and chemical properties 

of their products,* while the less advanced producers still rely almost entirely on 

customers’ evaluation of their talcs. 

Since talcs vary so widely in their properties and since use requirements in each 

industry arc so dissimilar, many types of tests and analyses must be matle. The 

Sierra Talc and Clay Co. of Los Angeles, Calif., produces several type.s of talc 

(foliated, fibrous, granular) and many grades and blends based on fineness, 

chemical analyses, an<l ceramic and other physical properties. Data supplied as 

routine cover (1) complete chemical analyses, (2) acid solubles .such as CaO, (3) 

color (brightnesvs), (4) pll value, (5) specific gravity, (0) fineness by screen test 

and in microns, (7) apparent density, and (8) particle shape and type. In addi¬ 

tion, the following data are supplie<i: for cosmetics, (9) slip rating, and (10) grit 

residue by decantation; for paint, (11) oil absorj>tion (by two methods), (12) 

pound.s per solid gallon, and (13) bulkage value; for ceramics at seven different 

firing temperatures, (14) bulk specific gravity, (15) diameter shrinkage, (16) 

volume shrinkage, (17) absorj)tion, (18) apparent porosity, and (19) apparent 

8j)ecific gravity. A<lditional data for other uses is also supplied. 

A high-grade talc, in general, should be of a jnire-white color, low in lime and 

* For execHent oxlimi|>Io8 of Ic^t datu on talc^ data sheets uiid bulletins of the Sierra 
Talc and Clay Co.» Loa Angeles, Calif. 
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'’1 “ “p-'ities, and finely ground (200 mesh or 
finei). A good slip (greasy feel) muy or may not be desired. This crade of 
talc IS used mainly by the toilet-powder trade, ^ ^ 

Industrial talc usually is not so pure white in color, except New York fibrous 

talc and some Canadian talcs, as that used for the other purpLes noted It often 

contains caibonates and sometimes free silica; often it is not finely ground 

The fineness of grinding varies widely and depends upon the use for which the 

talc IS intended and upon the consumer’s ideas of his needs. In general indus- 

h?o standardised according to the proportion that wii nas. 
thiougli a 325-mesh sieve, various specifications requiring from 95 to 99 S^ner 

cent to pass. Roofing-grade talc, if used as a dusting agent, may have a Lxl 

mum gram size varying from 100 to 140 mesh or even finer. For prepared roofinir 

gr anules of various grades, such as through 20 mesh on 40 mesh, though 40 on 60^ 
through 40 on 100, through 30 on 80, and so on, are made. ' 

uses Talc IS used for a great variety of purposes, at least 60 different 

inherent differences in physical and 
chem cal properties between talcs from different districts, all talcs cannot be used 

for all purposes. Thus, a foliated talc may be well adapted for paper filler while 

a fibrous talc is usually preferred by the paint trade. In testing^th^e adapUbtty 

degmes ofZcn'T 

Table 3 shows the estimated distribution of sales of talc, pyrophylHte and 

ground soapstone ui the United States in 1945 and 1946. From these %u.es ft is 

TAni.E 3, United States Sales by Uses, 1045 to 1046 

. Per Cent of Total 
I ‘'“"t. 23-26 

. 14-16 
itoofing. j2 

Ceramics.’ 

Insecticides. 9-14 

Paper. ^ 

Toilet preparations. 4_5 

Foundry facings. 2 

.nmn .os 
Otlier uses reported*. 5_g 
Uses not rcixirted. 5_7 

• Textiles, rcfactories. plaster, plastics, asphalt fiHo;. agriculture, and other minor uses. 

ceramics, and insecti¬ 
cides—consume about 7o per cent of the total United States production. This 

represents great changes m use pattern in the past 25 years. The paper-industry 

use has dropped from leading position (38 per cent in 1921) to 7 pei cLt, Paint- 

industry use as far as percentage is concerned, has not changed Uses in 

become of'm - once too small to bo noted separately, have 
become of major importance. ^ 

^The decline in paper use l.as been due to the development of better materials at 
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equal or lower prices. The large and increasing use in ceramics has been due to 

research, particularly the development of bodies for wall tile, whiteware, and 

electrical porcelain in which talc is a major constituent. Use in insecticides has 

been tremendously increased by the large-scale development of DDT dusts in 

which talc or pyrophyllite is used as an inert carrier or diluent. The important 

factors here are cheapness, availability, softness and freedom from abrasive 

grains, and ability to adhere to foliage. Competition is from other cheap fillers 

such as clay. In paint, talc is used as an inert extender, for which purpose it 

comi>etes with ground silica, whiting, clay, and other inert, finely ground mineral 

substances. However, certain types of tnlc perform special functions for which 

there are no acceptable substitutes. For example, fibrous talcs have the ability 

both to stay in suspension in paint vehicles and to hold other pigments in sus¬ 

pension, thus preventing separation and hardening of pigments in the can. 

Treinolitic fibers in the talc also ten<l to have an interlocking or bonding effect on 

the paint film. Foliated talc tends to give a plated structure to a paint film, 

resembling the action of mica. Pure-white fibrous talcs are also used in cold- 

water paints where the talc serves as the pigment itself. 

As a filler and coating pigment in pujrer, talc competes chiefly with clay. Its 

great advantage over clay is its higher retention in the finishc<l paper; its dis¬ 

advantages have often been poor color, grit content, aiui coarse grain size (com- 

pare<l to clay). 
In the manufacture of prepare<l asphalt paper roofing, talc is used chiefly as a 

surfacing material and as a dusting agent to prevent sticking. 

In the manufacture of rubber, talc is used chiefly as a dusting agent, but is al.so 

used to some extent as a filler in the lower grades of rubber goods. 

Some of the other use.s for which ground talc is adopted are as follows: as a 

filler in soap; in foundry facings and wire-insulating compounds; in lubricants; 

as a filler in linoleum and oilcloth; in gypsum and other wall plasters; in shoe 

pf)lishes and cleaners; as an absorbent for oils, odors, organic colors, etc.; as a 

filler in cotton textiles; in the dressing and manufacture of leather; as a cleaning 

aiul jHjlisliing agent for rice, peas, coffee beans, j)eanuts, etc.; in making colored 

crayons; as a filler in window-shade clotli; ami as a dusting agent in making 

candy, chewing gum, etc. The use of massive talc for crayons has already been 

briefly noted. 
An important but, from a tonnage standpoint, a rather minor use for massive 

talc is in the manufacture of “lava” or massive steatite gas-burner tips ami 

electrical in.sulation. Lava is a trade name for a hanl, dense sulistance made by 

baking certain types of talc at a high temperature. For the iiianufacture of 

lava, talc must be fine graine»l, homogeneous, compact, and without cleavage or 

with very j)Oor cleavage; it should have a low water content and must be free 

from grit ;iml low in iron. If a talc has these qualities, it nnist he subjected to 

cutting and laiking tests before its suitability can be entirely established. 

Lava is harder thari glass; it has a compressive strength of 20.01)0 to 30,000 psi; 

it is not affected by heat below 1 lOO'^C; it is unaffected by alkalies or acids except 

hydrochloric, which attacks it but .slowly; and its dielectric strength is 75 to 250 

volts per one-thousandth in. in tliickuess. 
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Lava objects are made from crude talc blanis sawed nearly to sise. These 

blanks are placed in sma high-speed lathes, where they are turned, drilled, and 

threaded, thence to small saws or other tools until the desired form is hnally 

achieved The objects are then placed in small electric or gas-6red ovens or 

and subjected to a temperature of about 2000®F (llOO^C) for 24 to 48 hr 

There is practically no shrinkage in the baking process; consequently, it is possible 

to manufacture articles m which accuracy of size is important. A great variety 

of gas-burner tips, small electrical insulating parts, spark plugs, and so on are 
manufactured • 

As the value of lava insulators for high-frequency electrical insulation became 

more widely appreciated the supply of suitable massive talc became inadequate, 

and nuich research was done to develop synthetic lava ceramic bodies from 

ground talc plus binders. Eventually, successful formulas were developed but 

the synthetic products are not quite so good for all purposes as those made from 

missive talc. All products, both natural and synthetic, have come to be called 

steatite products m the insulator trade. Only talcs of high purity are accept¬ 

able for these products. As war demands for steatite insulators for radio, radar 

airplane spark-plug shields, and other high-frequency uses reached large propor¬ 

tions, intensive searches were made for talcs suitable for this exacting use The 

best material came from the Talc City mine of the Sierra Talc and Clay Co., 

Inyo County, Calif., and this became the standard for the industry. For steatite 

ceramics 80 to 90 per cent of ground talc is mixed with about 5 per cent of kaolin 

bi^er and a flux such as feldspar or alkaline earths and fired to cone 12 or 14. 

Talc ceramic bodies are widely used for floor and waU tile, whiteware. saggers, 
artware, and porcelain. 
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Composition and General Description. Thallium is a soft metal, bluish in 

specific gravity of 11.8 and a melting point of 
302 C, and it oxidizes readily on exposure. When heated it burns with a green 

flame It occur free nor are the minerals containing it common. 

Crookesite (CuT Ag)2Se, named for the chemist Crookes, who reported the 

discovery of the element in 1861, is the best known. It was discovered in the 

flue dust obtained as a by-product of the calcination of pyrite in the manufacture 
of sulfuric acid* 

Production. Thallium has been reported to occur in the potassium minerals 

carnalhte and sylvite, and m mica, sulfur, and many other minerals. These 

sources have not been industrially significant. Commercial recovery has been 

restricted to the flue dust and chamber muds recovered during the calcination of 

pyrite and sphalerite in sulfuric acid plants. Flue dusts containing up to 0.6 

per cent thallium, present as sulfate, have been reported. This material is boiled 

m dilute sulfuric acul, the associated metals removed by precipitation and filtra- 

tion, and the thallium precipitated. World production has been estimated at 

500 metric tons annually.* In 1948 the metal was quoted at S15 per pound. 

Analysis of pyrite from various sources has disclosed the presence of unexpected 

amounts of thallium, .suggesting that the element might be produced in greater 

quantity and possibly at a lower price as research continues to find new uses for 
its unusual jiropertics. 

Utilization. Compounds of thallium are highly toxic. An important use is in 

the prci>uiation of rodenticidcs. The sulfate is commonly used, and since it is 

odorless and tasteless it is exceptionally effective in rat control. Thallium 

oxysulfide has shown superior service as a substitute for selenium in photoelectric 

cells It possesses higher sensitivity to light of long wavelength and low intensity, 

lhallium salts have been used as a source of monochromatic light in the green 

range of the spectrum. Precaution against the poisonous nature of thallium 

salts must be observed. Perhaps the most interesting use of thallium is in the 

manufacture of compounds with a high transparency to infrared light. During 

the war flat, polished, single-crystal plates of TIBr-TlI and TlBr-TlCl were 

developed in Germany. They were used in photocells employed in infrared 

signal (leyiccs. They are reported to po.ssess excellent durability to the atmos¬ 

phere and to be the most satisfactory infrared transmitter window known. 
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TITANIUM MINERALS 

The industrial importance of the titanium minerals has increased with greater 

rapidity during the last decade than that of any other group of minerals with the 

e.xception of uranium with its peculiar association with atomic power. Titanium 

is a common element in the crust of the earth and is found in varying percentages 

in many minerals other than those properly considered to be members of the 

titanium group. Commercial production of titanium compounds is obtained 

almost entirely from rutile and ilmenite. 

RUTILE 

Composition, liutxle is one of the trimorphous forms of titanium oxide, 

Ti02: Ti, 60 per cent; O2, 40 per cent. The other two forms, having the same 

composition, are octahedrite (anatase) and brookite. Rutile is the most stable 

and most common form. A comparison of the common properties of the three 

minerals is presented in Table 1. 

Table 1. Forms ok Titanium Oxide, TiO* 

Minoral 
Specific 
gravity 

Crystal 
system 

Index of 
refraction 

Tetragonal 
Orthorhombic I 

2.493-2.554 . 

Brookite. 2.583-2.741 

Rutile . Tetragonal 
1 

2.616-2.903 
■■■■■ 

Rutile (sometimes called nigruie) commonly occurs in broxvnish-red to nearly 

black, frequently striated, prismatic to thick columnar crystals; also as needle¬ 

like crystal inclusions in quartz (rutilated quartz), feldspar, and other minerals; 

in parallel aiul netted ncc«lles upon hematite or magnetite; in compact or granular 

masses; and as sand in placer dejxosits. 
Physical Properties. Hardness, 6 to 6.5. Specific gravUy, 4.2 to 4.3. Melting 

point, high. Index of refraction, 2.616 to 2.903. Color, red-brown, red and black; 

deep red when transparent. Streak, white, yellow, to pale brown. Luster, 

ailamantinc to almost metallic. Cleavage, distinct prismatic and pyramidal. 

Transparency, opaque to transparent. Tenacity, brittle. Insoluble in acids and 

infusible before the blow pipe. 
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Occurrence. Rutile and ilmenite occur together frequently. This is com¬ 

monly true m placers where their high specific gravity has caused a mixed con¬ 

centration of heavy minerals, which is economically important at times because 

^ permits the recovery of more than one valuable mineral from a single operation. 

This IS the ease m Florida, where rutile, ilmenite, and zircon are recovered simul¬ 

taneously, and in Australia, where a similar concentrate is produced and shipped 

to this country for separation. Rutile has been produced near Piney River Va. 

for years and the occurrence has been described in detail.*' The mineral occurs 

also m Hot Springs County, Ark., and has been produced in quantity although 

production has not been recorded since 1944. Small placers are known in western 

Worth Carolina, and rutile is known to occur in the black sands of the Pacific 

coast. Marine placers extending over some 300 miles of the coast of New South 

Wales and Queensland are believed to form a substantial reserve for future use. 
International occurrence is shown in Table 4. 

Mining and Milling. Mining consists of scraping the titaniferous sands for 

transport to a concentrating mill. Because of the mineralogical complex involved 

the separation of the individual minerals requires the use of a number of methods. 

As described by VogeP^ at an operation in Arkansas, rutile formed about 3 per 

cent of the mine-run ore. Associated \vith it were a number of accessory minerals 

including clay, quartz, novaculite, feldspar, apatite, pyrite, magnetite, hematite, 

and others. The ore was removed from the pit and crushed and ground It was 

then concentrated on tables, after which flotation was used to eliminate certain 

impuritie.s. The concentrate was then jigged, tabled, and roasted, after which it 

was subjectoil to electrostatic separation, producing a concentrate that was 

cleane<l by rnagnetiir .separation to produce a shipping product. Humphrey 

spirals are used in Florida in treating sands for the recovery of rutile, ilmenite, 
and zircon. 

Utilization. Utilization is shown in Table 6. It will be noted that welding- 

rod coatings is the most important use and in most years consumes over 80 per 

cent of the total. The Bureau of Mines reports that in 1946, 133,000 short tons 

of titanium-coated rods were manufactured. Of these, 53 per cent were coated 

with natural rutile. The rest were coated with manufactured TiOz, natural and 

manufactured T1O3, and ilmenite. The next most important use of rutile is in 

the manufacture of alloys. A small tonnage is employed as a coloring agent in 

ceramic wares. The price of rutile commonly is between 8 and 10 cents per 
pound for material containing 94 per cent Ti02. 

ILMENITE 

Composition. Ilmenite (also called menaccanite and titanic iron ore) is an 

oxide of iron and titanium, FeTiOa: Ti, 31.6 per cent; Fe, 36.8 per cent; O*, 31.6 

per cent, or T1O2, 52.67 per cent; FeO, 47.33 per cent. Sometimes small amounts 

of manganese or magnesium may replace part of the iron. 

General Description. Ilmenite usually is found in iron-black, compact or 

granular masses, or in thin platy crystals resembling hematite, also in dissemi¬ 

nated grams and as sand or pebbles. Frequently it is associated with magnetite, 
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and in the past such titaniferous ores were considered worthless since they could 

not be employed as a source of iron nor could the ilmenite be separated in useful 

form. The application of modern technology has made it possible to treat such 

ores, and they have become the most important source of ilmenite. Disintegra¬ 

tion of titaniferous rocks has liberated both ilmenite and rutile. Since these 

minerals are inert and have a high specific gravity they are concentrated readily 

in placer deposits along stream beds and beaches wth other heavy minerals such 

as magnetite, zircon, and monazite. 

Physical Properties. Hardness, 5 to 6. Specific gravity, 4.3 to 5.5. Melting 

paint, high. Color, iron black to brownish black. Streak, black to brownish red. 

lyuster, metallic to submetallic. Cleavage, none, but basal and /hombohedral 

parting. Fracture, conchoidal to uneven. Transparency, opaque. Tenacity, 

brittle. Slightly magnetic, greatly increased by heating. 

Occurrence. Ilmenite is one of the most widely distributed minerals and is 

found in many river beds and beach sands as the result of the disintegration of 

igneous rocks. The marine sands of Manavalakurichi and Quilon, Travancore, 

India, are a prolific source and until the development of the titanium industry in 

the United States after 1940 were the world’s largest source. Other countries 

have recorded small production as shown in Table 4. The ilmenite industry in 

the United States was small and located in Florida, North Carolina, and Virginia 

until the opening of operations in New York. Large depo.sits of titaniferous 

magnetite were known to occur in the Lake Sanford area in the Adirondack area 

since 1820. Attempts to use the material jus an ore of iron were not succe,s.sful 

due to the titanium content. In 1941 the National Ix^ad Co. <leveloped the 

property, producing an ilmenite concentrate suitable for processing to recover 

the titanium content and a magnetite concentrate for the iron blast furnace. 

Production increased rapidly Jind the significance of imports from Imlia declined. 

The position of Canada as a producer is e.\pected to change soon. The Allartl 

Lake, Quebec, deposits*®" have been taken over by a conjpany controlled by the 

Kennecott Copper Corp. and the New Jersey Zinc Co. These are reported to 

contain 125 million tons of ore averaging around 35 per cent TiO-j. In August, 

194H, it was .stated that a smelter would be built at Sorel, Quebec, to treat the ore. 

In 1949 ilmenite production in the United States came chiefly from the follow¬ 

ing operations;*" 

Virginia. At Piney River* the Calco Chemical Division of American Cyan- 

amid Co. produces about 170,000 tons of cru<le ore per year from tlie nelsonite 

deposits in which ilmenite is associated with apatite and ferromagnesian minerals. 

Concentration is in Humphrey spirals and by froth flotation. At Roseland the 

American Rutile Co. is mining a mi.vcture of ilmenite and rutile from a 6 to 10 per 

cent desscminate<i ore body. 

Florida. The Humphrey Gohl Corp. produces ilmenite, rutile, and zircon from 

beach sands, near Jacksonville (for the Rutile Mining Co.) and from the Tniil 

Ridge deposit near Starke (for the du Pont Co.). Concentration is by Humphrey 

spirals and the three valuable inineraLs are .separated in electrostatic separators. 

These two operations are the largest j)roducers of rutile and zircon in the United 

States jjn<l the second large.st producer of ilmenite. 
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Carohna. Near the headwaters of the Yadkin River about Ifi ty.'] 

.S ground to 150 meah in a Hardinge rod miU and the ilmen^e separlted by 

iTmenu! 30,000 tons of 52 per cent TiO, 

New Yark.^ The MacIntyre propertyio-...^. ^he National Lead Co located 
at Tahawus m the Sanford Lake area of Essex County, consists of a mixtnrp nf 

magnetite and il^enite in two tabular masses 2,000 ft long and of variable thick¬ 

ness up to several hundred feet. The ore, averaging 16 per cent TiO, and 34 pt 

cent iron, mined by open-pit methods. Concentration is by magnetic separa- 

^ P’'oduced about 250 000 tons 

^0^0^ fT P- cent iron 
mi^r I Tn Production and consumption of titanium 
minerals in the United States for recent years are shown in Tables 2 and 3. 

Taole 2. PnonocrioN a.d Shipments or Titanium Concenthates fkom 

_domestic Ores in the United States, 1042 to 1048 

Year 

Ilmcnitc 

Shipments 

1!)42 

1943 
1044 
1945 

I04G 
1047 

1948 

Produc¬ 
tion^ 

short 
tons 

_ 

Cross 

weight, 
short 

tons 

TiO. 

content, 

short 
tons 

Value 

Produc¬ 
tion, 

short 
tons 

77,208 03.397 41.328 Si,805.823 1 2,648 
203.551 211,715 04,283 3.738.070 3,987 
278,610 280,791 128,005 7.371.270 6.022 
308,516 308,518 141.852 7,359,170 7,179 
282.447 282.708 130.624 4.878,017 7.453 
336,533 336,061 157,328 8.562 
383,745. 381,508 177,447 5,703.073 7,380 

Rutile 

Shipments 

Gross 
weight, 
short 

tons 

2,640 
3,941 

6,770 
6,837 
7,514 

5,157 
0.007 

TiOs 
content, 

short 
tons 

t 

Value 

2,466 
3,629 

6,312 
6,414 
7,046 

S 410,056 

610,879 
1,088,112 

860,920 

996,989 

647,334 

Table 3. Consumption or Ilmenite in the United S-pates. Short Tons 

1947 

—4 A* A J 

1048 

Pigmrnt.s.. . ! .ITQ t fi f 558.448 
6,377 

o 

Alloys and ciirhidc 
Miscc] la noons 

j •* / O , 1 04 

1 5.972 

308 r 

X ox«i J .......... 479,524 565,000 (approx) 
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Imports of ilmenite for 1948 totaled 242,119 tons from the following countries: 

India, 184,309; Norway, 41,248; Brazil, 8,708. Total imports for 1947 were 

301,311 tons. Rutile imports for 1948 totaled 8,771 tons, all from Australia. 

World production of titanium minerals is given in Table 4. 

Table 4. World Production or Titanium Concentrates (Ilmenite and Rutile), 

1940 TO 1946, BY Countries, Metric Tons 

(Compiled by B. B. Mitchell) 

C^ountry 1940 1941 1042 1943 1044 1945 1946 

Ilmenite 
Aust ralia: 

New South Wales.... 1 .538 3,521 3,651 1 3,815 3,590 o 

Oueonslaiid. 258 937 1,902 3,697 ^Rniiii] o 

lirazil foxDorts^ . . 12 4,471 3,250 5,000 a 

Canada. 4,114 11,477 9,100 62,992 30,820 12,834 1,227 
ICcvot. 465 2 691‘ 9 0 
Federated Malay States 
(exports). 2,596 A A A A A A 

India, British. 267,376 131,111 49,977 38,396 102,412 A a 

Norway. 51,700 61,086 60,713 66,191 63,975 A a 

Portugal.' 899 798 121 301 A 

Senega P.' 7,082 4,840 730 3,200 A 

Spain.1 
Hhm 

85 178 548 26 A 

United States.' 18,750 70,042 184.657 252,749 279,880 256,230 

Total ilmenite. 354,532 236,930 200.036 358.982 161,050 n A 

Uutilc 
Au.stralia: 

1 

New South Wales... J 1,641 3,549 4 .496 4.828 4,597 A ' 

Queensland.^ 267 1 .007 1, ()55 4,246 4,000 
1 

4i 

South Australia. 2 rf A 

Brazil (exports). 499 2,369 4 ,615 1,557 1 .564 100 A 

Carneroun, French (ex¬ 
ports) . 503 1,399 2,153 2,750 2.902 1 .016 A 

India. 934 1 .891 2,295 2,396 1 ,672 a A 

Norway. 156 172 77 lie 85 •1 A 

United States. 2,620 1 2.839 2.102 3.617 6.279 (>.513 6,761 

Total nitilc. 6,355 ' 12,486 T7 ,045 19,919 21,315 ' 
1 

A 

“ Data not available. JC.Htiniates for individual roiintrir.'^ iii<-lu)led in world totals tihown. 
* Include.') 20 ton.-) of Rarnet-ilmenite. 
* Approxiiuutel.v 20 per cent of ilinetiitc concentrutes is zircon. 
^ Less than 1 tun. 

Utilization. By far the mo.st important u.so for titanium minerals to date has 

been in making pigments. The high index of refraction of titanium dioxide and 

its compounds, plus its white color and high reflectivity or brightness, results in 

remarkable opacity or hiding power that is made use of in pigments for paints, 

paper, rubber, cnamel.s, plastics, coated fabrics, leather, and many products. 
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The U.S. Bureau of Mines reports that since 1939 titanium pigments have been 

used in greater quantity than any other white pigment. Separate production 

figures for titanium pigments are not published, but Chemical EnmTieeHng^^ 

estimates the 1947 production at over 300.000 tons or about 40 per cent of the 

total production of all white pigments. They estimated the distribution bv use 
as shown in Table 5. 

Table 5. Kstiaiated United States Consumption of TiOa Pigments 

Industry per Cent 
Paint, varnish, and lacquer. 75 
Paper. jO 

Rubber. 2 

Floor coverings. 2 
Leather. 2 
Textiles. 1 g 

Welding-rod coating. 15 
Other. Q 

Total. 100 

The earliest forms of pigments were not considered suitable for outside paints due 

to their tendency to chalk badly, but this condition no longer exists because the 

chalking tendency has been reduced or eliminated in improved pigments and 

because it is now recognized that a moderate amount of chalking is desirable. 

Titanium pigments are now made in the following types: 

Titanium dioxide 95 per cent or more TiOj, rutile and anatase types 

Tilaniuii^barium a mixture of TiOa and barium sulfate (blanc fixe) 

Titanium-calcium a mixture of Ti02 and calcium sulfate 

TiUmiutnr-megnesium a mixture of TiOs and magnesium silicate 
Lead iilanaie PbTiOa 

Of the straight TiOj pigments the greatest production is of the anatase type, but 

the rutile type with its higher index of refraction has considerably greater hiding 
power. 

Titanium pigments are made almost wholly from ilmenite. The ground ore is 

digested in concentrated sulfuric acid; the iron is reduced to the ferrous state with 

scrap iron; the solution is diluted and boiled to hydrolize the titanium sulfate to 

the insoluble oxide; the TiOs is separated from the ferrous sulfate by filtration, 

washed, dried, and reground. The original titanium-barium pigment, consisting 

of about 75 per cent BaS04 and 25 per cent TiO^, was made by precipitation of 

TiOs m a suspension of blanc fixe. The titanium-calcium pigment, about 70 per 

cent CaS04 and 30 per cent TiOs, W'as made in a similar way using a calcium 

sulfate .suspension. Later these pigments were made by dry blending in mixers, 
with little or no loss in desirable properties. 

The titanites have displayed unusual and desirable properties in the manu¬ 
facture of high dielectric ceramic hodie.s.'* ^^ 

It is now possible to make pure, transparent, colorless boules of monocrystalline 

titania, T1O2, of the rutile type by fusion of the powder in an oxyhydrogen torch'®- 

in the same way that synthetic ruby and sapphire are made. This colorless 
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titania, with its very high index of refraction and dispersion six times that of the 

diamond, may be cut into blazing gems of far greater fire and brilliance than the 

diamond. Gems are now being produced commercially, the first wholly new gem 

in modern history, and its successful acceptance seems assured. The boules, as 

first made, are strong semiconductors of electricity, opaque and black in color. 

By heating in an oxidizing atmosphere the color changes succes.sively from black 

to deep blue, light blue, green, to colorless with a slight yellow tone, and perfect 

transparency. It also changes to a high dielectric. These changes are reversible 

upon heating in a reducing atmosphere at least four times without materially 

affecting the properties. 
Distribution of titanium mineral consumption by uses is shown in Table 6. 

Table 6 Consumption of Ilmenite and Rutile in the United States, 1945 to 

1946, BY Products, Short Tons 

Product 

Ilmenite Rutile 

Gross 

weight 

Estimated 

TiOicon¬ 

tent 

Gross 

weight 

Estimated 

TiO« con¬ 

tent 

1945 

Pigments (manufactured TiOj)*.| 

Welding-rod coatings*. 

Alloys and carbide. 

371,691 

115 

8,611 

183,195 

62 

3,976 

7,813 

1,923 

34 

21 

7,344 

1 ,750 

30 

20 Miscellaneous t. 761 i 347 i 

Total consumption. 

1946 

Pigments (manufactured TiO*)*. 

Welding-rod coatings*. 

Alloys and carbide. 

381,178 1 

399,042 

105 

4,685 

187,580 1 

200,352 

57 

2,025 

9,791 

5,990 

1 ,035 

75 

31 

9,144 

5,000 

<)G0 

72 

32 
... 

Miscellaneous*. 451 229 

Total consumption. 404,283 202,603 7,134 0,670 

^ A A a A 

• PiRmcnts” include all rnanufacturocl titanium dioxide, consumption of wliich in 
weldinK-rod coatings was 2,258 ton.n in 1945 and 938 tons in 194G. 

t Consists of ilmenite used as a steel flux and rutile used in lamp-electrode coatings and 

as a steel deoxidizer. 

Metallic TUanium. A new use for titanium minerals which may, within a few 

years, overshadow that for making pigments is for making metallic titanium. 

This is by no means a new metal, but it has only attracted widespread attention 

within the last few years when work by several research laboratories and pilot 

plants has developed processes by which eventually it may be available in large 

quantities at a reasonable price. Its great potential value results from a most 

favorable weight-strength ratio. On a volume basis it is twice as strong as iron 

and six times as strong us aluminum. Its weight is about two-tliirds tluit of iron 
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and only about 60 per cent greater than aluminum. When cure it W rfn .i 

malleable; it may be alloyed with other metals and it hJhtl f ^ 

TITANITE 

point^a in scalt**oTf!is!h-rf ^ r° ffravitp, 3.4 to 3.6. Melting 
Lck vellow ™ ^ 1 -900 to 2.034. Color, brown to 

good prismatic, fair pyramidal. Fracture conchoidal 

aciZ transparent to opaque. Tenacity, brittle. Soluble in sulfuric 

Occurrence. Titanite occurs as an accessory mineral in many igneous rocks 

Sp cime" amphiboles, pyroxenes, zircon, and iron ;:^nerat 
specimens have been found m many areas, particularly Grenville Quebec - Ren 

^:LerTn::i"’ N-J-= Magnet'cove, 

sto^f “Tlmiiibeen cut as a gem 
haTL inTit brilliance. To date the mineral has 

the "eltivXTo! r °,*'u T“" in which it has been found. 
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TOPAZ 

Composition. Topaz is a silicate of aluminum containing fluorine and 

hydroxyl, AUSiO^fF-OH)?. The percentages of fluorine and hydroxyl vary 
greatly. j j j 

Gener^ Description. Topaz occurs in well-formed orthorhombic crystals, 

frequently with one end terminated, the other being a plane produced by its 

perfect basal cleavage. Since the mineral is hard and heavy it may be found in 
rounded water-worn pebbles in placer deposits. 

Physmal Properties. Hardness, Specific gravity, ZA to Z.&, MeUing point, 
high. Color, colorless, yellow, blue, gray, green, pink. Streak, white, hueter, 

vitreous Index of refraction, 1.619 to 1.627. CUavage, perfect, basal. Fracture, 

conchoidal to uneven. Transparency, transparent to opaque. Tenacity, brittle. 

Occurrence. Topaz is a characteristic pneumatolytic mineral found in place 

and in ca-vities in pegmatites and in highly acid igneous rocks, such as granites 

and rhyolites. It is often found as an associate of apatite, beryl, mica, and tin 

and tungsten ores. Gem material has been found in the United States in the 

Thonms Mountains of Utah, near Nathrop. Colo., and in the pegmatite areas of 

New England and San Diego County, Calif. It has been found in many foreign 
countries. 

utilisation. Clear crystals and pebbles of attroctive color have been used as a 

gem stone for centuries. The pale yellow, sherry-brown, and blue varieties have 

been most in demand. The yeiiow topaz of Brazil may be altered to a beautiful 
pink tmt by the application of heat* 

Massive Topaz in South Carolina. All ideas concerning the occurrence and 

available tonnage of topaz were altered by the discovery of large deposits of this 

mineral in Chesterfield County, S.C. It was found first as a placer deposit near 

the Brewer Mine. This mine had been operated intermittently as a source of 

gold for a hun^dred years. The topaz occurs in rounded masses, with a waxy • 

luster where the surface is smooth. In general appearance it resembles a gray 

siliceous chert. Color displays considerable variation from gray to black with 

^ w I e an rown* Banding and mottling color effects are present. 
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Hardness varies from 7 to 8 and specific gravity from 3.40 to 3.47. Subsequent 

search discovered the mineral in place, and thousands of tons were blocked out for 

mining. Chemical analysis shows variation depending upon the location of the 

sample and the care wdth which it was prepared. An early analysis reported by 

Pardee, Glass, and Stevens is as follows:* 
Per Cent 

SUica (SiO,). 33.00 
Alumina (AliO»). 56.76 
Iron oxide (FcsO*). Trace 
Water (H,0-). 0.04 
Water (HiO + ). 2.67 
Fluorine (F,). 13 .23 

105.70 
Les30 = F. 5.57 

100.13 

Burgess* reports the changes that take place in the material after calcination 

which cau.ses conversion of the mineral to mullitc: 

Before eal<*irmtioii After eul<*itmtlon 

Silica (SiO,). 40.20 28.90 

Alunnna (Al^Oa). 50.28 71 .06 

Iron oxi<le (Fc?Oa). 0.92 0.22 

Fluorine (Fj). 12.74 0 15 

101 14 100.33 

Specific gravity. 3.49 2.91 

Calcination removes most of the fluorine and this takes most of the iron and 

part of the silica with it, prol)al)ly as volatile fluorides. All the fluorine can be 

driv’en off at 1340°C. The PCE (pyromctric cone e<iuivalcnt) of the calcined 

material was found to be cone 40 e<juivalcnt to 1SS.5®C. Upon calcination the 

topaz converts to mullitc (3Al20s‘2Si02). Burgess .*<tute.s that calcined topaz 

apjjroachcs mullitc closer than Indian kyanite or any domestic product. Thi.s 

material hius been found useful in the manufacture of superduty refractories. 

The tonnage available was particularly valuable during the war, when imports of 

kyanite from India were obtainable with difficulty. 
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TOURMALINE 

Composition. Tourmaline is a complex silicate of boron and aluminum in 

whose structure many elements may be introduced. Its composition therefore 

rAli”n%*^I-nnJT‘T,'t‘^‘ *^e said to correspond to WX^B^Alr- 
(Albi20a)3(0 0n-b)4, where W represents sodium and calcium and X represents 
aluminum, ferric iron, lithium, or magnesium. 

General Description. Tourmaline is found frequently in well-developed hex¬ 
agonal crystals, sometimes in radiating crystalline aggregates or masses. The 

crystals exhibit characteristically a spherical triangle in cross section. Color may 

show great variation in a single crystal, which may be red at one end and green 

at the other, or the colors may be arranged zonally so that the interior is red and 
tlie exterior green. 

Physic^ I^operties. Hardness, 7 to 7.5. Specific gravity, 2.19 to 3.2. Melting 

point, 1062 to 1152 C. Color, red, green-blue, yellow, bro\\'n, or black. The 

black variety is l^iown as '‘schorl”; it is sometimes found in tonnage. Streak, 

white. Luster, vitreous to resinous. Index of refraction, 1.641 to 1 687 Cleav¬ 

age, poor Fracture, conchoi<lul to irregular. Transparency, transparent to 

opaque. Tenacity, brittle. The crystals are strongly pyroelectric and assume 

an electric charge after heating, becoming positive on one end and negative on the 

other on cooling. Sections of transparent material polarize light. It displays 

the ])roperty of pleo<-hroism, that is, different colors may appear, depending upon 

the side of the crystal from which the material is viewed. A knowledge of this 

property is valuable at times in deciding in what position a gem should be cut 
Irom a crystal to produce the most desirable color effect. 

Occurence. Tourmaline occurs frequently in pegmatites. The best gem 
material bus been recovered from this source. It is also found in metamorphic 

locks such as schists, gneisses, and crystalline limestones. It is also found as 

small rounded grains m sandstones and in loose sands. Fine colored crystals of 

gem quality have been found near Pari.s and Auburn, Maine; Mesa Grande, Pala, 

and elsewhere in San Diego County, Calif.; in Russia, Brazil, Burma. Ceylon, and 

Madagascai. Schorl, the high-iron, black variety, is a common associate of high- 
temperature quartz and is commonly encountered in gold mining. 
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Utilization. Clear, flawless, and attractively colored tourmalines have been 

used as gem stones for centuries. Their value was higher 75 years ago before 

appreciable production was obtained from Brazil and other sources. Massive 

rubellite, a pink tourmaline, has been used for intricate cai-ving by the Chinese 

artists in this cruft. The black massive material has been employed as a grinding 

medium for the fine grinding of gold ores in Ontario. A sa\’ing of a few cents a 

ton was claimed for this material in preference to the flint pebbles previously 

employed. The use of tourmaline oscillator plates for radio control has been 

investigated carefully and research in this activity continues. The piezoelectric 

properties of tourmaline are such that it possesses promise in this field. Oscil¬ 

lator plates cut from tourmaline crystals were introduced in 1931. 

An important but small tonnage use for high-grade tourmaline was developed 

during the Second World War. This was for use in piezoelectric gages for the 

measurement of blast pressures in air and under water. Tourmaline is one of the 

few natural minerals that respond piezoelectrically to hydrostatic pie.ssure. 

Clean crystals free from cracks and strains are needed, but color and transparency 

are unimportant. In spite of the relative abundance of black tourmaline, suit¬ 

able material has been very scarce. It has been sold at prices ranging from $15 

per pound up to a reported $1,000 per pound, but the lower figure is probably a 

fair price under normal coiulitions. The principal war sources were Madagascar 

and Brazil and imports totaled something over 5,000 lb during this period.’ All 

the artificial crystals so far developed are unsuitable because they are water 

soluble and mechanically weak, but efforts are being made to grow artificial 

tourmaline crystals.’ 
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TREMOLITE 

Composition. Tremohte is calcium magnesium silicate, CaMg3(Si03)4* CaO 
13.4 per cent; MgO, 29.0 per cent; SiO^, 57.6 per cent ^ 

General Description. Tremolite usually occurs as white or gray, bladed 

prismatic crystals m fibrous or asbestiform aggregates or as compact granular or 

coIuiMar mass^. Hexagonite is a pinkish or lavender variety (color due to a 

small amount of manganese) occurring principally associated with tremolite and 
talc m Bt. Lawrence County, N.Y. 

® 6- Specific gravUy, 2.9 to 3.1. MeUtTig 
poxni, 1^269 to 1273 C. Index of refraetion, 1.609 to 1.635. Colw, white, gray 

greenish, or yellowish. Streak, white. lyuster, vitreous to silky. Cleavaae 
perfect pr^matic at angles of 56 and 124 deg. Traneparency, transparent to 
opaque. TeruicUy, brittle, slightly flexible. 

Occurrence. TremoUte is a contact metamorphic mineral and usuaUy occurs 

m crystalline Umestones, dolomites, and schists. When it forms the major con¬ 

stituent of a schist, the terra “tremolite schist” is applied. It alters to talc; the 

fibrous talcs of St. Lawrence County, N.Y., grade into tremohte. Other localities 

are the talc districts of California; Easton, Pa.; Maryland; Renfrew and Lanark 

counties, Ontano; Alaska; Italy; and St. Gothard district, Switzerland. 

UtiUzation. The largest commercial uses for tremolite are in ceramics and in 

paint, though it is not sold as tremolite but as fibrous talc. Most of the ceramic 

grade of “talc” from St. Lawrence County, N.Y., is chiefly tremolite, and the 

ceramic talcs of California are high in tremolite. The close association of tremo- 

hte with talc in New York State is such that very large tonnages of the resulting 

talc-tremolite mixture have been sold and used as talc. 

The fibrous nature of tremolite from some deposits has permitted its use in a 

very limited way as asbestos. However, the fiber is too brittle for most purposes 

for which asbestos is used, except for chemical filter fiber. For this use it is pre¬ 

ferred to chrysotile asbestos because it is more resistant to acids. Tremolite 

filter fiber has been mined in Maryland, California, and elsewhere (see Asbestos). 

Italian asbestos has been mined in quantity for this use* 

The nephrite variety of jade is a tough, compact, fine-grained variety of tremo- 
lite or actinolite. 

The ceramic behavior* of tremolite has been investigated in part by Amberg.* 

Research has shown that talc and tremolite may be separated by flotation. 
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TRIPOLI 

Definition. Tripoli is a form of silica (SiOa) derived either from the decomposi¬ 

tion or alteration of chert or as a residual pro<luct from the decomposition of a 

highly siliceous limestone. It has been suggested tliat the Missouri type of 

tripoli is perhaps a direct deposition of colloidal silica followed by leaching of 

alkaline salts. 

Tripoli is often confused, both in the trade and in the literature, with tripolite, 

which is another name for diatomaceous earth (see page 185). Often these two 

terms are incorrectly used interchangeably, but in reality they apply to two 

entirely separate and distinct substances, each with its own characteristic physical 

and chemical properties. The original tripolite from the island of Tripoli in 

northern Africa was diatomaceous earth, while the term “tripoli” was first 

applied to a material found near Seneca, Mo., which somewhat resembled diato¬ 

maceous earth by visual inspection, but contained no diatoms, was of entirely 

different origin, and had different physical and chemical properties. The pres¬ 

ence or absence of diatoms, when e.xamined under a high-power microscope, is the 

absolutely definite test. However, the unusually low apparent si)e(;ific gravity 

of diatomaceous earth (as low as 0.45 for dried blocks) is commonly a clue to its 

identity, but some of the Mis-souri type of tripoli also has a low apparent specific 

gravity. Chemical analyses always show that diatomaceous earth has a high 

content of combined water (5 to 10 per cent or more), while tripoli has little or 

none. This is illustrated in Table 1. 

In the trade tripoli is known as “soft” silica or “amorphous” silica to dis¬ 
tinguish it from the quartz or sand type. 

General Description. There are two types of tripoli, and they differ so widely 

in physical proi>erties that they require separate treatment. These will be 

termed the Mi.ssouri-Oklahoma type and the Illinois-Tennessee type, although 

deposits of each type are known in other states. 

The Mi.ssoviri-Oklahoma type of tripoli ustmlly occurs in layers in compact 

bedded deposits. It is an extremely porous, lightweight material, varying from 

loosely coherent to fairly compact. It is so soft that it can easily be cut with the 

fingernail, and even the most coherent v'arietics can be crumbled to a powder 

between the fingers, due to its porous structure. It is very rarely pure white and 

usually ranges from cream colored to yellow, brown, rose, and red, the coloring 

matter being chiefly iron oxide. Although it may easily be crumble<l to a powder, 

the ultimate individual grains (usually 0.01 mm or finer) are so hard that they 

will scratch steel. The grains are doubly refracting and are probably chalcedony. 
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TVble 1. Typical Analtses of Thifoli and Diatomacbous Earth 

Tropili 
Diatom; 

ceous 
earth 

£)ast ^ 

Rfo ’ Illinois Tennessee, 
Georgia 

CaJif. 

Silica (Si02). Qg 2g 

Alumina (AljOj). 0 17 

Iron oxide (FcjOa). 0 53 

Lime (CaO).Trace 
Potash (KjO). 0 17 

Soda (NajO). 0 27 
Magnesia <MgO). 

Titanium oxide (Ti02). 

Water (H2O). 0.50 

. 99.92 

99.40 
0.22 
0.14 

0.25 

100.01 

93-98 

1.0-1.4 

0.22-0.16 
Tracc-0.30 

Trace-0.20 

0.3-0.7 

88.78 
2.68 

Trace 

1.61 

1.30 

0.10 
5.54 

100.01 

9 - Report, Vol. 5. p. 267. 1892. 

1946 p 3. Trip'*'*- Inform. Circ. 7371. September. 

ary.' Kieselguhr Industry. Met. Chem. Eng., Vol. 12. No. 2. Febru- 

Tripoli of this t^e, when dry, is very absorbent. It is stated that a block 4 in. 

^uare will absorb one-third its weight of water (complete saturation) in 5 min. 

This moisture will dry at ordinary room temperature and humidity in about 3 

days. In small pieces the fracture is very uneven, but in large blocks in the 

quarry a tendency toward concentric or conchoidal fracture is often found. Some 

beds m the Missoun-Oklahoma district are of sufficiently compact material that 

large, fairly strong blocks may be removed. These were formerly worked up 
lY*iTr^ T'ilrAv*e» ^ 

Physical Properties. Seneca, Mo., Type of MalerioU.’ Free ^rlz, less than 

O.S per cent. Oil obeorrption, average, 50.71 to 53.14 per cent. Specific gravUy, 

variously reported as 2.15 to 2.62. Weight per cubic foot, crude 35 Ib., groLd 55 

Ib. Fwnon potiU, 3225 to 3300“F. Refractive index 1 54 

lUino^-Tennessce Type. This type of tripoU varies in structure from pul¬ 

verulent and entirely noncoherent in the Tennessee phase to hard, compact, and 

rather dense m the Illinois phase. It is often found in extensive, thick beds more 

or ess mixed with unaltered chert. Its color is usually a very pure white, but 

certain portions of some deposits are stained by iron oxide to cream, yellow, 

brown, and rose. Tlie noncoherent or Tennessee phase is very uniform in grain 

^ze. and the average diameter of particle is about 0.002 mm or 2 microns (2m). 

I he Illinois phase is so hard and compact that much of it cannot be crushed 
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between the fingers, although it can be cut with difficulty with a knife. It grades 

by imperceptible degrees into unaltered chert. The hard massive tripoH is 

heavy (specific gravity 2.2 to 2.5) and but slightly absorbent, compared with the 

Missouri material. 

Geographical Distribution and Methods of Production. Missouri-Oklahoma 

Type. The only deposits of this type which have been worked extensively are in 

Missouri and Oklahoma near the border between the two states. The center of 

this district is Seneca, Newton County, Mo. The best Oklahoma deposits are 

near Gate in Ottaw-a County. The principal deposits are distributed over an 

area of less than 100 square miles, but other scattered deposits are found beyond 

this area. The beds of tripoli lie horizontal and usually have less than 12 ft of 

overburden. This overburden, consisting of loose dirt, gravel, and decomposed 

tripoli, averages about 6H ft in thickness. The beds themselves range from 2 to 

12 or 14 ft in thickness. While the beds are apparently extensive, often chert 

seams and boulders occur in such abundance that grinding would be uneconomical. 

A weight of 1 short ton per cu yd in place is used in estimating ore reserves. 

The color of the tripoli in place varies from a light cream color with few iron- 

stained seams to dark-cream and rose shades with much iron staining. Aside 

from the seams, the whiteness is proportional to the fineness of grain. This is 

because the coarse rock is more porous, allowing more iron-bearing water to seep 

in or circulate through. In addition to color, chert seams and nodules must be 

watched for; these must be picked out and discarded, for they are very difficult to 

grind. 

In opening a deposit, the overburden is first removed by hand or by small steam 

shovels. The tripoli is then drilled by liand to the bottom of the bed in ro\vs of 

holes parallel to the working face and shot down with black powder. The broken 

material is sledged to small sizes, sorted to remove wastes, and separated into 

three grades based on color: rose, cream, and “white” (really a light cream). 

From the quarries the ore is hauled to the mills in quarry cars or light motor 

trucks. 

Formerly, massive tripoli of uniform quality was quarried by special methods, 

such as dimension blocks, and worked up into filter stone, disks, and tubes; but 

these products are now practically obsolete. 

The tripoli as quarried is saturated with water (20 to 35 per cent), which must 

be removed before grinding. Originally air drying in sheds was practiced; then 

artificial drying was tried but it was found that the absorptive properties were 

lowered by this method. By present methods the crude tripoli is racked in 

drying sheds and air-dried for 3 to 6 months, depending on w’eather and season. 

Then it is coarse-crushed (to about K in.), and drying is completed in artificial 

driers under carefully controlled heat. Primary grinding is done in a hammer 

mill, followed by pebble mills in closed circuit with vibrating screens and air 

separators. From quarry to final product great care is taken to select the 

tripoli into two or three standard grades based on color: rose, cream, and some¬ 

times white. The lighter colored types sometimes are more difficult to mill than 

the darker shades, due to static electricity, and si>ecial screening techniques are 

needed. 
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The products of the Bamsdall Tripoli Corp. of Seneca, Mo., are as follows- 
Once Ground, or minus 65-mesh product, 87 per cent of which is -200 mesh- 

" u"'*^ P- of which U -200 
M taer Th ’ 7 -250 mesh; and “Special Air Float” or all -300 mesh 
or finer. These grades are made in rose and cream colors. 

Deposits of tte Missouri type are known in a few other localities, such as 12 
miles south of Rome and near Dalton, Oa. Sporadic production has come from 
a few of these deposits, but they have not proved successful competitors of the 
type material. 

llliuoU-Tennessee Type. Deposits of tripoli of this general type are appar¬ 
ently more widespread than those of the Missouri-Oklahoma type. Deposits of 
this type have been worked or are known to exist in Illinois, Tennessee, Georgia 
Allibama, Mississippi, and Nevada, ^ ' 

The district, which has been the largest producer in the past, includes 
portions of Alexander and Union counties in the southern part of the state and 
centers about Tamms, Elco, Jonesboro, and Wolf Lake. The tripoli here occurs 
associated with unaltered chert in large deposits, usually under so hea^'y an over¬ 

burden that underground mining methods must be used. The tripoli is nearly 
pure whi^ and is much liarder and higher in specific gravity than the Missouri 
tripoli. The purest material is soft and very fine grained, but average pieces are 
not easily cut with a knife. It does not break easily and its fracture is very 
rough and uneven. Hard lumps of partially decomposed chert are common 

The .silica is mined by room-and-i)illar methods, using black powder as the 
explosive. As mined the tripoli averages about 25 per cent combined and 
al)sorl)cd moisture, and it feels cold and clammy to the touch. 

In the Illinois district milling is commonly done wet. After crushing to K or 
in. the silica is fine-ground in tube mills with flint linings and flint pebbles. 

Sizing of the finished pnxluct was formerly <lone by settling in long shallow tanks 
witli steam drying coils in the bottom. The coarsest particles settled nearest 
the tank intake ami the finest at tlie opposite end. After a period of quiet set¬ 
tling the water was drawn off and the product dried by the steam coils. By an 
improved method now used the pebble mills are placed in closed circuit with bowl 
classifiers, by winch means accurately sized products may be made* The classi¬ 
fied j)ro<liict is thickened and dried and packed for shipment 

Dry gniKiing is also done in the Illinois field as well as in Tennessee and else- 
« here. Methods in most plants liave been similar. The crude silica is dried in a 
rotary drier and ground in a flint-lined Hardinge conical mill or pebble mill in 
closed circuit with an air separator. At a plant formerly operated near Hot 
feprings. Ark., the silica was naturally so fine tliat no grinding was necessary. 
After drying, the juoduct was sized in two air separators in series, the first 
removing a 325-mGsh product and tlie second a 200-mesh product. A similar 
type of tnpoli was formerly produced at Black Fox, near Cleveland Tenn 

Operalions in Other States. Aside from the areas discussed above tripoli occurs 
m important deposits m numerous other states. Metcalf^ notes deposits in 
five other states, and occurrences have been reported in several more. Some 
production has come from many of these deposits, but most operations have been 
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short-lived, although several have been in production within the past few years, 

for example, at Rogers, Benton County, Ark., where a white silica of the Illinois 

type is produced by wet milling. A narrow belt of deposits extends northeast 

and southwest from Wayne County, Tenn., into Lauderdale County, Ala., and 

along Bear Creek in Colbert County, Ala., into Tishomingo County, Miss. This 

belt contains the well-knomi deposits in the Waynesboro-Collinwood district 

in Tennessee, the deposits near Riverton and Tredegar, Ala., and that 

near luka, Miss. All these deposits are of the Illinois type but tend to occur as 

fine-grained, unconsolidated aggregates. For example, that at Tredegar is 

reported to run 50 per cent — 300 mesh as mined. Tripoli deposits have been 

reported in nine counties in northwestern Georgia. Production has come in 

recent years from a deposit near Barstow, San Bernardino County, Calif. Depos¬ 

its have been reported near Goldfield and Cuprite, Nev., and a small production 

has come from Texas as a by-product of a fuller's earth operation. 

Production and Consumption. All United States government figures of pro¬ 

duction for tripoli also include rottenstone, but since the latter production has 

always been small the annual totals given cannot be very misleading. The 

largest recorded domestic production was 43,257 tons in 1916, valued at $215,216. 

In the past 20 years the greatest production was in 1929, when it reached 38,011 

tons valued at $545,658. The minimum from 1929 to 1940 was 14,775 tons in 

1932, valued at $232,700 and the average range in this period was from 20,000 

to 34,000 tons. Recent production statistics as published by the U.S. Bureau of 

Mines are given in Tables 2 and 3. 

Table 2. Thipoli (Incli’uing Pe.nnsvlvania Rottenstone) Soli> or Used by 

Producers in ti^ United States, 1942 to 1946 

Illinois 
Missotiri and 

Pennsylvania* 
Total 

Year 

Short 
tons 

Value 
Short 
tons 

Value 
Short 
tons 

Value 

1942 12, .575 $203,390 4 .961 S 69,038 I7,536 $272,428 
1943 10.203 168,758 4.709 75,607 14,912 244,365 
1944 12,031 205,732 6.394 96,131 18,425 301,803 
1945 11 ,144 184.189 7,103 122,640 18,247 306,829 
1940 

A & A 

15,631 

* A ^ 

321.600 13,324 227,499 28,955 549,099 

• Inrimles .Vrkansas in 1942 to 1944 tutd Oklalioina in 1043. Mis.Houri uii<l Poiiii.sylvaiiiu 

Gsurcs in 1945 and 1946 were as follows: 1945, Mis.soiiri. (>..542 tons, SI 14.188; Pennsylvania, 

601 tons. $8,452. 1040, Missouri, 12,180 tone, $211,244; Pennsylvania. 1,144 tons’ 
$16,255. 

The di.stribution of jirodnction by uses (Table 3) does not give a true picture 

since it covens the war ycjirs of abnormal production and use conditions. For 

example, in the jieriod 1935 to 1940, concrete admi.xtures took from 5 to 11 per 
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Table 3. Tripoli (Including Pennsylvania Rottenstonb) Sold or Used by 

_-rROPtrCERS IN THE UNITED STATES, 1944 TO 1946, BY UsES 

Use 

1944 1945 1946 

Short 

tons 
Value 

Short 

tons Value 
Short 

tona Value 

Abrasives. 13,218 

316 

3,423 
* 

1,468 

$210,592 

4,552 

66,147 
* 

20,572 

11,113 

1 

3,969 

3,164 

$188,262 

18 

65,569 

52,980 

21,206 
Concrete admixture 
Filler. 

$406,620 

Oil-well drilling. . . . 

Other uses!. 

4,450 

3,299 

89,721 

52,758 

• _-1 

18,425 

. a 

$301,863 18,247 $306,829 28,955 $549,099 

• Included under Other uses, 
t Foundry facing, drilling mud, and un8peci6ed. 

cent of the total production; foundry facings took over 16 per cent in 1934- oil- 

well drilling took nearly 2,000 tons or about 6.5 per cent in 1941. 

Note that the statistics in Tables 2 and 3 do not represent the domestic con¬ 

sumption of materials of this general nature, for much silica from other sources is 

used for many purposes more or less interchangeably with tripoli (see production 

statistics under Silica, page 427). Also other minerals are used for the same or 
similar purpo.scs (see Mineral Fillers), 

Grades and Prices. Tripoli is sold by reputation, trade preference, trade 

name, and performance as demonstrated by sample. Prices have exhibited 

unusual stability and according to the En^neming and Mining Journal’s Metal 

and Mtncral Markets, prices in 1947 to 1950 were as follows (per ton, burlap bags, 

paper liners, minimum carload 30 tons, fob Missouri): once ground through 40 

mesh, rose and cream colored, $14.50; double ground through 110 mesh, rose and 
cream, $16.00; air floated through 200 mesh, $26. 
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TURQUOISE, VARISCITE 

TURQUOISE 

Composition. Turquoise is a basic phosphate of copper and aluminum. It 

crystallizes in the triclinic system and is represented by the formula HefAl- 

(0H)j1«Cu(0H)(P04)4. Copper, to which it owes its color, is a part of the 

molecular structure of the mineral. 

General Description. Turquoise occurs as apparently amorphous (actually 

cryptocrystalline), bluish, opaque, botryoidal or stalactitic masses in veins, as 

crusts, as coating and disseminated grains, or as rounded pebbles. Crystals arc 

known although they are of rare occurrence. 

Physical Properties. Hardness, 6. Specific graviiy, 2.6 to 2.8. Melting point, 

high. Index of refraction, 1.62. Color, various shades of blue and green, slowly 

fades and is destroyed by heat. Streak, white. Luster, waxy to dull. Cleavage, 

one. Fracture, conchoidal. Transparency, opaque. Tenacity, somewhat brittle. 

Occiurence. Turquoise is found in the oxidized outcrops of many copper ore 

bodies. It is the product of circulating meteoric waters that have leached the 

necessary constituents from the surrounding rocks and precipitated them in 

fractures and in shear zones. Gem material of fine quality hjis been found near 

Nishapur, in the province of Khorassan, Persia. Excellent material was 

recovered at a very early date near the copper workings located in the Sinai 

peninsula, Egypt. Australia and Turkestan are also producers. New Mexico is 

believed to be the leading producer in the United States, followed by Colorado. 

The Los Cerillos district in New Mexico is the oldest and most prolific producer. 

Turquoise has also been produced in snmll amounts in California, in the Castle 

Dome mine in Arizona, and in Nevada in the Tonopah and Battle Mountain dis¬ 

tricts. Turquoise matrix consists of an irregular distribution of the blue mineral 

in the surrounding rock, which is frequently brown in color due to the presence of 

iron oxides. Sound material tlmt can be cut and polished may produce a pleasing 
effect of color and pattern. 

Odontolite, or bone turquoise, is confused at times with the true mineral. This 

variety nmy be distinguished from turquoise by its greater sj>ecific gravity and 

the remnants of organic structure that may be seen with the microscope. Odon¬ 

tolite is the product of the alteration of ivory or fossil bone occasioned by long 

burial in the ground and certain chemical reactions producing a blue pigment. 

Utilization. Turquoise has been employed as a gem since prehistoric time.s. 

It has been the most valued of all tlie opaque gcm.s. The finest material should 

be a deep even blue, fine textured, and caj>ul)lc of assuming a good poli.sh. The 

color should be permanent. Much of the mined nuiterial cxliil)its various shades 

of green and is valued far below the first-quality blue. Many specimens have 

shown an unfortunate lack of stability with regard to color, and their value has 

been decreased by loss of a prime blue shade. Perspiration is reported to have a 

bad effect on color. Ilcstoration of color by artificial means is frequently 
accomplished. 
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VARfSCITE 

fomZ AjpS!:2HTa by ‘b-^ 

Physical ^operties. Hardness, 4. to S. Specifu^ 0-a^nty, 2.Q to 2.^. IruJex of 

refraction, 1 57 to 1.58. Due to its resemblance to turquoise it is used at times in 

Its place. It IS characteristically apple green in color and is found commonly in 

nodules. It takes a good polish, but the hardness is not sufficiently high to with- 
stand long abrasive wear. 

Production. Considerable production has been attained at Lucin Utah 

Other occurrences have been productive in Tooele and other Utah counties It 
IS sometimes known as “Utahlite.” 
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URANIUM MINERALS 

Uranium is widely distributed in both igneous and some sedimentary rocks and 

IS a component of many minerals. Most of these are of rare occurrence and the 

bulk of commercial production has been derived from two: pitchblende and 
carnotite. 

Pitchblende. Pitchblende is the massive form of the mineral uraninite, which 

has been found crystals of unusual rarity. Pitchblende is represented 

by tlie formula (U0o)U04(II,0),. Actually, composition is indefinite. Traces 
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of a number of rare elements are commonly encountered, and very small amounts 

of lead and radium are present. Hardness, 5.5. Specific gravity, 6.5 to 8.0. 
Melting point, infusible. Index of refraction, greater than 1.74. Color, brown or 
black. Streak, olive green. Luster, pitchlike. 

Camotite. Carnotite is generally found in amorphous earthy masses, although 

small tabular orthorhombic crystals have been described. It is represented by 
the formula Ki(U02)(V04)2'8H20. Radium is present in all uranium minerals 
in a ratio of 1 Ra/3,000,000 U. Hardness, soft. Specific gravity, about 4.1. 
Melting point, fusible at 2.5. Index of refraction, 1.75 to 1.95. Color, canary 
yellow. Streak, yellow. Luster, resinous to dull earthy. Transparency, trans¬ 
parent to translucent. 

Occurrence. Knowledge of the distribution of uranium deposits of com¬ 
mercial importance is based largely on their exploitation as sources of radium. 
Radium was discovered by Madame Curie in 1898 in pitchblende produced in 
Joachimsthal, Czechoslovakia. Recognition of the therapeutic value of the 

element was followed by a widespread search for potential sources. The search 
for radium thereby became the most valuable agent in disclosing the location of 
uranium ores. At the same time the growing interest in subatomic chemistry 
aroused by research associated with radium contributed to the development of 
what was to become the largest consuming market for uranium: atomic energy. 

With the development of the atomic bomb began a worldwide search for 
uranium that has been intensified since the war. Government buying of ores 
and the ease of prospecting with the Geiger counter have stimulated prospecting 
and exploration every^vhere on an intensive scale. This has resulted in finding 
uranium occurrences in many new localities. Most of these deposits prove to 
be of very small size, but numerous larger ones have been found and in the 
aggregate give encouragement to the belief that rc.serves will be adequate to our 
needs. Gustafson, who has analyzed the future-reserves problem, concludes, “ In 

my judgment the estimates of future uranium supplies that I have seen are far 
too pessimistic.” It is his prediction that “there will be new high-grade uranium 
producers found, that the old producers will last longer than jjcople think, that 
there will be significant uranium production from low-grade ores which are not 
now even considered ore, that we can get large amounts of thorium when and if 
we need thorium, and there will be enough source material to i)ermit the use of 
atomic energy to expand considerably and go on for generations. 

United States. Uranium minerals occur in five types of formations in this 
country: (1) uj^mium-bcaring carnotite-ro.scoelite type; (2) uranium-bearing sedi¬ 
mentary rocks (pho.sphates, .shales, etc.); (3) secondary uranium minerals in 
various types of rocks; (4) primary vein type; and (5) j>egmatites (usually small 
tonnage and of mineralogical interest only). Of the.se only the carnotite type 
has so far been of much commercial importance. In this type it is found encrust¬ 
ing fossil carbons aiul as fos.sii logs in sandstones. Apparently it has been 
deposited from meteoric waters and is totally difTercnt in genesis from pitch¬ 
blende, which is closely a.ssociated with igneous rocks and hydrothermal solu¬ 
tions. It differs further in its vanadium content. The i)rincijjal j>roductivc 
area is the Colorado Plateau, which extends over into Utali. The deposits 
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individually are small and widely scattered over an area roughly 200 miles in 

of which about SO per cent were in Colorado. Carnotite is associated ivith the 

vanadium imca, roscoelite. Much of the ore contains 0.1 to 0.3 per cent UaO« 

t N M depots of 
3^6 m New Mexico and Arizona. The sedimentary phosphate type occurs in 

the phosphate districts of Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming. 

Foreign Counties. The most important world sources are of the mesothermal 

vein-type deposits of pitchblende, which yield both radium and uranium The 

largest known deposits are those of Czechoslovakia (Bohemia), Canada (Great 

Bear Lake) and the Belgian Congo. Among the other countries that have known 

Wonfr^ Bulgaria. France. Germany (Schneeberg. 
^saxony, in Russian area), Norway, Sweden, United Kingdom (Cornwall), Mada¬ 

gascar and Australia. There is little pubUc information as to Russia's resources 

>mportant deposits that she controls in Czechoslovakia and 

Czechoslovakia. The pitchblende deposits at Joachimsthal occur in mica 

schists interbedded with mineralized gneiss. Silver, cobalt, bismuth, and arsenic 

minerals occur with the pitchblende. The importance of the area as a producer 

of radium declined after the discovery of richer ores in other districts. The 

present signiScance of these deposits is that since 1947 they have been under 

operation at capacity by the Russian government. The quantity of uranium 
produced and its disposal are not known. 

Bel^n Coyo The Shinkolobwe mine is believed to be the largest developed 
deposit of pitchblende in existence. The discovery was reported in 1915 and 

development was initiated in 1921. Pod-shaped veins occur in altered graphitic 

rocks. Accurate estimation of reserve tonnage cannot be made due to the 

irregularity of the structure. Nickel and cobalt are associated metals. The ore 

IS of sufficiently high grade to permit direct shipment to Belgium for treatment. 

Canada. The Eldorado mine on Labine Point, Great Bear Lake, is just south 
of the Arctic Circle. The discovery was made in 1930, and subsequent dcvelop- 

rnent has proved the veins to a depth in excess of 1,000 ft. The veins occur in a 

shear zone cutting volcanic and sedimentary rocks near a granite. Silver is 

prominent as a uranium associate and it is recovered as a valuable by-product, 

le agreement between the Belgian Congo producers and the Eldorado Co., 

'T ^ ^ reported effective as late 
estimate of ore reserve ratios of these producers. 

Productaon. Oxides of uranium are a typical canary yellow in color and readily 

recognized. They are generally present where uranium-bearing minerals crop 

out. They have been an aid to the prospector in the search for ores. A more 

scientific method the u.se of the Geiger counter, is now in common use. This 

instrument registers the radioactive emission common to uranium and thorium 

mmei als 1 he instrument has been designed in portable form and by an increase 
audible clicking or dial reading indicates any abnormal radioactivity. It 

supplies a qualitative answer only, and determination of the quantitative amount 

present must be obtained by other means. Since the development of atomic 
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power from uranium and its military use production figures have become a con¬ 
fidential matter. Shipments of carnotite from mines in the United States for the 

b.st years available are shown in Table 1. 
A partial report concerning imports is given by Table 2. 
The lack of regularity in ore bodies has not been conducive to the application of 

systematic mining methods. Concentration has been done by hand selection, 
flotation, and a dry method, applicable to carnotite, consisting of a pulverizing 
mill and dust collector. The tonnage of reserves for future use is a closely kept 
secret. 

Table 1. Carnotite Ore and Concentrates Shipped prom Mines in the United 

States, 1932 to 1941* 

Year 
Short 
tons 

Value 

Content 

Uranium, 
lb 

Radium, 
mg 

Vanadium, 
lb 

1932 61 $ 6,150 3,186 481 3,024 
1933 52 3,099 694 256 2,240 
1934 254 11,074 6,661 1,007 12,528 
1935 1,145 56,223 22,009 3,329 50,776 
1936 1,439 73,881 17,961 2,716 52,695 
1937 1,708 65,294 20,764 3,141 73,788 
1938 4,290 158,779 51,705 7,821 173,859 
1939 6,256 174,660 59,269 8,964 206,509 
1940* 796 61,800 16,909 2,557* 51,377 
1941* 908 70,500*' 19,288‘ 2,916* 

1 

50,824 

a 

6 

c 

d 

Data for 1942 to 1040 not available for publication. 
Excludes oro sold only for its vanadium value. 
Estimated on the basis of uranium content in 1940. 
Eatiinated on the basis of value in 1940. 

Utilization. The first interest in uranium minerals was as a source of radium. 
This was present in such minute amounts that its extraction became a laborious 
and exj>ensive operation. Radium was sold at various prices, from $100,000 to 
S25,000 i>er gram. Radium is the highest priced mineral commodity produced, 
8100,000 per gram being equivalent to $45,360,000 per pound. The accumula¬ 
tion of uranium salts as a by-product of radium production resulted in search for 
possible markets. Small amounts have been converted to ferrouranium for the 
production of uranium-bearing steels. The largest chemical consumption has 
been in the preparation of uranium acetate and nitrate used as an analytical 
reagent in the determination of sodium and zinc. The glass industry has been 
a substantial consumer in the production of greenish-yellow fluorescent glass, 
amber-colored glass, and glass of a specific coefficient of expansion. Small 
amounts have been used in the photographic industry. 

The explosion of the first atomic bomb in New Mexico on July 16, 1945, altered 
all previous ideas as to the importance of uranium. Ordinary uranium contains 
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Table 2. Uraniusi Ore, CoNCEWTnA're-c 
and Compounds Imported for C^m 

_sumption in the United States, 1937 to 1946 

Year 

1937 

1938 

1939 

1940 

1941 

1942 

1043 

1044 

1945 

1940 

Uraoium ore and concentrates 

Pounds from 

Belgian 

Congo 
Canada 

2.400.198 

523.559 
d 
d 
d 
d 

Value 

Total 

15.748 
a 

a 

a 

a 

2,400,198 

541.307 
a 

a 

a 

d 

d 

d 

d 

d 

Uranium oxide and salts 

Poutida from 

Belgium Canada 
Other 

, coun- 

trica* 
Total 

100.072 

287.762 

) 1,333,053 

' 169.388 

53.090^ 
f 

37.846 

88.054 

106.271 

70.811 

334.415 

377,398 

211.348 

4.075 

1.080 

25 

5,555 

2 
203,437 ^ 

376,708 

1,439.324 

240.199 

387.505 
<9*7*7 OAO 
•Si / , t>98 
Oil 0.4 o 

ft cA 

1, ,>48 

10,425 
1 AOA 

O. i oU 

1 »U80 
o c 

.1 do 

Value 

* 258,417 

520.540 

1.107.788 

388,355 

501.370 

851.098 

413.410 

11.074 

2,244 

41 

. ^ wtuvcii ivingaom, 
i^ata not separately recorded. 

if actually a P^-^a-'nal.ly originated in 
Data not available for publication. 

" "-an-n^acie element, is produced by 
tt ^ ^ ordinary uranium, U23S. U235 and plutonium are fission¬ 

able with enormous energy releases. A military iveapon of prime importance 

solutfoTof'^'b*- b b presented a problem the 
mlseids -1^°* "r industrial utilisation of atomic power 
presents many possibilities of the greatest interest. The production of isotopes 

and radioactive forms of common elements is providing research tools of unknown 

potentialities Government regulation through the Atomic Energy Act of 1946, 

Public Law SSS, controls all activity directly associated with fissionable materials. 

Consumption of uranium for nonenergy purposes is presented in Table 3. 

Table 3. Consumption of Uranium Compounds for Nonenergy Purposes in the 

United States, 1943 to 1946, in Pounds of Contained U,Os 

_ (Atomic Energy Commission) 

Industry 1943 1944 1945 1946 

Chemical.... j 

Photograohic. | 
Electrical. 

4,000 

250 

7.500 

6.700 

800 
1 AA 

3,800 
(2,500 

t 360 

Ceramic (includiiie class) 
1,000 

150 

' 300 

1,000 
t <11 

lUU 
xuvui. 

11,750 7,600 4,950 4,160 
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The demand for uranium has stimulated the search for deposits, and it is 
possible that discoveries of other minerals such as torbernite, autunite, and 
others may alter the supply of raw material. 

Prices. In the paper given by John K. Gustafson, director of the division of 

raw materials, Atomic Energy Commission, he states that there is no standard 
price for uranium.'" The government is attempting to encourage exploration and 
production by means of the following program: 

1. The government guarantees a 10-year minimum price of $3.50 per pound of 
containe<l UjOs for small amounts of domestic refined uranium and $3.50 per 
pound of recoverable UaOs, less refining charges for small lots of ore or mechanical 
concentrates, assaying at least 10 per cent TJsOs. 

2. A bonus of $10,000 is guaranteed for the discovery of a new deposit and 
production of the first 20 tons of uranium ore or mechanically produced con¬ 
centrates assaying 20 per cent or more UjOg. 

3. Prices are guaranteed for a 3-year period for low-grade carnotite and roscoe- 
lite-type uranium-vanadium ores of the Colorado Plateau area and operation of 
two treating plants in that area. 
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VERMICULITE 

Definition. The term “ verimculite ” is given to a group of hydrous micas, usu¬ 

ally alteration products of phlogopite or biotite micas, characterized by the 

ability, when heated above ISO^C, to expand at right angles to the cleavage to a 

volume 6 to 20 times (average 16) that of the unexpanded mineral. Within the 

group many subvarieties are listed, the best known being the specifically named 

veriniculite and jefferisite. Other variety names, such as culsageeite, kerrite, 

inaconite, and dudleyite, are usually minor local varieties of the type material 
and have little significance. 

Veriniculite was first described in 1S24 from a deposit near Worcester, Mass. 

Jefferisite was discovered in 1851 from a deposit near West Chester, Pa., and 

named as a new mineral in 1861. Commercial production started in a small way 

about 1915 in Colorado. It was identified in a number of other localities, but it 

was not until the large-tonnage deposits of Libbey, Mont., were found in 1916 

that it was recognized that this mineral could be produced in quantity sufficient 
to allow its extraordinary properties to be utilized by industry. 

Physical Properties. Except for its ability to expand, physical properties in 

general are similar to those of other micas. Hardness, 1.5. Specific ffravUy, 2.3 

to 2,8 (after expansion, about 0.9). Color, brown and dark green to black. 

(After expansion, gold, bronze, silver, brown, black, or nearly white.) Streak, 

white. Tenacity, elastic to pliable. Melting point, 1320 to 1350°C. Exfolia¬ 

tion, rapid and extensive between 150 and 650 to 800®C. 

Composition. Vermiculite is essentially a hydrous magnesium mica containing 

varying amounts of iron. Attempts to assign a definite, theoretical mineralogical 

formula for it are unsuccessful because of its highly variable composition. Analy¬ 

ses of typical material, as assembled by Laschinger," are given in Table 1. 

Occurrence. Vermiculite is found with basic rocks such as pyroxenites, 

dunites, or their alteration product, serpentine. This geologic occurrence is 
similar to that of phlogopite, the magnesium mica, whose occurrence in Canada 

and elsewhere has been described under Mica. The geologic origin of veriniculite 
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TABt£ 1. Analtses of Vermiculites 

Theoretical 
vermiculite 

Libby, 
Mont. 

Palabora, 
South Africa 

West Chester, 
Pa. 

SiO,..*. 36.71 mm 39.37 34.20 

TiO* . ■HH 1.25 

A1,0.. 14.15 18.0 12.08 16.58 

Fe,0». 4.43 5.45 7.41 

FcO . 1.17 1.13 

MnO . * » • « 0.30 

MgO. 24.62 EfI 23.37 20.41 

CaO . 1.46 

NsiO . ■fffl 0.80 

KiO. 1.0 2.46 

H,0 and 105*C. 20.09 11.0 11.20 21.14 

is by no means clear. It is believed commonly that it is the alteration product of 
large masses of phlogopite or biotite by hydrothermal waters. The solvent 
action of these waters has removed most of the alkalies and hydrated the remain¬ 
ing material, producing a mica possessing the peculiar properties of vernnculite. 

Geographically, vermiculite is found in widely separated areas, as is shown by 
production in the United States. In 1946 seven states reported commercial out¬ 
put: Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, Nevada, North Carolina, South Carolina, 
and Texas. The location of the raw material has had a controlling effect on the 
mechanical development of the industry. Most of the deposits are located in 
areas remote from densely populated markets. Since the expanded material is 
very light it is difficult to pack sufficient tonnage in a car to make a minimum 
carload. Therefore, the tendency has been to construct expanding plants in 
central locations in important market areas and to ship raw material from the 
mines. This procedure is followed on imported material as well as domestic. 

Although the most important commercial production has come from the United 
States, deposits are known in numerous foreign countries, some of which are 
beginning to be important producers either for export or for local consumption. 

Untied Slates. Montana. The largest known deposit of vermiculite is in 
Ivincoln County, Mont., 7 miles northeast of Libbey. It was discovered during 
the First World War in a search for vanadium. , The exfoliation and expansion 
of the mineral encountered in drifts were observed when lieatcd with a lamp flame. 

The de^wsits are in the form of a dike about 100 ft wide by 2 miles long and of 
unknown depth. It occurs in a coarse-grained pyroxenitc, ranging in mineral 
comjKJsition from pyroxene to biotite or its alteration prodvjct, vermiculite. 
There is evidence of wide.spread hydrothermal action. The vermiculite consti¬ 
tutes from 30 to 84 per cent of the pyroxciiite rock. These tlejmsits to date have 
been by far the Iarge.st producers anywhere, ami the industry as it exists today 
was founded by the original producing company. 

North Carolina has recently been the second largest producing state, and it 
was the first in the East to maintain sustained commercial production, beginning 
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in 1933. The most important deposits so far have been at EUijay, Macon 

County, and Swannanoa, Buncombe County, but deposits are reported else¬ 

where in these counties as well as in Avery, Clay, Jackson, Transylvania, and 
Yancey counties. ’ 

Other producing states in recent years have been SotUh Carolina (at Tigerville, 

Travellers Rest, and other points in the Piedmont area); Wyoming (near Encamp¬ 

ment; also deposits near Wheatland, south of Gleniock, and in the Sweetwater 

Uplift west of Casper); Colorado (deposit near Canon City and plant at Colorado 

Springs; also deposits near Westcliffe, Fremont County, near Rosita, and at 

several other localities); Texas (near Burnet); and Nevada (near Silver Peak and 

elsewhere). Other states containing deposits of possible commercial interest or 

that have been small producers in the past are Arizona, California, Georgia, 

Utah, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Massachusetts, and Oregon. 

South Africa is rapidly becoming a producer of increasing importance in the 

world's markets. The most important deposit is located at Palabora in north¬ 

eastern Transvaal. The deposit, which covers about three-quarters of a square 

mile, has been proved in places to a depth of 80 ft. The total tonnage present is 

believed to be very large. The vermic- 
Table2. Screened and Cleaned Ver- 

MicuLiTE Sold or Used by Producers 

IN THE United States, 1935 to 1939 

(Average) and 1940 to 1948 

ulite is associated with pyroxenite and 

serpentine, from which it must be sepa¬ 

rated. It has been reported that pro¬ 

duction in 1945 was 1,411 tons; this 

rose in 1947 to 15,775 tons.* A much 

higher output is believed possible by 

mechanization of mining operations. 

The raw material is in part expanded 

for local use and in part exported to 

the United States, England, and other 

countries. That imported into this 

country is e.xpanded in a plant at 

Newark, N.J. 

Russia is known to have important 

deposits of vermiculite in the dunite 

and pyroxenite areas of the Ural Moun¬ 

tains, famous for their production of 

platinum. Some of these deposits have 
been developed and the expanded products used for loose-fill insulation and 
insulating brick. 

Australia has vermiculite deposits in the Bulong and Kalgoorlie areas of 

Western Australia that have been developed for home markets. 

Japan. Vermiculite deposits of unknown importance have been reported at 
several places in Japan. 

Brazil. It is reported that there is a large deposit of vermiculite at Ponte 

Nova in the state of Minas Geraes. In mid-1948 it was stated that they were 

exporting about 900 tons per month to the United States and that production was 

being expanded to take care of the demand. 

• Eng. Mining J., Metal and Mineral Markets, Aug. 12, 1948 
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Year Short tons Value 

1935-1939 
(average) 18,486 $180,297 

1940 22,299 137,698 
1941 23,438 125,444 
1942 57,848 319,931 
1943 46,645 471,595 
1944 54,116 541,744 
1945 64,808 648,077 
1946 86,390 867,973 
1947 131,385 1,338,572 
1948 138,635 1,387,233 
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Production and Consumption. United States production of cleaned and 

screened, but not expanded, vermiculite in recent years is shown in Table 2. 

Assuming a loss in exfoliation of 5 per cent and an average value of $75 per ton 

for the expanded product, the total United States production in 1946 as sold in 

expanded form was worth about $6,155,000. Statistics of imports and exports 

are not available, but it is known that imports of unexpanded vermiculite from 

South Africa are large. 
Mining and Milling. Large, flat-lying, bedded deposits amenable to mech¬ 

anization have been worked by shovel. Narrow veins require underground 

mining methods at higher production costs. 
Few or no vermiculite deposits are pure enough over large areas to permit of 

use w-ithout beneficiation. Mine-run vermiculite usually contains such gangue 

minerals as quartz, feldspar, biotite, and country rock. These are removed as 

far as possible by hand sorting. Many and various methods for the further 

removal of impurities have been tried, but the usual methods involve drying, 

coarse crushing in hammer mills, screening, and sometimes air separation. In 

general, separation from impurities depends largely upon the difference in par¬ 

ticle shape between the thin flat vermiculite plates and the more or less equi- 

dimen.sional grains of impurities. After beneficiation the material is screened 

into fairly close size fractions because close sizing results in more efficient and 

uniform exfoliation. 
Sxfoliation methods are described in some detail by Goldstein,® who gives 

references to more extende<l descriptions. To obtain the best type of product 

with maximum toughness of grains and a minimum of milling losses the time and 

temperature in the hot zone of the furnace must be so regulated that total free 

water will not be reduced below 5 or 6 per cent. Complete removal of all free 

and combined water occurs at about 1000®C and the resulting product is very 

brittle; heating, therefore, is usually not carried above 650 to A 

number of types of kilns or furnace.s have been used: 

1. Rotary kiln, similar to cement kiln but smaller and much sliorter 

2. Vertical kiln with inclined baffles permitting material to fall by gravity 

through heating zone 

3. Inclined furnace with shaking plate 
The weight of expanded material (South African) for various sizes is given in 

Table 3, according to Laschinger." 

Tabi.e 3. Expani>bi> Vkbmicitljte 

Size Ub/ft 

-1 

Cu ft/short ton 

1 

C'u ft yield/1 ton 
raw mineral 

1 in.-H 1^- 3 3 606 548 

yi xn.-Vx in. 3.8 526 476 

in.-5 mesh 4.4 455 411 

5-10 mesh 5.1 392 355 

10-18 mesh 6 0 333 302 

18-36 m<‘8h 8 5 235 213 
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The property of expansion has been explained by at least two theories. The 

most generally accepted one is that the expansion is caused by the pressure of 

steam generated by heating the water of composition. This process is similar to 

that involved in the “popping” of perlite, and the product is somewhat similar 

except m one detail. The expansion is in one direction only—at 90 deg to the 

cleavage plane. The flake may increase from 10 to 30 times its original thick¬ 

ness. The second theoiy is that much of the expansion is due to warping of 

individual laminae because of unequal strains set up by steam pressure. This 

theory is used to account for the fact that expansion takes place even with very 

slow heating—slow enough to allow the steam to escape quietly. 

In addition to the increase in volume and the development of the minute voids 

responsible for its insulating value, the vermicuUte is altered by oxidation of its 

iron content. By controlled furnacing some vermiculites may be produced in 

gold, silver, or bronze colors suitable for decorative use. Too high an iron con¬ 

tent makes a nearly black color, while a low iron content makes a creamy-white 
product. 

Marketing and Shipping. Sales to the ultimate consumer are always of the 

expanded product; but unexpanded, screened, and cleaned vermiculate is sold 

and shipped in bulk or in bags to expanding plants all over the country and 

abroad. There are now probably over 50 expanding plants in this country alone. 

Expanded vermiculite is sold either in bulk or in bags, usually holding 4 cu ft each. 

The unexpanded product is sold on a per ton basis, fob producing plant. The 

expanded material is sold at a price per cubic foot. 

Prices. In 1950, screened and cleaned vermiculite sold for S12 per short 

ton, fob niines, Montana. African vermiculite sold for $28 to $30 per ton 

fob Atlantic ports. Expanded vermiculite prices varied with location of markets 

and type of use. Prices for home insulation may range from $60 to $100 per 
ton, packed in 25-Ib bags. 

Utilization. The iiiincipal tonnage uses for vermiculite (lepend upon the 

presence of innumerable minute air cells, which make it a good insulator against 

heat, cokl, and sound and which give it a very low apparent specific gravity. 

Unlike cork and other organic liglitweigbt insulating materials it will not rot or 

mold and is not attacked by vermin, and it has fair mechanical strength. The 

largest single use is i>rol)ably in the house-in.sulating field, but uses in lightweight 

concrete and plasters and in irulustrial insulations of all types are very ini])ortant. 

Since many vermiculites tiuit expand satisfactorily also decrepitate to a fine 

gram size and do not yield much of the coarser, blocky granules needed for the 

largest uses and since these fine sizes show a higher apparent specific gravity, the 

disjiosal of fines is an important problem with some producers. Table 4, pre¬ 

pared for the Tennessee Valley Authority and published in the U.S. Bureau of 

Mines’ “Minerals Yearbook” for 1936 (i)age 1070), is outdated but is valuable 

for Its information on distribution of uses by grain size. A large number of new 

uses have been developed since Table 4 was prei>ared, many of tliem patented. 

Goldstein*- gives a good recent summary of uses ami tlic properties on which the 

uses depend. Among the uses not noted above are insulators for hot-water 

tanks, deeiJ-freeze units, safes, and fireless cookers; lightweight wall plasters and 
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Uses of Vbrmicoi/Ite 

40^120 Afesh 

Table 4, 

H /n.-20 Afesk 
House insulation 

Home refrigerators 

Auto mufflers 
Acoustic plaster 

Safe and vault linings 
Pipe covering 
Boiler lagging 

Smelter ladles 
Refractory brick 

Insulation cement 
20-40 Afeak 

Auto insulation 
Airplane insulation 
Refrigerator-car insulation 

Passenger-car insulation 
Wall hoard 
Water coolers 
Annealing steel 

Fire extinguishers 
Filters 
Cold storage 

Linoleum 

Shingles 
Cornice boards 

Uiclectric switchboards 
120-200 Afesh 

Grease lubricant 
Bakelite products 

Tire and rubber goods 

200-270 Afesh 
Wallpaper printing 

Outdoor advertising paints 
Building up viscosity in oil 

Fireproof cartons for films 
270 Afesh 

Extender for gold and 
bronze printing ink and 

for paint 

roof decks; inert layers on top of kettles of molten mctul to prevent oxidation; 

and in horticulture, as a porous, sterile soil for starting seedlings (may be treated 
with nutrients). 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

G. 

8. 
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VESUVIANITE 

Composition. yesu\nanite, frequently called idocrase, is a complex silicate of 

calcium and aluminum. It is represented by the formula CajoAUCMg.Fe)- 

SigOadOH),. Substitution of many other elements in the structure is possible. 

General Description. The mineral commonly occurs in shoit tetragonal 

prisms. Striated columnar masses and brown prismatic forms are characteristic. 

A massive compact green variety resembling jade is known as “californite.” 

Physical Properties. Hardness, 6.5. Specific gravity, 3.3 to 3.5. Melting 

point, fuses at 3 in the scale of fusibility to a greenisfi or brownish glass. Color, 

brown, green, yellow’, blue, black. Streak, white. Luster, vitreous, greasy, or 

resinou.s. Index of refraction, 1.705 to 1.721. Cleavage, indistinct prismatic and 

basal. Fracture, uneven. Transparency, transparent to opaque. Tenacity, 
brittle. 

Occurrence. Vesuvianito is a typical contact metumorphic mineral and is 

found usually in crystalline limestones. It is associate<l with tourmaline, garnet, 

wollastonite. and other motaiuorpliic minerals. It was found originally in tlie 

rocks of Mount Vesuvius and in the altered dolomites of ancient Monte Somma. 

It has been found in many localities in Switzerland, Italy, Mexico, and Russia. 

It occurs in the United States at Rumford Falls and Auburn, Maine; Franklin, 

N.J.; and in Siskiyou, Fresno, and Tulare counties, Calif. The compact, massive 

variety of vesuvianite, first found in Siskiyou County, is known as californite. 

It varies from olive to grass green in color and takes a fine polish. E.xtensive 

outcrops and large loose masses liave been found. It was believed to be jade, 
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which it closely resembles, when first discovered. Analyses of this material are 
given in Table 1.* 

Table 1. Analyses op Vesitvianite 

Siskiyou County^ 
Calif. 

Fresno County, 
Calif. 

SiO,. 35.85 36.55 
A1,0,. 18.35 18.89 
CaO. 33.51 35.97 
Fe»Oj. 1.67 0.74 
FeO. 0.39 0.74 
MgO. 5.43 2.33 
MnO. 0.05 
TiO,. 0.10 
p,o.. 0.02 
COj. n Qi 
F. 

1 

n 1.^ 
HtO below lOO^C. 0.29 0.58 
H*0 above 100*C. 4.18 3.42 

90.84 100.26 

A vesuvianite found with the zinc ores of Franklin, N.J., has attracted atten¬ 

tion due to the remarkably high percentage of beryllium that has been introduced 

in the structure of the crystal. Analysis of picked crystals is given in Table 2.* 

Table 2. Beryllium Vesuvianite* 

SiO,. . 34.25 
CaO. . 33.15 
BeO. . 9.20 
MgO. . 3.17 
MnO. . 4.84 
ZnO. . 4.86 
A1,0,. . 9.70 
H,0. . 1.31 
FeO. . Trace 

100.48 
• OrcA from Franklin, N.J, 

Utilization. Clear and attractively colored si>ecimens of vesuvianite have been 

cut and polished as a gem stone. It has been sub.stituted for jade in carvings and 

beads. The quantity consumed is small. The beryllium-rich variety has been 

considered as a source for this desirable lightweight metal. Commercial produc¬ 
tion has not been reported. 
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WAVELLITE 

Composition. Wavellite is a hydrous aluminum phosphate. Its formula is 

genera ly ^ven as Al3(OH)3(PO.).-5H30 or as Al.COH)eCPO.).-9H.O. Water of 

aVo 9H second formula the composition is 

11 - - • j ■ : HaO, 26.8 per cent. Fluorine is reported 
m some varieties. 

General Description. WavelHte is a fairly soft mineral, usually found in 

c or in radiating or globular masses made up of concentric layers 
with a radial fibrous structure. Sometimes stalactitic 

Physical Properties. Hardness. 3.5 to i. Specific ffraaUy, 2.3 to 2.i. Color, 

white green yellow or brown. Streak, white. Luster, vitreous. Indes: a} 

rclrachon 1.525 to 1.552. Cleavage, prismatic, well developed. Fracture con- 

clioKlal to uneven. Transparency, translucent. Tcnacily, brittle. Easily rec¬ 

ognized by Its radiating globular structure. The presence of aluminum may be 

confirmed by moistening with cobalt nitrate and igniting. This produces a blue 

Occurrence. Wavellite is considered a rare mineral of secondary origin. It is 

found fre<iuently m the linings of cavities and in nodules in clays No larae 

deposits arc known. It is probable that substantial tonnages occur, but they are 

dussipated to such an extent m certain geologic horizons that commercial extrac¬ 

tion is not feasible. As far as is known the only commercial recovery of record 

was obtained during a few years after 1900, 4 miles west of Mount Holly Springs 

1 a. The wavellite occurs here as residual nodules in a deposit of clay It is 

scattered through it irregularly, and attempts to arrive at an estimate of probable 

tonnage have not been successful. During 1905 some 400 tons were produced. 

1 he deposit was worked as an open cut to a depth of 30 ft, and then a shaft was 

sunk to the bottom of the deposit, about 52 ft. and continued through 16 ft of 

manganese ore. In 1902 a plant was built at Moores Mill near Mount Holly 

Springs to reduce the ore to phosphorus. The Pennsylvania State Geologic 

Survey reports that wavellite was mined at one time at Whitehouse Station in 

East Wliiteland Township, Chester County, Pa. The amount of material pro- 
auce<l ancl its disposal are not known. 

An interesting occurrence of wavellite and amblygonite was reported years ago 

in the western end of Juniata County, Pa. It was found at various points within 

12 miles of Reed’s Gap in a so-called “black belt” at the foot of a low ridge of 

Onskany sandstone. The minenil was found in nodules of varying composition, 

reported to contain as much as 30 |)cr cent phosphorus pentoxide. Positive 

confirmation of the identity of amblygonite has not been made. Attempts were 

made to mine this material and drifts were driven into the sandstone to facilitate 

the extraction of the jihosphate. The date and success of the operation are 

unknown. It was abandoned and apparently the material was of too low grade 
to permit economic recovery. 

Utilization. At Mount Holly yprings tlie wavellite was manufactured into 

phosphorus. The process was secret but in general is believed to have been as 
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follows. The wavellite was mixed with phosphorite calcium phosphate obtained 
from South Carolina, roasted, mixed with silica and charcoal, and reduced in an 

electric furnace. The phosphorus fumes were condensed under water as crude, 
yellow phosphorus, which required further treatment. It was used in the manu¬ 
facture of matches. Some of the material obtained in other areas is believed to 
have been ground and used as a fertilizer. 
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WOLLASTONITE 

Composition. Wollastonite is calcium metasilicatc with the formula CaSiOj: 
CaO, 48.25 per cent; SiOs, 51.75 per cent. 

General Description. Wollastonite is usually found in elongate<l tabular 
crystals or in fibrous or granular compact masses. 

Physical Properties. Hardness, 4 to 5. Specific gravity, 2.8 to 2.9. Color, 

white to gray. Luster, vitreous. Transparency, transparent to translucent. 
Cleavage, fibrous. Tenacity, brittle. Melting point, 1512'’C. Imlex of refrac¬ 
tion, I.GIG to 1.631. 

Occurrence. Wolla.stonite is commonly found as a metumorphic mineral 
a.ssociated with garnet In metamorphosed limestone.s. 

Exten.sive <lepo.sits occur near Will.sboro, Essex County, N.Y. Hero a baiul 

of contact metamorphosed rocks, mile wide by about G miles long, contains 
wide, more or loss i>arullol veins or bamls of wollastonite, partly interbedded with 
and partly intergrown with the rothofhte and colophonite varieties of andradito 
garnet, together with thin layers of green diopside-hetlenbcrgite (var. salite). 
The impurities that constitute 10 to 20 per cent of the rock mass may be readily 
removctl by magnetic separation or by gravity methods. The ore i.s extremely 
friable and thus is very easily crushed and ground. In the finest ground fractions 
the grains retain their fibrous structure. Production to date has been by bench¬ 
ing in o|)en quarries. 

Analyses of commercial wollastonite are given in the table on page 5.84. 
I>!irge deposits of wolla.stonite occur near Code Siding, Kern County, Calif. 

The exposure has been traced for about 7,500 ft. The first commercial prodmr- 
tion of wollastonite came from this deposit in 193.3. 
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Analyses op Woelastonitb 

Essex County, N.Y.* Kern County, Calif, f Theoretical 

Si02. 
CaO. 

50.90 
46.82 

47.12 
41.72 

51.75 
48.25 

MgO. 0.86 2.72 
re203. 0.64 1.60 
AUOi. 0.78 
Mn02. 0.20 
TiOj. 0.08 
CuO. 0.05 
Na^O. 0.08 Trace 

• ___ 

100.40 93.16 100.00 

nISrpp. ua-'aT'fc."93T‘ '™"' V„l. 17. 

Production. Wollastonitc has been produced in California since 1933 for 
making mineral wool and, on a small scale, in New York since about 1943 for 

miscellaneous uses, but no production statistics have been published. Most of 

the sales of the New York material have been of the crude, hand-selected rock or 

of small lots of purified and ground material produced in a pilot plant. 

UtiUzation. The largest use for wollastonite so far developed has been that of 

the California material for making white mineral wool.‘» For this use it has the 

advantage of uniform composition and little loss on melting, since a ton of raw 
material produces nearly a ton of finished product. 

Extensive research has been done on the New York wollastonite. Many 

tentative uses have been developed, for several of which patent applications have 

been filed. Its purity, uniformity, inertness, very pure white color and brilliance, 

ease of grinding to very fine particle size, and the fibrous particle shape suggest 
its usefulness as a filler in paint, paper, rubber, etc. 

An e.stablished use is as an ingredient in arc-welding rod coatings and flux- 

shiehling compounds (U.S. Patent 2269167). For the patented use the New York 

wollastonite with its accompanying garnet and diopside is used without 
.separation. 

In ceramics research has indicated that it can be used in whitewares as a partial 
substitute for feldspar and in floor and wall tile. 

Acid-treated wollastonite has been introduced in Canada as a substitute for 

clay in filling and coating paper. It is claimed that this filler can be sold in the 

clay price range and that it has many advantages over clay, including better 

color and brightness, higher retention, greater smoothness, higher opacity, and 
other points of superiority. 

A chemically precipitated artificial wollastonite with the trade name of Silene 
lias been introduced by the Columbia Chemical Division of the Pittsburgh Plate 

Glass Co. as a white, rubber-reinforcing pigment with other industrial possibilities 
in the filler and pigment field. 
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The by-product garnet from the New York material may be sold as a low- 
priced abrasive garnet for stone grinding and polishing and other uses—fields 

that have been closed to abrasive garnet in the past due to high cost. 
Considerable work has been done on the use of calcium silicate as a soil con¬ 

ditioner and plant-fertilizing material in place of limestone.*•*•*•* Its content of 

silicic acid seems to assist assimilation by the plant of other plant foods such as 

the phosphates. 
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ZIRCON AND ZIRCONIUM MINERALS 

Only two minerals are commercial sources of zirconium: zircon and baddelexjite, 

also known as brazUite. The trade name zircite is applied to a commercial ore of 
zirconia, composed of a mixture of baddeleyite or brazilite, zircon, and a supposed 
new, unnamed silicate of zirconium. 

ZIRCON 

Composition. Zircon is zirconium silicate, ZrSiO< or ZrOj’SiOj: Zr02, 66.99 
per cent; SiOj, 33.01 per cent; or Zr, 49.51 per cent; Si, 15.57 per cent; and Oj, 
34.92 per cent. It often contains a small amount of iron. 
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Gener^ Description. Zircon is usually found in small brownish or gra3dsh 

square prisms capped by simple pyramids; also as rounded or angujar lumps, and 

as rounded grains in sands and gravels. Reddish and brownish varieties when 

transparent are sometimes caUed hyadnih or jacinth; the cojprless or smoky 
varieties, jargon. 

Physical Properties. Hardness, 7.5. Specific gramty, 4.4 to*4.8. Meliing, 

point, 2550 C. Index of refraction, 1.952. Color, commonly brown grayish; 

also colorless, reddish, green, and yellow. Streak, white. Luster, adamantine! 

Cleavage, imperfect, parallel to both pyramid and prism. Transparency, opaque 

to transparent. Tenacity, brittle. Very infusible and inert. Coefficient of 

expansion, less than that of fused qujirtz. Dielectric strength, very high even at a 
bl ight-red heat. . 

BADDELEVITE 

Composition. Baddeleyitc or brazilite is an oxide of zirconium, theoretically 

ZrOs: Zr, 73.9 per cent; 02, 26.1 per cent. It usually contains small amounts of 

iron, silica, alumina, and sometimes titanium. Zircite contains from 70 to 94 
per cent Zr02. 

General Description. Baddeleyite is a hard, heavy mineral wth a nearly 

perfect basal cleavage, varying in color from colorless to black. Baddeleyite 

usually refers to the variety in distinct crystals, while the term "brazilite” is 

applied to the fibrous, botryoidal or columnar forms. The commercial ore is 
usually found in jjebbles in stream beds or in irregular masses in clays. 

Physical Properties. Hardness, 6.5. Specific gravity, 5.5 to 6.025. Melting 

point, 2500 to 2950'^C (latter figure for pure Zr02; impurities lower melting point 

greatly). Boiling (pure fused ZrOz), 4300°C. Specific heat (amorphous), 

0.1075. Index ofrefraction, 2.13 to 2.20. Color, black, brown, yellow to colorless. 

Streak, white. Luster, grea.sy to vitreous to submetallic. Cleavage, nearly perfect 

basal. Transparency, opaque to translucent. Tenacity, tough when massive. 

Coefficient of expansion (pure fused ZrOz, about the same as fused quartz), 

0.00000084. Electrical resistance (pure fused ZrOs; 1200‘*C), 1.2 X 10« ohms per 
cm. 

Occurrence. Zircon is a common mineral found in small amounts in granites, 
syenites, and some schists. As far as is known, zircon has been mined only once 

from the original host rock. This was in Henderson County, N.C. The zircon 

was found in unalterc<l crystals in a kaolinized and decomposed pegmatitic dike. 

Tlic decomposition had i)enctrated to a depth of some 40 ft. The zircon crystals 

wei‘0 separated from the earthj' kaolin by hand labor until an accumulation of 

conunercial interest was attained. Production was started in 1888, became 

dormant, and was rcsume<I in 1002. The total output was small, and in 1905 the 

largest ])roducti..n on rocor<l nyus obtained—8,000 lb. The destruction of 

zirconium-bearing rocks by natural geologic processes lias liberated the zirconium 

minerals, wliich have concentrated in placers along streams or marine beaches. 

Brazil. Zireem is present in the l>each sands of B:ihia. Espirito Santo, and 

llio do Janeiro. It is recovered as a by-product in the treatment of monazite 

sands. A far more imjjortant mineral is baddeleyite. This is found in the Caldas 

region in the states of Winas Geraes and Sao Paulo. Alluvial pebbles are found 
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along small streams and in the talus at the foot of ridges. This material is of 
high grade and carries 90 per cent or better zirconium oxide. Zircite, a lower 
grade material than the true baddeleyite, carries from 75 to 85 per cent zirconium 
oxide. A few isolated boulders weighing up to 30 tons have been reported. 
Mining methods are rather primitive, and the nature of the deposit and the size 
of the market have not favored mechanization or a large capital investment. 

India. Zircon is produced as a by-product of the sands of Travancore, which 
are collected and concentrated primarily os a source of monazite and ilmenite. 

The marine sands renew themselves periodically due to the action of storms, which 
rework the area and produce another concentration of the heavy minerals. 

Australia. Australia is the most important supplier of zircon concentrates. 
Black sands, the result of wave action, are found along the eastern coast of New 
South Wales for about 400 miles from Sidney to the Queensland border. Rutile 
and ilmenite are common associates of zircon. Prompt action upon the dis¬ 
covery of a commercial concentration is necessary, since the deposit may be dis¬ 
sipated by later wave action. 

United States. Zircon production in the United States is now restricted to 
Florida. The mineral is found with ilmenite and rutile in the dune sands near 
South Jacksonville. Production in 1946 was at a record level, not made public 
but known to be in excess of the former record of 3,646 tons in 1927. 

Mining and Preparation. As noted, the deposits do not lend them.selves to 
systematic mining. The common practice is to move beach sands with dredge, 
dragline, bulhlozer, or shovel. Gravity concentration—frequently tables 
(Humphrey spirals in Florida)—is employed to eliminate the quartz and prochjce 
a heavy mineral aggregation. The dried eoncentrate is subjected to magnetic 
sepanition of varying intensity to remove magnetite, ilmenite, garnet, and 
monazite. Electrostatic treatment is then applied to the residual material to 
produce a rutile and zircon fraction. The zircon is separated further into varying 
grades and sizes and sold as technical, ceramic, or electrical zircon. 

Price. In 1950 zircon ore was quoted at $40 to S45 per ton, cif Atlantic sca- 
boar<l, minimum 65 per cent Zr02. 

Utilization. T lie total consumption of domestic and foreign zircon was 
repoi ted to be a record of 20.555 tons in 1946. According to the U.S. Bureau of 
Mines the estimate<l distribution of usage was as follows: refractories, 28 per cent; 
vitreous enamels, 25 per cent; electrical and chemical porcelains, 19 per cent; 
metal and alloys, 16 per cent; pottery glazes, 10 per cent; and miscellaneous, 2 

per cent. To satisfy these markets imports in recent years were substantial as is 
shown in the table on page 588, 

As a refractory zircon has a high melting point with a pyroinetric cone equiv¬ 
alent of almost 42. It has low thermal expansion and good resistance to abrasion 
and to the action of certain metals and slags. It is a valuable opacifier in the 
manufacture of glass. 

Zirconium metal is an excellent “getter” at elevated temi)eratures, having the 
ability to absorb up to 40 per cent oxygen and 20 per cent nitrogen. The 
powdtTcd metal is used in the manufacture of radio transmitting tubes, permitting 
the production of a high-vacuuin tube with clear glass. It is also utilized with 
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Zirconium Concentrate Imported tor Consumption in the United States 

_ 1942 TO 1946 BY Countries, Short Tons** ’ 

Year 

Zircon 

Baddeleyite 
from 

Brazil 

Accessory 
titanium 
minerals*' 

Total zirconium 
concentrates^ 

From 
Aus¬ 
tralia 

From 
Brazil 

Other<^ Total Short 
tons 

Value 

1942 
1943 
1944 
1945 
1046 

11,145 
11,472 
11,317 
17,138 
11,535 

• 4 % 

110 
196 

6 
4 

11,341 
11,582 
11,317 
17,144 
11,539 

15,283 
8,821 
2,332' 

792* 
2,431- 

7,282 
8,009 

10,384 
8,534 
2,844 

33.906 
28,412 
24,033 
26,470 
16,814 

$816,364 
697,704 
576,299 
554,400 
453,458 

do;n°by Comm.rc. Mineral break- 

* Classified as “ore” by U.S. Department of Commerce. 

If/®'?? India. 1942; French West Africa (Senegal). 1945; Canada. 1946. 

AustraUa dmenito content of mixed zirconium-titanium concentrates imported from 

* Any zircon imports from BrazU, 1944 to 1946, included with baddeleyite. 

titanium in the manufacture of pyrophoric alloys for use in cigarette lighters. A 
number of new alloys are coming on the market. 

In recent years there has been a considerable increase in interest in metallic 

zirconium^ 9 and its alloys. Ductile zirconium has been made on a laboratory 

scale, and it seems possible that this metal may become of increasing importance. 

Transparent zircons have been used as gem stones from prehistoric times. 

Tlie high index of refraction of the stone ensures brUliance. The blue varieties 

from Siam and Indochina have been popular, and the colorless material has been 
sold extensively. Its brilliance and color play approach those of the diamond, 
but the material is too soft, comparatively, for permanent wear. 

Hafnium. Hafnium, a rare element, has been produced by treatment of zircon 

containing this metal. The process of recovery is slow and expensive and total 

production has been small. The superiority of hafnium compounds as refrac¬ 

tories, particularly the nitride, has created interest in this material. Possibility 
of commercial production in useful tonnage appears remote. 
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APPENDIX 

Scale oF Hardness 

The hardness of a nuneral is usually determined by the relative ease with which 
it is scratched or abraded. The hardness is referred to Mohs’ scale, which is 
given below in order of increasing hardness: 

1. Talc 
2. Gypsum 
3. Calcitc 
4. Fluorite 
5. Apatite 

C. Feldspar 
7. Quartz 
8. Topaz 
9. Corundum 

10. Diamond 

In each case the standard hardness refers to that of the pure crystalline material. 
Sometimes graphite is used in place of talc for 1 and beryl in place of topaz for 8. 
This scale is not absolute, but relative only. Thus, there is a far greater difference 
between diamond (10) and corundum (9) than between fluorite (4) and calcite (3). 
The fingernail will usually scratch a mineral up to 2.5 in the scale, a copper coin 
up to 3.0, and a good knife blade up to 5.5. Ordinary window glass is about 5.5. 

Hardness is determined by scratching (not merely marking) the unknown by 
successive minerals in the scale until one is found that will scratch, and in turn 
may be scratched by, the unknown. 

Mohs' scale is inadequate both because the methods of testing are very crude 
and because the intervals between the steps in the scale are not uniform. Numer¬ 
ous attempts have been made to remedy these deficiencies. Ridgway, Ballard, 

Table 1. Hardness or Mineral and Manufactured Products 

Mohs’ scale 
Ridgway-Uallard-Iiailoy extentioii to 

Molis’ scale 
Knoop-Pcters-Eincrson 

diamond iiidhutation value 
( 

6. Orthoclosc 6. Orthoclase or pcriclaac 
7. Quartz 7. Pure fused silica (fused quartz) Fused quartz 475 
8. Topaz 8. Qtiartz; stellite 

9. Topaz 
10. Garuot 

11. Fused zirconia; tantalum 
12. Carbide 

0. Sapphire Fused alumina; tungsten carbide Fused alumina 1635 
13. Silicon carV>idc Silicon carbide 2000 
14. Boron carbide i Boron carbide (molded) 2230 

10. Oiaiiiotid 15. Diamond 
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and Bailey® proposed an extension of Mohs" scale to include artificially prepared 

substances. Knoop, Peters, and Emerson* devised a diamond indentation 

method of measuring hardness that gives reproducible results on a wide variety 

of materials. It has the merit of giving definite numerical values over a wide 
range up to the hardness of the diamond. 

Table 1 shows a comparison between these various hardness values for some of 
the harder materials. 
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Scale of Fusibility 

The melting points of minerals usually cannot be determined with great 

accuracy because they seldom occur unmixed with greater or lesser amounts of 

impurities. Often the presence of small amounts of impurities considerably 

alters the melting point. There also may be a considerable difference in tem¬ 

perature between the softening point and the point at which the mineral becomes 

Table 2. Scale of Fusibility* 

Class Mineral and true melting point Behavior under heat 

Easily fusible Stibnite (SSO'C*) or sulfur (107- 
U3‘’C) 

Clialcopyrite or galena (777"C) 

Alinaiidite garnet (1315®C) or 

stilbite 

Large fragments fuse easily in 

yellow gas flame 

Small fragments fuse to a globule 

in the yellow flame 

Small fragments fuse with difR- 

culty to globule in oxidizing 
flame 

Fusible with 

difficulty 
Actinoiite (1322-1346*0) or bar¬ 
ite 

Orthodasefeldspar (1185-1270*0) 
or sphalerite (1099*C’) 

Bronzito (1345-1350*0) or cala¬ 
mine 

Coarse edges are rounded in 

oxidizing flame 

Needlelike fragments become glob¬ 

ular in oxidizing flame 

Ncodlelikc fragments become 

rounded on the point in hot 
flame 

Infusible 

Ik __ _ 

Quartz (1456—1480*0) or topaz 

i 1 • . . 

Infusible in ordinary blow pipe 

• True melting point, where known, is given in parentheses after each mineral. 
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fluid. Some minerals do not melt under ordinary conditions, but sublime (pass 

off as a gas) or decrepitate (fly apart). 
Mineralogists, however, roughly determine the melting point of a mineral by 

comparing its behavior under heat with that of a set of minerals known as the 
Scale of Fusibility. This scale (Table 2) is not at all accurate, as will be noted by 
comparing the true melting points given for each mineral with the scale. 

Seger Cones 

In the ceranuc industries, kiln temperatures are commonly measured by the use 
of pyrometric cones or Seger cones. These are slender triangular prisms, about 3 
in. high with a J^-in. base, made of standard combinations of mineral materials 

in proportions such that they will melt at definite temperatures. A series of 
cones is used, with melting points ranging from 590 to 1910®C, varying by 20 to 

30*0 intervals. 
The cones are placed upright in a clay base in the kiln. As the temperature 

Table 3. Melting Points of Seoer Cones 

C!onc 

No. 

Temperature 
C’onc 

No. 

Temperature 
CODC 

No. 

Temperature 

•c “F “C op “C op 

022 590 1094 01 1130 2066 18 1490 2714 

021 620 1148 1 1 1150 2102 19 1510 2750 

020 650 1202 1 2 1170 2138 20 1530 2786 

Oil) 680 1256 3 1190 2174 26 1650 3002 

018 710 1310 4 1210 2210 27 1670 3038 

017 740 1364 5 1230 2246 28 1690 3071 

QIC 770 1418 6 1250 2282 29 1710 3110 

015 800 1472 7 1270 2318 30 1730 3146 

012H 875 1607 8 1290 2354 31 1740 3182 

010 950 1742 9 1310 2390 32 1770 3218 

09 970 1778 10 1330 2426 33 1790 3254 

08 990 1814 11 1350 2462 34 1810 3290 

07 1010 1850 12 1370 2498 35 1830 3326 

06 10.30 1886 13 1390 2534 36 1850 3362 

05 1050 1922 14 1410 2570 37 1870 3398 

04 1070 1958 15 1430 2606 38 1890 3434 

03 1090 1994 16 1450 2642 39 1910 3470 

02 1110 2030 1470 2678 
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rises, the cones, in order, first soften, then begin to bend over until the tips touch 

the base, and then fuse down completely. The temperature is sometimes taken 

from the cone whose tip touches the base and sometimes from the one whose tip 

just begins to bend. The melting point of the cones depends both upon their 

composition and upon the rate of heating. Strictly accurate results cannot be 

obtained with pyrometric cones, but they are much used and of considerable 
value in the ceramic industries. 

Various slightly differing sets of cones are in use in different countries. The 

cones listed in Table 3 are in common use in the United States. The tempera¬ 

tures given are those at which the cones begin to melt. 

The fusion point of ceramic materials, as determined by Seger cones, is 

expressed as the pyrometric cone equivalent or PCE value. 
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Table 4. International Atomic Weiorts, 1947 Revision 

Element 
Sym¬ 

bol 
Weight 

Atomic 

No. 
Valence 

Melting 

point, ^C 

Boiling 

point, 

Actinium. (227) 89 

Aiabaminc. (221) 85 1,3.5,7 
Aluminum. 

iS 
26.97 13 3 659.7 1800 

Antimony. mS!M 121.76 51 3,5 630.5 1380 
Ariron.. .1 VM 39.944 18 0 — 189 2 — 185 7 
Arsenic. As 74.91 33 3. 5 615 fsubl ) 
Barium. Ba 137.36 56 2 850 1140 
Beryllium. Be 9.02 4 2 1350 1500 
Bismuth. Bi 209.00 83 3,6 271.3 1450 
Boron. B 10.82 5 3 2300 2550 
Bromine. Br 79.916 35 1, 3, 6, 7 -7.2 68.78 
Cadmium. Cd 112.41 48 2 320.9 767 
Calcium. Ca 40.08 20 2 810 1170 
Carbon. C 12.01 6 4 > 3500 4200 
Cerium. Ce 140.13 58 3.4 640 1400 
Cesium. Cs 132.91 55 1 28.5 670 
Chlorine. Cl 35.457 17 1. 3. 6. 7 — 101 6 — 34 6 
Chromium. Cr 52.01 24 

« 

2. 3,6 1615 2200 
Cobalt. Co 58.94 27 2,3 1480 3000 
Columbium. Cb 92.91 41 1 3, 5 2500 3300 
Copper. Cu 63.54 29 1,2 1083 2300 
Dysprosium. Dy 162.46 66 3 
Erbium. Er 167.2 68 3 
Europium. Eu 152.0 63 2, 3 
Fluorine. F 19.0 9 1 -223 -187 
Gadolinium. Gd 156.9 64 3 
Gallium. Ga 69.72 31 2,3 29.75 > 1000 
Germanium. Gc 72.60 32 4 958.5 2700 
Gold. Au 197 2 79 1 3 
Hafnium. nf 178.6 72 4 1700 > 3200 
Helium. He 4.003 2 0 < -272.2 -268.9 
Ilolmium. Ho 164.94 67 3 
Hydroffcn. H 1 008 1 1 __OCQ lA 

Illinium. II (146) 61 

X 

(3) 

— ^0^ . / 

Indium. In 114.76 49 3 155 1450 
Iodine. I 126.92 53 1, 3, 5, 7 113.5 184.35 
Iridium. Ir 193.1 77 3.4 2350 > 4800 
Iron. Fe 55.85 26 2. 3 1535 3000 
Krypton. Kr 83.7 36 0 -157 -152.9 
Lantlianum. La 138.92 57 3 820 1800 
Lead. Pb 207.21 82 2. 4 327.4 1620 
Lithium. Li 6.94 3 1 186 > 1220 
Lutecium. Lu 174.99 71 3 
Magnesium. Mg 24.32 12 2 651 1110 
Manganese. Mn 54.93 25 2, 3, 4, 6. 7 1260 1900 
Masurium. Ma 43 
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Table 4. International Atomic Weights, 1947 Revision. {Ctmtinued) 

Element Syir 
bol WeighU* 

Atomic 

No. 
Valence 

Melting 

pointy 
Boiling 

point, *C 
Mercury. 

Molybdenum. 
Neodymium. 
Neon. 

Nickel. 
Nitrogen. 

Osmium. 

Oxygen. 

. Hg 
Mo 

Nd 
Ne 

Ni 
N 

Os 
0 

200.61 

95.95 

144.27 

20.183 
58.69 

14.008 
190.2 

16.000 

80 

42 

60 

10 
28 

7 

8 

1,2 
3, 4, 6 

3 

0 
2, 3 

3, 5 

2, 3, 4, 8 

2 

-38.87 
2620 
840 

-248.67 
1455 

-209.86 
2700 

-218.4 

356.9 
3700 

-245.9 
2900 

-195.8 
> 5300 

— 183 
Palladium. Pd 106.7 46 2, 4 1553 2200 
Phosphorus. P 30.98 15 3, 5 44.1 280 
Platinum. 
Polonium. 

Pt 
Po 

195.23 
(210) 

78 

84 
2, 4 1773.5 4300 

Potassium. K 39.096 19 1 62.3 760 
Praseodymium. 

Protoactinium. . . 
Pr 

Pa 
140.92 

231 
59 
91 

3 940 

Radium. Ra 226.05 88 2 960 1140 
Radon. 

Rhenium. 
Rn 

Re 
222 
186.31 

86 
75 

0 -110 
3000 

Rhodium. Rh 102.91 45 3 1985 > 2500 
Rubidium. Rb 85.48 37 1 38.5 700 
Ruthenium. Ru 101 .7 44 3. 4. 6. 8 2450 > 2700 
Samarium. Sa 150.43 62 3 > 1300 
Scandium. Sc 45.10 21 3 1200 2400 
Selenium. Se 78.96 34 2, 4, 6 2201 688 
Silicon. Si 28.06 14 4 1420 2600 
Silver. Ag 107.88 47 1 960.5 1950 
Sodium. Na 22.997 11 1 97.5 880 
Strontium. Sr 87.63 38 2 800 1150 
Sulfur. S 32.066 16 2, 4, 6 112.8 444.6 
Tantalum. Ta 180.88 73 5 2996 > 4100 
Tellurium. 

Terbium. 
Tc 
Tb 

127.61 
159.2 

52 

65 
2, 4, 6 

3 
452 1390 

Thallium. T1 204.39 81 1, 3 303.5 1650 
Thorium. 

Thulium. 
Th 

Tm 
232.12 

169.4 
90 

69 
4 

3 
1845 > 3000 

Tin. Sn 118.70 50 2. 4 231.89 2260 
Titanium. Ti 47.9 22 3,4 1800 > 3000 
Tungsten. W 183.92 74 6 3370 5900 
Uranium. u 238.07 92 4, 6 < 1150 
Vanadium. 

Virginium. 
Va 
Vi 

50.95 
(224) 

23 
87 

3, 5 
1 

1710 3000 

Xenon. Xc 131 .3 54 0 -112 -107 
Ytterbium. 'i'b 173.04 70 3 1800 
Yttrium. Y 88.92 39 2 1490 2500 
Zinc. Zn 65.38 30 2 419.47 907 
Zirconium. Zr 91 .22 40 4 1900 : > 2900 

* Values ill parentheses arc approximate* 
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INDEX 

A 

Abraaivea, 3^16 
artificial, 12 
coated, 12, 248 
garnet, 241-249 
general p ropertiea of, 3 
graina of, 13 
hardness of, 3 
quarts-type, 6 
testing, 14 
tripoU, 561-666 

Actinolite, i&^18, 40, 42 
Adsorbents, 334, 338^339 

activated magnesia, 309 
(See afro Bentonite and Fuller's earth) 

Ad ul aria, 206 
Agalmatolite, 416 
Agate, 420 
Aggregates, lightweight (see Perlite, Pumi- 

cite, VermicuUte) 
Alabaster, 268 
Albertite, 63 
Albite, 205 
Alexandrite, 105 
Allophane, 144 
Almandite. 241 
Alsifilm, 100, 332 
Alum, 90 
Alum minerals, 18—26 
Alum shales, 20 
Alum stone, 32 
Aluminito, 20 
Aluminum Halts, 88 
Aluminum Hilicates, 25-32 
Alunito, 32-35, 402 
Alunogen, 18 
Aniargosite, 9G 
Amaxonstono, 206 
Arnblygonite, 288—289 
Ammonia, 360 
Amosite, 40 
Aodalusitc, 25 
Andesinc, 200 
Anhydrite, 36-37, 264 
Anorthito, 205, 218 
Anoxite, 144 
Anthophyllite, 40, 42 
Apatite, 38-39 

Kusaian, 385 
Apjohnite, 19, 24 
Aplito, 207 
Aquamarine, 102 
Aragonite. 121 

Ardmoriie, 95-90 
Asbestine, 532 
Asbestos, 39-57 
Asphalts, 57—61 
Astrakanite, 204 
Atomic weights, 595—596 
Auerlite, 352 

B 

Baddeleyite, 586 
BaUas, 175 
Barite (barytes), 67-80 
Barium chemicals, 78 
Barium minerals, 67—82 
Basalt, 507 
Bauxite, 82—93 

activated, 92 
Beidellite, 93-94 
Bentones, 100 
Benioniio, 93—101 
Beryl, 102 
Beryllium, in vesuvianite, 105, 581 
Beryllium minerals, 101—107 
Bibliography, general, 597—509 
Biotite, 314, 316 
Bitumens, 57 * 
Blanc fixe, 79 
Bleaching clay (see Bentonite and Fuller's 

earth) 
Bloedite, 204 
Bone phosphate of Itmo, 379 
Boracito, 107, 109 
Borax, 492 

and borates, 107—117 
Boron, 110 
Boronairoculcite, 107-108 
Boydito, 107 
BrazUite, 585 
Breunnerite, 298, 305 
Brines, artificiul, 444 

natural, 444 
Bromine, 117—119 
Brucite, 119-120 
Buhrstone, 6, 420 

C 

Calcite, 121-125 
Calcium chloride, 450 
Calcium cyanamide, 300 
Caliche, 362 
Californite, 277, 580 
Cunaanite, 193 
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Cappaugh brown, 346 
Carbon dioxide^ 126-127 
Carbonado, 175 
Carnallite, 296, 302, 396, 399 
Carnotite, 569 
Celestite, 516 
CeUian, 206 
Cement, 128-133 

natural, 128 
Portland, 128 
pozzuolana, 128 

Cements, high^alumina, 91 
Ceresino wax, 64 
Chalcedony, 420 
Chalk and whiting, 133—137 

French, 532 
Chaser stones, 6 
Chile saltpeter, 361 
China stone, 210 
Chlorite, 314 
Chromite, 137-141 
Chrysoberyl, 102, 104 
Chrysotiie, 39, 42 
Claude process, 366 
Clays and clay products, 141—164 

activable, 93 
adsorptive, 03 

Colophonito, 241, 683 
Conglomerate, 507 
Cordicritc, 1C4-166 
Cornwall stone, 206 
Corundum and emery, 166-172 
Crocidolitc, 40, 42 
Cryolite, 172-174 

artiGcial, 230 

D 

Oamourite, 314 
Diamond. 174—182 
Diasporo, 83, 182 
Diatomite (diatomacoous earth), 185-193 
Dickitc, 144 
Diopsidc. 193. 583 
Dolomite, 194-202 
Duinortierito, 25. 29 

E 

Elaterite. G2 
Ellernan kiln, 283 
Emerald, 102. 106 
Emory, 1 GO-172 
Epsomite (epsom salt), 202-205 

F 

FayaJito, 368 
Feldspar. 205-220 
Ferromagnesites, 305 
Flint. 6, 426 
Fluidization, lime burning by, 284 
Fluorine, from phosphate rock, 230 
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Fluorine, in phosphate rock, 380, 390 
Fluorspar (fluorite), 220—232 
Forsterite, 368 
Freon, 229 
Fuller’s earth, 94, 233-241 
Fusibility, scale of, 592-594 

G 

Garnet, 241-249, 686 
Garspar, 207 
Gaylussite, 493 
Geyserite, 371 
Gibbsite, 83, 249-250 
Gilsonite, 61 
Glance pitch, 62 
Glauberite. 492 
Glauber’s salt, 489-490, 502 
Glauconite, 403 
Gneiss, 507 
Grahamite, 61 
Granite, 507 

graphic, 206 
Granules, roofing, 482 
Graphite, 250-259 
Greensand, 403 
Grinding pebbles, 9 
Grinding wheels, 13 
Grindstones, 7 
Grossularito, 241 
Guggenheim process, 363 
Gypsum. 269-272 

H 

Habor^Bosch process, 360 
Hafnium, 588 
Halite, 436 
Halloysite, 143 
Halotrichito, 19, 23 
Hanksite, 492 
Hardness, 4 

scale of, 591-592 
llcctorite, 94 
Hedcnbergite, 193, 683 
Helvite, 102, 105 
Hexsgonite, 560 
Holystones, 8 
Hones, razor, 11 
Hyacinth, 580 
Hyalite, 371 
Hydrocal, 267 
Hydrofluoric acid, 229 
Hydromagnesite, 296, 301 

I 

Iceland spar, 122 
Idocrase, 580 
Illite, 143 
Ilmenite, 548 
Infusorial earth, 185 
Iodine, 272-274 
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loUte. 164 
Iron oxides* 342, 347 

J 

Jacinth, 686 
Jade. 274-277 
Jadeite, 274 
Jargon, 586 

K 

Kainite, 395, 397 
Kalinite, 19. 23-24 
Kalunite process, 36 
Kaotin, kaolinite, 143 
Keene's cement, 268 
Kernite, 107-108 
Kieselguhr, 185 
Kieserite, 204 
Kimberlite. 176-177, 179 
Kramerite, 107 
Kunzite, 2D1 
Kyanito, 25, 27 

L 

Lake pigments, 346 
Land plaster, 268 
Langt^inito, 290, 305 
Lapis lazuli. 277-278 
Laterite, 83-84 
Lava, 543-544 
Lazuritc, 277—278 
Lepidolito. 288-290 
Leucite. 278-280. 403 
Limestone and lime. 28Q-288 
Lithium minerals. 288-204 
Lithium salts, by-product. 292 
Lithographic stone. 205-200 
Lithopone. 77 

M 

Magnesite. 433 
and inagnesitirii cotiipouiids, 200 311 

Magnesium, frotn <lo!oiiiite, 200 201 
MagnOHiuin carl>oiiatc*. basic. 108 
Magnesium chloride, 302 
Magnesium silicate, hydrous. 300 
Magnesol. 300 
Munjak, 02 
Marble. 507 
Meerschaum (sepiolito), 311-313 
Mendozite. 20 
Mota-kaolin. 157 
Mica. 314-333 

acricitc, 474 
synthetic. 331-332 

Mica schist. 315 
Microclino, 205 
Millstones. 0 
Mineral fillers and adeorbontd, 334—340 

Mineral pigments, 341—350 
Mineral rubber, 63 
Mineral wool, 584 
Mirabilite, 490 
Mobaveite, 107 
Monssite and thorium minerals, 351—355 
Montan wax, 64 
Montmorillonite, 93—94, 144 
Moonstone, 206 
Morganite, 102 
Mortar colors, 347 
Mountain cork, 40 
Mountain leather, 40 
Mountain wood, 41 
MuUite, 25, 29, 394, 557 
Muriate (of potash), 395, 397 
Muscovite, 314—319 

N 

Natron, 491 
Nepheline and nepholino syenite, 356-360 

Nephrite, 274 
Nichol prism, 121 
Niter. 361 
Niter cukc, 489 
Nitrocalcite, 361 
Nitrogen, from atmosphere, 366 

from coul, 365 
and nitrates, 300 

Nontronite, 144 
Northuptito. 492 

O 

Obsidian. 375 
Ochers, 345 
Odontolitc, 567 
Okonitc. 03 
Olivine. 308-371 
Onyx marble, 121 
Opal, 371-372 
Ortlioclase, 205 
Otaylite, 00 
Owens lake, 407 
Oxvchloridc cement, 308 
Oxygen, 372-374 
Ozokerite, 03 

P 

Paligorskito, 41 
Paiidermite, 107 
Pearl filler. 330 
Pearl hardening, 330 
Poricla.se. 297 
Perlite, 375-370 
Persian red. 344 
Pezzano, 411 
Phenacite, 102, 105 
Phlogopitc. 314, 318-319 
Pho.sphate rock. 379-393 
Phosphorite. 370 
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Pickeringite, 20 
Piezoelectric effect, 420 
Piezoelectric minerals, quartz, 421 

synthetic, 422 
tourmaline, 559 

Pigments, titanium, 651 
Pinite, 393-394 
Pirssonite, 493 
Pitchblende, 568 
Pitchstone, 375 
Plagioclase, 206 
Plaster of paris, 267 
Plumbago, 250 
Plutonium. 572 
Polaroid, 125 
Polyhalite, 395, 401 
Potash salts. 394—i07 
Potassium nitrate, 361 
Pozzuolana, 413 
Priceite, 107, 109 
Probortite, 107 
Pulpstones. 7 
Pumice and pumicite, 407-415 
Putty. 136 
Pyrite, 527-629 
Pyrophyllite, 415-418 

Q 

Quartz, and silica, 419—431 
fused, 423 
optical. 422 
piezoelectric, 420—422 

Quartz abrasives, 5 
Quartz crystal, 420 
Quartzite, 420, 507 

R 

Radium, 571 
Raphaclitc, 62 
Rasorite, 107-108 
Refractories, 431-436 

chromite, 139-140 
dolomite, 197 
high-alumina, 91 
soapstone, 488 
spinel, 505 
topaz, 557 

Rensselaerite, 631 
Resins, 57 

coal, 64 
Rhodolite, 241, 244 
Rock crystal, 420 
Roscoelitc, 315 
Rothoffite, 583 
Rottenstone, 11 
Ruby. 166 
RutUe, 547-548 

S 

Salite, 193, 583 
Salt (halite), 436-463 

Salt cake, 489, 601, 603 
Saltpeter, 361 
Sand and gravel, 453—470 
Sand-lime brick, 470-473 
Sands, filter, 466 

glass, 464 
molding, 467-469 

Sandstone, 507 
Sanidine, 206 
Santorin earth, 407 
Sapphire, 166 
Sassolite, 109 
Satin white, 336 
Sauconite, 94 
Schist, 507 
Sea water, 302 
Searles lake, 400, 497 
Searlesite, 494 
Seger cones, 693-694 
Sepiolite, 311 
Sericite. 314, 474 
Serpentine. 475-476 
Shale, 144 
Shanks process. 362 
Shoshonite, 96 
Sienna, 345 
Sierralite. 165 
Silene, 684 
Silica. 423-429 

amorphous, 661 
fumed, 338 
soft. 661 
vitreous, 423 

Silica gel, 426 
Silicones, 427 
Sillimanite, 26, 28 
Slate, 476-484 
Soapstone, 484-488 
Soda, caustic, 602 
Soda ash (see Sodium carbonate) 
Sodium carbonate, 496-199, 601, 603 
Sodium chloride, 436-453 
Sodium compounds, 489-505 
Sodium nitrate, 361 

Sodium salts, manufactured, 601-502 
Sodium sulfate, 499-601 
Sorel cement, 308 
Spanish red, 344 
Spar, heavy, 67 
Spinel. 505-506 
Splittings, mica, 324 
Spodumene, 288, 290-292 
Stassfurt deposits, 399 
Stassfurtite. 107, 109 
Steatite. 531-545 
Stone, 506-516 

chemical, 614-615 
crushed, 512-514 

Stones, sharpening, 10 
Strontianite. 516 
Strontium minerals. 616-621 
Strontium salts, 620 
Sulfohalite, 493 
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Sulfur (and pyrite), 521—531 
elamentali 621—527 
from gases, 529 
from gypsum and anhydrite* 529 
from petroleum, 529 

Sulfuric acid, 625 
from gypsum, 270 

Sylvinite, 401 
Sylvite, 302, 395, 401 

T 

Talc (steatite), 531-545 
Talc crayons, 539-540 
Terra alba, 208 
Thallium, 546—547 
Thorianite, 352 
Thorite, 352 
Thorium minerals, 351-355 

Tincal, 107-108 
Tincalconite, 107 

Titanite, 554 
Titanium, metaUic, 553 
Titanixim minerals, 547—556 
Topas, 656—558 
Tourmaline, 558-559 

piesoelectric, 559 
TrenioUte. 40, 42, 560—561 
Tripoli, 561-500 
Tripolito, 185 
Trona. 279, 491 
Tschermigite. 20 
Tube-mill liners, 9 

Turquoise, 567—568 

Tychito, 494 

U 

XTintaite, 61 
Ulexite, 107-108 
Ultramarine, 344 
Umbers, 346 
Uranium minerals, 668—574 

V 

Vandyke brown, 346 
Variscite, 568 
Venetian red, 345 
VermicuHte, 574—580 
Vesuvianite, 102, 580—681 

W 

Wavellite, 682 
Waxes, 57, 63 

ceresine, 64 
montan, 64 
osokerite, 63 

Wliiting, 133 
Witheriie. 80 
Wollastonito, 583—685 

Wurtzilite, 62 
Wyomingite, 279 

Z 

Zircon, 585-586 
and zirconium minerals, 585 
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